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This book has been writcen co support students studying for AQA A 
Level Physics. The sections covered are shown in the contents list, 
which also shows you the page numbers for the main topics within 
each section. There is also an index at the back to help you find what 
you are looking for. If you are studying for AS Physics. you will only 
need to know the content in the blue box. This student book contains 
summaries of the Year 2 options. The full options are available on 
Kerboodle with supporting material. 

Year 2 content 

6 Further mechanics and thermal 
physics 

7 Fields 
8 Nuclear physics 

Plus one option from the following: 
• Astrophysics 
• Medical physics 
• Engineering physics 
• Turning points in physics 
• Electronics 

ALevel exams will cover content from Year 1 and Year 2 and wil l be at 
a higher demand than the AS exams. You will also carry out practical 
activities throughout your course. 
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Learning objectives 
' At the beginning of each 

topic, there is a list of 
learning objectives. 

' These are matched to the 
specification and allow you 
to monitor your progress. 

' A specification reference is 
also included. 
Specification reference: 3.1.1 

Synoptic link 

These highlight how the sections 
relate to each other. Linking 

different areas of physics together 
is important, and you will need to 
be able to do this. 

There are also links to the 

maths section to support the 
development of these skills. 

Study tips 

Study tips contain prompts to 

help you with your revision. 
They can also support the 
development of your practical 
skills (with the practical symbol 

8 J and your mathematical skills 
(with the math symbol fiJ. 

Hint 

Hint features give other 
information or ways of thinking 
about a concept to support your 
understanding. They can also 
relate to practical or mathematical 
skills and use the symbols 9 
and fi. 
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This book contains many different features. Each feature is designed to 

foster and stimulate your interest in physics, as well as supporting and 
developing the skills you will need for your examination. 

Terms that you will need to be able to define and understand are 
highlighted in bold orange text. You can look these words up in 
the glossary. 

Sometimes a word appears in bo ld . These are words that are useful 
to know but are not used on the specifica tion. They therefore do not 
have to be learnt for examination purposes. 

These features contain important and interesting applications of 
physics in order to emphasise how scientists and engineers 
have used their scientific knowledge and understanding to develop 
new applications and technologies. There are also application features to 
develop your maths skills, with the icon 0· and to develop your practical 
skil ls, with the icon f). 

Extension features 

These features contain material that is beyond the specification 
designed to stretch and provide you with a broader knowledge and 
understanding and lead the way into the types of thinking and areas 
you might study in further education. As such, neither the detail nor 
the depth of questioning will be required for the examinations. But 
this book is about more than getting through the examinations. 

1 	 Extension and application features have questions that link the 
material with concepts that are covered in the specification. Short 
answers are inverted at the bottom of the featu re, whilst longer 
answers can be fou nd in the answers section at the 
back of the book. 

Summary questions 

1 	 These are short questions that test your understanding of the 
topic and allow you to apply the knowledge and skills you have 
acquired. The questions are ramped in order of difficulty. 

2 	 e Questions that will test and develop your mathematical 
and practical skills are labelled with the mathematical symbol 

[fiJ and the practical symbol [fl]. 
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This book is supported by next generation Kerboodle, offering unrivalled digital 
support for independent study, differentiation, assessment, and the new practical 
endorsement. 

If your school subscribes to Kerboodle, you will also find a wealth of additional 
resources to help you with your studies and with revision: 

Study guides 

Maths skills boosters and calculation worksheets 

• On your marks activities to help you achieve your best 

• Practicals and fol low up activities to support the practical endorsement 

• Interactive objective tests that give question-by-question feedback 

• Animations and revision podcasts 

• Self-assessment checklists. 

Revise with ease using 
Determining the Vourtg mOdutus the study guides to guide 


you through each chapter 

and direct you towards the 
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• 

If you are a teacher reading this, Kerboodle also has plenty of further 
assessment resources, answers to the questions in the book, and a digital 
markbook along with full teacher support for practicals and the worksheets, 
which include suggestions on how to support and stretch your students. All 
of the resources that you need are pulled together into teacher guides that 
suggest a route through each chapter. 
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Further important calculator 
functions are described in 16.1. 

Practical link ~ 

The use of these items is described 
for reference in 14.3. 

Practical link Ji 

See 14.2 for anomalous 
measurements. 
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1. Using a calculator 
Practice makes perfect when it comes to using a calculator. For AS and 
A level physics, you need no more than a scientific calculator. You 
need to make sure you master the technicalities of using a scientific 
calculator as early as possible in your physics course. At this stage, you 
should be able to use a calculator to add. subtract, multiply, divide, 
find squares and square roots and calculate sines, cosines and tangents 
of angles. But remember when using a calculator, it's all too easy to 
make a mistake. for example pressing the wrong button. So when 
carrying out a calculation using a calculator, check t.he answer by 
making an order-of-magnitude estimate of the answer in your head. 

2. Making measurements 
You should know al this stage how LO make measurements using basic 
equipment such as metre rules, protractors. stopwatches, thermometers, 
balances (for weighing an object) and ammeters and voltmeters. 
During the course, you will also be expected to use equipment such as 
micrometers, verniers, oscilloscopes and data loggers. 

Here are some useful reminders abou t making measurements: 

• 	 check the zero reading when you use an instrument to make a 
measurement, for example, a metre ruler worn away at one end 
mighc give a zero error 

• 	 when a multi-range instrument is used, start with the highest 
range and switch to a lower range if the reading is too small to 
measure accurately 

• 	 make sure you record all your measurements in a logical order, 
stating the correct unit of each measured quantity 

• 	 don't pack equipment away until you arc sure you have enough 
measurements or you have checked unexpected readings 

3. Using measurements in calculations 
whenever you make a record or a measuremen t, you must 
always note the correct unit as well as the numerical val ue of the 
measurements. 

The scien tific system of units is called the S.T. system. This is 
described in more detail in 16.1 and 16.3. The base units of the 
S.I. system you need to remember are listed below. All other units 
are derived from the S.I. base units. 

I the metre (m) is the S.l. unit of length. Note also that 
1 m = lOOcm = lOOOmm. 

2 the kilogram (kg) is the S.I. unit of mass. Note that 
1 kg = 1000 grams. 

3 the second (s) is the S.I. unit of time. 
4 the ampere (A) is the S.I. unit of current. 



Powers of ten and numerical prefixes are used to avoid unwieldy 
numerical values. For example: 

• 	 l 000000 = 106 which is IO raised to the power 6 (usually slated as 
·10 lo the 6'). 

• 	 0.000 000 J = I0-1 which is I 0 raised to the power - 7 (usually 
stated as 'JO to the -7'). 

Prefixes are used with units as abbreviations for powers of ten. For 
example, a distance of 1 kilometre may be written as lOOOm or 103 m 
or l km. The most common prefixes are shown in Table l. 

T Table 1 Prefixes 

Note that the cubic centimetre (cm3) and the gram (g) are in common 
use and arc therefore allowed as exceptions tO the prefixes shown. 

Standard form is usually used for numerical values smaller than 
0.001 or larger than IOOO. 

• 	 The numerical value is written as a number between I and I 0 
multiplied by the appropriate power of ten. For example. 


64000m = 6.4 x I O~m 


0.0000051s=5.1x10-6s 

• 	 A prefix may be used instead of some or all of the powers of ten. 
For example: 


35000m = 35x 103 m = 35km 


0.00000059m = 5.9x 10-1 m = 590 nm 

To convert a number to standa rd form, count how many places the 
decimal point must be moved to make the number between 1 and I 0. 
The number of places moved is the power of ten that must accompany 
the number between l and IO. Moving the decimal place : 

• 	 to the left gives a positive power of ten (for example, 
64000=6.4xl04 

) 

• 	 tO the right gives a negative power of ten (for example, 
0.0000051 = 5. 1x10-6 ) 

y 

4. Using the right-angled triangle 0 

x ..c....~---'~~~~-'--' z 
a 

.A Figure 1 The right-angled triangle 

• 




The sine, cosine and tangent of an angle are defined from the 
right-angled triangle. Figure I on the previous page shows a right
angled triangle XYZ in which side XV is the hypotenuse (i.e. the side 
opposite the right angle), side VZ is opposite angle 0 and side XZ is 
adjacent to angle e . 
. e YZ o 

Sill = XY = h where o = YZ, the side opposite angle 0 

XZ a h = XV, the hypotenusecos e =xv= h" 
YZ o and a = XZ, the side adjacent to angle 0 

cane =- = xz a 

To remember these formulas, recall SOHCAHTOA. 

Pythagoras' theorem states that for any right angle triangle, 

the square of the hypotenuse= t h e sum of the squares of t he 
other two sides 

Applying Pythagoras' theorem to the righl angle triangle XYZ in 
Figure l gives: 

(XY)2 =(XZ)2 + (YZ)2 

5. Using equations 
Symbols are used in equations and formulas to represent physical 
variables. In you r GCSE course, you may have used equations with 
words instead of symbols to represent physical variables. For example, 
you will have met the equation 'distance moved= speed x time'. 
Perhaps you were introduced to the same equation in the symbolic 
form 's = v r wheres is the symbol used to represent distance, vis the 
symbol used to represent speed and tis the symbol used to represent 
time. The equation in symbolic form is easier to use because the rules 
of algebra are more easily applied to it than to a word equation. In 
addition, writing words in equations wastes valuable time. However, 
you need to remember the agreed symbol for each physical quantity. 

Equations often need tO be rearranged. This ca n be confusing if you 
don't learn the following basic rules at an early stage: 

I Learn tO read an equation properly. For example, the equation 
v =3 t + 2 is not the same as the equation v =3 ( t + 2 ). Tf you forget 
the brackets when you use the second equa tion to calculate v when 
t = l , then you will get v = 5 instead of the correct answer v = 9. 
The first equation tells you ro multiply t by 3 then add 2. The second 
equation tells you co add t and 2 then multiply the sum by 3. 

2 Learn to rearrange an equation properly. In simple terms, always 
make the same change to both sides of an equation. 

For example, to make t the subject of the equation v = 3t + 2 

Step 1: 	 Subtract 2 from both sides of the equation so 
v - 2 =3t + 2 - 2 =3t 

Step 2: The equation is now v - 2 = 3t and can be written 3t = v - 2 
2

Step 3: 	Divide both sides of the equation by 3 so ~t = v; 

Step 4: Cancel 3 on the cop and the bottom of the left hand side to 
.h .h v-2fiTIIS W i t f = - 

• 	
3 



Skills for starting AS and A level Physics 

To use an equation as part of a calculation: 

• 	 start by making rhe quantity robe calculated the subject of the 
equation 

• 	 write the equation out with the numerical values in place of the 
symbols 

• 	 carry out the calculation and make sure you gjve the answer with 
the correct unit 

AND remember to check your answer by making an order-of-magnitude 
estimate. 

Unless the equation is simple (for example, V = TR), don't insert 
numerical values then rearrange the equation. Rearrange then insert 
the numerical values as you are less likely to make an error if the 
numbers are inserted later in rhe process rather than earlier. 

Maths link iii 
See 16.1 to 16.3 for more about 
data handling, trigonometry and 

algebra. 

• 
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Chapters in this 
section: 
1 Matter and radiation 

2 Quarks and leptons 

' 3 Quantum phenomena 
~ ~ 

Introduction 
Particle physics is ac che frontiers of physics. II is abou t the 
rundamemal properties of matter. radiat ion. and energy. In this 
section, you will gain awareness of the ongoing development of 
new ideas in physics and of the application of in -depth knowledge 
to well-established concepts. 

Experiments in parcicle physics have supported the idea rhac prorons 
and neutrons consist of smaller particles ca lled quarks. They have also 
shown that electrons are fundamenta l pnrricles belonging to a small 
family of panicles called leptons. Quarks and leptons are the building 
blocks of matter. The key developments in rhis journey into the atom 
are highlighted in the first cwo chapters of this section. Investigations 
into the effect of light on metals have revealed thac light consists of 
wave packets of electromagnecic radiacion called photons. A photon 
is a quantum, or the least amount, of electrornagnecic radiation. 
The theory that energy is in these lumps (quanca) instead of being 
evenly spread makes up part of quantum theory. It has led to the 
discovery of energy levels in the atom. light spectra, and wave
partide duality. In this section, we will be looking at all of these 
subject areas and at the experimental evidence that led to the ideas 
and theories in them. In addition, we will be looking at matter and 
antimatter and their properties. including annihilation, in which 
matter and antimatter interact and !llrn into radiation energy, and 
pair production, in which the opposite happens. We will also be 
studying how physicists detected uncharged leptons called n eutrinos. 
These are so elusive that billions of th em pass through us every second 
without our knowledge! Many qu estions have arisen because of the 
work being done by physicists across th e world. for example, what 
exactly is the mechanism that turns mass into rad ia tion energy in 
annihilation? We will look at some of these questions in this section. 

Working scientifically 
In this part of the course, you will meet big ideas and find om how 
scientists discovered and confirmed them. You will learn how to 

observe and detect particles by using a cloud chamber or a spark 
counter - these instruments are the forerunners of the massive 
detectors being used at international nuclear research laborawries 
such as CERt'i in Geneva in Switzerland. 



The maths skills you will need are mainly about handling numbers 
in standard form, carrying out scientific calculations, and rearranging 
equations. Make good llSC or the notes and exercises in Chapter 16 to 
help you improve your maths skills. 

The notes on straight line graphs in Chapter 16 will also help you 
in Chaplcr 3 when we look at the photoelectric effect. This is the 
em ission of electrons from meta l when light is shone on the metal's 
surface. The puzzling resll lts from these metal experimenrs were not 
explained unti l Albert Einstein formed a revolutionary new theory 
about light called the photon theory. His theory predicted that a graph 
of the kinct ic energy of the emitted e lectrons versus the frequency 
of the incident light should give a straight line - and that's exactly 
what was found! A~ you progres-; through the course. you will carry 
out many experiments where straight line graphs arc used to test an 
equation about a theory. 

What you already know 

From your GCSE sLUdics on radioactivity, you should know that: 

0 	 every atom has a positively charged nucleus at its centre that is surrounded by 
negatively charged particles called electrons 

0 	 the nucleus of the atom is composed of protons and neutrons, which have 
approximately the same mass 

0 	 protons a nd electrons have fixed equal and opposite amounts of cha rge, and 
neutrons arc uncha rged 

0 	 an uncha rged a tom has equal amounts of electrons and protons 

0 	 radioa ctive substances emit radiation because the nuclei of their atoms a rc 
unstable 

0 	 when the rad iation from radioactive substances passes through other substa nces, 
it can ion ise th em 

0 	 there arc three types or radjation from radioactive substances: 

• 	 alpha radiation, which is stopped by paper and is strongly ionising 

• 	 beta radiation, which is stopped by 2-3 mm of metal and is less ionising than 
alpha radiation 

• 	 gamma radiation, which is very penetrating and is weakly ionising 

0 	 the half-life of a radioactive substance is the time it takes for the number of 
atoms of that substance to decrease by half. 



1. Matter and radiation 

1.1 Inside the atom 


Learning objectives: 
-+ Describe what is inside 

an atom. 

-+ Explain the term isotope. 

-+ Represent different atoms. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1.1 

Study tip 
Don't mix up 'n' words - nucleus, 

neutron, nucleon, nucl ide ! 

.A. Figure 1 Atoms seen using a 
scanning tunnelling microscope (STM} 

inner shell 
of electrons 

.A. Figure 2 Inside the atom (not to scale) 
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The structure of the atom 
Atoms are so small (less than a millionth of a millimetre in diameter) 
that we need ro use an electron microscope to see images of them. 
Although we cannot see inside them, we know, from Rmherford's 
alpha-scattering investigations, that every atom contains 

• 	 a positively charged nucleus composed of prot0ns and neutrons 

• 	 electrons that surround the nucleus. 

We use the word nucleon for a proton or a neutron in the nucleus. 

Each electron has a negative charge. Because the nucleus is positively 
charged, the electrons are held in the atom by the electrostatic force of 
attraction between them and the nucleus. Rutherrord's investigations 
showed that the nucleus contains most of rhe mass of the atom and its 
diameter is of the order of 0.0000 l times the diameter of a typical atom. 

Table l shows the charge and the mass of 1he proton, the neutron, and 
the electron in SI units (coulomb for charge and kilogram for mass) 
and relative to the charge and mass of the proron. Notice that: 

I 	 The electron has a much smaller mass than the proton or the 
neutron. 

2 The proton and the neutron have almost equal mass. 
3 The electron has equal and opposite charge to the proton. The 

neutron is uncharged. 

T Table 1 Inside the atom 

Charge I C Charge relative 

to proton 

Mass / kg Mass relative 

to proton 

proton +1.60 x 10 19 1 1.6? x 10 27 1 

neutron 0 0 1.67 x 10 27 1 

elect ron - 1.60 x 10-19 - 1 9.11 x 10-31 0.0005 

This means that an w1charged atom has equal numbers of protons and 
electrons. An uncharged atom becomes an ion if it gains or loses electrons. 

Isotopes 
Every atom of a given element has the same number of protons as any 
other atom of the same element. The proton number is also called 
the atomic number (symbol Z) of the element. For example: 

• 	 Z =6 for carbon because every carbon atom has six protons in its 
nucleus. 

• 	 Z =92 for uranium because every uranium atom has 92 prot0ns in 
its nucleus. 

The at0ms of an element can have different numbers of neutrons. 
Atoms of the same clement with different numbers of neutrons are 
called isotopes. 



For example, the most ab undant isotope of natural uranium con ta ins 
146 neutrons and the next most abu ndant contains 143 neutro ns. 

Isotopes a re atoms with the sam e number of protons and 
different numbers of neutrons. 

The total number of protons and neutrons in an atom is called the 
nucleon number (symbol A) or sometimes the mass number of 
the atom. This is because it is almost numerically equal to the mass of 
the atom in relative units (where the mass of a proton o r neutron is 
approximately I) . A nucleon is a neutron o r a proton in the n ucleus. 

We label the isotopes of an elemen t according to t heir atomic n umber 
Z, the ir mass nu mber A, and the chem ical symbol of the elem ent. 
Figure 3 shows how we do this. Notice that: 

• 	 Z is a t the botto m left of the ele ment symbol and gives the number 
of protons in the nucl eus. 

• 	 A is a l the top le ft o f the element symbol and gives the number of 
protons and neut rons in the nucleus. 

• 	 The number of ne u trons in the nucleus = A - Z. 

../ number of protons 
A,..........- and neutrons Example: the symbol for the uranium isotope 

with 92 protons and 146 neutrons is 
x -chemical 


symbol 238 


z 	 U (or sometimes U-238) 
92 

~ number of protons 

£. Figure 3 Isotope notation 

Each type of nucleus is called a nuclide and is labelled using the 

isotope notation. Fo r example, a nuclide of the carbon isotope 1 ~C 
has two fewer neutrons and two fewer protons tha11 a nuclide of the 

oxygen isotope 1:0. 
Specific charge 
The specific charge o f a charged particle is defined as its charge 
divided by its m ass. We can calculate the specific charge of a charged 
particle if we know the cha rge and the mass of the particle . For 
example: 

A nucle us of : H has a charge of 1.60 x 10-19 C and a mass of 

1.67 x 	10-27 kg. lls specific charge is therefore 9 .58 x 107 C kg- 1
• 

The electron has a charge of - I .60 x 10-19 C and a mass of 9 .11 x l o-3 1 kg. 
Its specific charge is there fore l . 76 x l 0 11 Ckg-1. Note that the electron 
has the largest specific charge of any particle. 

An ion of the magnesium isotope ~;Mg has a ch arge of+3.2 x l 0- 19 C 

and a mass of 3.98 x I 0-26 kg (ignoring the mass of the electrons). lts 
specific charge is therefore 8.04 x 106 C kg- 1• 

Summary questions 

You will need to use data from the 

data sheet on pages 262-265 
to answer some of the questions 

below. 

1 a 	 State the number of 

protons and the number of 
neutrons in a nucleus of 

i2c ii iso 
s a 

Iii 235 U
92 

iv 24 Na
11 

v 63(
29 u. 

b 	 Which of the above 

nuclei has 

the smallest specific 

charge? 

ii the largest specific 

charge? 

2 	 Name the part of an atom 

which 

a has zero charge 

b 	 has the largest specific 

charge 

c 	 when removed, leaves a 

different isotope of the 

element. 

3 	 C) A ~~Cu atom loses two 
electrons. For the ion formed, 

a calculate its charge in C 

b state the number of 

nucleons it contains 

c 	 calculate its specific 
charge in C kg- 1. 

4 a 	 Calculate the mass of an 
ion with a specific charge 

of 1.20 x 107 Ckg- 1 and a 

negative charge of 
3.2 x 10- 19 c. 

b The ion has eight protons 

in its nucleus. Calculate its 

number of neutrons and 

electrons . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 State what keeps the protons 

and neutrons in a nucleus 

together. 

' 	 Explain why some nuclei are 
stable and others unstable. 

' 	 Describe what happens when 
an unstable nucleus emits an 

alpha particle or a beta minus 

particle. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1.2 

the nucleus emits an a particle 
and forms a new nucleus 

a particle 

() proton ()neutron 

.A. Figure 2 Alpha particle emission 
(not to scale] 
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The strong nuclear force 
A stable isotope has nuclei that do not disintegrate, so there must be 
a force holcting them together. We call this force the strong nuclear 
force because it overcomes the electrostatic force of repulsion 
between the protons in the nucleus and keeps the protons and 
neutrons together. 

Some funher important points about the strong nuclear force are: 

• 	 Its range is no more than about 3-4 femtomctres (fm), where 
1 fm = io-15 m = 0.000000000000001 m. This range is about 
the same as the diameter of a small nucleus. ln comparison, the 
electrostatic force between two charged particles has an infinite 
range (although it decreases as the range increases). 

• 	 It has the same effect between two protons as it does between two 
neutrons or a proton and a neutron. 

• 	 Jt is an attractive force from 3-4 fm down to about 0.5 fm. At 
separations smaller than this, it is a repulsive force that acts to 
prevent neutrons and protons being pushed into each other. 

Figure l shows how the strong nuclear force varies with separation 
between two protons or neutrons. Notice chat rhe equilibrium 
separation is where the force curve crosses the x-axis. 

neutron ornuclear 
protonforce field 


(neutrons 

and protons)

electrostatic 
a 	 force fields near force field 

a neutron or proton (proton only) 

electrostatic 
force force 

~ distance 
~ 

0 
from centre 

b force 
ti 
~ 

::::: strong nuclear force 
curves "' 

.A. Figure 1 The strong nuclearforce 

Radioactive decay 
Naturally occurring radioactive isotopes release three types of radiation. 

I 	 Alpha radiation consists of alpha particles which each comprise 
two prot0ns and two neutrons. The symbol for an alpha particle 
is ~a because its prot0n number is 2 and its mass number is 4. 

Figure 2 shows what happens to an unstable nucleus of an element 
X when it emits an alpha particle. Its nucleon numberA decreases 
by 4 and its aromic number Z decreases by 2. As a result of the 
change, the product nucleus belongs to a different clement Y. 



a ~ particle 1s 
created in the 
nucleus and 
instantly emitted 

a neutron 1n the 0 0 

nucleus changes 
 an antineutnno 

into a proton 
 is also emitted 

.A. Figure 3 Beto particle emission (not to scale] 

We can represe nt this change by means of the equation below: 
AX • A-4 y + 40, 
Z Z- 2 2 

2 	 Beta radiation consists of fast-moving electrons. The symbol 
for an electron as a beta particle is -~~ (or~-) because its charge 
is equal and opposite to that of the proton and its mass is much 
smaller than the proton's mass. 

Figure 3 shows what happens to an unstable nucleus of an 
element X when ic emits a ~- particle. This happens as a result of 
a neutron in the nucleus changing into a proton. The beta particle 
is created when the change happens and is emitted instantly. In 
addition, an antiparticle with no charge, called an antineutrino 
(symbol v), is emitted. You will learn more about antiparticles in 
Topic 1.4, and neutrinos in Topic 1.5. Because a neutron changes 
into a proton in the nucleus, the atomic number increases by l 
but the nucleon number stays the same. As a result of the change, 
the product nucle us belongs to a different element Y. This type of 
change happens 10 nuclei that have too many neutrons. 

We can represent this change by means of the equation below: 
AX Ay + O~ + V 
L Z+I - 1 

3 Gamma radiation (symbol y) is electromagnetic radiation 
emitted by an unstable nucleus. It can pass through thick metal 
plates. It has no mass and no charge. It is emitted by a nucleus 
with too much energy, following an alpha or beta emission. 

I	journey into the atom (part 1): A very elusive particle! l 
When the energy spectrum of beta particles was first m easured, it 
was found that beta particles were released with kinetic energies up 
w a maximum that depended on the isot0pe. The scientists at the 
time were puzzled why the energy of the beta particles varied up 
to a maximum, when each unstable nucleus lost a certain amount 
of energy in the process. Either energy was not conserved in the 
change or some or it was carried away by mystery particles, which 
they called neutrinos and antineutrinos . This hypothesis was 
unproven for over 20 years until antineutrinos were detected. 
Antineutrinos were detected as a result of their interaction with 
cadmium nuclei in a large tank of water. This was installed next 
to a nuclear reactor a s a controllable source of these very elusive 
particles. Now we know that billions of these elusive particles 
from the Sun sweep through our bodies every second without 
interacting! 

Summary questions 

1 	 Which force, the strong 

nuclear force or the 

electrostatic force, 

a does not affect a neutron 

b has a limited range 

c holds the nucleons in a 

nucleus 

d tends to make a nucleus 

unstable? 

2 	 Complete the following 

radioactive decay equations: 

a 229Th • Ra + a
90 


b 65Ni -> Cu + R + v
28 .... . 

3 	 A bismuth 2;~Bi nucleus emits 

a beta particle then an alpha 

particle then another beta 

particle before it becomes a 

nucleus X. 

a Show that Xis a bismuth 

isotope. 

b Determine the nucleon 

number of X. 

ii 	 How many protons and 

how many neutrons 

are in the nucleus just 

after it emits the alpha 

particle? 

4 	 The neutrino hypothesis was 

put forward to explain beta 

decay. 

a Explain the term hypothesis. 

b State one property of 

the neutrino. 

ii 	 Name two objects that 

produce neutrinos. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Recall what is meant by a 

photon. 

' Calculate the energy of 
a photon. 

' Estimate how many photons 
a light source emits every 
second. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1.3 

'Y Table 1 

view along direction of wave 

_electric field-+ 

direction 
of wave 

.A. Figure 1 Electromagnetic waves 

Synoptic link 

You will meet the photoelectric 

effect and the photon theory 

in more detail in Topic 3.1, The 

photoelectric effect. 
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Electromagnetic waves 
Light is just a small pan of the spectrum or electromagnetic waves . 
Our eyes cannot detect the other parts. The world would appear very 
different to us if they could. For example, all objects emit infrared 
radiation. Infrared cameras enable objects to be observed in darkness. 

In a vacuum, all electromagnetic waves travel ar the speed of light, c, 
which is 3.00x 108 ms-1• As you know from GCSE, the wavelength A. 
of electromagnetic radiation of frequ ency fin a vacuum is given by 
the equation 

Note that we often express light waveleng1hs in nanometres (nm ), 
where 1nm = 0.000 000 00 Im = I 0-9 m. 

The main pans of the electromagnetic spectrum are listed in Table I . 

The main parts of the electromagnetic spectrum 

radio microwave infrared visible ultraviolet X-rays gamma 
rays 

>0.1m 0.1 m to 1 mm to 700 nm to 400 nm to 10nmto <lnm 
lmm 700nm 400nm lnm 0.001 nm 

As shown in Figure I , an electromagnetic wave consists of an electric 
wave and a magnetic wave which travel together and vibrate 

• 	 at right angles to each other and to the direction in which they are 
travelling 

• 	 in phase with each other. As you can sec the two waves reach a 
peak together so they are in step. Whe n waves do this we say they 
are in phase. 

Photons 
Electromagnetic waves arc emitted by a charged particle when it loses 
e nergy. This can happen when 

• 	 a fast-moving electron is stopped (for example, in an X-ray tube) or 
slows down or changes direction 

• 	 an electron in a shell of an atom moves to a different shell of lower 
energy. 

Electromagnetic waves are emitted as short bursts of waves, each burst 
leaving the source in a different direction. Each burst is a packet of 
electromagnetic waves and is referred to as a photon. The photon 
theory was established by Einstein in 1905, when he used his ideas 
to explain the photoelectric effect. This is the emission of electrons 
from a metal surface when light is directed at the surface. 



Einstein imagined photons to be like flying needles, and he assumed 
that the energy E of a photon depends on its frequency fin accordance 
with the equation 

photon en ergy E = hf 

where h is a constant referred to as the Planck consrant. The value of h 
is 6.63 x 10- 34 J s. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 


Calculate the frequency and the energy of a photon of wavelength 

590nm. 

h =6.63 x 10-34 J s, c =3.00 x 108 m s-1 


Solution 

I I' f c 3.00 x 10s 014
To ca Icu Iate t 1e requency, use =~ = x _9 = 5.08 x 1 Hz. Summary questions590 10


To ca lculate the energy of a photon of this wavelength, we use 1
c = 3.00 x 108 ms-
E= hf 


34 h = 6.63 x 10-34 J s

E =hf= 6.63 x 10- x 5.08 x 1014 = 3.37 x 10- 19 J. 

1 a List the main parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum 

Laser power in order of increasing 
wavelength. 

b 	 fO Calculate the 
frequency of 

light of wavelength 
590nm 

ii 	 radio waves of 
wavelength 200 m. 

2 	 With the aid of a suitable 
diagram, explain what is 
meant by an electromagnetic 
wave. 

3 	 e Light from a certain light 
source has a wavelength of 
430 nm. Calculate 

a 	 the frequency of light of 
this wavelength 

b 	 the energy of a photon of 
this wavelength. 

.A. Figure 2 A laser at work 4f0a Calculate the frequency 
and energy of a photon of 

A laser beam consists of photons of rhe same frequency. The power of 
wavelength 635 nm. 

a laser beam is rhe energy per second rransferred by the photons. For a 
beam consisting of photons of frequency f, b A laser emits light of 

wavelength 635 nm in a 
t he power of the beam= nhf 

beam of power 1.5 mW. 
where n is the number of photons in the beam passing a fixed point Calculate the number of 
each second. This is because each photon has energy hf Therefore, photons emitted by the 
if 11 photons pass a fixed point each second, the energy per second laser each second. 
(or power) is nhf 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Define antimatter. 

' Describe what happens when 
a particle and its antiparticle 
meet. 

' Discuss whether anti-atoms 
are possible. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1.3 

Brain imaging 

PET scanners are used in 
hospitals for brain imaging of, 
for example, stroke patients. The 
T stands for tomography, which 
is the name for the electronic 
and mechanical system used to 
perform the scan. 

Q: 	 What type of radiation is 
detected in a PET scanner? 

• 

Antimatter 
When antimatter and matter particles (i.e., the particles that 
make up everything in our universe) meet, they destroy each other 
and radiation is released. We make use of this effect in a positron 
emitting tomography (PET) hospital scanner. The Pin PET stands 
for the positron, which is the antiparticle of the electron. When a 
PET scanner is used for a brain scan, a positron-emitting isotope is 
administered to the patient and some of it reaches the brain via the 
blood system. Each positron emitted travels no further than a few 
millimetres before it meets an electron and they annihilate each other. 
'TWo gamma photons, produced as a result, are sensed by detectors 
Jinked to computers. Gradually. an image is bu ilt up from the detector 
signals of where the positron-emitting nuclei arc inside the brain. 

Posirron emission rakes place when a proton changes into a neutron in 
an unstable nucleus with too many protons. The positron (symbol +~~ 
or Wl is the antiparticle of the electron. so it carries a positive charge. 
In addition, a neutrino (symbol v), which is uncharged, is emitted. 

A y OA+ .... + vZ- I + I 

Positron -emitting isotopes do not occur naturally. They are 
manufactured by placing a stable isorope, in liquid or solid form, in the 
path of a beam of protons. Some of the nuclei in the substance absorb 
extra prorons and become unstable positron-emitters. 

Antimatter was predicted in 1928 by the English physicist Paul Dirac, 
before the first antiparticle, the positron, was discovered. More than 
20 years earlier. Einstein had shown that the mass of a particle 
increases the faster it travels, and that his famous equation E = nu? 
related the energy supplied to the particle to its increase in mass. 
More significantly, Einstein said that the mass of a particle when it is 
stationary, its rest mass (m0), corresponds to rest energy mi2 locked 
up as mass. He showed that rest energy must be included in the 
conservation of energy. Dirac predicted the exisrence or antimatter 
particles (or antiparticles) that would unlock rest energy, whenever 
a particle and a corresponding antiparticle meet and annihilate 
each other. 

Dirac's theory of antiparticles predicted that for every type of particle 
there is a corresponding antiparticle that: 

• 	 annihilates the particle and itself if they meet, converting their t0tal 
mass into photons 

• 	 has exactly the same rest mass as the particle 

• 	 has exactly opposite charge to the particle if the particle has a charge. 

In addition to the annihilation process described above, Dirac 
predicted the opposite process of pair production. In this process, 
Dirac predicted that a photon with sufficient energy passing near a 
nucleus or an electron can suddenly change into a particle-antiparticle 
pair, which would then separate from each other. Figure I shows both 
or these processes . 



photon 

• particle0 
photon

antiparticle particle 
~ 

antiparticle 

a anmhilaf!on photon b pair production 

A Figure 1 Particles and antiparticles 

Particles, antiparticles, and E= mc2 

The energy of a particle or antiparticle is often expressed in millions 
of electron volts (MeV), where l MeV = 1.60 x 10-n J . One electron 
volt is defined as Lhe energy transferred when an electron is moved 
through a potentia l difkrence of I volt. Given the rest mass of a 
particle or antiparticle, its rest energy in MeV can be calculated using 
E =me?. However, you won't need to do this type of calculation in 
this copic, as the rest energies of different particles are listed on 
pages 262-265 of this book. 

Annihilation occurs when a particle and a corresponding antiparticle 
meet and their mass is convened intO radiation energy. Two photons 
are produced in this process (as a single photon cannot ensure a total 
momentum of zero after the collision). Therefore, the minimum 
energy of each photon, hfmin' is given by equating the energy of the 
two photons, 2hf011n' to the rest energy of the particle and of the 
antiparticle (i.e. 2hf,111n = 2E0, where £0 is the rest energy of 
the particle). 

Minimum energy of each photon produced, hfmin= E0 

In pair production, a phoron creates a particle and a corresponding 
antiparticle, and van ishes in the process. For a particle and antiparticle, 
each of rest energy £0, we can calculate rhe minimum energy and 
minimum frequency J,

11
;,, that the photon must have co produce 

this particle-antiparticle pair. Remember, c is rhe speed of light in a 
vacuum (3.00 x 108 ms- 1). 

Minimum energy of photon needed= hf min = 2E0 

For example, the e lectron has a rest energy of 0.511 MeV. Therefore, 
for pair production of an electron and a positron from a photon: 

Minimum energy of a photon= 2 x 0.5ll MeV = 1.022 MeV 

-13 J=1.64 x 10

A photon with less energy could not therefore create a positron and 
an electron. 

• 




1.4 Particles and antiparticles 

A Figure 2 The discovery ofthe 
positron 

• 


journey into the atom (part 2): The discovery of the positron 
We can see the path of alpha and beta particles using a cloud 
chamber. This is a small transparent contain er containing air 
saturated with vapour and made very cold. The same conditions 
exist high in the atmosphere. Ionising particles leave a visible trail of 
liquid droplets when they pass through the air - just like a jet plane 
does when it passes high overhead on a clear day. ln 1932, the 
American physicist Carl Anderson was using a cloud chamber and a 
camera to photograph trails produced by cosmic rays. He decided to 

see if the particles could pass through a lead plate in the chamber. 
With a magnetic fi eld applied to the chamber, he knew the trail of a 
charged particle would bend in the fi eld. 

• 	 A positive particle would be deflected by the magnetic field in 
the opposite direction to a negative particle travelling in the 
same direction. 

• 	 The slower it went, the more it would bend. 

rr a particle went through the plate. he thought it would be 
slowed down so its trail would bend more afterwards. Imagine his 
surprise when he discovered a beta panicle that slowed down but 
bent in the opposite direction to all the oth er beta trails he had 
photographed. He had made a momentous discovery - a positron, 
the first antiparticle to be detected (Figure 2). 

Summary questions 

1 MeV =1.60 x 10- 13 J 

19 a The rest energy of a proton is 1.501 x 10 10 J. Calculate its rest 
energy in MeV. 

b Show that a photon must have a minimum energy of 18?6 MeV to 
create a proton- antiproton pair. 

2 	 Explain why a photon of energy 2 MeV could produce an 
electron- positron pair but not a proton- antiproton pair. 

3 	 The rest energy of an electron is 0.511 MeV. 

a 	 State the minimum energy in J of each photon created when a 
positron and an electron annihilate each other. 

b 	 8 A positron created in a cloud chamber in an experiment has 
0.158 MeV of kinetic energy. It collides with an electron at rest, 
creating two photons of equal energies as a result of annihilation. 

Calculate the total energy of the positron and the electron. 

ii 	 Show that the energy of each photon is 0.590 MeV. 

4 	 A positron can be produced by pair production or by positron emission 
from a proton-rich nucleus. 

a 	 Describe the changes that take place in a proton-rich nucleus when 
it emits a positron. 

b 	 State two ways in which pair production of a positron and an 

electron differs from positron emission . 




The electromagnetic force 
What is a force? We can measure forces using newtonmeters and force 
sensors. We know that when a single force acts on an object, it 
changes the momentum of the object. The momentum of an object is 
its mass multiplied by its velocity. 

When two objects interact, they exert equal and opposite forces on each 
other. Momentum is transferred between the objects by these forces, 
if no other forces act on them. For example, if two protons approach 
each other, they repel each other and move away from each other. 
The American physicist Richard Feynman worked out in detail how 
this happens. He said the electromagnetic force between two charged 
objects is due to the exchange of virtual photons. He described them 
as virtual because we can't detect them directly. If we intercepted them, 
for example, by using a detector, we would stop the force acting. The 
interaction is represented by the diagram shown in Figure 1. This is a 
simplified version of what is known as a Feynman diagram. Note that 
the Lines do not represent the paths of the particles. The virtual photon 
exchanged between the two prowns is represented by a wave. 

An interact ion model 
Imagine two people on skateboards facing each other and one of them 
throws a ball to the other. The rhrower recoils when the ball leaves 
his or her hands; the ocher person recoils when he or she catches 
the ball. Figure 2 shows rhe idea. The ball transfers momentum from 
the thrower to the catcher so rhey repel each other. The exchange 
of a virtual photon between two like-charged particles has the same 
effect - except we can't detect the virtual photon. But the ball analogy 
won't work for two oppositely charged particles - it would need to be 
changed to a boomerang, so the thrower and the catcher attract 
each other! 

.&. Figure 2 Exchange analogies 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Describe what is meant by an 

interaction. 

-+ Name different types of 

interaction. 

-+ 	 Explain what makes charged 

particles attract or repel each 

other. 

-+ 	 Describe an exchange particle. 

Specification reference: 3.Z.1.4 

t 
time 

y =virtual photon 

p =proton 

.&. Figure 1 DiagramJar the 
electromagneticforce between 
two protons 

• 




1.5 Particle interactions 

p = proton 

n - neutron 

a A neutron-neutrmomteraction 

b A proton-antmeutrmo mteraclion 

.A. Figure 3 The weak Interaction 
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The weak nuclear force 
The strong nuclear force holds the neutrons and prorons in a nucleus 
together. But it doesn't cause a neutron to change inro a proton in p
decay, or a proton to change into a neutron in p+ decay. These changes 
can't be due to the electromagnetic force, as the neutron is uncharged. 
There must be a different force at work in the nucleus causing these 
changes. It must be weaker than the strong nuclear force, otherwise it 
would affect stable nuclei - we refer to it as the weak nuclear force . 

In both p- decay and p+ decay, a new particle and a new antiparticle 
arc created in each type of decay - but they're not a corresponding 
particle- antiparticle pair, as one is an e lectron or a positron and the 
other is a neutrino or an antincutrino. 

Neutrinos and antineutrinos hardly interact wi th other particles, but 
such interactions do sometimes happen. For example: 

• 	 A neu trino can interact wi th a neutron and make it change into a 
proton . A p- particle (an electron) is crea ted and em iued as a result 
of the change. 

• 	 An antineutrino can interact with a proton and make it change 
into a neutron. A p+ particle (a positron) is created and emitted as a 
result of the change. 

These interactions are due to the exchange or particles referred to as 
W bosons_Unlike photons, these exchange particles: 

• 	 have a non-zero rest mass 

• 	 have a very short range of no more than about 0.001 fm 

• 	 are positively charged (thew• boson) or negacively charged (the 
w-boson). 

The diagram for each of these changes is shown in Figure 3. Notice 
that the total charge at the end is the same as at che scart (i.e., charge 
is conserved). 

journey into the atom (part 3): The discovery of the W boson 
W bosons were first detected directly in L 983 by scienlists using 
the 2 km diameter Super Proton Synchrotron a t CERN in Geneva . 
Protons and antiprotons at very high energies were made to 
collide and annihilate each other. At surficiently h igh energies, 
these annihilation events produce W bosons as well as photons. 
The pparticles from the W boson decays were detected exactly as 
predicted. 

Back to beta decay 
So what role does a w boson play in beta decay? You can see from 
Figure 3 chat che w boson in each case meers a neutrino or antineutrino, 
changing them into a p- particle (an electron) or a p+ panicle 
(a posirron), respectively. But if no neutrino or amineucrino is present: 

• 	 the w- boson decays into a p- particle and an anrineutrino 

• 	 the w• boson decays into a p+ particle and a neutrino. 



p =proton 

n =neutron 

a 	~ decay b ~+ decay 

.A. Figure 4 Wbosons in beta decay 

Figure 4 shows the diagram for each of these decay processes. Notice 
that charge is conserved in both processes. 

Electron capture 
Sometimes a proton in a proron-rich nucleus turns into a neutron as a 
result of interacting through the weak interaction with an inner-shell 
electron from outside the nucleus (electron capture). Figure 5 shows 
the diagram for this process. Notice that thew+ boson changes the 
electron into a neucrino. 

The same change can happen when a proton and an electron collide at 
very high speed. In addition, for an electron with sufficient energy, the 
overall change could also occur as a w- exchange from the electron to 
the proton. 

Force carriers 
The photon and the W boson are known as force carriers because they 
are exchanged when rhe electromagnetic force and the weak nuclear 
force act respectively. You will soon meet the pion, which is known 
to be the exchange parricle or the strong nuclear force. But what 
about gravity? Scientists think the carrier of the force of gravity is the 
graviton - but it has yet to be observed. 

Summary questions 

c =3.00 x 108 m s - 1 

1 	 Sketch the diagram for the electromagnetic interaction between 

a two protons b a proton and an electron c two electrons. 

2 	 Sketch the diagram for a p+ decay b p- decay. 

3 a 	 Sketch the diagram for the interaction between i a neutron and a 

neutrino, ii a proton and an antineutrino. 


b 	 State the approximate range of the W boson and estimate its 
lifetime, given it cannot travel faster than the speed of light. 

4 a 	 State three differences between a W boson and a virtual photon. 

b 	 In both Figure 4b and Figure S, a proton changes into a neutron. 
Describe how these two processes differ. 

.A. Figure 5 Electron capture 

Study tip 
Scientists think there are four 
fundamental interactions in 
nature: 

1 	the force of gravitational 
attraction between any two 
objects due to their mass 

2 	the electromagnetic force 
which acts between objects 
due to their electric charge, 
and explains all electrical and 
magnetic effects 

3 	the strong nuclear force which 
holds the protons and neutrons 
together in stable nuclei 

4 	 the weak nuclear force which 

causes P·decay. 

Only the gravitational and 
electromagnetic forces are 
observed in everyday life but 
you will learn more about all four 
of these forces as you progress 
through your physics course. 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 1 

(a) 	 Copy and compleLe the table below: (J marks) 

• 


Particle or antiparticle Charge I proton 

charge 

anti proton antiparticle 

neutrino 

neutron 0 

positron 

(b) 	The tracks of a posi1ron and an electron crea1ed by pair production in a magnetic field 
curve in opposite directions as shown above. 
(i) 	 Why do they curve in opposite directions? 
(ii) 	 Both particles spiral inwards. Whal can you deduce from this observation about 

Iheir kinetic energy? 
(iii) 	 In Figure 2 of Topic 1.4, the track is a typica l beta track. Explain how Carl 

Anderson deduced from the photograph 1ha1 the track was crea ted by a 
posiLron raLher Lhan an electron travell ing in the opposi te direction. (5 marks) 

2 (a) 	 2;6Th is a neutral atom of thorium. How many protons. neLnrons, and 

electrons does it contain? (2 marks) 

(b) 	 ;Th is a neutral atom of a different isotope of thorium which 
comains Z eleCLrons. Give possible values for X, Y, and Z. (J marks) 

AQA, 2001 

3 	 G An atom of argon ~~Ar is ionised by the removal of two orbiting electrons. 

(a) 	 How many protons and neutrons are there in this ion? (2 marks) 
(b) 	 What is the charge, in C, of this ion? (2 marks) 
(c) 	 Which constituent particle of this ion has 

(i) 	 a zero charge per unit mass ratio? 
(ii) 	 the largest charge per unit mass ratio? (2 marks) 

(d) 	Calculate 1he percemage of the total mass of this ion that is accounted for 
by the mass of iLs electrons. (J marks) 

AQA, 2002 

4 (a) 	 A neutral atom contains 28 nucleons. 
Write down a possible number of protons. neutrons, and electrons contained 
in the atom. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 fi) A certain isotope of uranium may split into a caesium nucleus, a rubidium 
nucleus, and four neutrons in the following process: 


236u 
 • 137 Cs + xRb +4 1n 
92 55 37 0 

(i) 	 Explain what is meant by isotopes. 
(ii) 	 How many neutrons are there in the 1 ~~Cs nucleus? 

(iii) Calculate the ratio ~"c:'fse. in Ckg- 1
, for the 2!~U nucleus. 

(iv) Detem1ine the value of X for the rubidium nucleus. (4 marks) 
AQA, 2003 

5 An ex particle is the same as a nucleus of helium, ~He. 

The equation 2~Th ~a + ex 


represents the decay of a thorium isotope by the emission of an ex particle. 

Determine: 

(a) 	 1he values of X and Y, shown in the equation (2 marks) 

mass of XRa nucleus 
(I mark)(b) 	 f) the ratio mass orex particle 

AQA, 2005 



Chapter 1 Matter and radiation 

• 


6 	 (a) (i) Describe an a particle and state its properties. 
(ii) 	 2!~AL is an isotope of the element astatine (AL) which decays into an 

isotope of bismuth (Bi) by emitting an a panicle. Write down the equation 
to represent this reaction. (5 marks) 

(b) (i) State what happens when an unstable nucleus decays by emitting a ~- particle. 
(ii) 	 Write down and complete the following equation, showing how an isotope of 

molybdenum decays into an isotope of technetium: 
9 

42Mo ~Tc + ~- + ... 	 (5 marks) 

7 	 In a radioactive decay of a nucleus, a ~+particle is emitted followed by 
a y photon of wavelength 8.30 x I 0- 13 m. 
(a) 	 f'j (i) State the rest mass, in kg, of the Wparticle. 

(ii) 	 Ca lculate the energy of the yphoton. 
(iii) 	 Determine the energy of the yphot.on in MeV. (6 marks) 

(b) 	 Name the fundamental interaction or force responsible 
for~+ decay. (/mark) 

AQA, 2004 

8 	 (a) (i) State the name of the antiparticle of a positron. 
(ii) 	 Describe what happens when a positron and its antiparticle meet. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 f'j calculate the minimum amount of energy, in J, released as radiation energy 
when a particle of rest energy 0.51 MeV meets its corresponding antiparticle. (2 marks) 

AQA. 2005 

9 	 In a particle accelerator a proton and an antiproton. travelling at the same speed, undergo a 
head-on collision and produce subatomic particles. 

(a) The total kinetic energy of the two particles just before the collision is 3.2 x I 0- 10 J. 
(i) 	 What happens to the proton and amiproton during the collision? 
(ii) 	 State why the total energy after the collision is more than 3.2 x IO 10 J. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 In a second experiment the total kinetic energy of the colliding proton and antiproton is 
greater than 3.2 x 10- 10 J. 
State tivo possible differences this could make to the subatomic 
particles produced. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2001 

LO 	 An electron may interact with a prot0n in the following way: 
e + p • n + v

0 
• 

Name the lundamen tal force responsible for this interaction. 	 (/mark) 
AQA. 2003 

11 (a) 	 Give an example of an exchange particle other than aw+ or w- particle. 
and state the fundamenta l force involved when it is produced. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 State what roles exchange particles can play in an interaction. (2 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

12 	 Describe what happens in pair production and give one example of this process. (3 marks) 
AQA. 2005 

http:yphot.on


Learning objectives: 
' 	 Explain how we can find new 

particles. 

' 	 State whether we can predict 
new particles. 

' 	 Describe strange particles. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1.5 

Practical link J1 

Two Geiger counters can be used 
to detect the presence of cosmic 
radiation. Cosmic rays are probably 
present if the two counters click 
simultaneously. 

~ Figure 1 Creation and decoy of 
o pion. The short spiral track is o TC" 

meson created when on antiproton from 
the bottom edge annihilates o proton. 
The -re• meson decoys into on ontimuon 
that spirals and decoys into o positron. 

• 


Space invaders 
Cosmic rays are high-energy particles that travel through space from 
the stars, including the Sun. When cosmic rays enter the Earth's 
atmosphere, they create new short-lived particles and antiparticles, 
as well as photons. Most physicists thought, when cosmic rays were 
first discovered, that they were from terrestrial radioactive substances. 
This theory was disproved when the physicist and amateur balloonist, 
Victor Hess, found the ionising effect of the rays was significantly 
greater a t 5000 m than at ground level. 

Further investigations showed that most cosmic rays were fas t
moving protons or small nuclei. They collide with gas atoms in the 
atmosphere, crea ting showers of particles and antipart icles tha t can 
be detected a t ground level. By using cloud chambers and other 
detectors, new types of short-Lived particles and ant ipa rticles were 
discovered, including: 

• 	 the muon or heavy electron (symbolµ). a negatively charged 
particle with a rest mass over 200 times the rest mass of the electron 

• 	 the pion or n meson, a particle which can be positively charged 
(n+), negatively charged (n-), or neutral (n°), and has a rest mass 
greater than a muon but less than a proton 

• 	 the kaon or K meson, which also can be positively charged (K+), 
negatively charged (K -) , or neutral (K0). and has a rest mass greater 
than a pion but still less than a proton. 

journey into the atom (part 4 ): An unusual prediction 
Before the above particles were first detected, the Japanese physicist 
Hideki Yukawa predicted the existence or exchange particles for the 
strong nuclea r force between nucleons. He thought they would have 
a range of no more than about 10-15 m and he calculated that their 
mass would be between the electron and the proton mass. He ca lled 
them mesons, because the predicted mass was somewhere in the 
middle between the electron mass and lhc proton mass. 

A year later, a cloud chamber photograph obtained by Carl 
Anderson showed an unusual track that could have been produced 
by such a particle. However, the track length or 40 mm indicated 
that it lasted much longer than a strongly interacting particle should. 
Further investigations showed this unexpected particle to be a heavy 
electron, now referred to as a muon but not classed as a meson. 
It decays through the weak interaction. 

Yukawa's meson was djscovercd some years later by the British 
physicist Cecil Powell from tiny microscopic tracks found in 
photographic emulsion exposed to cosmic rays at high altitude. 
Powell called these particles 1t m esons or pions - Yukawa's 
prediction was correct! 



A strange puzzle 
Less than a year after Powell's discovery, further cloud chamber 
photographs revealed the existence of short-lived particles we now 
refer to as kaons. Like pions, kaons are produced in twos through 
the strong interaction, when protons moving at high speed crash into 
nuclei and they each travel far beyond the nucleus in which they 
originate before they decay. However, the decay of kaons took longer 
than expected and included pions as the product. This means that 
kaons must decay via the weak interaction. These and other properties 
of kaons led to them being called strange particles (see Topic 2.4). 

All the new particles listed above can also be created using 
accelerators in which protons collide head-on with other protons 
at high speed. The kinetic energy of the protons is converted into 
mass in the creation of these new particles. So these new particles 
could be studied under controlled conditions by teams of physicists 
using accelerators ro create them. 

The rest masses, cha rge (if they were charged), and lifetimes of the 
new particles were measured. Their antiparticles, inducting the 
antimuon, were detected. Their decay modes were worked out: 

• 	 A kaon can decay into pions, or a muon and an antineutrino, or an 
antimuon and a neutrino. 

• 	 A charged pion can decay into a muon and an anrineutrino, or an 
antimuon and a neutrino. A 7to meson decays into high-energy photons. 

• 	 A muon decays inro an elecrron and an anrineurrino. An anrimuon 
decays into a positron and a neurrino. 

• 	 Decays always obey rhc conservation rules for energy. momentum, 
and charge (sec Topic 2.5). 

ATV tube in a traditional TV is an accelerator because it accelerates electrons 
inside the tube through a potential difference of about 5000 V. The electrons 
form a beam that hits the inside of the TV screen. Magnetic fields produced 
by electromagnets deflect the beam so it scans the screen to create an 
image. LCD [ liquid crystal display ) TVs work on a different principle. 

• 	 The longest accelerator in the world is theStanford linear accelerator 
in California. It accelerates electrons over a distance of 3 km through a 
potential difference of 50 000 million volts. The energy of an electron 
accelerated through this pd is 50 000 MeV [=50 GeVJ. When the electrons 
collide with a target, they can create lots of particle-antiparticle pairs. 

• 	 The biggest accelerator in the world, the Large Hadron Collider at CERN 
near Geneva, is designed to accelerate charged particles to energies of 
more than 7000 GeV. Unlike a linear accelerator, this accelerator is a 27 km 
circumference ring constructed in a circular tunnel below the ground. 

It is used by physicists from many countries to find out more about 
the fundamental nature of matter and radiation. In 2012, an uncharged 

particle called the Higgs boson was discovered at CERN. It had been 
predicted in 19 64 as the cause of the rest mass of W bosons. 

.A.. Figure 2 A particle accelerator 

Summary questions 

1 	 a List the following particles in 
order of increasing rest mass: 

the electron, the K0 meson, 
the muon, the neutron, the 
n + meson, the proton. 

b Which of the above 

particles are uncharged? 

Z State whether the strong or the 
weak interaction acts when 

a a muon decays 

b a kaon decays 

c pions are produced. 

3 a 	 Which creates the longer 
trail in a cloud chamber, a 
muon or an' meson? 

b 	 In terms of their properties, 
state one similarity and one 
difference between a muon 

and a pion. 

4 	 A high-energy collision between 
two protons creates pions and 
kaons which then decay. 

a What happens to 

the kaons 

ii the pions? 

b What particles are ultimately 
formed by the above decays? 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Identify different 

classifications ofparticles. 

' Recognise hadrons. 

' Recognise leptons. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1. 5 

'Y Table 1 Particles and their properties 

Classifying particles and antiparticles 
The new panide discoveries raised the important question - how do 
all these new particles and antiparticles fit in with each other and 
with protons, neutrons, and electrons? They are created through 
high-energy interactions and, apart from the neutrino, they decay 
into other particles and antiparticles. Also, charged pions were often 
produced in pairs - leading to the conclusion that then+ meson and 
then- meson are a partide-antiparticle pair. The same conclusion was 
reached for charged kaons. So is there an underlying pattern? 

All the particles we have discussed so far are listed in Table 1 together 
with some of their properties. Can you see any links berween the 
different particles? 

Particle and Charge I 

symbol proton charge 

proton p +1 

neutron n 0 

electron e - 1 

neutrino v 0 

muonµ - 1 

pions 
n +, n °, n 

+1, 0, - 1 

kaons 

K+, K0 , K 
+1, 0, - 1 

Antiparticle and Charge I proton Rest energy I 
Interaction 

symbol charge MeV 

antiproton p - 1 938 
strong, weak, 

electromagnetic 

antineutron n 0 939 strong, weak 

positron e +1 0.511 weak, electromagnetic 

antineutrino v 0 0 weak 

antimuon µ+ +1 106 weak, electromagnetic 

n · for an- strong, 

n - for an· -1, 0, +1 140, 135, 140 electromagnetic 

n ° for a n° (n+, n -) 

see Topic 2.4, 
strong, electromagnetic 

Quarks and -1, 0,+1 494, 498, 494 
(K' , K-) 

antiquarks 

Study tip 

lepton - light and weak 

hadron - strong and heavy 

Synoptic link 
You will meet baryons, mesons, 

and the smaller particles that 

make them up in more detail in 

Topic 2.4, Quarks and antiquarks. 

• 


Notice the symbol for an antiproton, an anti neutron, or an 
antineutrino is the particle symbol with a bar above it, except for 
the positron and the antimuon which have their own symbols. The 
charged pious are anriparticles of each other. 

How would you classify these particles? ln fact, we can divide them 
into two groups. called hadrons and leptons, according to whether 
or not they interact through the strong interaction. 

• 	 Hadrons are particles and antiparticles that can interact through the 
strong interaction (e.g., protons, neutrons, n mesons, K mesons). 

• 	 leptons are particles and antiparticles that do not interact through 
the strong interaction (e.g., electrons, muons, neutrinos). 

I 	 Leptons interact through the weak interaction, the 
gravitational interaction, and through the electromagnetic 
interaction (if charged). 

2 	 Hadrons can interact through aJl four fundamental 
interactions. They interact through the strong interaction 
and through the electromagnetic interaction if charged. 



2 

Apart from t he proton , w h ich is stable, hadrons ten d to 
decay th rough the weak in teraction . 

Energy matters 
The Large Hadron Collider is a ring-shaped accelerator that boosts 
the kinetic energy of the charged particles in the ring at several places 
round it. Fixed magnets all the way round the ring bend the path of the 
particles to keep them in the ring. When they collide with other particles: 

• 	 The total energy of the particles and antiparticles before the 
collision= their rest energy + their kinetic energy. 

• 	 The total energy of the new particles and antiparticles after the 
collision = their rest energy+ their kinetic energy. 

Using conservation of energy, 

the rest energy of _ total energy the k inetic energy 
the products - before of the products 

For example, if a proton and an antiproton each with kinetic energy of 
2 GeV collide, their total energy before the collision is 6 GeV (as each 
particle has 2 GeV of kinetic energy and approximately 1 GeV of rest 
energy- see Table I). The resu lt could be a range of products, as long 
as their total energy docs not exceed 6 GeV, provided the conservation 
rules (e.g., charge) arc obeyed. 

Note: 
l GeV = IOOOMeV 

Baryons and mesons 
When kaons are created, short-lived particles with greater rest masses 
than protons may also be produced. These particles are created through 
the strong interaction, so they are hadrons. However, in comparison 
with kaons, they decay into protons as well as into pions (whereas 
protons are never among the decay products of kaons). Consequently, 
we can divide hadrons into two groups: 

Baryons are protons and all other hadrons (including neutrons) 
that decay int o protons, either directly or indirectly. 

Mesons arc had rons tha t do not include protons in their decay 
products. In other words, kaons and pions are not baryons. 

Baryons and mesons arc composed of smaller particles called quarks 
and antiquarks . 

matter and antimatter 

I 	 \ 
hadrons 	 leptons 

I \ 

.A. Figure 1 The Lorge Hadron Collider 

Summary questions 

1 a What is 

a hadron 

II a lepton? 

b State whether each of 

the following particles or 

antiparticles is a baryon, 

a meson, or a lepton: 

an electron 

ii a neutron 

iii a kaon. 

2 	 State one similarity and one 

difference between 

a a muon and a 1c meson 

b a 7t+ meson and a K+ meson 

c 	 a K0 meson and a neutron. 

3 	 Complete the following 


sentences: 


a 	 A particle that is not a 
hadron is a ___ 

b 	 Hadrons are divided into 
___ and 

c __do not include protons 

in their decay products. 

4 AK .. meson can decay into 

three charged mesons. 

a Complete the following 

equation for this decay: 

K• -+ + n:• + 

b 	 tjUse the rest energy 
values in Table 1 to 

calculate the maximum 

kinetic energy of the pions, 
baryons mesons assuming the kaon is at 

rest before it decays . 
.A. Figure 2 Particle sorts 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 Consider whether leptons are 

elementary. 

' 	 Distinguish between different 

types of neutrinos. 

' 	 Evaluate the importance of 

lepton numbers. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1.5 

.A. Figure 1 Atwo-jet event after an 
electron- pasitran collision 

Synoptic link 

You have met neutrinos in Topic 1.2, 

Stable and unstable nuclei. 

Synoptic link 

You met neutrino- neutron and 

antineutrino- proton interactions 

in Topic 1.5, Particle interactions. 

• 


Lepton collisions 
The universe would be very dull if all its particles were lepwns. 
Neutrinos interact very little, muons are very short-lived, and the 
electrons would repel each other. However, lepwns and antileptons 
can interact to produce hadrons. Figure 1 shows two jets of hadrons 
produced from a single electron- positron annihilation event. This 
event produces a quark and a corresponding antiquark, which 
move away in opposite directions. producing a shower of hadrons in 
each direction. 

Neutrino types 
Neu trinos travel almost as fast as light. billions or them sweeping 
th rough the Earth from space every second with almost no interaction. 
They are produced in much smaller numbers when particles in 
accelerators collide. 

Further research on neutrinos showed that the neutrinos and 
antineutrinos produced in beta decays were different rrom those 
produced by muon decays. In effect, neutrinos and antineutrinos from 
muon and antimuon decays create only muons and no electrons when 
they interact with protons and neutrons. Ir there were only one type 
of neutrino and antineutrino, equal numbers of electrons and muons 
would be produced. We use the symbol v for the muon neutrino 

11 
and ve for the electron neutrino (and similarly for the two types of 
antineutrinos) . 

muons, antimuons, neutrinos and 
neutrinos, and antineutnnos only 
antineutrinos from 
pion decay 

..t-.- 
I---~rs~~~~~~f~~~~~ 

muons and 
antimuons 
created in the 
target from interacting 
neutrinos and 
antineutrinos 

"'" muons and 

antimuons and neutrinos 
1--- and antineutrinos 

that did notincoming pions decay I 
interact 

absorber I 
(muons and ant1muons target 

absorbed) 

.A. Figure 2 Muon and electron neutrinos 

journey into the atom (part 5): The future of the universe? 
Neutrinos and antineutrinos are the subject of on -going research. 
The rest mass of rhe neutrino is about a millionth of the electron's 
resr mass. If this rest mass can be measured accurately, physicists 
will be able co work out how much neutrinos comribute co the 
mass of the universe and whether the universe will continue 
co expand forever (Big Yawn) or stop expanding and conrract 
(Big Crunch) . 



Lepton rules 
Lept0ns can change into other lept0ns through th e weak interaction 
and can be produced or annihilated in part icle- antiparticle 
interactions. But all the experiments on them indicate that they don't 
break down into non-leptons. They appea r tO be fundamental. 

1 	 In an interaction between a lepton and a hadron, a neutrino 
or antineutrino can change into or from a corresponding charged 
lepton. An electron neutrino can interact with a neutron to 
produce a proton and an e lectron: 

Ve + n-+ p + e-

However, even though charge is conserved, an electron ne utrino 
and a neutron cou ld not change into an antiproton and a positron: 

Ve +nAp+e+ 

By assigning +1 to a lepton, - 1 to an antilepton, and Ofor an y 
non-lepton, we ca n see thaL the first equation has a lepton number 
of + 1 before the change and a lepton number of+ 1 after the change. 
This equation is permiued. The second equation has a lepton n umber 
of + 1 before the d1ange and a lepton n umber of - 1 after the change. 
This change is not permitted . 

2 	 In muon decay, the muon cha nges into a muon neutrino. 
In addition, an electron is created to conserve charge and a 
corresponding anti neutrino is created to conserve lepton number. 
For example: 

µ- -+ e- + ve + vµ 

However, a muon cannot decay into a muon antineutrino, an 
electron, and an electron antineurrino even th ough charge is 
conserved. 

µ- A e- + V e + V µ 

The first eq uation has a lepton number of + l before the change 
and a lepton number or + I (= +1 - 1 + I ) after the change. This 
equa tion is permitted. 

The second eq ua tion has a lepton number of + 1 before th e change 
and a lepton number o l' - 1 (= +l - 1 - 1) after the change. This 
change is not permitted. 

The lepton number is conserved in any change. 

A weak puzzle 
Consider the following possible change for a muon decay: 

? 
µ- -+ e- + v e + vµ 

It obeys the lepton conservation law and conservation of charge but 
it is never seen. The reason is that the muon can only change into a 
muon neutrino. A muon can't change into a muon amineutrino, and 
an electron can only be created with an electron anrineutrino. So we 
always need to apply the rule below separately to electrons and muons. 

The lepton number is +1 for any lepton, -1 for any antilepton, 
and 0 for any non- lepton. 

Summary questions 

1 State one similarit!::J and one 
difference between 

a a positron and a muon 

b an electron neutrino and a 
muon neutrino. 

2 a What t!::Jpe of interaction 
occurs when 

two protons collide and 
create pions 

II 	 a beta particle is 
emitted from an 
unstable nucleus 

Iii a muon deCa!::JS? 

b The muon deca!::JS into an 
electron, a neutrino, and an 
antineutrino. 

Complete the equation 
below representing 
this deca!::J: 

µ - -+ e- + + 

II 	 Use the rest energ!::J values 
in Table 1 on page 20 
to calculate how much 
energ!::J, in MeV, is removed 
b!::J the neutrino and 
the antineutrino, if the 
muon and the electron 
have no kinetic energ!::J. 

3 a 	 What is the charge of 

i a muon neutrino 

II an antimuon 

Ill a positron 

Iv an electron antineutrino? 

b 	 What is the lepton number of 
each of the above leptons? 

4 	 State whether or not each 
of the following reactions is 
permitted, giving a reason if it 
is not permitted: 

a Ve+ p-+ n + e


b Ve+ P • n +e+ 


c Ve+ p-+n + e+ 


d ve+ p-+n + µ +. 


• 




Learning objectives: 
' Define strange particles. 

' Define quarks and explain 

how we know they exist. 

' Explain the quark changes 

that happen in beta decay. 

' Explain why it could be said 

that there are no antimesons. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1.6; 
3.2.1.? 

pion (green) coll ides 
with a proton (red) 0 

sigma CE) 
particle 

0 
proton-~o o pion 

pion pion 

.&. Figure 1 Strange particles 

'f' Table 1 Some reactions that were 
predicted 

1 7C + p - • K• + t observed 

2 n+ + n -+ K+ + r o observed 

3 7C + n-+ Ko+ r  observed 

4 n - + n -+ K- + t 0 not observed 

Study tip 

You may be asked to work out 

the charge or strangeness of any 

baryon or antibaryon from its 

quark composition. 
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Strangeness 
When kaons were first discovered they were called V particles because 
the cloud chamber photographs ohcn showed V-shaped tracks. They 
were called strange particles after investigations showed that the 
V tracks decay into pions only. or into pions and protons. Although 
these strange particles all decay through the weak interaction: 

I 	 those that decay into pions only were referred to as kaons 

2 the others, such as the sigma (:E) particle in Figure J, were found to: 

• 	 have different rest masses which were always greater than the 
proton's rest mass 

• 	 decay either in sequence or directly into protons and pions. 

3 	 strange particles are created in twos. 

journey into the atom (part 6): Predictions and observations 
Accelerators were used to create these other particles and to study 
their properties. The results showed that some reactions that were 
predicted were never observed (Table I). 

All the observed reactions conserve charge. To explain why certain 
reactions were not observed. a strangeness number S was 
introduced for each particle and antiparticle (starting with +1 for 
the K+ meson) so that strangeness is always conserved in strong 
interactions. Non-strange particles (i.e., the proton, the neutron, 
pions, leptons) were assigned zero strangeness. The strangeness 
numbers for the other strange particles and antiparticles can then 
be deduced from the observed reactions. 

Jn reaction 1. S = - 1 for r:- so that the total strangeness is zero 
before and after the reaction. 


In reaction 2. s =-1 for I o so that the total strangeness is zero 

before and after the reaction . 


In reaction 3, S = + I for 1<0 so tha t the total strangeness is zero 

before and after the reaction. 


Bur reaction 4 is not observed so the K- meson does not have S = +1. 


The above interactions are a ll strong interactions. Observations that 

strangeness is not conserved when strange particles decay leads to the 

conclusion that strangeness is not conserved in a weak interaction. 


Strangeness is always conserved in a s trong interaction, 

whereas strangeness can change by 0, +I, or - 1 in weak 

interactions. 


The quark model 
The properties of the hadrons, such as charge, strangeness, and rest 
mass can be explained by assuming they are composed of smaller 
particles known as quarks and antiquarks. For the hadrons stuilied in 
this course, three ilifferent types of quarks and their corresponding 
antiquarks are necessary. These three types are referred to as up, 
down, and strange quarks. and are denoted by rhe symbols u, d, and s, 
respectively. The proper ties of these three quarks are shown in Table 1. 



'Y Table 2 Ouark properties 

charge 0 

strangeness S 

baryon number 8 

up 

u 

2+
3 

0 
1 

+
3 

Ouarks 

down 

d 

1 

3 

0 
1 

+
3 

strange 

s 

1 

3 

-1 

1+ -
3 

up 

Li 
2 

3 

0 
1 

- 3 

Antiquarks 

down strange 

d 

1+ -
3 

0 
1 

3 

s 
1+
3 

+1 

1 
-3 

Quark combinations 
The rules for combining quarks to form baryons and mesons are 
astonishingly simple. 

Mesons are had rons, each consisting of a quark and an antiquark. 
Figure 2 shows all nine diHerent quark-antiquark combinations and 
the meson in each case. Notice that: 

• 	 a 7to meson can be any quark-corresponcling antiquark combination 

• 	 each pair of charged mesons is a particle-antiparticle pair 

• 	 there are two uncharged kaons, the K0 meson and the i<0 meson 

• 	 the antiparticle of any meson is a quark-antiquark pair and 
therefore another meson. 

Baryons and antibaryons are hadrons that consist of three quarks 
for a baryon or three antiquarks for an antibaryon. 

• 	 A proton is the uud combination. 

• 	 A neutron is the udd combination. 

• 	 An antiproton is the uud combination. 

• 	 The :E particle is a baryon containing a strange quark. 

The proton is the on ly stable baryon. A free neutron decays into a 
proton, releasing an electron and an electron antineutrino, as in~- decay. 

Quarks and beta decay 
ln ~- decay, a neutron in a neutron-rich nucleus changes into a 
proton. releasing an electron and an electron amineutrino. ln quark 
terms. a down quark changes to an up quark. The diagram for this 
change is shown in Figure 3a. 

ln ~+ decay, a proton in a proton-rich nucleus changes into a neutron, 
releasing a positron and an electron neutrino. ln quark terms, an up 
quark changes to a down quark. The diagram for this change is shown 
in Figure 3b. 

a ~ decay b ~+decay 

.A Figure 3 Ouark changes in beta decay 

.A Figure 2 Ouark combinationsfor the mesons 

Summary questions 

1 	 Determine the quark 

composition of each of the 

fol lowing hadrons, given its 

strangeness: 

a 	 a n° meson (s = 0) 

b 	 an antiproton (S = 0) 

c 	 a K meson (S = - 1) 

d 	 a 1:0 baryon (S =-1). 

2 	 In~ · decay, a positron and an 

electron neutrino are emitted 

when a proton in the nucleus 

changes into a neutron. 

a In terms of quarks, draw a 

diagram to represent this 

change. 

b Oescribethechanges 

that are represented in 

the diagram. 

3 a Al:- particle has a 

st rangeness of -1. Show 

that it is composed of a 

strange quark and two 

down quarks. 

b AK meson is composed 

of a strange antiquark and 

an up quark. A :E baryon 

is composed of a strange 

quark and two down quarks. 

They can be created in the 

reaction: n- + p  K+ + i:-

Oescribe this reaction 

in terms of quarks and 

antiquarks . 

• 



Learning objectives: 
-+ State the conservation rules 

for particle interactions. 

-+ Explain what is sometimes 
conserved. 

-+ Explain what is never 
conserved. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1.6; 
3.2.1.? 

T Table 1 The decay ofthe antimuon 
{interaction is weak] 

charge +1 +1 0 0 

muon lepton 
- 1 0 0 - 1 

number 

electron lepton 
0 - 1 +1 0

number 

T Table 2 Aproton 7t meson collision 
{interaction is strong] 

charge - 1 +1 0 0 

strangeness 0 0 + 1 - 1 

Study tip 

Strangeness is not necessarily 
conserved when the weak 
interaction is involved. In weak 
interactions, strangeness can be 
unchanged or changed by± 1. 

T Table 3 Some reactions conserve 
baryons and mesons 

• 


p + p 7t+ + 1t- observed 

p + p-+p + 7t not observed 

p + p-+p + p + p + p observed 

p + p-+ p +7t+ not observed 

Particles and properties 
Particles and ancipanicles possess energy - they may be charged or 
uncharged, they may have non-zero strangeness, and they may not 
be stable. They obey certain conservation rules when they inreracr. 
Some rules apply to all interactions and decays and some do nor. 

l 	 Conservation of energy and conservation of charge apply 
to all changes in science, not just tO all particle and anriparticle 
inreractions and decays. Remember conservation of energy includes 
the rest energy of the particles (see Topic 2.2, Particle sorting). 

2 	 Con servation rules used only for p a r t icle a nd antiparticle 
interactions and decays are essentia lly particle-cou nting rules, 
based on what reactions are observed and what reactions are not 
observed. So fa r, we have used the fol lowing conservation rules 
(in addition to energy and cha rge): 

a 	 Conservation of lepton numbers. In any change, the 
total lepton number for each lepton branch before the change 
is equal to the total lepton number [or that branch after 
the change. 

For example, when an antimuon decays, it changes into a 
positron, an electron neutrino, and a muon antineutrino, as 
shown below: 

µ+ -+ e-+-+ v + v 
µ 	 "' 

The properties of each particle or antiparticle in this change are 
shown in Table 1. We can sec from this table that the lepton 
numbers for each type of lepton are conserved, as in all changes 
involving leptons. 

b 	 Conservation of strangeness. ln any strong interaction, 
strangeness is always conserved. 


For example, a K0 meson and a strange baryon called the 

neutral lambda particle (symbol Ao) arc produced when a 

n- meson collides with a proton, as shown below: 


n- + p -+ Ko + Ao 

The properties of each particle involved in this change arc 
shown in Table 2. We can sec from this table that stra ngeness is 
conserved, just as in all changes involving the strong interaction. 

Are baryons and mesons conserved? 
Table 3 shows some reactions that are observed and some that are not 
observed.They all obey the above conservation laws so why are some 
not observed? 

Let's consider the first reaction in terms of quarks (Figure 1 ): 

uud + uud-+ ud + ud 

We can see that an up quark and an up antiquark annihilate each 
other and the other quarks and antiquarks rearrange to form mesons. 



This reaction shows that we can keep track of the baryons and 	 n+ meson 
u and uannihilate 

antibaryons, if we assign a baryon number of: each other 

• 	 +1 to any baryon and -I to any antibaryon 
antiproton• 	 Oro any meson or lepton . proton 

In effect, the above rules amount to assigning a baryon n umber of ++ =·c::;> <? :· 
uucito any quark, - + to any antiquark, and 0 to any lepton. 	 uud 

So in the firs t reaction, the baryon number is 0 (= + 1 - 1) for 
the left-hand side and 0 for the right-hand side. In other words, 

ud.·the baryon number is conserved. Prove for yourself that this 
n· meson 

rule applies to the third reaction but not to the second or fourth 
A Figure 1 Using the quark model reactions. 

In any reaction, the total baryon number is conserved. 

journey into the atom (part 7): Big questions 

Is there a deeper structure of matter that is still to be discovered? 

Radiation released in the Big Bang produced quarks and leptons 

in equal numbers to their antiparticles. So why haven't they all 

annihilated ro rum back into radiation and why is the universe 

made of matter, not antimatter? 


The study of particle physics raises lots of interesting questions! 

Scientists now know there are six different quarks and six 

different leptons. The properties and behaviour of matter on the 

smallest possible scale affects what happens on the largest scale 

(i.e., the universe) . Perhaps the Large Hadron Collider and the 

discovery of the Higgs boson (see Topic 2.1) at CERN will provide 

some of the answers. 


Summary questions 

1 	 The following reaction was observed when two 2 a State the baryon number of 


protons col lided head-on at high speed: 
 I an up quark ii an antiproton iii a muon. 

p +p -.p + n+ n + b State the lepton number of 

a i Show that charge is conserved in this 
 I a neutrino II an antimuon Iii a neutron. 

reaction. 
3 The omega minus particle (Q-) is a baryon with a 

ii What other quantity is conserved in this st rangeness of - 3 and a charge of - 1. 
reaction? 

a Determine its quark composition. 

b Use the rest energy values in Table 1 on page 20 


b 	 It decays into an- meson and a baryon X 
to show that the two protons must have at 

composed of two st range quarks and an 
least 141 MeV of kinet ic energy to create the 

up quark. 
n+ meson. 

I Determine the charge and the st rangeness of X 
c State the quark compositions of a proton and 

from its quark composition. 
of a neutron. 

ii What type of interaction occurs in this change?
ii Then+ meson has a quark compositions of ud. 

iii Describe the quark changes that take place.Describe the above react ion in terms of quarks. 

• 


A Figure 2 Hubble Ultra Deep Field 



Practice questions: Chapter 2 

• 


l (a) 	 Kaons were originally called strange because they are produced in one type of 

interaction and they decay through a different type or interaction. 

(i) 	 Tn which type or interaction are they produced? 
(ii) 	 Which type or interaction causes them to decay? 
(iii) In which type of interaction is strangeness always comerved? 	 (J marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Describe the three-quark model of hadrons. 
(ii) 	 The three-quark model originated from a theory that explained the properties 

of baryons and mesons. Show that the three-quark model explains why there 
are just four charged mesons. (6 marks) 

2 From the following list of particles 

P n Ve e+ µ- 7to 


identify all the examples of 
(i) 	 hadrons (ii) leptons 
(iii) antiparticles (iv) charged particles. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

3 (a) (i) 	 WriLe down the particles in the following list tha t may be a [fected by the weak 
in teraction: 

positron neutron photon neutrino positive pion 

(ii) 	 Write down Lhe particles in the following list that rnay be aHected by the 
electromagnetic force: 
electron anti neutrino proton neutral pion negative muon (4 marks) 

(b) 	 A positive muon may decay in the following way: 

µ • 	 • e·+ v c +v µ 

(i) 	 Exchange each particle for its corresponding antiparticle and complete the 
equation co show how a negative muon may decay: 

µ- -+ 

(ii) 	 Give one diUcrence and one similarity between a negative muon 
and an clearon. (3 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

4 	 (a) Stare the quark composition of a neutron. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Which of the following terms can be used to describe a neutron? 

antiparticle baryon fundamenta l particle hadron lepton meson (2 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

5 	 (a) A pa rt icle is made up of an up amiquark and a down quark. 
(i) 	 Name the classification of part icles tha t has this Lype o f structu re. 
(ii) 	 Find the charge on the particle. 
(iii) Sta te the baryon number of the particle. 	 (J rnarks) 

(b) 	 A suggested decay for the positive muon (µ+) is 

µ+ e++ve 

Showing your reasoning dearly, deduce whether this decay satisfies the conservation 
ru les that relate to baryon number, lepton number, and charge. (3 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

6 A sigma plus particle, L-, is a baryon. 
(i) 	 How many quarks does the P contain? 
(ii) 	 Hone or these quarks is ans quark, by what interaction will it decay? 
(iii) 	Which baryon will the L.+ eventually decay into? (3 marks) 

AQA, 2005 



Chapter 2 Quarks and leptons 

• 


7 	 Some subatomic particles are classified as hadrons. 
(a) 	 What di~tinguishes a hadron rrom other subatomic particles? (I mark) 

(b) 	 Hadrons rail into LWO subgroups. 
Name each subgroup and describe the general structure of each. (J marks) 

(c) 	 The following equation represents an event in which a positive muon 

collides with a neutron to produce a proton and an antineutrino: 


n + µ• P + vµ 
Show that this equation obeys the conservation laws of charge, lepton 
number, and baryon number. (3 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

8 A negative pion (7t- ) is a meson with a charge of - l e. 
Stale and explain the srructure of the 1c in terms of the up and down quarks. (J marks) 

/\QA, 2002 

9 	 The fol lowing is an incomplete equation for the decay of a free neu tron: 

!.n -• Ip + OC +1r· I - I .. . 

(a) 	 Complete 1hc equation by wriring down the symbol for rhe missing particle. (2 marks} 
(b) 	 Use the principles of conservation of charge, baryon number, and lep1on 

number 10 demonstrate rhat decay is possible. (3 marks) 
(c) 	 The following reaction can cake place when two protons meet head-on. provided 1he 

two col liding pro1ons have sufficient kinetic energy: 

p+p • p+p+p+p 

If the two colliding protons each have the same amount of energy. calcu late 
the minimum kinetic energy, in MeV. each must have for the reaction 
to proceed. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

10 	 (a) (i) Whal class of particle is represented by the combination of three antiquarks. qqq? 
(ii) 	 Name a hadron chat has an antiparticle identical to itself. (J marks) 

(b) 	The kaon K+ has a strangeness of+1. 
(i) 	 Give its quark composit ion 
(ii) 	 The K + may decay via the process 

1<+ 7t+ + 7to 

Sla te the interaction responsible for this decay. 

(iii) 	 The!(+ may also decay via the process 

L< ' 	 • µ '+ vµ 

Change each particle of this equation to its correspond ing antipa rticle in order to 

com plete an allowed decay process for the negative kaon K- : 

K
(iv) 	 11110 what class of particle can both the µ+ and the vµ be placed? 
(v) 	 Sta te one difference between a positive muon and a positron, e•. (6 marks) 

AQA, 2002 

11 	The following equation represems the collision of a neutral kaon with a proton, resulting 
in the production of a neutron and a positive pion: 

K0 +p • n+7t+ 

(a) 	 Show that this collision obeys three conservation laws in addition to energy 
and momcnLUm. (J marks) 

(b) 	The neutral kaon has a strangeness of+1. 

Write down the quark structure of the following particles: 


Ko 7t+ p (4 marks) 
AQA, 2005 



Learning objectives: 
-+ Explain the photoelectric effect. 


-+ Define a photon. 


-+ Discuss how the photon 

model was established. 

Specification reference: 3.2.2.1 

Practical link &, 

Observing the photoelectric effect 

ultraviolet 
rad iation 

....--
charged zinc 
plate 

gold leaf 
electroscope 

Ultraviolet radiation from a UV lamp 
is directed at the surface of a zinc 
plate placed on the cap of a gold 
leaf electroscope. This device is a 
very sensitive detector of charge. 
When it is charged, the thin gold 
leaf of the electroscope rises - it 
is repelled from the metal stem, 
because they both have the same 
type of charge. 

If the electroscope is charged 
negatively, the leaf rises and 
stays in position. However, if 
ult raviolet light is directed at the 
zinc plate, the leaf gradually falls. 
The leaf falls because conduction 
electrons at the zinc surface leave 
the zinc surface when ultraviolet 
light is directed at it. The emitted 
electrons are referred to as 
photoelectrons. 

If the electroscope is charged 
positively, the leaf rises and stays 
in position, regardless of whether 
or not ultraviolet light is directed at 
the zinc plate. 

• 


The discovery of the photoelectric effect 
A metal contains conduction electrons, which move about freely 
inside the metal. These electrons collide with each other and with the 
positive ions of the metal. When Heinrich Hertz discovered how to 

produce and detect radio waves, he found that the sparks produced 
in his spark gap detector when radio waves were being transmiued 
were stronger when ultraviolet radiation was directed at the spark gap. 
Further investigations on the effect of electromagnetic radiation on 
metals showed that electrons are emiued from the surface of a metal 
when electromagnetic radiation above a certain freq uency was directed 
at the metal. This effect is known as the pho toelectric effect. 

Puzzling problems 
The following observations were made about the photoelectric effect 
after Hertz's discovery. These observations were a major problem 
because they could not be explained using the idea that light is a wave. 

Photoelectric emission of electrons from a metal surface does 
not take place if the frequency of the incident electromagnetic 
radiation is below a certain value known as the threshold 
frequency. This minimum frequency depends on the type 
of metal. This means that the wavelength of the incident light 
must be less than a maximum value equal to the speed of light 
divided by the threshold frequency since A.= f

2 	 The number of electrons emitted per second is proportional tO 

the intensity of the incident radiation, provided the frequency is 
greater than the threshold frequency. However. if the frequency 
of the incident radiation is less than the threshold frequency. no 
photoelectric emission from that metal <;urface can take place, no 
matter how intense the incident radiation is. 

3 	 Phoroelectric emission occurs without delay as soon as the inciden t 
radiation is d irected at the surface, provided the frequency of the 
radiation exceeds the threshold frequency. and regardless of intensity. 

The wave theory of light cannot explain e ither the existence of a 
threshold frequency or why photoelectric emission occurs without 
delay. According to wave theory, each conduction electron at the 
surface of a metal should gain some energy from the incoming waves, 
regardless of how many waves arrive each second. 

Einstein's explanation of the photoelectric effect 
The photon theory of light was put forward by Einstein in 1905 to 

explain the photoelectric effect. Einstein assumed that light is 
composed of wavepackets or photo n s, each of energy equal to hf 
where f is the frequency of the light and It is the Planck constant. 
The accepted value for h is 6.63 x 10-34 J s. 

En e rgy o f a photon = hf 

For electromagnetic waves of wavelength A., the energy of each photon 

E =hf= ~· where c is the speed of the electromagnetic waves. 



To explain the photoelectric effect. Einstein said that: 

• 	 When light is incident on a metal surface, an electron at rhe surface 
absorbs a single photon from the incident lighr and rherefore gains 
energy equal to hf, where hf is the energy of a lighr phoron. 

You have met Einstein's ideas about 
photons in Topic 1.3, Photons. 

in the 
metal 

• 	 An electron can leave the metal surface if the energy gained from 
a single photon exceeds the work function q, of the metal. This 
is the minimum energy needed by an electron to escape from the photons al 

...frequency ,........_ ~~, · free
metal surface. Excess energy gained by the photoelectron becomes 
its kinetic energy. 	 f> ''°"' ,. ' ' • e electrons""'-..._ e in the 

The maximum kinetic energy of an emitted electron is therefore ' e• metal 
photoelectron ~ : • 

EKmax =hf - q, 	 .~ . 
Rearranging this equation gives ~ metal 

A Figure 1 Explaining the photoelectrichf= EKmax + q, 
effect - one electron absorbs one photon

Emission can take place from a metal surface provided EKmax > 0 

or hf> q,, so the threshold frequ ency of the meral is f min = ~ 
electrons 

Stopping potential 
Electrons that escape from the metal place can be arrracred back 
co it by giving the plate a sufficient positive charge. The minimum 
potential needed to stop photoelectric emission is called the s topping 
potential Vs. At this potential, the maximum kineric energy of the 
emitred electron is reduced to zero because each emirred electron must 
do extra work equal to e x Vs to leave rhe meral surface. Hence its 

incidentmaximum kinetic energy is equal to e x V5. 
wavefronts 

Condusive experimental evidence for Einstein's photon theory was A Figure 2 Each electron in the metal 
obtained by Robert Millikan. Millikan measured the stopping potential can only absorb some ofenergyfrom 
for a range of metals using light of different frequencies. His results fitted each incident wavefront iflight is a 
Einstein's photoelectric equation very dosely. After these results were wave, so emission would take longer 
checked and eva luated by other physicists through peer review, the this model is incorrect 
scientific community accepted that light consists of photons. 

Summary questions 

h = 6.63 x 10- 34 J s, c = 3.00 x 108 m s-1 	 3 f) The work funct ion of a certain metal plate is 
1.1 x 10 19 J. Calculate1 a What is meant by photoelectric emission from a 


metal surface? a the threshold frequency of incident radiation for 

this metal 
b 	 Explain why photoelectric emission from a metal 

surface only takes place if the frequency of the b the maximum kinetic energy of photoelectrons 
incident radiation is greater than a certain value. emitted from this plate when light of wavelength 

520 nm is directed at the metal surface. 2 a f) Calculate the frequency and energy of a 
photon of wavelength 4 e Light of wavelength 635 nm is directed at a metal 

plate at zero potential. Electrons are emitted from thei 450nm 
plate with a maximum kinetic energy of 1.5 x 10-19 J.ii 1500nm. 

Calculate


b Ametal surface at zero potential emits electrons 

a the energy of a photon of this wavelength 
from its surface if light of wavelength 450 nm is 

b the work function of the metal 
directed at it. However, electrons are not emitted 
c the threshold frequency of electromagneticwhen light of wavelength 650 nm is used. Explain 


radiation incident on this metal. 
these observations. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain why Einstein's photon 

model was revolutionary. 

-+ 	 Define a quantum. 

-+ 	 Explain why an electron can't 

absorb several photons to 

escape from a metal. 

Specification reference: 3.2.2.1 

A Figure 1 Albert Einstein 18?9 1955 

Study tip 
Remember that the work function 

is characteristic of the metal and 

the threshold frequency relates 

the work function to the incident 

radiation. 

incident 
glasslight 
tube 

vacuum 

~-----1 µA ---~ 

A Figure 2 Using a vacuum photocell 

• 


Into the quantum world 
At the end of rhe 19th century, a physicist named Max Plank 
suggesred char the energy of each vibrating atom is quantised - only 
certain levels of energy are allowed. He said the energy could only 
be in multiples of a basic amount, or quantum, hf, where /is che 
frequency of vibracion of the atom and his a constanc, which became 
known as rhe Planck constant. He imagined the energy levels co 
be like the rungs of a ladder, with each atom absorbing or emitting 
radiation when it moved up or down a level. 

There was a problem that the physicists of the time cou ldn't solve - the 
photoelectric effect. They couldn't fully explain it using the wave theory 
of radiation. Einstein did so by inventing a new theory of radiarion - the 
photon model. His key idea was that electromagnetic radiation consists 
of photons, or wavepackets, of energy hf, where f is the frequency of 
the radiation and his the Planck constant. Einstein's photon model and 
Planck's theory of vibrating atoms showed chat energy is quantised - a 
complerely new way of thinking about energy. 

More about conduction electrons 
The conduction electrons in a metal move abour at random, like 
the molecules of a gas. The average kinetic energy of a conduction 
electron depends on the temperature or the metal. 

The work function of a metal is the minimum energy needed by a 
conduction electron to escape from the metal surface when the metal 
is at zero potential. The work function of a metal is of the order of 
I0-19J , which is about 20 times greater than the average kinetic 
energy of a conduction electron in a metal at 300 K. 

When a conduction electron absorbs a photon, its kinetic energy 
increases by an amount equal to the energy of the photon. If the 
energy of the photon exceeds the work function of the metal, the 
conduction electron ca n leave the meta1. H rhe electron does not leave 
the metal, it collides repeated ly with other electrons and positive ions, 
and it quickly loses its extra kinetic energy. 

The vacuum photocell 
A vacuum photocell is a glass tube that contains a metal plate, referred 
to as the photocathode, and a smaller metal electrode referred LO as 
the anode. Figure 2 shows a vacuum photocell in a circuit. When light 
of a frequency greater than the threshold frequency for the metal is 
directed at the photocathode. electrons arc emitted from the cathode 
and are attracted to the anode. The microammetcr in the circuit can 
be used to measure the photoelectric current. This is proportional LO 

the number of electrons per second that transfer from the cathode to 
the anode. 



• 	 For a photoelectric current J, the number of photoelectrons per 
second that transfer from the cathode to the anode =lie, where e is 
the charge of the electron. 

• 	 The photoelectric current is proportional ro the intensity of the 
light incident on rhe cathode. The light intensity is a measure 
of the energy per second carried by the incident light., which is 
proportional to rhe number of photons per second incident on 
the cathode. Because each photoelectron must have absorbed 
one photon to escape from the metal surface, the number 
of photoelectrons emitted per second (i.e., the photoelectric 
current) is therefore proportional to the intensity of the 
incident light.. 

• 	 The intensity of the incident light does not affect the maximum 
kinetic energy of a photoelectron. No matter how intense the 
incident light is, the energy gained by a photoelectron is due to the 
absorption of one photon only. Therefore, the maximum kinetic 
energy of a photoelectron is still given by EKniax = hf- </>. 

• 	 The maximum kinetic energy of the photoelectrons emitted for a 
given frequency of light can be measured using a photocell. 

• 	 Tf the measurements for different frequencies are plotted as a 
graph of E Kmax against/, a straight lin e of the form y = mx + c 
is obtained. This is in accordance with the above equation as 
y = E K and x = f Note that the gradient of the line m = h and 

Synoptic link 
The equation charge 

0 (C) = current I (A) x t ime t (s) 

wi ll be covered in Topic 12.1, 
Current and charge. 

EKmax I 10-19J 

6.0 

4.0 I 
1 gradient = h 
I 

2.0 I ___ J 

.0 8.0 12.0 
- 2.0 f frequency f 11014 Hz 

f. 	 - ~ 
min - h 

- 4.0 

they-intercept, c = - </>.The x-intercept is equal to the threshold .A. Figure 3 Agraph ofEKmox against 
frequency. frequency 

, Summary questions 

h =6.63 x 10-34 J s, c = 3.00 x 108 m s- 1, 3 fQ Anarrow beam of light of wavelength 

19 C
e = 1.6 x 10- 590 nm and of power 0.5 mW is directed at the 


photocathode of a vacuum photocell, which is
1 A vacuum photocell is connected to a microammeter. 
connected to a microammeter which reads 0.4 µA.Explain the following observations. 

Calculate: 


a When the cathode was illuminated with blue light 
a the energy of a single light photon of thisof low intensity, the microammeter showed a 


wavelength 
non-zero reading. 

b 	 the number of photons incident on theb When the cathode was illuminated with an 

photocathode per second 
intense red light, the microammeter reading 

was zero. c the number of electrons emitted per second 

from the photocathode.2 	 fQ A vacuum photocell is connected to a 

microammeter. When light is directed at the 4fQa Use Figure 3 to estimate i the threshold 


photocell, the microammeter reads 0.25 µA. frequency, ii the work funct ion of the metal. 


a 	 Calculate the number of photoelectrons b A metal surface has a work function of 

emitted per second by the photocathode of 1.9 x 10-19 J. Light of wavelength 435 nm is 

the photocell. directed at the metal surface. Calculate the 

maximum kinet ic energy of the photoelectronsb Explain why the microammeter reading is doubled 

emitted from this metal surface. 
if the intensity of the incident light is doubled. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain what is meant by 

ionisation of an atom. 

' Explain what is meant by 
excitation of an atom. 

' Explain what happens inside 
an atom when it becomes 
excited. 

Specification reference: 3.2.2.2 

Ionisation 
An ion is a drnrged atom. The number of electrons in an ion is not 
equal to the number of protons. An ion is formed from an uncharged 
atom by adding or removing electrons from the atom. Adding 
electrons makes the atom into a negative ion. Removing electrons 
makes the atom into a positive ion. 

Any process of creating ions is called ionisation. For example: 

• 	 Alpha, beta, and gamma radiation create ions when they pass 
through substances and collide with the atoms of the substance. 

• 	 Electrons passing through a fluorescent rube create ions when they 
collide with the atoms of the gas or vapour in the tube . 

.... - -o. 
atom / ' 

[ • I 

\ I 

-..'" path of colliding 
electrons 

0
atomic electron 1s 
knocked out of the atom 

.A. Figure 1 Ionisation by collision 

anode 

gas at b 
low b 
pressure 

electrons 

filament 


Measuring ionisation energy 9 
We can measure the energy needed to ionise a gas atom by making 
electrons collide at increasing speed with the gas atoms in a sealed tube. 
The electrons are emitted from a heated filament in the tube and are 
attracted to a positive metal plate, the anode, at the other end of the tube. 
The gas needs to be at sufficiently low pressure otherwise there are too 
many atoms in the tube and the electrons cannot reach the anode. 

The potential difference (pd) between the anode and the filament is 
increased so as to increase the speed of the electrons. The circuit is shown 
in Figure 2. The ammeter records a very small current due to electrons from 
the filament reaching the anode. No ionisation occurs until the electrons 
from the filament reach a certain speed. At this speed, each electron arrives 
near the anode with just enough kinetic energy to ionise a gas atom, by 
knocking an electron out of the atom. Ionisation near the anode causes a 
much greater current to pass through the ammeter. 

By measuring the pd, V, between the filament and the anode, when the 
current starts to increase, we can calculate the ionisation energy of a gas 
atom, as this is equal to the work done Won each electron from the filament 
(and the work done is transformed to kinetic energy). The work done on 
each electron from the filament is given by its charge e x the tube potential 
difference V. Therefore, the ionisation energy of a gas atom = eV. 

0: Why does the anode need to be positive relative to the filament? 

.,. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

.A. Figure 2 Measuring ionisation energy 

Synoptic link 

You met the notation eV briefly in 

I Topic 2.1, The particle zoo. 

• 


The electron volt 
The electron volt is a unit of energy equal 10 the work done when 
an electron is moved through a pd of l V. For a charge q moved 
through a pd V, the work done= qV. Therefore, the work done when 
an electron moves through a potential di((erence of I V is equal to 
1.6 x 10- 19 J (= 1.6 x i o- 19 C x 1 V). This amount of energy is defined 
as I electron volt (eV) . 



For example, the work done on 

• 	 an electron when it moves th rough a potential difference of 
lOOOV is lOOOeV 

• 	 an ion of charge +2e when it moves through a poten tial difference 
of I OVis20eV. 

Excitation by collision 
Using gas-filled tubes with a metal grid between the filament and the 
anode, we can show that gas atoms can absorb energy from colliding 
electrons without being ionised . This process, known as excitation, 
happens a t certain energies, which are characteristic of the atoms of 
the gas. If a colliding e lectron loses all its kinetic energy when it ca uses 
excita tion, the current due to the now of electrons through the gas is 
reduced. If the colliding e lectron docs not have enough kinetic energy 
to cause excita tion, it is defl ected by the atom, with no overall loss of 
kinetic energy. 

The energy values a t which an a tom absorbs energy are known as its 
excitation en ergies. We can determine the excitation energies of 
the atoms in the gas- fill ed tube by increasing the potential diHerence 
be tween the fi lament and the anode and measuring the pd when the 
anode current falls. For example, two prominem excita tion energies 
of a mercury atom arc 4.9 cV and 5.7 eV. Th is would mean that the 
current would fall at 4 .9V and S.7V. 

When excitation occurs, the colliding electron m akes an electron 
inside the atom move from an inner shell to an ou ter shell. Energy 
is needed for this process, because the atomic electron moves 
away from the nucleus of the atom. The excitation energy is 
a lways less than the ionisa tion energy of the a tom, because the 
atomic electron is not removed completely from the atom when 

Potential difference will be studied 

Don't confuse atomic electrons 
with electrons that hit the atom. 

in detail in Topic 12.2, Potential 

diffe_________________..)rence and power. 
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A Figure 3 Asimple model ofexcitation 
by collision 

excita tion occurs. 

Summary questions 

e =1.6 x 10-19 C 

1 State one difference and one similarity between 

ionisation and excitation. 


29 a The mercury atom has an ionisation energy of 

10.4 eV. Calculate this ionisat ion energy in joules. 

b An electron with 12.0 eV of kinetic energy collides 
with a mercury atom and ionises it. Calculate 
the kinetic energy, in eV, of the electron after the 
collision. 

3 Complete the sentences below. 

a The ionisation energy of neon is much greater 
than that of sodium. Therefore, _ __energy 
is needed to remove an electron from a sodium 
atom than from a neon atom. 

b 	 An electron that causes excitation of an atom 
by coll iding with it has kinetic energy 
before the coll ision than after the collision. The 
atom's internal energy __and the electron's 
kinetic energy __. 

4 a 	 Describe what happens to a gas atom when 
an electron collides with it and causes it to 
absorb energy from the electron without 
being ionised. 

b 	 Explain why a gas atom cannot absorb energy 
from a slow-moving electron that collides 
with it. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain what energy levels 

are. 

' Explain what happens when 
excited atoms de-excite. 

' Explain how a fluorescent 
tube works. 

Specification reference: 3.2.2.3 
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Electrons in atoms 
The electrons in an atom are trapped by the electrostatic force of 
attraction of the nucleus. They move about the nucleus in allowed 
orbits, or shells, surrounding the nucleus. The energy of an electron 
in a shell is constant. An electron in a shell near the nucleus has 
less energy than an electron in a shell further away from the 
nucleus. Each shell can only hold a certain number of electrons. For 
example, the innermost shell (i.e., the shell nearest to the nucleus) 
can only hold two electrons and the next nearest shell can only hold 
eight electrons. 

Each type of atom has a certain number of electrons. For example, 
a helium atom has two electrons. Thus, in its lowest energy state, a 
helium atom has both electrons in the innermost shell. 

The lowest energy state of an atom is called its ground state. When 
an atom in the ground state absorbs energy, one of its electrons 
moves to a shell at higher energy, so the atom is now in an excited 
state. We can use the excitation energy measurements to construct 
an energy level diagram for the atom, as shown in Figure l. This 
shows the allowed energy values of the atom. Each allowed energy 
corresponds tO a certain electron configuration in the atom. Note that 
the ionisation level may be considered as the zero reference level for 
energy, instead of the ground state level. The energy levels below the 
ionisation level would then need to be shown as negative values, as 
shown on the right-hand side of Figure I. 

De-excitation 
Did you know that gases at low pressure emit light when they are 
made to conduct electricity? For example, a neon !Ube emits red
orange light when it conducts. The gas-filled tube used to measure 
excitation energies in Topic 3.3 emits ligh t when excita tion occurs. 
This happens because the atoms absorb energy as a result of 
excitation by collision, but they do not retain the absorbed energy 
permanently. 

The electron configuration in an excited atom is unstable because an 
electron that moves to an outer shell leaves a vacancy in the shell it 
moves from. Sooner or later, the vacancy is filled by an electron from 
an outer shell transferring to it. When this happens, the electron emits 
a photon. The atom therefore moves to a lower energy level (the 
process of de-excitation). 

The energy of the photon is equal to the energy lost by the electron 
and therefore by the atom. For example, when a mercury atom at an 
excitation energy level of 4.9 eV de-excites co the ground state, it emits 
a photon of energy 4.9eV. The mercury atom could also de-excite 
indirectly via several energy levels if intermediate energy levels are 
present. However, since there are no intermediate levels between 
4.9 eV and the ground state, the only way that the excited electron in 
this example can de-excite is to release a photon of energy 4.9 eV. 



In general, when an electron moves from energy level £ 1 to a lower 
energy level E2, 

the energy of the emitted photon hf= E Er 1 

Excitation using photons 
An electron in an atom can absorb a photon and move to an outer 
shell where a vacancy exists - but only if the energy of the photon is 
exactly equal to the gain in the electron's energy (Figure 3). In other 
words, the photon energy must be exactly equal to the difference 
between the final and initial energy levels of the atom. If the photon's 
energy is smaller or larger than the difference between the two energy 
levels, it will not be absorbed by the electron. 

Fluorescence 
An atom in an excited state ca n de-excite directly or indirectly to the 
ground state, regardless of how the excitation took place. An atom 
can absorb photons of certain energies and then emit photons of the 
same or lesser energies. For example, a mercury atom in the ground 
state cou ld 

• 	 be excited to its 5.7 cV energy level by absorbing a photon of 
energy 5.7 eV. then 

• 	 de-excite to its 4.9eV energy level by emitting a photon of energy 
0.8eV, then 

• 	 de-excite Lo the ground state by emitting a photon of energy 4. 9 cV. 

Figure 4 represents these changes on an energy level diagram. 

This overall process explains why certain substances fluoresce or 
glow with visible light when they absorb ultraviolet radiation. 
Atoms in the substance absorb ultraviolet photons and become 
excited. When the atoms de-excite, they emit visible photons. 
When the source or ultraviolet radiation is removed, the substance 
stops glowing. 

The fluorescenl Lube is a glass tube with a fluorescent coating on 
iLs inner surface. The lllbc conta ins mercury vapour at low pressure. 
When the tube is on, it emits visible light because: 

• 	 ionisation and excita tion or the mercury atoms occur as they collide 
with each other and with electrons in the tube 

• 	 the mercury atoms emit ultraviolet photons, as well as visible 
photons and photons or much less energy, when they de-excite 

• 	 the ultraviolet photons arc absorbed by the atoms of the 
fluorescem coating, causing excitation of the atoms 

• 	 the coating atoms de-excite in steps and emit visible photons. 

Figure 5 shows the circuit for a fluorescent tube. The tube is much 
more efficient than a filament lamp. A typical 100 W filament lamp 
releases about I0-15 W of light energy. The rest of the energy 
supplied to it is wasted as hear. In contrast, a fluorescent tube can 
produce tbe same light Oll[put with no more than a few watts of 
power wasted as heat. 
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A. Figure 3 Excitation by photon 
absorption 

Hint 

A photon can be absorbed and 
cause ionisation if its energy 
is greater than or equal to the 
difference between the ionisation 

level and the ground state. 
However, excitat ion requires 
photons of specific energies. 

excited 5.7 eV 
0.8eV 
photon 

states 4.9eV ......,__._ emitted 

5.7eV incoming 4.9eV 
photon~ photon 
absorbed emitted 

ground state O""""'--"

A. Figure 4 Fluorescence 

mains supply 
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filament electrodes 

/ mercury vapour """ 
glass tube with fluorescent 

inner coating 

starter unit 

A. Figure S The fluorescent tube 
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3.4 Energy levels in atoms 

A Figure 6 A/ow-energy light bulb ond 
a filament light bulb 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

Estimate the energy 
wasted in kWh by a 60 W 
filament lamp in its lifetime 
of llOOh. Assume its 
efficiency is I 0%. 

Solution 
Energy supplied =power x 

time= 0.06kW x I IOOh = 
66kWh 

Energy wasted = 90% of 
66 kWh"' 60 kWh 

A fluorescent tube has a filament electrode at each end. A starter unit is 
necessary because the mains voltage is too small to ionise the vapour in the 
tube when the electrodes are cold. When the tube is first switched on, the 
gas (argonJin the starter switch unit conducts and heats a bimetallic strip, 
making it bend, so the switch closes.The current through the starter unit 
increases enough to heat the filament electrodes.When the bimetallic switch 
closes, the gas in the starter unit stops conducting, and so the bimetallic strip 
cools and the switch opens. The mains voltage now acts between the two 
electrodes, which are now hot enough for ionisation of the gas to occur. 

Low-energy light bulbs 

Oid you know that the UK government has stopped most sales of fi lament 
light bulbs? We now need to use low-energy light bulbs instead. Such a light 
bulb uses much less power than a filament light bulb which has the same 
light output. This is because the light is produced by a folded-up fluorescent 
tube instead of a glowing filament so less energy is wasted as heat. A 100 W 
filament bulb emits about 15Wof light and wastes the rest. In contrast, a 
low-energy light bulb with the same light output of 15 Wwastes only about 
5W. Prove for yourself that the low-energy light bulb is five times more 
efficient than the filament light bulb. Using them at home would cut your 
electricity bill considerably and help to cut carbon emissions. 

Summary questions 
19 Ce = 1.6 x 10

1 	 Figure 1 shows some of the energy levels of the 
mercury atom. 

a Estimate the energy needed to excite the atom 
from the ground state to the highest excitation 
level shown in the diagram. 

b 	 Mercury atoms in an excited state at 5.7 eV can 
de-excite directly or indirectly to the ground state. 
Show that the photons released could have six 
different energies. 

2 a In terms ofelectrons, state two differences 
between excitation and de-excitation. 

b A certain type of atom has excitation energies of 
1.8 eV and 4.6 eV. 

Sketch an energy level diagram for the atom 
using these energy values . 
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ii 	 fi Calculate the possible photon energies 
from the atom when it de-excites from the 
4.6 eV level. Use a downward arrow to 
indicate on your diagram the energy change 
responsible for each photon energy. 

3 	 An atom absorbs a photon of energy 3.8 eV and 
subsequently emits photons of energy 0.6 eV 
and 3.2 eV. 

a Sketch an energy level diagram representing 

these changes. 

b In terms of electrons in the atom, describe how 
the above changes take place. 

4 	 Explain why the atoms in a fluorescent tube stop 
emitting light when the electricity supply to it is 
switched off. 



---

A colourful spectrum 
A rainbow is a natural display of the colours of the spectrum of 
sunlight. Raindrops split sunlight into a continuous spectrum 
of colours. Figure 1 shows how we can use a prism to split a beam 
of white light from a filament lamp into a continuous spectrum. The 
wavelength of the light photons that produce the spectrum increases 
across the spectrum from deep violet at Jess than 400 nm to deep red 
at about 650 nm. 

If we use a tube of glowing gas as che light source instead of a lilament 
lamp, we see a spectrum of discrete lines of different colours, as shown 
in Figure 2, instead of a continuous spectrum. 

The wavelengths of the lines of" a line spectrum of an element 
are characteristic of th e atoms of chat element. By measuring the 
wavelengths of a line spectrum, we can therefore identify the element 
that produced the light. No ocher element produces the same pattern 
of light wavelengths. This is because the energy levels of each type 
of atom are unique to that atom. So the photons emitted are 
characteristic of the atom. 

• 	 Each line in a line spectrum is due to light of a certain colour and 
therefore a certain wavelength. 

• 	 The phot0ns that produce each line all have the same energy, which is 
different from the energy of the phot0ns that produce any other line. 

• 	 Each photon is emiued when an atom de-excites due to one of its 
electrons moving co an inner shell. 

• 	 If the electron moves from energy level E1 tO a lower energy 
level E2 

the energy of the emitted photon hf= E 1  E2 

For each wavelengrh A., we can calculate the energy of a photon of 
that wavelength as its lrequency f = cl?.., where c is the speed of light. 
Given the energy level diagram for the atom, we can therefore identify 
on the diagram the transirion that causes a photon of that wavelength 
to be emitted. 

~ 
Worked example: ~ 

c = 3.0 x I08 m s-1, e =1.6 x 10-•9 c, h =6.63 x io-34 Js 

A mercury atom de-excites from its 4.9eV energy level co the 

ground state. Calculate the wavelength of the photon released. 


Solution 
E

1 
- E

2 
= 4.9 - 0 = 4.9eV = 4.9x l.6x 10-19J=7.84x10-19J 


19
E 	- E 7.84 x 101 	 2Therefore,f= = = l.18x I015 Hz
11 6.63 x i 0-14 

C 3.0 x 108 

A.= - = =2.54 x 10-7 rn = 254 nm
f l.18xl0 15 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define a line spectrum. 

-+ 	 Explain why atoms emit 
characteristic line spectra. 

-+ 	 Calculate the wavelength 
of light for a given electron 
transition. 

Specification reference: 3.2.2.3 

• Figure 1 Observing a canrinuaus 
spectrum 

• Figure 2 A line spectrum 

You have met energy levels in more 
detail in Topic 3.4, Energy levels 
in atoms. j 

Synoptic link 

You will see how to measure the 
wavelengths in a line spectrum in 
Topic 5.7, The diffraction grating. 

• 
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3.5 Energy levels and spectra 

Study tip 

Don't forget that lines in a 
spectrum are always due to 
energy levels. 
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.& Figure 3 An electron transition in the 

hydrogen atom 

1 

Summary questions 
I 

h =6.63 x 10- 34 J s 

c = 3.00 x 108 m s- 1 

The Bohr atom 

The hydrogen atom is the simplest type of atom - just one proton as its 
nucleus and one electron. The energy levels of the hydrogen atom, relative 
to the ionisation level, are given by the general formula: 

13.6eV
E= - - 

n2 

where n = 1 for the ground state, n =2 for the next excited state, etc. 

Therefore, when a hydrogen atom de-excites from energy level n1 to a 
lower energy level n2, the energy of the emitted photon is given by 

E= (-
1
- - -

1
- ) x 13.6 eV 

n 2 n 2 
2 1 

Each energy level corresponds to the electron in a part icular shel l. Thus the 
above formula gives the energy of a photon released when an electron in 
the hydrogen atom moves from one shell to a shell at lower energy. 

Figure 3 shows an example of a transition that can take place in an 
excited hydrogen atom. The energy level formula for hydrogen was first 
deduced from the measurements of the wavelengths of the lines. Later, 
the Danish physicist Niels Bohr applied the quantum theory to the motion 
of the electron in the hydrogen atom, and so produced the first theoretical 
explanation of the energy level formula for hydrogen. 

0: Which transition between adjacent levels in an excited hydrogen atom 
gives the highest energy of the released photon? 

"l =U 01 2 =U WOJ;I !J;IMSUY 

e = 1.6 x 10-19 C 

1 State two differences between 
a continuous spectrum and a 
line spectrum. 

2 fO A mercury atom de·excites 
from 5.7 eV to 4.9 eV. For the 
photon emitted, calculate 

a its energy in J 

b its wavelength. 

3 	 fO A line spectrum has a line 
at a wavelength of 620 nm. 
Calculate 

a 	 the energy, in J, of a photon 
of this wavelength 

b 	 the energy loss, in eV, of an 
atom that emits a photon 
of this wavelength. 

Measurements of the wavelength of light are important in branches of science 
such as astronomy and forensic science, as they enable us to identify the 
chemical elements in the light source. Helium was discovered from the 
spectrum of sunlight. A pattern of lines in the spectrum was observed at 
wavelengths that had never been observed from any known gas, and were 
therefore due to the presence of a previously unknown element in the Sun. 
Helium is produced as a result of the nuclear fusion of hydrogen nuclei in 
the Sun, and was given the name helium from helios, the Greek word for 
sun. Helium is also present in the Earth, produced as alpha particles from 
the radioactive decay of elements such as uranium. It can be col lected at oil 
wells and stored for use in fusion reactors, helium- neon lasers, and for very 
low temperature devices. In the liquid state, below a temperature of 2.17 K, it 
becomes a superfluid. This is a fluid with no resistance to flow, which escapes 
from an open container by creeping - as a thin film - up and over the sides of 
the container. 

4 	 Explain why the line spectrum 
of an element is unique to that 
element and can be used to 
identify it. 

• 




The dual nature of light 
Light is part of the electromagnetic specrrum of waves. The theory 
of electromagnetic waves predicted the existence of electromagnetic 
waves beyond the visible spectrum. The subsequent discovery of 
X-rays and radio waves confirmed these predictions and seemed 
to show that the nature of light had been seuled. Many scientists 
in the late 19th century reckoned that all aspects of physics could 
be explained using Newton's laws of motion and the theory of 
electromagnetic waves. They thought that the few minor problem 
areas, such as the photoelectric effect, would be explained sooner 
or later using Newton's laws of motion and Maxwell's theory of 
electromagnetic waves. However, as explained in Topic 3.1, the 
photoelectric effect was no t explained un til Einstein put forward 
the radical theory that ligh t consists of photons, which are particle
like packels of electromagnetic waves. Light has a d ual nat ure, 
in that it can behave as a wave or as a particle, according to 
circumstances. 

• 	 The wave-lik e natu re is observed when diffraction of light 
takes place. This happens, for example, when light passes through 
a narrow slit. The light emerging from the slit spreads out in the 
same way as water waves spread out after passing through a gap. 
The narrower the gap or the longer the wavelength, the greater the 
amount of diffraction. 

,. Figure 1 Diffraction 

• 	 The pa rt icle-like natu re is observed, for example, in the 
photoelectric effect. When light is directed at a metal surface and 
an electron at the surface absorbs a photon of frequency f, the 
kinetic energy of the electron is increased from a negligible value 
by hf The electron can escape if the energy it gains from a photon 
exceeds the work function of the metal. 

Matter waves 
If light has a dual wave- panicle nature, perhaps particles of matter also 
have a dual wave-parricle nature. Electrons in a beam can be deflected 
by a magnetic field. This is evidence that electrons have a particle-like 
nature. The idea that matter particles also have a wave-like nature was 
first considered by Louis de Broglie in 1923 (de Broglie hypothesis). 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain why we say photons 

have a dual nature. 

-+ 	 Describe how we know that 

matter particles have a dual 

nature. 

-+ 	 Discuss why we can change 

the wavelength of a matter 

particle but not that of a 

photon. 

Specification reference: 3.2.2.4 
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3.6 Wave- particle duality 

Study tip 
Don't mix up matter waves and 
electromagnetic waves and don't 
confuse their equations. 

You have met the PET scanner 

• 

By extenrung the ideas of duality from photons to matter particles, de 
Broglie put forward the hypothesis that: 

• 	 matter particles have a dual wave-particle nature 

• 	 the wave-like behaviour of a matter particle is characterised by a 
wavelength, its de Broglie wavelength, A., which is related to the 
momentum, p, of the particle by means of the equation. 

A.=!!_ 
p 

Since the momentum of a particle is defined as its mass x its velocity, 
according to de Broglie's hypothesis, a particle of mass m moving at 
velocity v has a de Broglie wavelength given by 

A.=..!!.._ 
mv 

Note: 
The de Broglie wavelength of a particle can be al tered by changing the 
velocity of the particle. 

Evidence for de Broglie's hypothesis 
The wave-like nature of electrons was discovered when, three years 
after de Broglie put forward his hypothesis, it was demonstrated that a 
beam of electrons can be ruffracted. Figure 2 shows in outline how this 
is done. After this ruscovery, further experimenta l evidence, using other 
types of particles, confirmed the correctness of de Broglie's theory. 

thin 

metal 

foil 


electrons al 

constant 

speed 
 screen 

pattern of rings seen 
on the screen 

A Figure 2 Diffraction ofelectrons 

• 	 A narrow beam of electrons in a vacuum tube is directed at a thin 
metal foil. A metal is composed of many tiny crystalline regions. 
Each region, or grain, consists of positive ions a rranged in fixed 
positions in rows in a regular pattern. The rows of atoms ca use 
the electrons in the beam 10 be diffracted, just as a beam of light is 
diffracted when it passes through a slit. 

• 	 The electrons in the beam pass through the metal foil and are 
diffracted in certain directions only, as shown in Figure 2. They form 
a pattern of rings on a fluorescent screen at the end of the tube. Each 
ring is due to electrons diffracted by the same amount from grains of 
different orientations, at the same angle to the incident beam. 

• 	 The beam of electrons is produced by attracting electrons from a 
heated filament wire to a positively charged metal plate, which 
has a small hole at its centre. Electrons that pass through the hole 
form the beam. The speed of these electrons can be increased by 
increasing the potential rufference between the filament and the 
metal plate. This makes the diffraction rings smaller, because the 
increase of speed makes the de Broglie wavelength smaller. So less 
diffraction occurs and the rings become sma ller . 

in Topic 1.4, Particles and 
antiparticles. 



Energy levels explained 

An electron in an atom has a fixed amount of energy 
that depends on the shell it occupies. Its de Broglie 
wavelength has to fit the shape and size of the shell. 
This is why its energy depends on the shell it occupies. 

For example, an electron in a spherical shell moves round 
the nucleus in a circular orbit. The circumference of its 
orbit must be equal to a whole number of de Broglie 
wavelengths (circumference= nA, where n = 1or2 or 
3, etc.). This condition can be used to derive the energy 

level formula for the hydrogen atom - and it gives you a 
deeper insight into quantum physics. 

O: Does the de Broglie wavelength of an electron 

increase or decrease when it moves to an orbit 

where it travels faster? 


·1a1ea11l sawo)aq 
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The PET scanner is an example of quantum physics in use. Some further 
applications of quantum technology include 

• 	 The STM (scanning tunneling microscope] is used to map atoms on solid 
surfaces. The wave nature of electrons allows them to tunnel between 
the surface and a metal tip a few nanometres above the surface as the 
tip scans across the surface. 

• 	 The TEM (transmission electron microscope) is used to obtain very detailed 
images of objects and surface features too small to see with optical 
microscopes. Electrons are accelerated in aTEM to high speed so their de 
Broglie wavelength is so small that they can give very detailed images. 

• 	 The MR (magnetic resonance) body scanner used in hospitals detects 
radio waves emitted when hydrogen atoms in a patient in a strong 
magnetic field flip between energy levels. 

• 	 SOUIDs (superconducting quantum interference devices) are used to 
detect very very weak magnetic fields, for example SOUIDs are used to 
detect magnetic fields produced by electrical activity in the brain. .&. Figure 3 An example of a SOUJD 

Summary questions 

h =6.6x10-34 Js 	 3 fO Calculate the de Broglie wavelength of 
1the mass of an electron = 9.1 x 10- 31 kg a an electron moving at a speed of 2.0 x 107 m s-

the mass of a proton = 1.7 x 10-27 kg 
b a proton moving at the same speed.

1 With the aid of an example in each case, explain 
4 	 fO Calculate the momentum and speed of

what is meant by the dual wave- particle nature of 
a an electron that has a de Broglie wavelength ofa light 


SOOnm
b matter particles, for example, electrons. 
b a proton that has the same de Broglie wavelength. 2 	 State whether each of the following experiments 

demonstrates the wave nature or the particle nature 
of matter or of light: 

a the photoelectric effect 


b electron diffraction. 


• 




Practice questions: Chapter 3 

When light at suffici.emly high Irequency, f, is incident on a metal surface, the maximum 
kinetic energy, EKmax' of a photoelectron is given by 

EKmax =hf- ip, where tP is the work function of the metal. 

(a) 	 State whar is meant by the work function ip. 
(b) e.The following results were obtained in an experiment to measure EKmax for 

different frequencies, f (I mark) 

• 


5.6 

0.8 

6.2 

1.2 

6.8 

1.7 

7.3 

2.1 

8.3 

2.9 

8.9 

3.4 

(i) 	 Use rhese results tO plot a graph of EK
111

a, against/. 
(ii) 	 Explain why your graph confirms the equation above. 
(iii) Use your graph to determine the value of hand to calcu late the work 

function of the metal. (13 marks) 

(c) 	 Measurements like those above were first made Lo test the correctness of Einstein's 
explanation of the photoelectric effect. The equation above was a prediction by 
Einstein using the photon theory. 
Why is it important Lo test any new theory by testing its predictions 
experimentally? (2 marks) 

2 (a) 	 One quantity in the photoelectric equation is a characteri)tic property of 
the metal that emits photoelectrons. Name and define this quantity. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 A metal is illuminated with monochromatic light. Explain why the kinetic energy of 
the photoelectrons emitted has a range of values up to a certain maximum. (J marks) 

(c) 	 e A gold surface is illuminated with monochromatic ultraviolet light of frequency 
1.8 x 1015 Hz. The maximum kinetic energy of the emitted photoelectrons is 
4.2 x IO 19 J. Calculate, for gold: 
(i) 	 the work function. in J 
(ii) 	 the threshold frequency. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

3 	 Figure 1 shows how the maximum kinetic energy of electrons emitted from the cathode 
of a photoelectric cell varies with the frequency of the incident radiation. 

10 20 30 
frequency I 1014 Hz 

.A Figure 1 

(a) 	 9 Calculate the maximum wavelength of electromagnetic radiation that can release 
photoelectrons from the carhode surface. 

speed of electromagnetic radiation in a vacuum =3.0 x I 08 ms 1 (J marks) 



Chapter 3 Quantum phenomena 
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(b) 	 Another phot0electric cell uses a differem metal for the photocathode. This metal 
requires twice the minimum energy £or electron release compared LO the metal in the 
first cell. 
(i) 	 U drawn on the same axes, how would the graph line obtained £or this second 

cell compare with the one for the first cell? 
(ii) 	 Explain your answer with reference tO the Einstein 

photoelectric equation. (J marks) 
AQA. 2003 

4 	 A fluorescent light tube contains mercury vapour at low pressure. The tube is coated on 
the inside, and contains two electrodes. 
(a) 	 Explain why the mercury vapour is at a low pressure. (I mark) 
(b) 	 Explain the purpose of the coating on the inside of the tube. (J marks) 

/\QA, 2003 

5 	 The lowest energy levels of a mercury atom are shown below. The d iagram is not to scale. 

energyI J x 10 18 

n =4 -~f---- -0.26 

n = 3 -----'----- -0.59 
n = 2 -0.88 

ground staten = 1 - ----- -2.18 

(a) 	 f* Calculate the frequency of an emiued photon due to a transition, shown 
by an arrow, from level n = 4 to level n = 3. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 Which transition would cause the emission of a photon of a longer wavelength 
than that emi1ted in the transition from level n = 4 to level n = 3? (/mark) 

AQA. 2002 

6 (a) 	 State what is meant by the duality of electrons. Give one example of each type of 
behaviour. (J marks) 

(b) f* (i) Calculate the speed 0£ an electron which has a de Broglie wavelength of 
I.3 x 10- 10 m. 

(ii) 	 A particle when travelling at the speed calculated in (b)(i) has a de Broglie 
wavelength or 8.6 x 10- 14 m. 
Ca lculate the mass of the particle. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

7 	 fj Ekctrons travelling at a speed of 5.00 x 105ms-1 exhibit wave properties. 
(a) 	 Wha t phenomenon can be used to demonstrate the wave properLies of electrons? 

Details of any apparat us used arc not required. (I mark} 
(b ) 	 Calculate the wavelength of these electrons. (2 marks) 
(c) 	 Ca lculate the speed or muons with the same wavelength as these electrons. 

mass of muon= 207 x mass of electron (J marks} 
(d) 	Both electrons and muons were accelerated from rest by the same potential 

difference. Explain why they have different wavelengths. (2 marks) 
AQA, 2003 

http:f-----0.26
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Section 1 Particles and radiation 

, 	 -... 

Practical skills 
In this section you have 

met the following skills: 


• 	 use of a cloud chamber 
or spark counter or 
Geiger counter to detect 
alpha particles to 
observe their range 

• 	 use of a microammeter 
to measure 
photoelectric current 

• 	 record the precision of 
a microammeter. . 

, 	 .... 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 

• 	 use of standard form and conversion to standard form 
from units with prefixes (e.g. wavelength in nm) 

• 	 use calculators to solve calculations involving powers 
often (e.g. photoelectric effect/line spectra) 

• 	 use of an appropriate number of significant figures in 
all answers to calculations 

• 	 use of appropriate units in all answers to calculations 

• 	 converting an answer where required from one unit to 
another (e.g. eV to Joules) 

• 	 change the subject of an equation in order to solve 
calcu lations (finding <p from photoelectric equation) 

• 	 plotting a graph from data provided or found 

experimentally (e.g. fkmax against frequency) 


• 	 relatingy = mx + c to a linear graph with physics 
variables to find the gradient and intercept and 
understanding what the gradient and intercept 
represent in physics (e.g. fkmax against frequency graph). 

Extension task 
Research one or more of the following topics 
using text books and the internet and produce 
a presentation suitable to show your class. 

1 Particles are used in both PET and MRI 
scans in Medical Physics. 


Include in your presentation 


• 	 the principles of physics involved in 
each type of scan. 

• 	 which medical conditions are suited 
to each type of scan? Give examples 
of the images produced and the 
resultant diagnoses. 

• 	 costs of purchasing and using each of 
the scanners. 

2 	 Many particles were first discovered 
during research at CERN in Geneva and 
at other particle accelerators in America 

including SLAC. 
Include in your presentation 

• 	 the principles of physics which enable 
the linear accelerator, cyclotron and 
synchrotron to accelerate particles and 
where the most famous accelerators 
are located around the world. 

• 	 limitations of each type of accelerator 
and the reasons forthe use of each 
type in a particular situation. 

• 	 why was the original LEP accelerator 
at CERN dismantled and the LHC built 

instead? 



Practice questions: Particles and radiation 

• 


1 (a) 	 An ion of pluconium 
239 

Pu has an overall charge ol +1.6 x I 0- 19 C. For this ion state 
94

the number of 
(i) 	 protons 
(ii) 	 neutrons 
(iii) 	eleorons. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 Plutonium has several isotopes. Explain the meaning of the word isotopes. (2 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

2 (a) 	 The equation below represents the decay of the radioactive copper isotope ~:Cu by 
the emission of a Wparticle: 

Ni + 	 ..........?~ + X 


(i) 	 Identify particle X. Copy and complete the equation. (3 marks) 
(ii) 	 State and explain which nucleus - the copper nucleus or the nickel 

nucleus - has the greater specific charge. (2 marks) 

(iii) 	fi Ca lculate the specific charge or the ~:cu nucleus. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) State the quark composilion or a neutron. ( l mark) 
(ii) With the aid or a labelled diagram, explain the change in terms of quarks 

and other fundamental particles that takes rlace when the copper nucleus 
~:cu emits a~+ particle. (3 marks) 

3 	 A physicist, who is attempting to analyse a nuclear event, suggests that a 1c particle and 
a proton collided and were annihilated with the creation of a neutron, an+ particle, and a 
K- particle. 
n and K particles are mesons. The baryon and lepton numbers of both these mesons are 
zero. 
(a) 	 Write down the equation that represents this interaction. (1 mark) 
(b) 	 Show in terms of the conservation of charge, baryon number, and lepton number 

that 	this transformation is permitted. (4 marks) 
AQA, 2002 

A negative muon. ir, is 207 times more massive than an electron. 

Calculate the de Broglie wavelength of a negative muon travelling at 3.0 x 106 ms-1• 


(b) 	 Using values from the data sheet (page 262-265) calcu late the ratio rest mass 0~ n~ 
where no is a neutral pion. rest mass o P 

(c) 	 Calculate the speed necessary for a n° to have the same de Broglie wavelength as that 
of the p- in (a). (6 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

5 (a) 	 State w hat is meant by the photoelectric effect and explain how two observa tions made 
in photoelectric experiments suggest that electromagnetic radiation behaves like a 
stream of particles rather than a wave. (6 marks) 

(b) 	fi Photons with energy 1.1 x 10-18 J are incident on a mera l surface. The maximum 
energy of electrons emitted from the surface is 4.8 x 10- 19 J. 
(i) 	 Calculate the work function of the metal. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the wavelength of the de Broglie wave associated with the emitted 

electrons of maximum energy. (4 marks) 
AQA, 2006 



6 

7 

Chapter 3 Quantum phenomena 

• 


f) The quantum theory suggests that the electron in a hydrogen atom can only exist in 
certain well-defined energy states. Some of these are shown in Figure 1. 

19Jenergy110
n =- 0 
n =4 -------- -1.4 
n= 3 	 - 2.4 

n = 2-------- -5.4 

n = I-------- -21.8 

•Figure 1 

An electron E of energy 2.5 x 10-18 J collides with a hydrogen atom that is in its 
ground sta te and excites the electron in the hydrogen atom to then= 3 level. 
Calculate 
(i) 	 the energy that is needed to excite an electron in the hydrogen atom lrom the 

ground state to then= 3 level, 
(ii) 	 the kinetic energy of the incident electron E after the collision, 
(iii) 	 the wavelength of the lowest energy photon that could be emitted as 

the excited electron returns to the ground state. (5 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

Figure 2 shows data for the variation of the power output of a photovoltaic cell with 
load resistance. The data was obtained by placing the cell in sunlight. The intensity 
of the energy from the Sun incident on the surface of the cell was constant. 
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•Figure 2 

(a) 	 ti) Use data from Figure 2 to calculate the current in the load a t the peak power. 
(3 marks) 

(b) 	 ti) The intensity of the Sun's radiation incident on the cell is 730 Wm ·2 • 

The active area of the cell has dimensions of 60mm x 60mm. 

. electrical energy delivered by the cell


Calculate, at the peak power. the rauo . . h . (3 marks) 
energy amvmg at t e ce11 

(c) 	 ti) The average wavelength of the light incident on the cell is 500 nm. Estimate 
the number of photons incident on the active area of the cell every second. (2 marks) 

(d) 	The measurements of the data in Figure 2 were carried out when the rays from the 
Sun were incident at 90° to the surface of the panel. A householder wants to generate 
electrical energy using a number of solar panels to produce a particular power output. 
Discuss two pieces of information scientists could provide to inform the production of 
a suitable system. (2 marks) 

AQA Specimen paper 2, 2015 
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Chapters in this 
section: 
4 Waves 

... 
s Optics 

_. 

Introduction 
In this section, you will look at wave measurements, longitudinal 
waves and transverse waves, and discuss why polarisation is a 
property of transverse wave~ hut not of longitudinal waves. You will 
also consider general wave properties - properties that apply lO all 
waves - including refraction, diffraction, and interference. You 
will also find out how to create stationary waves. You will look 
al some well-known applications that use the properties of waves, 
including satellite TV dishes and the sounds created by the vibrating 
strings of musical instruments. In Chapter 5, you will examine the 
refraction of light, including wtal internal renec1ion, and applications 
such as the endoscope and fibre optic communications. Experiments 
that demonstrate the wave nature of light will be discussed LO 

show how you can accurately measure the wavelength of different 
colours of light. By measuring the wavelength of light from stars and 
galaxies, physicists discovered that the distant galaxies arc all moving 
away from each other. This led them to conclude that the universe 
is expanding. The study of waves and optics therefore helps us to 

understand many applications that we all use every day, as well as 
helping us LO understand fundamental discoveries that have been 
made about our place in the universe. 

Working scientifically 
In this part of the course, you will develop your knowledge 
and understanding of waves through practical work and related 
mathematics including problem-solving and calculations. 

Practical work in this section involves mak ing observations and 
careful measurements by using instruments such as protractors and 
millimetre scales. For example, when yo11 observe light in po larisation 
or diffraction tests, you will need to consider how Lile intensity 
and/or the colour of the light changes when ~omc part of the 
arrangement, such as the width of a slit, i'> changed. rn some 
experiments, you will use instruments to make careful measurements, 
and you will be expected to as:.ess the accuracy of your measurements 
and the results of your calculation'> that use your measured data. 
In some experiments, such as measuring the rcfraetive index, you 
will be able tO test the accuracy of your results by comparing them 
with accepted values. By estimating how accurate a result b (i.e., its 
uncertainty) you will know how close your result i'> to Lhe accepted 
value. Extra care is needed where angles arc to be measured, because 
a measurement error of 0.5° can be very significant if we calculate the 



sines, cosines. and tangents of angles. In these kinds of experiments, 
as well as in many other practical experiments, it will help you to be 
aware of the approximate values of physical quantities. For example. 
the refractive index of ordinary glass is about 1.5. So. if in your 
experiment you get a va lue of about 15 or 16. you will know straight 
away that you have made an error, either in your measurements or in 
your calculations. 

You will develop your maths skills in this seer.ion by rearranging 
equations and carrying out calculations like trigonometry. In some 
experiments, such as investiga ting the vibrations of a stretched string. 
you will be expected to plot a quantity from your measurements 
to create a straight line graph as predicted by theory. You will then 
determine the graph gradient (and/or intercept) and relate the values 
you get to a physical quantity. The noces and exercises in Chapter 16, 
including the section on straight line graphs, will help you with these 
maths skills. 

What you already know 

from your GCSE studies on waves, you should know that: 

0 sound is a longitudinal wave, and all electromagnetic waves are transverse waves 

0 a complete wave is a wave from one peak to the next peak 

0 wavelength is the distance between adjacent wave peaks 

0 frequency is the number of complete waves passing a point per second 

0 the speed of a wave= its wavelengt.h x its frequency 

0 all waves undergo reflection, refraction, and diffraction 

0 the spectru 111 of e lectromagnetic waves, in order of increasing freq uency, is: 

• radio waves 

• microwaves 

• infrared radiation 

• visible light 

• ultraviolet radiation 

• X-rays 

• gamma radiation. 



Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain the differences 

between transverse and 

longitudinal waves. 

-+ 	 Define a plane-polarised wave. 

-+ 	 Describe a physics test that 
can distinguish transverse 
waves from longitudinal waves. 

Specification reference: 3.3.1.1; 
3.3.1.2 

Synoptic link 

You have met the full spectrum of 
electromagnetic waves in more 
detail in Topic 1.3, Photons. 

signal 
generator S 

vibrations 
of air '"1--+-r 

sound 
waves 

A Figure 1 Creating sound waves in air 

Study tip 

Vibrations of the particles in a 
longitudinal wave are in the same 

direction as that along which the 
wave travels . 

• 


Types of waves 
Waves thar pass through a substance are vibrations which pass 
through char substance. For example, sound waves in air are created 
by making a surface vibrate so it sends compression waves through the 
surrounding air. Sound waves, seismic waves, and waves on strings 
are examples of waves that pass through a substance. These types 
of waves are often referred to as mechanical waves. When waves 
progress through a substance, the particles or the substance vibrate in 
a certain way which makes nearby particles vibrate in the same way, 
and so on. 

Electromagnetic waves are oscillating electric and magnetic 
fields chat progress through space without the need for a substance. 
The vibrating electric field generates a vibrating magneric field, 
which generates a vibrating electric !ield further away, and so on. 
Electromagnetic waves include radio waves, microwaves, infrared 
radiation, light, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays, and gamma radiation. 

Longitudinal and transverse waves 
Longitudinal waves are waves in which the direction of vibration 
of the particles is parallel to (along) the direction in which the wave 
travels. Sound waves, primary seismic waves and compression waves 
on a slinky toy are all longitudinal waves. Figure 2 shows how to 
send longitudinal waves along a slinky. When one end of the slinky 
is moved to and fro repeatedly, each 'forward' movement causes a 
compression wave to pass along the slinky as the coils push imo each 
other. Each 'reverse' movement causes the coils to move apart so 
rarefaction (expansion) wave passes along the slinky. 

.A. Figure 2 Longitudinal waves on a slinky 

Transverse waves arc waves in which the direction or vibration 
is perpendicular to the direction in which the wave travels. 
Electromagnetic waves, secondary seismic waves, and waves on a 
string or a wire arc all transverse waves. 

Figure 3 shows transverse waves travelling along a rope. When one 
end of the rope is moved from side to side repeatedly, these sideways 
movements travel along the rope, as each unarrectcd part of the rope 
is pulled sideways when the part next to it moves sideways. 



hand moved from side 

direction of travel ~ 

to side repeatedly 

A. Figure 3 Making rope waves 

Polarisation 
Transverse waves are plane-polarised if the vibrations stay in one 
plane onl y. If the vibra tions change from one plane to anothe r, the 
waves a re unpolarisecl. Longitudinal waves cannot be polarised. 

Figure 4 shows unpolarised waves travelling on a rope. When they 
pass through a slit in a boa rd, as in Figure 4, they become polarised 
because onl y the vibra tions parallel to the slit pass through it. 

Light from a fil ament lamp or a candle is unpolarised. ff unpolarised 
light is passed through a pola ro id filter, the transmitted light is 
pola rised as the fi lte r only a llows through light which vibrates in a 
certa in direction, according to the alignment of its molecules. 

If unpola rised light is passed through two polaroid fil ters, the 
transmi tted light intensity changes if one pola roid is tu rned relative to 
the other one. The filte rs are said to be crossed when the transmitted 
intensity is a minimum. AL this position, the polarised light from the 
first filte r cannot pass through the second filte r, as the alignment of 
molecules in the second filter is at 90° to the alignmen t in the first 
filte r. Th is is like passing rope waves through two letter boxes a t right 
angles to each other, as shown in Figure 4. 

Light is part o r the spectrum of e lectromagn etic waves. The plane of 
polarisa tion o r an electromagnetic wave is defined as the plane in 
which the e lectric fie ld oscilla tes. 

Polaroid sunglasses reduce the glare of light reflected by water o r glass. 
The reflected light is pola rised and the intensity is redu ced when it 
passes through the pola roid sunglasses. 

\ / J d no wavesQ get throughpolarised wavesunpolansed slit in second sht 
waves board 	 board 

on rope 

no hghtgets 
through second 
polarOtd

polarised light 
polaroid polaro1d at nght angles 

to first polaroid 

A. Figure 4 Rope model and diagram to explain polarisation 

Radio waves from a transmitter 
are polarised. The aerial of a radio 
receiver needs to be aligned in the 
same plane as the radio waves 
to obtain the best reception. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Classify the following types 
of waves as either longitudinal 
or transverse: a radio waves, 
b microwaves, c sound waves, 
d secondary seismic waves. 

2 	 Sketch a snapshot of a 
longitudinal wave travelling 
on a slinky coil, indicating the 
direction in which the wave 
is travelling and areas of high 
density (compression) and 
low density (rarefaction). 

3 	 Sketch a snapshot of a 
transverse wave travell ing 
along a rope, indicating the 
direction in which the wave is 
travelling and the direction of 
motion of the particles at the 
points of zero displacement. 

4 a What is meant by a 
polarised wave? 

b A light source is observed 
through two pieces of 
polaroid which are initially 
aligned parallel to each 
other. Describe and explain 
what you would expect 
to observe when one of 
the polaroids is rotated 
through 360° . 

• 



Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain what is meant by the 

amplitude of a wave. 

-+ 	 Explain what is meant by the 
wavelength of a wave. 

-+ 	 Calculate the frequency of a 
wave from its period. 

Specification reference: 3.3.1.1 

.....,... 

.A. Figure 1 Using a cathode ray 
oscilloscope [CRO) ta give a voltage-time 
graph of a wave 

Study tip 
Amplitude is measured from the 
equilibrium position to maximum 
positive or maximum negative, 
not from maximum positive 
to maximum negative. Phase 
difference is measured as an angle 
(in radians or degrees), not in 
terms of wavelength. 

• 


When we make a phone call, sound waves are converted lO electrical 
waves. In an intercontinental phone call, these waves arc carried 
by electromagnetic waves from ground transmiucrs 10 satellites in 
space and back to ground receivers, where they arc converted back 
10 electrical waves then back to sound waves. The electronic circuits 
ensure that these sound waves are very similar 10 the original sound 
waves. The engineers who design and maintain communications 
systems need to measure the different types of waves at different 
stages, to make sure the waves are not distorted. 

Key terms 
The following terms, some of which arc illustrated in Figure 2, are 
used to describe waves. 

• 	 The displacement o[ a vibrating particle is its distance and 
direction from its equilibrium position. 

• 	 The amplitude of a wave is the maximum displacement of a 
vibrating particle. For a transverse wave, this is the height of a wave 
crest or the depth of a wave trough rrom its equilibrium position. 

• 	 The wavelength of a wave is the least distance between two 
adjacent vibrating particles with the same displacement and 
velocity at the same time (e.g., distance between adjacent crests). 

• 	 One complete cycle of a wave is from maximum displacement 
to the next maximum displacement (e.g., from one wave peak to 
the next). 

• 	 The period of a wave is the time for one complete wave to pass 
a fixed point. 

• 	 The frequency of a wave is the number of cycles of vibration of 
a particle per second, or the number of complete waves passing a 
point per second. The unit of frequency is the hertz (Hz). 

For waves o f freque n cy f, t h e p eriod of t h e wave =~ 

....__ 	 I,. wavelength 
A _.....,--~~ 

j+-- one complete wave- I 

.A. Figure 2 Parts ofa wave 

Wave speed 
The higher the frequency of a wave, the shorter irs wavelengrh. For 
example, if waves are sent along a rope, the higher rhe frequency 
ar which they are produced, the closer wgerher rhe wave peaks are. 
The same effect can be seen in a ripple tank when straight waves are 
produced at a constant frequency. If the frequency is raised to a higher 
value, the waves are closer together. 



p 0 R s 
distance from O in term s of wavelength, A _!_ ). 
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2 

27t 
A Figure 4 Progressive waves 

Summary questions 

1 Sound waves in air travel at a speed of 340 m s-1 at 20 °C. Calculate the wavelength 
of sound waves in air which have a frequency of a 3400 Hz b 18 000 Hz. 

2 G Electromagnetic waves in air travel at a speed of 3.0 x 108 m s- 1. Calculate 
the frequency of light waves of wavelength a 0.030 m b 600 nm. 

3 G Figure 5 shows a waveform on an oscilloscope screen when the 
y-sensitivity of the oscilloscope was 0.50 V cm-1 and the time base 

1was set at 0.5 ms cm- . Determine the amplitude and the frequency 

of this waveform. 


4 	 a For the waves in Figure 4, measure 
cm 

i 	 the amplitude and the wavelength grid 

ii the phase difference between P and R 
iii the phase difference between P and S. 

b 	 What would be the displacement and direction of motion of 

Othree-quarters of a period after the last snapshot? 


• 

A Figure 5 

Figure 3 represents the crests of straight waves travelling at a constant 
speed in a ripple tank. 

• 	 Each wave crest travels a distance equal to one wavelength (A.) in 
the time taken for one cycle. 

• 	 The time t.aken for one cycle = l If where f is the frequency 
of the waves. 

distance travelled in one cycle
There ore, t 1 he spee d o[ the waves, c = .k f

time ta en or one eye e 1 
)., 

= 111=fA. 

For waves of frequency f and wavelength It 

wave speed c = f It 

Phase difference 
The phase of a vibrating particle at a certain time is the fraction 
of a cycle it has completed since the start of the cycle. The phase 
difference between two particles vibrating at the same frequency is the 
fraction of a cycle between the vibrations of the two particles, measured 
either in degrees or radians, where l cycle = 360° = 27t radians. For 
two points at distanced apatt along a wave of wavelength It 

the phase difference in radians =2~ 
Figure 4 shows three successive snapshots of the particles of a transverse 
wave progressing from left to right across the diagram. Particles 0, P, 
Q, R, and Sare spaced approximately_!_ of a wavelength apart. Table l 

4 

shows the phase difference between 0 and each of the other particles. 

T Table 1 Phase differences 

a Initially 

I WI I I I· 
b One cycle later 

I 	J I I I· 
A Figure 3 Wave speed 

Study tip 

The symbol c is used as a general 
symbol for the speed ofwaves. In the 
data booklet, c refers to the speed of 
electromagnetic waves in free space. 

? ••1II® 

®'iI!'® 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain what causes waves 

to refract when they pass 

across a boundary. 

-+ 	 Demonstrate the direction 

light waves bend when they 

travel out ofglass and into air. 

-+ 	 Explain what we mean 

by diffraction. 

Specification reference: 3.3.1.1; 
3.3.1.Z 

.& Figure 2 Reflection ofplane waves 

.& Figure 3 Refraction 

• 


Wave properties such as reflection, refraction, and diffraction occur 
with many different types of waves. A ripple tan k may be used to 
study these wave properties. The tank is a shallow transparent tray 
of water with sloping sides. The slopes prevent waves reflecting off the 
sides of tank. If they did reflect, it would be difficult to sec the waves. 

• 	 The waves observed in a ripple tank are referred to as wavefronts, 
which are lines of constant phase (e.g., crests) . 

• 	 The direction in whld1 a wave travels is at right angles to the wavefront. 

stroboscope Each wave crest acts like a convex lens and 
concentrates the hght onto the screen 
so the pattern on the screen shows the 
wave crests. 

water in ripple tank 

pattern of wavefronts cast on a screen on the lloor 

.& Figure 1 The ripple tank 

Reflection 8 
Straight waves directed at a certain angle to a hard flat surface (the 
reflector) reflect off at the same angle, as shown in Figure 2. The angle 
between the reflected wavefront and the surface is the same as the angle 
between the incident wavefront and the surface. Therefore the direction 
of the reflected wave is at the same angle to the reflector as the direction 
of the incident wave. This effect is observed when a light ray is directed 
at a plane mirror. The angle between the incident ray and the mirror is 
equal to the angle between the reflected ray and the mirror. 

Refraction 8 
When waves pass across a boundary at which the wave speed cha nges, 
the wavelength a lso changes. If the wavefronts approach at an angle 
to the boundary, they change direction as well as changing speed. This 
effect is known as refraction. 

Figure 3 shows the refraction of water waves in a ripple tank when 
they pass across a boundary from deep to shallow water at an angle tO 

the boundary. Because they move more slowly in the shallow water, 
the wavelength is smaller in the shallow water and therefore they 
change direction. 

Refraction of light is observed when a light ray is directed into a glass 
block at an angle (i.e., not along the normal). The light ray changes 
direction when it crosses the glass boundary. This happens because 
light waves travel more slowly in glass than in air . 



- -Diffraction 9 
Diffraction occurs when waves spread out after passing through a gap 
or round an obstacle. The effect can be seen in a ripple tank when 
straight waves are directed at a gap, as shown in Figure 4. 

• 	 The narrower the gap, the more the waves spread out. 

• 	 The longer the wavelength, the more the waves spread out. 

To explain why the waves are diffracted on passing through the gap, 
consider each point on a wavefront as a secondary emitter of wavelets. 
The wavelets from the points along a wavefront travel only in the 
direction in which the wave is travelling, not in the reverse direction, 
and they combine to form a new wavefront spreading beyond the gap. 

Dish design 
Satellite TV dishes in Europe need to point south, because the satellites 
orbit the Earth directly above the equator. The bigger the dish, the 
stronger the signal it can receive, because more radio waves are 
reflected by the dish onto the aerial. But a bigger dish reflects the 
radio waves to a smaller focus, because it diffracts the waves less. The 
dish therefore needs to be aligned more carefully than a smaller dish, 
otherwise it will not focus the radio waves onto the aerial. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Copy and complete the diagram reflector 


in Figure 6 by showing the ......--.-----·-·· 

wavefront after it has reflected 

from the straight reflector. 

Also show the direction of the 

reflected wavefront. 


2 	 C1 A circular wave spreads 

out from a point Pon a water .A Figure 6 


surface, which is 0.50 m from a flat reflecting wall. The wave travels at a 

speed of 0.20 m s-1. Sketch the arrangement and show the position of 

the wavefront a 2.5 s, b 4.0 s after the wavefront was produced at P. 


3 	 Copy and complete the '=-....,, boundary 


diagram in Figure? by ~ 

showing the wavefronts 

after they passed across 

the boundary and have .A Figure 7 


been refracted. Also show the direction of the refracted waves. 


4 	 Water waves are diffracted on passing through a gap. How is the 

amount of diffraction changed as a result of: 


a 	 widening the gap without changing the wavelength 

b 	 increasing the wavelength of the water waves without changing the 
gap width 

c 	 increasing the wavelength of the water waves and reducing the 
gap width 

d 	 widening the gap and increasing the wavelength of the waves? 

- -
-
' _-___ -
.A Figure 4 The effect ofthe gap width 

Synoptic link 

You will meet refraction and 
reflection of light in more detail in 
Topic 5.1, refraction of light, and 
Topic 5.2, More about refraction. 

Study tip 

Remember from your GCSE that 
the normal is an imaginary line 
perpendicular to a boundary 
between two materials or a surface. 

Synoptic link 

You will meet diffraction in more 
detail in Topic 5.6, Diffraction. 

• 
.A Figure 5 A satellite TV dish 



Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain how two waves 

combine to produce 
reinforcement. 

-+ 	 Describe the phase difference 
between two waves ifthey 
cancel each other out. 

-+ 	 Explain why total cancellation 
is rarely achieved in practice. 

Specification reference: 3.3.1.1; 
3.3.1.Z 

:\;,~..Y.!\; 

rv + J\ = 

cancellation 

.A. Figure 1 Superposition 

Study tip 

Be careful when using the term 
'minimum'. When two troughs 
meet at the same point, they 
superpose to produce maximum 
negative displacement, not 
a minimum. 

light in more detail in Topic 5.4, 
Double slit interference. 

You will meet the interference of 

• 

The principle of superposition 
When waves meec, they pass through each other. At the point where 
they meet, they combine for an instant before they move aparc. This 
combining effect is known as superposition. Imagine a boar hie by 
cwo wave crescs at the same time from different directions. Anyone 
on the boar would know it had been hit by a supercrest, the combined 
effecc of two wave crests. 

The principle of superposition states that when two waves 
meet, the total displacement at a point is equal to the sum of 
the individual displacements at that point. 

• 	 Where a crest meets a crest, a supcrcrest is created - the two 
waves reinforce each other. 

• 	 Where a trough meets a trough, a supertrough is created - the 
two waves reinfo rce each other. 

• 	 Where a crest meets a trough of the same amplitude, the resultant 
displacement is zero; the two waves cancel each ocher our. If chey 
are not the same amplitude, the resultant is called a minimum. 

Further examples of superposition 
1 Stationary waves on a rope 
Stationary waves are formed on a rope if two people send waves 
continuously along a rope from either end, as shown in Figure 2. The 
cwo secs of waves are referred to as 
progressive waves to distinguish 
chem from stationary waves. They 
combine at fixed points along 
che rope to form points of no 
displacement or nodes along the 
rope. At each node, the two sets of 
waves are always 180° out of phase, 
so they cancel each other out. 
Stationary waves are described in 
more detail in Topics 4.5 and 4.6. 

.A. Figure 2 Making stationary waves
2 Water waves in a ripple tank 
A vibrating dipper on a water surface sends out circular waves. Figure 3 
shows a snapshot of two sets of circular waves produced in this way in a 
ripple tank. The waves pass through each other continuously. 

• 	 Points of cancellation are created where a crest from one dipper 
meets a trough from the other dipper. These poincs of cancellation 
are seen as gaps in the wavefronts. 

• 	 Points of reinforcement are created where a crest from one dipper 
meets a crest from the other dipper, or where a trough from one 
dipper meets a trough from the other dipper. 

As the waves are continuously passing through each other at 
constant frequency and at a constant phase difference, cancellation 
and reinforcement occurs at fixed positions. This effect is known as 
interference. Coherent sources of waves produce an interference 
pallern where they overlap, because they vibrate at the same frequency 



with a constant phase difference. If the phase difference changed at 
random, the points of cancellation and reinforcement would move 
about at random, and no interference pattern would be seen. 

Tests using microwaves 9 
A microwave transmitter and receiver can be used to demonstrate 
reflection, refraction, diffraction, interference, and polarisat.ion of 
microwaves. The transmitter produces microwaves of wavelength 
3.0 cm. The receiver can be connected to a suitable meter, which 
gives a measure of the intensity of the microwaves at the receiver. 

l 	 Place the receiver in the path of the microwave beam from 
the transmitter. Move the receiver gradually away from the 
transmitter and note that the receiver signal decreases with 
distance from the transmitter. This shows that the microwaves 

• Figure 3 Interference ofwater wavesbecome weaker as they travel away from the transmitter. 
2 	 Place a metal plate between the transmitter and 

the receiver to show that microwaves cannot pass 
through metal. 

3 	 Use two metal plates to make a narrow slit and show 
that the receiver detects microwaves that have been 
diffracted as they pass through the slit. Show that if 
the slit is made wider, less diffraction occurs. 

4 	 Use a narrow metal plate with the two plates 
from step 3 above to make a pair of slits as in 
Figure 4. Direct the transmitter at the slits and 
use the receiver to find points of cancellation and 
reinforcement, where the microwaves from the 
two slits overlap. •Figure 4 Interference ofmicrowaves 

Summary questions 

1 Figure 5 shows two wave pulses on a rope travelling 
towards each other. Sketch a snapshot of the rope 

placed in the path of the 
diffracted microwaves, I 

~ as shown in Figure 6. 

How would you expect - --------· transmitter I it 
the receiver signal to metal plate receiver 

•Figure S 
change if a the receiver 
is moved in a line parallel 

.6. Figure 6 

a when the two waves are passing through to the metal plates, b the slit is then made narrower? 
each other 4 Microwaves from a transmitter are directed at two 

b when the two waves have passed through parallel slits in a metal plate (Figure 4) . A receiver is 

each other. placed on the other side of the metal plate on a line 

2 

3 

How would you expect the interference pattern in 
Figure 3 to change if 

a the two dippers are moved further apart 

b the frequency of the waves produced by the 
dippers is reduced? 

Microwaves from a transmitter are directed at a 
narrow slit between two metal plates. A receiver is 

parallel to the plate. When the receiver is moved a 
short distance, the receiver signal decreases then 
increases again. 

a Explain why the signal decreased when it was 
first moved. 

b Explain why the signal increased as it continued 
to move. 

• 

9i) 
transmitter 

meter 

diode detector 
(as receiver) 



Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the necessary 

condition for the formation 

of a stationary wave. 

-+ 	 Deduce whether a 

stationary wave is formed 

by superposition. 

-+ 	 Explain why nodes are 

formed in fixed positions. 

Specification reference: 3.3.1.3 

.A Figure 1 Vibrations ofoguitar string 

a Time=O N~N 

b Time =t TN N 

c T1me=t TN~N 

d Time= i T N-------N 

e Time = T N~N 
T= time period N is a node 

.A Figure 2 First harmonic vibrations 

~ N 
~· initally 

N N N tcycle 
------- --.. later 

N ~ tcycle"===7 later 

(N =node) 


.A Figure 3 Astationary wave oftwo loops 
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Formation of stationary waves 
When a guitar string is plucked, the sound produced depends on the 
way in which the string vibrates. If the siring is plucked gently at its 
centre, a stationary wave of constant frequency is se1 up on the string. 
The sound produced therefore has a constant frequency. If 1he guitar 
siring is plucked harshly. the string vibrates in a more complicated 
way and the note produced contains other frequencies, as well as the 
frequency produced when it is plucked gently. 

As explained in Topic 4.4, a stationary wave is formed when two 
progressive waves pass through each other. This can be achieved on 
a string in tension by fixing both ends and making the middle part 
vibrate, so progressive waves travel towards each end, reflect at the 
ends, and then pass through each other. 

The simplest stationary wave pattern on a string is shown in Figure 2. 
This is called the first harmonic of the string (sometimes referred to 
as its fundamental mode of vibration). It consists of a single loop 
that has a node (a point of no displacement) at either end. The string 
vibrates with maximum amplitude midway between the nodes. This 
position is referred to as an antinodc. In effect, the sering vibrates 
from side to side repeatedly. For this pattern w occur, the distance 
between the nodes ac either end (i.e., the length of the sering) muse 
be equal to one half-wavelength of the waves on the sering. 

Distance between adjacent nodes =i.t 
If the frequency of the waves sent along the rope from either end is 
raised steadily, the pattern in Figure 2 disappears and a new pattern is 
observed with two equal loops along the rope. This pattern. shown in 
Figure 3, has a node at the centre as well as at either end. It is formed 
when the frequency is twice as high as in Figure 2, corresponding to 
half the previous wavelength. Because the distance from one node 
to the next is equal to half a wavelength, the length of the rope is 
therefore equal to one full wavelength. 

Stationary waves that vibrate freely d o not t ra nsfe r energy 
to their surroundings. The amplitude of vibration is zero at the 
nodes so there is no energy at the nodes. The amplitude of vibration 
is a maximum at the antinodes, so there is maximum energy at the 
antinodes. Because the nodes and antinodcs arc at fixed positions, no 
energy is transferred in a freely vibrating stationa ry wave pattern. 

Explanation of stationary waves 
Consider a snapshot of two progressive waves passing through 
each other. 

• 	 When they are in phase, they reinforce each other to produce a 
large wave, as shown in Figure 4a. 

• 	 A quarter of a cycle later, the two waves have each moved 
one-quarter of a wavelength in opposite directions. As shown in 
Figure 4b, they are now in antiphase so they cancel each other. 

• 	 After a further quarter cycle, the two waves are back in phase. The 
resultant is again a large wave as in Figure 4a, except reversed . 



a Reinforcement 

progressive 
wave moving 
to right N =node 

A Figure 4 Explaining stationary waves 

The points where there is no displacement (i.e., the nodes) are fixed 
in position throughout. Between these points, the stationary wave 
oscillates between the nodes. In general, in any stationary wave pattern: 

I 	 The amplitude of a vibrating particle in a stationary wave pattern 
varies with position from zero at a node to maximum amplitude at 
an antinode. 

2 	 The phase difference between two vibrating particles is 

• 	 zero if the two particles are between adjacent nodes or 

separated by an even number of nodes 


• 	 180° (= n radians) if the two particles are separated by an odd 
number of nodes. 

Stationary waves Progressive waves 

frequency all particles except those at 
the nodes vibrate at the 
same frequency 

all particles vibrate at the 

same frequency 

amplitude the amplitude varies from 
zero at the nodes to a 
maximum at the antinodes 

the amplitude is the same for 
all particles 

phase difference 
between two 
part icles 

equal to mrt, where m is the 
number of nodes between 
the two particles 

equal to 2m:Jf').,, where 
d =distance apart and A.is 

the wavelength 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 Sketch the stationary wave 
pattern seen on a rope when 
there is a node at either end 
and an antinode at its centre. 

b 	 G If the rope in a is4.0m 
in length, calculate the 
wavelength of the waves on 
the rope. 

2 	 The stationary wave pattern 
shown in Figure 5 is set up on 

a rope of length 3.0 m. 

------ 3.0 rn ------<~ 
0 	 c 

.&Figure 5 

a 	 Calculate the wavelength of 
these waves. 

b 	 State the phase difference 
between the particle 
vibrating at o and the 
particle vibrating at 
I A ii B iii C. 

3 	 State two differences between 
a stationary wave and a 
progressive wave in terms of 
the vibrations of the particles. 

4 	 The detector in Figure 6 is 
moved along the line between 
the transmitter and the metal 
plate. The detector signal is 
zero at positions 15 mm apart. More examples of stationary waves 
a 	 Explain why the signal is 

1 Sound in a pipe 
at a minimum at certain 

Sound resonates at certain frequencies in an air-filled tube or pipe. Jn 
positions. 

a pipe closed at one end, these resonant frequencies occur when there 
is an antinode at the open end and a node at the other end. b 	 G Calculate the wavelength 

of the microwaves.
2 	Using microwaves 
Microwaves from a transminer are directed normally at a 
metal plate. which reflects the microwaves back towards 
the transmitter. When a detector is moved along the line 
between the transmitter and the metal plate, the detector 
signal is found to be zero (or at a minimum) at equally 
spaced positions along the line. The reflected waves and 
the waves from the transmitter form a stationary wave 
pattern. The positions where no signal (or a minimum) 
is detected are where nodes occur. They are spaced at 
intervals of half a wavelength. 	 A Figure 6 Using microwaves 

• 

transmitter 

' - ~ 

detector 

' 
' 

metal 
plate 



frequency 
generator 

,I 4 ..6),1 More about stationary waves on strings 

,L -·~ 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain what condition must 

be satisfied at both ends of 
the string. 

-+ 	 Describe the simplest 
possible stationary wave 
pattern that can be formed. 

-+ 	 Compare the frequencies of 
higher harmonics with the 
first harmonic frequency. 

Specification reference: 3.3.1.3 

string at maximum displacement ______node 

N =node A =antmode 

(dotted line shows string half a cycle earlier> 


A 
-----:'nngN

N~ _ _ v__ _~ 
a First harmonic 

A A A 

N~N 

c Third harmonic - , string 

• Figure 1 Stationary waves on o s tring 

Study tip 

Remember 
Number of loops = number of 
nodes - 1. 

• 


Stationary waves on a vibrating string 9 
A controlled arrangement for producing stationary waves is shown in 
Figure l. A string or wire is tied at one end to a mechanical vibrator 
connected to a frequency generator. The other end of the string passes 
over a pulley and suppons a weight, which keeps the tension in the 
string constant. As the frequency of the generator is increased from 
a very low value, different stationary wave patterns are seen on the 
string. In every case, the length of string bcrwecn the pulley and the 
vibrator has a node at either end. 

• 	 The first harmon ic pattern of vibratio n is seen at the lowest 
possible frequency that gives a pattern. This has an antinode at the 
middle as well as a node at either end. Because the length L of the 
vibrating section of the string is between adjacent nodes and the 

distance between adjacent nodes is t1i.
1 

the wavelength of the waves that form this pattern, the fi rst 

harmonic wavelength, A.1 = 2L. 


Therefore, the first harmonic frequency f = ~ = 2~, where c is the 

speed of the progressive waves on the wire. 

• 	 The next stationary wave pattern, the second harm onic, is where 
there is a node at the middle, so the string is in two loops. The 
wavelength of the waves that form this pattern A.2 = L because each 
loop has a length of half a wavelength. 

Therefore, the frequency of the second harmonic vibrations 
c c

/2= Ai =r;= 2f•. 

• 	 The next stationary wave pattern, the t hird harmonic, is where 
there are nodes at a distance off l from either end and an antinode at 
the middle. The wavelength of the waves that form this pattern\ = fl 
because each loop has a length of ha lf a wavelength. 

Therefore, the frequency of the th ird harmonic vibra tions 

c 3c 
f3= \ = 2L = 3f1· 

In general, stationary wave patterns occur at frequencies / 1, 2/1, 3/1, 4/1, 

and so on, where/is the first harmonic frequency of the fundamental 
vibrations. This is the case in any vibrating linear system that has a 
node at either end. 

Explanation of the stationary wave patterns on a 
vibrating string 
In the arrangement shown in Figure L consider what happens to a 
progressive wave sent out by the vibrator. The crest reverses its phase 
when it reflects at the fixed end and travels back along the string as 
a trough. When it reaches the vibrator, it reflects and reverses phase 
again, travelling away from the vibrator once more as a crest. If this 
crest is reinforced by a crest created by the vibrator, the amplitude of 
the wave is increased. This is how a stationary wave is formed. The 
key condition is that the time taken for a wave to travel along the 



string and back should be equal to the time taken for a whole number 
of cycles of the vibrator. 

• 	 The time taken for a wave to travel along the string and back is 
t = 2L/c, where c is the speed of the waves on the string. 

• 	 The time taken for the vibrator to pass through a whole number of 
cycles= mlf where f is the frequency of the vibrator and m is 
a whole number. 

Therefore the key condition may be expressed as 2~ = j· 
· I · · · f me .r d , c 2LRearrangmg t 11s equation gives = 

2
L = m; an J\, = f = -;;· 

In other words. 

• 	 stationary waves are formed at frequencies f 2f 3f etc. 

• 	 the length of the vibrating section of the string L = mA. = a whole 
2 number of half wavelengths. 

A guitar produces sound when its strings vibrate as a result of being plucked. 
When a stretched string or wire vibrates, its pattern ofvibration is a mix 
of its first and higher harmonics. The sound produced is the same mix of 
frequencies which change with time as the pattern ofvibration changes. A 
spectrum analysercan be used to show how the intensity of a sound varies 
with frequency and with time. Combined with a soundsynthesiser, the original 
sound can be altered by amplifying or suppressing different frequency ranges. 

.A Figure 2 A spectrum analyser 

Summary questions 

1 	 GA stretched wire of length 
0.80 m vibrates at its fi rst 
harmonic with a frequency 
of 256 Hz. Calculate a the 
wavelength of the progressive 
waves on the wire, b the speed 
of the progressive waves on 
the wire. 

2 	 GThe first harmonic 
frequency ofvibration of a 
stretched wire is inversely 
proportional to the length of 
the wire. For the wire in 1 at the 

The pitch of a note corresponds to frequency. This m eans that the 
pitch of the note from a stretched string can be altered by changing the 
tension of the string or by altering its length. 

• 	 Raising the tension or shortening the length increases the pitch. 

• Lowering the tension or increasing the length lowers the pitch. 

By changing the length or altering the tension, a vibrating string or 
wire can be tun ed to the same pitch as a tuning fork. However, the 
sound from a vibrating string includes all the harmonic frequencies, 
whereas a cuning fork vibrates only at a single frequency. The wire 
is tuned when its fi rst harmonic frequency is the same as the tun ing 
fork freq uency. It can be shown that the first harmonic frequency f 
depends on the tension T in the wire and its mass per unit length fl 

according to the equation f = ;,jf 
Note 
A simple visual check when using a tuning fork to tune a wire is to 
balance a small piece of paper on the wire at its centre. Placing the 
base of the vibrating tuning fork on one end of the wire will cause the 
paper to fall off if the wire is wned correctly. 

same tension, calculate the 
length ofthe wire to produce a 
frequency of a 512 Hz, b 384 Hz. 

3 	 G The tension in the wire in 
01was40 N. Calculate a the 
mass per unit length of the 
wire, bthe diameter of the wire 
if its density (mass per unit 
volume) was 7800 kg m-3. 

4 	 GThe speed, c, of the 
progressive waves on a 
stretched wire varies with 
the tension Tin the wire, in 
accordance with the equation 
c - (Tlµ) •1z , whereµ is the mass 
per unit length of the wire. Use 
this formula to explain why 
a nylon wire and a steel wire 
of the same length, diameter, 
and tension produce notes 
of different pitch. State, with 
a reason, which wire would 
produce the higher pitch . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how an oscilloscope 

can be used. 

-+ 	 Interpret waveforms on an 

oscilloscope to give peak 
voltage and wavelength. 

Y-sens1trv1ty lime base 

'*'"*'Vern 1 mscm 1 

.A Figure 2 Using an ascillascape 

• 


An oscilloscope consists of a specially made electron tube and associated 
control circuits. An electron gun at one end of the glass tube emits 
electrons in a beam towards a fluorescent screen at the other end of the 
tube, as shown in Figure l. Light is emiued from the spot on the screen 
where the beam hits the screen. 

anode 

X2 behind X1 

.A Figure 1 An oscilloscope tube 

How to use an oscilloscope 
The position of the spot of light on the screen is aHected by the pd across 
either pair of deflecting plates. With no pd across either set of deflecting 
plates, the spot on the screen stays in the same position. If a pd is 
applied across the X-plates, the spot deflects horizontally. A pd across 
the Y-plates makes it deflect vertically. In both cases, the displacement 
of the spot is proportional to the applied pd. 

To display a waveform: 

• 	 the X-plates are connected to the oscilloscope's time base circuit 
which makes the spot move at constant speed left to right across 
the screen, then back again much faster. Because the spot moves 
at constant speed across the screen, the x-scale can be calibrated, 
usually in milliseconds or microseconds per centimetre. 

• 	 the pd 10 be displayed is connected to the Y-pla1es via the Y-input 
so the spot moves up and down as it moves lel't to right across the 
screen. As it does so, it traces out the wavel'orm on the screen. 
Because the vertical displacement of the spo1 is proportional to 
the pd applied to the Y-plates, the Y-input is calibrated in volts per 
centimetre (or per division if the grid on 1he oscilloscope screen is 
not a centimetre grid). The calibration value is usually referred to 
as the Y-sensitivicy or Y-gain of the oscilloscope. 

Figure 2 shows the trace produced when an alternating pd is applied to 

the Y-input. The screen is marked with a centimetre grid. 

l 	 To measure the peak pd, observe that the waveform height from 
the bottom to the top of the wave is 3.2 cm. The amplitude (i.e., 
peak height) of the wave is therefore l .6 cm. As rhe Y-gain is sec ac 
5.0 vcm-1, the peak pd is therefore 8.0V (= 5.0Vcm-1 x l.6cm). 

2 	 To measure che frequency of the alternating pd, we need to 

measure the time period T (che rime for one full cycle) of the 
waveform. Then we can calculate 1he frequency fas f = l!T. 



3 

I 

We can see from the waveform that one fu ll cycle corresponds to 
a distance of 3.8 cm across the screen horizontally. As the time 
base con trol is set at 2 ms cm- 1, the time period T is therefore 
7.6 ms (= 2 mscm- 1 x 3.8 cm). Therefore, the frequen cy of the 
alternating pd is L32Hz. 

Measuring the speed of ultrasound 8 
The time base circuit of an oscilloscope can be used 
to trigger an ultrasonic transmitter so it sends out a short pulse of 
ultrasonic waves. An ultrasonic receiver can be used to detect the 
transmitted pulse. If the receiver signal is applied to the Y-input of the 
oscilloscope, the waveform of the received pulse can be seen on the 
oscilloscope screen, as shown in Figure 3. 

Because the pulse takes time to travel from the transmitter to the 
receiver, it is displayed on the screen at the point reached by the spot 
as it sweeps across from left to right. By measuring the horizontal 
distance on the screen from the leading edge of the pulse to the start 
of the spot's sweep, the travel time of the pulse from the transmitter 
to the receiver can be determined. for example, if the pulse is 3. 5 cm 
from the start of the spot's sweep and the time base control is set 
at 0.2 mscm- 1, the travel time of the pulse must be 0.7 ms(= 0.2 

~~~~~~~-+-~ 

trigger signal 
from timebase 

ultrasonic pulse 
- -ltl- - -)> 

waveform 
of 
received 
pulse 

Y-input 

ms cm- 1 x 3.5 cm) . If the distance from the transm itter to the receiver transmitter receiver 

is known, the speed of ultrasound can be calculated (from distan ce I .A Figure 3 Measuring the speed 

travel time). ofultrasound 

Summary questions 

1 fO The trace of an oscilloscope is displaced a The Y-gain of the oscilloscope is 5.0 Vcm-1 . 

vertically by 0.9 cm when a pd of 4.5 Vis applied to Calculate the peak value of the alternating pd. 
the Y-input. b The time base setting of the oscilloscope was 
a Calculate i the Y-gain of the oscilloscope, ii the 5 ms cm 1 . Calculate the time period and the 

displacement of the spot when a pd of 12 Vis frequency of the alternating pd. (Assume each 
applied to the Y-input. square represents 1 cm2.) 

b 	 An alternating pd is applied to the Y-input 
instead. The height of the waveform from the 
bottom to the top is 6.5 cm when the Y-gain 
is 0.5 V cm-1. Calculate the peak value of the 
alternating pd. 

2 	 fO The time base control of an oscilloscope is set 
at 10 ms cm-1 and an alternating pd is applied 
to the Y-input. The horizontal distance across 

.A Figure4two complete cycles is observed to be 4.4 cm. 
Calculate: 4 Copy the grid of Figure 4 and sketch the trace you 
a the time period of the alternating pd would observe if a constant pd of 10.0 V was applied 

to the Y-input. b 	 its frequency. 

3 	 fO Figure 4 shows the waveform on an 
oscilloscope screen when an alternating pd was 
applied to the Y-plates. 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 4 

l f)@ A student adjusted the tension of a stretched metal wire or length 820 mm so that 
when it vibrated it emitted sound at the same frequency as a 256 llz tuning fork. 

vibrating 
bridge tens10n ad1ustersection of wire 

>I I 
A 

.& Figure 1 

She then altered the length L of the vibrating section or the wire as shown in Figur e 1, 
until it emitted sound at the same frequency as a 512 Hz tuning fork. She repeated the 
test several times and obtained the following mt'asurements for the length L: 

425 mm 407 mm 396 mm 415 mm 402 mm 
(a) 	 (i) Calcu late the mean length Lat 512 Hz. 

(ii ) 	 Estimate the uncertainty in this length measurc.:menl. (2 marks) 

(b) 	The student tho ught the measurements showeci 1hat 1he freq uency o f sound f em itted 
by the wire is inversely proportional lo the length/, or the vibrating section. 
(i) 	 Discuss whether or not the measurements support this hypothesis. 
(ii) 	 In order to test the hypothesis further, state wha t further measuremems the 

student could make and show how these measuremen ts shou ld be used. 
Assume further calibrated tuning forks are avai lable. (9 marks) 

2 	 fl) An ultrasonic signa l from a ship travels venically downwards through the water. 
The wavelength of the waves is 5.3 x l 0-2 m and the frequency or the waves is 29 kHz. 
(a) 	 Calculate the speed of the sound through the water. (3 marks) 

(b) 	The sound is reflected from the sea bed and is received back at the ship 
0.2 3s after it is transmitted. Calculate the depth of the water. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

3 	 (a) State the characteristic features of 
(i) 	 longitudinal waves 
(ii) 	 transverse waves. (J marks) 

(b) 	 0 Daylight passes horizontally through a fixed polarising filter P . An observer views 
the light emerging through a second polarising filter Q , which may be rotated in a 
vert ical plane abou t point X as shown in Figu re 2 . 

polarising 
.....___ filter P 

polarisingdaylight - - - 
filter Q 

--- -- (x 
------- -A

rotation about X observer.& Figure 2 

Describe what the observer would sec as Q is rotated ~lowly through 360°. (2 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

4 Polarisation is a property of one type of wave. 
(a) 	 There are two general classes of wave, longitudinal and transver<;e. 

Which class of wave can be polarised? ( I mark) 

(b) 	 Give one example of the type of wave that can be polarised. ( I mark) 
(c) 	 Explain why some waves can be polarised but other<> cannot. (J marks) 

AQA, 2002 

• 




Chapter 4 Waves 

• 


5 Figure 3 shows three particles in a medium that is transmitting a sound wave. 
Particles A and C are separated by one wavelength and particle B is ha lfway 
between them when no sound is being transmitted. 
(a) Name the type of wave that is involved in the transmission of thi!> sound. 
(b) At one instant particle A is displaced Lo the point A ' indicated by the tip of 

the arrow in Figure 3. Show on Figure 3 the displacements or particles 
B and Cal the same instant. Label 1he positions B' and C', respec1ively. 

(/mark) 

(2 marks) 
AQA. 2005 

A 
0 

A' 
.. 

B 
0 

one wavelength A. 

c 
0 .. direction in 

which wave 
is moving 

A Figure 3 

6 	 Figure 4 represents a s1a tionary wave on a stretched string. The continuous line shows 
the position or the siring al a panicular instan1when the displacernen1 is a maximum. 
P and Sare the fixed ends of the string. Q and Rare the positions of the nodes. The 
speed or the waves on the string is 200ms-•. 

l.20m 

A Figure4 

(a) 	 State the wavelength of the waves on the string. 
(b) 	 G calculate the frequency of vibration. 
(c) 	 Draw on a copy of the diagram the position of the string 3.0ms later 

than the position shown. 
Explain how you arrive at your answer. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

7 	 Shon pul~cs of ~ound arc reflected from the wall of a building 18m away from 1he 
sound source. The reflcc1cd pulses return to the source after 0.11 s. 
(a) 	 G calculate the speed of sound. (J marks) 
(b) 	The sound source now emits a continuous tone at a constant frequency. An observer. 

walking at a constant speed from the source to the wall. hears a regu lar rise and fall 
in the intensity of the sound. Explain how the minima of intensity occur. (J marks) 

/\QA, 2002 

8 	 A microwave transmitter directs waves rowards a metal plate, as shown in Figure 5. 
When a microwave detector is moved along a line normal to the transmi11er and the 
plate, it passes through a sequence or equally spaced maxima and minima of in tensity. 

metal plate 
detectorq: 	 Imicrowave ~~"' 

transmitter 

... Figure 5 

(a) 	 Explain how these maxima and minima are formed. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 G rhe detector is placed at a position where the intensity is a minimum. When it is 
moved a distance of 144 mm it passes through nine maxima and reaches the ninth 
minimum from the starting point. Calculate: 
(i) 	 the wavelength of the microwaves 
(ii) 	 the frequency of the microwave transmitter. (J marks) 

AQA, 2003 
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·-.5" , Optics 

5.1 Refraction of light 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Explain what we mean by rays. 

-+ State Snell's law. 

-+ Comment on whether 
refraction is different for 
a light ray travelling from a 
transparent substance into air. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2.3 

Study tip 
Remember from your GCSE that 
the normal is an imaginary line 
perpendicular to a boundary 
between two materials or a surface. 

wavefronts 

.A Figure 1 Rays and waves 

glass block 

.A Figure 2 Investigating refraction 

Study tip 
Set your calculator mode to degrees 

when using Snell's law. 

• 


The wave theory of light can be used tO explain reflection and 
refraction of light. However, when we consider the effect of lenses or 
mirrors on the path of light, we usually prefer to draw diagrams using 
light rays and normals. Light rays represent the direction of travel 
of wavefronts. The normal is an imaginary line perpendicular to a 
boundary between two materials or a surface. 

Refraction is the change of direction that occurs when light passes 
at an angle across a boundary between two transparent substances. 
Figure 2 shows the change of direction of a light ray when it enters 
and when it leaves a rectangular glass block in air. The light ra y bends: 

• 	 towards the normal when it passes from air inm glass 

• 	 away from the normal when it passes from glass into air. 

No refraction takes place if the incident light ray is along the normal. 

At a boundary between two transparent substances, the light ray bends: 

• 	 towards the normal if it passes into a more dense substance 

• 	 away from the normal if it passes into a less dense substance. 

Investigating the refraction of light by glass 8 
Use a ray box to direct a light ray into a rectangular glass block at 
different angles of incidence at the midpoint P of one of the longer 
sides, as shown in Figure 2. Note that the angle of incidence is the angle 
between the incident light ray and the normal at the point of incidence. 

For each angle of incidence at P, mark the point Q where the light 
ray leaves the block. The angle of refraction is the angle between the 
normal at P and the line PQ. Measurements of the angles of incidence 
and refraction for different incident rays show that: 

• 	 the angle of refraction, r, at Pis always less than the angle of 
incidence, i 

• 	 the ratio of s~ i is the same for each light ray. This is known as 
Slll r 

Snell's law. The ratio is referred to as the refractive index, n, of glass. 

For a light ray travelling from air into a transparenc substance, 

the refractive index of the substance, n = s~n i 
smr 

Notice that partial reflection also occurs when a light ray in air 
enters glass (or any other refractive substance). 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A light ray is directed into a glass block of refractive index 1.5 at 
an angle of incidence of 40°. Calculate the angle of refraction 
of this light ray. 0 



~ I 

~ 
I 

Solution 	 . 
I 

1t 
I 
I 

i = 40°, n = 1.5 

Rearranging: 	s~n i = n !!ives sin r = sin i = sin 40 = 0.643 = 0.429 

smr 0 

' ' n 1.5 1.5 


Therefore r =25°. 

Comparing glass to air refraction with air to glass refraction 
In Figure 3, notice rhar rhe angle of refraction of the light ray glass block 
emerging from the block is the same as the angle of incidence of the 
light ray entering the block. This is because the two sides of the block 
at which refraction occurs are parallel to each other. 

• 	 If i 1 and r1 are the angles of incidence and refraction at the poinr 
.A Figure 3 Comparing gloss to airwhere the light ray enters the block, then the refractive index of 
refraction with air to gloss refractionsini

the glass n =-.-1 . 
smr1 normal normal

• 	 At the point where the light ray leaves the block, i =r and r =i 1,2 1 2 

sin i2 1 


so -.- = -. 
sm r n1 

Refraction of a light ray by a triangular prism 
Figure 4 shows the path of a monochromatic light ray through a triangular 
prism. The light ray refracts towards the normal where it enters the glass 

A Figure 4 Refraction by a glass prismprism then refracts away from the normal where it leaves the prism. 

Summary questions 

19 a 	A light ray in air is directed into water from air. a Calculate the refractive index of the glass. 

The refract ive index of water is 1.33. Calculate the 
 b Calculate the angle of refraction if the angle of 
angle of refraction of the light ray in the water for incidence was changed to 60°. 

an angle of incidence of 


20° 	 ii 40° iii 60°. 

b A light ray in water is directed at the water surface 

at an angle of incidence of 40°. 


Calculate the angle of refraction of the light ray 

at this surface. 


ii 	 Sketch the path of the light ray showing the 

normal and the angles of incidence and refraction. 


.A. Figure 52 GA light ray is directed from air into a glass block of 

refractive index 1.5. Calculate: 4 GA light ray enters an equilateral glass prism of 


refractive index 1.55 at the midpoint of one side of 
a the angle of refraction at the point of incidence 

the prism at an angle of incidence of 35°.
if the angle of incidence is i 30° ii 60° 
a Sketch this arrangement and show that the angleb the angle of incidence if the angle of refraction 

of refraction of the light ray in the glass is 22°.at the point of incidence is I 35° ii 40°. 

3 GA light ray in air was directed at the flat side ofa b 	 Show that the angle of incidence where the 

light ray leaves the glass prism is 38°.
semicircular glass block at an angle of incidence of 

50°, as shown in Figure 5. The angle of refraction at ii Calculate the angle of refraction of the light 
the point of incidence was 30°. ray where it leaves the prism . 
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,I 5.ly More about refraction 
,L -·~ 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain what happens to the 

speed of light waves when they 
enter a material such as water. 

-+ 	 Relate refractive index to the 
speed of light waves. 

-+ 	 Explain why a glass prism 
splits white light into the 
colours of a spectrum. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2.3 

y 

.A. Figure 1 Explaining refraction 

• 


Explaining refraction 
Refraction occurs because the speed of the light waves is different in 
each substance. The amount of refraction that takes place depends on 
the speed of the waves in each substance. 

Consider a wavefronc of a light wave when it passes across a straight 
boundary from a vacuum (or air) into a transparent substance, as 
shown in Figure 1. Suppose the wavefront moves from XY ro X'Y' 
in time t, crossing the boundary between X and Y'. In this time, the 
wavefront moves 

• a distance ct at speed c in a vacuum from Y to Y' 

• a dista nce c
5 
tat speed c

5 
in the substance from X to X'. 

Considering triangle XYY', since YY' is the direction of the wavefront in 
the vacuum and is therefore perpendicu lar to XV, then YY' =XY' sin i, 
where i =angle YXY' . 

ct= XV' sini 

Considering triangle XX'Y', since XX' is the direction of the wavefront in 
the substance and is therefore perpendicular to X'Y', then XX' =XV' sin r, 
where r =angle XV'X' . 

c
5 
t =XV' sin r 

Combining these two equations therefore gives 

sini c --= 
sinr 's 

Therefore the refractive index of the substance. n
5 

= .£ 
Cs 

This equation shows t.hat the smaller the speed of light is in a substance, 
the greater is the refractive index of the substance. 

Note 
The frequency f of the waves does not change when refraction occurs. 
As c= J..f and c

5 
=?t,J, where A. and As are the wavelengths of the waves 

in a vacuum and in the substa nce, respectively, then it follows that the 
refractive index of the substance, 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

The speed of light is 3.00 x 108 ms-• in a vacuum. A certain type 
of glass has a refractive index of 1.62. Calculate the speed of light 
in the glass. 

Solution 
. c. c 3.0xl08 - t10sR = - gives c, = - = = 185earrangi.ng n	 . x ms

5 	 C
5 

n
5 

1.62 

http:earrangi.ng


Refraction at a boundary between two 
transparent substances 
Consider a light ray crossing a boundary from a substance in which 
the speed of light is c1 to a substance in which the speed of light is c2 . 

Using the same theory as on the previous page gives 

sm1 c1 --= 
sinr c2 

where i = the angle between the incident ray and the normal and 
r = the angle between the refracted ray and the normal. 

This equation may be rearranged as .!.sini = lsin r. 
c1 c2 

Multiplying both sides of this equa tion by c, the speed of light in a 
vacuum, gives 

c . . c . - smz =- s1nr 
Cl C2 

Substituting n 1 for..£, where n 1 is the refractive index of substance l, 
c1 

and n2 for..£, where n2 is the refractive index of substance, gives 
c2 

Snell's law, 

where el = i and e2 = r. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A light ray crosses the boundary between water of refractive 
index I .33 and glass of refractive index l .50 at an angle of 
incidence of 40°. Calculate the angle of refraction of this light ray. 

Solution 

n, = 1.33, n2 = 1.50, e, = 40° 


Using n 1 sin81 =n2 sin82 gives l.33sin40 = 1.50 sin82 

. . e - 1.33 sin40 - 0 57 .. sm - •2  l.5 

Note: 
When a light ray passes from a vacuum into a transparent substance of 
refractive index n, 

sin81--- =n 
sin e2 

where e, = the angle between the incident ray and the normal, 

=the angle between the refracted ray and the normal. 82 

_ the speed of light in a vacuum 
n - the speed of light in the transparent substance 

boundary 

A Figure 2 Then sin i rule 

Study tip 

Always use the equation n1 sin81 = 
n2 sin 82 in calculations if you know 

three of its four quantities. 

Study tip 

During refraction, the speed and 
wavelength both change, but 
frequency stays constant. 

Study tip 
Remember that the refractive 
index of air is approximately 1. 
This is very similar to the refractive 
index of a vacuum . 

• 




5.2 More about refraction 

.A. Figure 3 Dispersion oflight 

The speed of light in air at atmospheric pressure is 99.97% of the 
speed of light in a vacuum. 

Therefore, the refractive index of air is I .0003. For most purposes, the 
refractive index of air may be assumed to be I. 

The white light spectrum 
We can use a prism to split a beam of white light from a filament lamp 
(or sunlight) into the colours of the spectrum by a glass prism, as shown 
in Figure 3. This happens because white light is composed of light with 
a continuous range of wavelengths. from red a t about 650 nm to violet 
at about 350nm. The glass prism refracts light by diHerem amounts, 
depending on its wavelength. The shorter the wavelength in air, the 
greater the amount of refraction. So each colour in the white light beam 
is refracted by a dilferent amount. This dispersive elTcct occurs because 
the speed of light in glass depends on wavelength. Violet light travels 
more slowly than red light in glass so the refractive index of violet light 
is greater than the refractive index of red light. 

Summary questions 

1 fa Water waves of frequency 4.0 Hz travelling at a 4 fa A white light ray is directed through the curved 
speed of 0.16 ms 1 travel across a boundary from side of a semicircular glass block at the midpoint 
deep to shallow water where the speed is 0.12 m s- 1. of the Oat side, as shown in Figure 4. The angle of 

incidence of the light ray at the Oat side is 30°. a Calculate the wavelength of these waves 
in the deep water ii in the shallow water. The refractive index of the glass for red light is 1.52 

and for blue light is 1.55. b 	 The incident wavefronts cross the boundary at an 
angle of 25° to the boundary. Calculate the angle a Calculate the angle of refraction at the midpoint of 
of the refracted wavefronts to the boundary. the red component, and 

ii 	 the blue component of the light ray.2f0aThe speed oflight in a vacuum is 
3.00 x 108 m s- 1. Calculate the speed of light in b Hence show that the angle between the red and 

i glass of refractive index 1.52 ii water. blue components of the refracted light ray is 1.3°. 
The refractive index of water= 1.33. 

b A light ray passes across a plane boundary from 
normal 

water into glass at an angle of incidence of 55°. 
Use the refractive index values from a to show incident light ray 
that the angle of refraction of this light ray is 46°. 

3 fa Calculate the angle of refraction for a light ray 
entering glass of refractive index 1.50 at an angle of semicircular 

glass blockincidence of 40° in: 


a air b water of refractive index 1.33. 


.A. Figure4 


• 




partial 

Investigating total internal reflection 
When a light ray travels from glass imo air, it refracts away from the 
normal. II the angle or incidence is increased to a certain value known 
as the critical angle, the lighr ray refracts along the boundary. Figure l 
shows this effect. If rhe angle of incidence is increased further, the light 
ray undergoes total internal reflection at the bom1dary, the same as 
if the boundary were replaced by a plane mirror. 

In general, total interna l reflection can only take place if: 

l 	 the inciden t substance has a larger refractive index than the other 
substance 

2 	 the angle of incidence e xceed s the critical angle . 

At the critical angle ic, the angle or refraction is 90° because the light 
ray emerges along the bounda ry. Therefore, n1 sinic =n2 sin 90 where n 1 
is the refractive index or the incident substance and n2 is the refractive 
index of the other substa nce. Since sin90 =l, then 

sin e = "2 

c "1 
Prove for yourself that the critical angle for the boundary between 
glass of refractive index I. 5 and air (refractive index = 1) is 42°. This 
means that if the angle or incidence of a light ray in the glass is greater 
than 42°, the light ray undergoes total internal reflection back into the 
glass at the boundary. 

Why do diamonds sparkle when white light is directed at them? 
When white light enters a diamond, it is split into the colours of the 
spectrum. Diamond has a very high refractive index of 2.417 so it 
separates the colours more than any other substance does. In addition, 
the high refractive index gives diamond a critical angle of 24.4°. So a 
light ray in a diamond may be totally internally reflected many times 
before it emerges, which means its colou rs spread out more and more. 
So the diamond sparkles with different colours. 

Optical fibres 
Optical fibres are used in medical endoscopes to see inside the 
body, and in communications to carry light signals. Figure 2 (overleaf) 
shows the path or a lighr ray along an optical fibre. The light ray is 
totally internally reflected each time it reaches the fibre boundary, 
even where the fibre bends, unless the radius of the bend is too small. 
At each point where the lighr ray reaches the boundary, the angle of 
incidence exceeds the critical angle of the fibre. 

A communications oprical fibre allows pulses of light that enter at 
one end, from a transmitter, to reach a receiver at the other end. 
Such fibres need to be highly rransparent to minimise absorption 
of light, which would otherwise reduce the amplitude of the pulses 
progressively the further they travel in the fibre. Each fibre consists 
of a core surrounded by a layer of cladding of lower refractive index 
to reduce light loss from the core. Light loss would also reduce the 
amplitude of the pulses. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ State the conditions for total 

internal reflection. 

-+ Relate the critical angle to 
refractive index. 

-+ Explain why diamonds sparkle. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2.3 

1< cnhcal angle I 
normal 

refracted 

reflection 

I ic = critical angle I 
normal 

glass ray
block 

I i> critical angle I 
.6. Figure 1 Tota/ internal reflection 

Study tip 

Partial internal reflection always 
occurs at a boundary when the 
angle of incidence is less than or 
equal to the critical angle. 

• 




in the image channel 

instrument port 

air/water 
channel 

5.3 Total internal reflection 

objective lens over 
through eyepieceimage channel 

image formed 

contains incoherent instrument channel by lens 1n cavity 

bundle from light source 


a Endoscope design 	 b A coherent bundle 

.A. Figure 4 The endoscope 

• 


illumination channel 

@endview 
of fibre 

.A. Figure 2 Fibre optics 

Maths link Id 
0: Make an order-of-magnitude 

estimate of the number of fibres 

of diameter 10 µ m in a bundle of 

fibres of diameter 10 mm. 

eyepiece used to observe 
end of coherent bundle 

• 	 Total internal reflection takes place at the core-cladding boundary. 
At any point where two fibres are in direct contact, light would 
cross from one fibre to the other H there were no cladding. Such 
crossover would mean that the signals would not be secure, as they 
would reach the wrong destination. 

• 	 The core must be very narrow to prevent modal (i.e., multipath) 
dispersion. This occurs in a wide core because light travelling along 
the axis of the core travels a shorter distance per metre of fibre than 
light that repeatedly undergoes total internal reflection. A pulse of 
light sent along a wide core would become longer than it ought to 
be. If it was too long, it would merge with the next pulse. 

optical fibre 

pulse pulse 
in cul 

.A. Figure 3 Modal dispersion 

Note: 
Pulse dispersion also occurs if white light is used instead of 
monochromatic light (light of a single wavelength). This material 
dispersion (sometimes referred to as spectral dispersion) is because 
the speed of light in the glass of the optical fibre depends on the 
wavelength of light travelling through it. Violet light travels more 
slowly than red light in glass. The difference in speed would cause 
white Light pulses in optical fibres to become longer, as the violet 
component falls behind the faster red component of each pulse. So the 
light (or infrared radiation) used must be monochromatic to prevent 
pulse merging. 

The medical endoscope contains two bundles of fibres. The endoscope 
is inserted into a body cavity, which is then illuminated using light sent 
through one of the fibre bundles. A lens over the end of the other fibre 
bundle is used to form an image of the body cavity on the end of the 
fibre bundle. The light that forms this image rravels along the fibres to 
the other end of the fibre bundle where th e image can be observed. Thls 
fibre bundle needs to be a coherent bundle, which means that the 
fibre ends at each end are in the same relative positions. 

coherent 
bundle of 
fibres 

image observed 



Summary questions 

1 a 	 State two conditions for a light ray to undergo 

total internal reflection at a boundary between 

two t ransparent substances. 

b G Calculate the critical angle for 

glass of refractive index 1.52 and air 

ii water (refractive index = 1.33) and air. 

29 a Show that the critical angle at a boundary 

between glass of refractive index 1.52 and water 

(refractive index = 1.33) is 61° . 

b Figure 5 shows the path of a light ray in water 

of refractive index 1.33 directed at an angle of 

incidence of 40° at a thick glass plate of refractive 

index 1.52. 

Calculate the angle of refraction of the light 

ray at P. 

II 	 State the angle of incidence of the light 

ray at O. 

water glass air 

Q 

incident 

ray 


A 	Figure 5 

c Sketch the path of the light ray beyond O. 
3 GA window pane made of glass of refractive index 

1.55 is covered on one side only w ith a transparent 

fi lm of refract ive index 1.40. 

a 	 Calculate the critical angle of the fi lm- glass 

boundary, 

b 	 A light ray in air is directed at the film at an 

angle of incidence of 45° as shown in Figure 6. 
Calculate 

the angle of refraction in the film 

ii 	 the angle of refraction of the ray where it 
leaves the pane. 

air film glass air 

incident ray 

.A Figures 

4 a 	 In a medical endoscope, the fibre bundle used to 

view the image is coherent. 

What is meant by a coherent fibre bundle? 

ii Explain why this f ibre bundle needs to be 

coherent. 

b 	 Why is an optical fibre used in communication 

composed of a core surrounded by a layer of 

cladding of lower refractive index? 

ii 	 Why is it necessary for the core of an optical 

communications fibre to be narrow? 

• 




I S.4n Double slit interference 

1L . .....'"'r•./'.
1 

Learning objectives: 
' State the general condition for 

the formation of a bright fringe. 

' Describe the Young's double 
slit experiment. 

' Describe what factors could be 
[i) increased or [ii] decreased, 
to increase the fringe spacing. 

Specification reference:3.3.2.1 

.A Figure 1 Thomas Young 1773-1829 

~e~--------------~ 
laser double slits screen 

.A Figure 3 Using a laser ra demonstrate 
interference 

Warning: Never look along a laser 
beam, even after reflection. 

• 

Young's double slit experiment O 
The wave nature of light was first suggested by Christiaan Huygens in 
the 17th century but it was rejected at the time in favour of Sir Isaac 
Newton's corpuscular theory of light. Newton considered that light 
was composed of tiny panides. which he referred 10 as corpuscles, 
and he was able to explain reflection and refraction using his theory. 
Huygens was also able to explain reflection and refraction using his 
wave theory. However. because of Newton's much stronger scientific 
reputation, Newton's theory of light remained unchallenged for over 
a century until 1803. when Thomas Young demonstrated interference 
of light. 

colour filter 

\ 


~
I 
approx 
0.5m 

view from above 
fringes seen 
on screen 

screen 

.A Figure 2 Young's double slit experiment 

To observe interference of light, we can illuminate two closely spaced 
parallel slits (double slits) using a suitable light source, as described 
below. The two slits act as coherent sources of waves, which means 
that they emit light waves with a constant phase difference and the 
same frequency. 

I 	 An arrangement like the one used by Young is shown in Figure 2. 
Young would have used a candle instead of a light bulb to 
illuminate a narrow single sli t. The double slit arrangement is 
illuminated by light from the narrow single slit. Alternate bright 
and dark fringes, referred to as Young's fringes, can be seen on 
a white screen placed where the diffracted light from the double 
sl its overlaps. The fringes are even ly spaced and parallel to the 
double slits. 

Note: 
If the single slit is too wide, each part of it produces a fringe pattern, 
which is displaced slightly from the pattern due to adjacent parts of 
the single slit. As a result, the dark fringes of the double slit pattern 
become narrower than the bright fringes, and contrast is lost between 
the dark and the bright fringes. 

2 	 A laser beam from a low power laser could be used instead of the 
light bulb and the single slit. Figure 3 shows the arrangement. The 
fringes must be displayed on a screen. as a beam of laser light 
will damage the retina if it enters the eye. Sec Topic 5.5 for more 
information about laser light. 



The fringes are formed due ro interference of light from the two slits: 

• 	 Where a brigh t fringe is formed, the light from one slit reinforces 
the light from the other slit. In other words, the light waves from 
each slit arrive in phase with each other. 

• 	 Where a dark fringe is formed, the light from one slit cancels 
the light from the other slit. In other words, the light waves from 
the two slits arrive 180° out of phase. 

I 
~·-------------p__ _______ 

I 
_____ 

screendouble slits 

A Figure 4 Diagram to show w, 0, andsJar a Young's double slit experiment 

The distance rrom the centre or a bright fringe to the centre of the next 
bright fr inge is called the fringe separation. This depends on the slit 
spacings and the distance D from the slits to the screen, in accordance 
with the equation 

fringe separation , w =\ 0 
, w here Ais the wavelength of light 

The equation shows that the rringes become more widely spaced if: 

• 	 the distance D from the slits to the screen is increased 

• 	 the wavelength A. of the light used is increased 

• 	 che slit spacing, s, is reduced. Note that the slit spacing is the 
distance between the centres of the slits. 

The theory of the double slit equation 

A Figure 5 The theory ofthe double slit experiment 

Consider the two slits S1 and S2 shown in Figure 5. At a point Pon the 
screen where the rringes are observed, light emitted from S1 arrives 
later than light from S2 emitted at the same time. This is because the 
distance S1P is greater than the distance S2P. The difference between 
distances S1P and S2P is referred to as the path difference. 

• 	 For reinforcement at P, the path difference S1P - S2P = m A, 
where m = O. 1, 2, etc. 

Synoptic link 
You have met the principle of 

superposition in more detail in 
Topic 4.4, Wave properties 2. 

Study tip 
Convert all distances into metres 
when substituting into the fringe 
spacing equation. The wavelength 
of visible light is usually quoted in 
nanometres ( 1nm = 10-9 m). 

• 




5.4 Double s lit inte rference 

Study tip 
Wavelengths of light are usually 

expressed in nanometers [nm). 

where 

1nm=10-9 m. 


Summary questions 

1 	 In a double slit experiment 
us ing red light, a fringe pattern 
is observed on a screen at a 
fixed distance from the double 
s lits. How would the fringe 

pattern change if: 

a the screen is moved closer 
to the slits 

b one of the double slits is 
blocked completely? 

2 	 e The following measurements 
were made in a double slit 
experiment: 

slit spacings = 0.4 mm, fringe 
separation w = 1.1 mm, slit 
screen distance D= 0.80 m. 

Calculate the wavelength of 
light used. 

3 	 fi In 2, the double slit 
arrangement was replaced 
by a pair of slits with a s lit 
spacing of 0.5 mm. Calculate 
the fringe separation for the 
same s lit-screen distance and 
wavelength. 

4 	 e The following measurements 
were made in a double slit 
experiment: 

slit spacings = 0.4 mm, 
fringe separation w = 1.1 mm, 
wavelength of light used = 
590 nm. Calculate the distance 
from the slits to the screen. 
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Light emitted simultaneously from $ 1 and $2 arrives in phase at P so 
reinforcement occurs at this point. 

• 	 For cancellation at P, the path differe nce S1P - S2P = (m + ~)A., 
where m = 0, 1, 2, etc. 

Light emitted simultaneously from $ 1 and $2 arrives at Pout of phase 
b y 180°, so cancellation occurs at P. 

In Figure 4, a point Q along line S1P has been marked such that QP = S2 P. 

Therefore, the path difference S1P- S P is represented by the distance S1Q.2

Consider triangles $ 1S2 
Q and MOP, where M is the midpoint between 

the two slits and 0 is the midpoint of the central bright fringe of the 
pattern. The two triangles are very n early similar in shape, as angles 
S S' Q and PNtO are almost equal and the long sides of each triangle1 2
are of almost equal length. Therefore 

SIQ OP 
s s = OM

1 2 

If P is the mth bright fringe from the centre (where m = 0, 1, 2, etc.), then 
S

1
Q = mA. and OP = mw, where w is the distance between the centres of 

adjacent bright fringes. Also, OM = distance Dand S $ =slit spacings.1 2 

Therefore, 
mA. mw 
s D 

Rearranging this equation gives 

A=sw 
D 

or 
)J) 

w=s 
By measuring the slit spacing, s, the fringe separation, w, and the 
slit-screen distance D, the wavelength A. of the lighc used can be 
calculated. The formula is valid only if the fringe separation, w, 
is much less than the distance D from the slits to the screen. This 
condition is to ensure that the triangles S 1S2Q and MOP are very 
nearly similar in shape. 

Notes 8 
1 	 To measure the fringe separation, w, measure across several fringes 

from the centre of a dark fringe to the centre of another dark 
fringe, because the centres of the dark fringes are easier to locate 
than the centres of the bright fringes. Obtain w by dividing your 
measurement by the number of fringes you measured across. 
This means that the derivation above can also be done using the 
distance between the centres of adjacent dark fringes. 

2 	 Two loudspeakers connected to the same signal generat0r can be 
used t0 demonstrate interference as they arc coherent sources 
of sound waves. You can detect points of cancellation and 
reinforcement by car as you move across in front of the speakers. 

The Young's slit equation can then be used to estimate the 
wavelength of the sound waves (provided the wavelength is small 
compared with the distance between the speakers) . 



Coherence 
The double slits arc described as coherent sources because they emit 
light waves of the same frequency with a conscant phase difference. 
provided we illuminate the double slits with laser lighc. or with light 
from a narrow single slit ir we are using non-laser light. Each wave 
crest or wave trough from the single slit always passes through one of 
the double slits a fixed time arter it passes through the other slit. The 
double slits therefore emit wavefronts with a constant phase difference. 

The double slit arrangement is like the ripple tank demonstration 
in Figure l. Straight waves from the beam vibracing on the water 
surface diffract after passing through the two gaps in the barrier. and 
produce an interfe rence pattern where the diffracted waves overlap. 
If one gap is closer to the beam than che oth er. each wavefront from 
the beam passes through the nearer gap first. However, the time 
interval between the same wavefront passing through the two gaps is 
always the same so the waves emerge from the gaps with a constant 
phase difference. 

Light from two nearby lamp bulbs could noc form an interference 
pattern because the two light sources emit light waves at random. 
The poims of cancellation and reinforcement would change at 
random, so no interrerence pactern is possible. 

Wavelength and colour 

600 nm 500 nm 400 nm 300 nm 
wavelength 

.A Figure 2 Wavelength and colour 

In the double sli t experiment, the fringe separation depends on the 
colour of light used. White ligh t is composed of a con tinuous spectrum 
of colou rs, corresponding t.o a contin uous range of wavelengths from 
about 3 50 nm for violet light to about 650 nm for red light. Each 
colou r of light has its own wavelength, as shown in Figure 2. 

The fringe patlern photographs in Figure 3 show that the fringe 
separation is greater for red light than for blue light. This is because 
red light has a longer wavelength than blue light. The fringe spacing, 
w, depends on the wavelength A. of the light. according tO the formula 

A.D 
w =

s 

as explained in Topic 5.4, so the longer the wavelength of the light 
used, the greater the fringe separation. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Identify coherent sources. 

-+ 	 Explain why slits, ratherthan 
two separate light sources, 
are used in Young's double 
slit experiment. 

-+ 	 Describe the roles of diffraction 
and interference when 

producing Young's fringes. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2.1 

vi rating 
beam 

cancellations cancellations 

.A Figure 1 Interference ofwater waves 

Study tip 
It isn't necessary for two sources 
to be in phase for them to be 
coherent - a constant phase 
difference between them is 
sufficient. However, the waves 
must be of the same frequency. 

I I I III J I 
A Figure 3 The double slitfringe pattern 

• 




5.5 More about interference 

Synoptic link 
You have met photons in more 
detail in Topic 1.3, Photons. 

Study tip 
You need to know that a laser 
is a coherent source of light 
and a non-laser source is not 
a coherent source . 
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Light sources 
Vapour lamps and discharge tubes produce light with a dominanr 
colour. For example, the sodium vapour lamp produces a yellow/orange 
glow, which is due to light of wavelength 590 nm. Other wavelengths 
of light are also emitted from a sodium vapour lamp but the colour due 
tO light of wavelength 590nm is much more intense than any other 
colour. A sodium vapour lamp is in effect a monodiromatic light source, 
because its spectrum is dominated by light of a certain colour. 

Light from a filament lamp or from the Sun is composed of the 
colours o[ the spectrum and therefore covers a continuous range of 
wavelengths from about 350 nm to about 650 nm. If a beam of white 
light is directed at a colour filter, the light from the filter is a particular 
colour because it contains a much narrower range of wavelengths 
than white light does. 

Light from a laser differs from non-laser light in two main ways: 

• 	 Laser light is h ighly monochromatic, which means we can specify 
its wavelength to within a nanometre. The wavelength depends on 
the type of laser that produces it. For example, a helium-neon laser 
produces red light of wavelength 635 nm. Because a laser beam is 
almost perfectly parallel and monochromatic, a convex lens can 
focus it to a very fine spot. The beam power is then concentrated 
in a very small area. This is why a laser beam is very dangerous if 
it enters the eye. The eye lens would focus the beam on a tiny spot 
on the retina and the intense concentration of light at that spot 
would destroy the retina. 

Never look along a laser beam, even after reflection. 

• 	 A laser is a convenient source of cohe rent light. When we use 
a laser to demonstrate double slit interference, we can illuminate the 
double sUts directly. We do not need to make the light pass through 
a narrow single slit first as we do with light from a non-laser light 
source. This is because a laser is a source of coherent light. A light 
source emits light as a result of electrons inside its atoms moving 
to lower energy levels inside the atoms. Each such electron emits 
a photon, which is a packet of electromagnetic waves of constant 
frequency. lnside a laser, each emitted photon causes more photons 
to be emitted as it passes through the light-emitting substance. These 
stimulated photons are in phase with the photon that caused them. 
As a result, the photons in a laser beam are in phase with each 
other. So the laser is a coherent source of light. In comparison, in 
a non -laser light source, the atoms emit photons at random so the 
photons in such a beam have random phase differences. 

Laser light is used to read DVDs in computers and DVD players. The track of a 
DVD is very narrow and is encoded with pits representing digital information. 
Laser light is reflected from the track. The pits cause the laser light to 
change in intensity. This change is then converted by a detector into an 
electronic signal to produce the output. 



White light fringes 
Figure 3 shows the fringe patte rns observed with blue light and with 
red light. As expla ined above, the blue light fringes are closer together 
than the red light fringes. However, the central fringe of each patte rn 
is in the same position on the screen. The fringe pattern produced by 
white light is shown in Figure 4. Each component colour of white light 
produces its own fringe patte rn, and each pattern is centred on the 
screen at the same position. As a result: 

The centra l fringe is w hite because every colour contributes a t the 
centre of the pa tte rn . 

The inner fringes a rc tinged with blue on the inner side and red on the 
outer side. This is because the red fringes are more spaced out than the 
blue fringes and the two fringe patterns do not overlap exactly. 

The outer fringes merge into an indistinct background of white light 
becoming fainter with increasing distance from the centre. This is because, 
where the fringes merge, d ifferent colours reinforce and therefore overlap. 

A Figure 4 White light fringes 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 Sketch an arrangement that may be used to observe the fringe 
pattern when light from a narrow slit illuminated by a sodium vapour 
lamp is passed through a double slit. 

b Describe the fringe pattern you would expect to observe in a. 

2 Describe how the fringe pattern would change in 1a if the narrow single 
slit is replaced by a wider slit. 

3 f) Double slit interference fringes are observed using light of 
wavelength 590 nm and a double slit of slit spacing 0.50 mm. The 
fringes are observed on a screen at a distance of 0.90 m from the 
double slits. Calculate the fringe separation of these fringes. 

4 Describe and explain the fringe pattern that would be observed in 3 if 
the light source were replaced by a white light source. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain why diffraction of 

light is important in the 
design of optical instruments. 

' Compare the single slit 
diffraction pattern with the 
pattern ofYoung's fringes. 

' Describe the effect of the 
single slit pattern on the 
brightness ofYoung's fringes. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2.2 

Synoptic link 

You have met the study of water 
waves using a ripple tank in more 
detail in Topic 4.3, Wave properties 1. 

' 

Hint 

The central bright fringe of the 
single slit pattern is twice as wide 
as the others, and much brighter. 

opaque box 

pinhole 

plastic strip with two -- 
pieces or metal roil -- 
to form an ad1ustable slit 

.A Figure 1 
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Observing diffraction 
Diffraction is the spreading of waves when they pass through a gap 
or by an edge. This general property of all waves is very important in 
the design of optical instruments, such as cameras, microscopes, and 
telescopes. For example, when a telescope is used 10 observe planets, 
we can often see features that are not evide111 when observed directly. 
This is partly because less diffraction occurs when waves pass through 
a wide gap t.han through a narrow gap. Therefore, because a telescope 
is much wider than the eye pupiL much less diffraction occurs when 
using a telescope than when observing wi th the unaided eye. 

Diffraction of water waves through a gap can be observed using a 
ripple tank. This arrangement shows tha t the diffracted waves spread 
out more if: 

• 	 the gap is made narrower, or 

• 	 the wavelength is made larger. 

Tn addition, dose examination of the diffracted waves should reveal 
that each diffracted wavefront has breaks either side of the centre. 
These breaks are due to waves diffracted by adjacent sections on the gap 
being out of phase and cancelling each other out in certain directions. 

Diffraction of light by a single slit can be demonstrated by directing 
a parallel beam of light at the slit. The diffracted light forms a pattern 
that can be observed on a white screen. The pauern shows a central 
fringe with further fringes either side of the central fringe, as shown 
in Figure 2. The intensity of the fringes is greatest at the centre of the 
central fringe. Figure 2 also shows the variation of the intensity of the 
diffracted light with the distance from the centre of the fringe pattern. 

single slit 

bright fri nge 0 dark fringe 

0 posilton on screen 

.A Figure 2 Single slit diffraction 

N ote 
• 	 The central fringe is twice as wide as each of the outer fringes 

(measured from minimum to minimum imensity). 

• 	 The peak intensity of each fringe decreases with distance from 
the centre. 

• 	 Each of the outer fringes is the same width. 

• 	 The outer fringes are much less intense than the central fringe . 



More about single slit diffraction 
If the single sli t pattern is observed: 

• 	 Using different sources of monochromatic light in turn, the 
observations show that the greater the wavelength, the wider 
the fringes. 

• 	 Using an adjustable slit, the observations show that making the slit 
narrower makes the fringes wider. 

lt can be shown theoretically that the width W of the central fringe 
observed on a screen at distance D from the slit is given by 

W =the wavelength of the light (.?.) 2D 
the width of the single slit (a) x 

Therefore, the width of each fringe is proportional to A.la. For this 
reason, the fringes arc narrower using blue light than if red light had 
been used. 

Single slit diffraction and Young's fringes 
In the double slit expe riment in Topic 5.4, Hght passes through the 
two slits of th e double slit arrangement and produces an interference 
pattern. However, if the slits are too wide and too far apart, no 
interference pattern is observed. This is because interference can only 
occur if the light from the two slits overlaps. For this to be the case: 

• 	 each slit must be narrow enough to make the light passing through 
it diffract sufficiently 

• 	 the two slits must be close enough so the diffracted waves overlap 
on the screen. 

In general. for monochromatic light of wavelength A., incident on two 
slits of aperture width a at slit separations (from centre to centre), 

• 	 the fringe spacing of the interference fringes, w = A.D s 

• 	 the width of the central diffraction fringe, W =lA.D, where Dis the 
I. d" 	 as it-screen 1stance. 

Figure 4 shows the intensity variation with distance across the screen in 
terms ol distance from the centre of the pattern. Using the expressions 
above, you shou ld be able LO sec that only a few interference fringes 
will be observed in the central diffraction fringe if the slit separations is 
small compared to the slit width a. 

without single 	 intensity 
slit effect 
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.A. Figure 4 Intensity distribution for Young's fringes 

Microscopes and 
diffraction 

Microscopes are often fitted 
with a blue filter as greater detail 
(better resolution) can be seen 
in microscope images observed 
with blue light than with white 
light. In an electron microscope, 
the resolution is increased when 
ahigher voltage setting is used. 
This is because the higher the 
voltage, the greater thespeed of 
the electrons in the microscope 
beam and therefore the smaller 
the de Broglie wavelength of the 
electrons. Hence the electrons 
are diffracted less as they 
pass through the microscope's 
magnetic lenses. 

.A. Figure 3 An electron microscope 
image 

Synoptic link 
You have met the de Broglie 

wavelength in Topic 3.6, 

Wave- particle duality. 


• 




5.6 Diffraction 

I 

Summary questions 
I 

1 	 Red light from a laser is 
directed normally at a slit that 
can be adjusted in width. The 
diffracted light from the slit 
forms a pattern of diffraction 
fringes on a white screen. 
Describe how the appearance 
of the fringes changes if the 
slit is made wider. 

2 	 A narrow beam of white light is 
directed normally at a single 
slit. The diffracted light forms 
a pattern on a white screen. 

a 	 f) A blue filter is placed 
in the path of the beam 
before it reaches the 
slit. The distance across 
five fringes including the 
central fringe is 18 mm. 
Calculate the width of the 
central fringe. 

b 	 The blue filter is replaced 
by a red filter. Compare the 
red fringe pattern with the 
blue fringe pattern. 

3 	 Figure 3 on page 77 shows 
the interference fringes 
observed in a Young's fringes 
experiment. 

a 	 Explain why t he fringes 
at the outer edges are 
dimmer than the fringes 
nearer the centre. 

b 	 Describe how the 
appearance of the fringes 
would change if the slits 
were made wider without 
changing their centre-to
centre separation. 

c 	 Sketch a graph to show 
how the intensity of 
the fringes varies with 
distance from the centre 
of the central fringe . 
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Explaining single slit diffraction 

In Figure 2, the intensity minima occur at evenly spaced positions on the 
screen. To explain this, consider wavelets emitted simultaneously by equally 
spaced point sources across the slit each time a wavefront arrives at the 
slit. At a certain position, P, on the screen, the wavelet from each point 
source arrives a short t ime after the wavelet from the adjacent point source 
nearer P. Therefore, at any given time, the phase difference <fJ between the 
contributions from any two adjacent point sources is constant. 

r 
.:4• 

S2: R 

S1 

a resultant R=the vector 
sum offour phasors b resultant R =0 

A Figure S 

The contributions at Pfrom each point source can be represented by 
phased vectors or phasors as shown in Figure S. Each phasor is at angle </> 

to each adjacent phasor. In Figure Sa, the resultant is the vector sum of four 
phasors, which is non-zero. In Figure Sb, the resultant is zero because 
</> x the number of phasors is equal to 27t. 

screen .t 
' I D 

M,_I "'=""--,.....,.~~----mo 

~ 8 
· ~ -2 _____ _ 

p 

A. Figures 

More generally, intensity minima occur at positions Pso that the phase 
difference between contributions from two point sources Aand Bat opposite 
sides of the slit is equal to 2nm, where m is a whole number (see Figure 6J, 

so the path difference AP - BP= mA.. 


In Figure 6, point Oon the line AP is such that OP = BP. 

Therefore AO= AP- OP = AP - BP = mA.. 


Because AOB is almost~o·, sin8 =AO/AB = mA!a, where the aperture width

1 

a = AB, and angle 81 = ABO. 


Consider triangles AOB and MOP, where Mis the midpoint of the slit, and 

0 is the point on the screen where the intensity is greatest. The two 

triangles are almost identical. This means that OP/OM = AO/AB = mA!a. 


Intensity minima occurs at evenly spaced positions P such that 

OP= mA.Ola where 0 = distance OM. 

Ouestion 

1 Light of wavelength 620 mm is used to form a single slit diffraction 
pattern on a screen which is 800 mm from a slit of width 0.24 mm. 
Calculate the width of the central maximum. 



Testing a diffraction grating 9 
A diffraction grating consists of a plate with many dosely spaced 
parallel slits ruled on it. When a parallel beam of monochromatic light 
is djrected normally al a diffraction grating, light is transmitted by the 
grating in certain directions only. This is because: 

• 	 the light passing through each slit is diffracted 

• 	 che diffracted light waves from adjacent slits reinforce each other in 
certain directions only, including the incident light direction, and 
cancel out in a ll other directions. 

Figure 1 shows one way to observe the effect of a diffraction grating 
on the inciden t light beam. 

Learning objectives: 
~ Explain why a diffraction grating 

diffracts monochromatic light 
in certain directions only. 

~ Ifa coarser grating is used, 
explain the effect on the 
number of diffracted beams 
produced and on the spread 
of each diffracted beam. 

~ Determine the grating spacing 
for any given grating, if it is 
not known. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2.2 

• 	 Figure 1 The diffraction grating 

The central beam, referred 10 as the zero order beam, is in the same 
direction as the incident beam. The other transmitted beams are 	 grating 

numbered outwards from the zero order beam. The angle of diffraction 
between each transmitted beam and the central beam increases if: 

• 	 ligh t of a longer wavelength is used (e.g., by replacing a blue filter 
with a red filter) 

• 	 a grating with closer sli ts is used. 
wavefronts 

The diffraction grating equation 
Consider a magnified view of part of a diffraction grating and a 
snapshot of the diffracted waves, as shown in Figure 2. Each slit 
diCfracts the light waves that pass through it. As each diffracted 
wavefront emerges from a slit, it reinforces a wavefront from a slit 
adjacent co it. In this example, the wavefront emerging at P reinforces 
the wavefront emitted from Q one cycle earlier, which reinforces the 
wavefront emitted from R one cycle ear lier. and so on. The effect is to • Figure 2 Formation ofthe first order 

form a new wavefront PYZ. wovefront 
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incident 

R 

Q 

p 



5.7 The diffraction grating 

Q 

' 
' 

.&. Figure 3 The nth order wavefront 

Hint 

Aminimum in the single slit 
diffraction will suppress a 
diffracted order from the grating, 
and there will be a missing order 
in the pattern as a result. 

Study tip 

The number of maxima observed 
is 2n + 1, where n is the greatest 
order. 

.&. Figure 4 A spectrometer fitted with 
a diffraction grating 

detail in Topic 3.5, Energy levels 
and spectra . 

You have met line spectra in more 

• 

Figure 3 shows the formation of a waverront of the n111 order beam. 
The wavefront emerging from slit P reinforces a wavefront emitted 
n cycles earlier by the adjacent slit Q. This earlier wavefront therefore 
must have travelled a distance of n wavelengths from the slit. Thus 
the perpendicular distance QY from the slit to the wavefront is equal 
to nA., where A. is the wavelength of the light waves. 

Since the angle of diffraction of the beam, 8, is equal to the angle 
between the wavefront and the plane of the sties, it follows that 
sin 8 = QY/QP, where QP is the grating spacing d. 

Substituting d for QP and nA. for QY into the equation above gives 
sin 8 = nA./d. Rearranging this equation gives che diffraction grating 
equation for the angle of diffraction or the 11111 order beam 

dsin 8 = n A. 

Notes: 
l The number of slits per metre on the grating. N = Lid, where d is 

the grating spacing. 

2 For a given order and wavelength, the smaller the value of d, the 
greater the angle of diffraction. ln other words, the larger the 
number of slits per metre, the bigger the angle of dirfraction. 

3 Fractions of a degree are usually expressed either as a decimal or in 
minutes (abbreviated ') where 1° = 60'. 

4 To find the maximum number of orders produced, substicute 8 = 90° 
(sin 8 = 1) in che grating equation and calculace n using n = d//.,. 

The maximum number o f orders is given by the value of d!A. 
rounded down to the nearest whole number. 

Diffraction gratings can be made by cutting parallel grooves very close 
together on a smooth glass plate. Each groove transmits some incident light 
and reflects or scatters some. So the grooves act as coherent emitters of 
waves just as if they were slits. However, the effective slit width needs to be 
much smaller than the grating spacing. This is so that the diffracted waves 
from each groove spread out widely. If they did not, the higherorder beams 
would be much less intense than the lower order beams. 

We can use a diffraction grating in a spectrometer to study the spectrum of 
light from any light source and to measure light wavelengths very accurately. 
A spectrometer is designed to measure angles to within 1 arc minute, which 
is a sixtieth of a degree. The angle of diffraction of a diffracted beam can be 
measured very accurately. The grating spacing of a diffraction grating can 
therefore be measured very accurately using light of a known wavelength. 
The grating can then be used to measure light of any wavelength. 

Most industrial and research laboratories now use a spectrum analyser, 
which is an electronic spectrometer linked to a computer that gives a visual 
display of the variation of intensity with wavelength. You do not need to 
know how spectrometers or spectrum analysers work or are used. 



Types of spectra 
Continuous spectra 
The spectrum of light from a filament lamp is a continuous spectrum of 
colour from deep violet at about 350 nm to deep red at about 650nm, 
as shown in Figure 5. The most intense part of the spectrum depends 
on the temperature of the light source. The hotter the light source, 
the shorter the wavelength of the brightest part of the spectrum. 
By measuring the wavelength of the brightest part of a continuous 
spectrum, we can therefore measure the temperature of the light source. 

Line emission spectra 
A glowing gas in a vapour lamp or a discharge tube emits light at 
specific wavelengths so its spectrum consists of narrow vertical lines 
of different colours as shown in Figure 6. The wavelengths of the lines 
are characteristic of the chemical element that produced the light. If a 
glowing gas contains more than one element, the elements in the gas 
can be identified by observing its line spectrum. 

Line absorption spectra 
A line absorption spectrum is a continuous spectrum wi th narrow dark 
lines at certain wavelengths. For example, if the spectrum of light from 
a filament lamp is observed after passing it through a glowing gas, 
thin dark vertical lines are observed superimposed on the continuous 
spectrum, as shown in Figure 7. The pattern of the dark lines is due 
to the elements in the glowing gas. These elements absorb light of the 
same wavelengths they can emit at so the transmitted light is missing 
these wavelengths. The atoms of the glowing gas that absorb light then 
emit the light subsequently but not necessarily in the same direction 
as the transmitted light. 

Summary questions 

1 	 GA laser beam of wavelength 630 nm is directed a t he number of slits per millimetre on the grating 

normally at a diffract ion grat ing with 300 lines b the angle of diffraction for each of the other 
per millimetre. Calculate: diffracted orders of the transmitted light. 

a 	 the angle of diffract ion of each of the first 4 GA diffraction grating is designed with a sl it width 
two orders of 0.83 µm. When used in a spectrometer to view 

b the number of diffracted orders produced. light of wavelength 430 nm, diffracted beams are 

observed at angles of 14° SS' and S0° 40' to the2 G Light directed normally at a diffraction grating 
zero order beam. (Reminder: 1 degree= 60 minutes.) contains wavelengths of 580 and 586 nm only. 

The grating has 600 lines per mm. a Assuming the low-angle diffracted beam is the 

first order beam, calculate the number of lines a How many diffracted orders are observed in the 

per mm on the grating. 
transmitted light ? 

b Explain why there is no diffracted beam between b For the highest order, calculate the angle between 
t he two observed beams. What is the order the two diffracted beams. 
number for the beam at S0° 40'?

3 	 G Light of wavelength 430 nm is directed normally 


at a diffraction grating. The fi rst order transmitted 


beams are at 28° to the zero order beam. Calculate: 


• 


.A Figure 5 A continuous spectrum 

.A Figure 6 A line emission spectrum 

.A Figure 7 A line absorption spectrum 



Practice questions: Chapter 5 

I Jn a secure communications system, an optical fibre is used to transmit digital signals in 
the form of infrared pulses. The fibre has a thin core, which is surrounded by cladding 
that has a lower refractive index than the core. 
(a) 	 G Figure I shows a cross section of a straight length of the fibre. 

cladding'\ 

core - \ 

•Figure 1 
(i) 	 The core has a refractive index of l.52 and the cladding has a refractive index 

of l.35. Show that the critical angle at the core-cladding boundary is 62.6°. 
(ii) 	 Sketch the path of a light ray in the core that is LOtally internally 

reflected when it reaches the core-cladding boundary. (6 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Explain why the cladding is necessary. 
(ii ) An optical nbre is used to transmit digital images from a secu rity camera to a 

computer where the images are stored. A prominent notice near the camera 
informs people that the camera is in use. Discuss the benefits and drawbacks 
associated with making and storing images of people in this situation. (7 marks) 

2 	 Figure 2 shows a cube of glass. A ray of light, incident at the centre of a face 
of the cube, at an angle of incidence e. goes on to meet another face a t an angle 
of incidence of 50°, as shown in Figure 2. 
Critical angle at the glass- air boundary= 45° 

•. 


500 

•Figure 2 
(a) 	 Draw on 1he diagram the continuation of the pa th of the ray, showing 

it passing through the glass and out into the air. (3 marks} 
(b) Show that the refractive index of the glass is 1.41. 	 (2 marks) 
(c) 	 G Calculate the angle of incidence, (). (3 marks) 

AQA. 2005 

3 	 Figure 3 shows a ray of monochromatic light. in the plane of the paper, 
incident on the end face of an optical fibre. 

air 
optical fibre 

•Figure 3 
(a) 	 (i) Draw on a copy of the diagram the complete path followed by the incident ray, 

showing it entering into the fibre and emerging from the fibre at the far end. 
( ii) State any changes that occur in the speed of the ray as it follows this 

path from the source. 
Calculations are not required. (4 marks) 



Chapter 5 Optics 

• 


(b)C) (i) Ca lcula1c the critical angle for the optical fibre at the air boundary. 

refractive index or 1he optical fibre glass = l.57. 


(ii) 	 The optical fibre is now surrounded by cladding of refractive index 1.47. 
Calculate the critical angle at the core-cladding boundary. 

(iii) State one advantage of cladding an optical fibre. (6 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

4 	 (a) State what is meant by coherent sources of light. (2 marks) 

screen 

slits
Its I I 

monochromatic Is 	 I S1source * I 	 IS2 

.A Flgure4 

(b) 	 Young's fr inges arc produced on 1he screen from the monochromatic source 

by the arrangement shown in Figure 4. 

(i) 	 Expla in why slit S should be narrow. 
(ii) 	 Why do sli ts S1 and S2 act as coherent sources? (4 marks) 

(c) 	 The patlern on the screen may be represented as a graph of intensity against 
position on the screen. The central fringe is shown on the graph in Figure 5. 
Copy and complete this graph to represent the rest of the pattern. (2 marks) 

intensity 

t position on the screen 

centre of pattern 

.A Figure S 
AQA, 2005 

5 C)A diffraction gra ting has 940 lines per mm. 
(a) Calculate the distance between adjacent lines on the grating. 
(b) Monochromatic light is incident on the grating and a second order spectral 

line is formed at an angle of 55° from the normal to the grating. Calcu la te 
the wavelength of the light. 

(/mark) 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2006 
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Section 2 Waves and optics 

Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 

• 	 use ofa tuning fork/microphone/ripple tank/ 

signal generator/microwave source to generate 

and observe waves 

• 	 use of a light source [including a laser] to 

investigate refraction, interference and 

diffraction. 

• 	 use of electrical equipment and lasers safely. 

[e.g. use ofa ray box] 

• 	 use of a protractor to measure angles. 

• 	 use of a metre rule to measure distance [e.g. 

for stationary waves] 

• 	 use of an oscilloscope to observe waveforms 

[e.g. sound waves from a microphone] 

[note: oscilloscope measurements are 

A Level not AS Level] 

• 	 use ofdouble slits and a single slit to observe 

fringe patterns [e.g. Young's fringes] 

In all practical experiments: 

• 	 experimental data must be displayed in a 

table with headings and units and significant 

figures used correctly 

• 	 repeating results improves reliability 

• 	 the precision of any instrument used must be 

recorded 

• 	 plot a graph from experimental and/or 

processed data, labelling axes with quantity 

and units appropriate scales 

• 	 consider the accuracy of your results/ 

conclusion, compared to a known value, and 

consider reasons for and types oferror 

• 	 identify uncertainties in measurements and 

combine them to find the uncertainty in the 

overall experiment. 

•Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: • 
• 	 use of standard form and conversion to 

standard form from units with prefixes • 
• 	 use calculators to solve calculations involving 

powers often and sinx (e.g. •
d sin 8 =n A.] 

• 	 use of the appropriate number of significant 
•

figures in all calculations 

• 	 use of appropriate units in all calculations 

• 	 use of protractor to measure angles 

quote phase differences in degrees or radians 

and convert from one to the other 

calculation of a mean from a set of repeat 

readings to find fringe spacing 

change the subject ofan equation in order 

to solve calculations [e.g. d sin 8 =n A.] 
plot a graph from data provided or found 

experimentally [e.g. sin i against sin r] 
relate y =mx + c to a linear graph with 

gradient m and intercept c, and understand 

what these represent in physics (e.g. sin i 
against sin r]. 

Extension task 
Research seismic waves using text books and the 

internet and produce a presentation suitable for 

showing to your class. 

Include in your presentation: 

• 	 types ofseismic wave and whether they are 

longitudinal or transverse 

• where an earthquake starts and how 

it progresses 

• why some earthquakes are more devastating 

than others 

• how they are measured 

• what a tsunami is and why it occurs . 



Practice questions: Waves and optics 

I (a) 	 Figure I shows an arrangemem used to investigate the properties or microwaves. 

X---~-----~---Y 
..,. Figure 1 transmitter receiver 

When the transmitter Twas rotated through 90° about the straight line XY, 
the receiver signal decreased to zero. Explain why this happened and state 
the property of microwaves responsible for this effect. (3 marks) 

(b) fi A microwave oven produces microwaves of wavelength 0.12 m in air. 
(i) 	 Calculate the Irequency of these microwaves. 
(ii) 	 In a certain oven, explain why food heated in a fixed position in this oven would 

be uncooked at certain points if stationary waves were allowed to form. (3 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

2 	 Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional view of the base of a glass tank containing water. 
A point monochromatic light source is in contact with the base, and ray, R 1, from the 
sOL1rce has been drawn up to the point where it emerges along the surface of the water. 

a~ 	 R1 

• 


E 
F ! 

water 

glass 

point monochromallc 

..,. Figure 2 light source 


(a) 	 (i) Which angle, out of angles A to F, is a critical angle? 
(ii) 	 Explain how the path of RI demonstrates that the rcrractive index 

of glass is greater than the refractive index of water. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 fi Using the following information: 

A=47.1° B=42.9° C=E=41.2° D=F=48.8° 
calculate 
(i) 	 the refractive index of water 

(ii) 	 the ratio speed or light in water. (5 marks)
speed of light in glass 

(c) 	 Ray R
2 

emerges from the source a tew degrees away from ray R1 as shown. 
Draw the continuation of ray R2. Where possible show the ray being refracted. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

3 	 Red light from a laser is passed through a single narrow slit , as shown in Figure 3. 
A pa11ern of bright and dark regions can be observed on the screen wh ich is placed 
several metres beyond the slit. 
(a) 	 The pattern on the screen may be represented as a graph of intensity against distance 

along the screen. The graph has been started in out line in Figure 4. The central 
bright region is already shown. Copy and complete this graph to represent 
the rest of the pattern. (4 marks) 

intensity 

narrow slit 

..___,*I--'-- 
distance along screenlaser A 

centre of pattern 

•Figure 3 	 • Flgure4 
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(b) 	 State the effect on the pa11ern if each or the following changes is made separately. 
(i) 	 The wid th of the narrow slit is red uced. 
(ii) 	 With the original slit width, the intense red source is replaced with an 

intense source of green light. (J marks) 
AQA. 2002 

4 	 fi A student tests a fence consisting of evenly spaced wooden strips to find out if it 
diffracts sound waves. She stands on one side of a fence that consists of evenly spaced 
wooden strips. The fence behaves as a diffraction grating for sound waves. 
(a ) 	 She uses a loudspeaker to send a sound wave of frequency 2.4kHz towards 


the fence. 

Calculate the wavelength of this sound wave. 

speed of sound in air, y = 340m s-1• 


(b) 	 A diffracted fi rst order maximum is observed at an angle of 28°. 

Calcula te the spacing between adjacent wooden strips. 


(c) 	 Determine the highest order of maximum that could be heard. (6 marks) 

AQA, 2006 


5 	 Figure 5 and Figure 6 sho w a version of Quincke's tube, which is used 10 

demonstra te in terference of sound waves. 

x 	 x 
; 

fixed movable fixed movableI 

~ 	 ~ tubetube tube tube 
/ 	 '" 

t- d1 d2 

t d1 d-i tt 
) 

==rfF 
y==rfF 

y 	 .& Figure 6.& Figure S 

A loudspea ker a1 X prod uces sound waves of one frequency. The sound waves e nt er 

the tube and the sound e nergy is divided equall y before trave ll ing along the fi xed and 

movable tubes. The two waves superpose and are detected by a micropho ne a t Y. 

(a) 	 The movable tube is adjusted so that d1 = d2 and the waves travel the sa me 


dista nce from X 10 Y, as shown in Figure 5. As the movable tube is slowly 

pu lled ou r, as shown in Figure 6. the sound detected a t Y gets q uieter and 

then louder. Explain the varia tion in the 1.oudness of the sound a t Y as the 

movable tube is slowly pulled out. (4 marks) 


(b) 	 ti The tube starts in the position shown in Figure 5. Calculate the minimum 

distance moved by the movable rube for the sound detected at Y to be a t its qu ietest. 

frequency or sound from loudspeaker = BOO Hz 

speed of sound in air= 340 m s- 1 (3 marks) 


(c) 	 Quincke's tube can be used to detennine the speed of sound. 

Stale and explain the measurements you would make to obtain a reliable 

value for the speed or sound using Quincke's tube and a sound source or 

known frequency. (4 marks) 


AQA Spl'cimen papl'r I, 20I 5 
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Chapters in this 
section: 

6 Forces in equilibrium 

7 On the move 

8 Newton's laws of 
motion 

9 Force and momentum 

10 Work, energy, and 

power 

11 Materials 

Introduction 
In this section, you will look at the principles and applications 
of mechanics and materials. These subject areas underpin many 
work-related areas including engineering, tramport, and technology. 
A lot of new technologies and devices have been developed in these 
subject areas, including vehicle safety features and nanotechnology, 
which is about devices that arc too sma ll for us lO sec without a 
powerful microscope. 

This section builds on your GCSE studies on motion, force, and 
energy. In studying mechanics, you will analyse 1he forces that keep 
objects at rest or in uniform motion. You will describe and calculate 
the efrect of the forces that act on an object when the object is not in 
equilibrium, including the relationship between force and momentum, 
and conservation of momentum. You will aho consider w ork in terms 
of e nergy transfer, and you will look at pow e r in terms of rate of 
energy transfer. In addition, you will examine applications such as 
terminal velocity and drag forces, road and vehicle safety features, 
and the efficiency of machines. By ~tudying materials, you will look at 
important properties of materials. such as density, strength, elasticity, 
and the limits that determine the reliable and safe use of materials. 

Working scientifically 
In this part of the course, you will develop your knowledge and 
understanding of med1anics through practica l work, problem-solving, 
calculations, and graph work. 

Practical work in this section involves making carefu l measurements 
by using instruments such as micrometers, top pan ba lances, light 
gates, and stopwatches. You will also be expected to assess rhe 
accuracy of your measurements and the results of calculations from 
your measured data. These practical skills arc part of the everyday 
work of scientists. In some experiments, such as measurements of 
density, you will test the accuracy of your results by comparing them 
with accepted values. By estimating how accurate a resulc is (i.e., its 
uncertainty), you will know how close your result is to the accepted 
value. In chis way, you will develop and improve your practical skills 
to a level where you can have confidence in a result if che accepted 
value is not known. Chapter 14 gives you toes of information and rips 
about practical skills. 



You will develop your ma1hs skills in chis section by rearranging 
equa1ions and in graph work. In some experiments, you will use 
your measuremenis 10 plo1 a graph rha1 is predicted to be a straight 
line. Sometimes, a quanti1y derived from the measurements (e.g., t2 , 

where time tis measured) is plotted to give a straight line graph. ln 
these experiments, you may be asked to determine the graph gradient 
(and/or intercept) and then relate the values you get to a physical 
quantity. Make good use of rhe notes and exercises in Chapter 16, 
including the section on straigh1 line graphs, to help you with your 
maths skills . 

r 

What you already know 
From your GCSE swdies on force and energy, you should know that: 

0 speed is distance travelled per unit time, and velocity is speed in a given direction 

0 the accelera1ion of an objeci is its rare of change of velocity 

0 an object acted on by two equal and opposite forces (i.e., when the result fore 
is zero) is at rest or moves at constant velocity 


0 when an objec1 accelera1es or decelerates: 


• 	 the grea1er the resultant force acting on the object, the greater is its 
acceleration 

• the grea1er the mass of 1he object, the smaller is its acceleration. 


0 the gravita tional field strength g at any poin t is the force per un it mass on 

a small object caused by the Earth 's gravitational attraction on the object 

0 the weight or an object in newtons (N) = its mass in kilograms (kg) x g 

0 work is done by a force when the force moves its point of applicaLion in the 
direction of the force 

0 energy is transferred by a force when it does work 

0 energy cannot be created or destroyed - it can only be transferred from one type 
of store into other types or stores 


0 power is the ra1e of transfer of energy. 




Learning objectives: 
~ 	Define a vector quantity. 

~ 	Describe how we represent 
vectors. 

~ 	Explain how we add and 
resolve vectors. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.1 

.A. Figure 1 Map of lacaliry 

40 N 

a A force or 40 N due east 
(Scale: 1cm • 10 NJ 

b A velocity of 16 ms 1at 
45° west or due north 

<Scale: l cm•4ms- 1) 

.A. Figure 2 Representing vectors 
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Representing a vector 
imagine you are planning to cycle to a friend's home several 
kilometres away from your home. The distance you travel depends 
on your route. However, the direct distance from your home to your 
friend's home is the same, whichever route you choose. Distance in a 
given direction, or displacement, is an example of a vector quantity 
because it has magnitude and direction. Jn Figure I, suppose your 
home is at point 0 on the map and your friend's home is at A. The 
road distance you would cycle from 0 to A is greater than the direct 
distance or displacement from 0 to A. Th is is represented by the arrow 
from 0 to A. 

A vector is any physkal quantity that 
has a direction as well a s a magnitude. 

Further examples of vectors include velocity, acceleration, and force . 

A sca lar is any physicaJ quantity that is not directional. 

For example, distance is a scalar because it takes no account of 
direction. Further examples of scalars include mass, density, volume, 
and energy. 

Any vector can be represented as an arrow. The length of the arrow 
represents the magnitude of the vector quantity. The direction of the 
arrow gives the direction of the vector . 

• 	 Displacement is distance in a given direction. As shown in Figure 1, 
the displacement from one point to another can be represented on a 
map or a scale diagram as an arrow from the first point lO the second 
point. The length of the arrow must be in proportion to the least 
distance between the two points. 

• 	 Velocity is speed in a given direction. The velocity of an object can 
be represented by an arrow of length in proportion to the speed 
pointing in the direction of motion of the object. 

• 	 Force and acceleration are both vector quanti ties and therefore 
can each be represemed by an arrow in the appropriate direction 
and of length in proportion Lo the magnitude of the quanrity. 

Addition of vectors using a scale diagram 
Let's go back to the cycle journey in Figure I. Suppose when you 
reach your friend's home at A you then go on to another friend's 
home at B. Your journey is now a two-stage journey. 

Stage l from 0 to A is represented by the displacement vector OA. 

Stage 2 from A to B is represented by the displacement vector AB. 

Figure 3 shows how the overall displacement from 0 ro B, represented 
by vector OB, is the resulr of adding vector AB to vector OA. The 
resultant is the third side of a triangle where OA and AB are the other 
two sides . 



IOB = OA+ AB 
Hint 

Use Figure l to show that the resultant displacemem OB is 5.1 km in a 
direction 11° north or due east. 

Any two vectors of the same type can be added together using a scale 
diagram. For example, Figure 4a shows a ship pulled via cables by two 
wgboats. The two pull forces F1 and F2 acting on the ship are at 40° to 
each other. Suppose the forces are both 8.0 kN. Figure 4b shows how 
you can find the resultan t (combined effect) of the two forces using a 
scale diagram. 

0 	 0 

b Scale diagrama Overhead view 

.A Figure 4 Adding two forces using a scale diagram 

Addition of two perpendicular vectors using 
a calculator 
1 	 Adding two displacement vectors that are at right angles 

to each other 
Suppose you walk I 0.0 m forward rhen rum rhrough exactly 90° and 
walk 7 .0 m. AL rhe end, how far will you be from your starting poinr? 
The vector diagram co add rhe rwo displacements is shown in Figure 5, 
drawn ro a scale or I cm !O 2.0 m. The two displacements form rhe rwo 
shorter sides of a right-angled rriangle with rhe overall displacement, 
the resulram. as the hyporenuse. Using a ruler and a protractor, the 
resultant displacement can be shown to be a distance of 12.2m at an 
angle of 35° to the initial direction. You can check this using 

• Pythagoras's theorem for the distance (= (10.02 + 7.02)lll) 

• 	 the trigonometry equation, ran e= 7.0/ 10.0 for the angle ebetween 
the resultan t and the initia l direction. 

2 	 Two forces acting at right angles to each other 
Figure 6 shows an object 0 acted on by two forces F 1 and F2 at right 
angles to each other. The vector diagram for this situation is also 
shown. The two forces in the vector diagram form two of the sides of 
a right-angled triangle in which the resultant force is represented by 
the hypotenuse. 

<scale: I cm E 4 Nl 

Fi= IO.ON resultant force F 

8 

object o• • 
F2 = 7.0N 


a An ob1ect acted on by two b Vector diagram for a 

perpendicular forces 


.A Figure6 

Since OA and AB are vectors, the 

lengths do not add direct l\;j. 

.A Figure 3 

Study tip 

Drawing vector diagrams requires 
a ruler and careful drawing. 

10.0m 

.A Figure S Adding two displacements 
at right angles to each other 

• 




6.1 Vectors and scalars 

object 4_0 N 

• 6.0 N) ) 

a Forces actmg 

resultant = 10.0 N• 	 ) 

6.0 N
• > 4.0 N ) 
b Vector diagram 

.A. Figure 7 Two forces acting in the 
same direction 

4.0 N( • ) 6.0N 
object 

a Forces acting 

4.0N 6.0N
( • ) 
~resultant = 2.0 N 

b Vector diagram 

.A. Figure 8 Two forces acting in 
opposite directions 

north 

1 
5.0 sin 53° 

53° 
east0 -s.o cos 53·

.A. Figure 9 Resolving o vector 

+------------ p 

<:> : 
.S : 
Q."' ''o: 

9 	 : line 
--- --------- ~ ---OP cos 0 

.A. Figure 10 The general rulefor 
resolving a vector 
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The vector diagram drawn to scale can therefore be used to find the 
resultant if the magnitudes of F1 and F2 are given. For example, the 
resultant of a force of 10.0N acting at right angles to a force of 7.0 N 
has a magnitude of 12.2 Nin a direction of 35° to the direction of the 
force of 10.0N. You could check this using Pythagoras's theorem and 
the appropriate trigonometry equation. You might, however, recognise 
that you have already done this! See addition or displacement vectors 
on the previous page. 

In genera l, if the two perpendicular forces a re F1 a nd F2, t hen 

• the m agnitude of the resultan t F = (F1
2 + F/) 112 and 	 F 

• 	 th e angle fJ between t he resultant and F1 is given by tan fJ = 2 
F 1 

Note: 
The resultant of two vectors that act along the same line has a 
magnitude that is 

• 	 the su m, if the two vectors are in the same di rection. For example, 
if an object is acted on by a force of 6.0 Nanda force of 4.0 N both 
acting in the same direction, the resu lta111 force is I O.ON (Figure 7). 

• 	 the difference, if the two vectors arc in opposite directions. For 
example, if an object is acted on by a 6.0 N force and a 4.0N fo rce 
in opposite directions, the resultant force is 2.0 Nin the direction of 
the 6.0 Nforce (Figure 8). 

Resolving a vector into two perpendicular 
components 
This is the process of working out the components or a vec1or in two 
perpendicular directions from the magnitude and direction of 1he vector. 
Figure 9 shows the displacement vector OA represented on a scale 
diagram 1hat also shows lines due nonh and due east. The components 
of this vector along these two lines are 5.0 cos 53° km (= 3.0 km) along 
1he line due eas1 and 5.0si.n53°km (= 4.0km) along the line due north. 

In general. to resolve any vector into two perpendicu lar components, 
draw a diagram showing the two perpendicu lar direc1ions and an arrow 
to represent the vector. Figure 10 shows this diagram fo r a vector OP. The 
components are represented by the projection of the vector onto each 
line. If the angle fJ between the vector OP and one of the lines is known, 

• 	 the component along that line= OP cos fJ, and 

• 	 the component perpendicular to that line (i.e., along the other line) 
= OP sin e 

Thus a force F can be resolved in to two perpendicular components: 

• 	 Fcos 8 parallel to a line at a ngle fJ to the line of actio n of the 

force a nd 


• 	 F sin fJ perpendicular to th e line. 

F= '1Fl+ F/ 

F,=F•no~ 

Fx= Fcos 9 x 

.A. Figure 11 Resolving oforce 

0 



~ 
Worked example ~ 


A pa raglider is pulled a long at constant height at steady speed by 

a cable attached to a speedboat as shown in Figure 12. The cable 

pulls on the paraglider with a force of 500 N at an angle of 35° to 

the horizonta l. Calculate rhe horizontal and vertical components 

of this force. 


Solution 
Because the force on rhe paraglider is at an angle of 35° below the 

horizonta l, the horizontal and vertical components of this force are 
 .... Figure 12 

• 	 500 cos35° = 4 10N horizontally to the right 

• 	 500 sin 35° = 287 N vertically downwards. 

Summary questions 

1 	 8 Figure 13 shows three situations a-c where two 3 8 Acrane is used to raise one end of a steel girder 
or more known forces act on an object. For each off the ground, as shown in Figure 14. When the cable 
situation, calculate the magnitude and direction of the attached to the end of the girder is at 20° to the vertical, 

resultant force. the force of the cable on the girder is 6.5 kN. Calculate 

20 N 	 the horizontal and vertical components of this force. 

a 

3.1 N 

object 

object 16.0 N 

) •Figure 14 


4 GA yacht is moving due north as a result of a force,60 N ! b 
due to the wind, of 350 Nin a horizontal direction of 
40° east of due north, as shown in Figure 15. 

direction of motion 

object 3.0N 
)<2.0 N 

c1 	 -f l 50 N w'od fo~• 
LO N 

•Figure 13 ~ ---.. 

.- ~
2 	 8 Calculate the magnitude and direction of the 

resultant force on an object which is acted on by a •Figure 15 

force of 4.0 N and a force of 10 N that are Calculate the component of the force of the wind: 

in the same direction a 	 in the direction the yacht is moving 

ii in opposite directions b perpendicular to the direction in which the yacht 

iii at right angles to each other. is moving. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain why we have to 

consider the direction in 
which a force acts. 

' Demonstrate when two 
[or more) forces have no 
overall effect on a point 

object. 

' Explain the parallelogram 
of forces. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.1 

support force S 
"r'- (1.e., Force on block 

due to floor) 

' 
'v weight W 

(i.e.• force on block 
due to gravity) 

A Figure 1 Balancedforces 

Study tip 
Forces can often be calculated 
using several different methods, 
for example, using trigonometric 
functions or Pythagoras' theorem. 

You will meet another method of 

solving these problems, by using 
the triangle of forces, later on in 

this chapter. 

Further guidance on trigonometric 
relationships can be found in Topic 

1 16.2 Trigonometry. 

• 

Equilibrium of a point object 
When two forces act on a point object, the object is in equilibrium 
(at rest or moving at constant velocity) only if the two forces are equal 
and opposite to each other. The resultant of the two forces is therefore 
zero. The two forces are said to be balanced. 

For example, an object resting on a horizontal surface is acted on by its 
weight W (i.e., the force of gravity on it) acting downwards, and a support 
force S from the surface, acting upwards. Hence Sis equal and opposite to 
w, provided the object is at rest (or moving at constant. velocity). 

S= w 
When three forces act on a point object, their combined effect 
(the resultant) is zero only if the resultan t of any two of the forces is 
equal and opposite to the third force. To check the combined effect of 
the three forces is zero: 

• resolve each force along the same parallel and perpendicular lines 

• balance the components along each line. 

~ 
Worked example 1 ~ 

A child of weight Won a swing is at rest due to rhe swing seat being 
pulled to the side by a horizontal force F1• The rope supporting the 
seat is then at an angle eto the vertical, as shown in Figure 2. 

Solution 
Assuming the swing seat is of negligible weight, the swing seat is 
acted on by three forces, which are: the weight of the child, the 
horizontal force F

1 
and the tension Tin the rope. Resolving the 

tension T vertically and horizontally gives T cos 0 for the vertical 
component of T (which is upwards) and T sin 0 for the horizontal 
component of T. Therefore, the balance of forces: 

1 horizontally: F 1 = Tsin 8 

2 vertically: W = T cos() 

Because sin2 8 + cos2 8 = 1, then F1 
2 + W 2 = T 2 si n2 8 + T2 cos2 8 = T 2 

:. yi = F/ + w2 
sin 8 F Tsin 0 

Also, because tan 8 = --
0, then w' = -T e= tan 0 cos cos 

F 
:. tan8= -1 w 

Tcos9 
T 

pull child Tsin9 
force 
F1 

w 

a Onaswmg b Force diagram 


.A Figure 2 



~ 
Worked example 2 ~ 

An object of weighr Wis ar rest on a rough slope (i.e., a slope 
with a roughened surface as in Figure 3). The object is acted on 
by a frictional force F, which prevents it sliding down the slope, 
and a support force 5 from rhe slope, perpendicular to the slope. 

Resolving the three forces parallel and perpendicular to the 
slope gives: 

1 horizontally: F = Wsin e 
2 vertically: 5 =Wcos e 
Because sin2 e+ cos2 e= I 

weight 
W 2then F2 + 52 = W2 sin2 e+ W 2 cos2 e= w 

:. w 2 =pi+ 52 .A Figure 3 
sin e F Wsin e

Also, because tan e= --e, then - = -We=tan e cos 5 cos 
F 

: . tane=s 

Worked example 3 I 
I 
I 

An object of weight Wis supported by a vertical string, which is I 
I 

supported by two Strings al different angles e1 and e tO the vertical, Ti T2
2 01: 92 

as shown in Figure 4. Suppose the tension in the string at angle e1 
I 


to the vertical is T1 and the tension in the other string is T2. 


At the point P where the strings meet, the forces T1, T1, and w 

are in equilibrium. 


Resolving T and T2 vertically and horizontally gives: 
1 
.A Figure 4 A suspended weight

1 horizontally: T1sin e1 =T2 sin e2 

2 vertically: T1 cos e1 + T2 cos e1 = W. 

Testing three forces in equilibrium 9 
Figure 5 shows a practical arrangement to test three forces acting on a 
point object P. The tension in each string pulls on P and is due to the 
weight it supports, either directly or indirectly over a pu lley. Provided 
the pulleys arc fric tionless, each tension force acting on P is equal to 

the weight supported by its string. 

Study tip 

Always draw force diagrams clearly, 
representing the magnitude and 
direction of each force as accurately 
as possible. 

a Usmg pulleys Using the parallelogram rule 

.& Figure 5 Testing threeforces 

• 



6.2 Balanced forces 

' Hint 

Remember that rough means 
frict ion is involved. 

• 


The th ree forces F1, F2, and F3 acting on Pare in equilibriu m, so any 
two shou ld give a resultant equal and opposite to the th ird force. For 
example, the resultant of F1 and Fl is equa l and opposite to F3• You 
can test this by measuring the angle between each of the upper strings 
and the lower string which is vertical. A scale diagram can then be 
constructed using the fact that the magnitudes of F1, F2, and F3 are 
equal to W1, W2, and W3 respectively. Your diagram should show that 
the resultant of F1 and F2 is equal and opposite to F3' 

Note: 
Greater accu racy can be obtained by drawing a parallelogram, using 
the two force vectors F1 and Pl as adjacent sides. The resultant is 
the diagonal of th e pa rallelogram between the two force vectors. 
This should be equal and opposite to F3. 

Summary questions 

1 	 f) A point object of weight 6.2 N is acted on by a horizontal force of 3.8 N. 

a 	 Calculate t he resultant of these two forces. 

b 	 Determine the magnitude and direction of a third force acting on the 

object for it to be in equilibrium. 

2 A small object of weight 5.4 N is at rest on a rough slope, which is at an 

angle of 30° to the horizontal. 

a 	 Sketch a diagram and show the three forces acting on the object. 

b 	 f) Calculate 

the frictional force on the object 

ii 	 the support force from the slope on the object. 

3 	 f) An archer pulled a bowstring back until the 


two halves of the string are at 140° to each other 


{Figure 6). The force needed to hold the string 


in this position was 95 N. 


Calculate: 

a 	 the tension in each part of the 


bowstring in this position 


arrowb 	 the resultant force on an arrow force to hOld 

at the instant the bowstring is arrow in place 

released from this posit ion. 

4 	 G An elastic string is stretched 


horizontally between two fixed 


points 0.80 m apart. An object of 

weight 4.0 N is suspended from .A. Figure 6 

the midpoint of the string, causing 


the midpoint to drop a distance of 

0.12 m. Calculate: 

a 	 the angle of each part of the string to the vertical 

b 	 the tension in each part of the string. 



Turning effects 
Whenever you use a lever or a spanner, you are using a force to tum 
an object about a pivo1. For example, if you use a spanner to loosen a 
wheel nut on a bicycle, you need to apply a force to the spanner to make 
it turn about the wheel axle. The effect of the force depends on how far 
it is applied from the wheel axle. The longer the spanner, the less force 
needed to loosen the nut. However, if the spanner is too long and the 
nut is too tight, the spanner could snap if too much force is applied to it. 

The moment of a force about any point is defined as the 
force x the perpendicular distance from the line of action 

of t h e force to the point. 

The uni t of the moment of a fo rce is the newton metre {N m ). 

For a force F acting a long a line of action at perpendicula r d istanced 
from a certain poin t, 

the moment of the force= F x d 

Notes: 
1 The greater the distance d, the greater the moment. 
2 The distanced is the perpendicular distance from the line of 

action of the force to the point. 

The principle of moments 
An object that is not a point object is referred to as a body. Any such 
object turns if a force is applied to it anywhere other than through its 
centre of mass. If a body is acted on by more than one force and it is 
in equilibrium, the wrning effects of the forces must balance out. In 
more formal terms, considering the moments of the forces about any 
point, for equil ibrium 

the sum of the the sum of the= 
clockwise moments anticlockwise moments 

This statement is known as the principle of moments. 

For exa mple, consider a unifo rm metre rule balanced on a pivot a t 
its cen tre, supporting weights W1 and W2 suspended from the rule on 
e ither side or the pivot. 

• 	 Weight W1 provides an anticlockwise moment about the pivot= 
W1d1, where d1 is the distance from the line of action of the weight 
to the pivot. 

• 	 Weight W2 provides a clockwise moment about the pivot = W2d2, 

where d2 is the distance from the line of action of the weight to 
the pivot. 

For equilibrium, applying the principle of moments: 

W1d1 = W2d2 

.A. Figure 2 The principle of moments 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the conditions 

under which a force produces 
a turning effect. 

-+ 	 Explain how the turning 
effect of a given force can 
be increased. 

-+ 	 Explain what is required to 
balance a force that produces 
a turning effect. 

-+ 	 Explain why the centre of 
mass is an important idea. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.2 

.A. Figure 1 Aturning force 

Study tip 
When there are several unknown 
forces, take moments about a 
point through which one of the 
unknown forces acts. This point, 
the pivot, will give the force 
which acts through it a moment 
of zero, thereby simplifying your 
calculations . 

• 




6.3 The principle of moments 

thread of 
plumb line 

.A Figure 3 Acentre of moss test 

Summary questions 

1 	 G A child of weight 200 N sits 
on a seesaw at a distance 
of 1.2 m from the pivot at 
the centre. The seesaw is 
balanced b!:J a second child 
sitting on it at a distance 
of 0.8 m from the centre. 
Calculate the weight of the 
second child. 

2 	 Ametre rule, pivoted at its centre 
of mass, supports a 3.0 Nweight 
at its 5.0 cm mark, a 2.0 N 
weight at its 25 cm mark, and 
a weight Wat its 80 cm mark. 

a Sketch a diagram to 
represent this situation. 

b G Calculate the weight W. 

3 	 fi 1n 2, the 3.0 N weight and 
the 2.0 N weight are swapped 
with each other. Sketch 
the new arrangement and 
calculate the new distance 
of weight Wfrom the pivot to 
balance the metre rule. 

4 	 G A uniform metre rule 
supports a 4.5 N weight at 
its 100 mm mark. The rule is 
balanced horizontall!:J on a 
horizontal knife-edge at its 
340 mm mark. Sketch the 
arrangement and calculate the 
weight of the rule. 
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Note: 
Tf a third weight W3 is suspended from the rule on the same side of the 
pivot as W at distance d from the pivot, then the rule can be rebalanced 

2 3 
by increasing distance d1• 

At this new distance d ' for W1,1 

W d ' = W d + W31 1 2 2 d3 

Centre of mass 
A tightrope walker knows just how important the centre of mass of an 
object can be. One slight off-balance movement can be catastrophic. 
The tightrope walker uses a horizontal pole to ensure his or her overall 
centre of mass is always directly above the rope. The support force from 
the rope then acts upwards through the centre of mass of the walker. 

The centre of mass of a body is the point through which a 
single force on the body has no turning effect. ln effect, it is the 
point where we consider the weight of the body to act when studying 
the effect of forces on the body. For a regular solid, for example, a 
wooden block, the centre of mass is at its cen1re. 

Centre ofmass tests 
1 	 Balance a ruler at its centre on the end of your finger. The centre 

of mass of the ruler is directly above the point of support. Tip the 
ruler too much and it falls oH because the centre of mass is no 
longer above the point of support. 

2 	 To find the centre of mass of a triangular card, suspend the piece 
of card on a clamp stand as shown in Figure 3. Draw pencil lines 
along the plmnb line. The centre of mass is where the lines drawn 
on the card cross. 

Calculating the weight of a metre rule ct 
I 	 Locate the centre of mass of a metre rule by balancing it horizontally 

on a horizontal knife-edge. Note the position of the centre of mass. The 
rule is uniform if its centre of mass is exactly at the middle of the rule. 

2 	 Balance the metre rule off-centre on a knife-edge, using a known 
weight W 1 as shown in Figure 4. The position of the known weight 
needs to be adjusted gradually until the rule is exactly horizontal. 

At this position 

• 	 the known weight W1 provides an anticlockwise moment about the 
pivot = W1d

1
, where d1 is the perr>cndicular distance from the line 

of action of W1 to the pivot 

• 	 the weight of the rule W0 provides a clockwise moment= W0 d0 , where 
d0 is the distance from the centre of mass of the rule to the pivot. 

Applying the principle of moments, 

Wado = W1d1 

By measuring distance d and d1, rhe weight W0 of the rule can therefore 0 
be calculated. 

centre of mass of beam 
~----

weight of 
beam Wo 

---

.A Figure 4 Finding the weight of a beam 



Support forces 
Single-support problems 
When an object in equilibrium is supported at one point onJy, the support 
force on the object is equal and opposite co the total downward force 
acting on the object. For example, in Figure l, a unifom1 rule is balanced 
on a knife-edge at its centre of mass, with two additional weights W1 

and W2 attached 10 the rule. The support force Son the rule from the 
knife-edge must be equal to the total downward weight. Therefore 

S = + W + W0, where W0 is the w eight of the rule.W 1 2 

As explained in Topic 6.3. taking moments about the knife-edge gives 

W 1d 1 = W2 d2 

Note: 
What difference is made by taking moments about a different point? 
Consider moments about the point where W1 is attached to the ru le. 

The sum of the clockwise moments= W0 + W2 (d1+ d2)d1 

The sum of the anticlockwise moments = Sd1 = (W1 + W2 + W0 )d1 

:. 	(W1 + W2 + W0) d 1 =W0 + W2 (d1+ d2)d 1 

Multiplying out the brackets gives: 

+ W2 + W0 d 1 = W0 + W2 d 1+ W 2W 1d1 d1 d 1 d2 

which simplifies 10 become w, d1 = W2 d2 

This is the same as the equation obtained by taking moments about 
the original pivot point. So momenrs can be taken about any point. 
It makes sense therefore lO choose a point through which one or more 
unknown forces act, as such forces have zero moment about this point. 

Two-support problems 
Consider a uniform beam supported on two pillars X and Y, whid1 are 
at distance D apart. The weight o[ the beam is shared between the two 
pillars according 10 how far the beam's centre of mass is from each pillar. 
For example: 

• 	 If the centre of mass of the beam is midway between the pillars. 
the weight of the beam is shared equally between the two pillars. 
In other words, the support force on the beam from each pillar is 
equal to half the weight of the beam. 

• 	 If the centre of mass of the beam is at distance dx from pillar X 
and distance dy from pillar Y. as shown in Figure 2, then taking 
moments about 

where X is in contact with the beam, 
SYD= WdX' where SY is the support force from pillar 

. Wd
gives S =--" 

y D 
2 where Yis in contacr with the beam, 

SxD = W dY' where SY is the support force from pillar 

Wd 
gives sx = oy· 

Therefore, if the centre of mass is closer to X than to Y, dx < dy so Sy< Sx. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the support force on 

a pivoted body. 

-+ 	 When a body in equilibrium 
is supported at two places, 
state how much force is 
exerted on each support. 

-+ 	 Explain what is meant 
by a couple. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.2 

s 

'-. . 
pivot 

.A. Figure 1 Support forces 

s, 
- ~ 

,.,~beam :+- dx dy 
' 

I 

I 

I 


pillar pillarI ' 
I w yx 
I 
I 
I 11 
I 0It 

1 

.A. Figure 2 A two·support problem 

Study tip 

In calculations, you can always 
eliminate the turning effect of a 
force by taking moments about 
a point through which it acts. 

• 




6.4 More on moments 

Couples 
A couple is a pair of equal and opposite fo rces acting on a body, but 
not along the same line. Figure 3 shows a couple acting on a beam. 
The couple turns or tries to turn the beam. 

The moment of a couple= force x perpendicu lar dista nce between the 
lines of action of the forces. 

To prove this, consider the couple in Figure 3. Taking moments about 
an arbitrary point P between the ends a t distance x along the beam 
from one end. 

F 
1 the moment due to the force Fat that end = Fx clockwise 
2 the moment due to the force Fat the other end = F (d - x) clockwise. 

where dis the perpendicular distance between the lines of action 
of the forces.: ( ~<( d x 

: _ d·----• 1 ,. Therefore the total moment= Fx + F (d - x) = Fx + Fd - Fx = Fd. 

F The total moment is the same, regardless or the point about which the 
.A Figure 3 Acouple moments are taken . 

I 

Summary questions 

1 	 f) A uniform metre rule of weight 1.2 N rests 3 f) A uniform bridge span of weight 1200 kN and of 
horizontally on two knife-edges at the 100 mm mark length 17.0 m rests on a support of width 1.0 mat 
and the 800 mm mark. Sketch the arrangement and either end. A stationary lorry of weight 60 kN is the 
calculate the support force on the rule due to each only object on the bridge. Its centre of mass is 3.0 m 
knife-edge. from the centre of the bridge. 

2 	 f) A uniform beam of weight 230 Nand of length 

10 m rests horizontally on the tops of two brick walls, 

8. 5 m apart, such that a length of 1.0 m projects 

beyond one wall and 0.5 m projects beyond the other 
 F-Om (
wall. Figure 4 shows the arrangement. 

1.0 m 	 0.5 m .A Figure S 
----8.5m---- ..- : 

.. .I 
I I Calculate the support force on the bridge at each end. 

Assume the support forces act where the bridge 
meets its support. 

4 A uniform plank of weight 150 N and of length 4.0 m 
rests horizontally on two bricks. One of the bricks is 

.A Figure4 at the end of the plank. The other brick is 1.0 m from 
the other end of the plank. 

Calculate: 
a Sketch the arrangement and calculate the a the support force of each wall on the beam 

support force on the plank from each brick. 
b the force of the beam on each wall. 

b f) A child stands on the free end of the plank 
and just causes the other end to lift off its 
support. Sketch this arrangement and calculate 
the weight of the child . 

• 




Stable and unstable equilibrium 
If a body in stable equilibrium is displaced then released, it returns 
ro its equilibrium position. For example, iI an object such as a coat 
hanger hanging (rom a support is displaced slightly, it swings back to 
its equilibrium position. 

Why does an object in stable equilibriwn return to equilibriwn when 
it is displaced and then released? The reason is that the centre of mass 
of the object is directly below the poinr of supporr when the objecr 
is at rest. The weight of the object is considered to act at irs centre of 
mass. Thus the support force and the weight are direcrly equal and 
opposite to each other when the objecr is in equilibrium. However, 
when it is displaced, a t the instant of release, the line of action of the 
weight no longer passes th rough the point of support, so the weight 
returns the object to equilibrium. 

centre 
of mass 

weight of 
basket 

A Figure 1 Returning to equilbrium 

A plank balanced on a drum is in unstable equilibrium (Figure 2). 
lf it is displaced slightly from equilibrium then released, the plank will 
roll off the drum. The reason is that rhe centre of mass of the plank 
is directly above the point of support when it is in equilibrium. The 
support force is exactly equal and opposite to the weight. lf the plank 
is displaced slightly, rhe cenrre of mass is no longer above the poinr of 
support. The weight therefore acts to tum the plank further from the 
equilibrium position. 

Tilting and toppling 
Skittles at a bowling alley arc easy tO knock over because they arc tall, 
so their centre of mass is high and the base is narrow. A slight nudge 
from a ball causes a skittle to tilt then tip over. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain the difference 

between stable and unstable 
equilibrium. 

-+ 	 Assess when a tilted object 
will topple over. 

-+ 	 Explain why a vehicle is more 
stable when its centre of 
mass is lower. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.1; 
3.4.1.2 

support on beam 

beam 

I of beam 

A Figure 2 Unstable equilbrium 

• 




6.5 Stability 

line of 
action 

force F of F 
applied -7 - .........""" 

here , .........._ _ _J r 


w 

A Figure 3 Tilting 

w 
A Figure 4 Toppling 

Hint 

The lower the centre of mass of an 
object, the more stable it is . 
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Tilting 
This is where an object at rest on a surface is acted on by a force that 
raises it up on one side. For example. if a horizontal force Fis applied 
to the top of a tall free-standing bookcase. the force can make the 
bookcase tilt about its base along one edge. 

In Figure 3, to make the bookcase tilt. the force must turn it clockwise 
about point P. The entire support from the floor acts at point P. The 
weight of the bookcase provides an anticlockwise moment about P. 

l The clockwise moment of F about P = Fd, where dis the 
perpendicular distance from the line of action of F to the pivot. 

2 The anticlockwise moment of W about P = W b/2 where bis the 
width of the base. 

Therefore, for tilting to occur Pd> Wb/2. 

Toppling 
A tilted object will topple over ii' it is tilted too far. If an object on a flat 
surface is tilted more and more, the line of action of its weigh t (which 
is through its centre of mass) passes closer and closer to the pivot. Jf the 
object is tilted so much that the line of action of its weight passes beyond 
the pivot, the object will topple over if allowed to. The position where 
the line of action of the weight passes through the pivot is the furthest 
it can be tilted without toppling. Beyond this position, it topples over 
if it is released. 

On a slope 
A tall object on a slope will topple over if the slope is too great. For 
example, a high-sided vehicle on a road with a sideways slope will topple 
over if the slope is too great. This will happen if the line of action of the 
weight (passing through the centre of mass of the object) lies outside the 
wheelbase of the vehicle. In Figure 5, the vehicle will not topple over 
because the line of action of the weight lies within the wheelbase. 

w 
A Figure 5 A high-sided vehicle on a slope 

Consider the forces acting on the vehicle on a sideways slope when it 
is at rest. The sideways friction F, the support forces S,. and SY, and the 
force of gravity on the vehicle (i.e., its weight) act as shown in Figure 5. 



For equilibrium, resolving the forces parallel and perpendicular to the 
slope gives: 

I para llel to the slope: 
F= Wsin 9 

2 perpendicular LO the slope: 
Sx +Sy = Wcos e. 

Note that Sx is greater than s,. because X is lower than Y. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Explain why a bookcase with books on its top shelf only is less stable 
than if the books were on the bottom shelf. 

2 	 8 An empty wardrobe of weight 400 N has a square base 0.8 m x 0.8 m 
and a height of 1.8 m. A horizontal force is applied to the top edge of the 
wardrobe to make it tilt. Calculate the force needed to lift the wardrobe 
base off the floor along one side. 

force 

applted ~'1111 r- 
here I I I 

1UJ1r
I I 
~ 0.8m -;.I 

.A Agure6 

3 	 8 A vehicle has a wheelbase of 1.8 m and a centre of mass, when 

unloaded, which is 0.8 m from the ground . 


.A Figure 7 

a 	 The vehicle is tested for stability on an adjustable slope. Calculate 
the maximum angle of the slope to the horizontal if the vehicle is not 
to topple over. 

b 	 If the vehicle carries a full load of people, will it be more or less likely 
to topple over on a slope? Explain your answer. 

• 



centre 
of mass w 

fnctio11 F 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain what condition must 

apply to the forces on an 
object in equilibrium. 

-+ 	 Explain what condition must 
apply to the turning effects of 
the forces. 

-+ 	 Describe how we can apply 
these conditions to predict 
the forces acting on a body in 
equilibrium. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.1; 
3.4.1.2 

A Figure 2 The triangle offorcesfor a 
point object 

support S 

a At rest 

w 

b The frtangle of forces 

A Figure 3 A block on a slope 
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Free body force diagrams 
When rwo objecrs inreract, they always exert equal and opposire forces 
on one anorher. A diagram showing the forces aeting on an objecr can 
become very complicated, if it also shows the forces the objeet exerrs 
on other objects as well. A free body force diagram shows only rhe 
forces acting on rhe object. 

weight W 

s support forces S 

A Figure 1 A free body diagram ofo parked car on o slope 

The triangle of forces 
For a point object acted on by three forces to be in equilibrium, the 
three forces must give an overall resultant of zero. The three forces as 
vectors should form a triangle. In other words, for three forces F1, F2 

and F3 to give zero resultant, 

the ir vector sum F1 + F2 + F3 = 0 

As explained in Topic 6.L any two of the forces give a resulranr rhat 
is equal and opposite to the third force. For example, the resulranr of 
F + F2 is equal and opposite to F (F1 + F2 =-F ).1 	 3 3

The same rule applies to a body in equilibrium acred on by three 
forces. In addition, their lines of action must inr ersect at the same point, 
otherwise the body cannot be in equilibrium, as the forces will have 
a net turning effect. Consider the example of a rectangular block on a 
rough slope, as shown in Figure 3. 

• 	 The weight W of the block acts vertica lly down through the centre 
of mass of the block. 

• 	 The frictional force Fon the block due to the slope prevents the 
block from sliding down the slope, so it acts up the slope. 

• 	 The support force Son the block due to the slope acts normal to the 
slope through the point where the lines of action of Wand Fact. 
Figure 3 also shows the triangle of forces for the rhree forces W, F, 
and S acting on the block. 

We can draw a scale diagram of the triangle of forces to find an unknown 
force or angle, given the other forces and angles in the triangle. For 
example, ro find the unknown force, F3, in che rriangle of forces in 
Figure 4: 

1 	 Draw one of the known force vect0rs, F1, ro scale, as one side of 
the force triangle . 



2 	 Use a protractor and ruler to draw the other known force (e.g., F2) at 
the correct angle to F1 as the second side of the triangle. The third side 
or the triangle can then be drawn in to give the unknown force (F3). 

You could calculate the unknown force by resolving it and F2 
parallel and perpendicular to the base force F1. Labelling e2 as the 
angle opposite F2 and e3 as the angle opposite F3, the perpendicular 
components of the resolved forces, F2 sine3 and F3 sin e2, correspond to 
the height of the triangle and are equal and opposite to each other: 

F2 sine3 = F3 sine2 

Therefore the unknown force can be calculated if F2, e2, and e are3 

known. 

The conditions for equilibrium of a body 
An object in equilibrium is either at rest or moving with a constant 
velocity. The forces acting on it must give zero resultant and their 
turning effects must balance out as well. 

Therefore, for a body in equilibri um: 

l The resultant force must be zero. If there are only three forces, 
they must form a closed triangle. 

2 The principle of moments must apply (i.e., the moments of the 
forces about the same point must balance out). 

See Topics 6.3 and 6.4 again if necessary. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 
A uniform shelf of width 0.6 m and of weight 12 N is attached 

to a wall by hinges and is supported horizontally by two parallel 

cords attached at two corners of the shell, as shown in Figure 5. 

The other end of each cord is fixed to the wall 0.4 m above the 

hinge. Calculate: 


a 	 the angle between each cord and the shelf 

b 	 the tension in each cord. 

Solution 

a Let the angle between each cord and the shelf = e. 


· e 0.4 e
From Figure 5, tan = 0. . so = 34°. 
6


b Taking moments about the hinge eliminates the force at the 

hinge (as its moment is zero) to give: 


l 	 The sum of the clockwise moments = weight of shelf x 
distance from hinge co the centre of mass of the shelf 
= 12 x 0.3 =3.6 Nm. 

2 	 The sum of the anticlockwise moments= 2 Td, where 
Tis the tension in each cord and dis the perpendicular 
distance from the hinge to either cord. 

From Figure 5 it can be seen that d = 0.6 sine= 0.6 sin 34 = 0.34 m. 

Applying the principle of moments gives: 

2 x 0.34 x T= 3.6 


T= 5.3 N 


Fi 

A Figure 4 Constructing a scale diagram 

Study tip 

Rearranging the equation 
sin83 =F3 sin82 givesF2 

Fz F3 
sin ()

2 
= sin0

3 

By applying the same theory to 
and either F2 or F3, it can beF1 

s hown that 

F1 F2 F3 
sin () = sin () = sin ()

1 2 3 

This rule, known as the sine rule, 

will be useful if you study A level 
Maths. 

cord 
0.4 m I 

centre of mass 
of shelf 

/d
I 

A Figure 5 
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6 .6 Equilibrium rules 

The physics of lifting 

Lifting is a process that can damage your spine if it 
is not done correctly. Figure 6 shows how not to lift a 
heavy suitcase. The spine pivots about the hip joints and 
is acted upon by the tension Tin the back muscles, the 
weight W

0 
of the upper part of the body, the weight W of 

the suitcase, and the reaction force R from the hip. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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a Lifting a swtcase b Forces on the spme 

A Figure 6 Lifting forces 

In Figure 6, the spine is at angle a to the vertical 
direction, and weight Wacts on the spine at distance d 
from the pivot. Assume that weight W0 acts on the spine 
at distance d

0 
from the pivot. 

Before the suitcase is lifted off the ground: 

• 	 weight W creates an anticlockwise moment about 
0 

the hip joints that is equal to W0 sina. Thisd0 
moment is because W0 has a component W0 sin a 
perpendicular to the spine acting on the spine at 
distance d0 from the pivot. 

• 	 tension T
0 

is necessary to provide an equal and 
opposite clockwise moment T0 x z about the hip 
joints, where z is the perpendicular distance from the 
pivot to the line of action of the tension. 

Applying the principle of moments to the spine in this 
posit ion gives T0 z = W0 sin a.d0 

Typically, d = 10 z, and therefore, T = 10 W sina . 
0 	 0 0 

When the suitcase is lifted off the ground: 

• 	 Its weight Wcreates an extra anticlockwise moment 
about the hip joints that is equal to W d sin a. This 
moment is because Whas a component Wsin a 
perpendicular to the spine acting on the spine at 
distanced from the pivot. 

• 	 Extra tension tlT is needed in order to provide 
an equal and opposite clockwise moment tlT x z 
to lift the suitcase off the ground, where z is the 
perpendicular distance from the pivot to the line 
of action of the tension . 

• 


Applying the principle of moments gives !:!Tz = Wd sin a. 

Typically, d = 15 z, and therefore, 6.T =15W sina. 

The components of T, W0, and Wparallel to the spine 
act down the spine and are opposed by the parallel 
component of the reaction Racting up the spine. The 
effect of these forces is to compress the spine. 
Therefore: 

• 	 Before the suitcase is lifted off the ground, the 
compressive force in the spine = T0 cos()+ W0 cos a, 
where () is the angle between the spine and the line 
of action of tension T. Because () < 10°, cos () :::: 1, 
the compressive force ::: T + W0 cos a0 

= 10 W0 sina + W0 cos a. 

• 	 When the suitcase is lifted off the ground, the extra 
compressive force in the spine = tlT cos() + W cos a. 
Because () < 10°, cos () ::: 1, the extra compressive 
force :::: tlT + Wcos ex 

=15 Wsina+ Wcosa. 

Questions 

1 & Estimate the compressive force in the spine 
of a person leaning forward at angle a equal to 
a 30°, b 60° just before lifting a 20 kg suitcase off 
the ground. Assume W0 =400 N . 

2 8 Estimate the total compressive force in the 
spine in la and b when the suitcase is lifted off 
the ground. 

3 Figure 7 shows a suitcase being lifted by a person 
who is not leaning over. Explain why the compressive 
force in the spine is considerably less than if the 
person had leaned forward to li ft the suitcase. 

A Figure 7 



Summary questions 

1 	 fi A uniform plank of length 5.0 m rests horizontally 

on two bricks that are 0. 5 m from either end. A child 

of weight 200 N stands on one end of the plank 

and causes the other end to lift, so it is no longer 

supported at that end. Calculate: 

a the weight of the plank, 

b the support force acting on the plank from the 

supporting brick. 

A Figures 

2 	 fi A security camera is supported by a frame that is 

fixed to a wall and ceiling as shown in Figure 9. The 

support structure must be strong enough to withstand 

the effect of a downward force of 1500 N acting on the 

camera (in case the camera is gripped by someone 

below it}. Calculate 

a 	 the moment of a force of 1500 N on the camera 

about the point where the support structure is 

attached to the wall 

b 	 the extra force on the vertical strut supporting the 

frame, when the camera is pulled with a downward 

force of 1500 N. 

~ 1.0 m 

I 
I

l.2 m ----;.i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

A Figure 9 

3 	 fi A crane is used to raise one end of a 15 kN girder 

of length 10.0 m off the ground. When the end of the 

girder is at rest 6.0 m off the ground, the crane cable 

is perpendicular to the girder, as shown in Figure 10. 

A Figure 10 

a Calculate the tension in the cable. 

b Show that the support force on the girder from 

the ground has a horizontal component of 3.6 N 

and a vertical component of 10.2 kN. Hence 

calculate the magnitude of the support force. 

4 fi A small toy of weight 2.8 N is suspended from 

a horizontal beam by means of two cords that are 

attached to the same point on the toy (Figure 11). 

One cord makes an angle of 60° to the beam and the 

other makes an angle of 40° to the vertical. 

Calculate the tension in each cord. 

beam 

600 

toy 

l 2.8N 

A Figure 11 

• 




Learning objective: 
' 	 State the important principles 

that always apply to a body in 
equilibrium. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.1; 
3.4.1.2 

Study tip 

Get as far as you can using force 
diagrams, resolving,and common 
sense. 

7.5 N 

.A. Figure 1 

0 250 500 810 1000 mm 

I 2i I 
w 5.0N 

.A. Figure 3 
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1 	 Calculate the magnitude of the resultant of a 6.0N force and a 
9.0N force acting on a point object when the two forces act: 
a in the same direction 
b in opposite directions 
c at 90° to each other. 

2 	 A point object in equilbrium is acted on by a 3 N force, a 6N force, 
and a 7 N force. What is the resultant force on rhe object if the 7 N 
force is removed? 

3 A point object of weight 5.4N in equilibrium is acted on by a 
horizontal force of 4.2 N and a second force F. 
a Draw a free body force diagram £or the object and determine 

the magnitude of F. 
b Calculate the angle between the direction or F and the horizontal. 

4 	 An object of weight 7.5 N hangs on 1he end of a cord, which is 
attached to the midpoint of a wire stretched between two points 
on the same horizontal level, as shown in Figure I. Each half of 
the wire is at 12° to the horizontal. Calculate the tension in each 
half of the wire. 

5 	 A ship is towed at constant speed by two tugboats, each pulling the 
ship with a force of 9.0kN. The angle between the tugboat cables is 
40°, as shown in Figure 2. 

0 0 


.A. Figure 2 

a Calculate the resultant force on the ship due to the two cables. 
b Calculate the drag force on the ship. 

6 	 A metre rule of weight 1.0 N is pivoted on a knife-edge at its centre 
of mass, supporting a weight of 5.0N and an unknown weight W 
as shown in Figure 3. To balance the rule horizontally with the 
unknown weight on the 250mm mark or the rule, the position of 
the 5.0 N weight needs to be at the 8 I 0 mm mark . 
a Calculate the unknown weight. 
b Calculate the support force on the rule from the knife-edge. 

7 	 In Figure 3, a 2.5 N weight is also suspended from the rule at its 
400mm mark. What adjustment needs to be made to the position 
of the 5.0N weight to rebalance the rule? 

8 	 A uniform metre rule is balanced horizontally on a knife-edge 
at its 350mm mark, by placing a 3.0N weigh1 on the rule at its 
lOmmmark. 
a Sketch the arrangement and calculate 1he weight of the rule. 
b Calculate the support force on the rule from the knife-edge . 



9 	 A uniform diving board has a length 4.0 m and a weight of 250 N, 
as shown in Figure 4. It is bolted to the ground at one end and 
projects by a length of 3.0rn beyond the edge of the swimming 
pool. A person of weight 650 N stands on the free end of the diving 
board. Calcu late: 
a the force on the bolts 
b the force on the edge of the swimming pool. 

10 	A uniform beam XY of weight 1200N and of length 5.0m is 
supported horizontally on a concrete pillar at each end. A person of 
weight 500 N sits on the beam at a distance of 1.5 m from end X. 
a Sketch a free body force diagram of the beam. 
b Calculate the support force on the beam from each pillar. 

I I 	 A bridge crane used at a freight depot consists of a horizontal span 
of length 12 m fixed at each end to a vertical pillar, as shown in 
Figure 5. 
a When the bridge crane supports a load of 380kN at its centre, a 

force of 1600 kN is exerted on each pillar. Calculate the weight 
of the horizontal span. 

b 	 The same load is moved across a distance of 2.0 m by the bridge 
crane. Sketch a free body force diagram of the horizontal span 
and calculate the force exerted on each pillar. 

12 	A uniform curtain pole of weight 24 N and of length 3.2 mis 
supported horizontally by two wall-mounted supports X and Y, 
which are 0.8 m and 1.2 m from each end, respectively. 
a Sketch the free body force diagram for this arrangement and 

calculate the force on each support when there are no cunains 
on the pole. 

b 	 When the pole supports a pair of curtains of total weight 90N 
drawn along the full length of the pole, what will be the force 
on each support.? 

13 	 A uniform steel girder of weight 22 kN and of length 14 m is lifted 
off the ground at one end by means of a crane. When the raised 
end is 2.0 m above the ground, the cable is vertical. 
a Sketch a free body force diagram of the girder in this position. 
b Calculate the tension in the cable at this position and the force 

of the girder on the ground. 

14 A rectangular picture 0.80 m deep and 1.0 m wide, of weight 24 N, 
hangs on a wall, supported by a cord attached to the frame at each of 
the top comers, as shown in Figure 6. Each section of the cord makes 
an angle of 25° with the picture, which is horizontal along its width. 
a Copy the diagram and mark the forces acting on the picture on 

your diagram. 
b Calculate the tension in each section of the cord. 

You will find the answers tO these questions at the back of the book. 

1_ l.O m_ fL____ I 
~..,,- 3.0 m-;;> 
I I 	 I 

I 
I 

bolts' board 

650 N 

A Figure4 

1+----12 m --- 

A Figure 5 

1 

0 .8m 

j 

----1.0 m-----+ 

A Figures 
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Practice questions: Chapter 6 

l tJ)8 A student set up a model bridge crane to find Oll t how the support forces 
change with the position of a load of weight Won the hori1ontal beam of the crane. 
With the load at different measured distances d from the fixed support at X, she 
used a newtonmeter to measure the support force Sat Y near the other end, when 
the beam was horizontal. She repeated the measurements and also measured the 
distance D from X 10 Y. 

newtonmeter used to 
measure support force S I 

• 


D 
x 

y 
d 

load 

•Figure 1 

The measurements she obtained are in the table below. 
Distance XY = 480 mm 

Distanced I mm 

Support force S I N 

40 120 200 280 360 440 

1st set 1.4 2.6 4.4 5.6 7.3 8.6 

2nd set 1.2 2.9 4.3 5.9 7.0 8.8 

mean 

(a) 	 (i) Copy and complete rhe table. 
(ii) 	 Plot a graph of Son the y-axis against don the x-axis. (5 marks) 

Wd 
(b) 	 (i) By taking moments about X, show that S = + 0.5 W0, where W0 is0the weight of the beam. 

(ii) 	 Use your graph to determine the weight of the load, W. (6 marks) 
(c) 	 The distances were measured to an accuracy of± I mm and the newtonmeter 


readings to an accuracy of ±0.1 N. 

(i) 	 Show that the percentage uncertainty in Sis significantly greater than 

the percentage uncertainty ind. 
(ii) 	 Without using additional apparatus, discuss what further measurements 

you could make to improve the accuracy of your measurements. (J marks) 

2 tJ)(a) An object is acted upon by forces of 9.6N and 4.8N, with an angle of 40° 
between them. Draw a vector diagram of these forces, using a scale of 1cm 
representing IN. Complete the vector diagram to determine the magn itude 
of the resultant force acting on the object. Measure the angle between the 
resul rant force and the 9 .6 N force. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 Ca lculate the magnitude of the resultant force when the same two forces act 

at right angles to each other. 

You must not use a scale diagram for this part. 	 (2 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

3 Figure 2 shows a uniform steel girder being held hori7ontally by a crane. TWo cables are 
attached co the ends of the girder and the tension in each of these cables is T. 
(a) 	 ti If the tension, T, in each cable is 850 N, calculate: 

(i) 	 the horizontal component of the tension in each cable, 
(ii) 	 the vertical component of the tension in each cable, 
(iii) 	 the weight of the girder. (4 marks) 



5 

Chapter 6 Forces in equilibrium 

(b) Describe the line of action of the weight of the girder. 	 (I mark) 

T 

42° 

T 

42': 

4 (a) 
(b) 

.A. Figure2 

Define the moment of a force. 
Figure 3 shows the force. F. acting on a bicycle pedal. 

AQA, 2005 

(2 marks) 

.A. Figure 3 

(i) 	 G The momem of the force abouc 0 is 46 Nm in che position shown. Calculate 
the value of the force. F. 

(ii) 	 Force Fis constant in magnicude and direction while the pedal is moving 
downwards. State and explain how the moment of F changes as the 
pedal moves through 80°. from the position shown. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

Figure 4 shows a student standing on a plank that pivots on a log. The student 

intends to cross the stream. 


3.0m 

plank • load 

p.50mf) log 

ground f-1-----s-tr-e-am-----_rgrou;;d 

.A. Figure 4 

(a) 	 The plank has a mass or 25 kg and is 3.0m Jong with a uniform cross section. 
The log pivot is 0.50m from che end of the plank. The student has a mass of 
65 kg and stands ac the end of che plank. A load is placed on the far end in 
order to balance the plank horizontally. 
Draw on a copy of Figure 4 che forces that act on the plank. (J marks) 

(b) 	 G By taking momencs about the log pivot, calculate the load, in N. 
needed on the right-hand end of the plank in order to balance the 
plank horizontally. (J marks) 

(c) Explain why the load will eventually touch the ground as the student 
walks toward the log. 	 (2 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

----• 




learning objectives: 
' Explain how displacement 

differs from distance. 

' Explain the difference 
between instantaneous 
speed and average speed. 

' Describe when it is necessary 
to consider velocity rather 
than speed. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.3 

Hint 

1km = 1000 rn, 1 hour = 3600 s, 
108 km h- 1 = 30 m s-1 

t time 

A Figure 2 Consronr speed 

• 


.A. Figure 1 

distance 

distance 
travelled 
in hme, I 

Speed 
Displacement is distance in a given direction. 

Speed is defined as change of distance per unit time. 

Velocity is defined as change of displacement per unit time. In other 
words, velocity is speed in a given direction. 

Speed and distance are scalar quantities. Velocity and displacement are 
vector quantities. 

The unit of speed and of velocity is the metre per second (ms- 1) . 

Motion at constant speed 
An object moving at a constant speed travels equa l distances in equal 
times. For example, a car travelling at a speed of 30ms-1 on a motorway 
travels a distance of 30 m every second or 1800 m every minute. 
In 1 hour, the car would therefore travel a distance of 108000m 
or 108km. So 30ms-• = l08kmh- 1• 

For an object which travels distances in timer at constant speed, 

speed v = -s 
I 

distance travelled s =vt 

For an object moving at constant speed on a circle of radius r, its speed 

21tr 
v=r 

where Tis the time to move round once and 2nr is the circumference 
of the circle. 

Motion at changing speed 
There are two types of speed cameras. One type measures the speed of 
a vehicle as it passes the camera. The other type is linked to a second 
speed camera and a computer, which works out the average speed of 
the vehicle between the two cameras. This will catch drivers who slow 
down for a speed camera then speed up aga in! 

For an object moving at changing speed that travels a distances in time t, 

average speed = -s 
t 

In a short time interval M, the distance t.s it travels is given by 
t.s =vM, where vis the speed at that time (i.e .. its instantaneous speed) . 
Rearranging this equation gives: 

6sv= 
6.t 

In physics and maths, the delta 6. notation is often used to mean a 

change ofsomething. 

Distance-time graphs 
For an object moving at constant speed , its graph of distance against 
time is a straight line with a constant gradient. 



. 	 distance travelled . .Th e speed of the object = . k · = gradient of the line 
tune ta en 

For an object moving at changing speed, the gradienc of the line 
changes. The gradient of the line at any point can be found by drawing a 
tangenc 10 the Line at that point and then measuring the gradienc of the 
tangent. This is shown in Figure 3 where PR is the tangent at poinc Yon 
the line. Show for yourself that the speed ac point X on the line is 2.5 ms-1. 

d1stance/m 
+ 

200 
192 

160 

PQ 192-52 

T 
speedatY = - = -- 

QR 20 
120 

= ?ms- 180 

52 
40 

o.........;__~-~-.;.--.;.--~-~ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 


time/s 


.A. Figure 3 Changing speed 

Velocity 
An object moving at constant velocity moves at the same speed 
without changing its direction of motion. 

lf an object changes its direction of motion or its speed or both, its 
velocity changes. For example, the velocity of an object moving on 
a circular path at constant speed changes continuously because its 
direction of motion changes concinuously. 

Displacement- time graphs 
An object travelling along a straight line has two possible directions 
of motion. To distinguish between the two directions, we need a 
direction code where positive valu es are in one direction and negative 
values in the opposite direction. 

For example, consider an object thrown vertically into the air. The 
direction code is+ for upwards and - for downwards. Figure 4 shows 
how its displacement cha nges with time. The object has an initial 
positive velocity and a negative 

displacement Imreturn velocity. The displacement 
5and velocity are both positive 

when the object is ascending. 
However, when it is descending, 
its velocity is negative and its 
displacement is positive until it 
returns to its initial position. We 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

time/swill consider displacement-time 
graphs in more detail in Topic 7.5. .A. Figure 4 A displacement-time graph 

Summary questions 

1 kilometre (km) = 1000 m 

1 	 fi A car travels a distance of 
60 km in 45 min at constant 

speed. Calculate its speed in: 

a km h 1 b m s- 1. 

2 fi Use Figure 3 to calculate 

a the instantaneous speed 

of the object at X 

b the average speed of the 

object between 0 and Y. 

3 fi A satell ite moves round 

the Earth at constant speed 

on a circular orbit of radius 

8000 km with a time period of 

120 min. Calculate its orbital 
speedin akmh 1,bms-1. 

4 	 fi A vehicle joins a motorway 

and travels at a steady speed 

of 25 m s- 1 for 30 min then it 

travels a further distance of 

40 km in 20 min before leaving 

the motorway. Calculate a the 

distance travelled in the first 

30 min, bits average speed on 

the motorway. 

5 a 	 Explain the difference 

between speed and velocity. 

b 	 fiA police car joins a 
straight motorway at 

Junction 4 and t ravels 

for 12 km at a constant 

speed for 400 s. It then 

leaves at Junction 5 and 

rejoins on the opposite 

side and travels for 8 km 

at a constant speed for 

320 s to reach the scene 

of an accident. Calculate 

i the displacement from 

Junction 4 to the accident, 

ii the velocity of the car on 

each side of the motorway. 

c 	 Sketch a displacement 

time graph for the journey . 

• 
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Learning objectives: Performance tests 
' Describe what is meant by A car maker warns IO compare the performance or a new model with 

acceleration and deceleration. the original model. To do this, the velocity of each car is measured on 
a test track. Each vehicle accelerates as fast as possible to top velocity ' 	 Explain why uniform 

acceleration is a special case. rrom a standstill. The results are listed in Table I. 

'YTable 1' 	 Explain why acceleration is 
considered to be a vector. nme from a standing start I s 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.3 Velocity of old model I m s-1 

Velocity of new model I m s-1 

0 2 
0 8 

0 10 

4 6 8 

16 24 32 
20 30 30 

10 

32 
30 

Which car accelerates fastest? 

The old model took 8s to reach its top velocity of 32ms- 1
• Its 

velocity must have increased by 4.0 m s- 1 every second when it 
was accelerating. 

The new model took 6 s to reach its top velocity of 30 m s-1• Its 
velocity must have increased by 5.0 m s- 1 every second when it 
was accelerating. 

Clearly, the velocity of the new model increases at a faster rate than 
the old model. In other words, its acceleration is greater.

A. Figure 1 Aracing car on a test track 
Acceleration is defined as change of velocity per unit time. 

• 	 The unit of acceleration is the metre per second per second (ms-2). 

• 	 Acceleration is a vecwr quantity. 

• 	 Deceleration values are negative and signify that the velocity 
decreases with respect to time. 

velocity For a moving object that does not change direClion, its acceleration 
at any point can be worked out from its rate of change of velocity, 
because there is no change of direction. For example: 

: l 
The acceleration of the old model above is 4 .0 m s- 2 because its velocity 

- U 

o.__~~~~~~~~~-'--
o 

time 

A. Figure 2 Uniform acceleration on a 
velocity- time graph 

Study tip 

Compare the appearance of 
uniform acceleration and uniform 

velocity on velocity- time graphs 
and on displacement-time graphs. 

• 


increased by 4.0ms- 1 every second. 

The acceleration of the new model above is 5.0 ms 2 because its 
velocity increased by 5.0 m s- 1 every second. 

Uniform acceleration 
Uniform acceleration is where the velocity of an object moving 
along a straight line changes at a constant rate. In orher words, rhe 
acceleration is constant. Consider an object that accelerates uniformly 
from velocity u to velocity v in time I along a straigh t line. Figure 2 
shows how its velocity changes with time. 

The acceleration. a, of the object = chan.se of velocity =~ 
ume taken t 

v- u a=-
t 

To calculate the velocity vat time t, rearranging this equation gives 

at= v- u 
v =u +at 



~ 
Worked example ~ 

The driver of a vehicle travelling at 8 m s- 1 applies the brakes for 
30 s and reduces the velocity of the vehicle to 2 m s- 1• Calculate 
the deceleration of the vehicle during this time. 

Solution 
u =8ms-1, v = 2 ms- 1, t = 30 s 

v - u 2 - 8 - 6 2 a = -- =--= - =-0.2ms
t 30 30 Hint 

Remember that acceleration is a 
Non-uniform acceleration vector quantity. It is dependent on 

bothspeed and direction.Non-uniform acceleration is where t he direction of motion of an object 
changes, or its speed changes. at a varying rate. Figure 3 shows how 
the velocity of an object increases for an object moving along a stra ight 

velocity 5line with an increasing acceleration. This can be seen directly from the 1/m s 
graph because the gradient increases with time (the graph becomes 
steeper and steeper) and the gradient represents the acceleration . 4 

I 
I 

The acceleration at any point is the gradient of the tangent to the 3 I 
I 

cu rve at that point. In Figure 3, I 

. 	 . height of gradient triangle 2 
I 

the gradient of the tangent at pomt P = b f d. . I 	 I 
I 

ase o gra 1ent tnang e I 
------ · 4.0ms-1 - l.Oms- 1 _	 I I= = 1 5 . 111$ 2 	

I I2.0 s 
Therefore the acceleration at P is 1.5 m s-2. 

Acceleration =gradient of the line on the velocity-time graph. 

Summary questions 

19 a An aeroplane taking off accelerates uniformly on a Sketch a velocity-time graph to represent its 
a runway from a velocity of 4 m s-1 to a velocity of journey. 
64 m s-1 in 40 s. Calculate its acceleration. b Calculate its acceleration in each part of the 

b Acar travelling at a velocity of 20 m s- 1 brakes journey. 
sharply to a standstill in 8.0 s. Calculate its 4 The velocity of an object released in water increased 
deceleration, assuming its velocity decreases as shown in Figure 4. 

uniformly. 


2 8 A cyclist accelerates uniformly from a velocity of 
2.5 m s-1 to a velocity of ?.Om s- 1 in a time of 10 s. 


velocity 

Calculate a its acceleration, b its velocity 2.0 s later if 

it continued to accelerate at the same rate. 


3 8 A train on a straight journey between two stations 

time
accelerates uniformly from rest for 20 s to a velocity 

A Figure4of 12 m s- 1. It then travelled at constant velocity for a 
further 40 s before decelerating uniformly to rest in 30 s. 	 Describe how a the velocity of the object changed 

with time, b the acceleration of the object changed 
with time. 

• 
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time/s 
.A Figure 3 



Learning objectives: 
' Distinguish between u and v. 

' Calculate the displacement 
of an object moving with 
uniform acceleration. 

' Explain what else we need 
to know to calculate the 
acceleration of an object ifwe 
know its displacement in a 
given time. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.3 

Maths link iii 
0: If a space rocket accelerated 
from rest at 10 m s- 2, estimate 
how many years it would take to 
reach half the speed of light. The 
speed of light is 3.0 x 10s m s- 1. 

1eafi t :v) 

Hint 

If a= 0 (i.e., constant velocity), 
the equations all reduce to s =vt 

or v=u. 

• 


The dynamics equations for constant acceleration 
Consider an object that accelerates uniformly from initial velocity u to 
final velocity v in time t without change of direction. Figure 2 in 8.2 
shows how its velocity changes with time. 

l 	 The acceleration a =~. as explained in Topic 7.2, can be 
. I 

rearranged to give 

v = u +at 	 (Equation 1) 

2 	 The displacements= average velocity x time taken 

B h I .. ·r I. ~ ecause t e acce erat1on is ul1! orm, average ve oc1ty = 
2 

Combining this equation withs= v x 1 gives 

s =(u + v)t (Equation 2) 
2 

3 	 By combining the two equations above to eliminate v, a further 
useful equation is produced. 

To do this, substitute u +at in place of v in equation 2. This gives 

s = (u + (u + at)) t = (u + u + at)t = (2111 + at2) 
2 2 2 

s =ut + !.. at2 (Equation 3)
2 

4 	 A fourth useful equation is obtained by combining Equations 1 
and 2 to eliminate t. This can be done by multiplying 

a = (v - u) ands = (u + v)t together to give 
t 2 

as= (v - u) x (u + v)t 
l 2 

This simplifies to become 

as= (v - u) (v + u) = (v2 
2 

2 2Therefore 2as = v - u

uv + uv - u 2) = (v2 - u 2) 
2 2 

or 
2v =u2 + 2as 	 (Equation 4) 

The four equations, sometimes referred to as the suvat equations, are 
invaluable in any situation where the acceleration is constant. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

1A driver of a vehicle travelling at a speed of 30 m s- on a 

motonvay brakes sharply to a standstill in a distance of 100 m. 

Calculate the deceleration of the vehicle. 


Solution 

u = 30ms- 1, v= 0, s= JOO m, a=? 


To find a, use v2 =u2 + 2as 0 



~ 
Therefore 0 = u2 + 2as because v = 0 ~ 
Rearranging this equation gives 

2as = -u2 

u2 
a=--= 

2s 
__30_2_ = -4.5 m s-2 
2 x 100 

Note: 
The acceleration is negative which means it is a deceleration as it 
is in the opposite direction ro the velocity. 

Using a velocity-time graph to find the displacement 
l 	 Consider an object moving at constant velocity, v, as shown in 

Figure 1. The displacement in time t, s = velocity x time taken = vt. 
This displacement is represented on the graph by the area under 
the line between the start and Lime t. This is a rectangle of height 
corresponding 10 velocity v and o[ base corresponding to the time t. 

2 	 Consider an object moving at constant acceleration, a, from 
initial velocity u to velocity vat time t, as shown in Figure 2. From 
Equation 2, the displacements moved in this tin1e is given by 

= (u + v)t5 
2 

This displacement is represented on the graph by the area 
under the line between the start and time t. This is a trapezium 
which has a base corresponding to time t and an average height 
corresponding lO the average speed ~(u + v). 

Therefore the area of the trapezium (= average height x base) 
corresponds tO ~(u + v)t, and gives the displacement. 

3 	 Consider an object moving w ith a changing acceleration, as 
shown in Figure 3. Let v represent rhe velocity at time t and v + ov 
represent the velocity a short time later at t + ot. (o is pronounced 
'delta'.) 

Because the velocity change ov is small compared with the velocity v, 
the dispalcement OS in the short time interval St is vol. 

This is represented on the graph by the area of the shaded strip 
under the line, which has a base corresponding to St and a height 
corresponding 10 v. In other words, os = vot is represented by the 
area of this strip. 

By considering the whole area under the line in strips of similar 
width, the total displacement from the sran to time tis represented 
by the sum of the area of every strip, which is therefore the total 
area under the line. 

Whatever the shape of the line of a velociry-time graph, 

displacement = area under the line of a velocity-time graph. 

speed 

v 

0 
0 

time 

A Figure 1 

speed 

u 

0 
0 

time 

A Figure 2 

speed 

\.41-0V 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

00 t+ot 11 
time 

A Figure 3 
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7.3 Motion along a straight line at constant accelera tion 

Study tip 
Always begin a suvar calculation 

by identifying which three 

variables are known. Remember 

the acceleration must be constant 

for these equations to apply. 

• 


The equations for constant acceleration are: 

v =u +at 

s =!.(u + v)t
2 

s =ut + !. at2 
2 

v2 =u2 + 2as 

Summary questions 

1 	 fO A vehicle accelerates uniformly along a straight road, increasing its 

velocity from 4.0 m s- 1 to 30.0 m s- 1 in 13 s. Calculate: 

a 	 its acceleration 

b the displacement. 

2 fO An aircraft lands on a runway at a velocity of 40 m s- 1 and brakes to 

a halt in a distance of 860 m. Calculate: 

a the braking time 

b the deceleration of the aircraft. 

3 fO Acyclist accelerates uniformly from rest to a speed of 6.0 m s-1 in 

30 s then brakes at uniform deceleration to a halt in a distance of 24 m. 

a For the first part of the journey, calculate I the acceleration, Ii the 

displacement. 

b For the second part of the journey, calculate i the deceleration, ii the 

time taken. 

c Sketch a velocity-time graph for this journey. 

d Use the graph to determine the average velocity for the journey. 

4 fO The velocity of an athlete for the first S s of a sprint race is shown in 

Figure 4. Use the graph to determine: 

a the initial acceleration of the athlete 


b the displacement in the first 2 s 


c the displacement in the next 2 s 


d the average speed over the first 4 s. 


10 

"' E 

2 

.A Figure4 

v 
I 

J 

I 
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Experimental tests 

Does a heavy object fall faster than a lighter object? 

Release a stone and a small coin at the same rime. Which one hits 
rhe ground first? The answer to chis question was firsr discovered by 
GaWeo Galileli about four centuries ago. He reasoned that because any 
number of identical objects must fall at the same rate, then any one 
such object must fall at the same rate as the rest put together. So he 
concluded that any two objects must fall ar the same rate, regardless 
of their relative weights. Ile was reported to have demonstrated the 
correctness of his theory by releasing rwo different weights from the 
top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa. 

The inclined plane test 
Galileo wanced to know ir a fa lling object speeds up as it falls, but 
clocks and stopwatches were devices of the future. The simplest test he 
could chink of was co time a ball as it rolled down a plank. He devised 
a dripping water clock, counting the volume of the drips as a measure 
of rime. He measured how long the ball took to travel equal distances 
down the slope from rest. His measurements showed that the ball 
gained speed as it travelled down the slope. In other words, he showed 
that the ball accelerated as it rolled down the slope. He reasoned 
that the acceleration would be greater the steeper rhe slope. So he 
concluded that an object falling vertically accelerates. 

Acceleration due to gravity O 
One way to investigate the free fall of a ball is to make a multiflash photo 
or video clip of the ball's flight as it falls after being released from rest. A 
vertical metre rule can be used to provide a scale. To obtain a multiflash 
photo, an ordinary camera with a slow speed shutter may be used to 
record the ball's descent in a dark room illuminated by a stroboscope 
(a flashing light). The flash ing light needs to flash at a known 
constant rate of about 20 flashes per second. Figure 2 shows a possible 
arrangement using a steel ball and a multiflash photo taken with this 
arrangement. If you make a video clip, you need to be able to rerun the 
clip at slow speed with the time displayed. 

metre rule -+---• 

I I 

I/, , ,,, , 
:. -

dark 
background 

stroboscope 
metre\ I I 
rule,',11 camera 

~1 
A Figure 2 Investigating free fall 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Define 'free fall'. 

-+ Explain how the velocity of a 
freely falling object changes 
as it falls. 

-+ Discuss ifobjects of different 
masses or sizes all fall with 
the same acceleration. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.3 

A Figure 1 Galileo Galilei 1564-1642 

Practical link Ji 

Adigital camera or a similar device 
can also be used to obtain avideo 
clip that can be analysed to obtain g. 

• 




7.4 Free fall 

What Galileo did for 

science 

In addition to his discoveries 
on motion, Galileo made other 
important scientific discoveries 
such as the four innermost 
moons of Jupiter. He became a 
big supporter of the Copernican, 
or Sun-centred, model of the 
Solar System. This upset the 
Catholic Church, which believed 
that the Earth was at the centre 
of the Universe, and Gali leo 
was banned from teaching the 
Copernican model. He wrote 
a book about it in protest, 
which became a bestseller and 
upset the Church even more. 
Galileo was condemned to 
spend the rest of his life under 
house arrest. However, his 
trial attracted a lot of publicity 
all over Europe, and his work 
was taken up enthusiastically 
by other scientists as a result. 
Galileo showed the importance 
of valid observations and 
measurements in developing 
our understanding of the natural 
world. He also showed that 
science is powerful enough to 
change established beliefs. 

0: Describe another 

situation when scientific 

observations caused a 

scientific theory to be 

altered or replaced. 


Synoptic link 

You will meet different graphs in 
more detail in Topic 16.4, Straight 
line graphs, and Topic 16.5, More 

on graphs . 

• 


For each image of the ball on the photograph. the time or descent of 
the ball and the distance fallen by the ball from rest can be measured 
directly. The photograph shows that the ball speeds up as it foils, 
because it travels further between successive images. Measurements 
from this photograph are given in Table I . 

T Table 1 Free fall measurements 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 

0 0.06 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.23 0.26 0.29 

0 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.24 0.33 0.42 

How can you tell if the acceleration is constan t rrom these results? 
One way is to consider how the distance Fallen, s, would vary with 
time. t, for constant acceleration. From Topic 7.3, we know that 

s = ut + ~ at2, where u =the initia l speed and a= acceleration. 

In this experiment, u = 0. 

Therefore s = ~ at2 for constant acceleration, a. 

Compare this equation with the genera l equa tion for a s traight line 
graph, y = mx + c, where mis the gradient and c is the y-interccpt. 
H we let y represent s and let x represent t2, then m =.!.a and c = 0. 

2 

So a graph of s against t2 should therefore give a straight line through 
the origin. In addition, the gradient of the line (=.!.a) can be measured,

2 

enabling the acceleration(= 2 x gradient) to be calculated. 

Figure 3 shows this graph. As you can sec, it is a straight line through 
the origin. We can therefore conclude that the equations= .!.at2 

applies here so the acceleration of a falling object is constanf Show for 
2yourself that the gradient of the line is 5.0 m s-2 (±0.2 m s- ), giving an 

acceleration of 1oms-2 . 

Because there are no external forces acting on the object apart 
rrom the force of gravity, this value of acceleration is known as 
the acceleration of free fall and is represen ted by the symbol g. 
Accurate measurements give a value of 9.8ms-2 near the Earth's 
surface. 

The ·suvat' equations from Topic 8.3 may be applied to any free fall 
si tuation where air resistance is negligible. 

The equations can also be applied to situa tions where objects are 
thrown vertically upwards. As a general rule, apply the direction 
code+ for upwards and - for downwards when values are inserted into 
the suvat equations. 

, 



50 
Summary questions

45 

g = 9.Bm s-2 
40 

1 	 fO A pebble, released at rest 
~ 	35 from a canal bridge, took 0.9 s 
0 

E 	 30 to hit the water. Calculate: 
_g 

a the distance it fell before ~ 25 
E hitting the water 
Q) 

l6 20 
a. b its speed just before 

'5 "' 15 hitting the water. 

2 	 fO Aspanner was dropped 10 
from a hot air balloon when 

5 the balloon was at rest SO m 

above the ground. Calculate: 

10 	 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 a the time taken for the 
(time taken)2 I 10-3 s2 

spanner to hit the ground 
~ Figure 3 Agraph ofs against t2 

b 	 the speed of impact of 

the spanner on hitting the 

Practical: measuring g " ground. 


Use an electronic timer or motion sensor to make your own 3 Abungee jumper jumped off 

measurements ors and t. Repeat your measurements to obtain an a platform 75 m above a lake, 

average timing for each measured distance and plot a suitable gra ph releasing a small object at the 

to find 9. 	 instant she jumped off the 

platform. 
~ a 	 fO Calculate i the time 

Worked example 	 ~ 
taken by the object to fall 

g =9.Sms-2 to the lake, II the speed 

of impact of the object on A coin was released at rest at the top of a well. It took l.6s to hit 
hitting the water, assuming the bottom of the we ll. Calculate a the distance fallen by the coin, 
air resistance is negligible.b its speed just before impact. 

b Explain why the bungee 
Solution jumper would take longer 
u =0, t =1.6 s, a= -9.8 m s-2 (-as g acts downwards) to descend than the time 

a 	 To find s, uses= !.a12as u = O taken in a. 
2 

Therefore s =	.!. x -9.8 x 1.62 4 fO An astronaut on the 
2 Moon threw an object 4.0 m 

= -12.5m (- indicates 12.Sm downwards) 
vertically upwards and caught 

b To find v, use v =u + at it again 4.5 slater. Calculate: 
= O + (-9.8 x 1.6) =- l 5.7ms-1 (- indicates downward a 	 the acceleration due to 
velocity) 

gravity on the Moon 

b 	 the speed of projection of 

the object 

c 	 how high the object would 

have risen on the Earth, 

for the same speed of 

projection . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Distinguish between a 

distance-time graph and a 

displacement-time graph. 

' Describe what the gradient 
of a velocity-time graph 

represents. 

' Describe what the area 
under a velocity-time graph 

represents. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.3 

displacement 

maximum 
height 

• Figure 1 Displacement time graph 
for an object projected upwards 

distance 

• Figure 2 Distance- timefor an object 
projected upwards 

• 


The difference between a distance-time graph 
and a displacement- time graph 
Displacement is distance in a given direction rrom a certain point. 

Consider a ball thrown directly upwards and caught when it returns. 

If the ball rises to a maximum height of 2.0 m, on returning co the 

thrower its displacement from its initial position is zero. However, the 

distance it has travelled is 4.0 m. 


The displacement of the ball changes with time as shown by Figure 1. 

The line in this graph fits the equations= ut - 2..912, wheres is the 

displacement, tis the time taken and u is the inltia l velocity of the object. 


The gradient of the line in Figure l represents the velocity of the object. 


• 	 Immediately after leaving the thrower's hand, the velocity is 
positive and large so the gradient is positive and large. 

• 	 As the ball rises, its velocity decreases so the gradient decreases. 

• 	 At maximum height, its velocity is zero so the gradient is zero. 

• 	 As the ball descends, its velocity becomes increasingly negative, 
corresponding to increasing speed in a downward direetion. So the 
gradient becomes increasingly negative. 

The distance travelled by the object changes with time as shown 
by Figure 2. The gradient of this line represents the speed. From 
projection to maximum height, the shape is exactly the same as in 
Figure l. After maximum height, the distance continues to increase so 
the line curves up, not down like Figure I. 

The difference between a speed-time graph and 
a velocity-time graph 
Velocity is speed in a given direction. Consider how the velocity of 
an object thrown into the air changes with time. The object's velocity 
decreases from its initial positive (upwards) va lue to zero at maximum 
height then increases in the negative (downwards} direction as it falls. 

Figure 3 shows how the velocity of the object changes with time. 

1 	 The gradient of the line represents the object's acceleration. 
This is constant and negative, equal to the acceleration of free fall, g. 
The acceleration of the object is the same when ir descends as when 
ir ascends so the gradient of the line is always equal to -9.8ms-2 . 

2 	 The area under the line represents the displacement of the 
object from its starting position. 

• 	 The area between the positive section of the line and the time 
axis represents the displacement during the ascent. 

• 	 The area under the negative section of the line and the time 
axis represents the displacement during the descent. 

Taking the area for a as positive and the area for b as negative, the 
total area is therefore zero. This corresponds to zero for the total 
displacement . 



~ 
\,;JWorked example 

g = 9.Sms-2 

A ball released from a height of 1.20 m above a concrete floor 

rebounds to a height of 0.82 m. 

a Calculate i its time of descent, ii the speed of the ball 


immediately before it hits the floor. 

b Calculate i the speed of the ball immediately after it leaves 


the floor, ii its rime of ascent. 


c 	 Sketch a velocity- time graph for the ball. Assume rhe conract 

time is negligible compared with the time of descent or ascent A Figure 3 Velocity-time graph 

and that positive velocity is upwards. 


Solution 
a 	 u = 0,a =-9.8ms-2,s =- l.2m 

velocityTo find t, use s = ut + ~at2 
Im s-1 


- 1.2 = 0 + 0.5 x - 9.8 x t2 so - 1.2 =-4.9!2 


t2 = - 1.2 = 0.245 so t = 0.49 s
- 4.9 


ii To find v, use v =u + at 


v = 0 + - 9.8 x 0.49 = - 4.8ms-1 (-because downwards) 

b v = 0. a = - 9.8ms-2, s = +0.82m 


Using v2 = u2 + 2as to find u gives 0 = u2 + 2 x - 9.8 x 0.82 

u2 
= 16.l m2 s-2 sou = +4.0ms- 1 (+because upwards) ®

ii Using v = u + at to find t gives 0 = 4.0 + - 9.8 x t 
 A Figure 4 Velocity-time graphfor a 
9.8t = 4 .0 so t = 0.4ls bouncing ball, where gradient= g 

c 	 The sketch graph is given in Figure 4. 

Summary questions 
g =9.Bms- 2 b On the same axes, sketch velocity- time graphs for 

1 GA i the motorcyclist, ii the cycl ist. swimmer swims 100 m from one end of a 


swimming pool to the other end at a constant speed 3 GA hot air balloon is ascending vertically at a 

1of 1.2 m s- , then swims back at constant speed, constant velocity of 3.5 m s-1 when a small metal 

returning to the starting point 210 s after starting. object falls from its base and hits the ground 3.0 s later. 

a 	 Calculate how long the swimmer takes to swim a Sketch a graph to show how the velocity of the 

from i the starting end to the other end, ii back object changed with time during its descent. 

to the start from the other end. b Show that t he balloon base was 33.6 m above the 

b For the swim from start to finish, sketch i a ground when the object fell off the base. 

displacement-t ime graph, ii a distance-time 4 GA ball is released from a height of 1.8 m above a 
graph, iii a velocity-time graph. level surface and rebounds to a height of 0.90 m. 

2 	 GA motorcyclist travelling along a straight road a Given g =9.8 m s- 2, calculate i the duration of its 
at a constant speed of 8.8 m s- 1 passes a cyclist descent, ii its velocity just before impact, iii the 
travelling in the same direction at a speed of duration of its ascent, iv its velocity just after impact. 
2.2 m s- 1. After 200 s, the motorcyclist stops. 

b Sketch a graph to show how its velocity changes with 
a Calculate how long the motorcyclist has to wait time from release to rebound at maximum height. 

before the cyclist catches up. 
c 	 Sketch a further graph to show how the 

displacement of the object changes with time. 

• 
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u 

maximum height occurs 
at time t= ulg 

a 
Ii?;> 

'8 01--~~~__.....~~~~~~-

~ b 1 time 

v 

4 

2 

-2 time/s 

-4 

http:0,a=-9.8ms-2,s=-l.2m


7.6 More calculations on motion along 
a straight line 

Learning objectives: 
' Calculate the motion of 

an object with constant 

acceleration if its velocity 

reverses. 

' Deduce whether the overall 
motion should be broken 

down into stages. 

' Explain how we use signs 
to work out if an object 

is moving forwards or 

backwards. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.3 

•Figure 1 A space vehicle docking 

a Object accelerates 

due to gravity 


9 	object 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I b Ob1ect decelerates 
I due to the sand
I 

I 


v (j) 
I

sand 'V' sand 

• Figure 2 A two -stage problem 

• 


Motion along a straight Line at constant acceleration 
• 	 The equations for motion at constant acceleration, a, are 

v = u +at 	 (equation I) 

s =!.(u + v)t (equation 2)
2 

s =ut + !. at2 	 (equation 3)
2 

v2 = u2 + 2as (equation 4) 

wheres is the displacement in time t, u is the initial velocity, and 
v is the final velocity. 

• 	 For motion along a straight line al constant acceleration, one direct.ion 
along the line is positive and the opposite direction is negative. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A space vehicle moving towards a docking station at a velocity of 
2.5 ms-1 is 26m from the docking station when its reverse thrust 
motors are switched on to slow it down and stop it when it reaches 
the station. The vehicle decelerates uniformly until it comes to rest 
at the docking station when its motors arc switched off. 

Calculate a its deceleration, b how long it takes to stop. 

Solution 
Let the+ djrection represent motion towards the docking station 
and - represent motion away from the station. 


Initial velocity u = +2.5 m s- 1• final velocity v = 0, 

displacements= +26 m. 


a 	 To find its deceleration, a, use v2 = u2 + 2as 

0 = 2.52 + 2a x 26 so - 52a = 2.52 


2 52 

a = · = -0.12ms-2 

52 

b To find the time taken, use v = u + at 


0 =2.5 - 0.l2t so 0. 12 t =2.5 


t= 12... = 2ls 

0.12 

Two-stage problems 
Consider an object released from rest, falling, then hiuing a bed 
of sand. The motion is in two stages: 

I 	 falling motion due LO gravity: acceleration = 9 (downwards) 

2 	 deceleration in the sand: initial velocity = velocity of object just 
before impact. 

The acceleration in each stage is not the same. The link between the 
two stages is that the velocity at the end of the first stage is the same 
as the velocity at the start of the second stage . 



For example, a ball is released from a height of 0.85 m above a bed 
of sand, and crea tes an impression in the sand of depth 0.025 m. For 
directions, let + represent upwards and - represent downwards. 

Stage 1: u =0, s =-0.85 m, a= -9.8m s- 2• 

To calculate the speed of impact v, use v2 = u2 + 2as 

1v2 =02+ 2 x -9.8 x -0.85 = I6.7m2s-2 v =- 4. l ms-

Note: 
v2 =16. 7 m2 s-2 so v =-4. 1 or+ 4. 1 m s- 1. The negative answer is 
chosen as the ball is moving downwards. 

Stage 2: u = -4.1 m s- 1
, v = 0 (as the ball comes to rest in the sa nd), 

s =- 0.02 5 111 

To calcu late th e deceleration. a. use v2 = u2 + 2as 

02 = (- 4.1 )2 + 2a x - 0.025 

2a x 0.025 = 16.8 

16 8
a= · =336 m s-2 

2 x 0.025 

Note: 
a > 0 and therefore in the opposite direction to the direction of 
motion, which is downwards. Thus the ball slows down in the sand 

Study tip 

Applying the sign convention+ for 
forwards (or up). - for backwards 
(or down) , for an object 

• 	 moving forwards and 
accelerating, v >0 and a >0 

• 	 moving forwards and 
decelerating, v > 0 and a < 0 

• 	 moving backwards and 
accelerating, v < 0 and a < 0 

• 	 moving backwards and 
decelerating, v < 0 and a > 0. 

with a deceleration of 336ms-2 . 

Summary questions 

g = 9.8 ms-2 

1 	 fQ A vehicle on a straight downhill road accelerated 
uniformly from a speed of 4.0 m s- 1 to a speed of 
29 m s- 1 over a distance of 850 m. The driver then 
braked and stopped the vehicle in 28 s. 

a Calculate i the time taken to reach 29 m s- 1 from 
4 m s-1, ii its acceleration during this time. 

b Calculate I the distance it travelled during 
deceleration, II its deceleration for the last 28 s. 

12 	 fQ Arai l wagon moving at a speed of 2.0 m s- on 
a level track reached a steady incline which slowed 
it down to rest in 15.0 s and caused it to reverse. 
Calculate: 

a the distance it moved up the incline 

b its acceleration on the incline 

c its velocity and position on the incline after 
20.0s. 


3 fQ A cyclist accelerated from rest at a constant 

acceleration of0.4 ms 2 for 20 s, then stopped 

pedalling and slowed to a standstill at constant 

deceleration over a distance of 260 m. 


a 	 Calculate i the distance travelled by the cyclist 
in the first 20 s, ii the speed of the cyclist at the 
end of this time. 

b 	 Calculate I the time taken to cover the distance 
of 260 m after she stopped pedalling, ii her 
deceleration during this time. 

4 	 fQ A rocket was launched directly upwards from 
rest. Its motors operated for 30 s after it left the 
launch pad, providing it with a constant vertical 
acceleration of 6.0 ms 2 during this time. Its motors 
then switched off. 

a Calculate I its velocity, II its height above the 
launch pad when its motors switched off. 

b Calculate the maximum height reached after its 
motors switched off. 

c 	 Calculate the velocity with which it would hit the 
ground if it fell from maximum height without 
the support of a parachute. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain why the acceleration 

of a projectile is always 

vertically downwards. 

' Identify the horizontal 
component of a vertical 

vector. 

' Describe the effect of gravity 
on horizontal speed. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.4 

velocity 
+ 

u 

.A Figure 1 Upward projection 

I 
0 0 

.A Figure 2 Testing horizontal projection 

.A Figure 3 Multijlosh photo oftwo 
foiling bolls 
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A projectile is any object acted upon only by the rorce of gravity. 
Three key principles apply to all projectiles: 

I 	 The acceleration of the object is always equal tO 9 and is always 
downwards because the force of gravity acts downwards. The 
acceleration therefore only affects the vertical motion of the object. 

2 	 The horizontal velocity of the object is constanr because the 
acceleration of the object does not have a horizontal component. 

3 	 The motions in the horizontal and vertical directions are 
independent of each other. 

Vertical projection 
Such an object moves vertically as it has no horizontal motion. Its 
acceleration is 9.8 m s-2 downwards. Using the direction code+ is 
upwards, - is downwards, its displacement. y, and velocity, v, after 
time tare given by 

v = u - gt 

y =ut-igt2 

where u is its initial velocity in the upward direction. 

See Topic 7.4 for more about vertical projection . 

Horizontal projection 
A stone thrown from a cliff top follows a curved path downwards 
before it hits the water. If its initial projection is horizontal: 

• 	 its path through the air becomes steeper and steeper as it drops 

• 	 the faster it is projected, the further away it will fall into the sea 

• 	 the time taken for it to fall into the sea does not depend on how 
fast it is projected. 

Suppose two balls are released at the same time above a level 
floor such that one ball drops vertically and the other is projected 
horizontally. Which one hits the floor first? rn fact, they both hit the 
floor simultaneously. Try ill 

Why should the two balls in Figure 2 hit the ground at the same time? 
They are both pulled to the ground by the rorcc of gravity, which 
gives each ball a downward acceleration g. The ball that is projected 
horizontally experiences the same downward acceleration as the ocher 
ball. This downward acceleration docs not affect the horizontal motion 
of the ball projected horizontally - only the vertical motion is affected. 

Investigating horizontal projection 8 
A stroboscope and a camera with a slow shutrer (or a video camera) 
may be used to record the motion of a projectile (see Topic 7.4). Figure 3 
shows a multiflash photograph of two balls A and B released at the same 
time. A was released from rest and dropped vertically. B was given an 
initial horizontal projection so it followed a curved path. The stroboscope 
flashed at a constant rate so images of both balls were recorded at the 
same time . 



object's 1 ~gf2 
I 

________ i_

• 	 The horizontal position of B changes by equal distances between 
successive nashcs. This shows that the horizontal component of B's 
velocity is cons tan c. Summary questions 

• 	 The vertical position of A and B changes at the same rate. AL any 
g=9.Sms-2 

instant, A is at the same level as B. This shows chat A and B have 
the same vertical component of velocity ac any instant. 1 fO An object is released, 

SO m above the ground, from
The projectile path of a ball projected horizontally a hot air balloon, which is 
An objea projected horilOmally falls in an arc towards the ground as descending vertically at a 
shown in Figure 4. If its initial velocity is U, t:hen at time t after projection: 

speed of 4.0 m s-1. Calculate: 
• 	 The horizontal component of its displacement, a the velocity of the object at 

x= Ut the ground 
object projected horizontally at speed U b the duration of descent(because it moves horizontally at a 

constant speed). u c the height of the balloon 
• 	 The vertica l component of its 

I 
I above the ground when the 

displacement, I 
I object hits the ground. 

y =!.912 path 	 2 fO An object is projected 
2 

horizontally at a speed of(because it has no vertical component 
16 m s- 1 into the sea from a cliff _ l_of its initial velocity). 
top of height 45.0 m. Calculate:

• 	 Its velocity has object al 
time t a how long it takes to reacha horizontal component v~ = U, and 


a vertical component vy = -gt. 
 the sea 

b how far it travelsNote that, at time t, the speed = (v2 + v 2)112 A. Figure 4 Horizontal projection
x y horizontally 

~ c 	 its impact velocity.
Worked example 	 ~ 

3 fO Adart is thrown 
9 =9.8ms-2 horizontally along a line 

passing through the centre ofAn objecr is projected horizontally at a speed of 15ms-• from the 
a dartboard, 2.3 m away fromtop of a tower of height 35.0m. Calculate: 
the point at which the dart 

a how long it takes to fall to the ground 
was released. The dart hits the 

b how far it travels horizontally dartboard at a point 0.19 m 
c its speed just before it h its the ground. below the centre. Calculate: 

a 	 the time of flight ofthe dart Solution 
a y = -35 111, a= -9.8m s-2 (- for downwards) b 	 its horizontal speed of 

projection.y =!.gt2
2 4 fO A parcel is released fro m an 

2 35
1 =3t = 2 x - =7. 14 s2 	 aircraft travelling horizontally

a -9.8 
at a speed of 120 m s-1 above

t=2 .67 s 
level ground. The parcel hits the 

b U= 15ms- 1,1=2.67s ground 8.5 slater. Calculate: 
x =VI= 15 x 2.67 =40 m a the height of the aircraft 

c Just before impact, vx = U = 15 m s-1and above the ground 
1 vy =-gt= -9.8 x 2.67 = 26.2 ms- b the horizontal distance 

Therefore speed just before impact travelled in this time by 
v = (v2 + v2) 112 = ( 152+26.22)112 = 30.2ms-1 i the parcel, ii the aircraft x )' 
Remember that che horizontal and vertical motions of a c the speed of impact of the 
projectile take the same amount of time. parcel at the ground . 

• 




---------
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Learning objectives: 
' Describe where else we meet 

projectile motion. 

' Describe what would happen 
ifwe could switch gravity off. 

' Describe how projectile 
motion is affected by the air it 

passes through. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.4 

A Figure 1 Using on inclined board 
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A Figure 2 An electron beam on a 
parabolic path 
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A Figure 3 Projectile paths 
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projectile Ucos 8 horizontal 

A Figure 4 Imagination ot work 
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visible 
trace 

Projectile-like motion 
Any form of motion where an object experiences a constanr acceleration 
in a different direction to its velocity will be like projectile motion. 
For example: 

• 	 The path of a ball rolling across an inclined board will be a projectile 
path (Figure I ). The object is projected across the top of the board 
from the side. Its path curves down the board and is parabolic. 
This is because the object is subjected to constant acceleration acting 
down the board, and its initial velocity is across the board. 

• 	 The path of a beam of electrons directed between two oppositely 
charged parallel plates is also parabolic (Figure 2). Each electron 
in the beam is acted on by a constant force towards the positive 
plate. because the charge of an electron is negative. Therefore. each 
electron experiences a constant acceleration towards the positive 
plate. Its path is parabolic because its motion parallel to the plates is 
at zero acceleration whereas its motion perpendicular to the plates 
is at constant (non-zero) acceleration. 

The effects of air resistance 
A projectile moving through air experiences a force that drags on it 
because of the resistance of the air ic passes through. This drag force is 
panly caused by friction between the layers of air near the projectile's 
surface where the air flows over che surface. The drag force: 

• 	 acts in the opposite direction to the direction of motion of the 
projectile, and it increases as the projectile's speed increases 

• 	 has a horizontal component that reduces both the horizontal speed 
of the projectile and its range 

• 	 reduces the maximum height of the projectile if its initial direction 
is above the horizontal and makes its descent steeper than its ascent. 

Note: 
The shape of the projectile is important because it affects the drag force 
and may also cause a lift force in the sa me way as the cross-sectional 
shape of an aircraft wing creates a lift force. This happens if the shape 
of the projectile causes the air to flow faster over the top of the object 
than underneath it. As a result, the pressure of the air on the top 
surface is less than that on the bottom surface. This pressure difference 
causes a lift force on the object. 

A spinning ball also experiences a force due to the same effect. 
However, this force can be downwards, upwards, or sideways, 
depending on how the ball is made to spin. 

Imagination at work 
Imagine if gravity could be switched off, with air resistance negligible. 
An object projected into the air would follow a straight line with 
no change in its velocity (Figure 4). Suppose it had been launched 
at speed U in a direction at angle fJ above the horizontal. Its initial 
velocity would therefore have a horizontal component Ucos fJ and a 
vertical component Usin 8. 

8 



.A. Figure 5 

Summary questions 
2g =9.Bms- 3 	 f) An object was released from a cable car travelling 

at a speed of 4.6 m s- 1 in a direction 40° above the1 f) A ball was projected horizontally at a speed 
horizontal (Figure 6).of 0.52 m s-1 across the top of an inclined board 


of width 600 mm and length 1200 mm. It reached a Calculate the 

the bottom of the board 0.9 slater (Figure 5). horizontal and 

Calculate: vertical components 
 --.....

of velocity of the 	 ' a 	 the distance travelled by the ball across the board • object ',
40object at the 

b 	 its acceleration on the board --~ instant it was 

c its speed at the bottom of the board. 
 released. 

2 f) An arrow hits the ground after being fired b The object took 

horizontally at a speed of 25 m s-1 from the top of a .A. Figures
5.8 s to fa ll to 

tower 20 m above the ground. Calculate: 
 the ground. Calculate i the distance fallen by the 
a how long the arrow takes to fa ll to the ground object from the point of release, ii the horizontal 

distance travelled by the object from the point b the distance travelled horizontally by the arrow. 

of release to where it hit the ground . 


• 


Without gravity, its velocity would be unchanged, so its displacement 
at time t after projection would have 

• 	 a horizontal component x = Ut cos 8 

• 	 a vertical component y = Ut sin e. 

Let's now consider the difference made to its displacement and 
velocity if we bring back gravity. At time t after its launch, 

• 	 its vertical position with gravity on would be~gt2 lower 

• 	 its vertical component of velocity would be changed by - gt from its 
initial value u sine. 

igt2Hence 	 y = Ut sin 8 -

Vy = U sin8 - gt 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

An arrow is fired at a speed of 48 m s- 1 at an angle of 30° above 

the horizontal from a height of 1.5 m above a level field. The 

arrow hits a target at the same height 0.25 s later. 


Calculate the maximum height above the field gained by the 

arrow. Assume air resistance is negligible. 


Solution 
At time t = 0.25 s, venical displacement y = Ut sine - ~ gt2 

. 

Therefore, y = (48 x 0.25 x sin30) - (0.5 x 9.8 x 0.252) = 5.7m. 

The maximum height = 5.7 + 1.5 = 7.2 m. 

Study tip 

Projections below the horizontal 
can be analysed by assigning a 
negative value of e. Its speed vat 
t ime tis given by v = (v~ +vi )112 

. 

+-----600 mm--+ 



Practice questions: Chapter 7 

l CJ A car accelera tes uniformly from rest to a speed o f I 00km11 - 1 in 5.8 s. 
(a) Calculate the magnitude of the acceleration of the car in m ~-2• 	 (J marks) 
(b) 	 Calculate the distance travelled by the car while accelerating. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

2 ti) Figure l shows how the velocity of a toy train moving in a straight line varies over a 
period or time. 

• 


..&. Figure 1 

(a) 	 Describe the motion of the train in the following regions oft he graph: 
AB BC CD DE EF 	 (5 marks) 

(b) 	 Wha t feature of the graph represents the displacemen t of the train? (1 mark) 
(c) 	 Explain, with reference to the graph, why the distance travelled by the train is 

different from its displacemem. 	 (2 marks) 
AQA, 2002 

3 	 CJ A vehicle accelerates uniformly from a speed of 4.0 rn s- 1 to a speed of 12 m s-1 in 6.0 s. 
(a) Calculate the veh icle's acceleration. 	 (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Sketch a graph of speed against time for the vehicle covering the 6.0s period 

in which ir accelerates. (2 marks) 
(c) 	 Calculate the distance travelled by the vehicle during its 6.0s period 

of acceleration. (2 marks) 
AQA, 2002 

4 	 f.j A supertanker, cruising at an initial speed of 4.5 ms 1, takes one hour to come to rest. 
(a) 	 Assuming that the force slowing the tanker down is comtant, calculate 

(i) 	 the deceleration of the tanker 
(ii) the distance travelled by the tanker while slowing to a stop. 	 (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Sketch a distance-time graph representing the mot io n of the tanker 
u111 il it stops. (2 niarks) 

(c) 	 Expla in the shape of the graph you have sketched in part (b). (2 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

5f.j (a) 	 A cheetah accelerating uniformly l'rom rest reaches a speed of 29 m s- 1 in 2.0 sand 
then maima ins this speed for 15 s. Ca lculate: 
(i) 	 its acceleration 
(ii) 	 the distance it travels while accelerating 
(ii i) the distance it travels while it is moving a t constant speed . 	 (4 marks) 

(b) 	The cheeta h and an antelope are both at res t and l 00 m apart. The cheetah starts to 
chase the antelope. The antelope takes 0.50s to react. It then accelera tes uniformly 
for 2.0s to a speed of 25ms-1 and then maintains thi5 speed. Figure 2 shows the 
speed-time graph for the cbeetah. 



Chapter 7 On the move 
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(i) 	 Using the same axes plot the speed-time graph for the antelope d uring the chase. 
(i i) Calcu late the d istance covered by lhe anlelope in the 17 s a rter the cheeta h 

~ tarted Lo run. 
(ii i) f.low far apart arc the cheetah and the antelope after 17!>? (6 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

6 EJThe lollowing data were obtained when two students performed an experiment to 
determine the acceleration of free fall. One student released a lump of lead the size of a 
tennis ball from a window in a rail building and the other measured the time for it to reach 
the ground. 

distance fallen by lump of lead= 35 m 
time to reach the ground = 2. 7 s 

(a) 	 Calculate a value for the acceleration of free fall, g, from these 
observations. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 State and explain the effect on the value of g obtained by the students if a 
tennis ball were used instead of the lump of lead. (3 marks) 

(c) 	 The graph in Figure 3 shows how the velocity changes with time for the lump of 
lead from the time of release unril it hits the ground. Sketch on the same axes a 
graph to show how the velocity would change with time if a tennis ball were used by 
the students instead of a lump of lead. 

.&. Figure 3 (2 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

7 	 EJ A man jumps from a plane that is travelling horizontally at a speed of 70 ms 1• If air 
resistance can be ignored, and before he opens his parachute, determine 
(a) 	 his horizontal velocity 2.0s after jumping 
(b) 	 hb vertical velocity 2.0s after jumping 
(c) 	 the magnitude and direction of his resultant velocity 2.0 s 

after jumping. (5 marks) 
AQA, 2003 

----• 
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8 Newton's laws of motion 

8.1 Force and acceleration 


learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe what effect a 

resultant force produces. 

-+ 	 Describe what would happen 

to a body that was already 

in motion ifthere was no 

resultant force acting on it. 

-+ 	 Explain how weight is 

different from mass. 

Specification reference:3.4.1. 5 

.A Figure 1 Overcomingfriction 
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Motion without force 
Motorists on icy roads in winter need to be ve ry careful, because the 
tyres of a car have little or no grip on the ice. Moving from a standstill 
on ice is very difficult. Stopping on ice is almost impossible, as a car 
moving on ice will slide when the brakes are applied. Friction is a 
hidden force that we don't usually think about until it is absent! 

rf you have ever pushed a heavy crate across a rough concrete floor. 
you will know all about friction. The push force is opposed by friction, 
and as soon as you stop pushing, friction srops the crate moving. lf the 
crate had been pushed onto a patch of ice, it would have moved across 
the ice without any furthe r push needed. 

Figure 2 shows an air track wh ich allows motion to be observed in the 
absence of friction. The glide r on the air track floats on a cushion of 
air. Provided the track is level, the glider moves at constant velocity 
along the track because friction is absent. 

,/o o o o o o o o o o o!..
[\, 

.A Figure 2 The linear air track 

Newton's first law of motion 
Objects either stay at rest or moves with constant velocity 

unless acted on by a force. 

Sir Isaac Newton was the first person to realise that a moving 
object remains in uniform motion unless acted on by a force. He 
recognised that when an object is acted on by a resultant force, the 
result is to change the object's velocity. In other words, an object 
moving at constant velocity is either 

• 	 acted on by no forces, or 

• the forces acting on it arc ba lanced (so the resultant force is zero). 

Investigating force and motion 9 
How does the velocity of an object change if it is acted on by a 
constant force? Figure 3 shows how this can be investigated, using 
a dynamics trolley and a motion sensor connected to a computer. 
The computer is used to process a signal from the motion sensor and 
to display a graph showing how the velocity of the trolley changes 
with time. 

The trolley is pulled along a sloping runway using one or more elastic 
bands stretched to the same length. The runway is sloped just enough 
to compensate for friction. To test for the correct slope, the trolley 
should move down the runway at constant speed after being given 
a brief push . 



I 

motion sensor 

card fixed to trolley 

.A Figure 3 Investigating force and motion 

As a resu lt of pulling the trolley with a constant force, the vclocity
time graph should show that the velocity increases at a constant 
rate. The acceleration of the trolley is therefore constant and can be 
measured from the velocity-time graph. Table 1 below shows typical 
measurements using different amounts of force (one, two, or three 
elastic bands in parallel stretched to the same length each time) and 
difrerent amounts of mass (i.e., a single, double, or triple trolley). 

TTable 1 

2 1 2 31 3 

1 21 1 2 2 
12 24 36 6 12 18 
12 24 36 12 24 36 

The results in the table show that the force is proportional to the 
mass x the acceleration. In other words, if a resultant force Facts on 
an object of mass 111, the object undergoes acceleration a such that 

F is proportional to ma 

By defining the unit of force, the newton, as the amount of force that 
will give an object of mass I kg an acceleration of l ms-2, the above 
proponionality sta tement can be expressed as an equation 

F=ma 

where F =resultant force (in N), m = mass (in kg), a = acceleration 
(in ms-2). 

This equa tion is known as Newton's second law for constant mass. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A vehicle of mass 600 kg accelerates uniformly from rest 
to a velocity of 8.0ms 1 in 20s. Calculate rhe force needed 
to produce this acceleration. 

Solution 
Acceleration a=~= 8·0 - O= 0.4ms-2 

t 20 
Force F= ma= 600 x 0.4 = 240N 

Hint 

The acceleration is always in the 
same direction as the resultant 
force. For example, a freely moving 

projectile in motion experiences a 
force vertically downwards due to 
gravity. Its acceleration is therefore 
vertically downwards, no matter 
what its direction of motion is. 

Study tip 

The mass m must be in kg and a in 
m s· 2 when calculating a force in N. 

Maths link Iii J 

Why does a heavy object fall at 

the same rate as a lighter object? 

As outlined in Topic 7.4, Free fall, 
Galileo proved that objects fall at 
the same rate, regardless of their 
weight. He also reasoned that 
if two objects joined by a string 
were released and they initially 
fell at different rates, the faster 
one would be slowed down by 
the slower one, which would be 
speeded up b\J the faster one until 
they fell at the same rate. Many 
years later, Newton explained their 
identical fal ling motion because, 
for an object of mass m in free fall, 

acceleration = force of gravity mg 
massm 

=gwhich is 
independent of m 

Synoptic link 

You learnt about Galileo in Topic 7.4, 
Free fall. 

• 




8.1 Force and acceleration 

spnng 

weight of parcel 
=5.3 N 

this part is thecylinder 
inside the balance tube 

lhat slides out when 
weight is added 

parcel 

A Figure 4 Using a newtanmeter ta 
weigh an abject 

A Figure 5 An inertia trick 
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Weight 
• 	 The acceleration of a falling object acted on by gravity only is g. 

Because the force of gravity on the object is the only force acting 
on it, its weight (in newtons), W = mg, where m = the mass of 
the object (in kg). 

• 	 When an object is in equilbrium, the su pport force on it is equal 
and opposite to its weight. Therefore, an object placed on a 
weighing balance (e.g .. a newtonmeter or a top pan balance) exerts 
a force on the balance equal to the weight of the object. Thus the 
balance measures the weight of the object. See Figure 4. 

• 	 g is also referred to as the gravitational field strength at a given 
position, as it is the force of gravity per unit mass on a small object 
al that position. So the gravitational field strength at the Earth's 
surface is 9.81 N kg- 1• Note that the weight. of a fixed mass depends 
on its location. For example, the weight ol' a l kg object is 9.81 Non 
the Earth's surface and 1.62 Non the Moon's surface. 

• 	 The mass of an object is a measure ol' its inertia. which is its 
resistance to change of motion. More force is needed to give 
an object a certain acceleration than to give an object with Jess 
mass the same acceleration. Figure 5 shows an entertaining 
demonstration of inertia. When the card is flicked, the coin drops 
into the glass because the force or fri ction on it due to the moving 
card is too small to shift it sideways. 

• 	 The scale of a top pan balance is usually calibrated for convenience 
in grams or kilograms. 

Summary questions 

g = 9.81 N kg- 1 

1 	 G A car of mass 800 kg accelerates uniformly along a straight line 


from rest to a speed of 12 m s- 1 in 50 s. Calculate: 


a the acceleration of the car 


b the force on the car that produced this acceleration 


c the ratio of the accelerating force to the weight of the car. 


2 	 G An aeroplane of mass 5000 kg lands on a runway at a speed of 


60 m s-1 and stops 2S slater. Calculate: 


a the deceleration of the aeroplane 

b the braking force on the aircraft. 

3G a A vehicle ofmass 1200 kg on a level road accelerates from rest to a 

speed of 6.0 m s-1 in 20 s, without change of direction. Calculate the 

force that accelerated the car. 

b The vehicle in a is fitted with a trailer of mass 200 kg. Calculate the time 

taken to reach a speed of6.0 m s-1 from rest for the same force as in a. 

4 G A bullet of mass 0.002 kg travelling at a speed of 120 ms 1 hit a tree 

and penetrated a distance of SS mm into the tree. Calculate: 

a the deceleration of the bullet 


b the impact force on the bullet. 




Two forces in opposite directions 
When an object is acted on by two unequal forces acting in opposite 
directions, the object accelerates in the direction of the larger force. 
If the forces are F1 and F2, where F1 > F2 

resultant force, F 1 - F2 =ma, 

where mis the mass of the object and a is its acceleration, which is in 
the same direction as F1• 

rf the object is on a horizontal surface and F1and F are ho1izontal and2 
in opposite directions, the above equation still applies. The support 
force on the object is equal and opposite to its weight. 

• 
pull of 
tractor 

mud 

A Figure 1 Unbalancedforces 

Some examples are given below where two forces act in different 
directions on an object. 

Towing a trailer 
Consider the example of a car of mass M fined with a trailer of mass 
m on a level road. When the car and the trailer accelerate, the car 
pulls the trailer forward and the trailer holds the car back. Assume air 
resistance is negligible. 

~ 
engine thrust tension in tow bar 


A Figure 2 Car ond trailer 


• The car is subjected co a driving force F pushing it forwards (from 
its engine thrust) and the tension Tin the row bar holding it back. 

Therefore the resultant force on the car= F - T =Ma 

• The force on the trailer is due to the tension Tin the tow bar 
pulling it forwards. 


Therefore T = ma. 


Combining the two equations gives F= Ma+ ma= (M + m)a 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Apply F=ma when the forces 

on an object are in opposite 
directions. 

-+ 	 Explain why you experience 
less support as an ascending 
lift stops. 

-+ 	 Describe any situations in 

which F=ma cannot be 

applied. 


Specification reference: 3.4.1.5 

Study tip 

Remember that it is the force of 
friction that pushes an object. 
If friction was negligible the object 
would not be able to move. 

• 




8.2 Using F =ma 

engine thrust, T 

acceleration, a 

rocket of 
massm 

weight, mg 

.A. Figure 3 Rocket lounch 

cable 

tension T 

r 
acceleration, a 

total weight 

of lift and 


occupants mg 


.A. Figure 4 /no lift 

Hint 

Downward acceleration = upward 
deceleration 

Study tip 

Identify the separate forces 
acting, then work out the resultant 
force - show these steps by 
clear working [usually starting in 
algebra, such as T- mg =ma]. 

• 


Rocket problems 
HT is the thrust of the rocket engine when its mass is rn and the rocket 
is moving upwards, its acceleration a is given by T- mg= ma. 

Rocket thrust T =mg+ ma 

The rocker thrust must therefore overco me the weight of the rocker 

for the rocker to take off (Figure 3). 


Liftproblems 

Using 'upwards is positive' gives the resultant force on the lift as T - mg, 

where Tis the tension in the lift cable and mis the toral mass of the lift 

and occupants (Figure 4). 


T- mg= ma, where a = acceleration. 

a If the lift is moving at constant velocity, then a = 0 
so T = mg (tension= weight). 

b If the lift is moving up and accelerating, rhen a> 0 
soT = mg + ma>mg. 

c If the lift is moving up and decelerating, then a < 0 
so T = mg + ma< mg. 

d 	 If the lift is moving down and accelera ting, then a< 0 (velocity 
and acceleration are both downwards, rheretore negative) 
so T = mg + ma< mg. 

e 	 If the lift is moving down and decelerating, then a > 0 (velocity 
downwards and acceleration upwards, therefore positive) 
soT=mg+ma>mg. 

The t ension in the cable is less than the weight if 

• 	 the lift is moving up and decelerating (velocity> 0 and 
acceleration< 0 ) 

• 	 the lift is moving down and accelerating (velocity < 0 and 
acceleration< 0). 

The tension in the cable is greater than t h e weight if 

• 	 rhe lift is moving up and accelerating (velocity> 0 and 
acceleration > 0) 

• 	 the lift is moving down and decelerating (velocity < O and 
acceleration> 0). 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

g =9.Sm s-2 

A lifl of total mass 650kg moving downwards cabm• l direction 

decelerates at 1.5ms-2 and stops. Calcu late the of motion 

tension in the lift cable during the deceleration. hit 

Solution 	 .A. Figure S 

The lilt is moving down so its velocity v < 0. Since it decelerates, its 
acceleration a is in the opposite direction 10 its velocity, so a> 0. 

Therefore, inserting a=+ I. 5 ms 2 in the equation 

T- mg= ma gives 


T = mg+ ma = (650 x 9.8) + (650 x 1.5) =7300N 



Further F =ma problems 
Pulley problems 	 • 
Consider two masses Mand m (where M > m) attached to a thread 
hung over a frictionless pulley, as in Figure 6. When released. mass 
M accelerates downwards and mass m accelerates upwards. If a is the T 
acceleration and Ti s the tension in the thread, then acceleration 

of M 
• 	 the resultant force on mass M, Mg - T =Ma f 
• 	 the resultant force on mass m, T - mg = ma. 

acceleralton Therefore, adding the two equations gives 
of m mg 

Mg-mg=(M+m)a 

Sliding down a slope 	 Mg 

Consider a block or mass m sliding down a slope, as in Figure 7. ..& Figure 6 Pulley problems 

The component of th e block's weight down the slope = mgsin 9. 

If th e fo rce of fri ction on the block = F0• then the resultan t force on 
friction, F0the block = mg sin 9 - F0. 

Therefore mg sin 9 - = ma, where a is the acceleration of the block. F0 

Note: 
Wi th the addition or an engine force FE' the above equation can be 
applied to a vehicle on a downhill slope of constant gradient. Thus 
the acceleration is given by FE+ mgsin9- F0 = ma, where F0 is the 
combined sum or the air resistance and the braking force. 

mg horizontal 

..& Figure 7 Sliding down a slope 

Summary questions 

g = 9.Bms-2 3 	f)Alift and its occupants have a total mass of 
1200 kg. Calculate the tension in the lift cable when1 f) A rocket of mass 550 kg blasts vertically from the 

the lift is:
launch pad at an acceleration of 4.2 m s-2• Calculate: 

a stationary 
a the weight of the rocket 

b ascending at constant speed
b the thrust of the rocket engines. 
c ascending at a constant acceleration of 0.4 m s-2 

2 	 f) Acar of mass 1400 kg, pulling a trailer of mass 
400 kg, accelerates from rest to a speed of d descending at a constant deceleration of 0.4 m s-2. 

9.0 m s 1 in a time of 60 son a level road. Assuming 4 f) A brick of mass 3.2 kg on a sloping Oat roof, at 
air resistance is negligible, calculate: 30° to the horizontal, slides at constant acceleration 
a the tension in the tow bar 2.0 m down the roof in 2.0 s from rest. Calculate: 

b the engine force. a 	 the acceleration of the brick 

b 	 the frictional force on the brick due to the roof . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain why the speed 

reaches a maximum when a 
driving force is still acting. 

' Explain what we mean by a 
drag force. 

' Explain what determines the 
terminal speed of a falling 
object or a vehicle. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.5 

ball falling drag
at constant 

speed 
 Tl direction 

of motion 

1 
~ 

a Falling in a jlwd 

b Skydiving 

• 	 Figure 1 At terminal speed 

Study tip 
The magnitude of the acceleration 
at any instant is the gradient of the 
speed- time curve. 

• 


Any object moving through a fluid experiences a force that drags on it 
due to the fluid. The drag force depends on 

• 	 the shape of the object 

• 	 its speed 

• 	 the viscosity of the fluid, which is a measure of how easily the fluid 
flows past a surface. 

The faster an object travels in a fluid, the greater the drag force on it. 

Motion of an object falling in a fluid 8 
The speed of an object released from rest in a fluid increases as it falls, 
so the drag force on it due to the fluid increases. The resultant force 
on the object is the difference between the force of gravity on it (its 
weight) and the drag force. As the drag force increases, the resultant 
force decreases, so the acceleration becomes less as it falls. If it 
continues falling, it attains terminal speed, when the drag force on it 
is equal and opposite to its weight. Jts acceleration is then zero and its 
speed remains constant as it falls (Figure I). 

speed- pulley 

thread 
a Apparatus 

]
 
toac ~ l 

supp~nu~ 

tape ~ tape chart 

b Making a tape chart 

5 6 7 

time 

• 	 Figure 2 Investigating the motion ofan objectfalling in a fluid 

Figure 2a shows how to investigate the motion of an object falling in a 
fluid. When the object is released. the thread auached to the object pulls 
a tape through a tickenimer, which prints dots a1 a constant rate on the 
tape. The spacing between successive dots is a measure of the speed of the 
object as the dots are printed on the tape a t a constant ra te. A tape chart 
can be made from the rape to show how tl1e speed changes with time. 
This is done by cutting the tape at each dot and pasting successive lengths 
side by side on graph paper, as shown in Figure 2b. The results show that: 

• 	 the speed increases and reaches a constant value, which is the 
terminal speed 

• the acceleration at any instant is the gradient or the speed- time curve. 


At any instanc, the resultant force F = 1119 - D, where tn is the mass of 

the object and Dis the drag force. 


Therefore, the acceleration of the object =mg - D =g - D 

111 m 

• 	 The initial acceleration =g because the speed is zero, and therefore 
the drag force is zero, at the instant the object is released. 

• 	 At the terminal speed, the potential energy of the object is transferred, 
as it falls, into internal energy of the Ouid by the drag force . 



Motion of a powered vehicle 
The top speed of a road vehicle or an aircraft depends on its engine 
power and its shape. A vehicle with a streamlined shape can reach a 
higher top speed rhan a vehicle wirh the same engine power rhar is 
not streamlined. 

For a powered vehicle of mass m moving on a level surface, if FE 
represents rbe motive force (driving force) provided by the engine, 
the resultant force on ir = FE - FR' where FR is the resist ive force 
opposing rhe morion of rhe vehicle. (FR = rhe sum of the drag forces 
acting on rbe vehicle.) 

F 	 - F
Therefore its accelera tion a= e R 

111 

Because the drag force increases with speed, the maximum speed (the 
terminal speed) of the vehicle vmax is reached when the resistive force 
becomes equal and opposite to the engine force, and a = 0. 

{.q 
Worked example ~ 

A carol' mass 1200 kg has an engine which provides an engine 
force of 600 N. Ca lculate its acceleration when the resistive force 
is 400N. 

Solution 
When the resistive force= 400N, the resultant force 

=engine force - drag force= 600 - 400 = 200N. 


200
Acceleration = force = = 0.17 ms-2 

mass 1200 

Extension 

Hydrofoil physics 

Some hydrofoil boats travel much faster than an ordinary boat because they 
have powerful jet engines that enable them to ski on its hydrofoils when the 
jet engines are switched on. 

When the jet engine is switched on and takes over from the less powerful 
propeller engine, the boat speeds up and the hydrofoils are extended. The 
boat rides on the hydrofoils, so the drag force is reduced, as its hull is no 
longer in the water. At top speed, the motive force of the jet engine is equal 
to the drag force on the hydrofoils. 

When the jet engine is switched off, the drag force on the hydrofoils reduces 
the speed of the boat and the hydrofoils are retracted. The speed drops 
further until the drag force is equal to the motive force of the propeller 
engine. The boat then moves at a constant speed, which is much less than 
its top speed with the jet engine on. 

0: 	Describe how the force of the jet engine compares to the drag force 

when the boat speeds up. 


friction acceleration, a 
and drag
forces 	 engine forces 

FR +-~~ 


.A Figure 3 Vehicle power 

Summary questions 

g = 9.Sms-2 


1 a G A steel ball of mass 

0.15 kg, released from rest 
in a liquid, fa lls a distance 
of 0.20 m in 5.0 s. 
Assuming the ball reaches 
terminal speed within 
a fraction of a second, 
calculate I its terminal 

speed, ii the drag force on 
it when it falls at terminal 

speed. 

b 	 State and explain whether 
or not a smaller steel ball 
would fall at the same rate 
in the same liquid. 

2 	 Explain why a cyclist can 
reach a higher top speed by 
crouching over the handlebars 
instead of sitting upright while 
pedalling. 

3 	 fj A vehicle of mass 
32000kghasanen~ne 

which has a maximum engine 
force of 4.4 kN and a top speed 

1of 36 ms on a level road. 

Calculate a its maximum 
acceleration from rest, b the 
distance it would travel at 
maximum acceleration to reach 
a speed of 12 m s-1 from rest. 

4 Explain why a vehicle has 
a higher top speed on a 
downhill stretch of road than 
on a level road . 

• 




Learning objectives: Stopping distances 
' Describe what is happening Traffic accidents often happen because vehicles are being driven coo 

to a vehicle's speed while a fasc and coo close. A driver needs to maintain a safe dis1ance becween 
driver is reacting to a hazard his or her own vehicle and the vehicle in front. If a vehicle suddenly 
ahead. brakes, the driver of the following vehicle needs to brake as well co 

avoid a crash. ' 	 Distinguish between braking 
distance and stopping Thinking distance is the distance travelled by a vehicle in che time 
distance. ii cakes the driver to react. For a vehicle moving at constant speed v. 

' Describe how road conditions the thinking distance s1 = speed x reaction time= vt0, where t0 is che 
affect these distances. reaccion time of the driver. The reaction time of a driver is affected by 

distraccions, drugs, and alcohol, which is why drivers in the UK areSpecification reference: 3.4.1. 5 
banned from using mobile phones while driving and breathalyser tests 
are carried out on drivers. 

Braking distance is the distance travelled by a car in the time it 
takes to stop safely, from when the brakes are first applied . Assuming 
constant deceleration, a, to zero speed from speed u, 

2 
2the braking distance s2 =!:!_since u = 2as2. 

2a 2 
Stopping distance = thinking distance+ braking distance= u t0 + !:!_ 

where u is the speed before the brakes were applied. ia 

Figure 1 shows how thinking distance, braking distance, and st0pping 
distance vary with speed for a reaction time of 0.67s and a deceleration 
of 6.75 m s-2. Using these values for reaction time and deceleration in 
the above equations, Figure 1 gives the ~honest stopping distances on 
a dry road as recommended in the Highway Code. 

"iltna'ilif?>...30 mph I aott 1 	 15 r1 
(22JM: 

50 mph l....__ SO_ ft_ __, 175 It 
(5:? 51 ) 

7o mph I 101t 
315 It 

(gt! 'J m) 

thinking distance braking distance stopping 
distance 

.&. Figure 1 Stopping distonces 

Study tip 

Acar can only move forwards 
by pushing backwards on the 
road. The same applies when you 
take a forward step. When you 
push backwards on the ground, 
the ground exerts an equal and 
opposite force on you that enables 
you to move forward . 

• 


Skidding 

On a front-wheel drive vehicle, the engine turns the front wheels via the 
transmission system. Friction between the tyres and the road prevent 
wheel spin (slipping) so the driving wheels therefore roll along the road. 
If the driver tries to accelerate too fast, the wheels skid. This is because 
there is an upper limit to the amount of friction between the tyres and the 
road (Figure 2). 

When the brakes are applied, the wheels are slowed down by the brakes. 
The vehicle therefore slows down, provided the wheels do not skid. If the 



.6. Figure 3 Testing friction 	 .6. Figure 4 Tyre treads 

The braking distance for a vehicle depends on the 
speed of the vehicle at the instant the brakes are 
applied, on the road conditions, and on the condition 
of the vehicle tyres. 

On a greasy or icy road, skidding is more likely because 
the limiting frictional force between the road and the 
tyres is reduced from its dry value. To stop a vehicle 
safely on a greasy or icy road, the brakes must be applied 
with less force than on a dry road otherwise skidding will 
occur. Therefore the braking distance is longer than on 
a dry road. In fast-moving traffic, a driver must ensure 
there is a bigger gap to the car in front so as to be able to 
slow down safely ifthe vehicle in front slows down. 

The condition of the tyres of a vehicle also affects 
braking distance. The tread of a tyre must not be less 

than a certain depth, otherwise any grease, oi l, or water 
on the road reduces the friction between the road and 
the tyre very considerably. In the United Kingdom, the 
absolute minimum legal requirement is that every tyre 
of a vehicle must have a tread depth of at least 1.6 mm 
across three-quarters of the width of the tyre all the 
way round. If the pressure on a tyre is too small or too 
great, or the wheel is unbalanced, then the tyre will wear 
unevenly and will quickly become unsafe. In addition, 
the braking force may be reduced if the tyre pressure 
is too high as the tyre area in contact with the road will 
be reduced. Clearly, a driver must check the condition of 
the tyres regularly. If you are a driver or hope to become 
one, remember that the vehicle tyres are the only 
contacts between the vehicle and the road and must 
therefore be looked after. 

• 


braking force is increased, the friction force between the tyres and the 
road increases. However, if the upper limit of friction (usually referred to 
as the limiting frictional force) between the tyres and the road is reached, 
the wheels skid. When this happens, the brakes lock and the vehicle slides 
uncontrollably forward. Most vehicles are now fitted with an anti-lock brake 
system (ABS), which consists of a speed sensor on each wheel linked to 
a central electronic control unit that controls hydraulic valves in the brake 
system. When the brakes are applied, if a wheel starts to lock, the control 
unit senses that the wheel is rotating much more slowly than the other 
wheels - as a result, the valves are activated, so the brake pressure on the 
wheel is reduced to stop it locking. 

0: 	State the direction of the frictional force of the road on the driving 

wheels when a car accelerates. 


Practical: Testing friction 8 
Measure the li miting friction between the underside of a block and the 
surface it is on. Pull the block with an increasing force until it slides. 
The limiting frictional fo rce on the block is equal to the pull force on 
the block just be fo re sliding occurs. Find out how this force depends 
on the weight of the block. 

pull 

box 
lnct1on 
on box 

I~ 

\~ 

friction due 
to braking 

friction caused 
by motive force 

.6. Figure 2 Stopping and starting 



8.4 On the road 

• 


~ 
Worked example ~ 

g = 9.Sms-2 

A vehicle of mass 900kg, travelling on a level road at a speed 
of I 5 m s- 1, ca n be brought to a standstill without skidding 
by a braking force equal to 0.5 x its weight. Calculate a the 
decele ration of the vehicle, b the braking distance. 

Solution 
a Weight = 900 x 9.8 = 8800N 

Braking force = 0.5 x 8800 = 4400 N 

Deceleration = braking force = 4400 = 4 . 9 ms-2 
mass 900 

b u = 15ms-1, v = 0, a= -4.9 ms-2 

To calculates, use v2 = u2 + 2as 

- u2 -152 
s=-= = 23 m 

2a 2x - 4.9 

Summary questions 

g =9.8 ms-2 

1 fiA vehicle is travelling at a speed of 18 ms 1 on a level road, when the 

driver sees a pedestrian stepping off the pavement into the road 45 m 

ahead. The driver reacts within 0.4 sand applies the brakes, causing 
2the car to decelerate at 4.8 ms . 

a Calculate i the thinking distance, ii the braking distance. 

b How far does the driver stop from where the pedestrian stepped 

into the road? 

2 G The braking distance of a vehicle for a speed of 18 m s- 1 on a dry 

level road is 24 m. Calculate: 

a the deceleration of the vehicle from this speed to a standstill over 

this distance 

b the frictional force on a vehicle of mass 1000 kg on this road 

as it stops. 

3 a What is meant by the braking distance of a vehicle? 

b Explain, in terms of the forces acting on the wheels of a car, why a 

vehicle slows down when the brakes are applied. 

4 fi The frictional force on a vehicle travelling on a certain type of level 

road surface is 0.6 x the vehicle's weight. For a vehicle of mass 1200 kg, 
2a show that the maximum deceleration on this road is 5.9 m s-

b calculate the braking distance on this road for a speed of 30 m s- 1 . 



Impact forces 

A Figure 1 Head-on collision 

Measuring impacts 
The effect or a collision on a vehicle can be measured in terms or 
the acceleration or deceleration of the vehicle. By expressing an 
acceleration or deceleration in terms of g, the acceleration due to 
gravity, the force of the impact can then easily be related to the weight 
of the vehicle. For example, suppose a vehicle hits a wall and its 
acceleration is -30ms 2• In terms ofg, the acceleration= -3g. So the 
impact force of the wall on the vehicle must have been three times 
its weight (= 3 mg, where mis the mass of the vehicle). Such an impact 
is sometimes described as being equal to 3g. This statement, although 
technically wrong because the deceleration not the impact force is 
equal to 3g, is a convenient way of expressing the effect of an impact 
on a vehicle or a person. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the force on a 

moving body if it is suddenly 

stopped, for example in a 

road accident. 

-+ 	 Explain what should be 

increased to give a smaller 

deceleration from a given 

speed. 

-+ 	 State which design features 

attempt to achieve this in a 

modern vehicle. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.5 

Study tip 

Remember that a negative 

acceleration is equal to a positive 

deceleration. 

How much acceleration or deceleration can a person withstand? 

The duration of the impact as well as the magnitude of the acceleration 

affect the person. A person who is sitting or upright can survive a 

deceleration of 20 g for a time of a few milliseconds, although not without 

severe injury. A deceleration of over S g lasting for a few seconds can 

cause injuries. Car designers carry out tests using dummies in remote· 

control vehicles to measure the change of motion of different parts of a 

vehicle or a dummy. Sensors linked to data recorders and computers are 

used, as well as video cameras that record the motion to allow video clips 

to be analysed. 

• 
A Figure 2 Aside-on impact 



--

8.5 Vehicle safety 

Study tip 
When writing answers and when 
you are driving (especially just 
after passing your driving test]. 
don't rush - it's safer to take longer 
over what you are doing! 

Study tip 
The work done by the impact force 
Fover an impact distances (=Fs) 
is equal to the change of kinetic 
energy of the vehicle. The impact 
force can also be worked out using 
the equation 

F=change of kinetic energy 
impact distance 

Synoptic link 
You will learn in Topic 10.2, Kinetic 
energy and potential energy, that 
the kinetic energy of a vehicle of 

2mass m moving at speed v =i mv . 

Prove for yourself that the vehicle 
in the example above has 200 kJ of 
kinetic energy at 20 m s- 1 and 72 kJ 

1at 1.2 m s- . You can then show the 
change of kinetic energy.;. impact 
distance gives -32 000 Nfor the 
impact force . 

• 


Contact time and impact time 
When objects collide and bounce off each other, they arc in contact 
with each other for a certain time, which is the same for both objects. 
The shorter the contact time, the greater the impact force for the same 
initial velocities of the two objects. When two vehicles collide, they 
may or may not separate from each other after the collision. If they 
remain tangled together, they exert forces on each other until they are 
moving at the same velocity. The duration of the impact force is not 
the same as the comact time in this situation. 

The impact time t (the duration of the impact force) can be worked 
out by applying the equations= I (u + v) t to one of the vehicles, 
wheres is the distance moved by that vehicle during the impact, u 
is its initial velocity, and vis its final velocity. If the vehicle mass is 
known, the impact force can also be calculated. 

For a vehicle of mass m in lime t, 

the impact time t =2L 
u+v 

the acceleration a =v - u 
t 

the impact force F =ma 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A I 000 kg vehicle moving at 20 ms 1 slows down in a 

distance of 4.0 m t0 a velocity of 12 m s- 1, as a result of 

hitting a stationary vehicle. Calculate 


a the vehicle's acceleration in terms of g 

b the impact force for this collision. 

Solution 
a t = 2s = 2 x 4.0 = 0.25s 


(u+v) (20+12) 


The acceleration, a = ~ 
I 

12 - 20 
0.25 

= -32ms- 2 

= -3.39 (where g = 9 .8ms-2 ). 

b The impact force F = ma = l 000 x -32 = -32 000 N. 



Extension 

Car safety features 

front bumper 	
rear 

bumper 

.A. Figure 3 Vehicle safety features 

In the example on the previous page, the vehicle's deceleration and hence 
the impact force would be lessened if the impact time was greater. So design 
features that would increase the impact time reduce the impact force. With a 
reduced impact force, the vehicle occupants are less affected. The following 
vehicle safety features are designed to increase the impact time and so 
reduce the impact force. 

• 	 Vehicle bumpers give way a little in a low-speed impact and so increase 
the impact time. The impact force is therefore reduced as a result. 
If the initial speed of impact is too high. the bumper and/ or the vehicle 
chassis are likely to be damaged. 

• 	 Crumple zones The engine compartment of a car is designed to give 
way in a front-end impact. If the engine compartment were rigid, 
the impact time would be very short, so the impact force would be 
very large. By designing the engine compartment so it crumples in a 
front-end impact, the impact time is increased and the impact force is 
therefore reduced. 

• 	 Seat belts In a front-end impact, a correctly fitted seat belt restrains 
the wearer from crashing into the vehicle frame after the vehicle 
suddenly stops. The restraining force on the wearer is therefore much 
less than the impact force would be if the wearer hit the vehicle frame. 
With the seat belt on, the wearer is stopped more gradually than 
without it. 

• 	 Collapsible steering wheel In a front-end impact, the seat belt restrains 
the driver without holding the driver rigidly. If the driver makes contact 
with the steering wheel, the impact force is lessened as a result of the 
steering wheel collapsing in the impact. 

• 	 Airbags An airbag reduces the force on a person, because the airbag 
acts as a cushion and increases the impact time on the person. More 
significantly, the force of the impact is spread over the contact area, 
which is greater than the contact area with a seat belt. So the pressure 
on the body is less. 

0: 	Explain why an air bag cushions an impact. 

Summary questions 

g =9.Sms-2 

1 fi A car of mass 1200 kg 
travelling at a speed of 
15 m s- 1 is struck from behind 

by another vehicle, causing its 
speed to increase to 19 m s-1 

in a time of0.20 s. Calculate: 

a the acceleration of the car, 
in terms of g 

b the impact force on the car. 

2 fi The front end of a certain 
type of car of mass 1500 kg 
travelling at a speed of 20 ms-1 

is designed to crumple in a 
distance of 0.8 m, if the car hits 
a wall. Calculate: 

a the impact time if it hits a 
wall at 20 m s- 1 

b the impact force. 

3 fi The front bumper of a car 
of mass 900 kg is capable of 
withstanding an impact with 
a stationary object, provided 
the car is not moving faster 
than 3.0 ms-1• when the impact 

occurs. The impact time at this 
speed is 0.40s. Calculate: 

a the deceleration of the car 
from 3.0 m s- 1 to rest in 

0.40s 

b the impact force on the car. 

4 	 fi In a crash, a vehicle 
travelling at a speed of 
25 ms 1 stops after 4.5 m. 
A passenger of mass 68 kg 
is wearing a seat belt, 
which restrains her forward 
movement relative to the 
car to a distance of 0.5 m. 
Calculate a the deceleration of 
the passenger in terms of g, 
b the resultant force on the 
passenger . 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 8 

• 


l A car moving at a velocity of 20ms- 1 brakes to a standstill in a distance of 40m. A child 
of mass l 5 kg is siuing in a forward-facing child car seat fi11ed to the back seat of the car. 
(a) 	 8 Calculate (i) the deceleration of the car. (ii) the force on the child. (3 marks) 
(b) 	 In 2006, the UK government passed a law requiring that children in cars 

must travel in child car seats. II the child had not been in the child car seat, 
explain why the force on her would have been much greater than the value 
calculated in (a) (ii). (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Road accidents involving cltildren are being reduced by reducing the speed 
limit near schools to 20mph (9ms-1). Discuss the effect this has on road 
safety where the speed limit is currently 30 mph. (3 marks) 

2 	 A packing case is being lifted vertically at a constant speed by a cable attached to 
a crane. 
(a) 	 With reference to one of Newton's laws of motion, explain why the tension. 

T, in the cable must be equal to the weight of the packing case. (3 marks) 
(b) 	GA 12.0N force and a 8.0N force act on a body of mass 6.5 kg at the same time. 

For this body, calcula te 
(i) 	 the max imum resultant acceleration 1ha1 it could experience 

(ii) 	 the minimum resultant acceleration tha t it could experience. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

3 	 G Figure l shows how the velocity of a motor car increases with time as ir accelerates 
from rest along a straight horizontal road. 
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(a) 	 The acceleration is approximately constant for the fir!>t five seconds of the 
motion . Show that, over the first five seconds of lhc motion. the acceleration 
is approximately 2.7ms-2 . (3 marks) 

(b) 	 Throughout the motion shown in Figure 1 thc.:rc is a constant driving force 

or 2.0 kN acting on the car. 

(i) 	 Calculate the mass of the car and its conlents. 

(ii) 	 What is the magnitude of the resistive force acting on the car after 40s? (3 marks) 

(c) 	 Find the distance travelled by the car during the firM 40s of the motion. (3 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

4 A constant resulcam horizontal force of l.8 x I03 N acts on a car or mass 900kg, 
initially at rest on a level road. 
(a) 	 8 Calculate: 

(i) 	 the acceleration of the car 

(ii) 	 the speed of the car after 8.0s 

(iii) 	 the distance travelled by the car in the first 8.0 s or its motion. (5 marks) 



Chapter 8 Newton's laws of motion 

(b) 	 Jn practice the resultant force on the car changes with lime. Air resistance is one 
factor that affects the resultant force acting on the vehicle. 
(i) 	 Suggest. with a reason, how the resultant force on the car changes a~ its speed 

increases. 

(ii) 	 Explain, using Newton's laws of motion, why the vehicle has a 
maximum speed. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

5 	 fl) A passenger aircraft has a mass of 3.2 x 105 kg when fully laden. It is powered 
by lour jet engines each producing a maximum thrust of 270 kN. 
(a) 	 (i) Calculate the total force of the engines acting on the aircraft. 

(ii) 	 Show that the initial acceleration of the aircraft with the engines set to full 
th rust is about 3.4 m s-2• lgnore any frictional torces. (3 marks) 

(b) 	The aircraft starts from rest at the beginning o[ its take-off and has a Lake-orr 

speed of 90ms- 1• 


(i) 	 Calcu late the time taken for the aircraft to reach its take-uH speed if frictional 
forces are ignored. 

(ii) 	 Frictional forces reduce the actual acceleration of the aircraft lo 2.0 ms 2. 

Calcu late the mean total frictiona l force acting against the aircraft during 
the time taken to reach its take-off speed. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 Calculate the minimum runway length required by this aircraft for take-off 
when the acceleration is 2.0 m s-2. (2 marks) 

(d) 	The cruising speed of the aircraft in level Oighc with the engines at maximum thrust 
is a constant 260 m s- 1• The pilot adjusts the thrust so that the horizontal acceleration 
is always 2.0ms-2• 

Calculate the time taken from take-off LO reach its cruising speed. (2 marks) 
(e) 	 When it is at cruising speed, the aircraft travels at a constant velocity and at 

a constant height. Explain, in terms of the horizontal and venical forces acting 
on the aircraft, how this is achieved. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2002 

6 	 f) A fairground ride ends with a car moving up a ramp at a slope of 30° to the horizontal. 

/>/'mp 

X__ 
.A Figure 2 

(a) 	 The car and its passengers have a total weight of 7 .2 x 10 3 N. Show that t.he 
component ol the weigh t paraUcl to the ramp is 3.6 x 103 N. (/mark) 

(b) 	 Calculate the deceleration of the car assuming the only force causing the car 
to decelerate is that calcu lated in part (a) . (2 marks) 

(c) 	 The car enters a t the bottom of the ramp at 18ms- 1• Calculate the minimum 
length of the ramp for the car to stop before it reaches the end. The length of 
the car should be neglected. (2 marks) 

(d) 	Explain why the stopping distance is, in practice, shorter than the value 
calculated in part (c). 	 (2 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

----• 




Learning objectives: 
' Calculate momentum. 

' Describe the connection 
between Newton's first and 
second laws of motion and 
momentum. 

' Define the impulse of a force, 
and calculate it from a force 
versus time graph. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.6 

.A. Figure 1 Momentum games 

Synoptic link 
You have met Newton's laws 
of motion in Chapter 8, and will 
study Newton's laws of gravitation 

later on if you're studying A Level 
Physics. 

• 


Momentum 
If you have ever run into someone on the sports field, you will know 
something about momentum. If the person you ran into was more 
massive than you, then you probably came off worse than the other 
person. When two bodies collide, the effect they have on each other 
depends not only on their initial velocities but also on the mass of each 
object. You can easily test the idea using coins, as shown in Figure l. 
You might already have developed your skill in this area! It is not too 
difficult to show that when a large coin and a small coin collide, the 
motion of the small coin is affected more. 

Sir lsaac Newton was the first person to rea lise that a force was 
needed to change the velocity of an object. He rea lised rhat r.he effect 
of a force on an object depended on its mass as well as on the amou nt 
of force. He defined the momentum or a moving object as its mass x 

its velocity and showed how the momentum or an object changes 
when a force acts on it. ln this chapter, you will consider the ideas that 
Newton established in full. 

Although Newton put forward his ideas over 300 years ago, his laws 
continue to provide the essential mathematical rules for predicting the 
motion of objects in any situation except inside the atom (where the 
rules of quantum physics apply) and at speeds approaching the speed 
of light or in very strong gravitational fields (where Einstein's theories 
of relativity apply). For example, the launch of a rocker is carefully 
planned using Newton's laws of motion and his law of gravitation. 
However, the laws do not, for example, predict the existence of black 
holes. which were a confirmed prediction of Einstein's theory of 
general relativity. In fact, Einstein showed that his theories of relativity 
simplify into Newton's laws where gravity is weak and the speed of 
objects is much less than the speed or light. 

The momentum of an object is defined a s its mass x its velocity. 

• 	 The unit of momentum is kg m s- 1• The symbol for momentum is p. 

• 	 Momentum is a vector quantity. lls direction is the same as rhe 
direction of the object's velocity. 

• 	 For an object of mass m moving at velocity v, its momentum p = mv. 

For example, a ball of mass 2.0 kg moving at a velocity of l 0 m s- 1 has 
the same amount of momentum as a person of mass 50 kg moving at 
a velocity of 0.4 ms- 1. 

Momentum and Newton's laws of motion 
Newton's first law of motion: An object remains at rest or 

in uniform motion unless acted on by a force. 

In effect, Newton's first law tells us that a force is needed to change 
the momentum of an object. If the momentum of an object is 



constant, there is no resultant force acting on it. Clearly, ir the mass 
of an object is constant and the object has constant momentum, it 
follows that the velocity of the object is also constant. If a moving 
object with constant momentum gains or loses mass, however, 
its velocity would change to keep its momentum constant. For 
example, a cyclist in a race who collects a water bottle as he or she 
speeds past a service point gains mass (i.e., the water bottle) and 
therefore loses velocity. 

Newton's second law of motion: The rate of change of 
momentum of an object is proportional to the resultant 

force on it. In other words, the resultant force is 
proportional to the change of momentum per second. 

You can write Newton's second law in the form force= mass x acceleration. 
Now, you will look at how chis equ ation is derived from Newton's 
second law in its genera l form as stated above. 

Consider a n object of constant mass m acted on by a constant 
force F. Its acceleration causes a change of its speed from initial speed u 
to speed v in time t wi thout change of direction: 

• 	 its initial momentum =mu, and its final momentum = mv 

• 	 ics change of momentum = 
ics final momentum (mv) - its initial momentum (mu). 

According to Newton's second law, the force is proportional co the 
change of momentum per second. 

change of momentum mv - mu 
Therefore, force F oc 	 = -- 

rime taken t 
m(v- u)= =ma 

t 

where a = ~ = the acceleration of the object. 
I 

This proportiona lity relationship (i.e., F oc ma) can be written as F = kma, 
where k is a constant or proportionality. 

The value or k is made equal to l by defining the unit of force, the 
newton, as th e amount or force that gives an object of mass l kg an 
acceleration of l m s-2 (i.e.. force F = 1 N. mass m = 1kg. acceleration 
a = 1 m s-2 so k = 1). 

Therefore, with k = I , the equa tion F =ma follows from Newwn's 
second law provided the mass of the object is constant. 

In general. the change of momentum of an object may be written 
as 6(mv). where the symbol 6 means change of. Therefore, if the 
momentum of an object changes by 6.(mv) in time 6.t. the force Fon 
the object is given by the equation 

F= 6(mv) 
61 

If m is constant, then 6(mv) =m6v, where 6.v is the change of 
velocity of the object. 

1116.v 	 . 6v 
:. F = -- = ma where accelerauon a = 

61 	 6.t 

Synoptic link 

You have met the force equation in 
Topic 8.2, Using F= ma. 

initial speed at 

speed time t 

u - v _ 

~m . forFce.
b=d_ b;J-=F 

A Figure 2 Force and momentum 

Study tip 
The unit of momentum may be 
either kg ms 1 or (more neatly) N s. 

The equation F= ~(mv) always 
~f 

applies but F=ma applies only to 

objects of constant mass. 


• 


I 



9.1 Momentum and impulse 

The area rule is especially useful 
when the force changes with time. 
This rule can also be used for a 

velocity-time graph where the ~ 
velocity changes. You have met this 
in Topic 7.3, Motion along a straight 
line at constant acceleration. 

• 


2 ff m changes at a constant ra te as a resulr of mass being 
transferred at constant velocity, then .:'.l(mv) = vMn, where Ll!n is 
the change of mass of the object. 

vMn Mn 
:. F =--where - =change of mass per second . 

.:'.lt Llt 
This form of Newton's second law is used in any situation where an 
object gains or loses mass continuously. 

For example, if a rocket ejects burnt fuel as hot gas from its engine at 
speed v, the force F exerted by the engine to eject the hot gas is given by 

v/::,.m Mn 
F =-- where - =mass of hot gas lost per second. 

/::,.[ /::,.( 

An equal and opposite reaction force acts on the jct engine due to the 
hot gas, propelling the rocket forwards. 

The impulse of a force is defined as the force x the time for which the 
force acts. Therefore, for a force F which acts for time ill, 

the impulse =Flit =li(mv) 

Hence the impulse of a force acting on an object is equal to the change 
of momentum of the object. 

Force-time graphs 
Suppose an object of constant mass m is acted on by a constant force F 

which changes its velocity from initial velocity u to velocity v in time t. 
As explained earlier in this topic, Newton's second law gives 

mv- nm
F=---

Rearranging this equation gives Ft= mv- mu. 

Figure 3 is a graph of force versus rime for this situation. Because force F 
is constant for time t, the area under the line represenrs the impulse of 
the force Ft, which is equal to mv- mu. In other words, 

the area under the line of a force- time graph represents the 
change of momentum or the impulse of the force 

force 

area Ft 
=change or 
momentum 

0 

A. Figure 3 Force against timefor constantforce 



Note: 
The unit of momentum can be given as the newt0n second (N s) or the 
kilogram metre per second (kgms- 1). The unit of impulse is usually 
given as the newton second. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A force of ION acts for 20s on an object of mass 50kg which is 
initially at rest. 

Calculare: 

a the change of momentum of the object 
b the velocity of the object at 20s. 

Solution 
a Change of momentum = impulse of the force= Ft= 1 O x 20 

= 200Ns 
b Momentum at 20s = 200Ns as the object was initiaUy at rest. 

. momentum 200 
:. V I c OCILY = = - = 4.0ms- 1 

mass 50 

Summary questions 

1f) a Calculate the momentum of: 3 	 f) An aircraft of total mass 45 000 kg accelerates on 
a runway from rest to a velocity of 120 m s- 1 whenan atom of mass 4.0 x 10-25 kg movingat a 

1 it takes off. During this time, its engines provide avelocity of3.0 x l06ms
constant driving force of 120 kN. Calculate:

ii a pellet of mass 4.2 x 10-4 kg moving at a 
a the gain of momentum of the aircraftvelocity of 120 m s- 1 

b the take-off time. iii a bird of mass 0.56 kg moving at a velocity 
1of 25 ms- . 4 	 f)The velocity of a vehicle ofmass 600 kg was 

reduced from 15 m s- 1 by a constant force of 400 N b Calculate: 
which acted for 20 s then by a constant force of 20 N 

the mass of an object moving at a velocity of 
for a further 20 s.

16 m s- 1 with momentum of 96 kg m s 1 

2 

ii the velocity of an object of mass 6.4 kg that 
has a momentum of 128 kg m s 1 . 

f) A train of mass 24 000 kg moving at a velocity of 
15.0 m s-1 is brought to rest by a braking force of 

a 

b 

Sketch the force versus time graph for this 
situation. 

Calculate the initial momentum of the vehicle. 

Ii Use the force versus time graph to determine 

6000 N. Calculate the total change of momentum. 

a the initial momentum of the train iii Hence show that the final velocity of the 

b the time taken for the brakes to stop the train. 
vehicle is 1 m s- 1 . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
°' Describe what happens to the 

impact force [and why) if the 
duration of impact is reduced. 

°' Calculate L\[mv) for a moving 
object that stops or reverses. 

°' Describe what happens to the 
momentum of a ball when it 
bounces off a wall. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.6 

Synoptic link 

Use ofF=ma and a= v- u is another 
t 

way to calculate an impact force. 

You have met impact force in road 
accidents in Topic 8.5, Vehicle safety. 

Vehicle safety reminders 

In Topic 8.5, you looked at 
the physics of vehicle safety 
features such as crumple zones. 
These and other features such as 
side-impact bars are all designed 
to lessen the effect of an impact 
on passengers in thevehicle. 
The essential idea is to increase 
the time taken by an impact 
so the acceleration or 
deceleration is less and therefore 
reducing the impact force. The 
result is the same using the 
idea of momentum - for a given 
change of momentum, the force 
is reduced if the impact time is 
increased. You will meet how 
these ideas can be developed 
further by using the concept 
of momentum in Topic 9.3, 
Conservation of momentum. 
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A Figure 1 A golf boll impact 

A sports person knows that the harder a ball is hit, the further it travels. 
The impact changes the momentum of the ball in a very short time 
when the object exerting the impact force is in con tact with rhe ball. 

• 	 If the ball is initially stationary and the im pact causes it to 

accelerate to speed v in time t, the gain of momentum of the ball 
due to the impact= mv, where mis the mass of rhe ball. 

change of momentum mv
Therefore, the force of the impact F = . = 

contact time 

• 	 If the ball is moving with an initial velocity u, and rhe impact 
changes its velocity to v in time t, the change of momentum of 
the ball = mv- mu. 

. change of momentum
Therefore, the force of impact F = . 

contact ume 

F= mv-mu 
t 

~ 
Worked example 	 ~ 

A ball of mass 0.63kg initially at rest was struck by a bat which gave 
it a velocity of 35 ms-1• The contact time between the bat and ball 
was 25 ms. Calculate: 

a the momentum gained by the ba ll 
b the average force of impact on the ball. 

(Note The 'm' in ms stands for milli.) 

Solution 
a Momentum gained= 0.63 x 35 = 22kgms- 1 


gain of momentum 22 BBON

b Impact force = 	 = -- = 

contact time 0.025 

Force-time graphs for impacts 
The variation of an impact force with time on a ball can be recorded 
using a force sensor connected using suitably long wires or a radio link 
to a computer. The force sensor is attached to the object (e.g., a bat) that 
causes the impaa. Because the force on the bat is equal and opposite to 
the force on the ball during impact, the force on the ball due to the bat 
varies in exactly the same way as the force on the bat due to the ball. 
The variation of force with time is displayed on the computer screen . 



Figure 3 shows a typical force-time graph for an impact. The graph 
shows that the impact force increases then decreases during the 
impact. As explained in Topic 9.1, the area under the graph is equal to 
the change or momentum. The average force of impact can be worked 
out from the change of momentum divided by the contact time. 

force IN 

200 
area under curve = 9 blocks 
Ft for 1block = 50N x 1 ms 

150 = 5.0 x 10-2 N s 

change of momentum 
100 :: 9 x 5.0 x 10-2 

= 0.45N s 
50 

00 2 3 4 5 
time/ ms 

.A Figure 3 Force against time for an impact 

Rebound impacts 
When a ball hits a wall and rebounds, its momentum changes 
direction due to the impact. H the ball hits the wall normally, it 
rebounds normally so the direction of its momentum is reversed. 
The velocity and therefore the momentum after the impact is in the 
opposite direction to the velocity before the impact and therefore has 
the opposite sign. Figure 4 shows the idea. 

Suppose the ball hits the wall normally with an initial speed u and 
it rebounds at speed v in the opposite direction. Since its direction of 
motion reverses on impact, a sign convention is necessary to represent 
the two directions. Using+ for 'towards the wall' and - for 'away from 
the wall', its initial momentum= +mu, and its fina l momentum = -mv. 

Therefore, 

its change of momentum = final momentum - initial momentum 

= (-mv) - (mu} 


. f F change of momentum (-mv} - (mu)

Th e impact orce = . 

conract nme 

Notes: 

l 	 rf there is no loss of speed on impact, then v = u so the impact force 

F = (-mv) - (mu) = -2mu 
t t 

2 	 H the impact is oblique (i.e., the initial direction of the ball 
is not perpendicular to the wall, as in Figure 5), the normal 
components of the velocity must be used. For an impact in 
which the initial and final direction of the ball are at the same 
angle eco the normal and there is no loss of speed (i.e., u = v}, 
the normal componenr of the initial velocity is +u cose and the 
normal component of the final velocity is - u cose. The change of 
momentum of the ball is therefore -2 mu cose. 

force 
sensor 

ball 

fixed 
bat 

.A Figure 2 Investigating an impact 
force on a ball 

- <11114----~~ + 

velocity =+u 

wall 

a Before impact 

wall 

velocity = - v 

b After impact 

.A Figure 4 A rebound 

wall 

.A Figure 5 An oblique impact 

• 




9.2 Impact forces 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A tennis ball of mass 0.20 kg moving at a speed of 18m s- 1 was hit by 
a bat, causing the ball to go back in the direction it came from at a 
speed of l 5ms-1• The contact time was O. I 2s. Calculate: 

a the change of momentum of the ball 
b the impact force on the ball. 

Solution 
a 	 Mass of ball m = 0.20kg, initial velociry /1 = +l8ms- 1, 

final velocity = -15 m s-1• 

Change of momentum= mv- 11111 = (0.20 x - 15) - (0.20 x 18) 
= -3 .0 - 3.6 = - 6.6 kgms- 1 

change of momentum -6.6 N
b 	 Impact force = =-- = - 55 

time taken 0. 12 
Note: The minus sign indicates the force on the ball is in the same 
direction as the velocity after the impact. 

Summary questions 

1 f)A 2000 kg lorry reversing at a speed of 0.80 m s-1 4 f)Repeat the calculation in 03 for amolecule of the 
backs accidentally into a steel fence. The fence stops same mass at the same speed which hits the surface 
the lorry 0. 5 s after the lorry first makes contact with at 60° to the normal and rebounds without loss of 
the fence. Calculate: speed at 60° to the normal, as shown in Figure 6. You 

a 

b 

the initial momentum of the lorry 

the force of the impact. 

will need to work out the components ofthe molecule's 
velocity parallel to the normal before and after the 
impact. Assume the contact time is the same. 

2 f)Acar of mass 600 kg travelling at a speed of 
3.0 m s-1 is struck from behind by another vehicle. 
The impact lasts for 0.40 sand causes the speed of 
the car to increase to 8.0 m s 1 . Calculate: 

a the change of momentum of the car due to the 
impact 

b the impact force. 

3 f)A molecule of mass 5.0 x 10 26 kg moving at a 
speed of 420 m s-1 hits a surface at right angles 
to the surface and rebounds at the same speed in 
the opposite direction in an impact lasting 0.22 ns. 
Calculate: 

a the change of momentum 

b the force on the molecule. 

• 


.A Figure 6 



Newton's third law of motion 

When two objects in teract, th ey exert 
equal and opposite forces o n each oth er. 

In other words, if objed A exerts a force on object B, there must be an 
equal and opposite force acting on object A due to object B. For example, 

• 	 the Earth exerts a force due to gravity on an object which exerts an 
equal and opposite force on the Earth 

• 	 a jet engine exens a force on hot gas in che engine to expel the 
gas - the gas being expelled exens an equal and opposice force on 
the engine. 

However, it is worth remembering that two forces must be of the 
same type, and acting on different objects, for the forces to be 
considered a force pa ir. For example, weight and normal reaction 
would not constitute a force pair in this case. (See Figure 1 for 
further examples.) 

The principle of conservation of momentum 
When an object is acted on by a resultant force, its momentum changes. 
If there is no change of its momentum, there can be no resultant 
force on the objecl. Now consider several objects which interact with 
each other. If no external resultant force acts on the objects, the total 
momentum does not change. However, interactions between the objects 
can transfer momentum between them. But the total momentum does 
not change. 

The principle of con~ervation of momentum states t hat for a 
system of interacting objects, t he total m om entum remains 
constant, provided no external resultant force acts o n t he system . 

Consider two objects !hat collide with each other then separate. As a 
result, the momentum of each object changes. They exert equal and 
opposite forces on each other when they are in contact. So the change 
of momentum of one object is equal and opposite to the change of 
momentum of the other object. In other words, if one object gains 
momentum, the other object loses an equal amount of momentum. 
So the t0tal amount of momentum is unchanged. 

Let's look in detail at the example of two snooker balls A and B in 
collision, as shown in Figure 2 on the next page. 

The impact force F1 on ball A due to ball B changes the velocity of 
A from uA to vA in time t 

mAvA - mAllA 
Therefore, F1 = , where t = the time of contact between 

( 

A and B, and mA =the mass of ball A. 

The impact force F2 on ball B due to ball A changes the velocity of B 
from u to v in timer.8 8 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Consider whether momentum 

is ever lost in a collision. 

-+ 	 Oefine conservation of 


momentum. 


-+ 	 State the condition that must 

be satisfied ifthe momentum 

of a system is conserved. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.6 

a 

force on 

plan! pot 

from table 


force on 
table from 
plant pot 

b 

force force 
on on 
wall person 

c 
force on 
hammer 
from nail 

rorce on 
nail from 
hammer 

.A Figure 1 Examples ofNewton's 
third law 

• 




9.3 Conservation of momentum 

before 
impact 

during 
impact 

A Figure 3a Using a motion sensor 

light 
detector timer 

light card 

to 
battery 

A Figure 3b Using light gates 

• 


after 
impact 

A Figure 2 Conservation of momentum 

mv - mu
8 8 8 8Therefore, F2 = • where t = the time of contact between 

l 
A and B, and m8 = the mass of balJ B. 
Because the two forces are equa l and opposite to each other, F2 = -F,. 

mBvB - mBuB (mAvA - mAuA)
Therefore, ----

t t 
Cancelling ton both sides gives 

"'svo - moun =-(mAvA - mAuA) 

Rearranging this equation gives 

Therefore, 

the total final momentum = the total initial momentum 

Hence the total momentum is unchanged by this collision, that is, it is 
conserved. 

Note: 
If the colliding objects stick together as a result of the collision, they 
have the same final velocity. The above equation with Vas the final 
velocity may therefore be written 

(m8 + mA)V= mAuA + m8 u8 

Testing conservation of momentum 9 
Figure 3a shows an arrangement that can be used to test conservation 
of momentum using a motion sensor linked LO a compu ter. The mass 
of each trolley is measured before the test. With trolley Ba t rest, trolley 
A is given a push so it moves towards trolley Bat constant velocity. 
The two trolleys stick together on impact. The computer records and 
displays the velocity of trolley A throughou t this time. 

The computer display shows that the velocity of trolley A dropped 
suddenly when the impact took place. The velocity of trolley A 
immediately before the collision. uA' and after the collision, V, can be 
measured. The measurements should show that the total momentum 
of both trolleys after the collision is equal to the momentum of trolley 
A before the collision. In other words, 



~ 
Worked example ~ 

A rail wagon C or mass 4500 kg moving along a level track at 
a speed of 3.0 ms 1 collides with and couples to a second rail 
wagon Dor mass 3000 kg which is initially stationary. Calculate 
the speed of the two wagons immediately aher the collision. 

Solution 
Total initial momentum = inirial momentum of C +initial 

momentum of D 
1= (4500 x 3.0) + (3000 x 0) = 13 500kgms

Total fina l momcnrum =total mass of C and D x velocity v after 

the collision 


= (4500 + 3000) v =7500 v 


Using the principle of conserva tion or momentum, 

7500 v = l 3 500 

v= 13 500 = I .8 m s- 1 
7500 

Instead of a motion sensor, we may choose to use light gates linked 
to a computer or a data logger as shown in Figure 3b. A card attached 
to trolley A passes through the first of two light gates. Trolley B is 
positioned so that A collides with it just after passing through the first 
light gate. The velocity of A berore the collision, uA' is calculated by 
dividing the card length by the time taken to pass through the first 
gate. The velocity or A after the collision, V, is calculated by dividing 
the card length by the time taken LO pass through the second gate. 

Head-on collisions 
Consider two objects moving in opposire directions thar collide with 
each other. Depending on the masses and initial velocities of the two 
objects, the collision could cause them both to stop. The momentum 
of the two objects after the collision would then be zero. This could 
only happen if the initia l momentum of one object was exactly equal 
and opposite to that of 1·he other object. In general, if two objects 
move in opposite directions before a collision, then the vector nature 
of momentum needs to be taken into account by assigning numerical 
values of velocity+ or - according to the direction. 

1For example, if a car or mass 600 kg travelling at a velocity of 25 ms-
collides head-on with a lorry of mass 2400 kg travelling at a velocity 
of IOms- 1 in the opposite direction, the total momentum before the 
collision is 9000 kg m s- 1 in rhe direction the lorry was moving. As 
momentum is conserved in a collision, the total momentum after the 
collision is the same as the roral momentum before the collision. Prove 
for yourself that if the two vehicles were to stick together after the 
collision, they must have had a velocity of 3.0ms-1 in the direction 
the lorry was moving immediately after the impact. 

Summary questions 

1 	 fi Arail wagon of mass 
3000 kg moving at a velocity 
of 1.2 m s-1 collides with a 
stationary wagon of mass 
2000 kg. After the collision, 
the two wagons couple 
together. Calculate their speed 
immediately after the collision. 

2 	 fi Arail wagon of mass 
5000 kg moving at a velocity 
of 1.6ms- 1collides with a 
stationary wagon of mass 
3000 kg [see Figure 4]. After 
the coll ision, the 3000 kg wagon 
moves away at a velocity of 
1.5 ms- 1. Calculate the speed 
and direction of the 5000 kg 
wagon after the collision. 

l.6ms 1 -.v 0-. l.5ms-1 

~ ~ 

A Agure4 

3 fO In a laboratory experiment, 
a trolley of mass 0.50 kg 
moving at a speed of 
0.25 ms 1 collides with a 
trolley of mass 1.0 kg moving 
in the opposite direction at a 
speed of 0.20 m s- 1. The two 
trolleys couple together on 
collis ion. Calculate their speed 
and direction immediately 
after the collision. 

4 	 fi A ball of mass 0.80 kg 
moving at a speed of 2.5 m s-1 

along a straight line collides 
with a ball of mass 2.5 kg 
which was initially stationary. 
As a result of the collision, 
the 2.5 kg ball has a velocity 
of 1.0 m s-1 along the same 
line. Calculate the speed and 
direction of the 0.80 kg ball 
immediately after the collision . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Distinguish between an 

elastic collision and an 

inelastic collision. 

-+ 	 Describe what is conserved in 

a perfectly elastic collision. 

-+ 	 Discuss whether any real 

collisions are ever perfectly 

elastic. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.6 

a Just before impact 
initial , , 
position'-.. : 

'""'!il "'"°''ball 
b Just after impact 


: ~ ball returns 

'·-' to initial 


height 


5 l~t.----bouncy ball 

.A Figure 1 An elastic impact 

metre rule 

--initial 
-3r" position-.----

I 

.!.
I 

--- maximum 
~ rebound 
: height 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I·-~-~~ 
• impact 

.A Figure 2 Testing an impact 

3ms· 1 -. 1ms 1 

8000kg 

wagon 


Drop a bouncy rubber ball from a measured height onto a hard floor. 
The ball should bounce back almost to the same height. Try the same 
with a cricket ball and there will be very liule bounce! An elastic ball 
would be one that bounces back to exactly the same height. Its kinetic 
energy just after impact must equal its kinetic energy just before 
impact. Otherwise, it cannot regain its initial height. There is no loss of 
kinetic energy in an elastic collision. 

An elastic collision is one where there is no loss of kinetic energy. 

A very low speed impact between two cars is almost perfectly elastic, 
provided no damage is done. However, if the collision causes damage 
LO the vehicles, some of the initial kinetic energy is transferred to the 
su rroundings. This collision may be described as ine lastic. 

An inelastic collision occurs where the colliding 
objects have less kinetic energy a fte r the collis ion 

than before the collision. 

Objects that collide and couple together undergo inelastic collisions, as 
some of the initial kinetic energy is transferred to the surroundings. 

To work out whether a collision is elastic or inelastic, the kinetic 
energy of each object before and after the collision must be calculated. 

Examples 
1 	 For a ball of mass /11 falling in air from a measured height H above 

the floor and rebounding to a height h, 

the kinetic energy immediately before impact = loss of 

potential energy through height H = mgH 


ii 	 the kinetic energy immediately after impact= gain of potential 
energy through height h = mgh. 

So the height ratio h!H gives the fraction of the initial kinetic energy 
that is recovered as kinetic energy after the collision. 

2 	 For a collision between two objects, the kinetic energy of each 
object can be worked out using the kinetic energy eq uation 
EK = ~mv2. where mis the mass of the object and v is its speed (see 
Topi/10.2 ). Using this equation, the LOta l initial kinetic energy and 
the total final kinetic energy can be worked out if the mass, initial 
speed, and speed after collision of each object is known. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A railway wagon of mass 8000kg moving at 3.0ms 1 collides with 
an initially stationary wagon of mass 5000 kg. The two wagons 
separate aher the collision. The 8000 kg wagon moves at a speed of 
I .Om s- 1 without change of direction after the collision. Calculate: 

a the speed and direction of the 5000 kg wagon after the collision 
b the loss of kinetic energy due to the collision. 0 

.A Figure3 

• 
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Solution 
1a 	 The to tal init ial momentum = 8000 x 3 = 24000 kgms- • 

The total fina l mom entum = (8000 x 1.0) + 5000 V. where V 

is the speed or the 5000kg wagon after the collision. 

Using th e principle of conservat ion of m omentum 

8000 + 5000V= 24 000 

5000V = 24000 - 8000 = 16000 

V= 16 000 = 3.2ms-I 
5000 

b Ki netic en ergy o f the 8000 kg wagon before the collision 

= .!._ x 8000 x 3.02 = 36000J 
2 

Kinetic energy of the 8000 kg wagon after the collision 

= .!. x 8000 x 1 02 = 4000J2 . 

Kinetic en ergy o f rhe 5000 kg wagon after the collision 

= .!_ x 5000 x 3.22 = 25 600J 
2 

:. JOSS o[ kinetic energy due lO the collision 
= 36 000 - (4000 + 25 600) 
= 6400 J 

Summary questions 

1 a A squash ball is released from rest above a flat 

surface. Describe how its energy changes if: 

it rebounds to the same height 

ii it rebounds to a lesser height. 

b G In a II, the ball is released from a height of 

1.20 m above the surface and it rebounds to 

a height of 0.90 m above the surface. Show that 

25% of its kinetic energy is lost in the impact. 

2 	 GA vehicle of mass 800 kg moving at a speed of 
15.0 m s- 1 collided with a vehicle of mass 1200 kg 

moving in the same direction at a speed of 5.0 m s-1. 

The two vehicles locked together on impact. Calculate: 

a 	 the velocity of the two vehicles immediately after 

impact 

b the loss of kinetic energy due to the impact. 

3 G An ice puck of mass 1.5 kg moving at a speed of 

4.2 ms 1 collides head-on with a second ice puck 

of mass 1.0 kg moving in the opposite direction at 

a speed of 4.0 ms 1. After the impact, the 1.5 kg ice 

Study tip 
Momentum is always conserved 

in coll isions provided no external 

forces act. Total energy is always 

conserved, but kinetic energy may 
be transferred into other energy 

stores. 

Synoptic link 
Excitation by col lision in a gas 

occurs when the gas molecules 

undergo col lisions and are excited 

to higher energy states. You have 

met particle coll isions in Topic 3.3, 

Collisions of electrons with atoms. 

You will also learn more about 

kinetic energy in Topic 10.2, Kinetic 

energy and potential energy. 

puck continues in the same direction at a speed of 

0.80 m s- 1. Calculate: 

a 	 the speed and direction of the 1.0 kg ice puck 

after the collision 

b 	 the loss of kinetic energy due to the coll ision. 

4 	 The bumper cars at a fai rground are designed to 

withstand low-speed impacts without damage. 

A bumper car of mass 250 kg moving at a velocity of 

0.90 m s- 1 collides elastically with a stationary car 

ofmass 200 kg. Immediately after the impact, the 

250 kg car has a velocity of 0.10 ms 1 in the same 

direction as it was initially moving in. 

a G i Calculate the velocity of the 200 kg car 

immediately after the impact. 

ii Show that the collision was an elastic 

collision. 

b Without further calculations, discuss the effect of 

the impact on the driver of each car. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the energy changes 

that take place in an 
explosion. 

-+ 	 State what can always be said 
about the total momentum of 
a system that has exploded. 

-+ 	 Describe the consequences 
when, after the explosion, 
only two bodies move apart. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.6 

Synoptic link 

The a particles from a given 
isotope are always emitted with 

the same kinetic energy because 
they are emitted with the same 

speed, provided no external forces 
act. This is because each a particle 
and the nucleus that emits it move 
apart with equal and opposite 
amounts of momentum. This isn't 
the case with pparticles because a 
neutrino or antineutrino is emitted 
as well. You have met these ideas 
in more detail in Topic 1.2, Stable 
and unstable nuclei. 

• 


& Figure 1 The gun barrel recoils when the shell isfired. Large springs fitted to the 
barrel take away and store the kinetic energy ofthe barrel as it recoils 

When two objects fly apart after being in itially at rest, they recoil from 
each ocher with equal and opposite amounts of momentum. So chey 
move away from each ocher in opposite direcrions. Consider Figure 2, 
where two spring-loaded crolleys of mass mA and m8 respectively are 
initially positioned arrest and in conract. These 1rolleys move apart at 
speeds vA and v8 respectively when the trigger is tapped to release the 
spring in crolley A. 

.A Figure 2 Flying apart 

The total initial momentum = 0 

The total momentum immediately after the explosion 

=momentum or A + momentum of B 

= fJ'IAVA + mRvR 

Using the principle of the conservation of momentum, mAvA + m8 v8 = 0 

:. mBvB =-mAvA 

The minus sign means that the two masses move apart from each 
other in opposite directions. 

For example, if mA = 1.0kg, vA = 2.0ms- 1 and1118 = 0.5kg, 
lllAVA

then va =--- = -4.0ms- 1 

ma 
So A and B move apart at speeds of 2.0ms- 1 and 4.0ms- 1 in opposite 
directions . 



Testing a model explosion 9 
In Figure 2, when the spring is released from one of the trolleys, the 
two trolleys, A and B, push each other apan. The blocks arc positioned 
so that the trolleys hit the blocks at the same moment. The distance 
travelled by each trolley LO the point or impaa with the block is equal 
to its speed x the time taken to travel that distance. As the time taken 
is the same for the two trolleys, the distance ratio is the same as the 
speed ratio. Because the trolleys have equal (and opposite) amounts or 
momentum, the ratio of their speeds is the inverse of the mass ratio. 
The distance ratio should therefore be equal to the inverse of the mass 
ratio. In other words, if trolley A travels twice as far as trolley B, then 
the mass of A must be half the mass of B (so they carry away equal 
amounts of momentum). 

Note: 
In this experiment, the kinetic energy of the two trolleys immediately 
after they separate from each other is equal to the energy stored in the 
spring when it was originally compressed. For two or more objects that 
fly apart due to an explosion, their total kinetic energy immediately 
after the explosion is less than the total chemical energy released in 
the explosion because heat, light, and sound all carry away energy. 

Summary questions 

1 	 8 A shell of mass 2.0 kg is fired at a speed of Calculate the velocity of X. 

140 m s- 1 from an artillery gun of mass 800 kg. 
 ii 	 Calculate the total kinetic energy of the two 
Calculate the recoil velocity of the gun. trolleys immediately after the explosion. 


2 In a laboratory experiment to measure the mass ofan 
 b 	 In part a, if the test had been carried out with 
object X, two identical trolleys A and 8, each of mass trolley X held firmly, calculate the speed at which 
0.50 kg, were initially stationary on a track. Object X Y would have recoiled, assuming the energy 
was fixed to trolley A. When a trigger was pressed, stored in the spring before release is equal to the 
the two trolleys moved apart in opposite directions at total kinetic energy calculated in a Ii. 

1speeds of 0.30 ms 1 and 0.25 ms . 
4 	 8 Aperson in a stationary boat of total mass 150 kg 

.6. Figure 3 b the kinetic energy gained by 

the boata Which of the two speeds given above was the 

speed of trolley A? Give a reason for your answer. ii the rock. 


b 8 Show that the mass of X must have been 0.10 kg. 


3 	 8 Two trolleys, X of mass 1.20 kg and Y of mass 
0.80 kg, are initially stationary on a level track. 


a When a trigger is pressed on one of the trolleys, 

a spring pushes the two trolleys apart. Trolley Y 

moves away at a velocity of 0.15 m s-1. 


throws a rock of mass 2.0 kg out of the boat. As 
a result, the boat recoils at a speed of 0.12 m s-1. 

Calculate 

a 	 the speed at which the rock was thrown from 
the boat 

• 
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1

Practice questions: Chapter 9 

• 


(a) 	 Collisions can be described as elas1ic or inelastic. 
State what is meant by an inelastic collision. (I mark) 

(b) 	 GA ba II of mass 0.12 kg strikes a stationary cricket bat with a speed of 18 m s- • 

The ball is in contact with the bat for O. l4 sand returns along its original path 
with a speed of 15 ms- 1• Calculate: 
(i) 	 the momentum of the ball before the collision 
(ii) 	 1he momentum of the ball after the collision 
(iii) 1he total change of momentum of the ball 
(iv) 1he average force acting on the ball during contact with the bat 
(v) 	 the kinetic energy lost by the ball as a resuh of the collision. (6 marks) 

AQA. 2001 

2 	 Two carts A and B, with a compressed spring between them, arc pushed together 
and held at rest. as shown in Figure I . The spring is not a!lachcd to either cart. 
The carts arc then released. 

l.0-· 
.A. Figure 1 	 .A. Figure 2 

Figure 2 shows how the force, F, exerted by the spring on the carts varies with 
time, t, after release. 
When the spring returns to its unstretched length and drops away, can A is moving 
at 0.60 m s-1• 

(a) 	 G Calculate the impulse given to each can by the spring as it expands. 

(b) 	G Calculate the mass of cart A. 
(c) 	 State the final total momentum of the system at the instant the spring 

drops away. (5 marks) 
AQA. 2004 

3 	 GA railway e ngine is about to couple with a stalionary carriage of mass 4.0 x 104 kg. 
When they have joined up, the engine and the carriage move at a constant speed. 
The engi ne has a mass o r 6.2 x I 04 kg and is moving al O. 35 m s- 1 just before coupling. 
(a) 	 Ca lculate the momentum of the engine. 
(b) 	 Calculate the speed of the engine and carriage a f1 er coupling. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

4 	 (a) State two quantities that arc conserved in an elastic collision. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 A gas molecule makes an elastic collision with the walls of a gas cylinder. 


The molecule is travelling at 450ms-• at right angles towards the wall before 

the collision. 

(i) 	 What is the magnitude and direction of its velocity after the collision? 
(ii) 	 fL1 Cakulatc the change in momentum of the molecule during the 

collision if it has a mass of 8.0 x io-26 kg. (4 marks) 
(c) 	 Use Newton's Jaws of motion to explain how the molecules of a gas exert 

a force on the wall of a container. (4 marks) 
AQA. 2006 



Chapter 9 Force and momentum 

5 (a) 	 When an ex particle is emitted from a nudeus of rhe polonium isotope 2!~Po, 
a nucleus of lead (Pb) is rormed. Complete the equation below: 

2!~Po • ex+ Pb 	 (2 marks) 
1(b) 	 fa The ex particle in pan (a) is emitted at a speed of 1.6 x I 07 ms • 

(i) 	 The mass of the ex particle is 4.0u (where u =atomic mass unit). Calculate the 
kinetic energy, in MeV, of the ex particle immediately after it has been emitted. 
Ignore relativistic effects. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the speed of recoil of the daughter nucleus immediately after 
the ex particle has been emitted. Assume the parent nucleus is initially 
at rest. (6 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

6 	 Figure 3 shows how the force, F, on a steel ball varies with time, t, when the ball is 
dropped onto a th ick steel plate and rebounds. The kinetic energy or the ba ll after the 
collision is the same as it was before the collision. 

FIN 
2. 0 1::+:i:i:+::i:14:c:I:::U:CO:IDil 

l.5 1-H++++l4.ll++++~+++.l 

1.0 ++-t++*+t+l-+-11+-HH-+++-H 

0 +"-~~---'-+'-......._....................y 

0 	 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
t/ms 

A Figure 3 

(a) 	 State the name of the quantity that is obtained by determining the shaded area. 
(b) 	 fa Use the graph Figure 3 to determine the initial momentum of the ball. 

(c) 	 fa Sketch a graph to show how the momentum of the ball varies between 
times 1 =Oand t =2.0 ms. (6 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

7 (a) 	 Explain what is meant by the principle of conservation of momentum. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 fa A hose pipe is used to water a garden. The supply delivers water at a rate 

of 0.3 l kgs- 1 10 the nozzle which has a cross-sectional area of 7.3 x lo-~ m2. 


(i) 	 Show tha1 water leaves the nozzle at a speed of abou t 4 rn s- 1• 


density or waler= l000 kgnr3 


(ii) 	 Before it leaves the hose, the water has a speed of 0.68ms- 1
• Ca lculate 

the force o n the hose. 
(iii) The waler from the hose is sprayed onto a brick wall the base of which 

is firmly embedded in the ground. Explain why there is no overall effect 
on the rotation of the Earth. (7 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

----• 




1 0 Work, energy, and power 

10.1 Work and energy 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define energy and describe 

how we measure it. 

-+ 	 Discuss whether energy 
ever disappears. 

-+ 	 Define work (in the 
scientific sense). 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.1 

• 


Energy rules 
Energy is needed to make stationary objects move, to change their 
shape, or to warm them up. When you lift an object, you transfer 
energy from your muscles to the object. 

Objects can possess energy in different types of stores. including: 

• 	 gravitational potential stores (the position of objects in a 
gravitational field) 

• 	 kinetic stores (moving objects) 

• 	 th ermal stores (hot objects) 

• 	 elasric stores (objects compressed or stretched} . 

Energy can be transferred between objects in different ways, including: 

• 	 by radia tion (e.g .. light) 

• 	 electrically 

• 	 mechanically (e.g., by sound). 

Energy is measured in joules (J ). One joule is equal to the energy 
needed co raise a 1 N weight through a vertical heigh t of l m. 

Whenever energy is transferred, the cotal amount of energy after 
the transfer is always equal to the total amount of energy before the 
transfer. The total amount of energy is unchanged. 

En ergy cannot be create d o r d es troyed. 

This statement is known as the principle of conservation of energy. 

Forces at work 
Work is done on an object when a fo rce acting on it makes it move. 
As a result, energy is transkrn:d to the objecl. The amou nt of work 
done depends on the fo rce and the distance the object moved. 
The greater the force or the fu rther the dista nce, the grea ter the 
work done. 

Work done= force x distance moved in th e direction of the force. 

The unit of work is the joule (J). equa l to the work done when a 
force of 1 N moves its point of application by a distance of l m in the 
direction of the force. For example, as shown in Figure l : 

• 	 A force of 1 N is required to raise an object of weight l N steadily. 
If it is raised by 1 m, the work done by the force is l J (= IN x 1 m) . 
The gain potential energy of the raised object is I J. 

• 	 For a 2 N object raised to a height of I m, the work done, and hence 
potential energy of the raised object, is 2J (= 2 N x l m) . 



PE gain = 2J 

lN 

PE gain= 2J 
PE gain 

=1J 1 N 

N 
lN 

lm 2m 

IN 

1 N 1 N 

.A. Figure 1 Using joules 

Force and displacement 
Imagine a yacht acted on by a wind force Fat an angle eto the di rection 
in wh ich the yachL moves. The wind fo rce has a component Fcos e in 
the direction of moLion of the yacht and a component Fsin eat right 
angles to the direction of motion. Tf the yacht is moved a distances by 
the wind, the work done on it, W, is equal to the component of force in 
the direction of motion x the distance moved. 

W= Fscose 

.A. Figure 2 Force and displacement 

Note that if e= 90° (which means that the force is perpendicular to the 
direction of motion) then, because cos 90° = 0, the work done is zero. 

Force-distance graphs 
• 	 Jf a constant force Facts on an object and makes it move a distances 

in the direction of th e force, the work done on the object w = Fs. 
Figure 3 shows a graph of force against distance in this situation. 
The area under the line is a rectangle of height representing 
the force and of base length representing the distance moved. 
Therefore the area under the line represents the work done. 

• 	 If a variable force Facts on an object and causes it to move in the 
direction of the force, the work done for a small amount of distance 
6.s, 6.w =F6.s. This is represented on a graph of the force F against 
distance s by the area of a strip under the line of width 6s and 
height F (Figure 4). The total work done is therefore the sum of the 
areas of all the strips (i.e., the total area under the line). 

The area under the line of a force-distance graph represents 
the total work done. 

Hint 

No work is done when Fands are 
at right angles to each other. 

force 

area = work done 

s0 
distance 

.A. Figure 3 Force-distance graph for 
a constant force 

force 
strip area = Fii.s 

1 I I I 
1 I I I 
1 I I I 

0 Ll.S distance 

.A. Figure 4 Force-distance graph for 
a variableforce 

• 




10.1 Work and energy 

extension AL 

.A Figure S Force against extension for 
a spring 

• 


For example, conside r the fo rce needed to streLch a spring. The greater 
che force, th e more the spring is extended from its unstretched length. 
Figu re 5 shows how the fo rce needed to stretch a spring changes wi th 
the extension of the spring. Th e graph is a stra ight line th rough the 
origin . Therefore, the fo rce needed is proportional to the extension of 
the spring. This is known as Hooke's law. See Topic 11 .2 for more 
about sp rings. 

Figure 5 is a graph of force against distance. in this case the distance the 
spring is exten ded . Therefore, the a rea under the line represents the 
work done to stretch th e spring. If F is the force needed to extend 
the spring to extension t:;.L, the a rea under the line from the origin 
to extension t:;.L represents the work done to stre tch the spring to 

extension t:;.L. As this area is a triangle. the work done= .!._ x height x 
I 	 2 

base= 2 F t:;.L . 

To stretch the spring to extens ion t:;.L, work done = +F t:;.L 

Summary questions 

g =9.Bms-2 


1 f) Calculate the work done when: 


a a weight of 40 N is raised by a height of S.O m 

b a spring is stretched to an extension of 0.4S m by a force that 

increases to 20 N. 

2 	 f) Calculate the energy transferred by a force of 12 N when it moves 


an object by a distance of 4.0 m: 


a in the direction of the force 


b in a direction at 60° to the direction of the force 


c in a direction at right angles to the direction of the force. 


3 	 f) A luggage trolley oftotal weight 400 N is pushed at steady speed 


20 m up a slope, by a force of SON acting in the same direction as the 


object moves in. At the end of this distance, the trol ley is 1.Sm higher 


than at the start. Calculate: 


a 	 the work done pushing the trolley up the slope 

b the gain of potential energy of the trolley 


c the energy wasted due to friction. 


4 	 f) A spring that obeys Hooke's law requires a force of 1.2 N to extend it 

to an extension of SO mm. Calculate: 

a the force needed to extend it to an extension of 100 mm 

b 	 the work done when the spring is stretched to an extension 


of 100 mm from zero extension . 




Kinetic energy 
Kinetic energy is the energy of an object due to its motion. The 
faster an object moves, the more kinetic energy it has. To see the exact 
link between kinetic energy and speed. consider an object of mass 111, 

initially at rest, acted on by a constam force F for a time t. 

initial pas1t1on 
al rest speed val lime t 

F ....il•aiG:-------------------F ....il...G) 
distances 

.&. Figure 1 Gaining kinetic energy 

Let the speed of the object at time t be v. 

Therefore, distance travelled, s = 2
I (u + v)t = 2

I vt because u = 0 

a= (v-u) = ~acceleration 
L L 

Using Newton's second law. F= ma = mv 
t 

Therefore. the work done W by force F to move the object through 
distances. 

W = Fs = mv x _.!'.!___ = ..!..mv2
( 2 2 

Because the gain of kinetic energy is due to the work done. then 

kinetic energy, E K = imv2 
Potential energy 
Potential energy is the energy of an object due to its position. 

If an object of mass /11 is raised through a vertical height Llh at steady 
speed, the force needed to raise it is equal and opposite to its weight mg. 
Therefore, 

the work done to raise the object= force x distance moved 
=mg!J.h 

The work done on the object increases its gravitational potential energy. 

Change of gravitational potential energy LlEP = mgti.h 

At the Earth's surface. g = 9.8 rn s-2 

Energy changes involving kinetic and 
potential energy 
Consider an object of mass m released above the ground. If air 
resistance is negligible, the object gains speed as it falls. Its potential 
energy therefore decreases and its kinetic energy increases. 

After falling through a vertical height L'lh, its kinetic energy is equal to 
its loss of potential energy: 

imv2 =mg !J.h 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe what happens to the 

work done on an object when 
it is lifted. 

-+ 	 Describe what energy change 
takes place when an object is 
allowed to fall. 

-+ 	 Describe the effect on the 

kinetic energy of a car if its 

speed is doubled. 


Specification reference: 3.4.1.8 

Hint 

The equation for kinetic energy does 
not hold at speeds approaching the 
speed of light. Einstein's theory of 
special relativity tells us that the 
mass of an object increases with 
speed and that the energy Eof an 
object can be worked out from the 
equation E=mc2, where c is the 
speed of light in free space and mis 
the mass ofthe object. 

Hint 

The equation only holds if the 
change of height his much smaller 
than the Earth's radius. If height 
h is not insignificant compared 
with the Earth's radius, the value 
of g is not the same over height h. 
The force of gravity on an object 
decreases with increased distance 
from the Earth. 

• 




10.2 Kinetic energy and potential energy 

Summary questions 

g = 9.Bms-2 

1 fi A ball of mass 0.50 kg was 

thrown directly up at a speed 
of6.0 m s- 1. Calculate 

a its kinetic energy at 6 m s- 1 

b its maximum gain of 

potential energy 

c its maximum height gain. 

2 fi A cycl ist of mass 80 kg 

(including the bicycle) 
freewheels from rest 500 m 

down a hill. The foot of the hill 

is 20 m lower than the cyclist's 

starting point and the cyclist 

reaches a speed of 12 ms 1 at 

the foot of the hill. Calculate: 

a the loss of potential energy 

b the gain of kinetic energy 

of the cyclist and cycle 

c 	 the work done against 

friction and air resistance 

during the descent 

d 	 the average resistive force 

during the descent. 

3 	 fi A fairground vehicle of 

total mass 1200 kg moving at 
a speed of 2 m s-1 descends 

through a height of 50 m to 
reach a speed of 28 m s-1 after 

travelling a distance of 75 m 

along the track. Calculate: 

a 	 its loss of potential energy 

b its initial kinetic energy 

c its kinetic energy after 

the descent 

d the work done against 

friction 

e the average frictional force 

on it during the descent. 

• 
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object // 1 
released/// : 
at rest / 1 height drop 

/ 1 velocity h 

~~~-~-
object passing through equilibrium 

A Figure 2 A pendulum in motion A Figure 3 At the fairground 

A pendulum bob 
A pendulum bob is displaced from its equilibrium position and then 
released with the thread taut. The bob passes through the equilibrium 
position at maximum speed then slows down tO reach maximum 
height on the other side of the equilibrium position. Tf its initial height 
above equilibrium position = h0, then whenever its height above the 
equilibrium position = h, its speed vat this height is such that 

kinetic energy = loss of potential energy from maximum height 

1-mv2 = mg (h0 - h) 

A fairground vehicle of mass m on a downward track 
If a Fairground vehicle was ini tially at rest at the cop or the track and 
its speed is vat the bottom of the track, then at the bottom of the track 

• 	 its kinetic energy = +mv2 
• 	 its loss of potential energy = mgh, where h is the vertical distance 

between the top and the bottom of the track 

• 	 the work done to overcome friction and air resistance = mgh -1mv2 
{.iq 

Worked example ~ 

g =9.8ms-2 

On a fairground ride, the track descends by a vertical drop of 
55 mover a distance of 120m along the track. A train of mass 
2500 kg on the track reaches a speed of 30 m s- 1at the bottom of 
the descent after being at rest at the top. Calculate a the Joss of 
potential energy of the train, b its gain of kinetic energy, c the 
average frictional force on the train during the descent. 

Solution 
a Loss of potenrial energy= mgt,.h = 2500 x 9.8 x 55 = 1.35 x 106 J 

b Its gain of kinetic energy= ~mv2 = 0.5 x 2500 x 302 

= 1.13 x I 06 J 

c Work done to overcome friction= mg!l.11 - ±mv2 


= I.3 5 x l 06 - 1.13 x 106 

= 2.2 x I 05 J 

Because the work done to overcome friction = frictional force x 

distance moved along track, 


f . . f work done to overcome friction 
the ncnona1 orce = d' d1stance move 

= 2.2 x 105 = 1830N 
120 



Power and energy 
Energy can be transferred from one object to another by means of 

• 	 work done by a force due to one object making the other object move 

• 	 heat transfer from a hot object to a cold object. Heat transfer 
can be due tO conduction or convection or radiation. 

In addition, electricity, sound waves and electromagnetic radiation 
such as light or radio waves transfer energy. 

In any energy transfer process, the more energy transferred per 
second, the greater the power of the transfer process. For example, in 
a tall building where there are two elevators of the same total weight, 
the more powerful elevaror is rhe one that can reach the top floor 
fastest. In other words, irs motor r.ransfers energy from electricity at a 
faster rate than the motor of the other elevator. The energy transferred 
per second is the power of the motor. 

Power is defined as the rate of transfer of energy. 

The unit of power is the watt (W), equal to an energy transfer rate 
of l joule per second. Note that l kilowatt (kW) = l 000 W, and 
I megawatt (MW)= J06 W. 

If energy 6.E is transferred steadily in time !:.t, 
tlE

powerP=
M 

Where energy is transferred by a force doing work, the energy 
transferred is equal to the work done by the force. Therefore, the 
rate of transfer of energy is equal to the work done per second. 
In other words, if the force does work !:. Win time !lt, 

t:.W
powerP= 

M 

Power measurements 9 
Muscle power 
Test your own muscle power by timing how long it takes you to wa lk 
up a flight of steps. To calculate your muscle power, you will also need 
to know your weight and the total height gain of the flight of steps. 

• 	 Your gain of potentia l energy= your weight x total height gain. 
energy transferred weight x height gain

• 	 Your museIe power= = .
time taken time taken 

For example, a person of weight 480N who climbs a flight of stairs 
of height IOm in 12s has leg muscles of power 400W (= 480N x 
IO ml 12 s). Each leg would therefore have muscles of power 200 W. 

Electrical power 
The power of a 12 V light bulb can be measured using a joulemeter, 
as shown in Figure 2. The joulemeter is read before and after the 
light bulb is switched on. The difference between the readings is the 
energy suppl ied to the light bulb. Tf the light bulb is switched on for a 
measured time, the power of the light bulb can be calculated from the 
energy supplied to it+ the time taken. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State which physical 

quantities are involved 
in power. 

-+ 	 Explain how you could 
develop more power as you 
go up a flight of stairs. 

-+ 	 Explain why a 100 W light 
bulb is more powerful than 
a 40 W light bulb when 
each works at the same 
mains voltage. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.7 

A Figure 1 A 100 watt worker 

ioulemeter 

switch 

A Figure 2 Using a joulemeter 

• 




10.3 Power 

~ostaot ""locify 

- _en 0 
total resistive total engine 

forces force 

.A Figure 3 Engine power 

Summary questions 

g = 9.Bms-2 

1 	 fO Astudent of weight 450 N 
climbed 2.5 m up a rope in 
18 s. Calculate: 

a 	 the gain of potential 
energy of the student 

b 	 the useful energy 
transferred per second. 

2 	 fO Calculate the power of 
the engines of an aircraft at a 
speed of 250 m s-1 if the 
total engine thrust to maintain 
this speed is 2.0 MN. 

3 	 fO Arocket of mass 5800 kg 
accelerates vertically from 
rest to a speed of 220 ms 1 

in 25 s. Calculate: 

a 	 its gain of potential energy 

b 	 its gain of kinetic energy 

c 	 the power output of its 
engine, assuming no 
energy is wasted due 
to air resistance. 

4 	 fa Calculate the height through 
which a 5 kg mass would need 
to drop to lose potential energy 
equal to the energy supplied to 
a 100W light bulb in 1 min. 

• 


Engine power 
Vehicle engines, marine engines, and aircraft engines are all designed 
to make objects move. The output power of an engine is sometimes 
called its motive power. 

When a powered object moves at constant velocity at constant 
height, the resistive forces (e.g., friction, air resistance, drag) are equal 
and opposite to the motive force. 

The work done by the engine is transferred into the internal energy of 
the surroundings by the resistive forces . 

For a powered vehicle driven by a constant force F moving at speed v, 

the work done per second = force x distance moved per second 

Therefore, the output power of the engine P = Fv. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

An aircraft powered by engines that exert a force of 40kN is in 
level flight at a constant velocity of 80 ms 1• Calculate the output 
power of the engine at this speed. 

Solution 
F= 40kN = 40000N 

Power = force x velocity = 40 000 x 80 = 3.2 x I 06 W 

When a powered object gains speed , the output force exceeds 
the resistive forces on it. 

Consider a vehicle that speeds up on a level road. The output power of 
its engine is the work done by the engine per second. The work done 
by the engine increases the kinetic energy or the vehicle and enables 
the vehicle to overcome the resistive forces acting on it. Because the 
resistive forces increase the internal energy of the surroundings, 

. energy per second was ted the gain of kinetic
the mot IVe power = . . +

due to the resistive force energy per second 

juggernaut physics 
The maximmn weight of a truck with six or more axles on UK roads 
must not exceed 44 ronnes, which corresponds to a total mass of 
44000kg. This limit is set so as to prevent damage to roads and bridges. 
European Union regulations limit the output power of a large truck to a 
maximum of 6kW per tonne. Therefore, the maximum output power of 
a 44 tonne truck is 264kW. Prove for yourself tha t a truck with an output 
power of 264kW moving at a constanr speed of 31 ms- 1 (= 70 miles per 
hour) along a level road experiences a drag force of 8.5 kN. 



Machines at work 
A machine that lifts or moves an object applies a force co the object to 
move it. If the machine exerts a force Fon an object to make it move 
through a distance s in the direction of the force, the work done Won 
the object by the machine can be calculated using the equation 

work d o n e, W = Fs 

If the object moves at a constant velocity v due to this force being 
opposed by an equa l and opposite force caused by friction, the object 
moves a distances= vt in time t. 

Therefore, the output power of the machine 

p = work done by the machine = Fvt = Fv 
OUT time taken t 

ou t pu t pow e r, Pour= Fv 

where F =output force of the machine and v = speed of the object. 

Examples 
l 	 An electric motor operating a sliding door exerts a force of 125 N 

on the door, causing it to open at a constant speed of 0.40ms-1• 

The output power of the motor is 125N x 0.40ms- 1 = 50W. The 
motor must therefore transfer 50J every second to the sliding door 
while the door is being opened. 

Friction in the motor bearings and also electrical resistance of the 
motor wires means that some of the electrical energy supplied to 
the motor is wasted. For example, if the motor is supplied with 
electrical energy at a rate of 1501s-1 and it transfers SOJs-1 to the 
door, the difference of lOOJs-1 is wasted as a result of friction and 
electrical resistance in the mocor. 

2 	 A pulley system is used to raise a load of 80 Nat a speed of 
0.15ms- 1 by means of a constant effort of 30N applied to the 
system. Figure 1 shows the arrangement. Nore that for every metre 
the load rises, the effort needs to act over a distance of 3 m because 
the load is supported by three sections of rope. The effort must 
therefore act at a speed of 0.45ms- 1 (= 3 x 0.1 5ms-1) . 

• 	 The work done on the load each second =load x distance raised 
per second = 80 N x 0. 1 5 m s- 1 = l 2Js- 1 

• 	 The work done by the effort each second = effort x distance 
moved by the effon each second = 30N x 0.45ms- 1 = 13.5Js- 1• 

The difference oC 1.5 Wis the energy wasted each second in the pulley 
system. This is due to friction in rhe bearings and also because energy 
must be supplied to raise the lower pulley. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State the force that is mainly 

responsible for energy 

dissipation when mechanical 

energy is transferred from 

one store to another. 

-+ 	 State the energy store that 

wasted energy is almost 

always transferred into. 

-+ 	 Discuss whether any 

device can ever achieve 

100% efficiency. 

Specification reference: 3.4.1.7 

• 
.A Figure 1 Using pulleys 



10.4 Energy and efficiency 

Efficiency measures 
Useful e nergy is energy transferred for a purpose. In any machine 
where friction is present, some of the energy transferred by the 
machine is wasted. In other words, not all the energy supplied lO the 
machine is transferred for the intended purpose. For example, suppose 
a 500W electric winch raises a weight of l 50 N by 6.0 m in l 0 s. 

weight • The electrical energy supplied to the winchi 
=500W x 10s =5000J. 

• 	 The useful energy transferred by the machine 
= potential energy gain of the load =1 50 N x 6 m =900 J . .&. Figure 2 Efficiency 

Therefore, in this example, 4100J of energy is wasted. 

. f chin' useful energy transferred by the machine
The e ffic1ency o a ma e = 	 . . 

energy supplied to the machme 

work done by the machine 
=~~~~~~---"~~~~~~~ 

energy supplied to the machine 

Notes: 
·Effi · b . d the output power of a machine• c1ency can e expresse as . 	 .

the input power 10 the machine 

• 	 Percentage efficiency =efficiency x I 00%. ln the above example, 
the efficiency of the machine is therefore 0.18 or 18%. 

Improving efficiency 
rn any process or device where energy is transferred for a purpose, 
the efficiency of the transfer process or the device is the fraction of the 
energy supplied that is used for the intended purpose. The rest of the 
energy supplied is wasted, usually as heat and/or sound. The devices 
we use could be made more efficient. For example: 

• 	 A lOOW filament light bulb that is 12% efficient emits 12J of 
energy as light for every I OOJ of energy supplied to it by electricity. 
It therefore wastes 88J of energy per second as heat. 

• 	 A fluorescenr lamp with the same light output that is 80% efficient 
wastes just 3J per second as heat. 11 gives the same light output for 
only 15 J of electrical energy supplied each second . 

Is it possible to stop energy being wasted as hear? If the petrol engine 
of a car were insulated to stop heat loss, the engine would overheat. 
Less energy is wasted in an electric motor because it doesn't burn fuel 
so an electric car would be more efficient than a petrol car. However. 
the power stations where our electricity is generated are typically less 
than 40% efficient. This is partly because we need co burn fuel to 
produce the steam or hot gases used to drive turbines which turn the 
electricity generators. U the turbines were not kept cool, they would 
stop working because the pressure inside would build up and prevent 
the steam or hot gas from entering. Stopping the heat transfer to the 
cooling system would stop the generators working. 

• 




Renewable energy 

• 	 Figure 1 Awindfarm 

Renewable energy sources will contribute increasingly 
to the world's energy supplies in the future. Most of the 
energy we use at present is obtained from fossil fuels. 
But scientists think that the use of fossil fuels is causing 
increased climate change, due to the increasing amount 
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Increased climate 
change could have disastrous consequences (e.g., 
rising sea levels, changing weather patterns, etc.). To 
cut carbon emissions, many countries are now planning 
to build new nuclear power stations and to develop 
more renewable energy resources. The UK's demand for 
power is about 500 000 MW. Our nuclear power stations 
currently provide about a quarter of our electricity, 
which is about 7% of our total energy supply. In terms 
of physics, let's consider how much energy could be 
supplied from typical renewable energy resources. 

Wind power 
A wind turbine is an electricity generator on a tall tower, 
driven by large blades pushed round by the force of the 
wind. A typical modern wind turbine on a suitable site can 
generate about 2 MW of electrical power. Let's consider 
how this estimate is obtained. 

• 	 The kinetic energy of a mass m of wind moving at 

speed v = ~mv2• 

• 	 Therefore, the kinetic energy per unit volume of air 

from the wind at speed v = ~pv2, where pis the density 

[i.e., mass per unit volume) of air. 

• 	 Suppose the blades of a wind turbine sweep out 
an area Awhen they rotate. For wind at speed v, a 
cylinder of air of area A and length v passes every 
second through the area swept out by the blades. So 
the volume of air passing per second = vA. 

Therefore, the kinetic energy per second of the wind 

passing through a wind turbine =~pv2 vA = ~pv3A. 

For a wind turbine with blades of length 20 m, A= 7t ( 20) 2 

= 1300m2• 

The density of air, p = 1.2 kg m-3. 

The power of the wind at v = 15 m s- 1 

= ~ x 1.2 x 153 x 1300 

=2.6 x 106 W = 2.6 MW 

The calculation shows that the maximum power output 
of a large wind turbine at a windy site could not be more 
than about 2 MW. To generate the same power as a 
5000 MW power station, about 2500 wind turbines would 
need to be constructed and connected to the electricity 
network. Britain has many coastal sites where wind 
turbines could be located. Thousands of wind turbines 
would be needed to make a significant contribution to 
UK energy needs. 

• 




10.4 Energy and efficiency 

Water power • A solar heating panel can heat water running though 

Hydroelectricity and tidal power stations both make use it to 70 °C on a hot sunny day. In Britain in summer, a 

of the potential energy released by water when it runs to typical solar heating panel can absorb up to 500 J s- 1 

a lower level. 	 of solar energy. 

• 	 A tidal power station covering an area of 100 km2 • A solar cell panel produces electricity directly. A 

could trap a depth of 6 m of sea water twice per day. potential difference is produced across each solar cell 

This would mean releasing a volume of 6 x 108 m2 of when light is incident on the cell. Alarge array of solar 

sea water over a few hours. The mass of such a volume cells and plenty of sunshine are necessary to produce 

is about 6 x 1011 kg and if its centre of mass drops useful amounts of power. 

through an average height of about 1 m, the potential To make a significant contribution to UK energy needs, 
energy released would be about 6 x 1012 J. Prove for millions of homes and buildings would need to be fitted 
yourself this would give an energy transfer rate of 

with solar panels. 
more than 250 MW if released over about 6 hours. 

Several tidal power stations would make a significant 

contribution to UK energy needs. 


.A. Figure 2 A tidal pawer station 

• 	 A hydroelectric power station releases less water 
per second than a t idal power station but the water 
drops through a much greater height. However, even 
a large height drop of 500 m with rainfall over an 
area of 1000 km2 at a depth of about 10 mm per day 
would transfer no more than about 500 MW. Lots of .A. Figure 3 aA solar heating panel b A solar cell panel 
hydroelectric power stations would be needed to make 
a big contribution to UK energy needs. Renewable energy overview 

The UK demand for electricity uses about 30% of our 
Solar power total energy supply. Ifnuclear energy continues to meet 
A solar panel of area 1 m2 in space would absorb solar a quarter of this electricity demand, could renewable 
energy at a rate of about 1400 J s- 1 if it absorbed all the energy meet the rest of the demand - approximately 
incident solar energy. At the Earth's surface, the incident 100000MW? 
energy would be less, because some would be absorbed 

• 10 million buildings each with a 0.5 kW solar panelin the atmosphere. In addition, some of the Sun's energy 
could produce 5000 MW.would be reflected by the panel itself . 

• 




• 	 100 off-shore wind farms, each producing 100 MW, 
could produce 10 000 MW. 

• 	 100 tidal and hydroelectric power stations could 
produce 25 000 MW. 

Other renewable resources such as ground source heat 
[geothermal power] could contribute in some areas. But 
the simplified analysis above fails to take account of the 
unreliable nature of renewables. Supply and demand could 
be smoothed out by using renewable energy to pump 
water into upland reservoirs [pumped storage). Hundreds 
more reservoirs would be needed for this purpose. 

Better insulation in homes and buildings and more efficient 
machines would help to reduce demand and so help to cut 
carbon emissions. Carbon capture of carbon emissions from 
fossil-fuel power stations could cut overall carbon emissions 
significantly. Road transport would needto switch from fossil 
fuels ifoverall carbon emissions are to be cut even more and 
the UK is to avoid overdependence on imported fuel. Biofuels 
for transport could contribute and more electricity will be 
needed as more people use electric vehicles. 

Questions 

1 fQ Asolar cell panel of area 1 m2 can produce 
200W of electrical power on a sunny day. Calculate 
the area of panels that would be needed to produce 
2000 MW of electrical power. 

2 fQ The maximum power that can be obtained 
from a wind turbine is proportional to the cube of 
the wind speed. When the wind speed is 10 m s-1• 

the power output of a certain wind turbine is 
1.2 MW. Calculate the power output of this wind 
turbine when the wind speed is 15 m s-1. 

3 	 fQ A hydroelectric power station produces 
electrical power at an overall efficiency of 
25%. The power station is driven by water that 
has descended from an upland reservoir 650 m 
above the power station. Calculate the volume 
of water passing through the power station 
per second when it produces 200 MW of 
electrical power. 

The density of water = 1000 kg m-3 

4 fQ At a t idal power station, water is trapped over 
an area of 200 km2 when the tide is 3.0 m above 
the power station turbines. The trapped water 
is released gradually over a period of 6 hours. 
Calculate: 

a the mass of trapped water 

b 	the average loss of potential energy per second 
of this trapped water when it is released over a 
period of 6 hours. 

The density of sea water= 1050 kg m-3 

Summary questions 

1 	 fj In a test of muscle efficiency, an athlete on 
an exercise bicycle pedals aga inst a brake force 
of30 Nat a speed of 15 m s- 1. 

a 	 Calculate the useful energy supplied per 
second by the athlete's muscles. 

b 	 If the efficiency of the muscles is 25%, 
calculate the energy per second supplied to 
the athlete's muscles. 

2 	 fQ A 60 W electric motor raises a weight of 20 N 
through a height of 2.5 min 8.0 s. Calculate: 

a the electrical energy supplied to the motor 

b the useful energy transferred by the motor 

c the efficiency of the motor. 

3 	 fj A power station has an overall efficiency of 35% 
and it produces 200 MW of electrical power. The fuel 
used in the power station releases 80 MJ per ki logram 
of fuel burned. Calculate: 

a the energy per second supplied by the fuel 

b the mass of fuel burned per day. 

4 fQ A vehicle engine has a power output of 6.2 kW and 
uses fuel which releases 45 MJ per kilogram when 
burned. At a speed of 30 ms 1 on a level road, the fuel 
usage of the vehicle is 18 km per kilogram. Calculate: 

a the time taken by the vehicle to travel 18 km at 30 ms-1 

b the useful energy supplied by the engine in this time 

c the overall efficiency of the engine . 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 10 

tCJ(a) 	 An electric car is fined with a battery, which is used to drive an electric motor that 
drives the car. The battery has a maximum power output of 12 kW, which gives a 
maximum driving force of 600N. 
Calculate (i) the top speed of the car, (ii) the car's maximum range, i£ the battery 
lasts for 90 minutes at maximum power output without being recharged. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 A hybrid vehicle has a battery-driven electric motor and a pe1rol engine, which 
takes over from the electric motor when the vehicle has reached a certain speed. 
Above 1his speed, the petrol engine also recharges 1he bauery. The vehicle has 
an overall fuel efficiency of l8km per litre, compared with IOkm per li1re for 
an equivalent petrol-only car, which has a carbon emission or l 80grams per km. 
Discuss the benefits of the use or such hybrid cars instead or pe1rol-only cars. 
in terms or carbon emissions, given the average annual distance 1ravelled by 
a driver in the UK is about 20000 km. The average annual carbon emission 
per UK household, including driving, is about J0 000 kg. (5 marks) 

2 Figure l shows apparatus that can be used to investigate energy changes. 

• 


mass 

.A. Figure 1 

The 1rolley and rhe mass are joined by an inextensible string. In an experimenr to 
invesrigate energy changes, the trolley is initially held at rest, and is then released so chat 
the mass falls vertically to the ground. 
(a) 	 (i) S1a1e the energy changes of the falling mass. 

(ii) 	 Describe the energy changes that take place in this system. (4 marks) 
(b) 	 S1are what measurements would need to be made to investigate the 

conservation of energy. (2 marks) 
(c) 	 Describe how the measurements in part (b) would be used to investigate rhe 

conservation of energy. (4 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

3 	 A small hydroelectric power station uses water wh ich falls through a height of 4 .8 m. 
(a) 	 CJ Calcu late the change in potentia l energy of a 1.0 kg mass of water falling 

through a vertical height o[ 4.8m. (2 marks} 
(b) 	 CJ Calculate the maximum power available from the wa ter passing through this 

power station when water flows through it at a rate of 6.7 x I 07 kg per hour. (3 marks) 
(c) 	 State two ractors that affect the usefulness of hydroelectric power stations [or 

electricity production. 	 (2 marks} 
AQA, 2002 

4 CJ Figure 2 represents the motion of a car of mass l.4 x 103 kg, travelling in a straight line. 
(a) 	 Describe, without calculation, how the resultant !orcc accing on the car varies over 

this 10 second interval. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Calculate rhe maximum kinetic energy of the car. (2 marks) 
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Chapter 10 Work, energy, and power 
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A Figure2 

(c) 	 At some time later. when che car is travelling ac a steady speed of 30 m s- 1• 


the useful power developed by the engine is 20kW. Calculate the driving 

force required to maintain chis speed. (2 marks) 


AQA, 2002 

5 	 8 A skydiver or mass 70 kg, jumps from a stationary balloon and reaches a speed of 
45ms- 1 after falli ng a dis1ance of 150m. 
(a) 	 Ca lcula1e the skydiver's: 

(i) 	 loss ol gravi1a tional potential energy 
(ii) 	 gai n in kinetic energy. (4 rnarks) 

(b) 	The dilference between 1he loss of gravitational potential energy and 1he gain 

in kinetic energy is equal to the work done against air resistance. Use this fact 

to ca lcula1e: 

(i) 	 the work done against air resistance 
(ii) 	 the average force due to air resistance acting on the skydiver. (J marks) 


AQA, 2004 


6 	 e A car travels at constant velocity along a horizontal road. 
(a) 	 The car has an effective power outpuc of 18kW and is travelling at a constant 


velocity of IO m s-1• Show that the total resistive force acting is 1800 N. (/ mark) 


(b) 	 The total resistive force consists of two components. One of these is a constant 

frictional force of 250N and the other is the force of air resistance, which is 

proportional to the square of the car's speed. Calculate: 

(i) 	 the force of air resistance when the car is travelling at IOms- 1 

(ii) 	 the force of air resistance when the car is travelling at 20 m s- 1 

(iii) 	 the clfective output power of the car required to maintain a constant speed 

of 20 m s- 1 on a horizomal road. (4 marks) 


AQA, 200 t 

7 (a) 	 A ball bearing is released when near the top of a Lall cylinder contai ning oil. 
Discuss the energy changes which take place when the ball bearing (i) accelera tes 
rrom rest, (ii ) tnwds a1 constanl velocity. (6 marks) 

(b) 	G A pump-operaLcd hydraulicjack is used Lo raise a large object of mass 470kg. 

The jack is used by pushing down on Lhe handle of a lever connected 10 the pump. 

During each stroke, a force of 150N is applied downward on 1he handle, which is 

moved through a distance of 0.42 m. 52 strokes of the handle are needed to raise 

the object 1hrough a vertical height of 0.58m. 

Ca lcula1e the efficiency of this process. (5 marks) 


----• 




Learning objectives: 
' Define density. 

' State the unit of density. 

' 	 Measure the density of 
an object. 

Specification reference: 3.4.2.1 

c 

a Volume of cuboid - a >< b >< c 

tj} 
b Volume of cylinder - rcf1 

x h 

.A Figure 1 Volume equations 
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liquid bottom 
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: 	
meniscus 
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cylinder 
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20 

cm3 

.A Figure 2 Using a measuring cylinder 
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Density and its measurement 
Lead is much more dense than aluminium. Sea water is more dense 
than tap water. To find how much more dense one substance is 
compared with another, we can measure the mass of equal volumes of 
the two substances. The substance with the greater mass in the same 
volume is more dense. For example, a lead sphere of volume 1cm3 has 
a mass of 11.3 g whereas an aluminium sphere of the same volume 
has a mass of 2.7g. 

The density of a substance is defined as its mass per 
unit volume. 

For a certain amount of a substance of mass m and volume V, its 
densi ty p (pronounced 'rho') may be calcu lated using the equa tion 

m 
density = 

v 
The unit of density is the kilogram per cubic metre (kgm-3). 

m 
Rearranging the above equation gives m = pV or V = fi· 

Table 1 shows the density of some common substances in kg m-3• 

You can see that gases are much less dense than solids or liquids. This 
is because the average separation between the molecules in a gas is 
much greater than in a liquid or solid. 

Density measurements 8 
An unknown substance can often be identified if its density is measured 
and compared with the density of known substances. The following 
procedures could be used to measure the density of a substance. 

1 A regular solid 
• 	 Measure its mass using a top pan ba lance. 

• 	 Measure its dimensions using vernier calipers or a micrometer 
and calculate its volume using the appropriate equation (e.g., for a 
sphere of radius r, volume= 4nr3- sec Figure I for other volume 
equations) . Calculate the density from mass/volume. 

2 A liquid 
• 	 Measure the mass of an empty measuring cylinder. Pour some of 

the liquid into the measuring cylinder and measure the volume 
of the liquid directly. Use as much liquid as possible to reduce the 
percemage error in your measurement. 

• 	 Measure the mass of the cylinder and liquid to enable the mass of 
the liquid to be calculated. Calculate the density from mass/volume. 

3 	An irregular solid 
• 	 Measure the mass of the object. 

• 	 immerse the object on a thread in liquid in a measuring cylinder, 
observe the increase in the liquid level. This is the volume of the object. 

• 	 Calculate the density of the object from its mass/volume. 



Density of alloys 
An alloy is a solid mixture of two or more metaJs. For example, brass 
is an alloy of copper and zinc that has good resistance to corrosion 
and wear. 

For an alloy, of volume V, that consists of two metals A and B, 

• 	 if the volume of metal A= VA' the mass of metal A= pA VA' 
where pA is the density of metal A 

• 	 if the volume of metal B = Vw the mass of metal B = p8 Vw 
where p is the density of metal B. 8 

Therefore, the mass of the alloy, m =PA VA+ Pa V8 . 

. m pV+pV p V pV
Hence the density of the alloy p = _ = A A B a = ~ + ~. 

v v v v 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A brass object consists of 3.3 x 10-5 m 3 of copper and 1.7 x 10-s m 3 

of zinc. Calculate rhe mass and the density of this object. The 
density of copper = 8900 kg m-3. The density of zinc = 7100 kg m-3. 

Solution 
Mass of copper = density of copper x volume of copper 


= 8900 x 3.3 x lo-s m 3 = 0.294kg 


Mass of zinc = density of zinc x volume of zinc 


= 7100 x 1.7 x lo-s m 3 = 0.121kg 


Total mass, m = 0.294 + 0.121 = 0.415kg 


Total volume. V = 5.0 x 10-5 m 3 


m 0.415 kg 
Density of alloy p = - = = 8300 kg m-3 

V 5.0 x 10-5 m 3 

Summary questions 

1 	 8 A rectangular brick of dimensions 5.0 cm x 8.0 cm x 20.0 cm has a 
mass of 2. 5 kg. Calculate a its volume, bits density. 

2 	 8 An empty paint tin of diameter 0.150 m and of height 0.120 m has a 
mass of 0.22 kg. It is fi lled with paint to within 7 mm of the top. Its total 
mass is then 6.50 kg. Calculate a the mass, b the volume, c the density 
of the paint in the tin. 

3 	 8 A solid steel cylinder has a diameter of 12 mm and a length of 
85 mm. Calculate a its volume in m3, bits mass in kg. The density of 
steel= 7800 kg m-3. 

4 	 8 An alloy tube of volume 1.8 x 10-4 m3consists of 60% aluminium 
and 40% magnesium by volume. Calculate a the mass ofi aluminium, 
ii magnesium in the tube, bthe density of the alloy. The density of 

3aluminium = 2700 kg m- .The density of magnesium= 1700kg m-3. 

'Y Table 1 Densities ofcommon 
substances 

Substance Density I kg m-3 

air 1.2 

aluminium 2700 

copper 8900 

gold 19 300 

hydrogen 0.083 

iron 7900 

lead 11 300 

oxygen 1.3 

silver 10 500 

water 1000 

Study tip 
More about units 

mass: lkg= 1000g 

length: l m = 100 cm 
= 1000mm 

volume: 1 m3 = 106 cm3 

. - 3 106g 
density: 1000 kgm = 106cm3 

=lgcm-3 

Study tip 
Unit errors are commonplace in 
density calculations. Avoid such 
errors by writing the unit and the 
numerical value of each quantity in 
your working. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Discuss whether there is any 

limit to the linear graph of 
force against extension for 
a spring. 

-+ 	 Define the spring constant, 
and state its unit of 
measurement. 

-+ 	 If the extension ofa spring is 
doubled, calculate how much 
more energy it stores. 

Specification reference: 3.4.2.1 

.A. Figure 1 Testing the extension ofa 
spring 
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Hooke's law 8 
A stretched spring exens a pull on the object holding each end of the 
spring. This pull, referred to as the tension in the spring, is equal and 
opposite ro rhe force needed to stretch the spring. The more a spring 
is srrerched, the greater the tension in it. Figure l shows a srrerched 
spring supporting a weight at rest. This arrangement may be used 
w invesrigate how the tension in a spring depends on its extension 
from its unstretched length. The measurements may be ploned on a 
graph of tension against extension, as shown in Figure 2. The graph 
shows char the force needed to stretch a spring is proportional to 
the extension of the spring. This is known as Hooke's law, afrer its 
discoverer. Robert Hooke. a sevemeemh century scientist. 

Hooke's law states that the force needed to stretch a 

spring is directly proportional to the extension of the spring 


from its natural length. 


Hooke's law may be written as 

Force F= k!:iL 

where k is the spring constant (sometimes referred ro as the stiffness 
constant) and 6.L is the extension from its natural length L. 

• 	 The greater the value of k, the stiffer the spring is. The unit of k is 
Nm-1• 

• 	 The graph of F against 6.L is a straight line of gradient k through the 
origin. 

• 	 If a spring is stretched beyond its elastic limit, ir does nor regain 
its initial length when the force applied ro ir is removed. 

• 	 In AS/A Level Maths students may meet Hooke's law in the form 
F =AD.LIL, where Lis the unstretched length of the spring and 
A.(= kL) is the spring modulus. Note that A is not needed on 
this cou rse. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 


A vertical steel spring fixed at its upper end has an unstretched 

length of 300mm. Its length is increased to 385 mm when a 

5.0N weight attached to the lower end is at rest. Ca lculate: 


a the spring constalll 

b the length of the spring when it supports an 8.0 N weight at rest. 


Solution 
a Use F = kD.L with F = 5.0 N and 6.L = 385 - 300 mm = 85 mm 


F O = 0.085m.

5Therefore k= - = · N = 59Nm-1• 

6.L 0.085m 
0 extension 6L 

.A. Figure 2 Hooke's law 

• 

b Use F = klll with F = 8.0 N and k = 59 Nm-1 to calculate I'll. 

F 8.0N
llL = - = = 0.136m 

k 59Nm-l 

Therefore the length of the spring= 0.300m + 0. 136 m = 0.436m. 



Spring combinations 
Springs in parallel 

spring spring 
p Q 

light rod 

weight Wposition of weight 
ad1usted a long rod to 

make extension of 
both springs the same 

A Figure 3 Two springs in parallel 

Figure 3 shows a weight supported by means of two springs P and Q in 
parallel with each other. The extension, t::,,L, of each spring is the same. 
Therefore 

• the force needed to stretch P, Fp = kp f'lL 

• the force needed to stretch Q, FQ = kQ M 

where kr and k0 arc the spring constants of P and Q, respectively. 

Since the weight Wis supported by both springs, 

W = Fr+ F0 = kp 6L + k0 6L = k 6L 


where the effective spring constant, k = kp + k0 . 


Springs in series 
Figure 4 shows a weight supported by means of two springs joined 
end-on in series with each o ther. The tension in each spring is the 
same and is equal to the weight W. 

Therefore 
w 

• 	 the extension of spring P, 6Lr = 
kp 

w 
• 	 the extension of spring Q, 6LQ = 

kQ 

where kp and k0 are the spring constants of P and Q, respectively. 
w w w 

Therefore the total extension, 6L = f'lLr + M 0 = - + - = 
kp kQ k 

where k, the effective spring constant, is given by the equation 

l l l 
-=-+
k kp kQ 

spring 
p 

spring 
Q 

weight W 

A Figure 4 Two springs in series 

• 




11.2 Springs 

Study tip 
Energy stored by a spring is 

2
1 

F6.L, not F6.L. 

You have met work done in 


Topic 10.1, Work and energy. 


•. 


The energy stored in a stretched spring 
force 

F ---------

area=~ Ft:,.L 1 

' I 
! 
I 

I 
I 
I 

0 	 lll 
extension 

•Figure 4 Energy stored in o stretched spring 

Elastic potential energy is stored in a st re tched spring. If the spring is 
suddenly released, the elastic energy stored in it is suddenly transferred 
into kinetic energy of the spring. The work done to stretch a spring 
by extension 11L from its unstretched length =I F t:,.L, where Fis the 

force needed to stretch the spring to extension 111.. The work done on 
the spring is stored as elastic potential energy. Therefore, the elastic 

potential energy EP in the spring= IF 11L. Also, since F= k 11l, where k 

is the spring constant, then EP =I k 11L2
• 

Elastic potential en ergy stored in a stretch ed spring, 

E = .!_ F 6L =.! k 6L2 
f) 	 2 2 

Summary questions 

g = 9.Sms- 2 


1 fj A steel spring has a spring constant of 25 N m- 1. Calculate: 


a the extension of the spring when the tension in it is equal to 10 N 


b 	 the tension in the spring when it is extended by 0.50 m from its 

unstretched length. 

2 	 fa Two identical steel springs of length 250 mm are suspended vertically 

side by side from a fixed point. A 40 N weight is attached to the ends of 

the two springs. The length of each spring is then 350 mm. Calculate: 

a 	 the tension in each spring 

b 	 the extension of each spring 

c the spring constant of each spring. 

3 fj Repeat 2a and b for the two springs in series and vertical. 

4 fa An object of mass 0.150 kg is attached to the lower end of a vertical 

spring of unstretched length 300 mm, which is fixed at its upper end. 

With the object at rest, the length of the spring becomes 420 mm as a 

result. Calculate: 

a the spring constant 

b the energy stored in the spring 

c the weight that needs to be added to extend the spring to 600 mm. 



Force and solid materials 8 
Look around at different materials and chink about che effect of force 
on each material. To stretch or cwisc or compress che macerial, a pair 
of forces is needed. For example, screeching a rubber band requires 
che rubber band to be pulled by a force ac either end. Some materials, 
such as rubber, bend or stretch easily. The elasticity of a solid material 
is its ability to regain its shape afcer it has been deformed or distorted 
and the forces that deformed it have been released. Deformation that 
stretches an object is tensile, whereas deformation that compresses an 
object is compressive. 

Figure 1 in Topic 11.2 shows how to test different materials to see 
how easily they stretch. In each case, the material is held at its upper 
end and loaded by hanging weights at its lower end. A set square or 
pointer attached to the bortom of the weights may be used to measure 
the extension of the material, as the weight of the load is increased in 
steps then decreased to zero. The extension of the strip of material at 
each step is its increase of length from its unloaded length. The tension 
in che materia l is equal to the weighc. The measurements may be 
plotted as a tension-excension graph, as shown in Figure 1. 

• 	 A steel spring gives a scraighc line (blue line in Figure 1), in 
accordance with Hooke's law (Topic 11.2). 

• 	 A rubber band at first extends easily when it is stretched. However, 
it becomes fully stretched and very difficult tO stretch further when 
it has been lengthened considerably (red line in Figure 1 ). 

• 	 A polythene strip 'gives' and stretches easily after its initial stiffness 
is overcome. However, after 'giving' easily, it extends little and 
becomes difficulc to stretch (green line in Figure 1). 

Tensile stress and tensile strain 8 
The extension of a wire under tension may be measured using 
Searle's apparatus, as shown in Figure 2 on the next page (or similar 
apparatus with a vernier scale). A micrometer attached to the control 
wire is adjusted so the spiri t level between the control and test 
wire is horizomal. When the test wire is loaded, it extends slightly, 
causing the spirit level to drop on one side. The micrometer is then 
readjusted to make the spiri t level horizontal again. The change of the 
micrometer reading is therefore equal ro the extension. The extension 
may be measured for different values of tension by increasing the test 
weight in steps. 

For a wire of length Land area of cross section A under tension, 

• 	 the tensile stress in the wire, er = TIA, where Tis the tension. The 
unit of stress is the pascal (Pa) equal to 1Nm-2 . 

• 	 the tensile strain in the wire, e = !J.LIL, where !J.L is the extension 
(increase in length) of the wire. Strain is a ratio and therefore has 
no unit. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Relate stress to force, and 

strain to extension. 

-+ 	 Describe what is meant by 
the Young modulus. 

-+ 	 Define 'tensile'. 

-+ 	 Explain why we bother with 
stress and strain, when force 
and extension are more 
easily measured. 

Specification reference 3.4.2.2 

extension I mm 

120 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
weight IN 

A Figure 1 Typical curves 

Study tip 
Remember that the extension is 
always measured from the original 
[ unstretched J length of the object. 

• 




11.3 Deformation of solids 

Hint 

Some materials can be strong 
and brittle, while others can be 
plastic and tough. Toughness is a 
measure of the energy needed to 
break a material. 

Study tip 

Don't forget the italicised words in 
the definitions below: 

Stress is tension per unit 
cross-sectional area. 

Strain is extension per unit length. 

• 


mm 
scale 

view seen 
by observer 

test --r---<rsupports 
wire 

control 	 spirit 

level 


reading of 

micrometer 


hinge 

observer 

test 

weights 


• Figure 2 Sear/e's apparatus 

Figure 3 shows how the tensile stress in a wire varies with tensile strain. 

UTS 

breaking 
point B 

tensile strain 

• Figure 3 Tensile stress versus tensile strain for o metal wire 

• 	 From Oto the limit of proportionality P, the tensile stress is 
proportional to the tensile strain. 
The value of stress/strain is a constant, known as the Young 
modulus of the material. 

tensile stress, a T t1L TL 
Young modulus E = 	 = - + - = 

tensile strain, E A L AtiL 

For a wire of uniform diameter d, the area of cross section 
1uf2 

A =
4 

• 	 Beyond P. the line curves and continues beyond rhe elastic 
limit E to the yield point Y1, which is where rhe wire weakens 
temporarily. The elastic limit is the point beyond which the wire 
is permanently stretched and suffers plastic deformation . 



• 	 Beyond Y 2, a small increase in the tensile stress causes a large 
increase in tensile strain as the material of the wire undergoes 
plastic flow. Beyond maximum tensile stress, the u ltimate tensile 
stress (UTS}, the wire loses its strength, extends, and becomes Summary questions
narrower at its weakest point. Increase of tensile stress occurs due 
to the reduced area of cross section at this point until the wire 1 	 9 Calculate the tensi le stress 
breaks at point B. The ultimate tensile stress is sometimes called the 

in a wire of diameter 0.25 mm
breaking stress. 

when the tension in the wire 

~ is SON. 

Worked example ~ 2 9 A metal wire of diameter 

A crane fitted with a steel cable of uniform diameter 2.3 mm and 0.23 mm and of unstretched 

length 28m is used to lift an iron girder of weight 3200N off the length 1.405 m was 

ground. Calculate the extension of the cable when it supports the suspended vertically from 
girder at rest. a fixed point. When a 40 N 

The Young modulus for steel= 2.1 x 1011 Pa 	 weight was suspended 


from the lower end of the 

Solution wire, the wire stretched by 

Tension T= 3200N, L = 28m an extension of 10.5 mm. 

n(2 3 x io-3 ) 2 


Calculate the Young modulus Area of cross section of wire = · = 4.15 x 1o-6 m2 

4 	 of the wire material. 
To find the extension, rearranging the Young modulus equation 

3 	 9 A vertical steel wire of
TL

£ = ---gives 	 length 2.5 m and diameter 
A~L 0.35 mm supports a weight 

TL 3200 x 28 of 90 N. Calculate:~L =- = 	 = 0.103m 
10 11AB 4.15 x 10-6 x 2.1 x 

a 	 the tensile stress in 

the wire 

Stress-strain curves for different materials b 	 the extension of the wire. 

The Young modulus ofThe stiffness of different materials can be compared using the 
steel =2.1 x 1011 Pa.gradient of the stress- strain line, which is equal to the Young 

modulus of the material. Thus steel is stiffer than copper. 4 Compare the two stress 

strain curves in Figure 5.
The strength of a material is its ultimate tensile stress (UTS), which 

Use the curves to identify
is its maximum tensile stress. Steel is stronger than copper because its 

a 	 the material, X or Y, that ismaximum tensile stress is greater. 
i stiffest , ii strongest 

A brittle material snaps without any noticeable yield. For example, 
b 	 the material, X or Y, that is glass breaks without any give. 

i brittle, ii ductile. 
A d uctile material can be drawn into a wire. Copper is more ductile tensile stress 
than steel. 

steel 

x 
y 

stress 

copper 


tensile strain 
strain 

.A. Figure 5 
.A. Figure 4 Stress- strain curves 

• 




extension 

Learning objectives: 
' Predict whether a metal wire 

stretched below its elastic 

limit will return to its original 

length. 

' Describe what happens when 

a metal wire is stretched 

beyond its elastic limit and 

then unloaded. 

' Compare the deformation 

of other materials such as 

rubber and polythene with 

a metal wire. 

Specification reference: 3.4.2.2 

elastic hm1t 
load i 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/, 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ unloading 
/ 

extension 

a Metal w1re 

load 

b Rubber 

load 

unloading 

c Polythene 

.A. Figure 1 Loading and unloading 
CUNes 

• 


Loading and unloading of different materials 
How does rhe srrengrh of a material change as a result of being 
screeched? Figure l in Topic 11.2 may be used to inves1igare chis 
quesrion. The rension in a strip of material is increased by increasing 
1he weighr ii supports in steps. At each step, 1he extension of rhe 
marerial is measured. Typical results for different marerials are shown 
in Figure 1. For each material. the loading curve and the subsequent 
unloading curve are shown. 

• 	 For a metal wire, its loading and unloading curves are the same. 
provided its elastic limit is not exceeded. This means rhe wire 
returns to its original length when unloaded. However, beyond 
its elastic limit, the unloading line is para llel to the loading line. 
In chis case, the wire is sligh tly longer when un loaded - it has a 
permanent extension. 

• 	 For a rubber ba nd, the cha nge of length duri ng u nloading is greater 
than during loading fo r a given change in tension . Th e rubber band 
retu rns to the same unstretched length, but the un load ing curve is 
below the loading curve except at zero and maxim um extensions. 
The rubber band remains elastic as it regains its initial length, but it 
has a low limit of proportionality. 

• 	 For a polythene strip, the extension during unloading is also 
grearer rhan during loading. However, the strip does nor return 
to rhe same initial length when it is comple1ely unloaded. The 
polythene strip has a low limit of proportionaliry and suffers 
plastic d eformation. 

Strain energy 
As explained in Topic 11.2, the area under the line of a force
exrension graph is equal to the work done to Streich the wire. 
The work done to deform an object is referred to as strain energy. 
Consider the energy transfers for each of 1he three materials in 
Figure l when each ma1erial is loaded then unloaded . 

Polythene is an example of a polymer, which means that its molecules 

are long chains of atoms. Before a strip of polythene is stretched, the 

molecules are tangled together. Weak bonds, or cross·links, form between 

the molecules. When polythene is under tension, it easily stretches as 

the weak cross-links break. In this st retched state, new weak cross-links 

form, and, when the tension is removed, the polythene strip 

stays stretched. 

Rubber is also a polymer but its molecules are curled and tangled together 

when it is in an unstretched state. When placed under tension, its molecules 

are straightened out but these curl up again when the tension is removed 

the rubber regains its initial length . 



40 1---;..-'-',__~-~ 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

1 Metal wire (or spring) 

Provided the limit of proportionality is nor exceeded, to stretch a wire 

to an extension 6L, the work done = ~ T6L, where Tis the tension in 

the wire at this extension. Because the elastic limit is not reached, the 

work done is stored as elastic energy in the wire. 


the elastic energy stored in a stretched wire =i T tl.L 

Because the graph of tension against extension is the same for 
unloading as for loading, all the energy stored in the wire can be 
recovered when the wire is unloaded. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A steel wire of uniform diameter 0.35mm and of length 810mm 
is stretched to an extension of 2.5 mm. Calculate a the tension in 
the wire, b the elastic energy stored in the wire. 

The Young modulus for steel = 2.1 x I 0 11 Pa 

Solution 
a 	 Extension, AL = 2.5 mm = 2.5 x 10-3 m 

1t: (0.35 x 10-3) 2 

Area of cross section of wire= 	 = 9.6 x l0-8 m2 

4 
To find the tension, rearranging the Young modulus equation 

TL 
£=--gives

A /::;L 

EA6L 2.1x1011 x 9.6 x 10-8 x 2.5 x 10-3 

T=-- = 	 =62 N 
l 	 0.810 

b 	 Elastic energy stored in the wire = f T6L = 0.5 x 62 x 2.5 x 10-3 

=7.8 x 10-2 J. 

2 Rubber band 
The work done to stretch the rubber band is represented by the area 
under the loading curve. The work done by the rubber band, when 
it is unloaded, is represented by the area under the unloading curve. 
The area between the loading curve and the unloading curve therefore 
represents the difference between energy stored in the rubber band 
when it is stretched and the useful 

l block representsenergy recovered from it when it is 
work done = Fe

unstretched. The difference occurs 
force

because some of the energy stored in 
the rubber band becomes the internal 
energy of the molecules when the 
rubber band unst.retches. 

3 Polythene 
As it does not regain its initial length, 
the area between the loading and 
unloading curves represents work done 
to deform the material permanently, as 
well as internal energy retained by the 
polythene when it unstrerd1es. 

extension 

A Figure 2 Energy changes when 
loading and unloading rubber 

Summary questions 

The Young modulus for 

steel =1.3 x 1011 Pa 

copper= 1.3 x 1011 Pa 

1 	 8 A vertical steel cable of 
diameter 24 mm and of length 
18 m supports a weight of 
1500 N attached to its lower 
end. Calculate a the tensile 
stress in the cable, b the 
extension of the cable, c the 
elastic energy stored in the 
cable, assuming its elastic 
limit has not been reached. 

2 	 8 A vertical steel wire of 
diameter 0.28 mm and of 
length 2.0 m is fixed at its 
upper end, and has a weight of 
15 N suspended from its lower 
end. Calculate a the extension 
of the wire, bthe elastic 
energy stored in the wire. 

3 	 8 A steel bar of length 
40 mm and cross-sectional 
area 4.5 x 10-4 m2 is placed 
in a vice and compressed 
by 0.20 mm when the vice 
is tightened. Calculate a the 
compressive force exerted 
on the bar, b the work done to 
compress it. 

4 	 8 Figure 2 shows a force 
against extension curve for 
rubber band. Use the graph 
to determine a the work done 
to stretch the rubber band to 
an extension of 0.40 m, 
bthe internal energy retained 
by the rubber band when it 
unstretches. 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 11 

l (a) 	 Define the density of a material. (I mark) 

(b) 	ti Brass, an alloy of copper and zinc, consists of 70% by volume of copper and 30% 
by volume oC zinc. 

density of copper= 8.9 x 103 kg m-3 
densityofzinc=7.l x 103kgm-3 

(i) 	 Determine the mass of copper and the mass of zinc required to make a rod of 
brass of volume 0.80 x io-3m 3. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the density of brass. (5 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

2 tiFigure 1 shows a lorry of mass 1.2 x 103 kg parked on a platform used to weigh 
vehicles. The lorry compresses the spring that supports the platform by 0.030 m. 

• 


/
platform 

A Figure 1 

Calculate the energy stored in the spring. (J marks) 
AQA, 2002 

3 (a) 	 Figure 2 shows the variation of tensile stress with tensile strain for 1wo wires 
X and Y, having the same dimensions, but made of different materials. The materials 
frac1ure at 1he points Fx and Fv respectively. 

tensile fx 
stress 

Fy 

tensile strain 

A Figure2 

State, with a reason for each, which material, X or Y, 
(i) 	 obeys Hooke's law up to the point of fracture 
(ii) 	 is the weaker material 
(iii) is ductile 
(iv) 	 has 1he greater elastic strain energy for a given 1ensile siress. (8 marks) 



4 

5 

Chapter 11 Materials 

(b) 	f* An elastic cord of unstretched length 160mm has a cross-sectional area of 
0.64mm2• The cord is stretched LO a length of 190mm. Assume that Hooke's law is 
obeyed for this range and that the cross-sectional area remains constant. 

the Young modulus ror the material of the cord = 2.0 x 107 Pa 

{i) Calculate the tension in the cord at this extension. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the energy stored in the cord at this extension. (5 marks) 

AQA. 2003 

8 A material in the form of a wire, 3.0 m long and with cross-sectional area 

of 2.8 x 10-7 m2• is suspended from a support so that it hangs vertically. Different 

masses may be suspended from its lower end. The table shows the extension of 

the wire when it is subjected roan increasing load and then a decreasing load. 


0 

0 

24 

2.2 

52 

4.6 

70 

6.4 

82 

?.4 

88 

8.2 

94 

9.6 

101 

13.0 

71 

10.2 

so 
8.0 

16 

4.8 

0 

3.2 

(a) 	e Plot a graph of load (011 the y-axis) aga inst exte nsion (on the X-'1XiS) for both 
increasing and decreasing loads. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Explain wha t the shape o f the graph tells us about the behaviour o f the ma teria l 
in the wire. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 f* Using the graph, determine a value of the Young modulus for the ma terial of 
the wire. 	 (J marks) 

AQA, 2003 

f* Figure 3 shows two wires, one made of steel and the other of brass, firmly clamped 
together at their ends. The wires have the same unstretchcd length and the same 
cross-sectional area. One of the clamped ends is fixed to a horizontal support and a 
mass M is suspended from the other end, so that the wires hang vertically. 

brass steel 

M 

A Figure 3 

(i) 	 Since the wires a rc clamped together the extension of each wire will be the same. 
1f E is the Young modulus for steel and £ 8 the Young modulus for brass, show tha t 5 

Es Fs 
-=
Eu FB 


where F and f 8 arc the respective forces in the steel and brass wires. 
5 
(ii) 	 The mass M produces a total force of 15 N. Show that the magnitude of the force 

f s = lO N. 
the Young modulus for steel= 2.0 x 10 11 Pa 
the Young modulus for brass= 1.0 x 10 11 Pa 

{iii) The cross-sectional area of each wire is 1.4 x 10-6 m2 and the unstretchcd length 
is l.5 m. Determine the extension produced in either wire. (J marks) 

AQA. 2005 

----• 




Section 3 Summary 
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Section 3 Mechanics and materials 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following maths 
skills: 

• 	 use of standard form and conversion to 
standard form from units with prefixes 

• 	 use calculators to solve calculations involving 
powers of ten 

• 	 use of an appropriate number of significant 
figures in all answers to calculations 

• 	 use ofappropriate units in all answers to 
calculations 

• calculation of a mean from a set of repeat 
readings (e.g. diameter of wire) 

• calculate the area ofcross section ofa wire 

• use fractions and percentages 

• change the subject of an equation in order to 

solve calculations 

• plot a graph from data provided or found 
experimentally (e.g. Hooke's law, free fall) 

• relate y =mx +c to a linear graph with 
physics variables to find the gradient and 
intercept and understand what the gradient 
and intercept represent in physics. 

Extension task 
You are about to buy a small car. Research different 
manufacturers' specifications on the internet and 
choose the one that is the best from a safety point 
of view. Present your findings in a suitable way (for 
example, as a presentation) including a comparison 
relating to: 

----• 


• 	 airbags 

• 	 crumple zones 

• 	 seat belts 

• 	 collapsible steering wheel 

• 	 bumpers and any other features a particular 
model has that will improve your safety in the 
event of an accident. 



Practice questions: Mechanics and materials 

l f) A u nHorm heavy metal bar of weight 2 50 N is suspended by two venica l wires, 
supported at their upper ends from a horizontal surface, as shown in Figure 1. 

• 


brass steel 

I I 


A B
l 

250N 

.6. Figure 1 

One wire is made of brass and the other or steel. The cross-sectiona l area of each wire is 
2.5 x I o-7 m 2 and the unstretched length or each wire is 2.0 m. 

the Young modulus for brass = 1.0 x 1011 Pa 

the Young modulus for steel = 2.0 x 1011 Pa 

(i) 	 Ca lculate the extension of the steel wire. it the tension in it is 125 N. 
(ii) 	 Estimate how mud1 lower end A will be than end B. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2002 

2 	 Spectacle lenses can be tested by dropping a small steel ball onto the lens, as shown in 
Figure 2, and then checking the lens for damage. 

stee ball~--··· _ 

l.27m 

lens plinth"'-.. s:::---- .. 
2

I I 
.6. Figure 2 

A test requires the following specifications: 
diameter of the ball= l6rnm 
mass or ball= 16g 
height of drop = I .27 rn 
(a) f) Calcu late the density or the steel used for the ball. 

(b) G In a test the ball bounced back to a height or 0.85 m. Calculate 1he 
speed or the ball just before impact. 

(c) f) Calculate the speed of the ball just after impact. 

(d) f) Calculate the change in momentum of the ball due to the impact. 

(e) f) The time of contact was 40ms. Calculate the average force or the ball 
on the lens during the impact. 

(J marks) 

(2 marks) 

(2 marks) 

(2 marks) 

(2 marks) 
(f) Explain, with reference to momentum, why the test should also specify 

the material of the plinth the lens sits on. (2 marks) 
AQA Specimen paper I, 2015 
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Chapter 11 Materials 

& Figure 3 show~ a spacecraft that initially moves al a constant velocity of 890 m 1 

towards A. To change course, a sideways force is produced by firing thrusters. This 
increases the velocity towards B from 0 to 60ms- 1 in 25s. 

A 

" 

' ., 
thrusters/ .. 

A Figure 3 

(a) 	 The spacecraft has a mass or 5.5 x I04 kg. Calcu late: 
(i) 	 the acceleration or the spacecraft towards B 
(ii) 	 the force on the spacecraft produced by the thrusters. (3 marks) 

(b) Ca lcula te the magnitude of the resultam velocity after 25s. 	 (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Calculate the angh: between the initial and final directions of travel. (I mark) 
AQA. 2004 

4 (a) 	 Explain why a raindrop £ailing vertically through still air reaches a 
constant velocity. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 €J A raindrop falls at a constant vertical velocity of 1.8m s-1 in still air. The mass of 
the raindrop is 7.2 x 10-9 kg. 
Calculate: 
(i) 	 the kinetic energy of the raindrop 
(ii) 	 the work done on the raindrop as it falls through a vertical distance 

of 4.5 m. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 €J The raindrop in pan (b) now falls through air in which a hori1ontal 
wind is blowing. If the velocity of the wind is l.4ms-1, use a scale diagram 
or calculation to determine the magnitude and direction of the resultant 
velocity of the raindrop. (J marks) 

AQA, 2005 

5 	 €J Tidal power could make a significant contribution to UK energy requirements. This 
question is about a tidal power station which traps sea water behind a tidal barrier at high 
tide and then releases the water through turbines 10.0m below the high tide mark. 

tidal 
barrier ..........~-~--~ high tide 

lOm 

sea bed 

A Figure4 

(i) Calculate the mass of sea water covering an area of 120 km2 and depth I 0.0 rn. 
density of sea water= l IOOkg m-3 

(ii) 	 Calculate the maximum loss of potential energy of the sea water in part (i) 
when it is released through the turbines. 

(iii) 	The potential energy of the sea water released through the turbines, 
calculated in pan (ii), is lost over a period of 6.0 hours. Estimate the 
average power output of the power station over this time period. 
Assume the power station efficiency is 40%. ( 7 marks) 

AQA. 2003 

----• 




Chapters in this 
section: 
12 Electric current 

13 Direct current circuits 

Introduction 
Our electricity supplies have improved our lives in many ways. About 
200 years ago, scientists like Andre-Marie Ampere and Alessandro 
Volta discovered how to produce and measure electricity. They carried 
out many experiments that helped them lo discover the principles and 
laws of electricity, which engineers today use to design the circuits in 
all or our electrical devices. After Michael Faraday discovered how to 
generate electricity and transform it to different voltages, electricity 
became part of everyday IHe. Engineers have designed and installed 
electric circuits to supply electricity l'rom power stations to our homes, 
offices, and factories. Today, we expect electricity to be avai lable to us 
day and night. throughout the year. All electrical engineers start their 
training by studying the basic principles or e lectricity, which you will 
meet in this section. You will deepen your understanding or these 
principles and gain experience or practical work in electricity, which 
will help you to design and construct low-voltage electric circuits and 
to analyse circuits that have different components. 

In studying electricity, you will also look at materials such as 
se111ico11ductors, whkh were unknown to scientists before the twentieth 
century, and are used today in many areas or the electronics industry. 
You will explore properties such as superconductivity, which could in the 
ruture lead to entirely new industries. Michael Faraday would have 
been amazed at just how important electricity has become today! 

Working scientifically 
In this part of the course, you wil l carry ou t ca lcu lations from the 
measurements you make, to further develop your calculation skills. 
You will also learn how to estimate the uncertainty of a measurement 
or of a quantity calculated from your measurements. In some 
experiments, you will be expected to use your measurements to plot a 
graph that is predicted to be a straight line. In these experiments, you 
may be asked to determine the graph gradient (and/or intercept) and 
then relate the values you get to a physica l quantity. Make good use of 
the notes and exercises in Chapter 16, including the section on straight 
line graphs, to help you with your maths skills. 

Practical work in this pan of the course involves using low-voltage 
circuits. Electrical safety and good practice is very important whenever 
you are carrying out practical work in electricity. Here are some things 
you need to remember to help you stay sare: 

• 	 If you are using a power supply unit instead of a banery as the 
voltage source in your circuit, always make sure the supply cable 



of a power supply unit is out of the way of the low-voltage circuit 
wires and any othe r apparatus you arc using. 

• 	 Make sure you have a switch in rhe circuit or on the power supply 
unit that you can use LO switch the current on or off, and never 
touch the swit ch, the circuit, or the power supply unit with damp 
or wet hands. 

• 	 Before switching a circuit on, make sure ammeters and voltmeters 
arc correctly connected in the circuit and that the range selling of 
each meter is correct. 

• 	 Ask your teacher ro check your circuit before you switch it on. 
Switch off the circuit if any component becomes hot, and switch 
th e circuit o ff whe n it is not in use. 

r 

What you already know 

From your GCSE studies on electricity, you sh ould know that: 

0 An electric current is a flow of cha rge around a circu it due to the movement of 
e lectrons around the circuit. 

0 Electric current is measured in amperes (A} by using an ammeter. Electric 
potent ial difference, or volrage, is measured in volts (V) by using a volt meter. 

0 For components in series, the cu rren t is the same in each component, and the 
sum of the voltages across the components is equa l to the total voltage. 

0 For components in paralle l, rhe voltage is the same across each compone nt, and 
the sum of the currents rhrough the componen ts is equal to the to ta l current. 

0 For resistors in series, th e tOtal resistance is equal to the sum of the resistances 
of each resistor. 

0 For resisto rs in para llel, the current is greatest through the resistor tha t has least 
resist a nee. 



Learning objectives: 
-+ Define an electric current. 

-+ Calculate the charge flow in 
a circuit. 

-+ Define charge carriers. 

Specification reference: 3.5.1.1 

\ 
metal clips 

.6. Figure 1 Testing for conduction 

- metal 

electrons 

.6. Figure Z Convention for current 
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Electrical conduction 
To make an electric current pass round a circuit. the circuit must be 
complete and there must be a source of potential difference, such as a 
battery, in the circuit. The electric current is the rate of flow of charge 
in the wire or component. The current is due to the passage of charged 
particles. These charged particles are referred to as charge carriers. 

• 	 In metals, the charge carriers are conduction electrons. They move 
about inside the metal, repeatedly colliding with each other and 
the fixed positive ions in the metal. 

• 	 In comparison, when an electric current is passed through a salt 
sol ution, the charge is carried by ions. which arc charged atoms 
or molecules. 

A simple test for conduction of electricity is shown in Figure 1. The 
meter shows a non-zero reading whenever any conducting material 
is connected into the circuit. The bauery forces the charge carriers 
through the conducting material and causes them to pass through 
the bartery and the meter. If the test material is a metal, the charge 
carriers in all pans of the circuit are electrons. These electrons enter the 
baccery ar its posirive terminal after passing through the meral and the 
ammeter, and leave at the negative terminal to continue to cycle again . 

The convention for the direction of current in a circuit is from positive 
(+)to negative(- ), as shown in Figure 2. The convenrion was agreed 
long before rhe discovery of elecrrons. When it was set up, ir was 
known char an electric current is a flow of charge one way round a 
circuit. However, ir was not known whether the current was due to 
positive charge flowing round the circuit from+ to-, or if ir was due 
to negarive charge flowing from - lO +. 

The unit of current is the ampere (A), which is defined in terms of the 
magnetic force between two parallel wires when they carry the same 
current. The symbol for current is /. 

The unit of charge is the coulomb (C), equal to the charge flow in one 
second when the current is one ampere. The symbol for charge is Q. 

For a current!, the charge flow tiQ in time tit is given by 

6 Q = I tit 

For example, the charge flow for a current of: 

• 	 I A in I 0 s is I 0 C 

• 	 5Ain200sis l OOOC 

• 	 lOmA in SOOs is SC. 

For charge flow tiQ in a Lime interval 6t, the current 1 is given by 

I = 6 Q 
6t 

The equation shows that a current or I A is due to a now of charge of 
l coulomb per second. As the magnitude of the charge of the electron is 
1.6 x 10-19 C, a current of I A along a wire must be due to 6.2 5 x 1018 

electrons passing along the wire each second . 



More about charge carriers 	
I 

Materials can be classified in electrical terms as conductors, insulators, 
or scmiconducLOrs. 

• 	 In an insulator, each electron is attached t0 an atom and cannot 
move away from the atom. When a voltage is applied across an 
insulaLOr, no current passes through the insulat0r, because no 
electrons can move through the insulator. 

• 	 Jn a metallic conductor, most electrons are attached to atoms but 
some are delocalised - the delocalised electrons are the charge 
carriers in the metal. When a voltage is applied across the metal, 
these conduction electrons are attracted towards the positive 
terminal of the metal. 

• 	 In a semiconductor, the number of charge carriers increases with 
an increase of temperature. The resistance of a semiconductor 
therefore decreases as its temperature is raised. A pure 
semiconducting material is refe rred to as an intrinsic semiconductor 
because conduction is due to electrons that break free from the 
atoms of the semiconducwr. 

Acar battery is a 12 Vrechargeable battery designed to supply a very large 
current to start the engine. The battery is recharged when the car engine 
is running. Smaller rechargeable batteries are used in portable electronic 
equipment, for example, in mobile phones. Such a battery supplies a much 
smaller current than a car battery. Disposable batteries can't be recharged. 
Once a disposable battery has run down, it is no longer of any use - not as 
environmentally friendly as a rechargeable battery! 

Summary questions 

e = 1.6 x 10- 19 C 

1fja The current in a certain wire is 0.35 A. Calculate the charge 
passing a point in the wire i in 10 s, ii in 10 min. 

b Calculate the average current in a wire through which a charge of 

15 C passes in I 5 s, 11100 s. 

2 fj Calculate the number of electrons passing a point in the wire in 
10 min when the current is a 1.0 µAb 5.0A. 

3 fj ln an electron beam experiment, the beam current is 1.2 mA. 

Calculate 

a the charge flowing along the beam each minute 

b the number of electrons that pass along the beam each minute. 

4 	 fjAcertain type of rechargeable battery is capable ofdelivering a 
current of 0.2 A for 4000 s before its voltage drops and it needs to be 
recharged. Calculate the maximum time it could be used for without 
being recharged if the current through it was a 0. 5 Ab 0.1 A. 

Hint 

We use fl. (the Greek capital letter 

delta) where a change takes place. 

So tl.Oltl.t means 'change per 
second' of charge [i.e., rate of 

change of chargeI. 

Physics and the 
human genome 
project 

To map the human genome, 
fragments of ONA are tagged 
with amino acid bases. Each 
tagged fragment carries a 
negative charge. Avoltage is 
applied across a strip of gel with 
a spot of liquid on it containing 
tagged fragments. The fragments 
are attracted to the positive 
electrode. The smaller the 
fragment, the faster it moves, 
so the fragments separate out 
according to size as they move 
to the positive electrode. The 
fragments pass through a spot 
of laser light, which causes a dye 
attached to each tag to fluoresce 
as it passes through the laser 
spot. Light sensors linked to 
a computer detect the glow 
from each tag. The computer is 
programmed to work out and 
display the sequence of bases in 
the DNA fragments. 

0: 	 Why are the tagged 
fragments attracted to the 
positive electrode? 

·1Jeme s<1:!ie4J <llJSOddo pue '<1:!ie4J 
31\!le:!;iu e fiiJeJ fi<141 <1sneJ<19 :ia111suv 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ Define potential difference. 

-+ Calculate electrical power. 

-+ Explain how energy transfers 
take place in electrical 
devices. 

Specification reference: 3.5.1.1 

Energy and potential difference 
When a torch bulb is connected to a battery, electrons deliver energy 
from the battery to the torch bulb. Each electron moves around 
the circuit and takes a fixed amount of energy from the banery as 
it passes through it. The electrons then deliver energy to the bulb as 
they pass through it. After delivering energy to the bulb, each electron 
re-enters the battery via the positive terminal to be resupplied with 
more energy to deliver to the bulb. 

electrons 

........--  e 
switch 

A Figure 2 Sources of emf 

Study tip 

Remember 1 volt = 1 joule per 
coulomb. 
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A Figure 1 Energy transfer by electrons 

A battery has the potential to transier energy from its chemical score 
if the battery is not part of a complete circuit. When the bauery 
is in a circuit, each electron passing through a circuit component 
does work co pass through the component and therefore transfers 
some or all of its energy. The work done by an electron is equal 
to its Joss of energy. The work done per unit charge is defined as 
the potential difference (abbreviated as pd) or volrage across the 
component. 

Potential difference is defined as the work done (or energy 
transfer) per unit charge. The unit of pd is the volt, which is equal 
to l joule per coulomb. 

If work Wis done when charge Q flows through rhe component, the 
pd across the component, V, is given by 

V = W 
Q 

Rearranging this equation gives W = QV for the work done or energy 
transfer when charge Q passes through a component which has a pd V 

across its terminals. 

For example: 

• 	 U 30J of work is done when 5 C of charge passes through a 
component, the pd across the component must be 6 V (= 30 J/5 C). 

• 	 If the pd across a component in a circuit is 12 V, then 3 C of charge 
passing through the component would transfer 36 J of energy from 
the battery tO the component. 

The emf of a source of electricity is de fined as the e lectrical 
energy produced per unit charge passing through the source. 
The unit of emf is the volt, the same as the unit of pd . 



For a source of emf E in a circuit, the electrical energy produced when 
charge Q passes through the source= QE. This energy is transferred 
to other parts of the circuit and some may be dissipated in the source 
itself due to the source's internal resistance. Topic 13.3, Electromotive force and 

internal resistance. )Energy transfer in different devices 

.6. Figure 3 Electrical devices 

An electric current has a heating effect when it passes through a 
component with resistance. It also has a magnetic effect, which is 
made use of in electric motors and loudspeakers. 

l 	 ln a device that has resistance, such as an electrical h eater, the 
work done on the device is tran sferred as thermal e nergy. This 
happens because th e charge carriers repeatedly collide with atoms 
in the device and transfer energy to them, so the atoms vibrate 
more and the resistor becomes hotter. 

2 	 In an electric motor turning at a constant speed, the work done 
on the motor is equal to the energy transferred to the load and 
surroundings by the motor, so the kinetic energy of the motor 
remains constant. The charge carriers are elecuons that need to 

be forced through the wires of the spinning motor coil against the 
opposing force on the electrons due to the motor's magnetic field. 

3 	 For a loudspeaker. the work done on the loudspeaker is transferred 
as sound energy. Electrons need to be forced through the wires of 
the vibrating loudspeaker coil against the force on them due to the 
loudspeaker magnet. 

Electrical power and current 
Consider a component or device that has a potential difference V 
across its terminals and a current I passing through it. In time 6.1: 

• 	 the ch a rge fl ow through it, Q =I 6.t 

• 	 the work done by the charge carriers, W = QV = (I 6.t) v = rv 6.t. 

Work done W = IV M 

The energy transfer 6.E in the component or device is equal to the 
work done W. 

Because power= e~crgy, the elearical power P supplied to the device is 
ume 

IV M = I V 
M 

Electrical power P =IV 

Notes: P P 
l This equation can be rearranged to give I = - or V = -. 

V L 
2 	 The unit of power is the watt (W). Therefore one volt is equal to 

one watt per ampere. For example, if the pd across a component is 
4 V, then the power delivered to the component is 4 W per ampere 
of current. 

Summary questions 

1 	 G Calculate the energy 

transfer in 1200 s in a 

component when the pd across 

it is 12 Vand the current is: 

a 2A 
b O.OSA. 

2 	 GA 6 V, 12 Wlight bulb is 
connected to a 6V battery. 


Calculate: 


a the current through the 


light bulb 

b the energy transfer to the 

light bulb in 1800 s. 

3 GA 230 Velectrical appliance 

has a power rating of 800 W. 

Calculate i the energy transfer 

in the appliance in 1 min, 

ii the current taken by the 

appliance. 

4 GA battery has an emf of 
9V and negligible internal 

resistance. It is capable of 

delivering a total charge of 

1350 C. Calculate: 

a the maximum energy the 

battery could deliver 

b the power it would deliver 

to the components of 

a circuit if the current 

through it was O.SA 

c how long the battery 

would last for, if it were to 

supply power at the rate 

calculated in b. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe what causes 

electrical resistance. 

-+ 	 Discuss when Ohm's law can 

be used. 

-+ 	 Explain what a 

superconductor is. 

Specification reference: 3. 5.1.1; 
3.5.1.3 
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Definitions and laws 
The resistance of a component in a circuit is a measure of the difficulty 
of making current pass through the component. Resistance is caused 
by che repeated collisions between the charge carriers in the material 
wich each ocher and with the fixed positive ions of the material. 

The resistance of any component is defined as 
the pd across the component 

the current through it 

For a component which passes current I when the pd across it is V, its 
resistance R is given by the equation 

R =.!:_ 
I 

The unit of resistance is the ohm (Q), which is equal to l volt per 
ampere. 

Rearranging the above equation gives V =TR or I =~ 
Reminder about prefixes 

'Y Table 1 Prefixes 

nano micro miIii kilo 

n µ m k 

10-9 10-6 10-3 103 

mega giga 

M G 

106 109 

.
Worked example 	 © 
The current through a component is 2.0 mA when the pd across 

it is 12 V. Calculate: 


a its resistance at this current 


b the pd across the component when the current is 50µA, 

assuming its resistance is unchanged. 


Solution 
12 

a 	 R = !:. = = 6000 n 
I 2.0 x io-3 


b V= lR =50xlO-<>x6000=0.30Y 


Measurement of resistance 9 
A resistor is a componenc designed to have a cerrain resistance, which 
is the same regardless of the current through it. The resistance of a 
resistor can be measured using the circuit shown in Figure l. 

• 	 The ammeter is used to measure the current through the resistor. 
The ammeter must be in series with the resisror, so che same 
current passes through both the resistor and rhe ammeter. 

• 	 The voltmeter is used to measure the pd across the resistor. 
The voltmeter must be in parallel with the resistor so that they 



have the same pd. Also, no current should pass through the 
voltmeter, otherwise the ammeter will not record the exact 
current through the resistor. In theory, the voltmeter should have 
infinite resistance. In practice, a voltmeter with a sufficiently high 
resistance would be satisfactory. 

• 	 The variable resistor is used to adjust the current and pd as necessary. 
To investigate the variation of current with pd, the variable resistor 
is adjusted in steps. At each step, rhe current and pd are recorded 
from the ammeter and voltmeter, respectively. The measurements 
can then be plotted on a graph of pd against current, as shown in 
Figure 2 (or for current against pd - see Topic 12.4). 

The graph for a resistor is a straight line through the origin. The 
resistance is the same, regardless of the current. The resistance is equal 
to the gradient of the graph because the gradient is constant and at 
any point is eq ua l to the pd divided by the current. In other words, the 
pd across the resistor is proportional to the current. The discovery that 
the pd across a meta l wire is proportional to the current through it was 
made by Georg Ohm in 1826, and is known as Ohm's law. 

Ohm's law states that the pd across a metallic conductor is 
proportional to the current through it, provided the physical 
conditions do not change. 

Notes: 
1 	 Ohm's law is equivalent to rhe statement that the resistance of 

a metallic conductor under constant physical conditions (e.g., 
temperature) is constant. 

2 	 For an ohmic conductor, V = TR, where R is constant. A resist0r is a 
component designed to have a certain resistance. 

3 	 If the current and pd measurements for an ohmic conductor 
are plotted with current on the y-axis and pd on the x-axis, the 
gradient of this graph gives l!R. 

Resistivity 	9 
For a conductor of length Land uniform cross-sectional area A, as 
shown in Figure 3. its resistance R is 

• 	 proportiona l 10 l 

• 	 inversely proportiona l 10 A. 

Hence R = ~l · where p is a constant for that material. known as its 

resistivity. 

Rearranging this equation gives the following equation. which can be 
used to calculate the resistivity of a sample of material of length Land 
uniform cross-sectional area A: 

. . . RA
res1st1v1ty, p = L 

Notes: 
1 The unit of resistivity is the ohm metre (Qm). 

2 For a conductor with a circular cross section of diameter d, A =n:2 

(= 7tr2 where radius r = d/2). 

.&. Figure 1 Measuring resistance 

pd /V 

0 	 1.0 2.0 3.0 
current I A 

.&. Figure 2 Graph of pd versus current 
for a resistor 

'---L-_.., 
CJ~£-..~-r-es_is_ta_n_c_e_R~~--) 
'(: area of cross section A 

.&. Figure 3 Resistivity 

• 




0 

12.3 Resistance 

R 

t:i.L 

.6. Figure 4 Graph ofresistance against 
length for a wire 

T Table 2 Resistivity values ofdifferent 
materials at room temperature 

To determine the resistivity of a wire 

• 	 Measure the diameter of the wire d using a micrometer at several 
different points along the wire, to give a mean value ford to 

calculate its cross-sectional area A. 

• 	 Measure the resistance R of different lengths L of wire tO plot a 
graph of R against L (Figure 4). 

The resistivity of the wire is given by the graph gradient x A. 

Material 

copper 

constantan 

carbon 

silicon 

PVC 

Resistivity In m 

1.7 x 10 s 

5.0 x 10 7 

3 x 10 s 

2300 

about 1014 

temperature I K 

.6. Figure S Resistivity ofa 
superconductor versus temperature 
near the critical temperature 

Synoptic link 

For more information about MRI 
scanners and particle accelerators, 
see Topic 3.6, Wave-particle 
duality, and Topic 2.1, The particle 
zoo, respectively. 

Study tip 

Resistivity is a property of a 
material. Don't confuse resistivity 
and resistance. 
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Summary questions 

1 a 	 G Complete the table below by calculating the missing value for 
each resistor . 

12.0 5.0 5.0 x 104 

22 4.0 x 104 2.0x107 

b Find the resistance of the resistor that gave the results shown in 
Figure 2. 

2 & calculate the resistance of a uniform wire of diameter 0.32 mm and 
length 5.0 m. The resistivity of the material = 5.0 x 10 7 Q m. 

3 GCalculate the resistance of a rectangular strip of copper of length 
0.08 m, thickness 15 mm, and width 0.80 mm. The resistivity of copper = 
1.7 x 10-s Q m. 

4 	 GA wire ofuniform diameter 0.28mm and length 1.50 m has a 
resistance of 45 Q. Calculate: 

a its resistivity 

b the length of this wire that has a resistance of 1.0 Q . 



Circuit diagrams 
Each type of component has its own symbol, which is used to represent 
the component in a circuit diagram. You need to recognise the symbols 
for different types of components to make progress - just like a motorist 
needs to know what different road signs mean. Note that on a circuit 
diagram, the direction of the current is always shown from+ to - round 
the circuit. 

You should be able to recognise the component symbols shown in 
Figure I. Herc arc some notes about some of the components. 

• 	 A cell is a source of electrical energy. Note that a battery is a 
combination of cells. 

• 	 The symbol for an ind icator is rhe same as that for a light source 
(including a filament lamp, but not a light-emitting diode). 

• 	 A diode allows current in one di rection only. A light-emitting diode 
(or LED) emits light when it conducts. The direction in which the 
diode conducts is referred to as its forward direction. The opposite 
direction is referred to as its reverse direction. Examples of the use 
of diodes include the protection or de circuits (in case the voltage 
supply is connected the wrong way round). 

• 	 A resistor is a component designed to have a certain resistance. 

• 	 The resistance of a thermistor decreases with increasing temperature, 
if the thermistor is an intrinsic semiconductor such as silicon. 

• 	 The resistance of a light-dependent resistor (LDR) decreases 
with increasing light inrensiry. 

Investigating the characteristics of 
different components 
To measure the variation of current with pd for a component, use either 

• 	 a potential divider 10 vary the pd [rom zero, or 

• 	 a variable resist0r to vary the curren t to a minimum. 

A 

x 

ba 

.6. Figure 2 Investigating component characteristics a Using a potential divider, 
b Using o variable resistor 

Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe how the current 

through a filament lamp 

varies with pd. 

' 	 State the characteristics of 

a diode. 

' 	 Describe what we use a 
thermistor for. 

Specification reference: 3.5.1.2; 
3.5.1.3 

ammeter 

voltmeter 

cell 

indicator or 
light source 

diodeC>I 
light-emitting 
diode 

resistor 

variable 
resistor 

~ thermistor 

light-dependent 
resistor 

---crnJ- heater 

--@---- electric motor 

.6. Figure 1 Circuit components 

• 



12.4 Components and their characteristics 

+ 

+ 
----~---v 

The advantage of using a potential divider is Lhat the current through 
the component and the pd across it can be reduced to zero. This is not 
possible with a variable resistor circuit. 

The measurements for each type of componenc are usually plotted as 
a graph of current (on the y-axis} against pd (on the x-axis). Typical 
graphs for a wire, a filament lamp, and a thermistor are shown in 
Figure 3. Note that the measurements are che same, regardless of 
which way the current passes chrough each of these components. 

In both circuits, an ammeter sensor and a voltmeter sensor connected to 
a data logger could be used to capture data (i.e., to measure and record 
the readings) which could then be displayed directly on an oscilloscope 
or a computer. 

+ 

_ _ _ __,._...____~ 

high temperature 
+ 

low temperature 

v 
+ 

a Wire b Lamp c Thermistor 

.A Figure 3 Current versus pdfor different components 

+ 

_ _ _ _,,, + vo~~r--

0.6V 

.A Figure 4 Current versus pdfor 
a diode 

Hint 

Remember, a diode needs a certain 
pd to conduct. 
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• 	 A wire gives a straight line through the origin. This means that 
at any point on the line, the value of VI I is the same. In other 
words, che resistance of the wire (= VI I} does not change when the 
current d1anges. The gradient of the line is equal to 11 resistance 
R of the wire. Any resistor al constam temperamre would give 
a straight line. The majority of components do nor follow this 
proportional (straight-line) relationship. 

• 	 A fi lament bulb gives a curve with a decreasing gradient because its 
resistance increases as it becomes hotter. 

• 	 A thermistor at constant temperature gives a straight line. The 
higher the temperature, the greater the grad ient of the line, as the 
resistance falls with increase of temperature. The same result is 
obtained for a light-dependent resistor in respect of ligh t. intensity. 

The diode 
To investigate the characteristics of the diode, one set of measurements 
is made with the diode in its forward direction (i.e., forward biased) 
and another set with it in its reverse direction (i.e., reverse biased). 
The current is very small when the diode is reverse biased and can 
only be measured using a milliammeter. 

Typical results for a silicon diode are shown in Figure 4. A silicon diode 
conducts easily in its forward direction above a pd of about 0.6 V and 
hardly at all below 0.6 v or in the opposite direction. 



Resistance and temperature 
The resistance of a metal increases with increase of temperature. This 
is because the positive ions in the conduct0r vibrate more when its 
temperature is increased. The charge carriers (conduction electrons) 
therefore cannot pass through the metal as easily when a pd is applied 
across the conductor. A metal is said to have a positive temperature 
coefficient because its resistance increases with increase of 
temperature. 

The resistance of an intrinsic sem iconductor decreases with 
increase of temperature. This is because the number of charge 
carriers (conduction electrons) increases when the temperature 
is in creased. A thermistor made from an intrinsic semiconductor 
therefore has a negative temperatu re coefficient. Its percentage 
change of resistance per kelvin cha nge of temperature is much 
greater than for a met.a l. For this reason, thermistors are often 
used as the temperature-sensitive component in a temperature 
sensor. 

Figure 5 shows how the resistance of a thermistor and a metal wire 
vary with temperature. Both components have the same resista nce 
at 0°C. The resistance of the thermistor decreases non-linearly with 
increase of temperawre, whereas the resistance of the metal wire 
increases much less over the same temperature range. 

Summary questions 

1 	 A filament bulb is labelled '3.0 V, 0.75 W'. 


a f*Calculate its current and its resistance at 3.0 V. 


b State and explain what would happen to the filament bulb if the 


current was increased from the value in a. 

2 	 f*Acertain thermistor has a resistance of 50 000 Q at 20 •c and a 

resistance of 4000 n at 60 •c. 
It is connected in series with an ammeter and a 1.5 V cell. Calculate the 

ammeter reading when the thermistor is: 


a at 20 •c 

b at 60 •c. 


3 	 A silicon diode is connected in series with a cell and a torch bulb. 

a Sketch the circuit diagram showing the diode in its forward 

direction. 

b Explain why the torch bulb would not light if the polarity of the cell 

were reversed in the circuit. 

4 e The resistance of a certain metal wire increased from 25.3 n at 0 ·c to 

35.5Q at 100 •c. Assuming the resistance over this range varies linearly 

with temperature, calculate: 

a the resistance at 50 •c 

b the temperature when the resistance is 30.0 n. 


R/kn 

4.0 

metal wire 

3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

0 20 

A Figure 5 Resistance variation with 
temperaturefor a thermistor and 
a meta/wire 
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Practice questions: Chapter 12 


• 


Of) The following measurements were made in an investigation 10 measure the 
resistivity of the material of a certain wire. 

Pd across the wire / V 

Current through the wire I A 

0.0 2.0 

0.00 0.15 

4.0 6.0 8.0 

0.31 0.44 0.62 

10.0 

0.74 

Length of wire= I .60m. 

Diameter of wire = 0.28 mm. 

(a) 	 Plot a graph of the pd against the current. (4 marks) 
(b) 	 Show that the pd, V, across the wire varies with the current I according 


to the equation 


V= pLl 
A 

where pis the resistivity of the wire. Lis its length, and A is its area 
of cross section. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Use the graph to calculate the resistivity of the ma teria l of the wire. (6 marks) 

2 	 f) A battery is connected across a unjform conductor. The current in the 
conductor is 40mA. 
(a) 	 Calculate the total charge that flows past a point in the conductor in 3 minutes. 
(b) 	 Using data from the Data Booklet calculate the number of electron charge carriers 

passing the same point in the conductor in this time. 
(c) 	 1£ 8.6 J of energy arc transferred to the conductor in this time, calculate the potential 

difference across the conductor. 
(d) 	 Calculate the resistance of the conductor. (6 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

3fj (a) 	Figure I shows a graph of Vagainst I for a filament lamp. Calculate the 
maximum resistance of the lamp over the range shown by the graph. (J marks) 
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A Figure 1 

(b) Sketch on a copy of the axes below, a graph of current against potential difference 
ror a diode. 

' '"""" A I 
(2 marks) 

I 

-2 
I 

-1 0 
I 
2 pd / V 

AQA, 2002 



4 fl Figure 2 shows the general shape of the current-time graph during the 2 seconds a[ter 
a 12 v filament lamp is switched on. 

Chapter 12 Electric current 

• 


current/A 4 

2 

2.0 	time/s 

.A Figure 2 

(a) 	 A studen t wishes to perform an experiment to obtain this graph. 
(i) 	 Explain why sampling data using a sensor and a computer is a sensible option. 

(ii) 	 Suggest a suirable sampling rate for such an experiment, giving 
a reason for your answer. (J marks) 

(b) 	 Explain why the current rises co a high value before falling to a steady 
value and why a filament is more likely to fail when being switched on 
than at other times. (6 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

58 (a) 	 A metal wire or length l.4 m has a uniform cross-sectional area= 7.8 x 10-7 m2. 

Calculate the resistance, R, of the wire. 
resistivity or the metal= 1.7 x 10-anm (2 marks) 

(b) 	 The wire i!> now stretched to twice its original length by a proces!> that keeps its 
volume constant. 
If the resistivity or the metal of the wire remains constant, show that 
the resistance increases to 4R. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

6 (a) 	 fj The resistivity or a material in the form of a uniform resistance wire is to be 
measured. The area of cross section of the wire is known. 
The apparatus available includes a battery, a switch, a variable resistor, an ammeter, 
and a voltmeter. 
(i) 	 Draw a circui r diagram, using some or all of this apparatus, wh ich would enable 

you LO determine the resistivity of the material. 
(ii) 	 Describe how you would make the necessary measurements, ensuring that you 

have a range of values. 
(iii) 	 Show how a value of the resistivity is determined from your 

measurements. (9 marks) 

(b) 	G A sheet or carbon-reinforced plastic measuring 80mm x 80mm x 1.5 mm has its 
two large surfaces coated with highly conducting metal film. When a potential 
di[[erence or 240 Vis applied between the metal films, there is a current of 2.0 mA 
in the plastic. Calculate the resistivity of the plastic. (J marks) 

AQA, 2002 

7 (a) (i) What is a superconductor? 
(ii) With the aid or a sketch graph, explain the term transition temperature. (J marks) 

(b) Explain why superconductors are very useful for applicatons which require 
very large electric currenrs and name two such applicatons. (J marks) 

AQA. 2006 



Learning objectives: Current rules 
' 	 State the rules for series and 1 At any junction in a circuit, the total current leaving the 

parallel circuits. junction is equal to the total current entering the junction. 
' 	 State the principles behind 

these rules. 

' 	 Describe how we use the wire 1 

rules in circuits. 0.5A 
Specification reference: 3.5.1.4 

.A Figure 1 At ajunction 

For example, Figure 1 shows a junction or three wires where the 
cu rrent in two of the wires (wire 1 and wire 2) is given. The current 
in wire 3 must be 1.0 A into the junction, because the tota l current 
into the junction(= l.OA along wire 3 + O.SA along wire 1) is the 
same as the total current out or the junction (= 1.5 A along wire 2). 

The junction rule holds because the rates or charge flowing into 
and out of a junction arc always equal. The current along a wire 
is the charge flow per second. In Figure I , the charge entering the 
junction each second is O.SC along wire 1and1.0C along wire3. 
The charge leaving the junction each second must therefore be 
1.5 C as the junction docs not retain charge. 

2 Components in series 
• 	 The current entering a component is the same as 

the current leaving the compone nt. In other words, 
components do not use up current. The charge per second 
entering a component is equal to the charge per second leaving 
it. In Figure 2, ammeters A1 and A2 show the same reading 
because they arc measuring the same current. 

• 	 The current passing through two or more components 
in series is the same through each component. This is 
because the rate of flow of charge through each component is 
the same at any instant. The same amount of charge passing 
through any one component each second passes through every 
other component each second. In Figure 2, the ammeters read 
the same because the same amoum of charge each second 
passes through each component. 

Potential difference rules 
The potential difference (abbreviated as pd), or voltage, between any 
two points in a circuit is defined as the energy transfer per coulomb of 
charge that flows from one point to the other. 

• 	 If the charge carriers lose energy, the potential difference is a 
potential drop. 

• 
• If the charge carriers gain energy, which happens when they pass 

through a battery or ceU, the potential diHcrcncc is a potential rise 
equal to the pd across the battery or cell's 1crminals . 

wire2 

wire3 

.A Figure 2 Components in series 

http:1and1.0C


l 

2 

IThe rules ror potential differences are list.ed below with an explanation 
Study tipof each rule in energy terms. 
You should learn the rules in boldFo r two or more components in series, the total pd across 
within this topic in preparation for all the components is equa l to the sum of the potential 

differe nces across each component. the rest of this chapter. 

• 


A Figure 3 Adding porenrial differences 

rn Figu re 3, the pd across the battery terminals is equal to the sum or 
the potentia l difkrences across the three resistors. This is because the 
pd across each resistor is the energy delivered per coulomb of charge 
to that resistor. So the sum of potential differences across the three 
resistors is the tota l energy delivered tO the resistors per coulomb 
of charge passing through them, which is the pd across the battery 
terminals. 

The pd across compo nents in parallel is the same. 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I I 

:-- V1--1-- V2 ----: 

Vo=V1+V2 

A Figure 4 Two camponenrs in parallel 

In Figure 4, charge carriers can pass through either of the two resistors 
in parallel. The same amount of energy is delivered by a charge carrier 
regardless of which of the two resistors it passes through. 

Suppose the variable resistor is adjusted so the pd across it is 4 V. If 
the bartery pd is 12 V, the pd across each of the two resistors in parallel 
is 8 v (= 12 V - 4 V). This is because each coulomb of charge leaves the 
battery with I2J of electrical energy and uses 4J on passing through 
the variable resistor. Therefore, each coulomb of charge has 8J of 
e lectrical energy to deliver to either of the two parallel resistors. 



13.1 Circuit rules 

.-------t ~ ___ i----..9v 

1 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 
I I I 

:-3v - :-- 6V ~ 
.A. Figure 5 The loop rule 

Hint 

Sources of emf usually possess 
some internal resistance (see 
Topic 13.3) . This can be discounted 
if a quest ion states that the 
internal resistance of a source of 
emf is negligible. 

Summary questions 

3 	 For any complete loop of a circuit, the sum of the emfs round 
the loop is equal to the sum of the potential drops around 
the loop. This follows from the fact thaL the total emf in a loop is the 
total electrical energy per coulomb produced in the loop and the sum 
of the potential drops is the electrical energy per coulomb delivered 
round the loop. The above statement follows therefore from the 
conservation of energy. 

For example, in Figure 5, the battery has an emf of 9 V. Jf the variable 
resistor is adjusted so that the pd across the light bulb is 6 V, the 
pd across the variable resistor is 3 V (= 9 V - 6 V ). The total emf in 
the circuit is 9V due to the battery. This is eq ual to the sum of the 
potential differences round the circuit (= 3 V across the variable 
resistor+ 6V across the light bulb). In other words, every coulomb of 
charge leaves the battery with 9J of e lectrica l energy and supplies 3J 
to the variable resistor and 6J to the light bu lb. 

Each time a charge carrier goes round the circuit 

• 	 a certain am ount of energy E is transferred to it from the battery 

• 	 it transfers energy equal to !!_ to the variable resistor. and 
2

E to the 
light bulb. 3 3 

1 fa Abattery which has an emf of 6 Vand negligible 2 A4.5 Vbattery of negligible internal resistance is 

internal resistance is connected to a 6 V6 Wlight connected in series with a variable resistor and 

bulb in parallel with a 6 V24 Wlight bulb, as shown a 2.5 V0.5 Wtorch bulb. 

in Figure 6. a Sketch the circuit diagram for this circuit. 
6V b faThe variable resistor is adjusted so that the 

pd across the torch bulb is 2.5 V. Calculate i the.----; ~---1 ----- pd across the variable resistor, ii the current 

through the torch bulb. 

3 A6.0 Vbattery of negligible internal resistance is 
6V 6W connected in series with an ammeter, a 20 n resistor, 


and an unknown resistor R. 


a Sketch the circuit diagram. 


b faThe ammeter reads 0. 20 A. Calculate I the pd
6V 24W 
across the 20 Q resistor, II the pd across R, Iii the 
resistance of R. 

.A. Figures 
4 fa In 3, when the unknown resistor is replaced 

Calculate a the current through each light bulb, b the with a torch bulb, the ammeter reads 0.12 A. 
current from the battery, c the power supplied by Calculate a the pd across the torch bulb, 
the battery. b the resistance of the torch bulb. 

• 




Resistors in series 

.:.-v1- -..+---V2-----+! 

.A. Figure 1 Resistors in series 

Resistors in series pass the same current. The total pd is equal to the 
sum of the individual pds. 

• 	 For two resistors R1 and R2 in series, as in Figure I, when current I 
passes through the resistors, 
the pd across R1, V1 = !1?1, and 
the pd across R2, V2 = TR2 

The total pd across Lwo resistors, V = V1 + V2 = IR1 + IR2 

. . V IR +IR
Therefore, Lhe Lotal resistance R = - = 1 2 =R 1 + R2I I 
• 	 For two or more resistors R1, R2, Ry etc. in series, the theory can 

easily be extended to show that the total resistance is equal t o 
the sum of th e individual resis tances. 

R =R 1 + R2 + R3 + .. . 

Resistors in parallel 

R2 

.A. Figure 2 Resistors in parallel 

Resistors in parallel have the same pd. The current through a parallel 
combination of resistors is equal to the sum of the individual currents. 

• 	 For two resistors R1 and R2 in parallel, as in Figure 2, when Lhe pd 
across Lhe combination is v, 
the current through resistor R1, ! 1 = ~ 


RI 


. . v
the current through resistor R2 , 1 = 2 Ri 

The total current through the combination, I = 11 + 12 = ~ + ~ 
RI R2 

Since the total resistance R =~. then the total current 1=~ 
I 	 R 

v v v 
Therefore - = - + 

R RI R2 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Calculate resistances in 

series and in parallel. 

-+ Define resistance heating. 

-+ Calculate the current and 

pds for each component in 

a circuit. 

Specification reference: 3.5.1.4 

• 




13.2 More about resistance 

Study tip 
You need to know how to use the 
resistor rules correctly. 

Notice the resistance of two 
resistors in parallel is equal to 
their product divided by their sum. 
For example, the resistance of a 
3Q resistor in parallel with a 6 Q 

resistor is[~:~] = 2n. 

Synoptic link 
You learnt about resistance in 

Topic 12.3, Resistance and Topic 
12.4, Components and their 
characteristics. 

• 


Cancelling V from each term gives the following equation, which is 
used to calculate the total resistance R: 

I I I 
- = - + 
R R 1 R2 

• 	 For two or more resistors R1, R2, R3, etc. in parallel, the theory can 
easily be extended to show that the t0tal resistance R is given by 

1 I 1 I 
- = - + - + - + ... 
R R1 R2 R

3 

Resistance heating 
The heating effect of an electric current in any component is due to 
the resistance of the component. The charge carriers repeatedly collide 
with the positive ions of the conducting materia l. There is a net transfer 
of energy from the charge carriers lO the positive ions as a result of 
these collisions. After a charge carrier loses kinetic energy in such a 
collision, the force due to the pd across rhe materia l accelerates it until 
it collides with another positive ion. 

base plate 

mains cable heating element 

A Figure 3 Heating elements 

healing element 
on inside of base plate 


For a componen t of resistance R, when current I passes through it, the 
pd across the component, V = IR. 

Therefore the power supplied to the component, 

P =TV= !2 R (=~
2

) . 
Hence the energy per second transferred LO the component as thermal 
energy =!2 R. 

H the component is at constant temperature. heat transfer to the 
surroundings takes place at the same rate. Therefore, 

the rate of heat transfer =12 R 

• 	 If the component heats up, its temperature rise depends on the 
power supplied to it (/2 R) and the rate of heat transfer to the 
surroundings. 

• 	 The energy transferred to the object by the electric current 
in rime t =power x time =12 Rt. 

• 	 The energy transfer per second LO the component (i.e., the power 
supplied to it) docs nor depend on the direction of the current. 



~ 
~ Worked example 

The pd across a lOOO Q resistor in a circuit was measured at 6.0V. 
Calculate the electrical power supplied to the resistor. 

Solution 
V 6.0V 

Current I = - = =6.0mA 
R IOOOQ 

Power P = I2 R = (6.0 x io-3) 2 x 1000 = 0.036 w 

Summary questions 

1 	 f) Calculate the total resistance of each of the 

resistor combinations in Figure 4. 

4!2 12!2 
a 

4!2 

b 
12!2 

3!2 

2n 

c 


60 

.& Figure4 

2 	 f)A 3 Q resistor and a 6Q resistor are connected 

in parallel with each other. The parallel combination 
is connected in series with a 6.0 V battery and a 4 Q 

resistor, as shown in Figure 5. Assume the battery 

itself has negligible internal resistance. 

6V 

3n 

4!2 

.& Figure 5 

Study tip 
The power of the resistor could 

also have been calculated in one 

step using the equation P= ~· 
Prove to yourself that you can 

obtain the same answer using this 

method. 

Calculate: 

a 	 the combined resistance of the 3 Q resistor and 

a 6 Q resistor in parallel 

b 	 the total resistance of the circuit 

c 	 the battery current 

d 	 the power supplied to the 4 Q resistor. 

3 	 f)A 2 Q resistor and a 4Q resistor are connected 

in series with each other. The series combination is 

connected in parallel with a 9 Q resistor and a 3 V 
battery of negligible internal resistance, as shown in 

Figure 6. 

3V 

2n 4n 

9n 

.& Figure 6 

Calculate: 


a the total resistance of the circuit 


b the battery current 


c the power supplied to each resistor 


d the power supplied by the battery. 


4 f)Calculate: 

a the power supplied to a 10 Q resistor when the pd 

across it is 12 V 

b the resistance of a heating element designed to 
operate at 60 Wand 12 V . 

• 




• Electromotive force and 
internal resistance 

Learning objectives: 
' Explain why the pd of a 

battery (or cell) in use is less 

than its emf. 

' Measure the internal 
resistance of a battery. 

' Describe how much power is 
wasted in a battery. 

Specification reference: 3.5.1.6 

emf, e 

~~ 

resistance, 

.A. Figure 1 Internal resistance 

R 
r 

.A. Figure 2 Emfand internal resistance 

• 


Internal resistance 
The internal resistance of a source of electricity is due co opposirion 
co rhe flow of charge rhrough rhe source. This causes electrical energy 
produced by rhe source co be dissipated inside the source when charge 
flows through it. 

• 	 The electromotive force (emf, symbol e) of the source is the 
elecrrical energy per unit charge produced by rhe source. If electrical 
energy Eis given to a charge Qin the source, 

E 
e = Q 

• 	 The pd across the terminals of the source is the electrical energy 
per unir charge delivered by the source when ir is in a circuit. The 
terminal pd is less than the emf whenever currem passes through the 
source. The difference is due to the internal resistance of the source. 

The internal resistance of a source is the loss of potential 
difference per unit current in the source when current passes 
through the source. 

In circuit diagrams, the internal resistance of a source may be shown 
as a resistor (labelled 'internal resistance') in series wirh rhe usual 
symbol for a cell or battery, as in Figure I. 

When a cell of emf eand internal resistance r is connected co an external 
resistor of resistance R. as shown in Figure 2, all the current rhrough the 
cell passes through its internal resistance and the external resistor. So the 
two resistors are in series, which means that rhe toral resistance of the 
circuit is r+ R. Therefore, the current ch rough the cell, J =_e_. 

R+r 
In other words, the cell emf e =L(R + r) =IR+ Ir= the terminal pd + 
the lost, or wasted, pd 

e= IR + Jr 

The lost pd inside the cell (i.e., the pd across the internal resistance of 
the cell) is equal to the difference between the cell emf and the pd across 
its terminals. ln energy terms, the lost pd is the energy per coulomb 
dissipated or wasted inside the cell due to its interna l resistance . 

Power 
Multiplying each term of the above equation by the cell current l gives 

power supplied by the cell, Te = 12 R + 12 r 

In other words, the power supplied by the cell = the power delivered to 
R + the power wasted in the cell due to its internal resistance. 

The power delivered to R =I2R = e2 R since l =_ e_ . 
(R + r)2 R + r 

Figure 3 shows how the power delivered tO R varies with rhe value of R . 



It can be shown that the peak of this power curve is at R = r. In other power delivered 
words, when a source delivers power to a load, maximum power is to load 

delivered to the load when the load resistance is equal to the 
internal resistance of the source. The load is then said to be matched 
to the source. (Although you don't need to know this, you might find it 
useful if you ever need co replace an amplifier or a speaker.) 

Measurement of internal resistance 8 
The pd across the terminals of a 

vcell, when the cell is in a circuit, 
can be measured by connecting a 
high-resistance voltmeter direetly 
across the terminals of the cell. 
Figure 4 shows how the terminal 
pd can be measured l'or differen t 
values of current. 

The curren t is changed by 
adjusting the variable resistor. The 
lamp (or a fixed resistor) limits A Figure 4 Measuring internal resistance 

the maximum current that can 
pass through the cell. The ammeter is used to measure the cell current. 
The measuremems of terminal pd and current for a given cell may be 
ploued on a graph, as shown in Figure S. 

VIV 

gradient = AB = o.5 
BC 1.22.0 

hence internal resistance = 

I 
1.0 B 	

0.42 n 

0 loadr 
resistance R 

A Figure 3 Power delivered too load 
versus load resistance 

0 0.5 1.0 //A 

A Figure S A graph aj terminal pd versus current 

The terminal pd decreases as the current increases. This is because the 
lost pd increases as rhe current increases. 

• 	 The terminal pd is equal to rhe cell emf at zero current. This is 
because the lost pd is zero ar zero current. 

• 	 The graph is a straight line with a negative gradient. This can be 
seen by rearranging the equation e =IR+ Ir tO become l R =e - Ir. 
Because IR represents the terminal pd V, then 

V=e-Ir 

By comparison with the standard equation for a straight line, y = m.x + c, 
a graph ofVon the y-axis against l on the x-axis gives a straight line with 
a gradient-rand a y-intercept e. 

Study tip 
Ensure you can relate V=£- Ir to 

y = mx+c 

• 




13.3 Electromotive force and internal resistance 

Summary questions 

1 	 fjA batter1:1 of emf 12 V and 

internal resistance 1.5 Q is 

connected to a 4. 5 Q resistor. 

Calculate: 

a the total resistance of the 

circuit 

b the current through the 

batter1:1 

c the lost pd 

d the pd across the cel l 

terminals. 

2 	 fjA cell of emf 1.5 Vand 

internal resistance 0.5 Q is 

connected to a 2.5 Q resistor. 

Calculate: 

a 	 the current 

b 	 the terminal pd 

c the power delivered to 

the 2.5Q resistor 

d the power wasted in 

the cel l. 

3 	 fjThe pd across the 

terminals of a cell was 1.1 V 

when the current from the 

cell was 0.20 A, and 1.3 V 

when the current was 0.10 A. 

Calculate: 

a 	 the internal resistance of 

the cell 

b the cell's emf. 

4 fjAbatter1:1 of unknown emf 

E and internal resistance r is 

connected in series with an 

ammeter and a resistance box 

R. The current was 2.0 A when 

R=4.0 Q and 1.5AwhenR = 

6.0 Q . Calculate eand r . 

• 


Figure 5 shows the gradient triangle ABC in which AB represents the lost 
pd and BC represents the currenr. So the gradient AB/BC= lost voltage.;
current= internal resistance r. 

Note: 
The internal resistance and the emf of a cell can be calculated if the 
terminal pd is known for two different values of current. 

• 	 For current /1, the terminal pd V1 = e-11 r. 

• 	 For currenr 12, the terminal pd V = e- 12 r.2 

Subtracting the first equation from the second gives: 

(e-11 r) - (e -12 r) =12 r - 11r =(12 - ! 1)rV1 - V2 = 

v 	- v 
Therefore, r = 1 2 • 

12 -1. 

Sor can be calculated from the above equal.ion and then substituted 
into either equation for the cell pd Lo enable e to be calculated. 

~ 
~ 

Worked example 
A cell of unknown emf e and internal resistance r was connected 
in series with an ammeter. a switch, and a Io.on resisror P, as 
shown in Figure 6. 

When the switch was closed, the ammeter reading was 0.40 A. 
When P was replaced by a 5.0n resistor Q. the ammeter reading 
became 0.65 A. Calculate the internal resistance of the cell. 

s p 

A Figures 

Solution 

Applying the equation e = IR+ Ir to the circuit with P. 
e =(0.40 x 10.0) + (0.4r) =4.0 + 0.4 r 
Applying the equation e =IR+ 1r co rhe circuit with Q. 
e = (0.60 x 5.0) + (0.6 r) = 3.0 + 0.6 r 

Therefore 

4.0 + 0.4r= 3.0 + 0.6r 

Rearranging this equation gives 

0.6r- 0.4r =4.0- 3.0 

0.2 r = 1.0 

r=.!..:Q= 5.00 
0.2 

By substituting the value of r into either of the equations, e =6.0 V. 

http:0.6r-0.4r


Circuits with a single cell and one or more resistors 
Here are some rules: 

l 	 Sketch the circuit diagram if il is nor drawn. 
2 	 To calculate the current passing rhrough the cell, calculate the total 

circuit resistance using the resisror combination rules. Don't forget 
lO add on the internal resistance of the cell if chat is not negligible. 

cell emf
cell current=---------

total circuit resistance 

3 	 To work out the current and pd for each resistor, start with rhe 
resistors in series with the cell which therefore pass rhe same 
current as the cell current. 

Pd across each resistor in series with the cell 
= current x the resistance of each resistor. 

4 	 To work out the current through parallel resistors, work out the 
combined resistance and multiply by the cell current to give the pd 
across each resistor. 

resistor's resistartce 

Circuits with cells in series 
The same rules as above apply except rhe current through the cells is 
calculared by dividing the overall (net) emf by the coral resisrance. 

• 	 If rhe cells are connected in the same direction in the circuit. as 
in Figure la, 1he net emf is the sum of the individual emfs. For 
example, in Figure I a, the nee emf is 3.5 V. 

• 	 If the cells arc connected in opposite directions to each other in the 
circuit. as in Figure I b, the net emf is the difference between the 
emfs in each direction. For example, in Figure I b, the net emf is 
0.5V in the direction of the 2.0V cell. 

• 	 The total internal resistance is the sum of the individual internal 
resistances. This is because che cells, and therefore the internal 
resistances, are in series. 

~ 
~ Worked example 

A cell of em( 3.0V and internal resistance 2.0Q and a cell of emf 
2.0V and internal resistance l.OQ are connected in series with 
each other and with a 7.0Q resistor, as in Figure 2. Calculate the 
pd across the 7.0Q resistor. 

Solution 
The net emf of the two batteries= 3.0 + 2.0 = 5.0 Vin the direction 
of the 3.0 V cell. 

The total circuit resistance= l.OQ + 2.0Q + 7.0Q = 10.0Q 0 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Calculate currents in 


circuits with: 


• 	 resistors in series 
and parallel 

• 	 more than one cell 

• 	 diodes in the circuit. 

Specification reference: 3. 5.1.4; 
3.5.1.6 

Study tip 
Check the pds round a circuit add 
up to the battery pd. 

. pd across the parallel combination
Current through each resistor = ~-------"--------

2.0V l.5V 

a ~~~ 

' 
2.0V l.5V 

~H~ 
A. Figure 1 Cells in series 

3.0V 2.0V 

• 
7.on 

A. Figure 2 



13.4 More circuit calculations 

r 

E 

.&. Figure 3 Cells in parallel 

A solar panel consists of many 
parallel rows of identical solar 
cells in series. For example, 
using single solar cells with a 
maximum emf of 0.45 Vand an 
internal resistance of 1.0 n. a 
row of 20 cel ls in series would 
have a maximum emf of 9.0Vand 
an internal resistance of 20 n. 
Forty such rows in parallel would 
still give a maximum emf of 
9.0 Vbut would have an internal 
resistance of 0.5 n 
(= 20 ill40). 

Synoptic link 
For more about solar panels, see 
'Renewable energy' in Chapter 10. 

l.5V 

' I 
I: 	 l.5k0 
I 

I I I 

:- 0.6V -- 0.9V:- ~ 
I I 	 I 

.&. Figure 4 Using a diode 

• 


net emf 5.0V @
Therefore the cell current= . • . = =0.SOA 

tota1orcun resistance I0 0 . 
n 
H 

The pd across the 7.o n resistor= current x resistance 

= 0.50A x 7.0Q = 3.5 V 


Circuits with identical cells in parallel 
For a circuit with n identical cells in parallel, the current through each 
cell = Tin, where I is the total current supplied by the cells . 

/
Therefore, the lost pd in each cell = .!_ r = r. where r is the internal 

11 /1
resistance of each cell. 


Hence the terminal pd across each cell, v = E - !.!. . 

11 

Each time an electron passes through the cells, it travels through one 
of the cells only (as the cells arc in pa ra llel). therefore the cells act as 
a source of emf E and interna l resistance rln. 

Diodes in circuits 
Assume that a silicon diode has: 

• 	 a forward pd of 0.6 V whenever a current passes through it 

• 	 infinite resistance in the reverse direction or at pds less than 0.6 V 
in the forward direction. 

Therefore, in a circuit with one or more diodes: 

• 	 a pd of 0.6 V exists across a diode that is forward-biased and passing 
a current 

• a diode that is reverse-biased has infinite resistance. 


For example, suppose a diode is connected in its forward direction in 

series with a 1.5 V cell o1 negligible internal resistance and a 1.5 kQ 

resistor, as in Figure 4. 


The pd across the diode is 0.6 V because it is forward -biased . Therefore, 

the pd across the resistOr is O. 9 V (= I. 5 v - 0.6 V). The cu rren t through 
the resistor is therefore 6.0 x I 0-4 A(= 0.9 V/l 500Q). 


However, if the diode in Figure 4 was reversed, the circuit current 

would be zero, so the pd across the resistor would also be zero. The pd 

across the diode would therefore be 1.5 V (equal to the cell emf). 


Kirchhoff's laws 

The following two circuit rules, which are called Kirchhoff's laws, can be 
used to analyse any de circuit, regardless of how many loops and cells are 
in the circuit. The example on the following page illustrates their use. 

At any junction in a circuit, the total current entering the junction is equal 
to the total current leaving the junction. 

For any complete loop in a circuit, the sum of the emfs around the loop is 
equal to the sum of the potential drops around the loop. 



Worked example 
Two cells, Pand 0, and a resistor Rof resistance 4.0 Qare 
connected in parallel with each other, as shown in Figure 5. 
Cell Phas an emf of 2.0 Vand an internal resistance of 
1.5Q. Cell Ohas an emf of 1.5Vand an internal resistance 
of 2.0 Q . Calculate the current in each cell. 

x p 

y Q 

R 

.&. Figure 5 

Solution 
Let the current in Pbe x and the current in 0bey. 

Using Kirchhoff's first law, the current in R is therefore 
x + y. 

Consider the complete loop consisting of P and R: 


The sum of the emfs in the loop is 2.0V. 


The pd across the internal resistance of Pis 1.Sx. 


The pd across Ris 4.0[x + y). 


Therefore, the sum ofthe pds around the loop= 

1.5x+ 4.0(x + y] = 5.5x+4.0y. 


Using Kirchhoff's second law, 5.5 x + 4.0 y = 2.0. (1) 


Consider the complete loop consisting of Oand R: 


The sum of the emfs in the loop is 1. 5V. 


The pd across the internal resistance of 0 is 2.0 y. 


The pd across Ris 4.0 (x + y). 


Therefore, the sum of the pds around the loop = 

2.0y + 4.0[x + y) = 4.0x+6.0y. 


Using Kirchhoff's second law, 4.0 x + 6.0 y = 1.5. (2) 


Multiplying ( 1) by 3 gives 16.5 x + 12.0 y = 6.0. 


Multiplying (2) by 2 gives 8.0 x + 12.0 y = 3.0. 


Subtracting (2) from (1) gives 8.5x= 3.0 . 


x =lQ = 0.35 A. 

8.5 

Prove for yourself that substituting this value into either 
(1) or (2) gives y =- 0.015 A. 

Note: 

The negative value of y shows that the current in 0 is in 

the reverse direction to that assumed in Figure 5. 


0: If cell Ohad been reversed, the total emf in the loop 
of O and Rwould have been -1.5 V. Calculate the 
current in each cell for this circuit. 

Summary questions 

1 	 fj Acell of emf 3.0 Vand negligible internal resistance 
is connected to a 4.0 n resistor in series with a parallel 
combination of a 24.0 n resistor and a 12.0 n resistor, 
as shown in Figure 6. Calculate: 

a the total resistance of the circuit 


b the cell current 


c the current and pd for each resistor. 


3.0V 

12.on 

24.0n
.&. Figure 6 

2 	 fj A15.0 n resistor, a battery of emf 12.0 V with 
an internal resistance of 3.0 n, and a battery of 
emf 9.0 V with an internal resistance of 2.0 n are 
connected in series. The batteries act in the same 
direction in the circuit. Sketch the circuit diagram and 

calculate: 

a the total resistance of the circuit 

b the cell current 

c the current and pd across the 15 n resistor. 

3fj Two 8 n resistors and a battery of emf 12.0 V 
and internal resistance 8 Q are connected in series 

with each other. Sketch the circuit 
diagram and calculate I the power delivered to each 

external resistor, ii the power wasted due 
to internal resistance . 

• 


http:4.0x+6.0y
http:5.5x+4.0y
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Learning objectives: 
-+ Describe a potential divider. 

-+ Explain how we can supply 
a variable pd from a battery. 

-+ Explain how we can design 
sensor circuits. 

Specification reference: 3.5.1.5 

-------r-
______J__ 

A Figure 1 A potential divider 

A 
sliding 
contact 

------e c 
uniform 

- resistance 
wire 

a B 

~Ml//&'?1---eA 
p:;;ra +..-+----.. c 

Bc 

A Figure 2 Potential dividers used 
to supply o variable pd 
a A linear track using resistance wire 
b A circular track c Circuit symbol 

• 


The theory of the potential divider 
A potential divider consists of two or more resistors in series 
with each other and wich a source of fixed potential difference. The 
pocenciaJ difference of the source is divided between the components 
in the circuit, as they are in series with each other. By making a 
suitable choice of components, a potential divider can be used: 

• 	 to supply a pd which is fixed at any value between zero and the 
source pd 

• 	 to supply a variable pd 

• 	 co supply a pd that varies with a physical condition such as 
temperarure or pressure. 

To supply a fixed pd 
Consider cwo resiscors R1 + R2 in series connected to a source of fixed 
pd V

0
, as shown in Figure l. 

The total resistance of the combination= R1 + R2• 

Therefore, the current I chrough the resistors is given by: 

I= pd across the resistors = V0 

total resistance R1 + R2 

So the pd V1 across resistor R1 is given by 

VORI 
V	 = IR1 1 

RI +R2 

and the pd V2 across resistor R2 is given by 

VORl 
= IR2 =--V2 

R1 + Ri 

These two equations show that che pd across each resistor as a 
proportion of the source pd is che same as the resistance of the resistor 
in proportion to the total resistance. ln other words, if the resistances 
are 5kQ and l OkQ, respectively: 

• 	 the pd across the 5 kQ resistor is ~ ( = 5 
) ol' the source pd 

15

• 	 the pd across the 10 kQ resistor is !. (= 2.Q) of the source pd. 
3 15 

Also, dividing the equation for V1 by the equation for V2 gives 

v1 R1 
V2 = R2 

This equation shows that 

th e ratio of th e pds across each resistor is equal to 
th e resis tance ratio of t he two resistors. 

To supply a variable pd 
The source pd is connected to a fixed length of uniform resistance 
wire. A sliding contact on the wire can then be moved along the wire, 
as illustrated in Figure 2, giving a variable pd between the contact and 
one end of the wire. A uniform track of a suitable material may be 
used instead of resistance wire. The track may be linear or circular, as 



in Figure 2. The circuit symbol for a variable potential divider is also 
Study tipshown in Figure 2c. 

Ensure you understand the basicA variable potential divider can be used: 
potential divider ru le. 

• 	 As a simple audio volume control to change the loudness of the 
sound from a loudspeaker. The audio signal pd is supplied to the 
potential divider in place of a cell or battery. The variable output pd 
from the potential divider is supplied to the loudspeaker. 

• 	 To vary the brightness of a light bulb between zero and normal 
brightness (Figure 3). In contrast with using a variable resistor in 
series with the light bulb and the source pd, the use of a potential 
divider enables the current through the light bulb to be reduced 
to zero. If a variable resistor in series with the light bulb had been 
used, there would be a current through the light bulb when the 
variable resistor is at maximum resistance. 

Sensor circuits 
A sensor circuit produces an output pd which changes as a result of a 
change of a physical variable such as temperature or light intensity. 

l 	 A temperature sensor consists of a potential divider made using 
a thermistor and a variable resistor, as in Figure 4. 

With the temperature of the the1mistor constant, the source pd is 

divided between the thermistOr and the variable resistor. By adjusting 

the variable resistor, the pd across the thermistor can then be set at 
 A Figure 4 A temperature sensor 
any desired value. When the temperature of the thermistor changes, 

its resistance changes so the pd across it changes. For example, 

suppose the variable resistor is adjusted so that the pd across the 

thermistor at 20 °C is exactly half the source pd. If the temperature of 

the thermistor is then raised, its resistance falls, so the pd across it falls. 


2 	 A light sensor uses a light-dependent resistor (LDR) and a variable 
resistor, as in Figure 5. The pd across the LDR changes when the 
incident light intensity on the LDR changes. If the light intensity 
increases, the resistance of the LDR falls and the pd across the 
LDR falls. A Figure 5 A fight sensor 

Summary questions 

1 	 A 12 V battery of negligible internal resistance b In the circuit in a, the 4 resistor is replaced by a 
is connected to the fixed terminals of a variable thermistor with a resistance of 8 at 20 C and a 
potential divider which has a maximum resistance of resistance of 4 at 100 C. Calculate the pd across 
50. A 12 V light bulb is connected between the sliding the fixed resistor at i 20 C, ii 100 C. 

contact and the negative terminal of the potential 
 3 A light sensor consists of a 5.0V cell, an LOR, and a 
divider. Sketch the circuit diagram and describe how 5.0 k resistor in series with each other. A voltmeter is 
the brightness of the light bulb changes when the connected in parallel with the resistor. When the LOR 
sliding contact is moved from the negative to the is in darkness, the voltmeter reads 2.2 V. 

positive terminal of the potential divider. 


a Ej Calculate i the pd across the LOR, ii the resistance 
2 Ej a A potential divider consists of an 8.0 resistor in of the LOR when the voltmeter reads 2.2V. 

series with a 4.0 resistor and a 6.0 V battery of 
b 	 Describe and explain how the voltmeter reading 

negligible internal resistance. Calculate 
would change if the LOR were exposed to daylight 

i the current, ii the pd across each resistor. 
with no adjustment made to the variable resistor . 

• 


A Figure 3 Brightness control using o 
variable potential divider 



Practice questions: Chapter 13 

A student is given three resistors of resistance 3.on, 4.0n, and 6.0n, respectively. 
(a) 	 Draw the arrangement, using all three resistors, which will give the largest resistance. 
(b) 	 Calculate the resistance or the arrangement you have drawn. 
(c) 	 Draw the arrangement, using all three resistors, which will give the smallest resistance. 
(d) 	f) Calculate the resistance of the arrangement you have drawn. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

2 f) In the circuit shown in Figure l , the battery has negligible internal resistance. 

• 


--  --<A>----

30n 

6.0V ; 

600 

.A Figure 1 

Calculate the current in the ammeter when 
(a) the terminals X and Yare short-circuited, that is, connected together 	 (2 marks) 
(b) 	 the terminals X and Y are connected 10 a 30!2 resistor. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2002 

3 	 (a) Define the electrical resistance of a component. (2 marks) 
(b) f) Calculate the lOtal resistance of the arrangement or resistors in Figure 2. 	 (J marks) 

3.oo 
9.on 

6.on 
.A Figure 2 

(c) 	 fj (i) Calculate the current in the 3.0!2 rcsi!>tof in Figure 2 when the current 
in the 9.0n resistor is 2.4 A. 

(ii) Calculate the total power dissipated by the arrangement of resistors 
in Figure 2 when the current in the 9.0n re!>istor is 2.4 A. (4 rnarks) 

AQA, 2006 

4 	 In the circu it shown in Figure 3 the resistor network between the points P and Q is 
connected in series to a resistor R. an ammeter, and a ba11ery of negligible internal 
resistance. 

30o 15 o 300 Qp 

600 	 900 

~ --1 	
R 

.A Figure 3 

(a) 	 Detern1ine the equivalent resistance of the network between the points 
P and Q. (3 marks) 
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(b) e (i) If the current through the ammeter is 50 mA, calculate the total charge tha t 
nows through the resistor R in 4 minutes. 

(ii) Tf I SJ of energy are transferred 10 the resistor R in this time, calculate the 
potential difference across R. 

(iii) Calculate the resistance of R. 
(iv) Calculate the emf of the bauery. (6 marks) 

AQA. 2007 

fj 1n the circuit shown in Figure 4, the battery has an emf of 12v and an internal 
resistance of 2.0n. The resistors A and B each have resistance of 30n. 

A 	 Bp 	 Q 

1··················1
' 	 . 
: 12V : 
' 	 . 

~--........... 

2.o n 

' 	 . 
.A. Figure 4 

Calculate: 
(i) 	 the tota l current in the circuit, 
(ii) 	 the voltage between the points P and Q, 
(iii) 	 the power dissipated in resistor A, 
(iv) 	 the energy dissipated by resistor A in 20 s. (8 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

Figure 5 show~ an EHT supply of emf 5000V and internal resistance 2 MO. 

2 MO 

5000V 

supply 

terminals 

/ 
.A. Figure 5 

(a) 	 A lead of negligible resistance is connected be tween th e supply terminals 
producing a short circuit. 
(i) 	 Sta te the magnitude of the terminal potential diCference between the 


supply termina ls. 

(ii) 	 fj Calculate the current in the circuit. 

(iii) e Calculate the minimum power rating for the resistor used LO provide 
the internal resistance. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Explain brieOy why the supply is designed with such a high internal 
resista nee. (I mark) 

AQA, 2005 
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Section 4 Electricity 

, 
Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 

• 	 use of digital meters to obtain measurements 

of current, voltage and resistance (e.g. 

resistance measurement) 

• 	 use of a micrometer to find the diameter of 

wire (e.g. resistivity experiment) 

• 	 use of electrical equipment safely, 

connecting up circuits correctly using circuit 
diagrams with ammeters in series and 

voltmeters in parallel with a range ofcircuit 
components (e.g. measurement of internal 

resistance) 

• 	 use of current and voltage sensors with a 

data logger to collect data (investigating 

sensor circuits) . 

In all practical experiments: 

• 	 present experimental data in a table with 

headings and units using significant figures 

correctly 

• 	 repeat results to improve reliability 

• 	 record the precision ofany instrument used 

• 	 plot a graph from experimental and/or 

processed data, labelling axes correctly with 

quantity and units and choosing appropriate 

scales 

• 	 consider the accuracy of your results/ 

conclusion, compared to a known value and 

consider reasons for and types oferror 

• 	 identify uncertainties in measurements and 

combine them to find the uncertainty in the 

overall experiment. 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 

• 	 use of standard form and conversion to 
standard form from units with prefixes (e.g. 

mA, kV) 

• 	 use calculators to solve calculations 

involving powers often 

• 	 use ofan appropriate number of significant 

figures in all answers to calculations 

• 	 use of appropriate units in all answers to 

calculations 

• 	 calculation ofa mean from a set of repeat 

readings (e.g. diameter of wire) 

• calculate the area ofcross section ofa wire 

• use fractions when using the equation for 

resistors in parallel 

• change the subject ofan equation in order to 

solve calculations 

• plot a graph from data provided or found 

experimentally 

• relate y =mx + c to a linear graph with 

physics variables to find the gradient and 

intercept and understand what the gradient 

and intercept represent in physics (e.g. 

finding emfand internal resistance). 

• 	 which materials are superconductors Extension task 
• 	 where they are used in industry 

Superconductors are introduced in this textbook. • 	 how they could be used in the future. 
Research further into this topic using other books 

Present your findings, for example, as a and the internet to find out more about: 
presentation.

• 	 their properties 

----• 




Practice questions: Electricity 

• 


(a) 	 8 A Olamem lamp labelled '12 V, 2.0 A' has a constant resistance of 2.0 n for 
electrical currents up to 0.50A. 


Sketch on graph paper the current-voltage graph for this lamp for positive voltages 

up to 12 V and currents up to 2.0A. Show dearly any calculations you made in order 

to answer the question. (3 marks) 


(b) 	 Sketch on a copy of the axes below the current-voltage characteristic for a 
semi-conductor diode. (3 marks) 

current/mA 

2 


0 
 voltageIV 
0-2 	 -1 2 

- l 

-2 

AQA. 2003 

2 Figure 1 shows a circuit including a thermistor Tin series with a 2.2 kn resistor R. 
The emf of the power source is 5.0V with negligible internal resistance. 

5.0 V 

output voltage 

A Figure 1 

(a) 	 The resistor and thermistor in Figure l make up a potential divider. 
State what is meant by a potential divider. (1 mark) 

(b) 	 8 The output voltage is I.SY when the thermistor is at 20 °C. 
Calcula te the thermistor resistance at this temperature. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Sta te and explain what happens LO the output voltage when the 
temperature of the thermistor is raised above 20 °C. (2 marks} 

(d) 	An alarm is connected across the output voltage term inals. The a larm 
sounds when the voltage across it exceeds 3.0 V. Describe how you would 
modify the circuit so that it would switch the alarm on if the temperature 
of the thermistor exceeds 25°C. (2 marks) 

AQA. 2007 

3 The circuits in Figure 2 and Figure 3 both contain a 6.0 V supply of negligible internal 
resistance. Each circuit is designed co operate a 2. 5 V, 0.25 A filament lamp L. 

84!1 
-.,-  --.,- 

6.0 V : 6.0 V --·

L15.0nL 

A Figure 2 	 A Figure 3 
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(a) 	 f) Calculate the resistance of the filament lamp when working normally. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 f) Calculate 1hc rcsis1ance of 1he resistor that should be used for R 
in Figure 2 . (2 marks) 

(c) 	 f) Calculate the total resistance of the circuit in Figure 3 . (3 marks) 

(d) 	Explain which circuit dissipates the lower total power. (3 marks) 
AQA. 2005 

f)The heating circui1 of a hairdryer is shown in Figure 4 . It consists of two hea1ing 
elements. R1 and R2, connected in parallel. Each element is controlled by its own switch. 

.A. Figure 4 

power 
supply 

The clements arc made from the same resistance wire. This wire has a resistivity of 
1.1 x 10-60m at its working temperature. The cross-sedional area of the wire is 
1.7 x 10-sm2 and the length of the wire used to make R1 is 3.0m. 
(a) 	 Show that the resistance of R1 is about 1900. (J marks) 
(b) 	 Calculate the power output from the heating circuit with only R1 switched 

on when it is conneded 10 a 240 V supply. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 With both clements switched on, the total power output is three times that 

of R1 on its own. 

(i) 	 Calculate the length of wire used to make the coil R2 . 

(ii) 	 Calculate the total current with both elements switched on. (5 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

f) Figure 5 shows a power supply connected to a car battery in order to charge the 
battery. The termina ls of the same polarity are connected together to achieve this. 

power supply 

r2~'ri'"' '"'"" R 

~ 1--~J' 
car battery 

.A. Figure 5 

(a) 	 The power supply has an emf of 22V and internal resistance 0.750. When 

charging begins, the car battery has an emf of 10 V and internal resistance 

of 0.15 0. They arc connected together via a variable resistor. 

(i) 	 Calculate the total emf of the circuit when charging begins. 
(ii) 	 The resistor R is adjusted to give an initial charging current of 0.25 A. 

Calculate the value of R. (4 marks) 

(b) 	The car banery takes 8.0 hours ro charge. Calculate the charge that flow-; 
through it in this time assuming that the current remains at 0.25 A. (/mark) 

AQA, 2003 



Further practice questions: multiple choice 

Which one of the following alternatives A-D gives the 
. specific charge of a carbon 12

6C nudeus? 
l 

ra110 . 
specific charge of the proton 

I B 1A 	 c D 2 
3 2 


2 
 How many baryons and mesons are there in an atom of ?.Be? 

• 


A 5 0 

B 9 0 
4c 5 

D 9 4 

3 	 Which one of rhe following statements is true about (!+emission? 
A An up quark changes to a down quark and emits a w - boson. 
8 A w - boson decays into an electron and an antineutrino. 
C A down quark changes to an up quark and emits a w + boson. 
D A w+ boson decays into a positron and a neutrino. 

4 	 A conduction electron at the surface of a metal escapes rrom the surface after absorbing a 
photon. The work function of the metal is 4> and the meta l is at 1ero potemial. Which one 
of the following inequalities about wavelength A. or the photon is true? 

A A. < he B A. < h<P C A. < .f D A. < _!__ 

<P e he h4> 


5 	 Which one of the following statements about polarisation is true? 
A Sound waves can be polarised. 
8 Some electromagnetic waves cannot be polarised. 
C The vibrations of a polarised wave are always in the same plane. 
D Light waves are always polarised. 

6 	 Which of the following is correct for the first two harmonics of a stationary wave on 
a string? 
A The frequency of the first harmonic is twice the frequency or the second harmonic. 
B Both harmonics have a node at the midpoint or the string. 
C Between two nodes all pans of the wave vibrate in phase. 
D Adjacent nodes or the second harmonic are twice as far apart as adjacent nodes of the 

first harmonic. 

7 A parallel beam of monochromatic light is directed at norma l incidence at two narrow 
parallel s li ts spaced 0.7mm apart. Interference fringes arc formed on a screen which is 
perpendicu lar to the direction of the incident beam at a distance of 0.900111 from the slits. 
The distance across 5 fringe spaces is measured al 4.2 mm. 
Which one of the following alternatives A - D gives the wavelength of the light? 
A I 30nm B 450nm C 550nm D 650nm 

8 Two particles X and Y at the same initial position accelerate uniform ly from rest along a 
straight line. After l.Os, Xis 0.20m ahead of Y. The separation or X and Y after 2.0s 
from the stare is 
A 0.40m B 0.80m C l.20m D l.60m 



9 Two trolleys, P and Q, travelling in opposite directions at the same speed, collide and 

move together after the collision in the direction in which P was originally travelling. 

Which one or the rollowing statements about the collision is true? 

A The collision is elastic. 

B The mass or P is greater than the mass of Q. 

C The Corce exerted by P on Q is greater than the force exerted by Q on P. 

o The change or momentum of Pis greater than the change or momentum or Q. 

10 	 A box of mass /11 slides down a slope at constant velocity as shown in Figure 1. The slope 
is inclined at angle 8 to the horizontal. The diagram shows the frictional force F and the 
normal reaction force N of the surface on the block. 

N 

A Figure 1 

Which one or the following statements about forces F and N is true? 
A F=mgcosfJ B F=Nsine c F=N+mg o F2 =(mg)2 -N2 

11 	 Two wires P and Q or the same material have lengths Land 2L, and different diameters d
11 

and dq respectively. 

When the same rorce is applied 10 each wire, the extension of Pis 4 time~ the extension of 


d 
Q. Which one of the following alternatives A-0 gives the ratio i? 

dq 


A 1 8 I c D 2J2 

2../2 J2 

12 	 Four resistors of resistances I .on. 2.0 Q, 3.0Q, and 4.0Q are connected together as 
shown in Figure 2. A banery is connected across the l.OQ resistor. 

2.on 

4.0ni.on 

A Figure 2 

If I 	 is the battery current and 11 is the current in the 4.0Q resistor, wh ich one of the 
n I 

following altemacives A-0 gives the ratio ...!L? 
11 

A 0.1 8 0.5 C l.5 D 10 

• 



Further practice questions 

• 


I (a) 	 An electron is trapped in a solid between a group of atoms where the potential 
is +2.8V. 
The de Broglie wavelength of this electron is 1.2 nm. Calculate 
(i) 	 its speed 
(ii) 	 its kinetic energy 
(iii) 	the sum of its kinetic energy and its potential energy. (5 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Calculate the energy of a photon of wavelength 650 nm. 
(ii) 	 State and explain whether or not the electron in part (a) can escape 

from this group of atoms as a result of absorbing this photon. (3 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

2 (a) 	 (i) State what is meant by the wave-particle duality ol electromagnetic radiation. 
(ii) 	 Which aspect of the dual nature of electromagnetic radiation is demonstrated 

by the photoelectric effect? (2 marks) 

(b) 	 A metal plate is illuminated with ultraviolet. radiation of rrequency 1.67 x 1015 Hz. 
The maximum kinelic energy of the liberated electrons is 3.0 x 10 19 J. 
(i) 	 Calculate the work function of the meta l. 
(ii) 	 The rad iat ion is maintained at the same frequency bu t the intensity is doubled. 

State what changes, if any, occur to the number of electrons released per second 
and LO the maximum kinetic energy of these electrons. 

(iii) The metal plate is replaced by another metal plate of different material. When 
illuminated by radiation of the same frequency no e lectrons are liberated. 
Explain why this happens and what can be deduced about the work function of 
the new metal. (7 marks) 

AQA, 2001 

3 	 Figure 3 shows the forces acting on a stationary kite. The force Fis the force that the air 
exerts on the kite. 

tension, T 
in string 

weight 

.A. Figure 3 

(a) 	 Show on the diagram how force F can be resolved into horizontal and vertical 
components. (1 mark) 

(b) 	 The magnitude of the tension, T, is 25 N. 
Calculate: 
(i) 	 the horizontal component of the tension 
(ii) 	 the vertical component of the tension. (2 marks) 



4 

Further practice questions 

• 


(c) 	 (i) Ca lculate the magnitude of the venical componem of F when the weight of the 
kite is 2.5 N. 

(ii) 	 State the magnitude of the horizontal componenL o[ F. 
(iii) Hence calculate the magnitude of F. (5 marks) 

AQA. 2002 

A sprinter is shown before a race, stationary in the set position, as shown in Figure 4. 
Force F is the resultant force on the sprinter's finger tips. The reaction force Y on her forward 
foot is 180N, and her weight W is 520N. X is the venical reaction force on her back foot. 

063m 

.A Figure4 

(a) 	 (i) Calculate the moment of the sprinter's weight W about her fingertips. Give an 
appropriate unit. 

(ii) 	 By taking moments about her finger tips, calculate the force on her back foot X . 
(iii) Calculate the force F . 	 (6 marks) 

(b) 	 The sprinter starts running and read1es a horizontal velocity of 9.3 m s- 1 in a distance 
of 35m. 
(i) 	 Calculate her average acceleration over this distance. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the resultant force necessary to produce this acceleration. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2012 

5 	 tn a vehicle impact, a car ran into the back of a lorry. The car driver sustained serious 
injuries, which would have been much less had the car been fitted with a driver's air bag. 
(a) 	 Explain why 1he effect of the impact on the driver would have been much less if an 

air bag had been fitted and had inflated in the crash. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Ca lcula te the deceleralion of the car if it was travelling at a speed of 18 ms 1 when 
the impac1 occurred and was brought to rest in a distance of 2.5 m. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

6 	 A wind turbine, as shown in Figure 5, has blades of length 22 m. When the wind speed is 
15 m s- 1 its output power is 1.5 MW. 
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.A Figure S 



Further practice questions 

(a) 	 The volume of air passing through the blades each second can be calculated 
by considering a cylinder of radius equal to the length or the blade. Show that 2.3 x 
10 1 m1 or air passes through the blades each second. 

(b) 	 Calculate the mass of air that passes through the blades each second. 
density of air = 1.2 kg m-> 

(c) 	 Calculate the kinetic energy of the air reaching the blades each second. 
(d) 	 Assuming that the power output of the turbine is proportional to the kinetic energy 

of the air reaching the blades each second, discuss the effect on the power output if 
the wind speed decreased by half. (7 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

7 	 Sail systems are being developed to reduce the running costs or cargo ships. The sail and 
ship's engines work together to power the ship. One of these sails is shown in Figure 6 
pulling a t an angle of 40° to the horizontal. 

.A Figure 6 

(a) 	 The average tension in the cable is l 70 kN. Show that. when the ship travels l.O km, 
the work done by the sail on the ship is l. 3 x I 08J. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 With the sail and the engines operating, the ship is travelling at a steady speed of 
7.0ms- 1• 

(i) 	 Calculate the power developed by the sail. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the percentage of the ship's power requirement that is provided by the 

wind when the ship is travelling at this speed. The power output of the engines 
is 2.1 MW. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 The angle of the cable ro the horizontal is one of the factors that affects the 
horizontal force exerted by the sail on the ship. State two other factors that 
would affect this force. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2012 

8 	 An aerial system consists of a horizontal copper wire of length 38 m supported between 
two masts, as shown in Figure 7. The wire transmits electromagnetic waves when an 
alternating potential is applied to it at one end. 

• 

38m of copper wire 

12m 
Q 

mast 

.A Figure 7 

(a) 	 The wavelength of the radiation transmitted from the wire is twice the 
length of the copper wire. Calculate the frequency of the transmiued 
radiation . (1 mark) 



Further practice questions 

• 


(b) 	The ends or the copper wire are fixed to masts of height 12.0m. The masts arc held in 
a vertical position by cables, labelled P and Q, as shown in Figu re 7. 
(i) 	 P has a length of 14.0m and the tension in it is I ION. Calculate the tension in 

the copper wire. 
(ii) The copper wire has a diameter of 4.0mm. Calculate the sires:. in the copper wire. 
(iii) Discms whether the wire is in danger of breaking if it is stretched further due to 

movement of the top of the masts in strong winds. 
breaking stress of copper= 3.0 x 108 Pa (7 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

9 	 The filament of a 60W, 230V mains lamp is a coil of thin tungsten wire. 

filament 

-	 glass bulb 

supporting 
conductors 

• Figure 8 

(a) 	 When the lamp is new, the filament wire has a radius of 80 pm and operates at a 
temperawre of 2 500K. 
(i) 	 Calculate the resistance of the filamenc at 2500K. 
(ii) 	 Show that the length of the wire in the filament is 0.25 m. 

resistivity of wngsten = 7.0 x 10-5 Q m (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Near the end of its working life, the radius of the filament has decreased to 70µm 
and its working temperature is 2300K. At thls temperature. the resistivity of tungsten 
is 6.4 x 10-s n m. Discuss whether the lamp consumes electrical energy at a rate of 
60 W near the end of its working life. (J marks) 

AQA, 2006 

10 	 Figure 9 shows how the resistance R of th ree electrical components varies wit h 
Lemperature () in °C. 

A B c 

/ 
R 

0 f:J/°C 
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0 fJ!°C 

R 

~ 
0 e1°c 

• Figure9 

(a) 	 Indicate below which one of A, B. or C shows the correct graph for 
(i) 	 a wire-wound resistor 
(ii) 	 a thermistor 
(iii) 	a superconductor. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 The metal wire used 10 manufacture the wire-wound resistor has a resistance per 
metre of 26Q and a diameter of 0.23 mm. Calculate the resistivity of the material 
from which the wire is made. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2007 



Further practice questions 

11 	 A manufacturer asks you to design Lhe heating element in a car rear-window demisLer. 
The design brief calls [or an outpul of 48 W at a potential difference or 12 V. 
Figure 10 shows where the eight elements will be on the car window berore electrical 
connections are made to Lhem. 

m 

==========13mm
===============T 

.A. Figure 10 

(a) 	 Ca lculate the current supplied by the power supply. ( l mark) 

(b) 	 One design possibility is for the eight elements to be connected in parallel. 
(i) 	 Calculate the current in each element in this parallel arra ngement. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the resistance required for each elemen t. (J marks) 

(c) 	 Another design possibility is to have the eight elements connected in series. 
(i) 	 Calculate the current in each element in this ~eric) arrangement. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the resistance required for each element. (4 marks) 

(d) 	State one disadvantage or the series design compared to the parallel 
arrangement. (/mark) 

(e) 	 The series design is adopted. Each element is to have a rectangular cross 
section of 0.12 mm by 3.0mm. The length of each element is to be 0. 75 m. 
(i) 	 State the unit of resistivity. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the resistivity of the material [rom which the element must 

be made. (3 marks) 
AQA, 2002 

12 	 A copper connecting wire is 0.75 m long and has a cross-sectional area of 1.3 x io-7 m 2 
. 

(a) 	 Calculate the resistance of the wire. (Resistivity of copper= I.7 x l 0 7 nm.) (2 marks) 

(b) 	 A 12 V 25 W lamp is connected to a power supply of negligible internal resistance 
using two of the connecting wires. The lamp is operating al it s rated power. 
(i) 	 Calculate the current flowing in the lamp. 
(ii ) 	 Calculate the pd across each of the wires. 
(iii) 	 Calcu late the emf (electromotive force) of the power supply. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 The lamp used in b is connected by the same two wires lO a power supply ol' the 
same emf, buL whose internal resisLance is not negligible. 
Sta Le and explain what happens Lo the brightness of the lamp when compared to its 
brightness in b. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2013 

13 	 When a note is played on a string instrument such as a violin, the sound it produces 
consists of the first harmonic and many higher harmonics. Figure 11 shows the shape of 
the sering for a stationary wave that corresponds to a higher harmonic. The positions of 
maximum and zero displacement for this harmonic are shown. The ends A and B of the 
string are fixed, and P, Q, and Rare points on the string. 

• 


A ...... ,,'\:::7:..... ,, B ....... ,.,~ ...... , ... 

------- Q ------ 

• Figure 11 



Further practice questions 
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(a) 	 (i) Describe and compare the motion of points P and Q on the string. (3 marks) 
(ii) 	 What can you say abou t the motion of point R on the string? (I mark) 
(ii i) What is the phase relationship between point Q on the string and the 

midpoint of the string? (I mark) 

(b) 	 The string has a length or 0.60 m and is vibrating at a frequency of 510 Hz. 
(i) 	 Calculate the wavelength and the speed of the progressive waves on 

the wire. (2 marks) 
(ii) 	 The tension in the wire is IO N. Calculate the mass per unit length 

of the wire. (3 marks) 

14 	(a) A laser emits 111011ochro111a1ic light. Explain the meaning o f the term 
monochromatic light. (/mark) 
Figure 12 shows a laser emitting blue light directed at a single slit, where the 
slit width is greater than the wavelength of the light. The intensity graph for the 
diffracted blue light is shown. 
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£.Figure 12 

(b) 	 On the axes shown in Figure 12, sketch the intensity graph for a laser 
emitting red light. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 State and explain one precaution that should be taken when using 
laser light. (2 marks) 

(d) 	The red laser light is replaced by a non-laser source emitting white light. Describe 
how the appearance of the pattern would change. (3 marks) 

AQA. 2013 
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Moving on from GCSE 
Practical work is an integral feature of your AS physics course as it 
helps you develop your understanding of important concepts and 
applications. It also teaches you how scic111ists work in practice. You will 
find out how important discoveries arc made in the subject. You might 
even make important discoveries yourself. AS level practical skills build 
on the practical skills you have developed in your GCSE course. For 
exa mple, you will need to build on your GCSE knowledge of dependent 
and independent variables, control variables, and precision. Tn addition, 
you will be able to learn new skills, such as how LO use measuring 
instruments (e.g., micrometers and oscilloscopes) and how to determ ine 
the accuracy of the measurements you make. Always remember that 
experiments and investigations arc at the heart of how science works. 

Assessment overview 
During your course, you will carry out practical experiments and 
investigations to develop your skills and you will be assessed on how 
well you can: 

• 	 carry out practical work 

• 	 analyse data from practical experiments and investigations 

• 	 evaluate the results of practical experiments and 
investigations. 

Practical skills such as evaluating results w ill be assessed indirectly 
through the examination papers that you will take ar the end of your 
AS course (and at the end of the full A level course). Practical skills 
such as safe and correct use of practical equipmen t will be assessed 
directly when you carry out appropria te practica l work as part of your 
course. However, such direct assessmen t will only be on a ·pass or 
fail' basis at the end of the full A level course and will nor contribute 
to your marks at either AS level or A level. Sec Chapter 15 for more 
about practical assessment. 



In the laboratory 
The experimental skills you will develop during your course are pan 
of the tools of the trade of every physicist. Data loggers and computers 
are commonplace in modern physics laboratories, but awareness on 
the part of the user of precision, reliability, errors, and accuracy are 
just as important as when measurements are made with much simpler 
equipment. Let's consider in more detail what you need to be aware of 
when you are working in the physics laboratory. 

Safety and organisation 
Your teacher wi ll give you a set of safety rules and should explain 
them to you . You must comply with them at all times. You must also 
use yo ur common sense and organise yourself so that you work safely. 
For example, if you set up an experiment with pulleys and weights, 
you need to ensure they are stable and will not topple over. 

Working with others 
Most scientists work in teams, each person cooperating with other 
team members to achieve specific objectives. This is effective because, 
although each team member may have a designated pan to play, the 
exchange of ideas within the team often gives greater insight and 
awareness as to how to achieve the objectives. 

In your AS level practical activities, you will often work in a small 
group in which you need to cooperate with the others in the group 
so everyone understands the objectives of the practical activity and 
everyone participates in planning and carrying out the activity. 

Planning 
At AS level, you may be asked to plan an experiment or investigation. 
The practical activit ies you carry out during your course should enable 
you to prepare a plan. Here are the key steps in drawing up a plan: 

l 	 Decide in detail wha r you intend to investigate. Note the 
independent and dependent variables you intend to measure and 
note the variables that need to be controlled. The other variables 
need to be conrrolled to make sure they do not change. A control 
variable that can't be kept constant would cause the dependent 
variable to alter. 

2 	 Select the equipment necessary for the measurements. Specify the 
range or any electrical meters you need. 

3 	 List the key stages in the method you intend to follow and make 
some preliminary measurements to check your initial plans. 
Consider safety issues before you do any preliminary tests. lf 
necessary, modify your plans as a result of your preliminary tests. 

4 	 If the aim of your investigation is tO test a hypothesis or theory 
or to use the measurements to determine a physical quantity 
(e.g., resistivity), you need to know how to use the measurements 
you make. See Topic 14.4 Analysis and evaluation for notes about 
how to process and use measurement data . 

• 




14.1 Moving on from GCSE 
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Carrying out instructions and recording your measurements 
In some investigations, you will be expected to follow instructions 
supplied to you either verbally or on a worksheet. You should be 
able to follow a sequence of instructions without guidance. Part 
of the direct assessment of your practical work is on how well you 
follow instructions. However, always remember safety fi rst and, if the 
instructions are not clear, ask your teacher to clarify them. 

When you record your measurements, tabulate them with a column 
for the independent variable and one or more columns for the 
dependent variable to allow for repeat readings and average values, 
if appropriate. The table should have a clear heading for each of the 
measured variables, with the unit shown after the heading, as below. 

Single measurements of other variables (e.g., control variables) 
should be recorded together, immediate ly before or after the table. 
In addition, you should record the precision (i.e., the least detectable 
reading) of each measurement. This information is important when 
you come to analyse and evalua te your measurements. 

T Table 1 Tabulating the measurementsfrom an investigation ofpd against current 
Jara wire 

Average current I APotential difference I V Current I A 

3rd set1st set 2nd set 

- ......___,. ~~~~ 


length of wire I m = __ 


diameter of wire I mm =__,__,__ 


average diameter of wire I mm =__ 




Measurements and errors 
Measurements play a key role in science, so they must be: 

l 	 valid - the measurements are of the required data or can be used 
to give the required data and have been obtained by an acceptable 
method. For example, a voltmeter connected across a variable 
resistor in series with a lamp and a battery would not measure the 
potential difference across the lamp. 

2 	 repeatable and reproducible - the same results are obtained 
if the origina l experimenter repeats the investigation using 
the same method and equipment, or if the investigation is 
reproduced by another person or by using different equipment 
or techniques. 

Errors of measurement arc important in find ing out how accurate 
a measurement is. We need to consider errors in terms of differences 
from the mean value. Consider the example of measuring the 
diameter, d, of a uniform wire using a micrometer. Suppose the 
following diameter readings are taken for different positions along the 
wire from one end to the other 

0.34mm, 0.33mm, 0.36mm, 0.33mm, 0.35mm 

• 	 The range of the measurements is given by the maximum and 
minimum values of the measurements. Here the range is from 
0.33 mm to 0. 36 mm. We will see later we can use this to estimate 
the uncertainty or probable error of the measurement. 

• 	 The mean va lu e , <d>, is 0.34 mm, calculated by adding the 
readings together and dividing by the number of readings. If 
the difference between each reading and <d> changed regularly 
from one end of the wire to the other, it would be reasonable 
to conclude that the wire was non-uniform. Such differences 
are called systematic errors. If there is no obvious pattern 
or bias in the differences, the differences are said to be 
random errors . 

What causes random errors? In the case of the wire, vibrations in the 
machine used to make the wire might have caused random variations 
in its diameter along its length. The experimenter might not use or 
read the micrometer correctly consistently. 

The range of the diameter readings above is from 0.33mm to 0.36mm. 
The readings lie within 0.015 mm (i.e., half the range) of the mean 
value, which we will round up to 0.02 mm. The diameter can 
therefore be wrinen as 0.34 ± 0.02 mm. The diameter is accurate to 
±0.02 mm. The uncertainty or probable error in the mean value o[ the 
diameter is therefore ±0.02 mm. 

Using instruments 
Instruments used in the laboratory range from the very basic (e.g., a 
millimetre scale) to the highly sophisticated (e.g., a multichannel data 

Hint 

A measurement checklist 

At AS level, you should be able to: 

• 	 measure length using a ruler, 
vernier calipers, and a micrometer 

• 	 weigh an object and determine 
its mass using a spring 
balance, a lever balance, or a 
top pan balance 

• 	 use a protractor to measure an 
angle and use a set square 

• 	 measure time intervals using 
clocks, stopwatches, and the 
time base of an oscilloscope 

• 	 measure temperature using 
a thermometer 

• 	 use ammeters and voltmeters 
with appropriate scales 

• use an oscilloscope. 

In addition you should be able to: 

• 	 distinguish between systematic 
errors (including zero errors) 
and random errors 

• 	 understand what is meant by 
accuracy, sensitivity, linearity, 
reliability, precision, and validity 

• 	 read analogue and digital 
displays. 

.A Figure 1 Physics instruments 

• 




14.2 Making careful measurements 

plane 
mirror 
image 

scale 	 observer reads 
the scale when 
the image 1s 
behind the 
pointer 

A Figure 2 Reading a scale 

A Figure 3 A multimeter 
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recorder). Whatever type of instrument you use, you need to know 
what the following terms mean: 

Zero error 
Docs the instrument read zero when it is supposed to? If not, the 
zero reading must be taken into account when taking measurements 
otherwise there will be a systematic error in the measurements. 

Uncertainty 
The uncertainry is the interval within which the true value can be 
expecred to lie, expressed as a± value (e.g., I= 2.6 ± 0.2 A). If the 
readings are the same, the instrument precision should be used as the 
uncertainty. Uncertainty can be given with a level of confidence or 
probability (e.g., I = 2.6 ± 0.2 A, at a level or confidence of 90%). 

Accuracy 
An accurate measurement is one that is close ro the accepted value. 
Accuracy is a measure of confidence in a measurement and is usually 
expressed as the uncertainty in the measurement. 

Precision 
The precision of a measurement is the degree of exactness of the 
measurement. The precision is given by the extent of the random errors 
- a precise set of measurements will have little spread around the mean. 

• 	 If the reading of an instrument fluctuates when it is being taken, 
take several readings and calculate th e mean and range of the 
measurements. The precision of the measurement is then given by 
the range of the readings. 

• 	 If the reading is constant, estimate the precision of a measuremem 
directly from the instrument (or use its speciried precision). 

Precise readings are not necessarily accurate readings because 
systematic errors could make precise readings higher or lower than 
they ought LO be. 

Linearity 
This is a design feature of many instruments - it means the reading 
is directly proportional to the magnitude of the variable that causes 
the reading to change. For example, if the scale of a moving coil 
meter is linear, the reading of the pointer against the scale should be 
proportional to the current. 

Measurement errors are caused in analogue instruments if the pointer 
on the scale is not observed correctly. The observer must be directly in 
front of the pointer when the reading is made. Figure 3 shows how a 
plane mirror is used for this purpose. The image of the pointer must 
be directly behind the pointer to ensure the observer views the scale 
directly in front of the pointer. 

Instrument range 
Multirange instruments such as multimete rs have a range dial that 
needs to be set according to the maximum reading to be measured. 
For example, if the dial can be set at 0- 0.10 A, 0- 1.00 A, or 0- 10.0A, 
you would use the 0-1.00A range to measure the current through a 
0.25A torch bulb as the 0-0.lOA range is too low and the 0-1.00A 
range is more sensitive than the 0- 10.0A range. 



Rulers and scales metre ruler 
to be set 
vertically 

s1de v1 ew 

- -plumb line 

Metre rulers are often used as vercical or horizontal scales in ,,mechanics experiments. 

To set a metre ruler in a vertical position: 

• 	 use a set square perpendicular w the ruler and the bench, if the 
bench is known to be horizontal, or 

• 	 use a plumb line (a small weight on a string) tO see if the ruler is front view 
vertical. You need lO observe the ruler next to the plumb line from 
two perpendicular directions. Tf the ruler appears parallel to the 
plumb line from both directions, then it must be vertical. .A Figure 1 Finding the vertical - if the 

metre ruler appears parallel to the plumb
To ensu re a metre ruler is horizontal, use a set square to align the line from thefront and the side, the ruler 
metre ruler perpend icular to a vertica l metre ruler. must be vertical 

Micrometers and verniers 
Micrometers give readings to within 0.01 mm. A digital micrometer 
gives a read-out equa l to the width of the micrometer gap. An 
analogue micrometer has a barrel on a screw thread with a pitch or 
0.5 mm. For such a micrometer: 

• 	 the edge or the barrel is marked in 50 equal intervals so each 
interval corresponds to changing the gap of the micrometer 
by 0.5/50 mm = 0.0 I mm 

• 	 the stem of the micrometer is marked with a linear 
scale graduated in 0.5mm marks 

• 	 the reading of a micrometer is where the linear 
scale intersects the scale on the barrel. 

Figure 2 shows a reading of 4.06 mm. Note that the 
edge of the barrel i~ between the 4.0 and 4.5 mm 
marks on the linear scale. The linear scale intersects 
the 6th mark after the zero mark on the barrel scale. 
The reading is therefore 4.00 mm from the linear sca le 
+0.06 mm from Lhe barrel scale. 

A Figure 2 Using a micrometer 

To use a micrometer correctly: 

I 	 Check its zero reading and note the zero error if there is one. 

2 Open the gap (by turning the barrel if analogue) then close the 

gap on the object to be measured. Turn the knob until it slips. 

Don't ovenightcn the barrel. 


3 Take the reading and note the measurement after allowing if 

necessary for the 7.ero error. 


4 Note that the precision of the measuremem is ±0.0lOmm 

because the precision of the reading and the zero reading are both 

±0.005 mm. So the difference between the two readings (i.e .. the 

measurement) has a precision of O.OlOmm. 


Vernier calipers are used for measurements of distances up to 
lOOmm or more. Readings can be made to within O.lmm. The sliding 

gap- barrel 

I 

mm 

• 
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1:4.3 Everyday physics instruments 

0 	 l 

The 0 of the sliding 
scale gives 3.9 cm 
and the 5th mark 
coincides with a mm 
mark 
~~~~

A. Figure 3 Using a vernier 

Synoptic link 

You will meet the use of light gates 
with data loggers in more detail in 
Topic 15.2, Direct assessment. 
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scale of an ana logue vernier has ten equal intervals 
covering a distance of exactly 9 mm so each interval 
of this scale is O. I mm less than a I mm interval. 
To make a reading: 

The zero mark on the sliding scale is used to 
read the main scale lO the nearest millimetre. 
This reading is rounded down to the nearest 
millimetre. 

2 	 The mark on the sliding scale closest to a mark 
on the millimetre scale is located and its number 
noted. Multiplying this number by 0.1 mm gives 
the distance to be added on to the rounded-down 
reading. 

Figure 3 shows the idea. The zero mark on the sliding scale is between 
39 and 40mm on the mm scale. So the rounded-down reading is 
39mm. The 5th mark after the zero on the sliding scale is nearest to a 
mark on the millimetre scale. So the extra distance robe added on to 
39mm is 0.5 mm (= 5 x O.lmm). Therefore, the reading is 39.5mm. 

Timers 
Stopwatches used for interval timings are subject to human error 

because reaction time, about 0.2 s, is variable for any individual. With 

practice, the delays when starting and stopping a scopwatch can be 

reduced. Even so, the precision of a single timing is unlikely to be 

better than 0.J s. Digital stopwatches usually have read-out displays 

with a resolution of O.OJ s, but human variability makes such precision 

unrealistic and the precision of a single timing is the same as for an 

analogue stopwatch. 


Timing oscillations requires timing for as many cycles as possible. 

The timing should be repeated several times lO give an average (mean) 

value. Any timing that is significantly different to the other values is 

probably due to miscounting the number of oscillations so that timing 

should be rejected . For accurate timings, a fiducia l mark is essential. 

The mark should be lined up with the centre or the oscillations so it 

provides a referen ce position to count the number of cycles as the 

object swings past it each cycle. 


Electronic timers use automatic switches. or gates, to start and stop the 

timer. However, just as w ith a digital stopwatch, a timing should be 

repeated, if possible several times, to give an average value. l ight gates 

may be connected via an interface unit LO a microcomputer. Interrupt 

signals from the light gates are timed by the microcomputer's internal 

clock. A software program is used to provide a set or instructions to 

the microcomputer. 


Balances 
A balance is used to measure the weight of an object. Spring balances 
are usually less precise than lever balances. Both t ypcs of balance are 
usually much Jess precise than an electronic top-pan balance. The 
scale or read-out of a balance may be calibrated for convenience in 
kilograms or grams. The accuracy of an elect ronic top-pan balance can 
easily be tested using accurately known masses. 



Data processing 
For a single measurement, the precision of the measuring 
instrument determines the precision of the measuremem. 
A micrometer with a precision of 0.01 mm gives readings that 
each have a precision of 0.01 mm. 

For several readings, the number of significant figures of the 
mean value should be the same as the precision of each reading. For 
example, consider the following measurements of the diameter of 
a wire: 0.34mm, 0.33mm, 0.36mm, 0.33mm, 0.35mm. The mean 
valu e of the diameter readings works out at 0.342 mm, but the third 
significant figure ca nnot be justified as the precision of each reading is 
0.0 I 111111. Therefore rhc mean value is rounded down to 0.34 mm. 

Note: 
The uncertainty in the mean va lue is ±0.02 mm (i.e., half the range) as 
explained in Topic 14.2. 

Using error estimates 
How confident can you be in your measurements and any results 
or conclusions you draw from your measuremenrs? If you work out 
what each uncertainty is, as a percentage of the measurement (the 
percentage uncertainty), you can then see which measurement is least 
accurate. You can then think about how that measurement could be 
made more accurately. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

The mass and diameter of a ball bearing were measured and the 
uncertainty of each measurement was estimated. 

The mass, m, of a ba ll bearing= 4.85 x 10-3 ± 0.02 x 10-3 kg 

The diameter, d, of the ball bearing = 1.05 x I 0-2 ± 0.0 I x J 0-2 m 

Calculate and compare the percentage uncertainty of these two 

measurements. 


Solution 
0 02The percentage uncertainty of the mass m = · x 100% = 0.4% 
4.85 

The percentage uncertainty of the diameter d = O.Ol x 100% = 1.0% 
l.05 


The diameter measurement is therefore more than twice as 

inaccurate as the mass measurement. 


More about errors 
l 	 When two measurements arc added or subtracted, the uncertainty 

of the result is the sum of the uncertainties of the measurements. 
For example. the mass of a beaker is measured when it is empty 
and then when it contains water: 

• 	 the mass of an empty beaker = 65.l ± 0.1 g 

• 	 the mass of the beaker and water = 125.6 ± 0.1 g. 

Study tip 

At the end of a calculation, don't 
give the answer to as many 
significant figures as shown on 
your calculator display. Give your 
answer to the same number of 
significant figures as the data 
with the least number of 
significant figures. 

• 




Hint 

Percentage uncertainty 

To work out the percentage 
uncertainty of A, you could: 

• 	 Calculate the area of cross 
section ford= 0.34 - 0.01 mm = 
0.33mm. 

This should give an answer of 
8.55 x 10 8 m2. 

• 	 Calculate the area of cross 
section ford = 0.34 + 0.01 mm = 
0.35mm. 

This should give an answer 
8 m2of9.62 x 10- . 

Therefore, the area lies between 
8.55 x 10m2and 9.62 x 10-8m2. 

In other words, the area is 
(9.08 ± 0.53) x 10 8 m2 

(as 9.08 - 0.53 = 8.55 and 
9.08 + 0.53 = 9.62). 

The percentage uncertainty of 

A is ~:~~ x 100% = 5.8%. 

This is twice the percentage 

uncertainty of d. 

It can be shown as a general rule 
that for a measurement x, 
the percentage uncertainty in 
x" is n times the percentage 
uncertainty in x. 

Synoptic link 

You met straight line graphs in 
Topic 7.4, Free fa ll. 

• 


Then the mass of the water could be as much as 

(125 .6 + 0. 1) - (65. 1 - O.l)g = 60.7g, or as liule as 
(125 .6 - 0. 1) - (65.1 + O.l}g = 60.3g. 

The mass of water is therefore 60.5 ± 0.2 g. 

2 	 When a measurement in a calculation is raised to a power n, 
the percentage uncertainty is increased n times. For example, 
suppose you need tO calculate the area A of cross section of a 
wire that has a diameter of 0.34 + 0.0 I mm. You will need to 
use the equation A = nd214. The calculation should give an 
answer of 9.08 x 10-8 m 2. The percentage uncertainty of 

01dis 0· x I 00% = 2. 9%. So the percentage uncertainty of 
0.34 

A is 5.8% (= 2 x 2.9%). The consequence of rhis ru le is that in 
any calculation where a quantity is ra ised to a higher power, 
the uncertainty of that quantity becomes much more significa nt. 

Graphs and errors 
Straight line graphs are important because rhey are used to establish 
the relationship between two physical quantities. Consider a set 
of measurements of the distance fallen by an object released from 
rest and the time it takes. A graph of distance fallen aga inst (time)2 

should be a straight Une through the origin. If the line is straight, 

the theoretical equations= igt2 (wheres is the distance fallen and 

tis the time taken) is confirmed. The value of g can be calculated, as 

the gradient of the graph is equal to i9· If the straight line does not 

pass through the origin, there is a systematic error in the distance 

measurement. Even so. the gradient is still is· 
A best-fit test 
Suppose you have obtained you r own measurements for an 
experiment and you use them to plot a graph that is predicted to be a 
straight line. The plotted points are unlikely to be exactly straight in 
line with each other. The next stage is to draw a straight line of best fit 
so that the points are on average as close as possible to the line. Some 
problems may occur at this stage: 

1 	 There might be a point much further than any other point from 
the line of best fit. The point is referred to as an anomaly. 
Methods for dealing with an anomalous point are as follows: 

• 	 ll possible, the measurements for that point should be repeated 
and used to replace the anomalous point, if the repeated 
measurement is much nearer the line. 

• 	 If the repeated measurement confirms the anomaly, there could 
be a fault in the equipment or the way it is used. For example, 
in an electrical experiment, it could be caused by a change of 
the range of a meter tO make that measurement. If no fault is 
found, make more measurements near the anomaly to see if 
these measurements lead towards the anomaly. If they do, it is 
no longer an anomaly and the measurements arc valid. 

• 	 II a repeat measurement is not possible, the anomalous point 
should be ignored and a comment made in your repon 
(or on the graph) about it. 
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The points might seem to curve away from the straight line or 
best fit. The uncertainty of each measurement can be used to 
give a small range or error bar ror each measurement. Figure I 
shows the idea. The straight line of best fit should pass through all 
the error bars. If il doesn't, the following notes might be helpful. 
You could use the error bars to draw a straight line of maximum 
gradient and a straight line of minimum gradient. 

• 	 Suppose the points lie along a straight line over most of the 
range bur curve away further along the line. This would 
indicate that a straighr line relationship between the plotted 
quantities is valid only over the range of measurements which 
produced the straight part of the line. 

• 	 Only two or three points in Figure 2 seem tO lie on a straight 
line. In this case. it cannot be concluded that there is a linear 
relationship between the plotted quantities. You might need tO plot 
further graphs to find out if a different type of graph would give 
a straight line relationship. A data analysis software package on a 
computer could be used LO test different possible relationships (or 
for the second year or your course, a log graph could be plotted). 

Evaluating your results 
You should be able to form a conclusion from the results of an 
investigation. This might be a final calculation of a physical quantity 
or property (e.g., resistivity) or a statement of the relationship 
established between two variables. As explained earlier, the degree or 
accuracy of the measurements could be used as a guide to the number 
of significant figures in a 'final result' conclusion. Mathematical 
links established or verified between quantities should be stated in a 
'relationship' conclusion. 

You always need to evaluate the conclusion(s) of an experiment or 
investigation Lo establish its validity. This evaluation could start with a 
discussion of the strength of the experimental evidence used to draw 
the conclusions: 

• 	 Discuss the reliabi lity of the data and suggest improvemems. where 
appropriate, that would improve the reliability. You may need to 
consider the effect of the control variables, if the experimental 
evidence is not as re liable as it should be. 

• 	 Discuss the methods taken (or proposed) to eliminate or reduce 
any random or systematic errors. Describe the steps taken to deal 
with anoma lous results. 

• 	 Evaluate the accuracy of the results by considering the percentage 
uncertainties in the measuremems. These can be compared to 
identify the most significant sources of error in the measurements, 
which can then lead 10 a discussion of how to reduce the most 
significant sources of error. 

• 	 Propose improvements to the strategy or experimental procedures, 
referring to the above discussion on validity as justification for 
the proposals. 

• 	 Suggest further experimental work, based on the strength of the 
conclusions. Strong conclusions could lead to a prediction and how 
to test it. 

\_ 
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Study tip 
A final result, including its 

uncertainty, can be compared with 

the accepted [accurate) value, if 

known. Such a comparison can be 

used to evaluate the method used. 

For example, for an obtained 

resistivity value of 4.8 x 10-7 ± 
0.3 x 10-7 0 m for a certain metal 

wire, with an accepted value 

of 5.2 x 10-7 0 m, you could 

review your method to see where 

improvements can be made (e.g., 

by making more measurements 

and taking a mean value). 

• 




Practical work is a vital part of any physics course. Tt helps you 
to understand new ideas and difficult concepts, and it helps you 
to appreciate the importance of experiments when testing and 
developing scientific theories. Practical work also develops the 
skills that scientists use every day in their work. Such skills involve 
planning, researching, making and processing measurements, and 
analysing and evaluating experimental results. The notes in this 
chapter tell you how your practical skills arc assessed at A level. 

The AQA A level two-year course is designed so that the first-year 
course and the AQA AS physics course cover the same conten t. 

• 	 The practical skills that can be assessed as part of a written 
examination (indirect practical skills) arc tested in the cnd-of
course AS and A level examination papers. 

• 	 Practical skills that can't be assessed as part of a written examination 
(direct practical skills) will be assessed directly during your course. 
These skills are practical. technical, and manipulative skills such 
as following instructions, making measurements, and recorcting 
results, which are all essential at A level. 

• 	 If you complete the required practical experiments successfully in 
the two-year A level course, the grade you receive for this practical 
work will be separate from your grade for the written exam. 

• 	 There will be no non-exam assessment of practical skills for the 
AS course. But you will still need to do practical work and know 
and understand your practical skills. 

Note: 
Most of you taking physics after GCSE will want to take the full two-year 
A level course and sit the exam papers at the end of the course. Your 
school or college may also want you to sit the AS papers in June after 
studying the common AS/Year l A level course. This will give university 
admissions tutors external evidence of how well you have done in your 
first year of studying physics after GCSE. li.opefully, your AS results will 
also give you the confidence to progress to the second year of the A level 
course. But your AS marks will not contribute to your fina l A level marks! 

Competence in practical skills is acquired through practice. The activities 
are chosen to give you opponunities to develop your practical skills and 
to demonstrate competence in each skill, either directly or indirectly. 
Some skills are easier to get than others, and so you should read the 
relevant notes in Chapter 14 and Chapter 16 bdore you start carrying 
our any practical activity. 

Table l lists some of the practical activities you may be asked to carry out 
in your AS/Year l A level course. By carrying out these activities, you 
should become proficient in all of the practical skills assessed directly and 
indirectly in your AS/Year J A level course. For each activity, the table 
also gives references to the relevant topic in this book. The activities listed 
in bold are required for the practical skills questions in the written papers 
at both AS and A Level. and may be required for your practical portfolio . 

• 
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Investigating polarised light 

Observing wave properties using a ripple tank 

Investigating the vibrations of a stretched string 

Measuring the refractive index of a transparent substance 

Investigating interference using Young's double slit experiment 

Using a diffraction grat ing to measure the wavelength of different 
colours of light 

4.1 

4.3 

4.6 

5.2 

5.4 

5.7 

Testing the forces acting on an object in equilibrium 

Using the principle of moments to weigh an object 

Measuring the acceleration of a falling object 

Measuring the path of a projectile 

Investigating the motion of an object fa ll ing in a flu id 

Investigating conservation of momentum 

Measuring the efficiency of an electric motor used to lift an object 

Measuring the density of an object 

Investigating the strength of a spring 

Measuring the Young modulus of a wire 

Measuring the resistivity of the material of a wire 

Investigating the characteristics of a component such as a resistor 

or a diode 

Testing the resistance rules for different resistor combinations 

Investigating the heating effect of an electric current 

Measuring the emf and the internal resistance of a cell or a battery 

Using a potential divider to design and test sensor circuits 

6.2 

6.3 

7.4 

7.7 

8.3 

9.3 

10.4 

11.1 

11.2 

11.3 

12.3 

12.4 

13.2 

13.2 

13.3 

13.5 



You will need to carry out a sufficient number of practical activities 
(which may indude the required practical experiments) over the 
A level course to show that you can: 

• 	 follow written procedures correctly 

• 	 identify variables and how to control them where necessary or take 
accounr of them if they cannot readily be controlled 

• 	 select appropriate equipment and methods to make accurate 
measurements 

• 	 use a range of practical equipment and materials safely and 
correctly with little or no assistance 

• 	 make and record accurate observations, using appropriate 
procedures, and making adjustments when necessary 

• 	 keep accurate and precise records or experimental data 
methodically, using appropriate units and conventions 

• 	 use appropriate software and tools to process data, carry out 
research, and report your findings 

• 	 use research sources including websites, textbooks, and other 
printed scientific sources or information 

• 	 correctly state sources of information used for research and when 
planning and drawing condusions. 

You will carry out some of these practical activities when you study 
topics in the common one-year AS/Year I A level course. You will 
carry out the rest of the activities in the second year of your A level 
course. The skills listed above are assessed directly by your teacher on 
the basis of your work in these activities. 

Before you carry out a practical task, you should eliminate 
(if possible) or minimise any health and safety hazards. A risk 
assessmenc means that you must think about the possible hazards 
in an activity and plan so that you can eliminate or minimise them. 
Your teacher should have made a risk assessment in advance of every 
practical activity to make sure that the practica l activities you will 
undertake are safe. For example, if you are about to stretch springs or 
wires, you should be provided with eye protection, which you should 
wear. However, you should also carry ou t your own risk assessment 
to make sure that when you use the apparatus you are given, you use 
it in a safe way. 

When you carry out these activities, you will be given a set of 
instructions, and you will be assessed on your abilit y co: 

• 	 demonstrate safe and skilful practical techniques and processes 

• 	 obtain information from stated scientific sources of information, 
including websites and textbooks 

• 	 select appropriate methods and make measuremems precisely 
and accurately 

• 	 make and record accurate and valid observations and measurements 

• 	 use appropriare software 10 process data and report on your findings 

• 	 work with others in expe1imental activities . 

• 
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When carrying out your practical work, you should know how to: 

• 	 use vernier calipers and micrometers to measure small distances 

• 	 use appropriate analogue apparatus to measure angles, length and 
distance, volume, force, temperature, and pressure 

• 	 use appropriate digital instruments to measure mass, time, current, 
and voltage 

• 	 use a stopwatch or light gates for timing 

• 	 use methods to increase the accuracy of your measurements, such 
as by repeating and averaging timings, or by using a fiduciary 
marker, set square, or plumb line 

• 	 correctly construct circuits from your own or given circuit diagrams 
using de power supplies, cells, and a range of circuit components. 
including ones where polari ty is important 

• 	 generate ancl measure waves by using a microphone and 
loudspeaker, ripple Lank, vibration transducer, or microwave/ 
radio wave source 

• 	 use a suitable light source 10 invesrigate characteristics of light, 
including interference and dirfraction 

• 	 use £CT such as computer modelling or a data logger with a variety 
of sensors to collect data, or use softwa re to process data. 

A data logger is a device that automatically measures 
and records a variable at regular intervals. This variable 
is usually pd. A multi-channel data logger has more than 
one pair of input terminals and can record multiple inputs 
simultaneously. To record variations in a physical quantity 
(e.g., temperature, light intensity, or magnetic-field 
variations), a suitable sensor needs to be connected to 
the data logger. The sensor is designed so that its output 
pd changes as the physical quantity changes. Timing 
measurements using light gates can also be recorded 
by connecting the gates to an interface circuit which is 
connected to a data logger or a computer. 

Most data loggers are capable of making thousands of 
measurements at intervals from milliseconds to hours. The 
interval value needs to be keyed in to the data logger (or set 
on a dial) before adata logger is used. Ifthe sensor has more 
than one range, a suitable range must also be selected. The 
data recorded by a data logger may be displayed in a table or 
as agraph on acomputer screen or on an oscilloscope. 

Data logging has many advantages, including 

• 	 measuring and recording changes that are too fast to 
record manually 

• 	 making measurements automatically at long 
intervals and/or in remote locations 

, 
~ 

The laboratory apparatus 
you will use to make 
measurements might include: 

• 	 basic apparatus (metre ruler, 
set square, protractors) 

• 	 electrical meters and 

multimeters [analogue 

or digital) for measuring 

current, voltage, and 

resistance 


• 	 a micrometer, vernier calipers 

• 	 a top-pan electronic balance, 
measuring cylinders 

• 	 a digital stopwatch or light 
gates for timing 

• 	 thermometers, newtonmeters 

• 	 a data logger with sensors 

• 	 a pressure gauge. 

• 	 making simultaneous measurements of more than 
one physical quantity 

• 	 processing and analysing recorded data and 
displaying measured and processed data graphically. 

• 
• Figure 1 A light gate in use 
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Indirect assessment 


In addition to assessing your knowledge and understanding of all 
the physics topics you have studied in this course, your written 
examination papers will include questions that assess your abilities in 
the following practical skill areas: 

Independent thinking 

• 	 Solve problems set in practical contexts. 

• 	 Apply scientific knowledge to practical contexts. 

Use and application of scientific m ethods and practices 

• 	 Comment on experimenta l design and evaluate scientific methods. 

• 	 Present data in appropriate ways. 

• 	 Evaluate results and draw conclusions with reference to 
measurement uncertainties and errors. 

• 	 Identify variables, including ones that mus1be controlled. 

Numeracy and the application of mat hematical concepts in a 
practical contex t 

• 	 Plot and interpret graphs. 

• 	 Process and analyse data using appropriate mathematical skills. 

• 	 Consider margins of error, accuracy, and precision of data. 

Instruments and equipment 

• 	 Know and understand how to use a wide range of experimental 
and practical instruments, equipment, and techniques. 

The practical experiments and investigations you carry out during your 
course should enable you to develop your competence in all of the 
direct and indirect practical skill areas that you will be assessed on. For 
example, in the experiment to measure the resistivity of the material 
of a wire, you need to appreciate from the start that the resistance of a 
wire depends on its length and on its diameter. Therefore, you might 
decide to measure the resistance of wires of different diameters that 
are all the same length and material. Then you will need to decide: 

• 	 how to measure the resistance and diameter of each wire and also 
their lengths (because this is a control variable and you will need to 
make sure that it is the same for each wire) 

• 	 which measuring instruments to use, how to use the instruments, 
and how to make su re that your measurements are as accurate 
as possible 

• 	 how to avoid systematic errors (e.g., check zero errors) and random 
errors (e.g., measure the diameter at several places along each wire 
and obtain an average value) and how lO assess the uncertainty in 
each of your measurements. 

Once you have a set of results, you need to know how to process 
them and how to use them. You might need to do some research to 

find the theoretical relationship between the two variables you have 
measured so that you can plot a graph. In the example, you might 
plot a graph of the resistance of the wire against the reciprocal of the 



area of cross section. This graph should be a straight line through 
the origin, as shown in Figure 1. The theory should tell you that the 
gradient is equal to the resistivity x the length of the wire. Hence, the 
resistivity of the wire can be determined. Finally, you might use your Resistance, and will meet straight 
uncertainty estimates to determine the overall uncenainty in your line graphs in detail in Topic 16.4, 
value of resistivity. Straight line graphs. ) 

Rtn 

0 

' ' ' ' ' ' 
' ' 

--------------- -. -.......___I '""'"' = pl 

• Figure 1 Graph of resistonce R against 
1/area ofcross section A for wires ofthe 
same material of resistivity pand length L 

The practical experiments and investigations you will carry out 
during this course will help you ro develop and practise indirect skills 
regularly as well as direct skills. Each of the four main sections in 
this book includes practice questions, which are designed to test your 
indirect practical skills. This will help you prepare for practical skills 
which are indirectly tested in your written examination papers. You 
will also be well prepared for physics courses beyond A level. 

Note: 
The practical skills questions in the written papers in both AS and A 
Level assume that you have carried out the practical activities listed 
in bold on Table I. page 25 l. This table also provides information on 
where you can find more in[ormation about these activities within 
this book. 

You met resistivity in Topic 12.3, 

• 



'Y Table 1 SI base unics 

length metre (m) 
1--------+-

time second (s) 
1--------+-

eIe ct r ic current ampere (A)
!--------+-

temperature kelvin (K) 

power of ten 

•- .- , -3"1 
0.01: 

number displayed : 6.62 x 10-34 

A Figure 1 Displaying powers of cen 

Hint 

Do not confuse log10 (base 10) 

with In or lo~ (base e]. Log10 
allows you to find a number as 

a power of ten, whi le In or lo~ 

allows you to find a number as a 

power of e, the natural log. 

n log n 

10" 4 

103 3 

102 2 

10 

0 

A Figure 2 A logarichmic scale 
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This chapter covers the mathematical skills you will require for your 
whole AS Physics A course. 

Scientific units 
Scientists use a single system of units to avoid unnecessary effort and 
time converting between different units of the same quantity. This 
system, the Systeme International (or SI syc,tem ) is based on a 
defined unit for certain physical quantities including those listed in 
Table 1. Units of all other quantities arc derived from the SI base unils. 

The Following examples show how the units of all other physical 
quantities are derived from the base uni ts. 

• 	 The unit of density is the kilogram per cubic metre (kgm- 3) . 

• 	 The unit of speed is the metre per second ( m s- 1) • 

More about using a calculator 
1 	 'Exp ', 'EE', or ' x HY'', is the calculator button you press to key 

in a p ow e r of ten . To key in a number in standard form 
(e.g., 3.0 x 108), the steps arc as follows: 
• 	 Step I Key in the number between I and I 0 (e.g., 3.0). 

• 	 Step 2 Press the calculator button marked 'Exp' (or 'EE' on 
some calculators). 

• 	 Step 3 Key in the power of ten (e.g.. 8). 

If the display reads '3 .0 08' this should be read as 3.0 x 108 (not 
3.08 which means 3.0 multiplied by itself e ight times). If the power 
of ten is a negative number (e.g.. io-8 not 108), press the calculator 
button marked'+/-' after step 3 (or bdore, if you are using a 
graphic calculator) to change the sign of the power of ten. 

2 	 'in v' is the button you press if you want the calculator to give 
the value of the inverse of a function. For example, if you want 
to find out the angle, which has a sine of 0.5, you key in 0.5 on 
the display then press 'inv' then 'sin' to obrain rhe answer of 30°. 
Some calculators have a 'second [unction' or 'shift ' button that 
you press instead of the 'inv' button. 

3 	 'logw 'log',' or 'lg ' is the button you press to find out what a 
number is as a power of ten. For example, press 'log' then key in 
100 and the display will show 2, because 100 =102• Logarithmic 
scales have equal intervals for each power of ten. 

4 	 ' x Y', 'x!J', or ' A' allows you to raise a number to any power. For 
example, if you want to work our rhe value or 28, key in 2 onto 
the display then xY then 8, and press =. The display should then 
show 256 as the decimal value of 28 . Raising a number N to the 
power lln gives the nth root of N. For example, the cube root of 
29 79 l is (2979l) 113 which equals 3 1. 
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~Significant figures Worked example ~ 

A calculator display shows a large number of digits. When you use 
Calculate the cube roota calculator. you should always round up or round down the final 
of 2.9 x 106 •answer of a calculation to the same number of significant figures 

as the data given. Sometimes, a numerical answer tO one part of a Solution 
question has to be used in a subsequent calculation, in which case 

Step 1 Key in 2.9 x 106 asthe numerical answer to the first pan should be carried forward 
explained on page 246. without rounding it up or down. For example, if you need tO calculate 


the value of d sin 65°, where d = 1.64, the calculator will show Step 2 Press the yx button. 

9.063077870 x 10- 1 for the sine or 65°. Multiplying this answer by Step 3 Key in (l 7 3). 

1.64 then gives l.486344771, which should then be rounded off to Step 4 Press=. 
1.49 so it has the same number of significant figures as 1.64 (i.e., to 3 

The display should showsignificant figures). 
'l.42602' so the answer 
is 142.6. 

Summary questions -.rx 

Write your answers to each of the following questions 3 a Use the equation average speed= distance/time to 

in standard form, where appropriate, and to the same calculate the average speed in ms 1 of: 

number of significant figures as the data. a vehicle that travels a distance of 9000 min 450 s 

1 Copy and complete the following conversions. Ii a vehicle that travels a distance of 144 km in 2 h 
a I 500mm= __m iii a particle that travels a distance of 0.30 nm in a 

ii 3.2m= __cm time of 2.0 x 10- 18 s 

iii 9560cm= __m. iv the Earth on its orbit of radius 1.5 x 1011 m, given 

b 0.45kg: __g the time taken per orbit is 365.25 days. 

ii 

iii 

1997g= __ kg 

54000kg= __g. 

b Use the equation 
. potential difference 

resistance='-------
current 

c I 20cm2 = __m2 to calculate the resistance of a component for the 

ii 55mm2 = __m2 following values of current I and pd V: 

Ill 0.050cm2 = __m2 . V= 15 V, I = 2.5 mA 

2 a Write the following values in standard form: II V=80 mV, I = 16 mA 

I 150 million km in metres iii V= 5.2 kV, I = 3.0mA 

ii 365 days in seconds iv V=250V,/ = 0.51µA 

Iii 630 nm in metres v V= 160 mV, I = 53 mA. 

Iv 25.7 µgin kilograms 4 a Calculate each ofthe following: 

v 150 m in millimetres 6.73 Iv (0.035)2 

vi 1.245 µm in metres. ii (5.3 x 104)2 v (4.2 x 108)112 

b Write the following values with a prefix instead Iii (2.1 x 10- 6) 4 vi (3.8 x 10-5) 114• 

of in standard form. b Calculate each of the following: 

ii 

3.5x 104 m """ __km 

6.5x 10 7 m=__nm 

2.42 

3.5 x 103 
iii 

8.1x104 + 6.5 x 103 

5.3 x 104 

iii 

iv 

3.4x 106 g:__ kg 

8.7 x lQ8W: __ MW = __GW. 
ii 

3.6 x 10- 3 

6.2 x 102 
Iv 7.2 x 10 3 + 6.2 x 104. 

2.6 x 106 

• 
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.A. Figure 1 Arcs and segments 

b 

Area= thb 


.A. Figure 2 The area afa triangle 


.A. Figure 3 A right-angled triangle 

Synoptic link 

You met vectors and how to 

resolve them in Topic 6.1, Vectors 

and scalars. 

• 


Angles and arcs 
• 	 Angles are measured in degrees or radians. The scale for conversion 

is 360° = 2:n: radians. The symbol for the radian is rad, so 1 rad = 
360/2:n: = 57.3° (to 3 significant figures). 

• 	 The circumference of a circle of radius r = 2:n:r. So the circumference 
can be written as the angle in radians (2:n:) round the circle x r. 

• 	 For a segment of a circle, the length of the arc or the segment is in 
proportion to the angle 8 which the arc makes to the centre of the 
circle. This is shown in Figure 1. Because the arc length is 2:n:r (the 
circumference) for an angle of 360° (= 2:n: radians), then 

arc length, s e in degrees 
-----'"--- = 

2rrr 360° 

Triangles and trigonometry 
Area rule 
As shown in Figure 2, 

the area of any triangle = ~ x its height x its base 

Trigonometry calculations using a calculator 
A scientific calculator has a button you can press to use either degrees 
or radians. Make sure you know how to switch your calculator from 
one of these two modes to the other. For example, 

• 	 sin 30° =0.50, whereas sin 30 rad = -0.99 

• 	 inv sin 0. 17 in degree mode = 9. 79°, whereas inv sin 0.17 in 
rad mode = 0.171. 

AJso, watch out when you calculate the sine, cosine, or tangent of the 
product of a number and an angle. For example, sin (2 x 30°) comes 
out as 1.05 if you forget the brackets, inst ead oft he correct answer of 
0.867. The reason for the error is that, unless you insert the brackets. 
the calculator is programmed to work out sin 2° then multiply the 
answer by 30. 

Trigonometry functions 
Consider again the definitions of the sine, cosine, and tangent of an 
angle, as applied to the right-angled triangle in Figure 3. 

sin e = £ where 0 =the length of the s ide opposite angle e 
" h =the length of the hypote nuse 

a =the length of the side adjacent tocose = * 
angle e

tan e = £ 
a 

Pythagoras's theorem and trigonometry 
Pythagoras's theorem states that for any right-angled triangle, the square 
of the hypotenuse = the sum of the squares of the other two sides. 

Applying Pythagoras's theorem to the right-angled triangle in 
Figure 3 gives 

h2 = o2 + a2 



•\_ -
Since o =h sine and a= h cos 8, th en the above equation may 
be written 

h2 = h2 sin2 e+ h 2 cos2 e 
Cancelling 112 therefore gives the following usefu l link between sin 9 

Fsin e and cos e: 
I =sin2 8 + cos2 e 

Fcos8Vector rules 
.A. Figure 4 Resolving a vector 

Resolving a vector 
Any vector ca n be resolved into two perpendicular components in the 
same plane as the vector, as shown by Figure 4. The force vector F is 
resolved into a horizontal component F cos eand a vertical component 
F sin 8, where 8 is the angle between the line of action of the force and 
the horizontal line. 

Adding two perpendicular vectors object X 
Figure 5 shows two perpendicular forces F 1 and F2 acting on a point 
object X. The combined errect of these two forces, the resultant force, 
is given by the vector triangle in Figure 5. This is a right-angled 
triangle, where the resultant force is represented by the hypotenuse. 

• 	 Applying Pythagoras's theorem to the triangle gives F2 =F1
2 + F/, 

where F is the magnitude of the resultant force. 
Therefore F= (F1

2 + F/) 112. 

• Applying the trigonometry equation tanO= o/a, the angle between 
the resultant force and fo rce F1 is given by tan e= F/F1• .A. Figure 5 Adding two perpendicular 

vectors 

Summary questions ¥x 

1 a Calculate the circumference of a circle of radius 3 a Aright-angled triangle XYZ has a hypoteneuse 
0.250m. XY of length 55 mm and side XZ of length 25 mm. 

Calculate the length of the other side.b 	 Calculate the length of the arc of a circle of radius 
0.250 m for the following angles between the arc b An aircraft travels a distance of 30 km due 
and the centre of the circle: north from an airport P to an airport O. It then 

travels due east for a distance of 18 km to an360° II 240° Iii 60°. 

airport R. Calculate 


2 For the right-angled triangle XYZ in Figure 6, calculate: 

the distance from Pto R 


a angle YXZ (= O) if XY =80 mm and Y 

ii the angle QPR.


I XZ =30mm 
4 a Calculate the horizontal component A and the 

ii 	 XZ = 60 mm 
vertical component B of: 


iii YZ = 30mm x 

a 6.0 N force at 40° to the vertical 

iv 	 YZ = 70mm .A. Figure 6 
ii a 10.0 N force at 20° to the vertical 

b xz if 
iii a 7.5 Nforce at 50° to the horizontal. 

XY = 20 cm and 8= 30° b Calculate the magnitude and direction of the 
ii XY = 22 m and 8 = 45° resultant of a 2.0 N force acting due north and a 
iii YZ = 18 mm and 8= 75° 3.5 N force acting due east. 

iv 	 YZ = 47 cm and 8 = 25°. 

• 




Signs and symbols 
If you used symbols in your GCSE course, you might have met the use 
of s for distance and I for current. Maybe you wondered why we don't 
used for distance instead of s or C for current instead of /. The answer 
is that physics discoveries have taken place in many countries. The first 
person co discover the key ideas about speed was Galileo, the great 
Italian scientist, so he used the word for scale from his own language 
for distance and therefore assigned the symbol s to distance. Important 
discoveries about electricity were made by Ampere, the great French 
scientist, and he wrote about the intensity or an electric current, so he 
used rhe symbol/ for electric current. The symbols we now use are used 
in all countries in association with the SJ system of units. 

..- Table 1 Symbols for some physical quantities 

Physical quantity Symbol Unit Unit 
symbol 

distance s metre m 

speed or velocity v metre per ms- i 

second 
-

accelerat ion a metre per second ms 2 

per second 

mass m kilogram kg 

force F newton N 

energy or work E joule J 

power p watt w 
density p kilogram per kgm 3 

cubic metre 

current I ampere A 

potential difference v volt v 
or voltage 

resistance R ohm 0 

Signs you need to recognise 
• 	 Inequality signs are often used in physics. You need to be able tO 

recognise the meaning of the signs in Table 2. For example, the 
inequality T~ 3 A means that the current is greater than or equal to 
3 A. This is the same as saying that the current is not less than 3 A . 

..- Table 2 Signs 

Sign 	 Meaning Sign Meaning Sign Meaning 

greater than <xz> mean square value much greater than >>> 
much less than oc is proportional to less than <<< 
approximately equals to change ofgreater than or equal to t:.~ "" 
mean value square root less than or equal to ..J 

• 
~ <x> 



• 	 The approximation sign is used where an estimate or an 
order-of-magnirndc calculation is made, rather than a precise 
calculation. For an order-of-magnitude calculation, the final 
value is written with one significant figure only, or even rounded 
up or down LO the nearest power of ten. Order-of-magnitude 
calculations arc useful as a quick check after using a calculator. For 
example, if you are asked to calculate the density of a 1.0 kg metal 
cylinder of height 0. 100 m and diameter 0.071 m, you ought to 
obtain a value of 2530 kg m-3 using a calculator. Now let's check 
the value quickly: 

volume= n(radius) 2 x height 

= 3 x (0.04) 2 x 0.1=48 x io-5 rn3 

density= mass/volume 

= 1.0/50 x I 0-5 = 2000 kgm-3 

This confirms our 'precise' calcula tion. 

• 	 Proportiona lity is represented by the oc sign. A simple example 
of its use in physics is fo r Hooke's law - the tension in a spring is 
directly proportiona l 10 its extension: 

tension T oc extension L1L 

By introducing a constant of proportionality k, the link above can be 
made into an equation: 

T = kL1L 

where k is defined as the spring constant. With any proportionality 
relationship, if one of the variables is increased by a given factor 
(e.g., x3), the other variable is increased by the same factor. So in 
the above example, if Tis trebled, then extension Mis also trebled. 
A graph of tension Ton the y-axis against extension llL on the x-axis 
would give a straight line through the origin. 

More about equations 
Rearranging an equation with several terms 
The equation v = u + ar is an example of an equation with two terms 
on the righ t-hand side. These terms are u and at. To make t the subject 
of the equation: 

l Isolate the term con raining r on one side by subtracting u from 
both sides to give v- u = at. 

2 Isolate t by dividing both sides of the equation v- u =at by a 
to give 
(v-u) =at= 

1 
a a 

Note that a cancels out in the expression at 
a 

3 	 The rearranged equation may now be written 
(v- u)

t=-
a 

Synoptic link 
You met Hooke's law and the spring 
constant in Topic 11.2, Springs. 

• 




• • 

16.3 More about algebra 

Rearranging an equation containing powers 
Suppose a quantity is raised to a power in a term in an equation, and 
that quantity is to be made the subject or the equation. For example, 
consider the equation V =~nr3 where r is 10 be made the subject of 

. 3 
Lhe equauon. 

I 	 Isolate r3 from the other factors in the equation by dividing both 
sides by 41t, then multiplying both sides by 3 LO give 3v = r3. 

4Jt 

2 Take the cube root of both sides to give {!~t =r. 

3 	 Rewrite the equation with r on the left-hand side if necessary. 

More aboutpowers 
I 	 Powers add for identical quamities when two terms are multiplied 

together. For example, if 
y =axn and z =bx111 then yz =ax"' bx"= abx'11 + 11 

2 	 An equation of the form y =;,, may be written in the form 
y =kz-11 

• 

3 	 The nth root of an expression is wrinen as the power l/n. For 
example, the square root of xis x112• Therefore, rearranging y =x 11 

to make x the subject gives x =y 1111• 

Summary questions vx 

1 Complete each of the following statements: 	 b Solve each of the following equations: 

a ifx> 5, then 1/x< 	 x- 112 =2 Iii ~=32 
IC 

b if 4 <x < 10, then __ < 1/x < 	 ii 3x2 = 24 iv 2 (x112 +4)= 12. 

c ifx is positive and x2 > 100 then 1/x __ 4 	 Use the data given with each equation below to 
calculate:2 a Make t the subject of each of the following 

equations: a the volume Vof a wire of radius r = 0.34 mm and 
length L= 0.840 m, using the equation V=nr2 Lv = u + at 

kt2 b the radius r of a sphere of volume V=1.00 xii 	 s = Iv F= mv.
2 r 	 310-G m , using the equation V= ~7tr3 

b Solve each of the following equations: 
c the time period Tof a simple pendulum of length 

2z + 6=10 Iii ...L = 8 	 5z- 4 L= 1.50 m, using the equation T= 2n(L I g)0· , 

11 2 (z + 6) = 10 Iv 4 = 36. where g =9.8 ms 2z 
3 a Make x the subject of each of the fol lowing d the speed v of an object of mass m =0.20 kg 

equations: and kinetic energy Ek= 28 J, using the equation 
y =2x112 Iii yx113 =1 E :.!.mv2 

k 	 2 . 

112ii 	 2y = X iv y =~. 

• 




The general equation for a straight line graph 
Links between two physical quantities can be established most easily 
by plot1ing a graph. One of the physical quantities is represented by 
the vertical scale (the ordinate, often called the y-axis) and the other 
quantity by the horizontal scale (the abscissa, often called the x-axis). 
The coordinates of a point on a graph are the x- and y-values, usually 
written (x, y) of the point. 

The simplest link between two physical variables is where the plotted 
points define a straight line. For example, Figure 1 shows the link 
between the tension in a spring and the extension of the spring - the 
gradient of the line is constant and the line passes through the origin. 
Any situation where they-variable is directly proportional to the 
x-variable gives a straighr line through the origin. For Figure 1, the 
gradient of the line is the spring constant k. The relationship between the 
tension T and the extension t:..L may therefore be written as T = k t:..L. 

The general equation for a straight Line graph is usually written in the form 
y = mx + c, where 1n =the gradient of the Line and c= they-intercept. 

• 	 The gradient m can be measured by marking two points P and Q far 
apart on the line. The triangle PQR. as shown in Figure 2, is then 
used to find the gradient. If (xp Yp) and (xQ, yQ) represent the x- and 
y-coordinares of points P and Q, respectively. then 

gradien t m = Yp - YQ 
Xp - XQ 

• 	 The y-intercept, c, is the point at x = 0 where the line crosses 
the y-axis. To find the y-intercept of a line on a graph that does 
not show x = 0, measure the gradient as above, then use the 
coordinates of any point on the line with the equation 
y = mx + c to calcu late c. For example, rearranging y = mx + c 
gives c= y - mx. Therefore, using the coordinates of point Q 
in Figure 2, the y-imercept c = y0 - mx0 . 

Examples ofstraight line graphs 
• 	 Line A c = 0, so the line passes through the origin. Its equation is 

y=2x. 

• 	 Line B m > 0, so the line has a positive gradient. Its equation is 
y =2x- 2. 

• 	 Line C m < 0, so the line has a negative gradient. Its equation is 
y=-X+ 4. 

Straight line graphs and physics equations 
You need to be able to work out gradients and intercepts for equations 
you meet in physics that generate straight line graphs. Some further 
examples in addition to Figure I arc described below. 

l The velocity v of a n object moving at constant acceleration a 
at tim e I is given by the equation v = u + at, where u is its velocity 
at time t = 0. Figure 4 shows the corresponding graph of velocity v 
on the y-axis against time ton the x-axis. 

extension t.L 

.A. Figure 1 Straight line graph 

y 

I gradient= m 
I 

_____ _.I R 

.A. Figure2 y = mx +c 

4 

.A. Figure 3 Straight line graphs 

v=u +at 
velocity v 

u gradient = acceleration, a 

0 time t 

.A. Figure 4 Motion at constant 
acceleration 

• 




16.4 Straight line graphs 

v V =E - ff 

,-;;d7e~t= r 
( I 

-
0 

..&. Figure 5 pd versus Ifor o battery 

Summary questions vx 

1 	 For each of the following 
equations, which represent 
straight line graphs, write 
down i the gradient, ii the 
y-intercept, ill the x-intercept: 

a y=3x -3 c y+x=S 

b y =-4x+8 d 2y+3x=6. 

2 a Astraight line on a graph 
has a gradient m = 2 and 
passes through the point 
(2, -4). Work out I the 
equation for this line, 
ii its y-intercept. 

b The velocity v (in ms 1) of 
an object varies with time t 
(ins) in accordance with 
the equation v= 5+ 3r. 
Determine i the acceleration 
of the object, ii the initial 
velocity of the object. 

3 a Plot the equations y = x + 3 
and y = -2x + 6 over the 
range from x =-3 to x =+3. 
Write down the coordinates 
of the point Pwhere the two 
lines cross. 

b Write down the equation for 
the line OP, where 0 is the 
origin of the graph. 

4 	 Solve the following pairs of 

simultaneous equations: 


a y =2x - 4, y = -x + 2 


b y = 3x - 4, x + y = 8 


c 2x+3y=4, x+2y=2. 

• 


Rearranging the equation as v =at+ u and comparing this with 
y =mx + c shows that 

• 	 the gradient m = acceleration a 

• they-intercept c = the initial velocity u. 

2 The pd, V, across the terminals of a battery of emf e and 
internal resistance r varies with current in accordance with the 
equation V =e - Ir. Figure 5 shows the corresponding graph of pd, 
V, on the y-axis against current, /, on the x-axis. 
Rearranging the equation as V = - rl + E and comparing this with 
y = mx + c shows that 
• 	 the gradient /11 =-r 
• 	 they-intercept c =e so the intercept on the y-axis gives the 

emf e of the battery. 

3 	 The maximum kinetic energy EKmax of a photoelectron emitted 
from a metal surface of work function if> varies with frequency f of the 
incident radjation, in accordance with t'he equation EKmax =hf-¢>. 
Figure 6 shows the corresponding graph of b'Kmax on the y -axis 
against f on the x-axis. 

gradient = h 

0 

..&. Figure 6 Photoelectric emission 

Comparing the equation EKma~ = hf- if> with y = mx + c shows that 
• 	 the gradient m = h 
• 	 they-intercept c = -¢>. 

Note that the x-intercept is where y =0 on the line. Let the 
coordinates of the x-intercept be (x0, 0). Therefore nix + c = 0 so 0 
x0 = - elm. Applied to Figure 6, rhe x-intercept is therefore¢/ h. 
Since the x-intercept is the threshold frequency f0 , rhen f0 = ¢>! h. 

Simultaneous equations 
In physics, simultaneous equations can be solved graphically by 
plotting the line for each equation. The soluLion of the equations 
is given by the coordinates of the points where the lines meet. For 
example, lines Band C in Figure 3 meet at the point (2, 2) so x =2, 
y =2 are the only values of x and y that fit both equations. 

Solving simultaneous equations doesn' t require graph plotring if 
the equations can be arranged to fit one of the variables. Start by 
rearranging to make y rhe subject of each equation, if necessary. 
Considering the example above: 

equation of line B is y = 2x - 2 

equation of line C is y =-x + 4. 

At the point where they meet their coordinates arc the same, so 
solving 2x - 2 = - x + 4 gives the x-coordinate . Rearranging this 
equation gives 3x = 6 so x = 2. 

Sincey = 2x-2, theny =(2 x 2) -2 =2 . 



Curves and equations 
Graphs with curves occur in physics in two ways. 

l In practical work, where one physical variable is plotted against 
another and the plotted points do not lie along a straight line. For 
example, a graph of pd on the y-axis against current on the x-axis 
for a filament lamp is a curve that passes through the origin. 

2 In theory work, where an equation containing two physical variables 
is not in the form of the equation for a straight line (y = mx + c). For 
example. for an object released from resr, a graph of distance fallen. s, 
on the y-axis against time, t. on the x-axis is a curve, because s = ~912 • 
Figure 1 shows 1his equa1ion represented on a graph. 

Knowledge of the general equations fo r some common cu rves is an 
essential pa rt of physics. When a curve is produced as a result or plotting 
a set of measuremems in a practical experiment, few condusions can be 
drawn as the exact shape of a curve is difficult to test. In compa rison, if 
the measurements produce a straight line, it can then be concluded that 
the two physical variables plotted on the axes are related by an equation 
of the form y = mx + c. 

If a set of measurements produces a curve rather than a straight 
line, knowledge of the theory could enable the measurements to be 
processed in order to give a straight line graph, which would then 
be a confirmation of the theory. For example, the distance and time 
measurements that produced the curve in Figure I could be plotted as 
distance fallen, s. on the y-axis against t 2 on the x-axis (where tis the 
time taken). Figure 2 shows the idea. 

If a graph of s against 12 gives a straight line, this would confirm that 
the relationship betweens and tis of the forms= kt2, where k is a 

constant. Because theory gives s =~gt2, it can then be concluded that 
l 

k=29· 

From curves to straight lines 
Parabolic curves 
These curves describe the flight paths of projectiles or other objects 
acted on by a constant force that is not in the same direction as the 
initial velocity of the object. In addition, parabolic curves occur where 
the energy or an object depends on some physical variable. 

The general equation for a parabola is y = kx2. Figure 3 shows the shape 
of the parabola y =3x2. Equations of the form y = kx2 pass through the 
origin and they are symmetrical about the y-axis. This is because equal 
positive and negative values or x always give the same y-value. 

The llight path for a projectile projected horizontally at speed U has 

coordinates x =U1. y =1gt2, where x = horizontal distance travelled. 
y =vertical distance fallen, and tis the time from initial projection. 

Combining these equations gives the flight path equation y = gx2
2u2 

s/m 
0.6 -------

0.1 0.2 0.3 
l/s 

.A Figure 1 s against t 

slm 
0.6 ----~--

0.04 0.08 0.12 

t2/s2 

.A Figure 2 s against t2 

·2 0 2 x 

.A Figure 3 y =3x2 

Synoptic link 

You met projectiles in Topic 7.7, 
Projectile motion 1, and Topic 7.8, 
Projectile motion 2. 

• 




16.S More on graphs 

.& Figure 4 y against xZ 

.& Figure S y = ~ 
x 

Synoptic link 

You met resistivity in Topic 12.3, 

Resistance. 

R 

1 
0 0 	 A 

... . 1 
-	 Figure 6 R against 

A 
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which is the same as the parabola equation y = kx2 where~ is 
2represented by kin the equation. 	 u 

A set of measurements plotted as a graph of vertical distance fallen, y, 
against horizontal distance travelled, x, would be a parabolic curve as 
shown in Figure 3. However, a graph of y against x2 should give a straight 
line (of gradient k) through the origin (Figure 4), because y =kx2. 

Inverse curves 
An inverse relationship between two variables x and y is of the form 

y =~. where k is a constant. The variable y is said to be inversely 
x 

proportional to variable x. For example, if x is doubled, y is halved. 

Figure 5 shows the curve for y = .!Q. 
x 

The curve tends towards either axis but never actually meets the 
axes. The correct mathematical w ord fo r 'tending towards but n ever 
meeting is asymptotic. Con sider th e following exa mple. 

The resistance R of a wire of constant length L varies with the wire's 

area of cross section, A, in accorda nce w ith the equation R =El=., where 
p is the resistivity of the wire. A 

Therefore, R is inversely proportional to A . A graph of R (on the 
vert ical axis) against A wou ld therefore be a curve like Figure 5 . 
However, a graph of R (on the vertical axis) against l /A is a straight 
line through the origin (Figure 6) . The gradient of this straight 
line is pl. 

Summary questions -rx 

1 	 The potential energy, EP, stored in a st retched spring varies with the 

extension M of the spring, in accordance with the equation EP =~k tl.L2. 

Sketch a graph of EP against a M, b M 2. 

2 	 The energy Eph of a photon varies with its wavelength A. in accordance 

with the equation Eph = he/A., where his the Planck constant and c is the 

speed of light. Sketch a graph of Eph against a A., b 1/A.. 
3 	 The current I through a wire of resistivity p varies with the length L, area 

of cross section A, and pd V, in accordance with the equation I = VA.
pl 

a 	 Sketch a graph of I against i V, 11L, 1111/L. 

b 	 Explain how you would determine the resistivity from the graph 

of I against i V, ii 1/L. 

4 	 An object released from rest falls at constant accelerat ion a and passes 

through a horizontal beam at speed u. The distance it fa lls in time t after 

passing through the light beam is given by the equat ion 

s = ut + .! at2 
2 . 

a Showthatf = u+ ~at. 
b Sketch a graph ofsit on the vertical axis against ton the 

horizontal axis. 

ii Explain how u and a can be determined from the graph . 



4 

3 

2 

Gradients 
l The gradient of a straight line= 6.yltu, where 6.y is the change 

of the quantity plotted on the y-axis and tu is the change of the 
quantity plotted on the x-axis. As shown in Figure 1, the gradient 
of a straight line is obtained by drawing as large a gradient triangle 
as possible and measuring the height 6.y and the base tu of this 
triangle, using the scale on each axis. 

Note: 
As a rule, when you plot a straight line graph, always choose a scale 
for each axis that covers at least half the length of each axis. This 
will enable you to draw the line of best fit as accurately as possible. 
The measurement of the grad ient of the line will t.herefore be more 
accurate. If they-intercept is required and it cannot be read directly 
from the graph, it can be ca lculated by substituting the value of the 
gradient and the coordinates of a point on the line into the equation 
y= mx+ c. 

2 	 The gradient at a point on a curve= the gradient of the tangent tO 

the curve at that point. 

0 '----,,..----.~--,-~--.-~--r-~-.-~-.-~....--
0 2 4 6 8 x 

A Figure 2 Tangent to a curve at a point 

The tangent to the curve at a point is a straight line that touches the 
curve at that point, without culling across il. To see why, mark any 
two points on a curve and join them by a straight line. The gradient of 
the line is 6.y/tu, where 6.y is the vertical separation of the two points 
and tu is the horizontal separation. Now repeat with one of the points 
doser to the other - the straight line is now doser in direction to the 
curve. If the points arc very close, the straight line between them is 
almost along the curve. The gradient of the line is then virtually the 
same as the gradient or the curve at that position. Figure 2 shows this 
idea. In other words, the gradient of the straight line 6.yltu becomes 
equal to the gradient or the curve as tu - • 0. The curve gradient is 

wrillen as El where..:!.... means rate of change.
dx dx 

The gradient of the tangent is a straight line and is obtained as 
explained above. Drawing the tangent to a curve requires practice. This 
skill is often needed in practical work. The normal at the point where 
the tangent touches the curve is the straight line perpendicular to the 

0 x 
A Figure 1 Constant gradient 

Synoptic link 

You have met lines of best fit 
in Topic 14.4, Analysis and 
evaluat ion. 

• 
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16.6 Graphs, gradients, and areas 

turning point 

y /- - - - - - - - -._..-..--;---

A Figure 4 Turning points 

tension 
T 

work 
done 

t.L a Sprmg 

tension 
T 

b Rubber band 

A Figure S Tension versus extension 
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curve 

A Figure 3 Drawing the normal to a curve 

Turning points 
A turn ing point on a curve is where the grad ient of the cu rve 
is zero. This happens where a curve reaches a peak with a fa ll 
either side (i.e., a maximum) or where it reaches a trough 
with a rise either side (i.e., a minimum). Where the gradient 
represents a physical quantity. a turning point is where that 
physical quantity is zero. Figure 4 shows an example of a curve 
with a turning point. This is a graph of the vertical height 
against time for a projectile that reaches a maximum height, 
then descends as it travels horizontally. The gradient represents

time t the vertical component of velocity. At maximum height, the 
gradient of the curve is zero, so the vertical component of 
velocity is zero at that point. 

Note: 
If the equation of a curve is known, the gradient ca n be determined by 
the process of differentiation. This ma thematical process is not needed 
for AS level physics. The essential feature of the process is tha t, for a 
function of the form y =kx", the gradien t (wriuen as dy/dx) =n k x'1-

1• 

For example, i£ y = J..gt2, then El_ =gt.
2 dt 

Areas and graphs 
The area under a line on a graph can give usefu l information if 
the product of they-variable and the x-variable represents another 
physical variable. For example, consider Figure 5, which is a graph of 
rhe tension in a spring againsr irs extension. Since tension x exrension 
is force x distance, which equals work done, chen the area under the 
line represents the work done to stretch the spring. 

Figure 5b shows a tension against extension graph for a rubber band. 
Unlike Figure 5a, the area under the curve is not a rriangle, but it 
still represents work done, in this case the work done to stretch the 
rubber band. 

tangent at that point. An accurate technique for drawing the normal to 

a curve using a plane mirror is shown in Figure 3. At the point where 
the normal intersects the curve, the curve and its mirror image should 
join smoothly without an abrupt change of gradient where they join. 
After positioning the mirror surface correctly, the normal can then be 
drawn and then used to draw the tangent to the curve. 



•-
The produ ct of they-variable and the x-variable must represent 
a p hysical variable with a physica l mea ning if the area is to be of 
use. A graph of mass against volume for differen t sizes of the same 
material gives a straight line through the origin . The mass is directly 
proportional to the volume, and the gradient gives the density. But the 
a rea under the line has no physical significance since mass x volume 
does not represent a physical variable. 

Note that even where the area does represent a physical variable, it 
may not have any physical meani ng. For example, fo r a graph of pd 
against cu rrent, the product of pd and current represents power, but 
this physica l quantity has no mean ing in this situation. 

More examples of curves where the area is useful include: 

• 	 ve locity aga inst ri me. w here the a rea between the line and the time 
axis represents displacement 

• 	 accelera tion against time, where the area between the line and th e 
time axis represents change of velocity 

• 	 power aga inst ti me, w here the area between the curve and th e 
time axis represen ts energy 

• 	 potential difference aga inst charge, wh ere the area between the 
curve and the charge axis represents energy. 

Summary questions v'i 

1 a Sketch a velocity against time graph (with time on the x-axis) to 

represent the equation v = u +at, where vis the velocity at time t. 


b What feature of the graph represents i the acceleration, ii the 

displacement? 


2 a 	 Sketch a graph of current (on the y-axis) against pd (on the x-axis) 
to show how the current through an ohmic conductor varies 
with pd. 

b How can the resistance of the conductor be determined from 
the graph? 

3 An electric motor is supplied with energy at a constant rate. 

a Sketch a graph to show how the energy supplied to the motor 
increases with time. 

b Explain how the power supplied to the motor can be determined from 
the graph. 

4 A steel ball bearing is released in a tube of oil and falls to the bottom of 
the tube. 

a 	 Sketch graphs to show how i the velocity, ii the acceleration of the ball 
changed with time from the instant of release to the point of impact at 
the bottom of the tube. 

b What is represented on graph a i by i the gradient, ii the area under 
the line? 

c What is represented on graph a ii by the area under the line? 

\_ 

1Synoptic link 
1 

You have met work done as the 
area under a graph in Topic 11.2, 
Springs. 

• 




Chapters in this 
section: 
17 Motion in a circle 

18 Simple harmonic 
motion 


19 Thermal physics 


20 Gases 

~... 

Introduction 
This section consists of two main areas: further mechanics and thermal 
physics. Both areas depend on a good unders1anding ol A Level 
Physics Year 1 studies on force and energy. 

Further mechanics develops the A Level Year I link between 
force and acceleration in the context of objects in circular motion at 
constant speed and objects oscillating in simple harmonic morion. 
You will also develop an awareness of 1he wide application of the 
conservation of energy. The firs t two chapters explore the topics in 
a range of real-world contexts. In addition, the study of mechanics 
in this section covers dfects such a~ damping and resonance that are 
found not just in mechanical systems but also in acoustic, aiomic, and 
electrical systems. By studying the further mechanics topics in this 
section, you should establish a solid basis for further studies in both 
physics and engineering. You will alc,o gain an appreciation of the 
historical importance of Newton\ laws in providing the key principles 
behind the design, comtruction, and use of the machines and engines 
that powered the Industrial Revolution and those we rely on in our 
own scientific age. 

Thermal physics is the study of the thermal properties of materials, 
including the relationships between energy, temperature. and the 
physical state of a substance. You will learn to explain the physical 
properties of an ideal gas by applying the kinetic theory ol matter 
and the laws of mechanics to a simple molecular model of a gas. This 
model is a classic example of the successfu l use of a 1heory to explain a 
law founded on experimental observations. 

Working scientifically 
In rhis part of the course, you will develop and broaden your practical 
skills by, for example, measuring the time period of osci llating objects 
and using data loggers to measure and record tempera cure changes. 
You will also deepen your understanding of the physical properties of 
gases and of the importance of experiments in developing and testing 
physical theories and applications. 

The maths skills you will develop in thi'> c;cction include arithmetical 
skills involving radians and trigonometry functions; algebraic skills 
involving rearranging non-linear equation<,; skill<, in using sines 
and cosines to represent oscillating motion; skills in uc;ing vectors 
to understand circular motion; modelling skills to understand the 
properties of a gas; and graphical skills. Thcc,c math'> skills will improve 
your confidence for the final parts or the A Level Physics course. 



What you already know 
From your A Level Physics Year 1 studies on mechanics and materials, 
you should know that: 

0 	 A vector quaniity has magnitude and direction, whilst a scalar quan 1i 1y has 
magn itude only. 

0 	 Displacement, velocity, acceleration, and force a re vector quantities. 

0 	 A force F can be resolved parallel and perpendicular to a line a1 angle eto the 
direction of 1he force into a parallel component Fcos eand a perpendicular 
component Fsin 8. 

distance0 	 Speed = . for constant speed.
111ne

0 Velocity= rate of change of displacement = the gradient of a displacement- time 
graph. 

0 	 Acceleration = rate of change of velocity= the gradient of a velocity-time graph. 

0 	 An object co111inues at rest or ar consranr velociry unless acted on by a resultant 
force. 

0 	 The resultalll force on an object = ics mass x its acceleration, and its weight = its 
mass x 9. 

0 	 The symbols s, u, v, t, a, and F represent displacement, inirial velocity, velocity at 
rime t, accelerat ion, and force, respecrively. 

0 	 Momentum = mass x velocity, and resultant force on an object = rate of change 
of momentum of the object. 

0 	 The equat ions for uniform acceleration, v = u + at, s = ~ (u + v)t, s = ut + +at2 

and v2 = u2 + 2as, and F =ma= mv- mu can be used ro predict the mol ion of an 
I 

object moving a long a straight line. 

Q 	 The work done Won an object is given by W = Fs cos 8, where 8 is lhe a nglc 
between the direction of the force and the displacement of the object. 

0 	 For an object of mass m, its kinetic energy at speed vis ~ mv2 (if v << c, the 

speed of light in free space) and its change of gravirarional porential energy= 
11196.lt when moved up or down through a verrical distance 6.lt. 

0 Power = rate of transfer of energy. 
. mass0 	 Densuy = • 

vo1ume
0 The force needed to stretch a spring is directly proportional to the extension of 

the ~pring from its natural length. 

http:11196.lt


17 Motion in a circle 

17.1 Uniform circular motion 


Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Recognise uniform motion in 

a circle. 

-+ 	 Describe what you need to 
measure to find the speed of 
an object moving in uniform 
circular motion. 

-+ 	 Define angular displacement 
and angular speed. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.1 

A Figure 1 In uniform circular motion 

A Figure 2 The London Eye 

Hint 

Remember that 360° = 27t radians. 

180° =7t radians 


90° = ~ radians. 


Prove for yourself that 1 rad = 57.3°. 


• 


In a cycle race, the cyclists pedal ruriously at top speed. The speed of 
the perimeter of each wheel is the same as the cyclist's speed, provided 
the wheels do not slip on the ground. H the cyclist's speed is constant, 
the wheels must turn at a steady rate. An object rotating at a steady 
rate is said to be in uniform circular motion. 

Consider a point on the perimeter or a wheel of radius r rotating at a 
steady speed. 

• The circumference of the wheel = 2nr 

• The frequency of rotation f = ~· where T is rhe time for one rotation. 

. . circumference
The speed v of a pomt on the perimeter= . [ . 

21tr umc or one rota uon 
=-= 21t1f

T 
2nr 

V =
T 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A cyclist is travelling at a speed of 25 m s-1 on a bicycle that has 
wheels of radius 750mm. Calculate: 

a the time for one rotation of the wheel, 

b the frequency of rotation of the wheel, 


ii the number of rotations of the wheel in one minute. 


Solution 
. d 21tr . h . f .a 	 Rearrangmg spee v = T gives t e ume or one rotanon, 

T = 	21tr 
v 

21tXQ.75
Therefore. T = = 0.19 s 

25 

b Frequency f = T1 
= O. 

1 
l 9 = 5.3 II~ 

ii Number of rotations in 1min = 60 x 5.3 = 320 (2 s.f.) 

Angular displacement and angular speed 
The London Eye is a very popu lar tourist attraction. The wheel has a 
diameter of 130m and takes passengers high above the surrounding 
buildings. giving a glorious view on a clear day. Each full rotation 
of the wheel takes 30 minutes. So each capsule takes its passengers 
through an angle of 0.2° per second (= 9~0 radians per second). This 
means that each capsule turns through an angle of 

• 2° in 10s. 

• 20° (= ~~radians) in lOOs, 

• 90°(= ~radians) in450s. 

For any object in uniform circular motion. the objeet turns through
2an angle of ; radians per second. where Tis the time taken for one 

http:21tXQ.75


complete rotation. Jn other words, the angular displacement of the 

b. d . 2rto Ject per secon 1s y· 
The angular displacement, e(i.e., the angle in radians), of the object 
. . . 2nt 2 :fi h T . h . f . d f ( l ) . m time t 1s - = rt t, w ere 1st. e time .or one rotatwn an = - 1s 
the frequenfy of rotation. T 

The angular speed, w, is defined as the angular displacement per 
second. 

So, w= angul~r displacement = !!. = 2rt = 2nf 
nme taken l T 

The unit of wis the radian per second (rads- 1). 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A cyclist travels at a speed of 12 ms-1on a bicycle that has wheels 
of radius 0.40111. Calculate: 

a the frequency of rotation of each wheel, 
b the angular speed of each wheel, 
c the angle the wheel turns through in 0.10sin 

radians, ii degrees. 

Solution 
a Circumference of wheel= 2nr = 2n x 0.4 = 2.5 m 

. . circumference
Time for one wheel rotat10n, T= d 

spee 

Frequency f = Tl =0.
l =4.8 Hz21 

b Angular speed w =T2rt = 30 rad s-1 

c Angle the wheel turns through in 0.lOs, 

e= 2rtt = 2rtx0.10 d= 30T 0.21 · ra 

360
ii e= 3.0 x n = 170° (2 s.f.)

2

Summary questions 

1 Calculate the angular displacement in radians of the 
t ip of the minute hand of a clock in: 

a 1 second, 

b 1 minute, 

c 1 hour. 

2 An electric motor turns at a frequency of SO Hz. 
Calculate: 

a its time period, 

b the angle it turns through in radians in 

1 ms, ii 1 s. 

2.5= - =0.21 s 
12 

Hint 

1 	In time t, an object in uniform 
circular motion at speed v 
moves along the arc of the circle 
through a distances of 

s = vt = Z7trt = er 
T 

2 	Speed v =T27tr 
= ror 

27t
(because ro =--,=-l 

/ 
/ 

/ 

I 

I 

' 

point object in 
uniform circular 
motion 

f) 

/ 

A Figure 3 Arcs and angles 

Study tip 

The unit symbol for the radian is 'rad'. 
Make sure you know how to 
convert angles from degrees to 
radians, and remember to use rad 
fore and rad s-1 for ro. 

3 The Earth takes exactly 24 h for one full rotation. 
Calculate: 

a the speed of rotation of a point on the equator, 

b the angle the Earth turns through in 1 s in 

degrees, ii radians. 

The radius of the Earth =6400 km. 

4 A satellite in a circular orbit of radius 8000 km takes 
120 minutes per orbit. Calculate: 

a its speed, 

b its angular displacement in 1.0 s in 

i degrees, ii radians . 

• 


http:2rtx0.10


-----

Learning objectives: 
' Explain why velocity is not 

constant when an object is 
travelling uniformly in a circle. 

' Determine the direction ofthe 
acceleration. 

' Calculate the centripetal 
force. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.1 

1
object 

I 
• ' I 

centre 1 

.,.,,,."" 

I 
I 

I 

.& Figure 1 Centripetal acceleration 

Study tip 

You don't need to know how to 
prove this equation at ALevel. The 
proof is given here just to give you 
a better understanding of the idea 
of centripetal acceleration. 
Because speed v =wr, then 

a = t_ = (wr]2 = W2r 
r r 

The equation for centripetal 
acceleration can then be written as 

a = w2r 

• 

Remember that acceleration and 
velocity are vectors and that the 
direction of acceleration of an 
object is always the same as the 
direction of the resultant force on 
the object. See Topic 8.1, Force and 
acceleration. 

When an object is moving in a circle at a constant speed, the velocity 
of the object is continually changing direction. Because its velocity 
is changing, the object is accelerating. If this seems odd because the 
object's speed always stays constant (uniform), remember that 
acceleration is the change of velocity per second. Passengers on the 
London Eye might not notice they are being accelerated, but if the 
wheel rotated at a bigger speed than usual. they certainly would! 

The velocity of an object in uniform circular motion at any point 
along its path is along the tangent to the circle at that point (see 
Figure 1). The direction of the velocity changes continually as the 
object moves along its circular path. This change in the direction of 
the velocity is towards the centre of the circle. So, the acceleration of 
the object is towards the centre of the circle and is ca lled centripetal 
acceleration. Centripetal means towards the centre ofthe circle. 

For an object moving a t constant speed v in a circle of radius r, 

. . l l . v2its centnpeta acce erat1on a =
rvz 

Proofofa= r 
• 	 Consider an object in uniform circular motion at speed v moving 

in a short time interval Ot from position A to position B along the 
perimeter of a circle of radius r. The distance AB along the circle is 
Os= vot. You can see this in Figure 2. 

• 	 The line from the object to the centre of the circle at C mms through 
angle M when the object moves from A to B. The velocity direction of 
the object turns through the same angle M, as you can see in Figure 2. 

• 	 The change of velocity is ov = velocity at B - velocity at A. You can 
see this in Figure 2 in the velocity vector triangle. 

• 	 The triangles ABC and the velocity vector triangle have rhe same 
shape because they both have two sides of equa l length wirh the 
same angle, oe, between the two sides. 

ov OsU Mis small, then 
v r 

Ov vOt
Because Os= vot, then - = 

v r 
. change of velocity Ov v2

So, acceleranon a= .• k =~ = - towards the centre
tlme ta en vt r 

Centripetal force 
To make an object move around on a circular path, it must be acted on 
by a resultant force that changes irs direction of morion. 

The resultant force on an object moving around a circle at constant speed 
is called the centripetal force because it acts in the same direction as 
the centripetal acceleration, which is towards the centre of the circle. 

• 	 For an object whirling around rapidly on the end of a string, the 
tension in the string provides most oft he cenrripetal force. 

• 	 For a satellite moving around the Earth, the force of gravity 
between the satellite and the Earth is the centripetal force . 



• 	 For a planet moving around the Sun, the force of gravity on the 
planet due to the Sun is the centripetal force. 

• 	 For a capsule on the London Eye, the centripetal force is the resultant 
of the suppon force on the capsule and the force of gravity on it. 

• 	 In Chapter 24, you will meet the use of a magnetic field to bend a 
beam of cha rged panicles (e.g .. electrons) in a circular path. The 
magnetic fo rce on the moving charged panicles is the cen tripetal 
force. 

Any object tha t moves in circular motion is acted on by a resultant 
force tha t always acts towards the centre of the circle. The resultant 
fo rce is the cen tripeta l force and so causes centripetal acceleration. 

Equation for centripetal force 
For an object moving a t constam speed v along a circular path of 

d. . . I I . v2 i ( h v ) ra 	 ms r, its centnpeta acce erat1on a= - = w r w ere m = 
r 	 r 

Therefore, applying Newton's second law for constant mass in the 
form F = ma gives 

centripetal force F = mv2 =mm2r 
r 

Summary questions 

1 The wheel of the London Eye has a diameter of 130 m and takes 
30 minutes for one full rotation. Calculate: 

a the speed of a capsule, 

b the centripetal acceleration of a capsule, 

ii the centripetal force on a person of mass 65 kg in a capsule. 

2 An object of mass 0.15 kg moves around a circular path of radius 0.42 m 
at a steady rate once every 5.0 s. Calculate: 

a the speed and acceleration of the object, 

b the centripetal force on the object. 

3 a The Earth moves around the Sun on a circular orbit of radius 
1.5 x 1011 m, taking 365 ~days for each complete orbit. Calculate: 

the speed, 

II the centripetal acceleration of the Earth on its orbit around the Sun. 

b A satellite is in orbit just above the surface of a spherical planet 
which has the same radius as the Earth and the same acceleration 
of free fall at its surface. Calculate: 

the speed, II the time for one complete orbit of this satellite. 

Radius of the Earth 6400 km Acceleration of free fall =9.8 m s- 2 

4 A hammer thrower spins a 2.0 kg hammer on the end of a rope in a circle 
of radius 0.80 m. The hammer took 0.60 s to make one full rotation just 

before it was released. Calculate: 


a the speed of the hammer just before it was released, 


b its centripetal acceleration, 


c the centripetal force on the hammer just before it was released. 


~~;zy~~"1rian~1~V 
v2 

.A Figure 2 Proving a =
r 

\ 
planet ) 

.A Figure 3 A satellite in uniform 
circular morion 

Hint 

1 If the object is acted on by a 
single force only [e.g., a satellite 
in orbit around the Earth), that 
force is the centripetal force 
and causes the centripetal 
acceleration. 

2 	The centripetal force is at right 
angles to the direction of the 
object's velocity. Therefore, no 
work is done by the centripetal 
force on the object because 
there is no displacement in 
the direction of the force. The 
kinetic energy of the object is 
therefore constant, so its speed 
is unchanged. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain why a passenger in 

a car seems to be thrown 

outwards ifthe car rounds a 

bend too quickly. 

' Describe what happens to the 
force between the passenger 

and his seat when travelling 

over a curved bridge. 

' Identify the forces that 
provide the centripetal force 

on a banked track. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.1 

I 
I 

I 
I ( 

I 
I 

I 
I I 

centre of ~' 
curvature 

.& Figure 1 Over the top 

forceof ~ 
friction 

velocity 

.& Figure 2 On a roundabout 

Study tip 

µis not needed for A Level Physics, 

but you might meet it if you are 

studying A Level Mathematics. 

• 


Even on a very short journey, the effects of circular motion can be 
important. For example, a vehicle that turns a corner too fast could skid 
or topple over. A vehicle that goes over a curved bridge too fast might 
even lose contact briefly with the road surface. To make any object 
move on a circular path, the object must be acted on by a resultant 
force that is always towards the centre of curvature of its path. 

Over the top of a hill 
Consider a vehicle of mass m moving at speed v along a road that 
passes over the top of a hill or over the top of a curved bridge. 

At the top of the hill, the support force S from the road on the vehicle 
is directly upwards in the opposite direction to its weight, mg. The 
resultant force on the vehicle is the difference between the weight and 
the support force. This difference acts towards the centre of curvature 
of the hill as the centripetal force. In other words, 

mv2 
mg -S= -

r 
where r is the radius of curvature of the hill. 

The vehicle would lose contact with the road if its speed is equal to or 
greater than a particular speed, v0. If this happens. then the support 

2 
force is zero (i.e., S =O), so mg= mvo . 

r 
Therefore, the vehicle speed should not exceed v0, where v0

2 =gr, 
otherwise the vehicle will lose contact with the road surface at the top 
of the hill. Prove for yourself that a vehicle travelling over a curved 
bridge of radius of curvature 5 m would lose contact with the road 
surface if its speed exceeded 7 m s-1• 

On a roundabout 
Consider a vehicle of mass m moving at speed v in a circle of radius r 
as it moves around a roundabout on a level road. The centripetal force 
is provided by the sideways force of friction between the vehicle's tyres 
and the road surface. In other words, 

2mvforce of friction F =-
r 

For no skidding or slipping to occur, the force of £riction between the 
tyres and the road surface must be less than a limiting value, F0, that is 
proportional to the vehicle's weight. 

Therefore, for no slipping to occur, the speed of the vehicle must be 
less than a particular value v0 that is given in the equation 

. . . . . mv 2 
limitmg force of fnct1on F0 =~ r 

Note: Because F0 is proportional ro the vehicle 's weight, then F0 = µmg, 
whereµ is the coefficient of friction. 

mv 2 
Therefore, µmg =.'...'...'..:lL 

r 
I 

The maximum speed for no slipping v0 =(µgr) "i 



On a banked track 
A race track is often banked where it curves. Mororway slip roads often 
bend in a Light curve. Such a road is usually banked to enable vehides 
to drive around without any sideways friction acting on the tyres. Rail 
tracks on curves are usually banked to enable trains to move around the 
curve without slowing down lOO much. Imagine you are an engineer and 
you are asked to design a banked track for a horizontal motorway curve. 

• 	 Without any banking, the centripetal force on a road vehide is 
provided only by sideways friction between the vehide wheels and 
the road surface. As you saw in the example of a roundabout. a 
vehicle on a bend sl ips ou twards if its speed is too high. 

• 	 On a banked track, rhe speed can be higher. To understand w hy, 
con side r Figure 3, which represents th e fron t-view of a racing ca r 
of m ass m o n a banked track, where 9 =the angle of the track to 
the horizonta l. Por th ere to be no sideways friction on the tyres 
from the road, th e ho rizontal component of the support forces N 

1 

and N2 must act as th e centripe tal fo rce. 

Resolving these fo rces into ho rizonta l components (= (N1 + N2) sin 9) 
an d a vertica l component (= (N1 + N2) cos 9 ). then 

• 	 because (N1 + N2) sin 9 acts as the centripetal force, 

(N
1 
+ N

2
) sin 9 = mv2, 

r 
• 	 because {N1 + N2) cos 9 balances the weight (mg), 

(N1 + N2) COS 9 =mg 

(N + N2 ) sin 8 mv2 


Therefore, tan 8 = I 9 = 
{N1 + N2 ) cos mgr 

Simplifying this equation gives the condition for no sideways friction: 

tan 8 =~ 
gr 

In other words, there is no sideways frictio n if the speed vis such that 

towards 
_. centre of 

rotation 
~.__ 

mg 

.A. Figure 3 A racing car taking a bend 

components of a force Fthat is at 
an angle 8 to the vertical must be 
Fsin 8 and Fcos 8, respectively. 
See Topic 6.1, Vectors and scalars. 

Study tip 
Prove for yourself that if the 
banking angle 8 is not to exceed 
5° and the radius of curvature 
is 360 m, the speed for zero 
sideways friction is 18 m s- 1. 

v2 = grtan 9 

Summary questions 

g=9.8m s- 2. 


1 Avehicle of mass 1200 kg passes over a bridge of 

radius of curvature 15 mat a speed of 10 m s-1. 


Calculate: 


a the centripetal acceleration of the vehicle on the 

bridge, 

b the support force on the vehicle when it was at 
the top. 

2 The maximum speed for no skidding of a vehicle 
ofmass 750 kg on a roundabout of radius 20 m is 
9.0 m s- 1. Calculate: 


a the centripetal acceleration, 


b the centripetal force on the vehicle when moving 

at this speed. 

3 	 Explain why a circular athletics track is banked for 
sprinters but not for marathon runners. 

4 	 At a racing car circuit, the track is banked at an angle 
of 25° to the horizontal on a bend that has a radius of 
curvature of 350 m. 

a 	 Use the equation v2 =grtan 8 to calculate the 
speed of a vehicle on the bend if there is to be no 
sideways friction on its tyres. 

b 	 Discuss and explain what could happen to a 
vehicle that took the bend too fast. 

• 




------

Learning objectives: 
' Describe when the contact 

force on a passenger on a 'big 
dipper' ride is the greatest. 

' Describe the condition that 
applies when a passenger 
just fails to keep in contact 
with her seat. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.1 

centre of ~ 
curvature : 

of dip; 

suppo~ t 
~ rorce ~zocity 4; 
\ \ wei~'1tmg ! l)Kl;i' 

.A. Figure 1 In a dip 

winch 
cable 
of length L fixed 

'/4.-in-it-ia-I - -=-----.point 

\ pos1llon 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 	 support 

force S ' ' ........ 
...... 

weight 
mg 

.A. Figure 2 The very long swing 
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Many of the rides at a fairground or amusement park take people 
around in circles. Some examples are analysed below. It is worth 
remembering that centripetal acceleration values of more than 2 to 39 
can be dangerous to the average person. 

The Big Dipper 
A ride that takes you at high speed through a big dip pushes you into 
your seat as you pass through the dip. The difference between the 
support force on you (acting upwards) and your weight acts as the 
centripetal force. 

At the bottom of the dip, the support force Son you is vertically 
upwards, as shown in Figure l. 

Therefore, for a speed vat the bottom of a dip of radius of curvature r, 
mv2S-mg= 

r 
mv2

So the support force S = mg + -· 
r 

The extra force you experience due to circular motion is therefore mv2 · 
r 

The very long swing 
In another ride, a person of mass /11 on a very long swing of length Lis 
released from height h above the equilibrium position. The maximum 
speed occurs when the swing passes through the lowest point. You 
can work this out by equating the gain of kinetic energy to the loss of 
potential energy: 

l 
2mv2 =mgh 

where vis the swing's speed as it passes through the lowest point. 

Therefore, v2 = 2gh 

The person on the swing is on a circu lar path of radius L. At the 
lowest point, the support force Son the person from the rope is in 
the opposite direction to the person's weight, mg. The difference, 
S - mg, acts towards the centre of the circular path and provides the 
centripetal force. Therefore, 

mv2
S-mg= -

L 
.J 	 2mghBecause v- = 2gh, so S - mg= L 

In other words, l2mqh represents the extra support force the person 
experiences because of circular motion. Prove for yourself that for 
h = L (i.e., a 90° swing), the extra support rorce is equal to twice the 
person's weight. 

The Big Wheel 
This ride takes its passengers around in a vertical circle on the inside of 
the ci rcumference of a very large wheel. The wheel turns fast enough tO 

scop the passengers fa lling out as they pass through the highest position . 



At maximum height, the reaction lZ from the wheel on each person person at top 
velocityacts downwards. So, the resultant force at this position is equal to 

AC;;;;;)~~::---+ V 

mg+ R. This reaction force and the weight provide the centripetal 
force. Therefore, at the highest position, if the wheel speed is v, \mg+ R = mv2, where r is the radius of the wheel, 

r 
mv2therefore, R =-- - mqr • 

At a particular speed v0 such that v0 
2 = gr, then R = 0, so there would 

be no force on the person due to the wheel. 

A Figure 3 The Big Wheel 

Amusement rides are checked regularly to ensure they are safe. Accidents 
on such rides in the United Kingdom have to be investigated by the Health 
and Safety Executive (HSE). Apassenger on a ride may experience 'g-forces' 
in different directions that may be back and forth, side to side, or normal to 
the track. HSE have found that the g-forces in past accidents were within 
acceptable limits for amusement rides, and that other factors such as 
passenger behaviour and passenger height in relation to compartment 
design were more likely to have caused the accidents. In particular, 
passengers should be able to sit back in their seats with their feet on the 
foot rests or floor and be able to comfortably reach the hand holds. 

0: Calculate the minimum speed of the train in Figure 4 at the top of the 
loop if it is to stay in contact with the rails at the top. Assume that the 
loop radius is 10 m. 

1-SUJ OT :y 

Summary questions 

g = 9.Sms 2• 

1 A train on a fairground ride is initially stationary before b the centripetal acceleration at the lowest point, 

it descends through a height of 45 m into a dip that has c the support force on the person at the lowest point. 
a radius of curvature of ?8 m, as shown in Figure 5. 3 The Big Wheel at a fairground has a radius of 12.0 m 
a Calculate the speed of the train at the bottom of and rotates once every 6.0 s. Calculate: 

the dip, assuming air resistance and friction are a the speed of rotation of the perimeter of the wheel, 

b 

negligible. 

Calculate 
b the centripetal acceleration of a person on the 

perimeter, 
the centripetal acceleration of the train at the 
bottom of the dip, 

c the support force on a person of mass ?2 kg at the 
highest point. 

ii the extra support force on a person of weight 4 The wheel of the London Eye has a diameter of 130 m 
600 N in the train. and takes 30 minutes to complete one revolution. 

2 A very long swing at a fairground is 32 m in length. A Calculate the change due to rotation of the wheel of 
person of mass 69 kg on the swing descends from a the support force on a person of weight 500 N in a 
position when the swing is horizontal. Calculate: capsule at the top of the wheel. 

a the speed of the person at the lowest point, 

• 

A Figure 4 gjorces at work 

.A Figure 5 



Practice questions: Chapter 17 

• 


I Figure l shows a cross-section of an auwmatic brake fiued to a rotating shaft. The brake 
pads are held on the shaft by springs. 

collar 	
spring 

brake pad retainer 
attached to shaft 

•Figure 1 

(a) 	 Explain why the brake pads press against the inner surface of the stationary 
collar if the shaft rotates too fast. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 Each brake pad and its retainer has a mass or O. 30 kg and iLS cent re of mass 
is 60mm from the centre of the shaft. The tension in the spring attached LO 

each pad is 250 N. Calculate the maximum frequency or rotation of the shaft 
for no braking. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 Auwmatic brakes of the type described above are used on ships LO prevent 
lifeboats falling freely when they are lowered on cables onto the water. Discuss 
how the perrom1ance of the brake would be affected if the springs gradually 
became weaker. (2 marks) 

2 	 (a) A particle thar moves uniformly in a circular path is accelerating yet moving at a 
constant speed. 
Explain this statement by reference to the physical principles involved. (J marks) 

(b) 	 A 0.10 kg mass is to be placed on a horizontal turntable that is then rotated 

at a fixed rate of 78 revolutions per minute. The mass may be placed on the 

table at any distance. r, from the axis of rotation. as shown in Figure 2 . 


mass 
axis., . 

turntable 

•Figure 2 

If the maximum frictional force between the mass and the turn table is 0.50N, 
calcu late the maximum value of the distance rat which the mass would stay 
on the turntable at this rate of rotation. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

3 	 Figure 3 shows a dust particle at position D on a rotating vinyl disc. A combination of 
electrostatic and frictional forces act on the dust particle to keep it in the same position. 

centre 
of disc 

•Figure 3 



Chapter 17 Motion in a circle 

The dust particle is at a distance or 0.125 m £rom the centre or the disc. The disc rotates at 
45 revolutions per minute. 
(a) 	 Calculate the linear speed of the dust particle at D. (J marks) 
(b) 	 (i) Copy the diagram and mark an arrow to show the direction or the resultant 


hori10111al force on the dust particle. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the centripetal acceleration at position D. (J marks) 

(c) 	 On looking closely at the rotating disc. it can be seen that there is more dust 

concentrated on the inner pan of the disc than the outer part. Suggest why this 

should be so. (J marks) 


AQA. 2002 

4 	 A strimmer is a tool for curting long grass. A strinuner head such as that shown in 
Figure 4a is driven by a motor. This makes the plastic line rotate, causing it to cut the 
grass. To simplify analysis, the strimmer line is modelled as the arrangement shown in 
Figure 4b. ln this model the effective mass of the line is considered to rotate at the end 
of the line. 

a 	 b 0.125m:.. ..; 

..... ' :
' . 

f 

\ fi effective 
~---- mass 

t 

/ 

.A Figure 4 


ln one strimmer, the eHective mass of 0.80g rotates in a circle o( radius 0.125 mat 9000 

revolutions per minute. 

(a) 	 Show that the angular speed of the line is approxinrntcly 9.4 x l 02 rads 1• (2 marks) 
(b) (i) 	 Explain how the centripetal force is applied to the eHcctivc mass. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the centripetal force acting on the effective mass. (4 marks) 
(c) 	 The line strikes a pebble of mass l.2g, making contact for a time of 0.68ms. 


This causes the pebble to fly off at a speed of 15 ms- 1• 


Calculate the average force applied to the pebble. (3 marks) 

/\QA, 2007 

5 	 Figure 5 shows a toy engine moving with a constant speed on a circular track of consta nt 
radius. 

strimmer 
line head 

_plastic 
line 

- ' -
/ : 

' 
: 

' ---

.A Figure 5 

(a) (i) 	 Explain why the engine is accelerating even though its speed remains constant. 
(ii) 	 Mark on a copy of Figure 5 the direction of the centripetal rorce acting on the 

engine. (J marks) 
(b) 	The total mass or the toy engine is 0.14kg and it travels with a speed or 

o. I 7 m ~- 1• The radius of the track is 0.80 m. Calculate the centripetal rorcc 

acting on the engine. (2 marks) 


----• 




----

Practice questions: Chapter 17 

Figure 6 shows a close up of a pair of wheels as the engine moves towards you in the 
forward direction shown in Figure 5 . 

... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 
engine 

• 


' ':H : 
' ' 

inner rail 	 outer rail 

.A. Figure 6 

(c) 	 (i) State and explain on which wheel the centripetal force acts al the instant shown. 
You may use Figure 6 to help your explanation. 

(ii ) 	 For the toy engine going round a curved track, sta te and explain the two factors 
which determine 1he stress on each wheel. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

6 	 A mass of 30 g is attached to a thread and spun in a circle of radius 45 cm. The circle is in a 
horizontal plane. The tension in the thread is 0.35N. 
(a) 	 Ca lcula te: 

(i) 	 the speed of the mass, 
(ii) 	 the period of rotation of the mass. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 The mass M is now spun in a circle in a vertical plane as shown in Figure 7. 

thread 

I 
I 

/' 

.A. Figure 7 
(i) 	 On a copy of Figure 7, label the forces acting on the mass, and use arrows to 

show their direction. 
(ii) 	 Without performing calculations. state and explain the difference between 

the tension in the thread when Mis at tht• top of the circle and when it 
is a t the bottom. (6 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

7 	 Figure 8 shows the initial path taken by an electron when it is produced a~ a result of a 
collision in a cloud chamber. 

/	 electron path 
I 

/ :o.045m 
/ I 

/ : p
/ 0. 

/ 

.A. Figure B 

The path is the arc of a circle of radius 0.045 m with centre 0. 

The speed of the electron is 4.2 x I 07 n1S-1. The mass of an electron is 9.1 x 10-31 kg . 
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Chapter 17 Motion in a circle 

(a) 	 Calculate the momcnwm or the electron. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Calculate the magnitude of the force acting on the electron that makes it 


rollow the curved path. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Show on a copy of Figure 8 the direction of this force when an electron is 


at point P. (I mark) 

AQA. 2002 

Figure 9 shows a simple accelerometer designed to measure the centripetal acceleration 

of a car going around a bend following a circular path. 


accelerometer
needle 

scale -, centre of 
', bend 

A~B 24m '\------------ ----------.... 

path of car 

.A. Figure 9 

The two ends A and Bare fixed to the car. The mass Mis £rec to move between the two 

springs. 

The needle auached to the mass moves along a scak to indicate the acceleration. 

In one instant a car travels around a bend of radius 24m in the direction shown in 

Figure 9. The speed of the car is 45kmh- 1. 

(a) 	 State and explain the direction in which the pointer moves from its equilibrium 

position. (J marks) 
(b) 	 (i) Calculate the acceleration that would be recorded by the accelerometer. 

(ii) 	 The mass M between the springs in the accelerometer is 0.35 kg. A test shows 
that a force of 0.75 N moves the pointer 27 mm. 
Calculate the displacement of the needle from the equilibrium posi tion 
when the car is travelling wi th the acceleration in part (i). (4 marks) 

AQA. 2003 

----• 




18 Simple harmonic motion 

18.1 Oscillations 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Explain what is meant by one 

complete oscillation. 

-+ Define amplitude, frequency, 
and period. 

-+ 	 Describe the phase difference 
between two oscillators that 
are out of step. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.2 

Synoptic link 
The displacement of an object from 
a fixed point is its distance from 
that point in a particular direction. 

See Topic 7.1, Speed and velocity. 

ball ball 
released reverses 
here ball passes direction 

\ '""i~"m I 

~ 


displacement 

from equ1hbnum 


+A 

-A 

time period 

A Figure 1 Oscillating motion 

Study tip 
Make sure you know how to apply 
these definitions. 

• 


Measuring oscillations 
There are many examples of oscillations in everyday life. A car that 
travels over a bump bounces up and down for a short time afterwards. 
Every microcomputer has an electronic oscillator to drive its internal 
clock. A child on a swing moves forwards then backwards repeatedly. 
in this simple example, one full cycle of motion is from maximum 
height at one side to maximum height on the other side and then back 
again. The lowest point is called the equilibrium position, because it 
is where the child eventually comes to a standstill. The child in motion 
is described as oscillating about equilibrium. 

Other examples of oscillating motion include: 

• 	 an object on a spring moving up and down repeatedly 

• 	 a pendulum moving to and fro repeatedly 

• 	 a ball-bearing rolling from side to side as in Figure l 

• 	 a small boat rocking from side to side. 

An oscillating object moves repeatedly one way then in the opposite 
direction through its equilibrium position. The displacement of 
the object (i.e., distance and direction) from equilibrium continually 
changes during lhe motion. In one full cycle after being released from 
a non-equilibrium position. the displacement or the object: 

• 	 decreases as it returns to equilibrium, then 

• 	 reverses and increases as it moves away from equilibrium in the 
opposite direction, then 

• 	 decreases as it returns 10 equilibrium, then 

• 	 increases as it moves away from equilibrium towards its starting 
position. 

The amplitude of the oscillations is the maximum displacement of 
the oscillating object from equ ilibrium. If the amplitude is constant 
and no frictiona l forces are present, the oscillations are described as 
free vibrations. See Topic l8.5, Energy and simple harmonic motion. 

The time period, T, of the oscillating motion is the time for one complete 
cycle of oscillation. One full cycle after passing through any position, the 
object passes through that same position in the same direction. 

The frequency of oscillations is the number of cycles per second made 
by an oscillating object. 

The unit of frequency is the hertz (Hz), which is one cycle per second. 

For oscillations of frequency f. the time period T = } 

Note: The angular frequency m of the oscillating motion is defined as ; 

(= 2rr.J). The unit of mis the radian per second (rads 1) • 

2



Phase difference 
Imagine two children on adjacent identical swings. The time period, 
T, of the oscillating motion is the same fo r both, beca use the swings 
arc identical. rr one ch ild reaches maximum displacement on one 
side a particular time, 6.t, later tha n the other child, then the children 
oscillate out of phase. Their phase difference stays the same as they 

oscillate, always corresponding to a fraction of a cyde equal to At. For 
T 

example, if the time period is 2 .4s and one child reaches maximum 
displacement on one side 0.6 s later than the o ther child, then the la ter 

0.6 s)
child will always be a quarter or a cycle = (-- behin d the o ther child. 

2.4s 

Their phase difference, in radians. is therefore 0.5n ( = .2i:;c}
In general. for two objects oscilla ting at the same frequency, 

their phase difference in radians =2
1t

6 l 
T 

where 6t is the time be tween successive instants when the two objects 
arc at maximum displacement in the same direction. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Describe how the velocity of a bungee jumper changes during a jump 
from the moment he jumps off the starting platform to the next time he 
reaches the highest point of his jump. 

2 	 a Define free vibrations (free oscillations). 

b 	 Ametre rule is clamped to a table so that part of its length projects at 
right angles from the edge ofthe table, as shown in Figure 3. A100g 
mass is attached to the free end of the rule. When the free end of the rule 
is depressed downwards then released, the mass oscillates. Describe 
how you would find out ifthe oscillations of the mass are free oscillations. 

metre rule 

-------:.:.:: 

•Figure 3 

3 	 An object suspended from the lower end of a vertical spring is displaced 
downwards from equilibrium. It takes 9.6 s to undergo 20 complete 
cycles of oscillation. Calculate: 

a 	 its time period, 

b 	 its frequency of oscillation. 

4 	 Two identical pendulums Xand Yeach consist of a small metal sphere 
attached to athread of a certain length. Each pendulum makes 20 complete 
cycles of oscillation in 16s. State the phase difference, in radians, between 
the motion ofX and that ofY if 

a 	 X passes through equilibrium 0.2 s after Y passes through 

equilibrium in the same direction, 


b 	 Xreaches maximum displacement at the same time as Yreaches 
maximum displacement in the opposite direction. 

Jill at 
maximum 

height 

dtSplacement 
+ 

Jill's displacement 

• 	 Figure 2 Phase difference 

Hint 

1 	 2n radians= 360°, so the 
phase difference in degrees 

6is 360 x t 
T 

2 	 The two objects oscillate in 
phase if 6 t = T. The phase 
difference of 21t is therefore 
equivalent to zero. 

3 	 Table of phase differences 

b.t 	 phase phase 
difference difference 
in radians in degrees 

0 

0.25T 1t -90
2 

0.SOT 1801t 

0.75T 37t 270
2 

T 21t 360 or 0 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' State the two fundamental 

conditions about acceleration 

that apply to simple harmonic 

motion. 

' Describe how displacement, 
velocity, and acceleration 

vary with time. 

' Describe the phase difference 
between displacement and 

(i) velocity, (ii) acceleration. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.2 

A Figure 1 Investigating oscillations 

An oscillating object speeds up as it returns to equilibrium and it slows 
down as it moves away from equilibrium. Figure I shows one way to 
record the displacement of an oscillating pendulum. 

The variation of di~-placement with time is shown in Figure 2(i). As long 
as friction is negligible, the amplitude of the oscillations is constant. 

c 
Q) 

E 
Q) 
u 

a."' 
.l!l 
-0 

A Figure 2 [i) Displacement against time 

A Figure 2[ii) Velocity against time 

c: 
.Q 
T§ 
Q) time 
~ 
"' 

The gradient of a displacement

time graph gives velocity. The 

gradient of a velocity- time graph 

gives acceleration. See Topic 7.5, ) 

Motion graphs. . 

•. 


A Figure 2 [iii) Acceleration against time 

The variation of velocity with time is given by the gradient of the 
displacemenc-time graph, as shown by Figure 2(ii). 

• 	 The magniwde of the velocity is greatest when the gradient of 
the displacement-time graph is greatest (i.e., at zero displacemenc 
when the object passes through equilibrium). 

• 	 The velocity is zero when the gradient of the displacement- time 
graph is zero (i.e., at maximum displacement in either direction) . 

The variation of acceleration with time is given by the gradient of 
the velocity- time graph. as shown by Figure 2(iii) . 



• 	 The acceleration is greatest when the gradient of the velocity-time 
graph is greatest. This is when the velocity is zero and occurs at 
maximum displacement in the opposite direction. 

• 	 The acceleration is zero when the gradiem of the velocity-time 
graph is zero. This is when the displacement is zero and the velocity 
is a maximum. 

By comparing Figures 2(i) and 2(iii) directly, it can be seen that 

the acceleration is always in the opposite direction 
to the displacement 

In o ther words, if you call one direction the positive direction and the 
other direction the negative direction, the acceleration direction is 
always the opposite sign to the displacement direction. 

Simple harmonic motion is defined as oscillating motion in which 
the accelera tion is 

l proportiona l to the d isplacement, and 

2 always in the opposite direction to the displacement 

a oc - x 

ln othe r words, acceleration a= -consta nt x displacement x. 

The minus sign in both equations tells you that the acceleration 
is in the opposite direction to the displacement. The constant of 
proportionality depends on the time period T of the oscillations. The 
shorter the time period, rhe fasrer rhe oscillarions, which means the 
larger the acceleration at any given displacement. So the constant is 
greater, the shorter rhe time period. As you will see in Topic 18.3, the 

2constanr in this equation is w2, where Wis the angular frequency= ;. 

Therefore, the defining equation for simple harmonic motion is 

acceleration a = -orx 
where x =displacement and w =angular frequency. 

Summary questions 

Hint 

1 	 The time period is independent 
of the amplitude of the 
oscillations. 

2 	 Maximum displacement 
xmax =±A, where A is the 
amplitude of the oscillations. 
Therefore, 

• 	 when xmax =+A, the 
acceleration a = -w2A, and 

• 	 whenxmax= - A, the 
acceleration a = +w2A. 

3 	 The acceleration equation 
may also be written as 
a= -(2rtj)2x, where 

1
frequency f =r

1 Asmall object attached to the end of a vertical 3 A simple pendulum consists ofa small weight on 
spring oscillates with an amplitude of 25 mm and the end of a thread. The weight is displaced from 
a time period of 2.0 s. The object passes through equilibrium and released. It oscillates with an 
equilibrium moving upwards at timer = 0. What is the amplitude of 32 mm, taking 20 s to execute 10 
displacement and direction of motion of the object: oscillations. Calculate: 

a ~cycle later, b ~cyc l e later, a its frequency, b its initial acceleration. 

c ~cycle later, d 1 cycle later? 
4 For the oscillations in 03, the object is released at 

time r = 0. State the displacement and calculate the 

2 For the oscillations in 01, calculate: acceleration when: 

a the frequency, a r =1.0s, b t = 1.Ss. 

b the acceleration of the object when its 
displacement is 

+25 mm, ii 0, iii - 25 mm. 

• 
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Learning objectives: 
' State the equation that 

relates displacement to time 

for a body moving with simple 

harmonic motion. 

' State the point at which the 
oscillations must start for this 

equation to apply. 

' Calculate the velocity for a 
given displacement. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.2 
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.&. Figure 1 Circles and waves 
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Circles and waves 
Consider a small object P in uniform circular motion, as shown in 
Figure 1. Measured from the centre of the circle at 0, the coordinates of 
p are therefore x = rcos eand y= rsin e, where e is the angle between 
the x-axis and the radial line OP. The graph shows how the x-coordinate 
changes as angle echanges. The curve is a cosine wave. Il has the same 
shape as the simple harmonic motion curves in Figure 2 in Topic 18.2. 

.&. Figure 2 Comparing simple harmonic motion with circular motion 

To see directly the link between simple harmonic motion and sine 
curves, consider the motion of the ball and the pendulum bob in 
Figure 2. A projector is used to cast a shadow of the ball (P) in uniform 
circular motion onto a screen alongside the shadow of the oscillating 
bob (Q). The two shadows keep up with each other exactly when their 
time periods a re matched. In other words, P and Q at any instant have 
the same horizontal motion. So the acceleration of Q is the same as 
the accderation of P's shadow on the screen. 

• 	 Because the ball (P) is in u nifo rm circular motion, its acceleration 

a= _i_, where vis its speed and r is the radius ol' the circle. Note 
r 

that the minus sign indicates that its direction is towards the centre. 

Because speed v = mr (sec Topic 17.1 ), then a = - m2r. 

• 	 The component of acceleration of the ball parallel to the screen 
is ax= acos e, so the acceleration of the ball's shadow is 
ax = - m2 rcos 8= - m2x, where x = rcos eis the displacement of the 
shadow from the midpoint of the oscillations. 

• 	 Because the bob's motion is the same as rhe morion of rhe ball's 
shadow, 

the acceleration of the bob (Q ) ax= -m2x 

This is the defining equation for simple harmonic motion, and it shows 
why the constant of proportionality is m2. 



Sine wave solutions 
For any object oscillating at frequency fin simple harmonic motion, its 
acceleration a at displacement xis given by 

a= -o:Jx 

where w= 2nf The variation of displacement with time depends on 
the initial displacemenr and the initial velocity (i.e., the displacement 
and velocity at time t = 0). 

As shown by the bonom graph in Figure 3, if x =+A when t =0 and 
the object has zero velocity at that instant, then its displacement at a 
later time t is given by 

x =A cos (cot) 

Notes: 

l 	 Jn the above equation, xis the displacement of the bob in Figure 2 
from its equilibrium position. Its value changes from -r to +r 
and back again as the bob oscillates. Therefore, the amplitude of 
oscillation of the bob is A= r. 

2 	 The displacement of the bob from equilibrium is x =A cos fJ, where 
fJ is the angle the ball moves through from its position when x =A. 

At time ta her the ball passes through this position, 

fJ (in radians) = 2;t = wt 

Therefore, the displacement of the bob at time tis given by 


x =A cos (wt) 


Summary questions 

1 	 An object oscillates in simple harmonic motion with a time period of 
3.0 sand an amplitude of 58 mm. Calculate: 


a its frequency, b its maximum acceleration. 


2 The displacement of an object oscillating in simple harmonic motion 

varies with time according to the equation x {mm) = 12 cos 10t, where 

tis the time in seconds after the object's displacement was at its 

maximum positive value. 


a Determine: 


the amplitude, ii the time period. 


b Calculate the displacement of the object at t = 0.1 s. 


3 	 An object on a spring oscillates with a time period of0.48 sand a 

maximum acceleration of 9.8 m s-2. Calculate: 


a its frequency, b its amplitude. 


4 	 An object oscillates in simple harmonic motion with an amplitude of 

12 mm and a time period of 0.27 s. Calculate: 


a its frequency, 


b its displacement and its direction of motion 


0.10 s, II 0.20 s after its displacement was+ 12 mm. 

x 

x = As1n{wl) 
x 

01--4--'"'4-~l---h---+~ 

-Ai---1-,.,,.....c_i---+<-~ 

x= Acos(wl) 

.A Flgure 3 Graphical solutions 

More on sine waves 

1 	 The shape of the curves 
in Figure 3, described as 
sinusoidal curves, is the same 
as the shape of the simple 
harmonic motion curves in 
Figure 2 in Topic 18.2. 

2 	 The general solution of a = -ah 
isx =Asin (Wt+ ef>). where 
ef> is the phase difference 
between the instants when 
t =0 and when x = 0. If timing 
were to start at the centre with 
oscillations moving positive, 
the x against t equation would 
become x =A sin mt as q, =0. 
You don't need to know this 
general solution. 

3 	 The t ime period Tdoes not 

depend on the amplitude of the 
oscillating motion. For example, 
the time period of an object 
oscillating on a spring is the 
same, regardless of whether 
the amplitude is large or small. 

Study tip 
Remember that Wt must be 
in radians. So make sure your 
calculator is in radian mode 
when you use the equation 
x =A cos (mt). 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' State the conditions that 

must be satisfied for a mass
spring system or simple 
pendulum to oscillate with 
simple harmonic motion. 

' Describe how the period 
of a mass-spring system 
depends on the mass. 

' Describe how the period of a 
simple pendulum depends on 
its length. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.3 

stretched spnng 

.&. Figure 1 Investigating oscillations 

Study tip 
When timing oscillations, use a 
fiduciary marker at the centre of 
oscillations and start counting with 
0 as the oscillating object passes 
the mark in a particular direction. 

• 


For any oscillating objecL, Lhe resullam force acting on the object aCLs 
towards the equilibrium position. The resultam force is described as a 
restoring force because iL always acts towards equilibrium. As long as the 
restoring force is proportional LO Lhe displacement from equilibrium, 
the acceleraLion is proportional to the displacement and always aCLs 
towards equilibrium. Therefore, the object oscillates with simple 
harmonic motion. 

The oscillations of a mass-spring system 
Use two stretched springs and a trolley, as shown in Figure 1. When the 
trolley is displaced then released, it oscillates backwards and forwards. 

• 	 The first half-cycle of the trolley's motion can be recorded using a 
length of ticker tape attached at one end to rhe trolley. When the 
trolley is released, the tape is pulled through a ticker timer that 
prints dots on the tape at a rate o[ 50 dots per second. 

t:pin on trolley 	 J!l II II IC It 

"' 
T/4 =0.25sE:::. 

c 

E 

.../
~o vrunway 0.1 0.2 • 0.3 0°4 0.5 
-a."' timels'{! 

"' 
• 	 A graph of displacement against 

• 11 lit IC IC time for the first half-cycle 
can be drawn using the tape, tape w1lh dots at 50 Hz 
as shown in Figure 2. The 
graph can be used to measure .&. Figure 2 Displacement-time curve 
the time period, which can be from a ticker tape 
checked (see the Hint box on the next page) if the trolley mass m 
and the combined spring constant k arc known. 

• 	 A motion sensor linked to a compu Ler can also be used to record 
the oscilla ting motion of the trolley. See Topic 9.3. 

What determines the frequency of oscillation of a 
loaded spring? 
In the above investigation, the frequency of oscillation of the trolley can 
be changed by loading the trolley with extra mass or by replacing the 
springs with springs of different stiffness. The frequency is reduced by: 

Adding extra mass. This is because the extra mass increases the 
inertia of the system. At a given displacement, the trolley would 
therefore be slower than if the extra mass had not been added. 
Each cycle of oscillation would therefore take longer. 

2 	 Using weaker springs. The restoring force on the trolley at any 
given displacement would be less, so the tro lley's acceleration 
and speed at any given displacement would be less. Each cycle of 
oscillation would therefore take longer. 



To see exactly how the mass and the spring constant affect the 
frequency, consider a small object of mass m attached to a spring. 

/x 
;f. 

-

object at 
displacement 

equilibrium 
position 

.A. Figure 3 The oscillations ofa loaded 
spring 

• 	 Assuming the spring obeys Hooke's law, the tension ~in the spring 
is proportional to its extension !:lL from its unstretched kngth. This 
relationship can be expressed using the equation~= k!:lL, where 
k is the spring consta nt. 

• 	 When the object is oscillating and is at displacement x from its 
equilibrium position, the change of tension in the spring provides 
the restoring force on the object. Using the equation~= k!:lL, the 
change of tension 6.~ from equilibrium is therefore given by 
6~ = -kx, where the minus sign represents the fact that the change of 
tension always tries to restore the object to its equilibrium position. 

• 	 So the restoring force on the object is equal tO -kx 
. restoring force - kx• 	 Therefore, the accelerauon a = = - 

mass m k 
Th is equation may be written in the form a= -orx, where or=-. 

Ill 

The object therefore oscillates in simple harmonic motion because its 
acceleration a = -w2x. 

Hint 

1 	 Because W= 2rtf, then oi = l._ can be written as [2nf)2 = l._. Rearranging 

1l 
m 	 m 

this equation gives f =	- - . You can use this equation to calculatef ifk 
2n m 

and mare known. The equation also shows that the frequency is increased 
if k is increased or ifm is reduced. 

2 	 The time period of the oscillations T= } = 2rt f.· 
The time period does not depend on g. A mass-spring system on the Moon 
would have the same time period as it would on Earth. 

3 The tension in the springvaries from mg+ kA to mg -kA, where A= amplitude. 

• 	 Maximum tension is when the spring is stretched as much as possible 
[i.e., x=-A = maximum displacement downwards) 

• 	 Minimum tension is when the spring is stretched as little as possible 
(i.e., x =+A= maximum displacement upwards) 

Investigating the 
oscillations of a 
loaded spring 

Measure the oscillations of 
a loaded spring for different 
masses and verify the equation 

T= 2rcf.. 

Synoptic link 
4rt2m

Because T2 =-k-, plotting a 

graph of r2 on the y-axis against m 
on the x-axis should give a straight 
line through the origin with a 

24gradient of : in accordance 

with the general equation for a 
straight line graph y = mx + c. 

See Topic 16.4, Straight line graphs. 

• 




18.4 Applications of simple harmonic motion 

Hint 

1 	 Because W = 21tf, then 

w2 =~ can be written as 

(2n/ )2 = ~ .Rearranging this 

equation gives f = ~Jf.2
So the time period 

T= ~ =21t l 
as long as the angle of the 
thread to the vertical does not 
exceed about 10°. 

2 	 The time period Tcan be 
increased by increasing the 
length Lof the pendulum. The 
length ofthe pendulum is the 
distance from the point of 
support to the centre of the bob. 

3 	 As the bob passes through 
equilibrium, the tension Tsacts 
directly upwards. Therefore, 
the resultant force on the bob 

at this instant 
mv2 

rs-mg =-l

where vis the speed as it 
passes through equilibrium. 

• 


~ 
Worked example ~ 

29 = 9.8ms

A spring of nacural length 300mm hangs vertically with its upper 
end anached to a fixed point. When a small object of mass 0.20kg 
is suspended from the lower end of the spring in equilibrium, the 
spring is stretched to a length of 379 mm. Calculate: 

a 	 i the extension of the spring at equilibrium, 

ii the spring constant, 


b 	 the time period of oscillations that the mass on the spring 

would have if the mass was to be displaced downwards 

slightly th en released. 


Solution 
a 	 i Extension of spring at eq uilibrium is t.L0 =79 mm = 0.079 m 

ii 	Spring constant k = !!!1L =o.20 x 9·8 =25 N m- 1 

tll0 0.079 
b T = 27t = 0.56s 
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The theory of the simple pendulum 

,,~\1
+ ..... -
~ 

mgcose , 
forces on bob 

.A. Figure 4 The simple pendulum 

Consider a simple pendulum that consists of a bob of mass nz attached 
to a thread of length L, as shown in f igure 4. Jf the bob is displaced 
from equilibrium then released, it oscillates about che lowest point. At 
displacements from the lowest point, when the thread is at angle eto 
the vertical, the weight mg has components 

• 	 mg cos eperpendicular to the path or the bob, and 

• 	 mgsine along the path towards the equilibrium position. 

The rcst0ring force F =-mg sine. so the acceleration 

a= F =-mg sin8 = -gsin e 
m m 

As long as 8 does not exceed approximately I 0° then sin 8 =1..., 
therefore the acceleration a =-.!Ls= -w2s, where w2 =.!L. L

L 	 L 
So the object oscillates with simple harmonic motion because its 
acceleration is proportional to the displacement from equilibrium and 
always acts towards equilibrium . 



Summary questions 

g= 9.Sms 2 

1 An object was suspended from the end of a vertical spring and set into 
oscillating motion along a vertical line. The amplitude of its oscillations 

was 20 mm, and it took 6.5 s to perform 20 oscillations. Calculate: 


a I its time period, II its frequency, 


b its acceleration when its displacement was 


0 mm, Ii 10 mm, iii 20 mm. 

2 In the arrangement described in 01, the object was replaced by an 
object of different mass. When the second object was oscillating 
vertically, its acceleration a at displacement x was given by a=- 360x. 

a Calculate: 

the frequency, 

Ii the time period of the oscillat ions. 

b By comparing the frequency of the oscillations of the second object 
with that of the fi rst, discuss whether the mass of the second object 
is greater than or less than the mass of the first object. 

3 The upper end of a vertical spring of natural length 250 mm is attached to 
a fixed point. When a small object of mass 0.15 kg is attached to the lower 
end of the spring, the spring stretches to an equilibrium length of 320 mm. 

a Calculate: 

the extension of the spring at equilibrium, 

ii the spring constant. 

b The object is displaced vertically from its equilibrium position 
and released. Show that it oscillates at a frequency of 1.9 Hz and 
calculate its period of oscillation. 

4 A mass of 0.50 kg is attached to the lower end of a vertical spring that 
has a spring constant of 25 Nm 1. The mass is displaced downwards by 

a distance of 50 mm then released. 


a Calculate: 


the force on the object at a displacement of SO mm, 

ii the acceleration of the object at the instant it was released. 

b Show that the acceleration a at displacementx is given by a= -50x. 

Ii Calculate the frequency of the oscillations and the displacement 
of the mass 0.050 s after it was released. 

5 Calculate the time period of a simple pendulum: 

a of length 

i 1.0 m, ii 0.25 m. 

b of length 1.0 m on the surface of the Moon, where g =1.6 m s- 2. 

6 A simple pendulum and a mass suspended on a vertical spring have 
equal time periods on the Earth. Discuss whether or not they would have 
the same time periods on the surface of the Moon, where g =1.6 ms 2. 

Investigating the 
simple pendulum 

Measure the oscillations of a 
simple pendulum for different 
lengths and verify the equation 

T=21tJ¥. 

Synoptic link 

Plotting a graph of T2 on the y-axis 
against Lon the x-axis should give 
a straight line through the origin 

2 
with a gradient of 47t • 

g 
See Topic 16.4, Straight line graphs. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe how, in simple 

harmonic motion, kinetic 
energy and potential energy 
vary with displacement. 

' 	 Describe how these energies 
vary with time if damping is 
negligible. 

' 	 Describe the effects 
of damping on the 
characteristics ofoscillations. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.3 

Synoptic link 

The energ\j stored in a spring 
stretched by extension x from its 

equilibrium length is ~kx2, where k 

is the spring constant. See 
Topic 11.2, Springs. 
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Free oscillations 
A freely oscillating object oscillates with a constanr amplitude because 
there is no friction acting on it. The only forces acting on it combine 
to provide the restoring force. II friction was present, the amplitude 
of oscillations would gradually decrease, and the oscillations would 
eventually cease. 

Observe the oscillations of a simple pendulum over many cycles, and 
you should find that the decrease of amplitude from one cycle to 
the next is scarcely measurable. Nevertheless, over many cycles, the 
amplitude does decrease noticeably. So rriction is present, even if its 
effect is insignificant over a single cycle. 

y 

position fp 
x ErorAL 
y 0 
z ErorAL-

Ek 

0 
EroTAL 

0x 	 z 

maximum maximum 
displacement displacement 

.A. Figure 1 The energy changes afa simple pendulum 

Consider the example of a small object or mass 111 oscillating on a 
spring. The energy of the system changes from kinetic energy to 
potential energy and back again every half-cycle after passing though 
equilibrium. As long as friction is absent, the total energy of the 
system is constant and is equal tO its maximum potential energy. 

• 	 The potential energy EP changes with displacement x from 
equilibrium, in accordance with the equation Ep = 1-kx2, where k is 

2the spring constant of the spring. 

• 	 The total energy, ET' of the system is therefore l.kA2 , where A is 
2the amplitude of the oscillations. 

• 	 Because the total energy is Er = EK+ El" where E1< is the kinetic 

energy of the oscillating mass, then EK = Er - Ep = l.k(A2 - x2) . 
2 

The simple harmonic motion speed equation 

Using EK = l.mv2gives1-mv2 =l.k(A2 - x2), where vis the speed of 
2 2 2 

the object at displacement x. 

Because w = .!, the above equation can be written as v2 = w(A2 - x2). 
m 

So, v =±W~(A2 -X2
). 

Note that making x = 0 in this equation gives the maximum speed = WA . 



Energy-displacement graphs 
l 	 The pmential energy curve is parabolic in shape, given by Ep = ~ kx2 

2 	 The kinetic energy curve is an inverted parabola, given by 
2EK= ET - EP = ~ k(A 2 

- x ) 

The sum of the kinetic energy and the potential energy is always equal 

to_!_ kA2, which is the potential energy at maximum displacement.
2 

This is the same as the kinetic energy at zero displacement. So the two 
curves add together tO give a horizontal line for the total energy. 

Damped oscillations 
The oscillations of a simple pendulum gradually die away because 
air resistance gradua ll y reduces the total energy of the system. In 
any oscillating sysrem where friction or air resistance is present, the 
amplitude decreases. The forces causing the amplitude to decrease a re 
described as dissipative forces because they dissipate the energy of the 
system to the surroundings as thermal energy. The motion is sa id to be 
damped if dissipative forces are present. 

• 	 Light d am pin g occurs when the time period is independent of 
the amplitude so each cycle takes the same length of time as the 
oscillations die away. Figure 3 shows how the displacement of a 
lightly damped oscillating system decreases with time. The amplitude 
gradually decreases, reducing by the same fraction each cycle. 
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• 	 Critica l d amping is just enough to stop the system oscillating 
after it has been displaced from equilibrium and released . The 
oscillating system rewrns 10 equilibrium in the shortest possible 
time without overshoming if the damping is critical. Such damping 
is important in mass-spring systems such as a vehicle suspension 
system where you would have an uncomfortable ride if the 
damping was too light or too heavy. Figure 3 also shows how the 
displacement changes with time when the damping is critical. 

• 	 Heavy d a mpin g occurs when the damping is so strong that the 
displaced object returns to equilibrium mud1 more slowly than 
if the system is critically damped. No oscillating motion occurs. 
For example, a mass on a spring in thick oil would return to 
equilibrium very slowly after being displaced and released. 

energy 

/total energy 

+A 
displacement x 

A Figure 2 Energy variation with 
displacement 

Study tip 

Take the total energy to be equal to 
EK atx = 0 [i.e., fp= Owhenx= OJ. 

• 




18.5 Energy and simple harmonic motion 

chassis weight 	 cross-section 
of 0 11damper0'~:mpe' ' ""' springI" I 

~ , \ 
piston 

.A. Figure 4 Car suspension 

Acar suspension system 

The suspension system of a car includes a coiled spring near each wheel 
between the wheel axle and the car chassis. When the wheel is jolted, for 
example on a bumpy road, the spring smooths out the force of the jolts. An oil 
damper fitted with each spring prevents the chassis from bouncing up and 
down too much. 

Without oil dampers, the occupants ofthe car would continue to be thrown up and 
down until the oscillations died away.The flow ofoil through valves in the piston 
ofeach damper provides africtional force that damps the oscillating motion 
ofthe chassis.The dampers are designed to ensure the chassis returns to its 
equilibrium position in the shortest possibletime after each jolt with little or no 
oscillations. The suspension system is therefore at or close tocriticaldamping. 

Summary questions 

g=9.81ms 2 

1 	 Asimple pendulum consists of a small metal sphere 
of mass 0.30 kg attached to a thread. The sphere is 
displaced through a height of 10 mm with the thread 
taut then released. It takes 15.0 s to make 10 complete 
cycles of oscillation. 

a Calculate: 

the time period of the pendulum, 

ii the length of the pendulum, 

iii the initial potential energy of the pendulum 
relative to its equilibrium position. 

b Sketch graphs on the same axes to show how 
the potential energy and the kinetic energy of 
the pendulum vary with its displacement from 
equilibrium. 

2 Aglider of mass 0.45 kg on a frictionless air track 
is attached to two stretched springs at either end, 
as shown in Figure 5. Aforce of 3.0 N is needed to 
displace the glider from equilibrium and hold it at a 
displacement of 50 mm. The glider is then released, 
and it oscillates freely on the air track. 

gilder 
~WiUiiliiil~-liilliliiWl-""'Y 

~ ~ ::j 

aJ in air track 

.A. Figure 5 
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Calculate: 

a i the spring constant k for the system, 

ii the time period of the oscillations, 

b the initial potential energy of the system when 
the glider is held at a displacement of 50 mm, 

ii the maximum kinetic energy of the glider, 

iii the speed of the glider at a displacement 
of2Smm. 

3 a State whether the damping in each of the 
following examples is light, critical, or heavy: 

a child on a swing displaced from equilibrium 
then released, 

Ii oil in a U-shaped tube displaced from 
equilibrium then released. 

b Discuss how effective a car suspension damper 
would be, if the oil in the damper was replaced by 
oil that was much more viscous. 

4 The amplitude of an oscillating mass on a spring 
decreases by 4% each cycle from an initial amplitude 

of 100 mm. Calculate the amplitude after: 


a 5 cycles of oscillation, 


b 20 cycles of oscillation. 




Forced vibrations 
Imagine pushing someone on a swing at regular intervals. If each 
push is timed suitably, the swing goes higher and higher. These pushes 
are a simple example of a periodic force, which is a force applied at 
regular intervals. 

• 	 When the system oscillates withom a periodic force being applied 
to it, the system's frequency is called its natural frequency. 

• 	 When a periodic force is applied to an oscillating system, the 
response depends on the frequency of the periodic force. The 
system undergoes forced vibrations, or forced oscillations, when a 
periodic force is applied to it. 

Figure I shows how a periodic force can be applied to an oscillating 
system consisting of a small object of fixed mass attached to two 
stretched springs. 

The bottom end of the lower spring is attached to a mechanical 
oscillator, which is connected to a signal generat0r. The top end of 
the upper spring is fixed. The mechanical oscillator pulls repeatedly 
on the lower spring at a frequency that can be changed by adjusting 
the signal generator. The frequency of the oscillator is the applied 
frequency. The response of the system is measured from the amplitude 
of oscillations of the system. The variation of the response with the 
applied frequency is shown in Figure 2. 

Consider the effect of increasing the applied frequency from zero: 

As the applied frequency increases. 

• 	 the amplitude of oscillations of the system increases until it reaches 
a maximum amplitude at a particular frequency, and then the 
amplitude decreases again, 

• 	 the phase difference between the displacement and the periodic 

force increases from zero to ~ 7t at the maximum amplitude, then 

from _!_7t to 7t as the frequency increases further. 
2 

Resonance 
When the system is oscillating at the maximum amplitude, the phase 

difference between the displacement and the periodic force is ..!.7t. 
2 

The periodic force is then exactly in phase with the velocity of the 
oscillating system, and the system is in resonance. The frequency at 
the maximum amplitude is called the resonant frequency. 

The lighter the damping, 

• 	 the larger the maximum amplitude becomes at resonance, and 

• 	 the closer the resonant frequency is co the natural frequency of the 
system. 

So, when the damping is lighter, the resonance curve that you see in 
Figure 2 is sharper. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ State the circumstances in 

which resonance occurs. 

-+ Distinguish between free 
vibrations and forced 
vibrations. 

-+ Explain why a resonant 
system reaches a maximum 
amplitude of vibration. 

Specification reference: 3.6.1.4 

mill imetre scale 

signal generator vibrator 

.A. Figure 1 Forced vibrations 
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.A. Figure 2 Resonance curves 
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18.6 Forced vibrations and resonance 

D 

..&. Figure 3 Barton's pendulums 

Synoptic link 

When stationary waves are formed 
on a stretched string, the string 
may be said to be in resonance. 
The string resonates and forms 
stationary wave patterns called 
harmonics. The stationary wave 
formed at the lowest frequency 
is called the first harmonic. 
Stationary waves are formed 
at higher frequencies that are 
multiples of the first-harmonic 
frequency. See Topic 4.5, Stationary 
and progressive waves, and 
Topic 4.6, More about stationary 

I waves on strings. 
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As the applied frequency becomes increasingly larger than the 
resonant frequency of the mass-spring system, 

• 	 the amplitude of oscillations decreases more and more, 

• 	 the phase difference between the displacement and the periodic 

force increases from ..!.n until the displacement is n radians out of 
2 


phase with the periodic force. 


For an oscillating system with little or no damping, at resonance, 

the applied frequency of the periodic force 
= the natural frequency of the system 

More examples of resonance 

Barton's pendulums 
Figure 3 shows five simple pendulums, P, Q, R, S, and T, of different 
lengths hanging from a supporting thread that is stretched between 
two fixed points. A single driver pendulum D of the same length as 
one of the other pendulums is also tied LO the thread. 

The driver pendulum D is displaced and released so that it oscillates 
in a plane perpendicular to the plane or the pendulums at rest. The 
effect of the oscillating motion or D is transmiued along the support 
thread, subjecting each of the other pendulums to forced oscillations. 
Pendulum R responds much more than any other pendulum. This is 
because it has the same length and therefore the same time period as 
D. So its natural frequency is the same as the natural frequency of D. 
Therefore, R oscillates in resonance with D because it is subjected to 
forced oscillations of the same frequency ac; its own natural frequency 
of oscillations. The response of each of the other pendulums depends 
on how close its length is to the length or D and whether it is shorter 
or longer than D. 

Bridge oscillations 
A bridge span can oscillate because of its springiness and its mass. If 
a bridge span is not filled with dampers, it can be made to oscillate at 
resonance if the bridge span is subjected to a suitable period ic force. 

I 	 A crosswind can cause a periodic force on the bridge span. If the 
wind speed is such that the periodic force is equal to the natural 
frequency of the bridge span, resonance ca n occur in the absence 
of damping. The dramatic coUapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in 
the United States in 1940 was due to such resonance. 

2 	 A steady trail of people in step with each other walking across a 
footbridge can cause resonant oscillations of the bridge span if there 
is not enough damping. Soldiers marching in columns are taught to 
break out of step with each other when they cross a footbridge, to 
avoid causing resonance. Soon after it was opened, the Millennium 
Bridge in London had to be closed and fitted with a more suitable 
damping system because it swayed in resonance when people first 
walked across it. 



Notes 

1 	 At resonance, the periodic force acts on the system at the same point in 
each cycle, causing the amplitude to increase to a maximum value limited 
only by damping. At maximum amplitude, energy supplied by the periodic 
force is lost at the same rate because of the effects of damping. 

2 	 The applied frequency at resonance (i.e., the resonant frequency) is 
equal to the natural frequency only when there is little or no damping. 
Resonance occurs at a slightly lower frequency than the natural frequency 
if the damping is not light. The lighter the damping, the closer the resonant 
frequency is to the natural frequency. 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 A mass suspended on a vertical spring is made to oscillate by 
applying a periodic force of natural frequencyf0. 

I Define resonance. 

ii Explain why the frequency of the periodic force needs to bef to 0 

cause resonance. 

b 	 With reference to the mass-spring system shown in Figure 1, state 
and explain what the effect would be on the resonant frequency of 

I increasing the mass, 

ii replacing the springs with stiffer springs. 

2 A0.12 kg mass suspended on a vertical spring is made to resonate 
by applying a periodic force of frequency 2.4 Hz to it. Calculate: 

a the spring constant of the system, 

b the frequency at which the system would resonate if the mass 
were doubled. 

3 	 The panel of a washing machine vibrates loudly when the drum rotates 
at a particular frequency. Explain why this happens only when the drum 
rotates at this frequency. 

4 	 A vehicle of mass 850 kg has a suspension system that is lightly 
damped. When it is driven without extra load by a driver of mass 50 kg 
over speed bumps spaced 15 m apart at a speed of 3.0 m s-1, the 
vehicle resonates. 

a Explain why this effect happens. 

b Calculate the speed that resonance would occur at over the same 
speed bumps if the vehicle had also been carrying an extra load 
of 130 kg. 

A Figure 4 The collapse ofthe Tacoma 
Narrows Bridge 

A Figure 5 The Millennium Bridge, 
London 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 18 

I In an investigation, a small object was suspended rrom the lower end or a vertical steel 
spring which was fixed at its upper end, as shown in Figure I. 
A hori10ntal marker pin P was anached to the object. The vertical position, x, or the pin 
was measured against the millimetre scale of a metre rule clamped vertically in a fixed 
position. The measurement was made three times without, then with, the small object 
suspended from the spring. 
(a) 	 The readings obtained are shown in Table I. 

• 


spring 

object LJ' 
marker 

v"' pin P 

metre rule 
(clamp not 

shown) 

A Figure 1 

TTable 1 

1111.tlN!rl 
(ii) 	 Copy and complete Table 1 by calculating the mean vertical position of 


P and the extension of the spring when the object was placed on it. 

(iii) 	The readings were taken to a precision of 0.5 mm using a millimetre 

ruler. Estimate the percentage 'uncertainty' in the extension. (2 marks) 

(b) 	The time period, T, of small vertical oscillations of the object on the spring 
was also measured by timing 20 oscillations three times. 
The timing readings for 20 oscillations were l0.98s. JI . I I s, and 10.97s. 
(i) 	 Calculate the time period T. 
(ii) 	 Use the readings to estimate the percentage 'uncertainly' in T. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 (i) Give an expression for the extension e of the spring in te rms or the 
mass m of the object and the spring constant k or the spri ng. 

(ii) 	 Hence show that T= 21t~. (3 marks) 

(d) 	The experiment was repeated with objects of different mass suspended 
from the spring. The measurements obtained are given in Table 2. 

TTable 2 

139 0.761 

205 0.923 

4 271 1.062 

5 341 1.187 

6 409 1.291 
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Chapter 18 Simple harmonic motion 

Plot a !>Uitablc graph using the above measurements to confirm the equation 

and to determine g. (9 marks) 


(e) 	 OiSCll!>!> the accuracy of your determination of 9. (4 marks) 

The tuning fork shown in Figure 2 is labelled 512Hz and has the tip of each 

of its two prongs vibrating with simple harmonic motion of amplitude 0.85 mm. 


A. Figure2 

(a) (i) 

(ii) 

Figure 2 shows the extreme positions of the prongs. How is the 
d istance marked d related to the ampli tude of the prongs? 
Sketch a graph 10 show how the displacement of one lip of the tuning 
fork changes with rime. Mark each axis with an appropriate scale. (4 marks) 

(b) (i) 
(ii) 

Calcu la te the maximum speed of the tip of a prong. 
Calcu late the maximum accelera tion of the tip of a prong. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

3 A simple pendulum consists of a 25g mass tied to the end of a light string 
800 mm long. The mass is drawn to one side until it is 20mm above its rest 
position, as shown in Fig u re 3. When released it swings with simple 
harmonic motion. 

I 


I 


I 800mmI 

I 

20m°';::::~------ 25g 

A. Figure3 

(a) 	 Calculate the period of the pendulum. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Show that the initial amplitude of che oscillations is approximately 0.18 m, 

and that the maximum speed of the mass during the first oscillation is 
about 0.63 m s- 1

• (4 marks) 
(c) 	 Calcula te the magnitude of the tension in the string when the mass passes 

through 	the lowest point of the first swing. (2 mark.~) 

AQA, 2003 

4 (a) 	 Figu re 4a shows a demonstration used in teaching simple harmon ic 
motion. A sphere rotates in a horizontal plane on a turntable. A lamp 
produces a shat.low of the sphere. This shadow moves with approximate 
simple harmonic motion on the vertical screen. 

pendulum 
bob 

elevation 

A. Figure4b 

----• 


light source 
plan view 

A. Figure4a 



Practice questions: Chapter 18 

(i) 	 The LurnLable has a radius of 0.13 m. and the teacher wishes the time 
taken for one cycle of Lhe motion to be 2.2s. The mass or the sphere 
is 0.050kg. 
Calculate the magnitude of the horitontal force acting on the sphere. 

(ii) 	 State the direcLion in which the force acts. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 Figure 4b shows how the demonstration might be extended. A simple 
pendulum is mounted above the turntable so that the shadows of the 
sphere and the pendulum bob can be seen to move in a similar way 
and with the same period. 
(i) 	 Calculate the required length of the pendulum. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the maximum acceleration of the pendulum bob when 

its motion has an amplitude of 0. 13 m. (3 marks) 

(c) Figure 5 is a graph of displacement against time for the pendul um. 

• 


displacement o timEt 

... Figure 5 

Sketch, for the same interval, graphs of: 
(i) 	 acceleration against time for the bob, and 
(ii) 	 kinetic energy against time (or the bob. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

5 	 (a) Simple harmonic moLion may be represented by the equation 
a= -w2x 

(i) 	 Explain the significance of the minus sign in this equation. 
(ii) 	 Copy Figure 6 and skeLch the corresponding 1•-1 graph to show 

how the phase of velocity v relaLes to that or the acceleration a. (2 marks) 

v '. J_ II -+ tt t1 ltl 
~ ~ HI• .... :r.I .. 1 -t 

-I ' ' t1 J: H lt ~ l i 
w ; : H 

~:lll'.: t:t :ti t:I t1 l:t f .l 

'~ f .; T •., m, H_~ ~-

0 

t-t l1:t H ,_, l:l-1 I I _, 
:l :.<. I ll ~ -· -+ • t" H I-+ :~: ,..,, -~· 

... Figures 

(b) 	 (i) A mass of 24kg is attached to the end of a spring or spring constant 60 N m- 1• 

The mass is displaced 0.035 m vertically from its equilibrium position and 
released. Show that the maximum kinetic energy or the mass is about 40mJ. 

(ii) 	 When the mass on the spring is quite heavily damped its amplitude 
halves by the end or each complete cycle. Sketch a graph to show how 
the kinetic energy. EK (mJ), or Lhe mass on the spring varies with Lime, 
t (s), over a single period. 
Start at time, t =0. with your maximum kinetic energy. 
You should include suitable values on each or your scales. (8 marks) 

AQA, 2004 



Chapt er 18 Simple harmonic motion 

6 	 To celebrate the Millennium in the year 2000, a footbridge was constructed acro~s the 
River Thames in London. After the bridge was opened to the public it was discovered 
that the structure could easily be set into oscillation when large numberl> or people were 
walking across it. 
(a) 	 What name is given to this kind of physical phenomenon, when caused by 


a periodic driving force? (I mark) 

(b) 	 Under what condition would this phenomenon become particularly 


ha1ardous? Explain your answer. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 Suggest two measures which engineers might adopt to reduce the si1e 

or the oscillations or a bridge. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2002 


7 	 Figure 7 shows how the displacement of the bob of a simple pendulum varies 
with time. 

displacement/m 
0.10-- ------- 

lime/s 

--0.05 

0.10 ~~~~-----'----'-----' 

A. Flgure 7 

(a) 

(b) 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

Calculate the frequency or the oscillation. 
State the magnitude of the amplitude of the oscillation. 
State how the frequency and amplicude of a simple pendulum arc 
affected by increased damping. 

Draw on a copy of Figure 7 the displacement- time graph for a pendulum 
(5 marks) 

(c) 

that has the same period and amplicude but oscillates 90° ( ~ radian) out 
of phase with the one shown. 
The pendulum bob has a mass of 8.0 x 10-3 kg. Calculate: 
(i) the maximum acceleration of tJ1e bob during the oscillation, 
(ii) the total energy of the oscillations. 

(2 marks) 

(5 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

8 (a) A spring, which hangs from a fixed suppon. extends by 40 mm when 
a mass or 0.25 kg is suspended from it. 
(i) Calcu late the spring constant of the spring. 
(ii) An addi tiona l mass or 0.44kg is then placed on the spring and the 

system is set into vertical oscillation. Show that the osci lla tion 
frequency is 1.5 Tlz. (4 marks) 

(b) With both masses still in place, the spring is now suspended from a 
horizonta l ~upport rod that can be made to oscillale vertically, as shown 
in Figure 8, with amplitude 30mm aL several different frequencies. 

support t vertical 
rod =roscillations 

masses a 
A. Figures 

Describe fully, with reference to arnplicude, frequency, and phase, the 
motion or the masses suspended from the spring in each of the following 
cases. 
(i) The ~upport rod oscillates at a frequency of 0.2 Hz. 
(ii) The ~upport rod oscillates at a frequency of 1.5 Hz. 
(iii) The support rod oscillates at a frequency of lOHz. (6 marks) 

~
______________A_Q_A_. _20_0_6____ 



19 Thermal physics 
19.1 Internal energy and temperature 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define internal energ\j. 

-+ 	 State the lowest temperature 

that is possible. 

-+ 	 Demonstrate the first law of 

thermod\jnamics in action. 

Specification reference: 3.6.2.1; 
3.6.2.2 

..6. Figure 1 Energy transfer by heating 
in winter 

• 


When you are outdoors in winter, you need to wrap up well, 
otherwise energy is transferred by heating from your body to your 
surroundings. Your body loses energy, and your su rroundings gain 
energy. In summer, if you are in a very hot room, you will heat up 
because of energy transferred to you from the room. 

Energy transfer between two objects takes place if: 

• 	 one object exerts a force on the other object and makes it move. In 
other words, one object docs work on the other object. 

• 	 one object is hotter than the other object. so energy transfer 
by hearing takes place by means of conduction, convection, or 
radiation. In other words, energy is transferred by heating because 
of a tempera ture difference between two objects. 

Internal energy 
The brake pads of a moving vehicle become hot if the brakes are 
applied for a long enough time. The work done by the frictional force 
between the brake pads and the wheel heats the brake pads, which 
gain energy from the kinetic energy of the vehicle. The temperature 
of the brake pads increases as a result, and the internal energy of each 
brake pad increases. 

As explained below, the internal energy of an object is the energy 
of its molecules due to their individual movements and positions. 
The internal energy of an object due tO its temperature is sometimes 
called thermal energy. However, some of the internal energy of an 
object might be due to other causes. For example, an iron bar that 
is magnetised has more internal energy than if it is unmagnetised, 
because of the magnetic interaction between the iron bar's at0ms. 

The interna l energy of an object is increased because of: 

• 	 energy transfer by heating the object, or 

• 	 work done on the object, for example work done by electricity. 

If the internal energy of an object stays constant, then either: 

• 	 there is no energy transfer by heating and no work is done, or 

• 	 energy transfer by heating and work done balance each other out. 

For example, the internal energy of a lamp filament increases when 
the lamp is switched on because work is done by the electricity supply 
pushing electrons through the filament. Because of this, the filament 
becomes hot. When it reaches its operating temperature, energy is 
transferred to the surroundings by heating, and the filament radiates 
light. Work done by the electricity ~upply pushing electrons through 
the filament is balanced by the energy transfer and light radiated from 
the filament . 



The first law of thermodynamics 
In general, when work is done on or by an object and/or energy is 
transferred by heating, 

the change of internal energy of the object = 

the total e ne rgy transfer due to work done and heating 


This general statement is called the first law ofthennodynamics. When it 
is applied to an object, the directions of the energy transfers (i.e., co or 
from the object) are very important and determine whether the overall 
internal energy of the object increases or decreases. 

About molecules 
A molecule is the smallest particle of a pure substance that is 
characteristic of the substance. For example, a water molecule consists 
of two hydrogen atoms joined LO an oxygen at0m. 

An atom is the sma llest particle of an element that is characteristic of 
the element For example, a hydrogen atom consists of a proton and 
an electron. 

• 	 In a solid, the aLOms and molecules arc held to each other by 
forces due to the electrica l charges of the protons and electrons in 
the atoms. The molecules in a solid vibrate randomly about fixed 
positions. The higher the temperature of the solid, the more the 
molecules vibrate. The energy supplied to raise the temperature 
of a solid increases the kinetic energy of the molecules. Uthe 
temperature is raised enough, the solid melts. This happens because 
its molecules vibrate so much that they break free from each other 
and the substance loses its shape. The energy supplied to melt a 
solid raises the potential energy of the molecules because they 
break free from each other. 

• 	 ln a liquid, the molecules move about at random in contact with 
each other. The forces between the molecules are not strong 
enough to hold the molecules in fixed positions. The higher the 
temperature of a liquid, the faster its molecules move. The energy 
supplied to a liquid to raise its temperature increases the kinetic 
energy of the liquid molecules. Heating the liquid further causes it 
to vaporise. The molecules have sufficient kinetic energy to break 
free and move away from each other. 

• 	 In a gas or vapour, the molecules also move about randomly but 
much further apart on average than in a liquid. Heating a gas or a 
vapour makes the molecules speed up and so gain kinetic energy. 

The inte rnal energy of an object is the sum of the 
random distribution of the kinetic and potential 

ene rgies of its molecules. 

Increasing the internal energy of a substance increases the kinetic 
and/or potential energy associated with the random motion and 
positions of its molecules. 

A sohd is made up of particles 
arranged 1n a 3-d1mens1onal structure. 
There are strong forces of attraction 
between the particles. Although the 
particles can vibrate. they cannot move 
out of their positions in the structure. 

When a solid is heated, the particles 
gain energy and vibrate more and more 
vigorously. Eventually they may break 
away from the solid structure and 
become free to move around. When this 
happens, the solid has turned into 
liquid: ii has melted. 

In a liquid the partides are free to move 
around. Ariquid therefore flows easily and 
has no fixed shape. There are still forces of 
attractlOO between the particles. 
When aliquid 1s heated, some of the 
particles gain enough energy to break 
away from the other particles. The 
particles which escape from the body 
of the liquid become a gas. 

In a gas, the particles are far apart. 
There are almost no forces of attraction 
between them. The particles move about 
at high speed. Because the particles are 
so far apart, a gas occupies a very much 
larger volume than the same mass or 
liquid. 
The molecules collide with the container. 
These collisions are responsible for the 
pressure which a gas exerts on its 
container. 

.A Figure 2 Particles in a solid, a liquid, 
and a gas 

• 




19.1 Internal energy and temperature 

Study tip 

To change from °C to kelvins, 

simply add on 273 [ .15). 

The kelvin scale depends on a 
fundamental feature of nature, that 
is, the lowest temperature that 
is possible in nature. In contrast, 
the Celsius scale depends on the 
properties of a substance that was 
chosen for convenience instead of 
for any fundamental reason. That 
substance happens to be water. 

- 273"C 
OK 

.A Figure 4 Absolute zero 

• 

O"C lOO"C 
273K 373 K 

temperature 

Temperature and temperature scales 
The temperature of an object is a measure of the degree of hotness 
of the object. The hotter an object is, the more internal energy it 
has. Place your hand in cold water, and your hand's internal energy 
decreases because of energy transferred out by heating the water. Place 
your hand in warm water, and its internal energy increases because of 
energy transferred into it by the water heating your hand. If the water 
is at the same temperature as your hand, no overall energy transfer by 
heating takes place. Your hand is then in thermal equilibrium with 
the water. For any two objects that are at the same temperature, no 
overall energy transfer by heating will take place. 

A temperature scale is defined in terms ofjixed poims, which arc 
standard degrees of hotness that can be accurately reproduced. 

• 	 The Celsius scale of temperature, in units of °C, is defined in 
terms of: 

l ice point, 0 °C, which is the temperature of pure melting ice, 

2 steam point, 100°C, which is the temperature of steam at 
standard atmospheric pressure. 

• 	 The absolute sca le of temperatLJre, in units of kelvins (K), is 
defined in terms of: 

l absolute zero, OK. which is the lowest possible temperature, 

2 	 the triple point of water, 273.16 K, which is the temperature at 
which ice, water, and water vapour co-exist in thennodynamic 
equilibrium. 

Because ice point on the absolute scale is 273.15 K and steam point is 
lOOK higher, then 

temperature in °C = a bsolute tempera ture in ke lvins - 273.15 

absolute scale 

OK 	 273K 373K 

I 	 f I t 
-273°C 	 o·c ioo 0c 

Celsius scale 

A Figure 3 Temperature scales 

About absolute zero 
The absolute scale of temperature, also called the kelvin scale, is based 
on absolute zero, which is che lowest possible tempera ture. No object 
can have a temperacure below absolu te zero. An object at absolute zero 
has minimum internal energy, regardless of the substances the object 
consists of. 

The pressure of a fixed mass of an ideal gas in a sealed container of 
fixed volume decreases as the gas cemperature is reduced (see Topic 
20.1). If the pressure measured ac ice point and at steam point is 
ploned on a graph as shown in Figure 4, the line between the two 
points always cuts the temperature axis at -273 °C, regardless of which 
gas is used or how much gas is used . 



The coldest places in the world 8 

You don't need to travel to the South 
 0: Explain why you can't 
Pole to find the coldest places in use a liquid-in-glass 
the world. Simply go to the nearest thermometer to measure 
university physics department that very low temperatures. 
has a low-temperature research 
laboratory. Substances have 
very strange properties at very 
low temperatures. For example, 
metals cooled to a few degrees 
within absolute zero become 
superconductors, which means 
that they have zero electrical 
resistance. Superfluids have 
been discovered that can empty 
themselves out of containers! 
Temperatures within a few 
microkelvins of absolute zero have 
been reached in these laboratories. .A. Figure 5 A low-temperature 

research laboratory 

Summary questions 

1 a Explain why an electric motor becomes warm when it is used. 

b A battery is connected to an electric motor which is used to raise 
a weight at a steady speed. When in operation, the electric motor 
is at a constant temperature which is above the temperature of its 
surroundings. Describe the energy transfers that take place. 

2 a Define internal energy. 

b Describe a situation in which the internal energy ofan object is 
constant even though work is done on the object. 

3 a State one difference between the mot ion of the molecules in a solid 
and the molecules in a liquid. 

b Describe how the motion of the molecules in a solid changes when 
the solid is heated. 

4 a State each of the following temperatures to the nearest degree on 

the absolute scale: 

the temperature of pure melting ice, 


ii 20 °C, 


iii -196 °C. 


b 	 Gas thermometers are used to calibrate all thermometers. The 
pressure of a constant-volume gas thermometer was 100 kPa at a 

temperature of 273 K. 

Calculate the temperature, in kelvins, of the gas when its 
pressure was 120 kPa. 

ii Calculate the pressure of the gas at 100 ° C. 

A thermometer test 

Use a travelling microscope to 
measure the interval between 
adjacent graduations on the 
scale of an accurate liquid-in· 
glass thermometer. You may be 
surprised to find that the interval 
distance is not the same near 
the middle of the scale as it is 
near the ends of the scale. This 
is because the expansion of the 
liquid is not directly proportional 
to the change of temperature. 

All thermometers are calibrated 
in terms of the temperature 
measured by a gas thermometer. 
This is a thermometer consisting 
of a dry gas in a sealed 
container. The pressure of 
the gas is proportional to the 
absolute temperature of the gas. 
By measuring the gas pressure, 
Prr•at the triple point of water 
(273.16 Kby definition] and at 
unknown temperature TI K, the 
unknown temperature in kelvins 
can be calculated using 

T p 
273.16 =Pr, 

where p is the gas pressure at 

the unknown temperature. 


• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain what is meant by 

heating up and by cooling 
down. 

' State which materials heat up 
and cool down the fastest. 

' Define and measure specific 
heat capacity. 

Specification reference: 3.6.2.1 

T Table 1 Some specific heat capacities 

substance specific heat 
capacity I J kg-1 K-1 

aluminium 900 
concrete 850 
copper 390 
iron 490 

-
lead 130 
oil 2100 

water 4200 

cardboard 
tube 

lead shot 

glass rod 
replaced by 
thermometer 
to measure 
temperature 

.A. Figure 1 The inversion tube 
experiment 
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Heating and cooling 
Sunbathers on the hot sandy beaches of the Mediterranean Sea dive 
into the sea to cool off. Sand heats up much more readily than water 
does. Even when the sand is almost too hot co walk barefoot across, 
the sea water is refreshingly cool. The temperature rise of an object 
when it is heated depends on: 

• the mass of the object 

• the amount of energy supplied to it 

• the substance or substances from which the object is made. 

The specific heat capacity, c, of a substance is the energy 
needed to raise the temperature of unit mass of the substance 
by lK without change of state. The unit of c is J kg-1K-1• 

Specific heat capacities of some common substances are shown 
in Table l. 

To raise the temperature of mass m of a substance from temperature 
T1 to temperature T2, 

the energy needed /lQ =mc(T2 - T1) 

For example, to calculate the energy that must be supplied to raise 
the temperature of 5.0 kg of water from 20 °C to I 00°C, use the above 
equation, and you will get !j,Q = 5.0 x 4200 x 80 = I.7 x I 06 J. 

The inversion tube experiment 
In this experiment, the gravitational potential energy of an object 
falling in a tube is converted into internal energy when it hits the 
bottom of a tube. Figure 1 shows the idea. The object is a collection 
of tiny lead spheres. 

The tube is inverted each time the spheres hit the bouom of the tube. 
The temperature of the lead shot is measured ini tiall y and after a 
particu lar number of inversions. 

Let m represent the mass of the lead shol. 

For a tube of length L, the loss of gravitational potential energy for 
each inversion =mgL. 

Therefore, for n inversions, the loss of gravitational potential 
energy = mgLn . 

The gain of internal energy of the lead shot= tnc/j,T, where c is the 
specific heat capacity of lead and /j,T is the temperature rise of the 
lead shot. 

Assuming that all the gravitational potential energy lost is transferred 
to internal energy of the lead shot, mcfj,T = 1119£11. 

Therefore, c =gln
!j,T 



So, the experiment can be used to measure the specific heat capacity 
of lead with no other measurements than the length of the tube, the 
temperature rise of the lead, and the number of inversions. 

Specific heat capacity measurements using 
electrical methods 

Measurement of the specific heat capacity of a metal 
A block of the metal of known mass m in an insulated container is 
used. A 12 v electrical heater is inserted inro a hole drilled in the 
metal and used to heat the metal by supplying a measured amount of 
electrical energy. A thermometer inserted into a second hole drilled 
in the metal is used to measure the temperature rise 6T (= its final 
temperature - its initial temperature). A small amount of water or oil 
in the thermometer hole will improve the thermal contact between 
the thermometer and th e metal. 

The electrical energy supplied 
= heater current Ix heater pd V x heating time L 

So, assuming no heat loss to the surroundings, mc6T = !Vt 
!Vt

Therefore, c=- 
m6T 

thermometer 

heater insulation 

.A. Figure 2 Measuring c 

power supply 

ammeter 
A 


'------'Tx~ ._T-'-y_ __, 


voltmeter 
v 

heater 

Measurement of the specific heat capacity of a liquid 
A known mass of the liquid is used in an insulated calorimeter of 
known mass and known specific heat capacity. A 12 V electrical heater 
is placed in the liquid and used to heat it directly. A thermometer 
inserted into the liquid is used to measure the temperature rise, 6T. 

• 	 The electrical energy supplied =current l x voltage V x heating time t 

• 	 The energy needed to heat the Liquid = mass of liquid (m1) x specific 
heal capacity of liquid (c1) x temperature rise (6T) 

Hint 

1 	Notice that the unit of mass x 

the unit of c x the unit of 
temperature change gives 
the joule. In other words, 
kg x J kg- 1 K- 1 x K=J. 

2 	 The heat capacity, C, of an 
object is the heat supplied to 
raise the temperature of the 
object by 1K. Therefore, for 
an object of mass m made of 
a single substance of specific 
heat capacity c, its heat 
capacity C=me. For example, 
the heat capacity of 5.0 kg of 
water is 21000 J K- 1 = 5.0 kg x 

4200 J kg- 1 K- 1 . 

I 

Study tip 

A temperature change is the same 
in °C as it is in K. If you are given 
the initial and final temperatures 
in °C, just calculate the 
temperature difference in °C. 

• 
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19.2 Specific heat capacity 

thermometer 

stirrer 

terminal terminal 
Tx Ty 

lid "L....!Pl'~'l-111-•l•L 
calorimeter 

insulation 

heater 

liquid 

A Figure 3 Measurement of the 
specific heat capacity of a liquid 

Study tip 

Before you measure a liquid's 
temperature in a heating 
experiment, give the liquid a stir. 

Study tip 

If the volume flow rate is given, you 
need to know the density of the 
fluid to calculate the rate of flow of 
mass[!!!.). See Topic 11.1, Density.

t 
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• 	 The energy needed to heat the calorimeter= 
mass of calorimeter (m,d1) x specific heat capacity of calorimeter 
(ccal) x temperature rise (67) 

Assuming no heat loss Lo the surroundings, 

therefore, IVt = m1c16T + mcalcfal6T 

So, ccan be calculated from this equation because all of the other 
quantities are known. 

Continuous flow heating 
In an electric shower, water passes stead il y Lhrough copper coils 
heated by an electrical heater. The waler is hotter at the outlet than at 
the inlet. This is an example of continuous flow heating. For mass m 
of liquid passing through the heater in time tat a steady flow rate, and 
assuming no heat loss to the surroundings: 

the electrical energy supplied per second IV = me 6 T 
t 

where 6 T is the temperature rise of the water and e is its specific 
heat capacity. 

Note that when the outflowing water has atta ined a steady 
temperature, the temperature of the copper coils docs not change, so 
no me6Tterm is needed for the copper coils in the above equation. 

For a solar heating panel, the energy gained per second by heating 
6the liquid that flows through the panel is equal to me r.
1

Summary questions 

Use the data in Table 1 for the following calculations. 

1 Calculate: 

a the energy needed to heat an aluminium pan of mass 0.30 kg from 
15 °C to 100 ° C, 

b the energy needed to heat 1. 50 kg of water from 15 °C to 100 °C. 

2 a Calculate the time taken to heat the water and pan in 01from15 °C 
to 100 °C using a 2.0 kW electric hot plate, assuming that no energy 
is transferred to the surroundings by heating. 

b Calculate the energy needed to raise the temperature of 80 kg of 
water in an insulated copper tank of mass 20 kg from 20 °C to 50 ° C. 

3 In an inversion tube experiment, 0.50 kg of lead shot at an initial 
temperature of 18 °C was inverted 50 times in a tube of length 1.30 m. 
The final temperature of the lead shot was 23 ° C. Calculate: 

a the total gravitational potential energy released by the lead, 

b the specific heat capacity of lead. Assume that g=9.81 m s· 2• 

4 	 An electric shower is capable ofheating water from 10 °Cto 40 °C when 
the flow rate is 0.025 kg s- 1. Calculate the minimum power of the heater . 



When a solid is heated and heated, its temperature increases until it 
melts. If it is a pure substance, it melts at a well-defined temperature, 
called its melting point . Once all the solid has melted, continued 
heating causes the temperature of the liquid to increase until the 
liquid boils. This occurs at a certain temperature, called the boiling 
point. The substance turns to a vapour as it boils away. 

The three physical states of a substance, solid, liquid, and vapour, have 
different physical properties. For example: 

• 	 The density of a gas is much less than the density of the same 
substance in the liquid or the solid state. This is because the 
molecules of a liquid and of a solid are packed together in contact 
with each other. In contrast, the molecules of a gas are on average 
separated from each other by relatively large dista nces. 

• 	 Liquids and gases can flow, but solids can't. This is beca use the 
atoms in a solid are locked together by strong force bonds, which 
the atoms are unable to break free from. In a liquid or a gas, the 
molecules are not locked together. This is because they have too 
much kinetic energy, and rhe force bonds are not strong enough to 
keep the molecules fixed to each other. 

Latent heat 
When a solid or a liquid is heated so rhat irs remperarure increases, its 
molecules gain kinetic energy. In a solid, the atoms vibrate more about 
their mean positions. In a liquid, the molecules move about faster, still 
keeping in contact with each orher, but free to move about. 

I 	 When a solid is heated at its m e lting point, irs atoms vibrate 
so much that they break free from each other. The solid therefore 
becomes a liquid due to energy being supplied at the melting point. 
The energy needed to melt a solid at its melting point is called 
latent heat or Iusion. 

Latent heat is released when a liquid solidifies. This happens 
because th e liquid molecules slow down as the liquid cools until the 
temperature decreases to the melting point. At the melting point, 
the molecules move slowly enough for the force bonds to lock the 
molecules together. Some of the latent heat released keeps the 
temperature at the melting point until all the liquid has solidified. 

• 	 Latent means hidden. Latent heat supplied to melt a solid may 
be thought of as hidden because no temperature change takes 
place even though the solid is being heated. 

• 	 Fusion is a word used for the melting of a solid because the solid 
fuses into a liquid as it melts. 

2 	 When a liquid is heate d at its boiling point, the molecules gain 
enough kinetic energy to overcome the bonds that hold them close 
together. The molecules therefore break away from each other 
to form bubbles of vapour in the liquid. The energy needed to 
vaporise a liquid is called latent heat of vaporisation. 

Learning objectives: 
' Define latent heat. 

' Measure latent heat. 

' Explain why the temperature 
of a substance stays steady 

when it is changing state. 

Specification reference: 3.6.2.1 

temperature 

boiling 

po1nl 

melting 

poinl 

time 

--·--

• Figure 1 Melting and bailing 

• 




19.3 Change of state 

Hint 

Where a substance changes its 
state and changes its temperature, 
to calculate the energy transferred: 

• 	 use O=ml to calculate the 
energy transferred when its 
state changes 

• 	 use O= mc(T2 - T1) when its 
temperature changes. 

Synoptic link 

If the volume of a substance is 

given, you need to know its density 
to find its mass. See Topic 11.1, 
Density. 

temperature T 

melting 
point - 

: ~ r 

time t 

.A. Figure 2 Temperature against time 
for a solid being heated 
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Latent heat is released when a vapour condenses. This happens 
because the vapour molecules slow down as the vapour is cooled. 
The molecules move slowly enough ror the rorce bonds to pull the 
molecules together to form a liquid. 

Some solids vaporise directly when heated. This process is called 
sublimation. 

In general. much more energy is needed to vaporise a substance than 
to melt it. For example, 2.25 MJ is needed to vaporise l kg of water 
at its boiling point. In comparison, 0.336 MJ is needed to melt 1 kg of 
ice at its melting point. The energy needed to change the state of unit 
mass (i.e., 1 kg) of a substance at its melting point (or its boiling point) 
is called its specific latent heat of fusion (or vaporisation). 

The specific latent heat of fusion , Ir, ol a substance is the energy 
needed to change the state of unit mass of the substance from solid to 
liquid without change of temperature. 

The specific latent heat of vaporisation of a substance is the 
energy needed to change the state of unit mass of the substance from 
liquid to vapour without change of temperature. 

So, the energy Q needed to change the state of mass m of a substance 
from solid to liquid (or liquid to vapour) without change of temperature 
is given by 

Q = ml 

where I is the specific latent heat of fusion (or the specific latent heat 
of vaporisation). The unit of specific latent heat is J kg-1• 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

Calculate the energy needed to melt 5.0kg of ice at 0°C and heat 
the melted ice t0 50 °C. 

specific latent heat of fusion of ice = 3. 36 x I 05 J kg- 1 

specific heat capacity of water = 4200J kg- 1T<- 1 

Solution 

To melt 5.0kg of ice, energy needed Q1 =ml= 5.0 x 3.36 x 105 = 

l.68 x 106 J 

To heat 5.0kg of melted ice (i.e., water) from 0 °C to 50 °C, energy 
needed Q = me (T - T ) = 5.0 x 4200 x (50 - 0) = l.05 x 106 J2 2 1

Therefore, rhe toral energy needed = + Q1 = 2.73 x l06JQ1 

Temperature-time graphs 
If a pure solid is heated to its melting point and beyond, its 
temperature-time graph will be as shown in Figure 2. 

Assuming that no heat loss occurs during heating, and assuming that 
energy is transferred to the substance at a constant rate P (i.e., power 
supplied), then 



I 

• 	 before rhe solid melts, P= mes ( !lT) .where ( !lT) is the rise of 
tJ.t s flt s 


temperarure per second and cs is the specific hear capacity of 

rhe solid. 


So the rise of temperature per second of the solid is (!lT) = L 
Ill mc55 

• 	 after the solid melts, P= mcl ( !lT) .where ( !lT) is the rise of 
flt 	 L flt L 

temperature pe r second and cl is the specific heat capacity of 
the liquid. 

So the rise o[ temperature per second of the liquid is ( !lT) =_L 
flt 	 L mcl 

Therefore, ir the solid has a larger specific heat capacity than the 
liquid, the rate of temperature rise of the solid is less than that of the 
liquid. In other words, the liquid heats up faster than the solid. 

Summary questions 

1 	 a Explain why energy is needed to melt a solid. 

Hint 

At the melting point, P=energy 
1

supplied per second = ~ • where 

I is the specific latent heat of 
fusion of the substance and tis 
the time taken to melt mass m 
of the substance. Therefore, the 
time taken to melt the substance 
. ml 
ISf = p· 

Study tip 
For a pure substance, change of 
state is at constant temperature. 

b Explain why the internal energy of the water in a beaker must be reduced to freeze the water. 

2 Calculate the mass of water boiled away in a 3 kW electric kettle in 2 min. 

The specific latent heat of vaporisation of water is 2.25 MJ kg-1. 

3 A plastic beaker containing 0.080 kg of water at 15 °C was placed in a refrigerator and cooled to 0 °C in 1200 s. 

a Calculate how much energy each second was removed from the water in this process. The specific heat 
capacity of water "'" 4200 J kg-1 K-1. 

b Calculate how long the refrigerator would take to freeze the water in a. The specific latent heat of fusion of 
ice= 3.36 x 10sJ kg 1. 

temperature 

78°c 

5o•c .j<.-_ _,_________,_ 

0 120 420 
time/s 

A. Figure 3 

4 	 The temperature-time graph shown in Figure 3 was obtained by heating 0.12 kg of a substance in an insulated 
container. The specific heat capacity of the substance in the solid state is 1200 J kg 1 K 1. 

Calculate: 

a the energy per second supplied to the substance in the solid state if its temperature increased from 60 °C to 
its melting point at 78 ° Cin 120 s, 

b the energy needed to melt the solid if it took 300 s to melt with energy supplied at the same rate as in a . 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 19 

• 


- 1specific heal capaciLy of water= 4200J kg- 1K

-1
specific heat capacity of ice = 2100 Jkg- 1 K


specific latent heat of fusion of ice = 3.4 x l 05 J kg 1 


specific latent heat of vaporisation of water = 2. 3 x I 06 J kg-1 


A tray containing 0.20kg of water at 20°C is placed in a freerer. 
(a) 	 The temperature of the water drops to 0°C in IO min. 


Calculate: 

(i) 	 the energy lost by the water as it cools to 0°C, 
(ii) 	 the average rate at which the water is losing energy, in Js- 1

• (J marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Estimate the time taken for the water at 0°C to turn completely 

i1110 ice. 


(ii) 	 State any assumptions you make. (J marks) 

AQA, 2003 

2 (a) 	 Ca lcula te the energy released when 1.5 kg o f wa ter a t 18 °C cools 10 0 °C 
and then freezes to form ice, also at O °C. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Explain why it ls more effective to cool cans of drinks by placing them in 
a bucket fu ll of melLing ice rather than in a bucket of water at an initial 
tcmperaLUre of 0°C. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

3 	 An electrical heater is used to heat a 1.0 kg block of metal. which is well lagged. 
The table shows how the temperature of the block increased with time. 

20.1 23.0 26.9 30.0 

0 60 120 180 

33.1 36.9 

240 300 

(a) 	 Plot a graph of temperature against time. (J marks) 
(b) 	 Detem1ine the gradient of the graph. (2 marks) 
(c) 	 The heater provides thermal energy at the rate of 48 W. Use your value for 

the gradienc of the graph to determine a value for the specific heat capacity 
of the metal in the block. (2 marks) 

(d) 	The heater in part (c) is placed in some crushed ice that has been placed 
in a funnel as shown in Figure I. 

crushed ice 

.t. Figure 1 

The heater is switched on for 200s and 32g or ice are found to have melted 
during this time. 
Use this information ro calculate a value for the specific latent heat of 
fusion for water, stating one assumption made. (J marks) 

AQA, 2002 



Chapter 19 Thermal physics 

4 	 In an experiment to measure the temperature of the flame of a Bun~en burner. a 
lump of copper of mass 0.12 kg is heated in the flame for several minutes. The copper 
is then tran~ferred quickly to a beaker. of negligible heat capacity, containing 0.45 kg 
of water. and the temperature rise of the water measured. 

specific heat capacity of copper= 390J kg-1 K-1 

(a) 	 If the temperature of the water rises from l5°C LO 35°C, calculate the thermal 
energy gained by the water. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) State the thermal energy lost by the copper. assuming no heat is lost 

during its transfer. 


(ii) 	 Calculate the fall in temperature of the copper. 
(iii) 	 llencc calculate the temperature reached by the copper while in 

the name. (4 marks) 
AQA. 2006 

5 	 A bicycle and its rider have a total mass of 95 kg. The bicycle is travelling along a 
horizontal road at a constant speed of 8.0ms-1• 

(a) 	 Calculate the kinetic energy of the bicycle and rider. (2 marks) 
(b) 	The brakes arc applied until rhe bicycle and rider come to rest. During braking. 


60% of the kinetic energy of the bicycle and rider is convened to therma l 

energy in the brake blocks. The brake blocks have a total mass of 0.12 kg and 

the materia l from which they are made has a specific heat capacity of 


1 Kl200J kg- - 1 • 

(i) 	 Calculate the maximum rise in temperature of the brake blocks. 
(ii) 	 State an assumption you have made in part (b)(i). (4 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

6 	 A female runner of mass 60 kg generates thermal energy at a rate or 800 W. 
(a) 	 Assuming that she loses no energy to the surroundings and that the average 


specific heat capacity of her body is 3900Jkg-1K-1• calculate: 

(i) 	 the thermal energy generated in one minute. 
(ii) 	 the temperature rise of her body in one minure. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 In practice it is desirable for a runner to maintain a constant temperature. 

This may be achieved partly by the evaporation of sweat. The runner in pan 

(a) loses energy at a rate of 500 W by this process. 

Calculate the mass of sweat evaporated in one minute. 	 (J marks) 

(c) 	 Explain why. when she stops running. her temperature is likely to !a lt. (2 marks) 
AQA. 2005 

7 	 Jn a geothermal power station. water is pumped through pipes into an 
underground region of hot rocks. The thermal energy of the rocks hea ts the water 
and turns ii 10 steam a t high pressure. The steam rhen drives a turbine al the 
surface to produce electricity. 
(a) 	 Water at 21 °C is pumped into the hot rocks and steam at I 00 °C is produced a1 


a rate or 190 kgs- 1
• 


(i) 	 Show that the energy per second rransferred from the hot rocks tO the 
power station in this process is ar least 500 MW. 

(ii) 	 The hot rocks are estimated to have a volume or 4.0 x I 06 m 3. Estimate 
the fall or temperature or these rocks in one day if thermal energy i<; 
removed from them at the rate calculated in part (i) without any 
thermal energy gain from deeper underground. 
speciric heat capacity of rhe rocks= 850Jkg-1 K-1 

density of the rocks= 3200 kgm-3 ( 7 marks) 
AQA. 2006 

----• 




20 Gases 

20.1 The experimental gas laws 


Learning objectives: 
-+ State the experimental gas 

laws. 

-+ Calculate the increase of the 
pressure ofa gas when it is 
heated or compressed. 

-+ State what is meant by an 
isothermal change. 

-+ Calculate the work done in an 
isobaric process. 

Specification reference: 3.6.2.2 

volume 
scale 

0 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 

gas under 
pressure 

.A. Figure 1 Testing Boyle's low 

Hint 

1 A graph of pressure against 
volume is a curve that tends 
towards each axis, as shown in 
Figure 2. 

2 	An ideal gas is a gas that obeys 
Boyle's law. 

Agas at very high pressure does 
not obey Boyle's law. The molecules 
are so close to each other that the 
molecules' own volume becomes 
significant. See Topic 20.3, The I 
kinetic theory of gases. ___) 

• 


When you use a cyde pump to inflate a tyre, you raise the air pressure 
in the tyre because the pump pushes air through a valve into the tyre. 
The valve lets the air in but does not allow it out. The tyre is a buffer 
between the wheel frame and the ground. H the tyre pressure is too 
low, the wheel frame will rub on the ground when you are cycling. 

The pressure of a gas is the force per unit area that the gas exerts 
normally (i.e .. at right angles) on a surface. Pressure is measured in 
pascals (Pa), where 1Pa= 1Nm-2 . The pressure of a gas depends on its 
temperature, the volume of the gas container, and the mass of gas in 
the container. 

Boyle's law 
The apparatus shown in Figu re I can be used to in vestigate how 
the pressure of a fixed mass of gas depends on its volume when the 
temperature stays the same. Measurements using this apparatus show 
that the gas pressure x its volume is constant for a fixed mass of gas 
at constant temperature. This is called Boyle's law. Any change at 
constant temperature is called an isothermal change. 

Boyle's law states that for a fixed mass or gas at constant temperature, 

p V =constant 

where p = gas pressure and V = gas volume. 

piston 

t : t'"'~'compression 

piston 11::1t=J-•;;1::..~ 
gas after 
compression 

0 volume .A. Figure 2 Boyle's low 
1The measurements plotted as a graph of pressure against give

vo1ume 
a straight line through the origin. This is because Boyle's law can be 

written asp = constant x i· which represents the equation y = mx for 

a straight-line graph through the origin, if pis plocted on the y-axis 

and ..!. is plotted on the x-axis. 
v 

Charles' law 
Using a glass nibe open at one end containing dry air trapped by a 
suitable liquid, you can find out how the volume of a fixed mass 
of gas at constant pressure varies with temperarnre. Plotting the 
measurements of the volume of the gas at O °C and l00 °C on a graph 
shows you the idea behind absolute zero, which you studied in Topic 
19.1. No matter how much gas is used, provided the gas is an ideal 
gas, its volume will be zero at absolute zero, which is -273.15 °C . 



Figure 3 shows how the volume of a fixed mass of gas at constant 
pressure varies with absolute temperature Tin kelvins. The graph is 
a straight line through the origin. The relationship, called Charles' 
law, between the gas volume Vand the temperature T in kelvins can 
therefore be written as 

v -	 =constant 
T 	 0 273 373Any change at constant pressure is called an isobaric change. When temperature Tl K 

work is done to change the volume of a gas, energy must be 
.&. Figure 3 Charles' law

transferred by hearing to keep the pressure constant., and so the work 
done by the gas on a piston can be given by the equation 

thermometer 
Work done = p~V 

The pressure law 
Figure 4 shows how the pressure of a fixed mass of gas at 
constant volume can be measured at different temperatures. 
If the measurements are plotted on a graph of pressure 
against temperature in kelvins, they give a straight 
line through the origin (as you saw in Topic 19.1). The 
relationship between pressure p and temperature T, in 
kelvins, can therefore be written as 

.&. Figure 4 The pressure law 
!!.. =constant 
T 

water bath 
pressure 
gauge 

0 heater 
_____,____......._____......._____..__ _.__ 

Deep sea diving 

The extra pressure on underwater swimmers caused by 
a few metres of water above them is enough to give them 
breathing difficulties. They have to use special breathing 
apparatus to reach much greater depths. Gases in the 
lungs are compressed by the high pressure on their 
body, and these gases pass into their blood system. If 
a diver ascends too fast, dissolved nitrogen is released 
into their blood system, causing a life-threatening painful 
condition known as 'the bends'. Divers have to learn 

how to work out facto rs such as safe rates of ascent 
or descent. 

0: The pressure ofthe atmosphere at the Earth's 
surface is about 100 kPa, which is about the same 
as the pressure due to 10 m of water. In 2012, 
the Australian-built Deep Sea Challenger sea craft 
successfully descended to a depth of about 11 km. 
Estimate the extra pressure on it in kPa at this depth. 

Summary questions 

1 	 A hand pump of volume 2.0 x 10- 4 m3 is used to force 
air through a valve into a container of volume 
8.0 x 10- 4 m3 which contains air at an initial pressure 
of 101 kPa. Calculate the pressure of the air in the 
container after one stroke of the pump, assuming the 
temperature is unchanged. 

2 	 A sealed can offixed volume contains air at a pressure of 
101 kPa at 100 °C. The can is then cooled to a temperature 
of 20 °C. Calculate the pressure of the air in the can. 

3 	 The volume of a fixed mass of gas at 15 °C was 0.085 m3. 

The gas was then heated to 55 °C without change of 
pressure. Calculate the new volume ofthis gas. 

4 A hand pump was used to raise the pressure of the 
4 m3air in a flask of volume 1.20 x 10- , without and 

then with powder in the flask. 

• 	 Without the powder in the flask, the pressure 
increased from 110 kPa to 135 kPa. 

• 	 With 0.038 kg of powder in the flask, the pressure 
increased from 110 kPa to 141 kPa. 

a 	 Demonstrate that the volume of air in the hand 
pump initially was 2.7 x 10-5 m3. 

b 	 Calculate the volume and the density of the 
powder. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Define an ideal gas. 

' Discuss whether the 
experimental gas laws can be 
combined, and if so, how. 

' Distinguish between molar 
mass and molecular mass. 

Specification reference: 3.6.2.2; 
3.6.2.3 

A Figure 1 Molecules in motion 

Synoptic link 

Randomness occurs in radioactive 
decay as well as in Brownian 
motion of molecules. You can't 
predict when a random event 
will take place. See Topic 26.5, 
Radioactive decay. 

• 


Molecules in a gas 
The molecules of a gas move at random with different speeds. When 
a molecule collides with another molecule or with a solid surface, it 
bounces off without losing speed. The pressure of a gas on a surface is 
due to the gas molecules hitting the surface. Each impact causes a tiny 
force on the surface. Because there are a very large number of impacts 
each second, the overall result is that the gas exerts a measurable 
pressure on the surface. 

Molecules are too small to see individually. You can see the effect 
of individual molecules in a gas if you observe smoke particles with 
a microscope. lf a beam of light is directed through the smoke. you 
will see the smoke particles as tiny specks of light wriggling about 
unpredictably. This type of motion is cal led Brownian motion after 
Robert Brown, who first observed it in 1827 with pollen grains in 
water. The motion of each particle is because it is bombarded unevenly 
and randomly by individual molecules. The particle therefore 
experiences forces due to these impacts, which change its magnitude 
and direction at random. So Brownian motion showed the existence 
of molecules and atoms. 

path of one observer--~ 
smoke particl·~·.· .. :· 

microscope- 
smoke · .. · 
particles 

field of view 

smoke in 
glass cell 

lamp lens 

A Figure 2 Brownian motion 

The Avogadro constant 
The density of oxygen gas is 16 times that or hydrogen gas at the same 
temperature. Therefore, the mass or a certain volume of oxygen is 16 
times that of the mass or the same volume of hydrogen at the same 
temperature. When such measurements were first made in the 19th 
century, Amadeo Avogadro put forward the hypothesis that equal 
volumes of gases at the same temperature and pressure contain equal 
numbers of molecules. 

How many molecules arc in a particular amount of gas? Avogadro 
thought of the idea of counting at0ms and molecules in terms of the 
number of aroms in 1 gram of hydrogen. Now we use 12 grams of 
the carbon isorope 1~C as the standard amount because hydrogen 
gas contains a small proportion of the isotope of hydrogen ;H, which 
cannot easily be removed . 



• 	 The Avogadro constant, NA' is defined as the n umber of atoms 
in exactly 12 g of the carbon isotope 1 ~ C. The value of NA (to four 
significant figures) is 6.023 x 1023. So the mass of an atom of 1~C is 

121.993 x io-23 g (= g ).
J0236.023 x 

1 1• 	 One atomic mass unit (u) is 1h of the mass of a ~C atom. The 
12 

mass of a carbon atom is 1.99 3 x 10-26 kg, so 1 u = 1.661 x 10-27 kg. 

Molar mass 
One mole of a substance consisting of identical particles is defined as 
the quantity of substance that contains NA particles. The number of 
moles in a given quantity of a substance is its molarity. The unit of 
molari ty is the mol. 

The molar mass of a substance is the mass of 1 mol of the substance . 
The unit of molar mass is kgmoJ-1• For example, the molar mass of 
oxygen gas is 0.032kgmoJ- 1• So 0.032 kg of oxygen gas contains NA 
oxygen molecules. 

Therefore, 

1 	 the number of moles in mass Ms of a substance = Ms, where Mis 
the molar mass of the substance, M 

2 	 the number of molecules in mass Ms of a substance =N~s . 
For example, because the molar mass of carbon dioxide is 0.044kg 
(= 44g), then n moles of carbon dioxide has a mass of 44 ng and 
contains nNA molecules. 

The ideal gas equation 
As you learnt in Topic 20.1, an ideal gas is a gas that obeys Boyle's 
law. The three experimental gas laws can be combined to give the 
equation 

pV =constant, for a fixed mass of ideal gas 
T 

where p is the pressure, Vis the volume, and Tis the absolute 
temperature. This equation takes in all situations where the pressure, 
volume, and temperature of a fixed mass of gas changes. 

Equal volumes of ideal gases at the same temperature and 
pressure contain equal numbers of moles. Further measurements 
show that one mole of any ideal gas at 273 Kand a pressure of 
101 kPa has a volume of 0.0224m3. Therefore, for 1 mol of any 

ideal gas, the value of P: for 1 mol is equal to 8.31 J mo1-1r<.-1 

(= pV = 101 x 103 Pax 0.0224m3
). 

T 273K 

This value is called the molar gas constant R. A graph of pV against 
temperature T for n moles is a straight line through absolute zero and 
has a gradient equal to nR. 

Hint 

1 	The masses in atomic mass 
units (to 1u) of various atoms 
are: hydrogen H= 1 u, carbon 
C= 12 u, nitrogen N= 14 u, 

oxygen 0 = 16 u, and copper 
Cu = 64u. 

2 	The masses in atomic mass 
units (to 1u) of various 
molecules are: water H20 = 18 u, 
carbon monoxide CO = 28 u, 
carbon dioxide C02 = 44 U, and 
oxygen 02 = 32 u. 

Study tip 

Be clear about molar mass and 
molecular mass. 

Hint 

The unit of R is the joule per mole 
1 Kper kelvin (J mo1- - 1), which is 

the same as the unit of 
pressure x volume 

absolute temp. x no. of moles.· 
This is because the unit of 
pressure [the pascal = 1 N m-21x 

the unit of volume [ m3] is the 

joule (= lNrn) . 

pV 

T 

A Figure 3 Agraph ofpV against Tfor 
an ideal gas 

• 




20.2 The ideal gas law 

Summary questions 

NA = 6.02 x 1023 mo1- 1 

1 K 1R 	= 8.31 J mo1- 

1 	 Agas cylinder has a volume of 
0.024 m3 and is fitted with a 
valve designed to release the 
gas if the pressure of the gas 
reaches 125 kPa. Calculate: 

a 	 the maximum number of 
moles of gas that can be 
contained by this cylinder 
at 50°C, 

b 	 the pressure in the 
cylinder of this amount of 
gas at 10 °C. 

2 	 In an electrolysis experiment, 
2.2 x 10- 5m3 of a gas is 
collected at a pressure of 
103 kPa and a temperature of 
20 °C. Calculate: 

a 	 the number of moles of gas 
present, 

b 	 the volume of this gas at 
0°C and 101 kPa. 

3 a 	 Sketch a graph to show 
how the pressure of 
2 mol of gas varies with 
temperature when the gas 
is heated from 20 °C to 
100 °C in a sealed container 
of volume 0.050 m3· 

b 	 The molar mass of the 
gas in a is 0.032 kgmol 1. 

Calculate the density of 
the gas. 

4 	 The molar mass of air is 
0.029 kg mo1- 1• 

a 	 Calculate the density of air 
at 20 °C and a pressure of 
101 kPa. 

b 	 Calculate the number of 
molecules in 0.001 m3 of 
air at 20 °C and a pressure 
of 101 kPa. 

• 


So, the combined gas law can be wrin en as 

pVm = RT 

where Vm = volume of l mol of ideal gas at pressure p and temperature T. 

Therefore, for n moles of ideal gas, 

pV = nRT 

where V = volume of the gas at pressure p and temperature T in kelvins. 

This equation is called the ideal ga~ equation. 

Using the ideal gas equation 
• 	 The mass M5 of a substance is equal to its molar mass M 

x the number of moles n. Because /1 = pV for an ideal gas, then 

M5 = M x (~~) gives the mass or ideal g~; in volume Va t pressure 

p and absolute temperature T. 


· .r 'd f . . mass M
• 	 The denszty o1 an 1 ea1gas o mo1ar mass M is p = s 
volume V 

= nM = pM 
V RT 

Therefore, for an ideal gas at constant pressure, its density pis 
inversely proportional to its temperature T. 

• 	 In the equation pV = nRT, substituting the number of moles 
N . n =- gives 


NA 

pV = NkT 

where rhe Boltzmann constant k is ...B_, and N is the number of 
molecules. NA 

Prove for yourself that k = 1.38 x I 0 ·23 J K- 1. We will meet k again 
in the next topic when we discuss how much kinetic energy a gas 
molecule has. 

~ 
~Worked example 

R = 8.31 Jmol-1K-1 

Calculate the number of moles and the mass of air in a balloon 
when the air pressure in the balloon is 170 kPa, the volume of 
the balloon is 8.4 x I0-4m 3, and the temperature of the air in the 
balloon is l 7 °C. 

molar mass of air= 0.029kgmol"1 

Solution 
T= 273 + 17 = 290K 

Using pV = nRTgives n = pV = 170 x 103 x 8.4 x 10-4 


RT 8.31 x 290 

=5.9 x 10-2 mo! 


2Mass of air= number of moles x molar mass = 5.9 x 10- x 0.029 
=1.7 x 10-3 kg 



The gas laws arc experimental laws, or empirical in nature. This means Learning objectives: 
they were devised by experiments and observations. They can be 

' Explain the increase of
explained by assuming that a gas consists of point molecules moving 

pressure of a gas when it is
about at random, continually colliding with the container walls. Each 

compressed or heated. 
impact causes a force on the container. The force of many impacts is 
the cause of the pressure of the gas on the container walls. ' Describe the behaviour 

ofa gas.
Boyle's law can be explained as follows. The pressure of a gas at 

' Discuss what the mean constant temperature is increased by reducing its volume because the 
kinetic energy of a gasgas molecules travel less distance between impacts at the walls due to 
molecule depends on.the reduced volume. Therefore, there a re more impacts per second, 


and so the pressure is greater. Specification reference: 3.6.2.3 


The pressure law can be explained as follows. The pressure of a gas 

at constant volume is increased by raising its temperature. The average 

speed of the molecules is increased by raising the gas tempera ture. 

Therefore, the impacts of the molecules on the container walls are 

harder and more frequent. So the pressure is raised as a result. 


Molecular speeds 
The molecules in an ideal gas have a continuous spread of 
speeds, as shown in Figure I. The speed of an individual 
molecule changes when it collides with another gas 
molecule. But the distribution stays the same, as long as 
the temperature does nor change. 

o~c::::...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0 	 speed vThe root mean square speed of rhe molecules, 
2 2 2] I .._Figure 1 Disrribution ofmolecular speeds

= [Cl +Cl + ... + CN l 
cnm N ' 

where c1, c2, c3, ... cN represent the speeds of the individual molecules, 
and N is the number of molecules in the gas. 

ifthe temperature ofa gas is raised, its molecules move faster, on 
average. The root mean square speed of the molecules increases. The 
distribution cu rve becomes fl atter and broader because the greater the 
temperature, the more molecu les there are moving at higher speeds 
(see Figure 2). 

The kinetic theory equation 
Kinetic theory was devised by mathematics and theories, instead of 
by observations and experiments like the gas laws. For an ideal gas 
consisting of N identical molecules, each of mass m, in a container of 
volume V, the pressure p of the gas is given by the equation 

pV =!Nm(cnru)2 

3 
where cnns is the root mean square speed of the gas molecules. 

To derive the kinetic theory equation, you need to apply the laws of 
mechanics and statistics to the molecular model of a gas. In doing so, 

Hint 

The root mean square speed of 
the molecules of a gas is not the 
same as the mean speed. The 
mean speed is the sum of the 
speeds divided by the number of 
molecules. 

number of molecules 
w1lh speed v 

o,.i...i~~~~~~~....::::==--

o 	 speed v 

some assumptions must be made about the molecules in a gas: 	 .._Figure 2 The effect oftemperature on 
the distribution ofspeeds 

• 




20.3 The kinetic theory of gases 

chosen molecule 

with its velocity 

components 


shown 


1, 

A Figure 3 Molecules in a box 

Making assumptions 

In deriving the kinetic theory 
equation, some assumptions 
are made about the molecules 
of a gas. The ideal gas equation 
is then obtained by applying 
the further assumption that the 
mean kinetic energy of a gas 
molecule is directly proportional 
to the absolute temperature of 
the gas. Because the ideal gas 
law is an experimentallaw, the 
assumptions made in deriving 
it from the molecular modelof a 
gas must be va lid forany gas that 
obeys theidealgaslaw.Under 
conditions where a gas does not 
obey the idealgas equation [e.g., 
very high pressure), one or more 
of the assumptions is no longer 
va lid. For example, a gas at very 
high pressure does not obey 
the ideal gas law. Its molecules 
are so close to each other that 
the volume of the molecules 
is significant and they do not 
behave as 'point molecules'. 

Q: When the volume of the gas 
decreases, there is less space 
for the molecules to move 
about in. Explain how this 
would affect the gas pressure. 

• 


l The molecules are point molecules. The volume or each molecule 
is negligible compared with the volume or the gas. 

2 They do not auract each other. If they did, the errect would be to 
reduce the force of their impacts on the container surface. 

3 They move about in continual random motion. 

4 The collisions they undergo with each other and with the 
container surface are elastic collisions (i.e., there is no overall loss 
of kinetic energy in a collision). 

5 	 Each collision with the container surface is or much shorter 
duration than the time between impacts. 

Part1 
Consider one molecule of mass min a rectangu lar box of dimensions 
lx, It and 1,, as shown in Figure 3. Let u1, v1, and w1 represent its 
velocity components in the x. y, and z directions, respectively. 

Note that the speed, c
1
, of the molecule is given by the following rule 

fo r adding perpendicular com ponen ts (in Lhis case the three velocity 
components u 1, v1, and w1) : 

c12 = u12 + v 12 + w12 

You wiJI need to use this rule in Part 2. 

• 	 Each impact of the molecule with the shaded face in Figure 3 
reverses the x-component of velocity. So the impact changes the 
x-component of its momentum from +mu1 to -mu1• 

Therefore, the change of its momenwm due 10 the impact = 
final momentum - initial momentum = (-mu1) - (mu 1) = -2mu 1• 

• 	 The time, t, between successive impacts on this face is given by the 
equation 

= the total distance to the opposite face and back = 2lx 
1 

x-component of velocity u 1 

Using Newton's second law therefore gives 
change of momentum 

the force on the molecu le = -------- 
time taken 

= -2mu1 = -mu 1
2 

J:1. Ix 
u 1 

Because the force F1 of the impact on th e surface is equal and 
opposite to the force on the molecule in accordance with Newton's 
third law, then 

+mu1 2 

Fi =-1
x 

force
• 	 Because pressure=--, the pressure p1 of the molecule on the area 


surface is given by the equation 

2 2 

p = force = _n_u_11_ = _n:_m_1_ 
1 area of the shaded face U/:l Ix l/z V 

where V = the volume of the box = Ix l/z 

Part2 
For N molecules in the box moving at different velocities, the total 
pressure pis the sum of the individual pressures p 1, p2, Pv ... pN, 
where each subscript refers to each molecule . 



2 2 2 2mu 1 mu2 mu3 muN
S0, p = -v- + ---v- + v- + ... + ---v

_ m 2 2 2 2 _ Nmu 
-2 

- v (ul + u2 + U3 + ... +UN ) - --v
2 2 2 2

where ii2 = U1 + U2 + U3 + ... + UN 
N 

Because the motion of the molecules is random, there is no preferred 
direction of motion. The equation above could equally well have been 
derived in terms of they-components of velocity v1, v2, v3, ..• vN, or the 
z-components of velocity w1, w2, w3, ... ww 

i.e., 
2 2 2 2Nmv2 

-2 vi + v2 + V3 + ··· + 11N 
p= - v - where v = -'-----"'---"'------'-' 

N 
2 2 2 2Nmw2 where W2 =_W1 + w2 + i_v.... + ...__~N~~__~__ 3___ + wp= - v-

N 

Therefore, p = Nm (u2 + 112 + w2)
3V 

The note below shows that, because the motion of the molecules is 
random, the root mean square speed of the gas molecules is given by the 
equation crm/ = u2 + v2 + w2 . So 

Nm 2 I 2 
P = JV crms or pV = 3Nmcrms 

Note 

As explained in Part 1, the speed c of the nth molecule is related to its velocity 
components according to equations of the form: 

c2=u2+v2+w2 
n n n n 

The root mean square speed of the molecules, crms' is defined by 
2 2 2 2

2 = C1 +Cz + C3 + ... +CN
(Crms J N 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 ul +v1 +wl +u2 +v2 +w2 +U3 +V3 +W3 + ... + UN + VN +WN

( )So, crms N 

=uz + vz + wz 

Molecules and kinetic energy 
For an ideal gas, its internal energy is due only to the kinetic energy of 
the molecules of the gas. 

The mean kinetic energy of a molecu le of a gas 

total kinetic energy of all the molecules 
= tOta l number of molecules 

I 2 1 2 1 2 l 2 = 2mc1 + 2mc2 + 2mc3 + ... + 2mcN 

N 

I ( 2 2 2 2)-m Cl + C2 + C3 + ... + CN I 2 
= 2 N = 2mcrms 

The higher the temperature of a gas, the greater the mean kinetic 
energy of a molecule of the gas. 

Classical physics 

Scientists regularly check and use 
each other's work. Theories are 
devised to understand experimental 
observations. Experiments then test 
the predictions from the theories. 

The kinetic theory equation is the 
result of theories mainly made in the 
mid-19th century. Scottish physicist 
James Clerk Maxwell derived an 
equation for the distribution curve 
of the speeds of the molecules of 
a gas shown in Figure 2. Avogadro 
theorised that equal volumes of 
gas at the same temperature and 
pressure contain equal numbers 
ofmolecules, but couldn't tell how 
many molecules there were. In 
1865, Austrian physicist Josef 
Loschmidt estimated the number 
ofmolecules in 1cm3 ofgas at 0 °C 
and at atmospheric pressure - now 
known as Avogadro's number. It 
was redefined twice before today's 
definition, including by Einstein, who 
used the idea of Brownian motion. 

Maxwell established what we 
now call classical physics, which 
explains all the propert ies of 
matter and radiation by using 
Newton's laws, the laws of 
thermodynamics, and Maxwell's 
equations. By the late 19th century, 
many physicists thought that 
the laws of physics had all been 
discovered. But further discoveries 
were made that couldn't be 
explained by classical physics. Max 
Planck hit on a revolutionary new 
theory that energy is quantised, but 
didn't like the idea very much. A few 
years later, Einstein used the idea to 
explain another failure of classical 
theory, the photoelectric effect, 
which you learnt in Topic 3.1. Even 
Planckwas convinced. Quantum 
theory took off' 

• 




20.3 The kinetic theory of gases 

~ For an ideal gas, by assuming that the mean kinetic energy o( a 

Worked example ~ 


molecule is ~m(crms) 2 = %kTwhere k = : , then 3kT = m(crms)2 
. 


k = 1.38 x Io-23J mol-1 K-1, A 


NA =6.02 x I 023 mo1-1 Substituting 3kT for m(crms) 2 in the kinetic theory equation 


Calculate the root mean pV = .!..Nm (crm ) 2 therefore gives pV = .!_N x 3kT = NkT 

3 

5 
NR 3
square speed of oxygen 

Because Nk = - = nR, you then get the ideal gas equation
molecules at 0 °C. The 	 NApV = 	nRT.
molar mass of oxygen = 

0.032kgmoI-1 You have derived the ideal gas equation (which is an experimental 


law) from the kinetic theory equation by assuming that the mean
Solution 3 
kinetic energy of an ideal gas molecule is 2kT.T = 273 K 


So, you can say that for an ideal gas at absolute temperature T,
The mass of an oxygen 

molecule, m = o.o32 	 3 
the mean kinetic energy of a molecule of an ideal gas = 2.k T, 6.02 x l 023 


=5.3 x 10-26 kg R .

where k = t:I· Reca ll that the constant k is ca lled the Boltzmann 

• J 32Rearrangmg 2m(c,111,) = 2kT 	 1consta nt. Its~alue (= :)is 1.38 x io-23JJ<- . 
A 

• ( 2 _ 3kT Notes:gives crm;) - - 

m Using the above equation for an ideal gas. 


3 x l.38 x I0-23 x 273 
5.3 x 	10-26 

• 	 the total kinetic energy of one mole = NA x lkr = '°iRT (as k= NA), 
-2= 2.13 x 105 m2 s	 2 2 R 

• 	 the total kinetic energy of /1 moles of an ideal gas = n x '°iRT = lnRT.Therefore, the root mean 2 2 

square speed c"

11
' = Ji. 13 x l Os 
 Th e total kinetic ene rgy of n m o les of an ideal gas= luRT 


= 460ms-1 (2 s.f.) 2 

Therefore, for n moles of an ideal gas at temperature T (in kelvins), 


intern a l e n e rgy = lnRT 
2 

Summary questions 

NA = 6.02 x 1023 mo1- 1, R= 8.31 J mo1-1 K- 1, 3 Air consists mostly of nitrogen and oxygen in 

1
k =1.38 x 10- 23 J K-	 proportions 1: 4 by mass. 

1 a 	 Explain in molecular terms why the pressure of a Explain why the mean kinetic energy of a nitrogen 

a gas in a sealed container increases when its molecule in air is the same as that of an oxygen 

temperature is raised. molecule in the same sample of air. 

b 	 The molar mass of oxygen is 0.032 kg mo1-1. b Demonstrate that the root mean square speed 

A cylinder of volume 0.025 m3 contains oxygen of a nitrogen molecule in air is 1.07 x that of an 

gas at a pressure of 120 kPa and a temperature of oxygen molecule in the same sample of air. 

373 K. Calculate: 	 1nitrogen= 0.028 kg mol 


the number of moles of oxygen in the cylinder, oxygen = 0.032 kg mol 1 


ii the total kinetic energy of all the gas molecules 4 An ideal gas of molar mass 0.028 kgmo1-1 is in 

in the container. a container of volume 0.037 m3 at a pressure of 

100 kPa and a temperature of 300 K. Calculate:2 	 For a hydrogen molecule (molar mass = 

0.002 kg mol 1) at 0 °C, calculate: 	 a the number of moles, 

a 	 its mean kinetic energy b the mass of gas present, 

b 	 its root mean square speed . c the root mean square speed of the molecules. 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 20 


1 	 The escape velocity vcs< of an object from a planet or moon is the minimum velocity the 
object must have w escape from the planet. For a planet or moon of radius R, it can be 

l 
shown that v.,,. =(2gR)2, where g is the gravitational field strength at the surface of the 
planet or moon. 
(a) 	 The radius of the Earth's moon isl740km, and its surface gravitational field strength 

is 1.62 N kg 1• Calculate the escape velocity from the Earth's moon. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 The average temperature of the lunar surface during the lunar day is about 400 K. 

(i) 	 Calculate the mean kinetic energy of a molecule of an ideal gas at 400K. 
(ii) 	 Demonstrate that the root mean square speed of a molecule of oxygen gas at this 

temperature is 560ms 1• 

(iii) Explain why gas molecules released on the lunar surface escape into space. (8 marks) 
(c) 	 Astronomers have discovered the existence of water vapour in a giant gas planet 

orbi ting a star 64 light years from Earth . The astronomers observed the spectrum 
of infrared light from the star and discovered absorption lines due to water vapour 
which are presenL only when the planet passes across the face of Lhe sLa r. 
(i) 	 Why d id as tronomers conclude that the absorption lines were due 10 the planet 

rather than Lhe star? 
(ii) Give one reason why it might not have been possible 10 detect such absorption 

lines if the planet's su rface had been at the same temperature but the planet had 
been much smaller in diameter and in mass. (6 marks) 

2 	 (a) (i) Sketch a graph of pressure against volume for a fixed mass of idea l gas at 
constant temperature. Label this graph 0. 

On the same axes sketch two additional curves A and B, if the following changes 
are made: 
(ii) 	 The same mass of gas at a lower constant temperature (label this A). 
(iii) A greater mass of gas at the original constant temperature (label thi~ 8). (J marks) 

(b) 	 A cylinder of volume 0.20m 3 contains an ideal gas at a pressure of 

130 kPa and a temperature of 290K. Calculate: 

(i) 	 the amount of gas. in moles, in the cylinder, 
(ii) 	 the t0tal kinetic energy of a molecule of gas in the cylinder, 
(iii) 	 the total kinetic energy of the molecules in the cylinder. (5 marks) 

AQA. 2005 

3 	 (a) State the equation of stare for an ideal gas. (I mark) 
(b) 	 A fixed mass of an ideal gas is heated whilst its volume is kept constant. 

Sketch a graph to show how the pressure, p, of the gas varies with the 
absolute tempera ture, T, of the gas. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Explain in terms of molecular motion. why the pressure of the gas in 
part (b) varies with the absolute temperature. (4 marks} 

(d) 	Calcula Le the average kinetic energy of the gas molecules at a 
temperature of 300K. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

4 	 (a) The molecu lar theory model o f an ideal gas leads to the derivation of the equacion 

pV= !.Nmc 2 

3 nns 

Explain whac each symbol in the equation represents. 	 (4 marks) 

----• 




Practice questions: Chapter 20 

(b) 	 One assumption used in the derivation or the equation stated in part (a) is thaL 
molecules are in a stale of random motion. 
(i ) 	 Explain what is meam by random motion. 
(ii) 	 State two more assumptions used in this derivation. (4 marks) 

(c) Describe how the motion of gas molecule:. can be used to explain the 
pressure exerted by a gas on Lhe walls of its container. (4 marks) 

AQA. 2002 

5 The number of molecules in one cubic metre of air decreases as altitude increases. 
The table shows how the pressure and temperature of air compare at sea level and 
at an altitude ol l 0 000 m. 

• 


lOOOOm 2.2 x 104 2?0 

(a) 	 Calcula te the number of moles of air in a cubic metre or air a t: 
(i) sea level, 

(ii} lOOOOm. (J marks) 


(b) 	 In air, 23% of the molecules are oxygen molecules. Calculate the number 
or extra oxygen molecules there are per cubic metre at sea level compared 
with a cubic metre of air at an altitude of I 0 000 m. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

6 (a) Figure I shows a helium atom of mass 6.8 x l 0- 27 kg about to strike the wall of a 
container. It rebounds with the same speed. 

wall of container 
1300 ms-1 

helium atom ••~--• 

..&. Figure 1 

(i) 	 Calculate the momentum change of the helium atom. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the number of collisions per second on each cm2 of the 

container wall that will produce a pressure of l .5 x IO~ Pa. (5 marks) 
(b) 	The molar mass of gaseous nitrogen is 0.028 kgmo1- 1. The avcrage kinetic 


cnt.:rgy for nitrogen molecules in a sampk is 8.6 x 10- 21 J. 

(i) 	 Calculate the temperature of the sample. 
(ii) Calculate the mean square spet.:d of the nitrogen molecu les. (5 marks) 

/\QA, 2006 and 2007 

7 	 The graph in Figure 2 shows the best fi t line for the res11lts or an experiment in w hich 
the volume o f a r-ixed mass or gas was measured over a 1empt.:rat11re range from 20°C to 
I00 °C. The pressure of the gas remained constan t throughout the experiment. 



Chapter 20 Gases 

14 

13 
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temperaturer c 

.A. Figure 2 

(a) 	 u~e the graph in Figure 2 to calculate a value for the absolute zero of 
temperature in °C. 
Demonstrate clearly your method of working. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Use data lrom the graph to calculate the mass of gas used in the experiment. 
You may assume that the gas behaved like an ideal gas throughout the experiment. 
gas pressure throughout the experiment= l.O x 105 Pa 
molar mass or the gas used= 0.044kgmot-• (5 marks) 

(c) 	 Use the kinetic theory of gases to explain why the pressure of an ideal 

gas decreases 

(i) 	 when it is expanded at constant temperature. 
(ii) 	 when its temperature is lowered at constant volume. (5 marks) 

/IQ/I, 2005 and 2006 

8 	 (a) A cylinder or lixed volume contains 15 mol of an ideal gas at a pressure of 500 kPa 
and a temperature o f 290 K. 
(i) 	 Demonstrate tha t the volume o f the cylin der is 7 .2 x 10-2 1113• 

(ii ) Calcu late the average kinetic energy of a gas molecule in the cylinder. (4 marks} 
(b) 	 A quan tity of gas is removed from the cylinder, and the pressure of the remaining gas 

falls to 420 kPa. Tl' t he temperature of the gas is unchanged, calculate the amou nt, in 
mol, o l gas rema ining in the cylinder. (2 marks} 

(c) 	 Explain in tenm of the kinetic theory why the pressure of the gas in the cylinder falls 
when gas is removed from the cylinder. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

----• 




18.3 

Section 6 Summary 


SHM conditions 
time penod T frequency f - t time period T 

Circular measures 	 SHM measures 
Acceleration, a,is proportional to 

angular displacement 9/rad lreQuency f = t displacement from eQuilibrium 
angular speed w= 2f = 21rf displacement from eQUilibrium, x and always directed towards 

amplitude, A equl11bnum. 

angular frequency (J) = 2f = 2Irf a=- ,,,2xT r 	 18.1 

Centripetal motion 
centripetal force 

Uniform circular Further ,_______ Simple harmonic _ -F= """ =m(J)2r 
( motion-centripetal acceleration 

a= .t. = w~ 
' Applications: 

e.g. bridges, roundabouts, 
lairground rides 

17.1 

Resonance 
Forced oscillations - periodic 
force causes oscillalions. 
amplitude depends on applied 
frequency 

motionMechanics 

SHM and energy 
Free oscillations - amplitude 
constant. Ek + Ep = constant. 
frequency is called the natural 

Resonance - maximum amplitude +------' frequency 
at the resonant frequency. For Damped - amplitude decreases, 
light damping. the resonant Ek+ EP gradually decreases, 
freQuency = natural freQuency frequency same as natural 

freQuency 

18.5 	 18.S 

Specific latent heat +-; Change of state Internal energy 

Q - ml causes Ep of particles = sum of potential 


to change energies and kinetic 

19.3 

energies of the 
19.1 particles 

- .Change of temperature 19.1
Specific heat capacity Jcauses Ek of parttcles 

Q = mc.ti.T to change Thermal 
19.2 	 19.1 Physics 

Absolute temperature TI K ~Idea l gas equati;]"'•,______...._I______

l 	
_ 

"'Celsius temperature+ 273 1 
pV= nRT 	 l 

SHM equations 
x = Acos wt if released at 
rest at x = A 

v=±(J)~A2 -x2 

mass on a spring T=2n: ...[p 
simple pendulum T= 2n:..[J;

g 

18.3, 18.5, 18.4 

SHM graphs 
acceleration 1s 180° out of phase 
with the displacement 
velocity 1s 90° ahead of the 
displacement 

18.2 

Internal energy of n moles 
of ideal gas =~nRT 

20.3 

Mean Ek of an ideal gas 
molecule =%k T 
where Boltzmann 

conslant k =~ 
' J 

r 20.3 

Assumptions of the 
19.1 	 20.2 Kinetic theory kinetic theory of gases 

of gases equation 
~--

20.3The experimental gas laws ' ch 23 
For constant mass m The mole l__. 

Boyle's law pV=constant ( Tunchanged) • the Avogadro constant NA 	 Kinetic theory equation 
• molar massCharles' Law f = constant (p unchanged) 	 PV= lNmc 23 rms
• the molar gas constant R 

Pressure law~= constant ( Vunchangedl 20.3 
20.2 

20.1 
P= lpc 23 rms 

20.3 

• 




Section 6 Further mechanics and thermal physics 

Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 

• 	 use of a stopwatch or stopclock to measure 
the time period ofan object in periodic 
motion [e.g. simple harmonic motion) 

• 	 use of a thermometer or a temperature 
sensor connected to a data logger safely 
and accurately in experiments involving 

heating or cooling 

• use ofelectrical equipment safely and 
correctly in electrical heating experiments 
[e.g. measurement of specific heat capacity) 

• use of a manometer and a pressure 
gauge to measure the pressure of a 
gas [e.g. variation of gas pressure with 
temperature at constant volume) 

• use of a capillary tube to measure the 
expansion of a gas at different temperatures. 

r 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 
• 	 use of the radian and its conversion 


to and from degrees [e.g. angular 

displacement calculations) 


• 	 calculation of a mean from a set of repeat 
readings [e.g. time period of a pendulum) 

• 	 interpret graphs in terms of relevant 
physics variables [e.g. simple harmonic 
graphs relating acceleration, velocity and 
displacement to each other) 

• 	 use of sines and cosines in simple 

harmonic motion problems 


• 	 use a calculator or a spreadsheet to 
carry out calcu lations using data and 
appropriate formu lae, expressing answers 
to an appropriate number of significant 
figures and with appropriate units 

• plot a straight line graph using 
experimental data given an equation of 
the form y = k x", where n is known, and 
determine the gradient and intercept 
and what each of these represents 
[e.g. findingg using a simple pendulum) 

• plot a log-log graph using experimental 
data given an equation of the form 
y =kx" to find n [e.g. time period of the 
oscillations of a mass-spring system) 

• use appropriate formulae and experimental 
data from heating experiments to 
determine thermal properties [e.g. specific 
latent heat) 

• carry out ca lcu lations using the ideal 
gas equation and the kinetic theory of 
gases equation. 

Extension task 
Resonance is discussed in this section and in 
Topic 4.5, Stationary and progressive waves. 
Research further into resonance using other 
books and the internet to produce a presentation 
to show your class.Things to talk about include 

• 	 another example of resonance in physics 
not already covered in this book 

• 	 how resonance is made use of in 

your example 

• 	 the general features of a resonant system 

--• 




Practice questions: Further mechanics and thermal physics 

• 


I In a football match, a player kicks a stationary footbal l or mass 0.44 kg and gives it a speed 
of32ms 1

• 

(a) 	 (i) Calculate the change of momentum or the rootball. 
(ii) 	 The contact time between the football and the footballer's boot was 

9.2 ms. Calculate the average force of impact on the football. (3 marks) 
(b) 	 A video recording showed that the toe of the boot was moving on a circular arc of 

radius 0.62 m centred on the knee joint when the football was struck. The £orce of 
the impact slowed the boot down from a speed of 24 ms 1 to a speed of l 5 m s- 1• 

(i) 	 Calculate the deceleration of the boot along the line of the impact force when it 
struck the football. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the centripetal acceleration of the boot just before impact. 
(iii ) Discuss brieOy the radial force on the knee joint before impact and 

during the impact. (4 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

2 	 When rhe wheels of a car rotate at 6.5 revolutions per second the external rear view 
mirror vibrates violently. This is because the centre of mass of one of the wheels is not at 
the centre of the wheel. To correct this, a mass of 0.015 kg is attached to rhe rim of the 
wheel 0.25 m from the centre of the wheel as shown in Figure 1. 

0.015kgmass 

A Figure 1 

(a) 	 (i) Calculate the force exerted by the wheel on the 0.015 kg mass due tO the 

rotation of the wheel. 


(ii) 	 Copy Figure l and draw an arrow to show the direction the 0.015 kg mass 
would move if it became detached when in the position shown in Figure l 
whilst the wheel is rotating. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Sketch a graph to show how the vertical component or the force acting on the 
0.015 kg mass due to the rotation of the wheel varies with time, t, during one 
complete rotation of the wheel. At t = 0 the 0.015 kg mass is in the position 
shown in Figure l . Show upwards force a~ positive and downwards force as 
negative, and include a suitable time scale. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Without the mass in place, the rotation of the wheel makes the external rear-view 
mirror of the car undergo forced vibrations. 
Explain what is meant by forced vibrations and sta le and explain how these vibrations 
will vary as the car increases in speed from rest. (7 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

3 	 The rotor of' a model helicopter has four blades. Each of' the blades is 0.55 m long with 
a uniform cross-sectional area of 3.5 x I0-4 m2 and negligible mass. An end-cap of' mass 
I . 5 kg i~ attached to the outer end of each blade. 
(a) 	 (i) Demonstrate that there is a rorce of about 7 kN acting on each end-cap when the 

blades rota re at 15 revol u lions per second. 
(ii) 	 Scace the direction in which the force acts on the end-cap. 
(iii) 	Demonstrate that this force leads to a longitudinal stress in the blade of about 

20MPa. 
(iv) Calculate the change in length of the blade as a result of its rotation. 

Young modulus of the blade material= 6.0 x I0 10Pa 
(v) 	 Calculate the total strain energy stored in one of the blades due co 

its extension. (/0 marks) 



Practice questions: Further mechanics and thermal physics 

(b) 	 The model helicopter can be made to hover above a point on the ground 

by directing the air from the rotors vertically downwards at speed v. 

(i) 	 Demonstrate that the change in momemum or the air each second is Apv2, 

where A is the area swept out by the blades in one revolution and pis the 
density of air. 

(ii) 	 The model helicopter has a weight of 900N. Calculate the speed or the air 
downwards when the helicopter has no vertical motion. 
Density of air= 1.3 kgm-1 (5 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

4 	 When the pump of a central heating system reaches a certain speed alter 
being switched cm, a straight section of a pipe vibrates strongly. 
(a) 	 Explain why the pipe vibrates strongly at a certain pump speed. 
(b) 	 State and explain one way to reduce these vibrations of the pipe. (5 marks) 

/\QA, 2006 

5 	 The Tn terna1ional Space Station (JSS) moves in a circular orbit around the 
Earth al a speed of 7.68kms- 1 and at a height of 380km above the Earth's surface. 
(a) 	 Ca lcula te the cenlripetal acceleration o f the ISS. (3 marks) 
(b) 	 Explain why a scien tis t worki ng on board the ISS experiences 'apparen t 

weightlessness'. (2 marks) 
This stale of apparent weightlessness makes the space station an ideal 
laboratory for experiments in 'zero gravity', conditions such as the study 
of lattice vibrations in solids. 

(c) 	 Figure 2 shows a mass-spring system which, in zero gravity, provides a 

good model or forces acting on an atom in a solid la nice. 


fixed fixed 
end end 

~ 
direction of 
oscillations 

.A Figure 2 

When the mass is displaced and released, it oscillates as shown. The motion is very 
similar to the motion in one dimension of an atom in a crystalline solid. The springs 
behave like the bonds between adjacent atoms. 
(i) 	 The mass in the model system is 2.0kg, and it oscillates with a period of I .2s. 

Demonstrate 1ha1 1he s1iffness of the spring system is about 55 Nm 1
• 

(ii) The bonds between the atoms in a particular solid have th<:: same s1Hfness as the 
model system, and the mass of the oscilla ting atom is 4.7 x 10-26 kg. Calcu late 
t il e frequency of oscillation of the atom. (4 rnarks) 

AQA, 2005 

----• 




Practice questions: Further mechanics and thermal physics 

6 Whilst investigating the oscillations of a helical spring, a student carried out 
measurements when various masses were suspended rrom the spring. For each 
mass, the length I or the spring was measured and 50 vertical oscillations were 
timed. The results are shown in Table l. (2 marks) 

'YTable 1 

• 


rz / s2length / / mm time for SO time period 

oscillations I s Ti s 
0.063316 12.S 0.25 

17.S333 

349 22.0 

364 25.S 

381 28.5 

397 31.0 

(a) Copy and complete the table. 	 (/ _ )
/

(b) (i) Assuming that the spring obeys Hooke's law. demonstrate that T2 = 4n2 __o_ 
g 

where 1
0 

is che length of che un loaded spring and Tis the time period of vertical 
oscillations. 

(ii) 	 Plot a graph of T2 against l. 
(iii) Use the graph to determine values for g and /0 . 	 (9 marks) 

(c) 	 Estimate the value of I that would give a time period of I .OOs. Stace and explain 
one rea-;on why che behaviour or the spring may cause your estimated value co be 
incorrect. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

7 	 A beaker contaim l .3 x 10-4 m3 of water at a temperature of 18 °C. The beaker is placed in 
a freezer. The water cools to 0°C and freezes in a total time of 1700s. 
(a) 	 (i) Calculate the mass of water in the beaker. 


density of water= lOOOkgm-1 


(ii) 	 Calculate the average energy per second tramferred from the water. Assume the 
beaker has negligible heat capacity. 

1specific heat capacity of water = 4200J kg- 1K-

specific latent heat of fusion of ice = 3.3 x lo~ J kg 1 (4 marks) 


(b) 	 The freezer uses electrical energy from the mains at a ralc of 25h 1• 

Calculate the total energy transferred to the surroundings from the time 
the beaker of water is placed in the freezer to when it freezes completely. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

8 	 A long vertica l tube contains several small particles of lead, which resc on its base. When 
the tube is inverted, the particles of lead fall freely through a vertica l height equal to the 
length or the tube, which is 1.2 m. 
(a) 	 Describe the energy changes that take place in the lead particles during one 

inversion of the tube. (3 marks) 
(b) 	The tube is made from an insulating material and is used in a experiment to 

determine the specific heat capacity of lead. The following results are obtained. 
mass of lead: 0.025 kg number of inversions: 50 
length of cube: 1.2 m change in temperature of the lead: 4.5 K 
Calculate: 
(i) 	 the change in potential energy of the lead as it falls after one inversion down 

the tube, 
(ii) 	 the cotal change in potential energy after 50 inversions, 
(iii) 	 the specific heat capacity of the lead. (4 marks) 

AQA. 2005 



Practice questions: Further mechanics and thermal physics 

9 	 An electric shower heats the water flowing through it from I 0 °C to 42 °C when the 
volume flow rate is 5.2 x 10-5 m 3s- 1• 

(a) 	 (i) Calculate the mass or water Oowing through the shower each second. 

density or water= IOOOkgm- 3 


(ii) 	 Calculate the power supplied to the shower, assuming all the electrical energy 
supplied to it is gained by the water as thermal energy. 
specific heat capacity of water= 4200J kg-1K- 1• (4 marks) 

(b) 	 A jet or water emerges hori10mally at a speed of 2.5 ms· 1 from a hole in the 
shower head. The hole is 2.0 m above the Ooor of the shower. Calculate the 
hori1ontal distance travelled by this jet. Assume air resistance is negligible. (3 marks) 

AQA. 2004 

10 (a) 	 The air in a room of volume 27.0m3 is at a temperature of 22 °C and a pressure 
of 105 kPa. 
Calculate: 
(i) 	 the temperature, in K. of the air, 
(ii) 	 the number of moles of air in the room, 
(iii) 	 the number of gas molecules in the room. (5 marks) 

(b) 	 The temperature of an ideal gas in a sealed container falls. State, with a reason, what 
happens to the 
(i) 	 mean square speed of the gas molecules, 
(ii) 	 pressure of the gas. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

11 	 The table gives the average kinetic energy Ek of gas molecules at certain temperatures T. 

6.21 6.62 7.04 7.45 7.87 8.28 

300 320 340 360 380 400 

(a) 	 (i) Plot a graph of Fl against T. 
(ii) 	 Determine the gradient of your graph and hence calculate a value for 

the Bolt1mann constant. Demonstrate all your working. (8 marks) 
(b) 	 One of the assumptions of the kinetic theory is that collisions of gas molecules 

are elastic. 
(i) 	 State what is meant by an elastic collision. 
(ii) 	 State another assumption of the kinetic theory. 
(iii) Explain how the data in the table leads to the concept of absolute i'ero. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2002 

12 	 A sample of air has a density of 1.24kgm-3 at a pressure of 1.01 x 105 Pa and a 
temperature of 300K. 
(a) 	 Calculate the mean kinetic energy of an air molecule under these 

condiLions. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Calculate the mean square speed for the air molecules. (3 marks) 
(c) 	 Explain why, when the temperature of the air is increased to 320 K. some 

of the molecules will have speeds much less than that suggested by the 
value you calculated in pan (b). (2 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

----• 




Introduction 
This section extends your A Level Physics Year I studies on mechanics, 
electricity, and energy. You will deepen your understanding of the 
gravitational force, the electrostatic force between charged objects, and 
the forces that magnetic fields exert on current-carrying conductors 
and moving charges. in al l these situa tions, objects exert forces on each 
other without being in direct contact, so these forces 'act at a distance'. 
Action at a distance is described in terms of a field surrounding an object 
due to its mass or charge or due to an electric current passing through 
it and exerting a force on any simi lar object in the field. In your studies 
of exchange particles in Section l or A Level Year I, you will have 
gained some appreciation of the actions of these rorces. In this section, 
you will deepen your understanding oft he differences and similarities 
between gravitational, electric, and magnetic fie lds, and the effects they 
have on objects. Both Newton's law of gravitation and its application 
to satellite motion and Coulomb's law of force between charged objects 
are considered in depth. The study or electric and magnetic fields applies 
knowledge and understanding to a range of applications and devices. 
These include the capacitor, which is commonly used in radio circuits 
and timing circuits, and alternating current generators and transformers, 
which are used to generate and supply electricity to our homes. 

Working scientifically 
In this part of the course, you wilt apply your understanding 
of important concepts in physics, such as force fields and field 
strength. You will use your knowledge l'rom previous pa rts of 
the course in the context of vectors and electricity and apply this 
knowledge to important applications and devices in electrostatics 
and electromagnet.ism, such as capacitors and transformers. You 
wi ll develop and b roaden your practical ski lls by, for example, using 
oscilloscopes and signal generators in studying capacitor charging 
and discharging, and using data loggers in studying electromagnetic 
induction. You will also develop further skills in analysing and 
evaluating practical measurements. 

The maths skills you will develop in this section include arithmetical, 
graphical, and algebraic skills. All of these skills involve inverse, inverse
square, and exponential functions, as well as logarithms. You will 
also use vectors and field lines co represent fields, and develop your 
awareness beyond dynamics by studying rates of change in capacitor 
discharge and electromagnetic induction. These maths skills will 
improve your confidence and prepare you for the final pans of the A 

Level Physics course, such as when you meet exponential change again. 



, 
What you already know 
From your A Level Physics Year I studies on mechanics. you should know that: 

0 	 A vector quantity has magnitude and direction, whilst a scalar quantity has 
magnitude only. 

0 	 Displaceme nt, velocity, acceleration, and force are vector quantities. 

0 	 A vector c<i n be resolved para llel and perpendicu lar to a line a t angle eto the 
direction of the force imo <i parallel component Fcos eand a perpend icular 
component Fsin e. 

0 	 The resu ltant force on an object= its mass x its acceleration, and its weight = 
its mass x g. 

Q 	The work done Won an object is given by W = Fscos e, where e is the angle 
between the d irection of the force and the displacement of the object. 

0 	 Power= rate of transfer of energy. 

0 	 The area under a graph of force against disLance represents work done. 

From your A Level Physics Year I studies on electricity, you should know that: 

0 Charge = current x time for a constant current. 

0 An electric current in a metallic conductor is a flow of free electrons due to a 
potentia l difference (pd) across the ends of the conductor. 

0 The pd between two points= work done per unit charge to move a charged 
object from one point to the other. 

0 Electrical power= current x pd. 

0 Resistance= pd /cu rre nt. 

0 The symbols Q, I, t, V, P, and R. respectively, represent charge, current, l'ime, pd, 
power, and resistance. 

0 For componen ts in series, the current is the same in each component, and the 
sum of the pds across the components is eq ual LO the to tal pd. 

0 For componen ts in parallel, the pd is the same across each component, and the 

sum of the currents through the components is equal to the total current. 


0 The electromotive force (emf) of a source of pd is the electrical energy per unit 

charge produced by the source. 



learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Illustrate a gravitational field. 

-+ 	 Explain what is meant by the 
strength ofa gravitational 
field. 

-+ 	 Define a radial field and a 
uniform field. 

Specification reference: 3.?.2. 2 

• Figure 1 Earth in space 

Study tip 

Remember that g is a vector, even 
though it is called strength. 

• 


What goes up must come down - or must it? Throw a ball into the air 
and it returns to you because of the Earth's gravity. The force of gravicy 
on the ball pulls it back to Earth. The force of a11raction between the 
ball and the Earth is an example of gravitational a11raction, which 
exists between any two masses. It isn't obvious that there is a force of 
attracrion between you and any object near you, but it is true. Any two 
masses exert a gravitational pull on each other. But the force is usually 
too weak to be noticed unless at least one of the masses is very large. 

The mass of an object creates a force field around itself. Any other 
mass placed in the field is attracted t0wards the object. The second 
mass also has a force field around itself and this pulls on the first 
object with an equal force in the opposite direction . The force field 
round a mass is called a gravitational field . 

If a small test mass is placed close to a massive body. the small mass and 
the body artract each other with equa l and opposite forces. However, 
this force is too small to move the massive body noticeably. The small 
mass, assuming it is free to move, is pulled by the force rowards the 
massive body. The path which the smaller mass would follow is called a 
field line or somerimes a line of force . Figure 2 shows che field lirtes 
near a planer. The lines are directed tO the centre of the planet because 
a small object released near the planet would fall towards its centre. 

The strength of a gravitational field, g, is th e force per unit 
mass on a small test mass placed in the field. 

The test mass needs to be small, otherwise it might pull so much 
on the other object that it changes its position and alters the field. 
In general. the force on a small mass in a gravitational field varies 
from one position to another. If a small test mass, m, is at a particular 
position in a gravitational field where it is acred on by a gravitational 
force F, the gravitational field strength at that posicion is given by 

F g = 
m 

The unit of gravitational field strength is the newton per kilogram 
(N kg-1). For example, the gravitational field strength of the Earth at 
the surface of the Earth is 9 .8 N kg- 1

• 

Free fall in a gravitational field 
The weight of an object is the force of gravity on it. If an object o( mass 
m is in a gravitational field, the gravitational force on the object is F = mg, 
where g is the gravitational field strength at the object's position. Jf the 
object is not acted on by any other force, it acceleraces with 

. force ma acceleration a =--=~ =g 
mass m 

The object therefore falls freely with acceleration g. So. g may also be 
described as the acceleration of a freely falling object. 

An object that falls freely is unsupported. Although the object in this 
situation is commonJy described as being weightless, it is better to describe 
it as unsupported because it is acted on by the force of gravity alone . 



The uni t of gravitational field strength is N kg- 1• and the unit of the 
acceleration of free fall is ms-2 . 

Field patterns 
1 	 A radial field is where the field lines are like the spokes of a 

wheel, always directed to the centre. Figure 2 shows an example 
of a radial field. The force of gravity on a small mass near a much 
larger spherical mass is a lways d irected to the centre of the larger 
mass. For example. the force on a small object near a spherical 
planet always acts towards the centre of th e planet, rega rdless 
of the position of the object. The magnitude of g in a radia l field 
decreases with increasing d istance from the massive body. 

2 	 A uniform field is w he re the gravitational field strength is the 
same in magnitude and d irection throughout the field. The field 
lines a rc the refore pa ra llel to one another and equally spaced. 

The force of gravity due to the Earth on a small mass decreases with 
distance from the Earth. So the gravitational field strength of the Earth 
fa lls with increasing distance from the Earth.The field is therefore radial. 
However, over small distances much less than the Earth's radius, the 
change of gravitational field strength is insignificant. For example, the 
measured value of g has the same magnitude ( =9.8 N kg- 1) and direction 
(downwards) 100 m above the Earth as it is on the surface. In theory, g is 
smaller higher up, but the difference is too small to be noticeable - provided 
we don't go too high! Only over distances that are small compared with the 
Earth's radius can the Earth's field be considered uniform. 

Synoptic link 

See Topic 7.4, Free fall , for more 
about the measurement of g. 

A Figure 2 Field patterns 

Summary questions 

1 a Explain what is meant by a field line or a line of 3 Demonstrate that the acceleration of an object falling 
force of a gravitationa I field. freely in a gravitational field is equal tog, where g is 

the gravitational field strength at that position. b With the aid of a diagram in each case, explain 
what is meant by 4 Figure 3 represents a small part of the Earth's surface. 

Sketch the lines of force near this part of the Earth'sI 	 a radial field, II a uniform fie ld. 
surface:

2 	 a Calculate the gravitational force on: 
a 	 if the density of the Earth in this part is uniform.

I 	 an object of mass 3.5 kg in a gravitational field 
b 	 if there is a large mass of dense matter under this at a position where g =9.5 Nkg- 1• 

part of the surface. 
ii 	 an object of mass 100 kg in a gravitational 


field at a position where g = 1.6 Nkg-1. 
 uniform density 
b 	 Calculate the gravitational field strength at a 

aposition in a gravitational field where 


an object of mass 2.5 kg experiences a force 

uniform

of 40 N, density 


II an object of mass 18 kg experiences a force 
 b large mass of high density 
of 72 N. 

A Figure3 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define gravitational potential. 

-+ 	 Calculate the gravitational 
potential difference between 
two points. 

-+ 	 Explain where an object 
would have to be placed for 
its gravitational potential 
energy to be zero. 

Specification reference: 3.?.2.3 

.A. Figure 1 Into space 

Synoptic link 

Gravitational fields act on objects 
due to their mass. Gravitational 
potential is defined in terms of 
work done per unit mass. Electric 
fields act on charged objects. 
Electric potential is defined in 
terms of work done per unit 
positive charge. See Topic 22.3, 
Electric potential. 

Note 

In general, if asmall object of mass m 
is moved from gravitational potential 
V to gravitational potential V2, its

1 
change ofgpe Mp =m(V2 -V1) 

=m/W, where 6V= (V2- VJ 

• 


Imagine you are in a space rocket, about to blast off from the surface 
of a planet. The planet's gravitational field extends far inro space 
although it becomes weaker with increased distance from the planet. 
To escape from the planet's pull due lO gravity, the rocket must do 
work against the force of gravity on it due to the planet. If the rocket 
fuel doesn't provide enough energy to escape, you are doomed to 
return! The planet's gravitational field is like a trap which the rocket 
must climb out from to escape. As the rocket rises, its gravitational 
potential energy (gpe) increases. Jf it falls back, its gpe decreases. If the 
rocket carried a gpe meter which was set lO zero when it was far away 
from the planet, the meter reading would be negative when the rocket 
is on the surface of the planet and wou ld increase towards zero as the 
rocket moves away from the planet. 

Gravitational potential energy is the energy of an object due to its 
position in a gravitational field. The position for zero gpe is at infinity - in 
other words, the object would be so far away that the gravitational force 
on it is negligible. Your rocket climbing out of the planet's field needs 
to increase its gpe to zero to escape completely. Ac the surface, its gpe is 
negative, so it needs to do work to escape from the field completely. 

The gravitational potential at a point in a gravitational field is 
the gpe per unit mass of a small test mass. This is equal to the work 
done per unit mass to move a small object from infinity to that point 
as the gravitational potential at infinity is zero. So, you can define 
gravitational potential at a point as the work done per unit mass to move a 
small object from infinity to that point . 

The gravitational potential, V, at a point is the work done per 
unit mass to move a small object from infinity to that point. 

Therefore, for a small object of mass mat a position where the 
gravitationaJ potential is V, the work W that must be done to enable it to 
escape completely is given by W =mV. Rearranging this gives 

V = 	W 
m 

The un it of gravitational potential is J kg- 1
• 

Suppose our rocket has a payload mass of l 000 kg and the 
gravitational potentia l at the surface of the planet is -I 00 MJkg- 1• 

Assume that the fuel is used quickly to boost the rocket to high speed. 
For the rocket to escape completely, the gpe of the I 000 kg payload 
must increase from - I00 x I 000 MJ to zero. So the work done on the 
payload must be at least IOOOOOMJ tO escape. If the rocket payload is 
only given 40 000 MJ of kinetic energy from the fuel, then it can only 
increase its gpe by 40000 MJ. So it can only reach a position in the 
field where the gravitational potential is -60 MJ kg 1• 

Because the work done AW to move it from V1 to V2 is equal to the 
change of its gravitational potential energy, then AW = mAV. 



Potential gradients 	
I 

Equipotential!. arc su rfaces of constant potential. Because or this, 

no work needs to be done to move along an equipotential surface. 

Hillwalkers know all about cquipotentials because the contour lines 

on a map arc lines of constant potential. A contour line joins points 

or equal height above sea level, so a hillwalker following a contour 

line has constant potential energy. Sensible hillwalkers take great care 

where the contour lines arc very close to each other. One slip and 

their gravitational potential energy might fall dramatically! 


The cquipotcntials near the Earth arc circles as shown in Figure 2. At 

increasing distance from the su rface. the gravitational field becomes 

weaker. So the gain of gravitational potential energy per metre or height 

gain becomes less. In other words, away from the Earth's surface, the 

cquipotentials for equal increases of potential are spaced further apart. 


However, near the surface over a sma ll region, the equipotcnlials 

are horizontal (i.e., parallel to the ground) as shown in Figure 3. 

This is because the gravitational field over a small region is uniform. 

A 1 kg mass raised from the su rface by 1 m gains 9.8J of gravitational 

potential energy. If it is raised another 1 m, it gains another 9.8J. So its 

gpe rises by 9.8J for every metre of height it gains above the surface. 


The potential gradient at a point in a gravitational field is the 

change of potential per metre at that point. 


Near the Earth's surface, the potential changes by 9.81 kg- 1 for every 

metre of height gained. So the potential gradient near the surface of 

the Earth is constant and equal to 9.8J kg-• m-1• However, further 

from the Earth's surface, the potential gradient becomes less and less. 


In general, for a chan ge of potential /1 V over a small distance 

11r, the potential gradient= 11V. 
!!.r 

Consider a test mass m being moved away from a planet as shown 
in Figure 3. To move /11 a small distance Min the opposite direction 
to the gravitationa l force F.,,_rav on it, its gravita tional potential energy 
must be increased 

• 	 by an equal and opposite force F acting through the distance M, 

• 	 by an amount" of energy equal to the work done by F, that is, 
11W =Fl1r. 

/1For the test mass, the change of potential /1 V of the test mass = W, 
Fl1r rnl1 V ml1V m

then 11V =-.SO F= --. So, Fgrav = - --as Fgrav = -F. 
m 11r 11r 


/1 V
Gravitarional field strength g = Fr.rav = 
rn 11r 

Gravitational field strength g is the negative of the potential gradient. 
11 V

9 	= - 
11r 

where rhe minus sign here shows you that g acts in the opposite 
direction to the potential gradient. 

Study tip 

Mp= mgt.h can only be applied 
for values of Ml that are very small 
compared with the Earth's radius. 

Mp= ml1Vcan always be applied. 
Remember that Vis a scalar. You can 

use the equation Mp= mgt.h to 
estimate how much potential energy 
is gained by amountaineer who 
climbs to the top of any mountain 
on Earth. Even the height of Mount 
Everest, which is the highest 
mountain on Earth and about 10 km 
high, is much less than the Earth's 
radius, which is about 6360 km. 

Q: A70 kg mountaineer climbs 
a vertical distance 10 km. 
Estimate how many 100 g 
chocolate bars she would 
need to eat to release the 
same amount of energy as 
her gain of potential energy. 
Assume the energy released 
per gram of chocolate is 30 kJ. 

2 :y 

field lines MJkg 1 

equipotentials 
(with potential values shown) 

• Figure 2 Equiporentials near a planet 

• Figure 3 Potential gradients 

• 




21 .2 Gravitational potential 

Potential gradients are like contou r grad ien ts on a map. The closer 
the contours are on a map, the steeper che hill . Likewise, the closer 
the equipotentials are, the greater the potential gradient is and the 
stronger th e fi eld is. Where the equ ipotentials show equal changes 
of potential for equal changes or spacing, the potentia l gradient is 
constant. So the gravitational fie ld strength is consta nt, and the fi e ld is 
uniform. Notice also that the gradient is a lways at righ t angles to the 
equ ipotentials, so the direction of the lines of force of the gravitational 
fie ld are always perpendicula r to the equipotentials. 

Summary questions 

g =9.8 N kg-1 	 a Calculate the gravitational potential energy of a 
0.1 kg object at:1 a 	 Calculate the gain of gravitational potential 

energy of an object of mass 12 kg when its centre I P, 
of mass is raised through a height of 2.0 m. ii 0, 


b Demonstrate that the gravitational potential 
 Iii 	R. 
difference between the Earth's surface and a 

b 	 Calculate how much work must be done on the 
point 2.0 m above the surface is 19.6 J kg-1. 

object to move it from: 
2 	 Arocket of mass 35 kg launched from the Earth's 

Pto 0,
surface gains 70 MJ of gravitational potential energy 

ii 	 Oto R.when it reaches its maximum height. 
4 Figure 5 shows equipotentials at a spacing of 1.0 kma 	 Calculate the gravitational potential difference 

near a planet. The point labelled Xis on the -500 kJ kg-1 
between the Earth's surface and the highest point 

equipotential.reached by the rocket. 
a Demonstrate that the potential gradient at Xis b 	 The gravitational potential of the Earth's 

5.0 J kg- 1 m-1,gravitational field at the surface of the Earth 
is - 63 MJ kg- 1. Calculate: b Hence calculate the gravitational field strength 

at X.the gravitational potential at the highest point 
reached by the rocket, c Calculate the work that would need to be done to 

remove an object of mass 50 kg from X to infinity.Ii 	 the work that would need to have been done 

by the rocket to escape from the Earth's X 495 kJ kg I 


gravitational field. - 500 kJ kg- l 


3 	 Figure 4 shows the equipotentials near a non· - 505 kJ kg I 


spherica I object. 


.A. Figure 5 

.A. Figure4 

• 




We owe our unde rstanding or gravitation tO Isaac Newt0n. 'The notion Learning objectives: 
of gravity was occasioned by the fall of an apple!', said Newton when 

' Describe how gravitational 
asked what made him develop the idea or gravity. Newton's theory of 

attraction varies with 
gravitation was an enormous leap forward because it explains events 

distance.
from the down-Lo-earth £ailing apple to the motion of the planets. Like 
any good theory, it can be used to make predictions. For example, the ' Explain what is meant by an 

return of a comet and its exact path can be calculated using Newton's inverse-square law. 

theory of gravitation. So successful was his theory that it became ' Discuss whether spherical 
known as Newton's law or gravitation. objects, for example planets, 

can be treated as point
How Newton established his theory of gravitation 

masses. 
Newton realised that gravity is universal. Any two masses exert a force Specification reference: 3.7.2.1 
of attraction on each other. He knew about the careful measurements 
of planetary motion made by astronomers like Johannes Kepler. Forty 
or more years before Newton established the theory of gravitation, 
Kepler had shown that the morion of the planets was governed 
by a set of laws. Kepler used his own and other astronomers' 
measurements of motion of each planet to show that each planet 
orbits the Sun. The measurements that he made for each planet were 
its time period T (i.e., the rime for one complete orbit of the Sun) and 
the average radius r of its orbit. He used his measurements to show 

3 
that the value of ; 2 was the same for all the planets. This is called 

Kepler's third law. 

'Y Table 1 Kepler's third low 

• 


Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn 

Average 
radius rof 23 78 143 
orbit/ 1010 m 

Time Tfor one 

6 11 15 

37.4 93.00.8 1.95 3.2 5.9
orbit/ 107 s 

r3 11016 m3 s-2 349 340337 350 330 338
r2 

To explain Kepler's th ird law, Newton started by assuming that the 
planets and the Sun were point masses. A scale model of the Solar 
System with the Sun represented by a lp piece would put the Earth 
about a metre away, represented by a grain of sand! Newton realised 
that there is a force of gravitational attraction between any planet 
and the Sun, and that it caused the planet to orbit the Sun. He assumed 
that the force of gravitation between a planet and the Sun varies 
inversely with the square of their distance apart. In other words, if the 
force is Fat distanced apart, then 

• at distance 2d apart, the force is f..,
4 

• at distance 3d apart, the force is .E.,
9 

• al distance 4d apart, the rorce is..!..... 
16 



Newton's law of gravitation 

Notes 

1 	 Work out for yourself the 
gravitational force between two 
point masses, each of mass 
10 kg apart at 0.1 m apart. The 
values of m1, m2, and r must 
be put into the equation in 
units of kilograms and metres. 
The force of gravitational 
attraction works out at 6.7 x 

10-7 N, which is far too small to 

notice except with extremely 
sensitive equipment. Only 
if one of the masses is very 
large does the force become 
noticeable, unless special 
techniques are used, as you 
will see later. 

2 	 The equation for Newton's law 
of gravitation can be applied 
to any two objects provided r 
is the distance between their 
centres of mass. 

distance 

.A Figure 1 Newton's law ofgravitation 

Study tip 
Think carefully before writing 
about the 'separation' of two 
objects. Oo you mean distance 
between centres, or distance 
between surfaces? 

• 


Using this inverse-square law of force, Newcon was able to prove that 
r3 
T 2 was the same for all of the planets. Newton then went on to use 

the inverse-square law of force tO explain a nd make predictions for 
many other events involving gravity. 

Newton's law of gravitation assumes that the gravirarional force 
berween any two p oint objects is 

• 	 always an attractive force, 

• 	 proportional to the mass of each obje ct, 

• 	 proportional to~· where r is their distance apart. 
r 

These last two requirements can be summarised as 

. . l f F Gm1m2graVItation a o rce = ,.2 

where m1 and m2 are masses of the two objects (see Figure I). 

The constant of proportionality, G, in the above equation, is called the 
universal constant of gravitation. The un it of G can be worked out 
from the equation above. 

Rearranged, the equation gives G =_f!!___ 
ml m i 

So G can be given units of N m2 kg-2. The value of G is 
6.67 x 10- 11 Nm2kg-2. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

11 2G = 6.67 x 10- Nm2kg- . 

The distance from the centre of the Sun to the centre of the Earth 
is 1.5 x l011 m. The mass of the Sun is 2.0 x l030 kg, and the mass 
of the Earth is 6.0 x I 0 24 kg. 

a 	 The Earth has a diameter of 1.3 x I07 m. The Sun has a 
diameter of about 1.4 x l 09 m. Explain why it is reasonable to 
consider the Sun and the Earth al a distance of 1.5 x 10 11 m 
apart as point masses on this distance scale. 

b 	 Calculate the force of gravita tiona l attraction between 

the Sun and the Ea1th. 


Solution 
a 	 On a scale model where the centre of the Sun was Im away 

from the centre ot the Earth, the Sun would be a sphere of 
diameter abour l cm, and the Earth would be a sphere of 
diameter about 0.1 mm, no larger than a dot. The distance 
from the Earth to any part of the Sun is therefore rhe same to 

within 1 % . Therefore this shows that they can be neared as 
point objects. 

6.67 x 10-11 x 2.0 x 1030 x 6.0 x 1024 = b 	 F = 3.6 x 1022 N 
(l.5 xl011)2 



Cavendish's measurement of G 

The fi rst accurate measurement of Gwas made by Henry Cavendish in 1798. 
He devised a torsion balance made of two small lead balls at either end of a 
rod. The rod was suspended horizontally by a torsion wire, as in Figure 2. 
The wire was calibrated by measuring the couple required to twist it per 
degree. Then, with the rod at rest in equilibrium, two massive lead balls were 
brought near the torsion balance to make the wire twist. By measuring the 
angle it twisted through, the force of attraction between each massive lead 
ball and the small ball nearest to it was calculated. The distance between 
the centres of the small and large masses was also measured. Then Gwas 
caIculated using the equation for the law of gravitation. 

0: Explain why the forces on the small balls make the torsion balance turn. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

Estimate the mass of a 
lead sphere of radius 5 cm. 
The density of lead is 
11 300kgm- 3• 

Solution 
Volume ,., (diamerer) 3 = 
(2 x 0.05 m) 3 = 10-3m 3 

Mass =volume x density = 
Io-3 m 3 x l l 300 kgm-3 "' 

I Okg. 

' 

Summary questions 

G=6.67 x 10 11 Nm 2 kg 2 

1 a Calculate the force of gravitational attraction between two 'point 
objects' of masses 60 kg and 80 kg at a distance of 0.5m apart. 

b Calculate the distance between two identical point objects, each of 
mass 0.20 kg, which exert a force of 9.0 x 10-8 N on each other. 

2 a Calculate the force of gravitational attraction between the Earth 
and an object of mass 80 kg on the surface of the Earth where 

1g =9.8 Nkg- . 

b Use the result of your calculation in a to estimate the mass of 
the Earth. Assume that the mass of the Earth is concentrated at 
its centre. 

The radius of the Earth = 6.4 x 106 m. 

3 The Sun exerted a force of 6.0 N on a 1000 kg comet when it was at a 
distance of 1.5 x 1011 m from the Sun. Calculate t he force due to the 

Sun on the comet when it was at a distance of: 


a 0.5 x 1011 m from the Sun, 


b 7.5 x 1ou m from the Sun. 


4 A space rocket of mass 1500 kg travelled from the Earth to the Moon, 
a distance of 3.8 x 108 m. 

a When the space rocket was mid-way between the Earth and the 
Moon, calculate the force of gravitational attraction on it: 

due to the Earth, 

ii due to the Moon. 

b 	 Calculate the magnitude and direction of the force of gravity of 
the Earth and the Moon on the space rocket when it was mid-way 
between the Earth and the Moon. 

The mass of the Earth = 6.0 x 1024 kg. The mass of the Moon = 7.4 x 

1022 kg. 

.. 


.t. Figure 2 Cavendish's measurement 

ofG 

Synoptic link 

Newton's law of gravitation and 
Coulomb's law of force between 
point charges are both inverse
square laws. For example, doubling 
the separation of two point masses 
or two point charges causes the 
force to reduce to a quarter. See 
Topic 22.4. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the shape of a graph 

ofg against r for points outside 
the surface of a planet. 

-+ Compare this graph with the 
graph of Vagainst r. 

-+ Explain the significance ofthe 
gradient ofthe V- r graph. 

Specification reference:3.?.2. 2; 
3.?.2.4 

l 
.A Figure 1 Comparing fields 

• 


Gravitational field strength 
The law of gravitation can be used co determine the gravitational 
field strength ac any point in the field of a planet or any ocher 
spherical mass. Newton showed that the field of a spherical mass is che 
same as if the mass were concentrated at its centre. The field lines of 
a spherical mass are always directed towards the centre, so che field 
pacrern is just the same as for a point mass, as shown in Figure 1. 

• 	 For a point mass M , the magnitude of the force of anraccion on 
a test mass m (where m << M) at distance r from M is given by 

Newton's law of gravitation F = G~m. 
r 

Therefore, the magnitude of the gravitational field strength at 

distance r is given by 


g =F = GM 
m r 2 

• 	 For a spherical mass M of radius R. the force of attraction on 
a test mass m at distance r from the centre of M is the same as 
if mass M was concentrated at its centre. Therefore, the force of 
attraction between m and M is 

F = GMm 
r 2 

So. the magnitude of the gravitational field strength at distance r is 

given by 9 =F =GM • only if distance r is greater than or equal co 
2m r 

the radius R of the sphere. 

The magnitude of the gravitational fi eld strength is 9 =G~ at 
r 

disrance r from a point object or from the centre of a sphere of mass M. 

Note: 
The gravitational field strength at the surface of a sphere of radius R 

and mass Mis given by 9 = GM
2 

because the distance from the centre, r, 
s 	 r 

is equal tO Rat the surface. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

G=6.67x10- 11 Nm2kg-2 

The gravitational field strength at the surface of the Earth is 

9.8Nkg- 1. Calculate: 


a 	 the mass of the Earth, 

b 	 the gravitational field strength of the Earth ac a height of 

I 000 km above the surface. 


The radius of the Earth =6400 km . 0 



0 
Solution 

c;: g Ri 
a Rearrangingg = gives M=-' 

5 G 
- 9.8 x (6400 x 103)2 
- 6.67 x 10- 11 

= 6 .0 x 1024 kg 

b Al height h = IOOOkm, r =R + h =7400km 

11:. g =GM= 6.67 x 10- x 6.0 x 1024 = 7 .3 Nkg-l 
r 2 (7400 x I 03) 2 

The variation of gwith distance from the centre 
of a spherical planet (or star) 
Consider the gravitational field beyond the surface of a spherical 
planet of mass Mand radius R. As you saw on the previous page, 
for any position at or beyond the surface, the magnitude of the 

gravitational fie ld srrengrh is given by g = G"f, where r is the distance 
r 

from the position to the centre of rhe sphere. 

Because the surface gravitational field streng1h g = GNf, then GM= g,R2 

R2 
5 

R gra111tat1onalTherefore, g = g, 
r2 field strength, g 

The equation shows how g changes with increase of distance r from 
the centre of the planet. 

2 
• At distance r = 2R g = g,R = 9• 

' (2R)2 4 

g R2 g
• Al distance r = 3R g = - ' - = 2

' (3R) 2 9 

2 9
• At distance r = 4R, g = g,R = s 

(4R) 2 16 
0 R 2R 3R 4R 

Figure 2 shows how g varies with distance r. The shape of the curve distance from centre of planet of radius R 
beyond r = R is an inverse-square law curve because g decreases in 

.& Figure 2 Gravitational field strength
inverse proportion LO r2• 

• 


From the equation g =§!;.you might think that the magnitude of g inside 
r 

the Earth becomes ever larger and larger as rbecomes smaller and 
smaller. However, inside the planet, only the mass in the sphere of radius r 
contributes tog. The remainder of the mass outsider up to the surface gives 
no resultant force. So as r becomes smaller, the mass M that contributes 
tog becomes smaller too. At the centre, the mass that contributes tog is 
zero. So g is zero at the centre. Figure 2 also shows how g inside the planet 
varies with distance from the centre. For a spherical planet of density p, 
demonstrate that g = 

4~pr inside the planet. 
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21 .4 Planetary fields 

force 
needed 
to move 

1kg 
mass/N 

ho 
8 

4 

0 
J 10 20 30 40 

r = R 	 distance from 
centre of 
planet 110° m 

A Figure 3 Work done 

Hint 

Figure 3 shows how g changes 
with distance from the centre 

of a planet. The area under any 
section of the curve gives the 
corresponding change of potential 
for this section. This is because the 

change of potential between any 
two points on the curve is equal to 
the work done to move a 1 kg mass 

from one point to the other. 

• 


Gravitational potential near a spherical planet 
At or beyond the surface of a spherical planet. the gravitational potential 
Vat distance r from the centre of the planet of mass M is given by 

V =-GM 
r 

Applying this equation to the surface of the Earth with M =6.0 x I024 kg 
and r =6.4 x J06m gives a value of -63 MJ kg- 1• This means that 63 MJ 
of work needs to be done to remove a l kg mass from the surface of the 
Earth to infinity. 

The escape velocity from a planet is the minimum velocity an object 
must be given to escape from the planet when projeCLed vertically 
from the surface. 

• 	 AL the surface of a planet of radius R, the potential v = - GM. At 
R 

infinity, the potentia l is, by defini tion, zero. The refore, to move an 
object of mass m from the surface to infin ity, the work that m ust be 

done is t.W= mt.V= GMmR 	 . 

• 	 H the object is projected at speed v, then for it 10 be able to escape 

from the planet, its initial kinetic energy .!.mv2 ~ 11 W. 
2 

So, .!.mv2 

2 
~ t.W, which gives .!.mv2 ~ 

2 
GMm 

R 
Therefore. v2 ~ 2GM 

So, the escape Rvelocity, v J2GMResc = 
Because g = Gf.f. substituting gR2 for GM therefore gives

R 

Vesc = J2g R 

Figure 3 shows how the force of gravity on a I kg mass (i.e., g) varies 
with distance from the surface of a planet. As you have just learnt, the 

. f h. . g R2 equanon or t 1s curve 1s g =~-
r 

The area under the curve also represents the work done to move the 1kg 
mass from infinity to the surface. Therefore the area under the curve in 
Figure 3 gives the value of the gravitational poten tia l at the surface. 

• 	 Each grid squa re in Figure 3 represents a I N force acting for a 
d istance of 2. 5 x 106 m. So each grid square represents 2. 5 MJ 
(= 1 N x 2.5 x 106m) of work done. 

• 	 Therefore, the work done to move the I kg mass from infinity 
to the surface can be estimated by counting the number of grid 
squares under the curve and multiplying this number by 2.5 MJ. 

By counting part-filled squares that are half-filled or more as wholly 
filled squares, and neglecting part-filled squares chac are less than 
half-filled, show for yourself that this method gives an escimace for the 
work done that is very close to the value of 63 MJ determined above. 

In effect. the area method used above is an application of work done= 

force x distance moved, with a variable force F =G~m and m = I kg. 

Consider one small step in moving the I kg mass from infinity to the 
surface. Suppose the distance from the centre of the Earth decreases 
from r1 to r2 in making this sma ll step of distance t.r. 



The work done 6 W to make this small step is given by 

6W= F6r= GMm M 
r2 

In Figure 3, the work done 6 Win making each small step M =2.5 x 
I 06 m is represented by each column of grid squares under the curve. 
So the total work done to move from infinity to the surface is given by 
the total area under the curve. 

Where does the equation for gravitational potential V= - GM/ r come from? 

_!_ _ _!_ =' 2 - __ (r - dr) - r - dr "f A
1You don't need to know the proof below. It is given here Because r1 -2,ony1 f..lJ<<r, 

r r(r - dr) r1 	 r2 r1r2just to give you some further insight into the use of maths 

in physics. then dV = V
2 

- V
1 

= GM [l. _ l.]. 
r1 ' 2 

The change of potential d V for the small step (from r1 = r 
So 	V =- GM and V =-GM to r =r- dr) =V V1, where V is the potential at r2 and ' 2 r 1 r2 2 - 2 2 lvi is the potential at rl 	 Therefore, in general, the potential Vat distance r from the 
centre of a planet is given bydV =d W =F dr = -~dr, where the minus sign 

m m r 
V=- GM 

indicates a decrease in r. 	 r 

Potential gradients near a spherical planet 
The gravitational potential V near a spherical planet is inversely 
proportional to the distance r from the centre of the planet because 
v = - GM . Figure 4 shows how the gravitational potential of the Earth 

r 
varies with distance. Note the potential curve is a+ curve, not an 

inverse-square (i.e .. ...!..) curve like the field strength curve in Figure 2. 
So the potential: r2 

• 	 at distance 2R from the centre is 0.50 x the potential at distance R 
from the centre, 

• 	 at distance 3R from the centre is 0.33 x the potential at distance R 
from the centre, 

• 	 a t distance 4R fro m the centre is 0. 25 x the poten tial at distance R 
from the centre, and so on . 

Ea rth's radius .
R distance rfrom Earth's centre/ 106 m 

00~~~.......1-~~l~0~~~~---'2~0~~~~~-

r V=- GM 

.A. Figure 4 Gravitational potential neor the Earth 

The gravitational potential at 
distance r from the centre of a 
spherical mass is proportional 

to.!.; the electric potential at 
r 

distance r from a point charge 

s also proportional to.!.. See 
Topic 22.3. r ~ 
Note 

The gradient ofthe potential curve 
at any point is equal to -g, where g 
is the gravitational field strength at 

the point. This is because g=- the 
potential gradient, as you learnt 
in Topic 21.2. The potential curve 
becomes less steep as the distance 
from the centre decreases. At any 
point on the curve, the gradient of 
the curve can be found by drawing 
atangent to the curve at that point 
and measuring the gradient ofthe 

tangent. 

• 




21 .4 Planetary fields 

.A Figure 5 Arocket during takeoff 

Study tip 
1 1

Know how to draw [ :z) and - [- )
r r 

graphs, and note how gchanges 
much more sharply with distance 
than Vdoes. 

• 


The Russian physicist Konstantin Tsiolovski predicted in 1895 that space 
rockets would need to consist of parts in many stages, that is, be multistage. 
The reason is that rocket fuel releases no more than about 30 MJ kg- 1 when 
it burns, and this is not enough to enable asingle-stage rocket to climb into 
space from the Earth's surface, as the surface potential is about - 63 MJ kg-1. 

A multistage rocket jettisons the lowest stage when the fuel contained in 
that part has all been burnt, and only the top stage [the payload) escapes 
from the Earth's gravitational pull . 

Summary questions 

G=6.67 x 10-11 Nm2 kg-2 

1 	 The Moon has a radius of 1740 km, and its surface gravitational field 
strength is 1.62 Nkg-1 to three significant figures. 

a Calculate the mass of the Moon. 

b The Moon's gravitational pull on the Earth causes the ocean tides. 
Demonstrate that the gravitational pull of the Moon on the Earth's 
oceans is approximately three millionths of the gravitational pull of 
the Earth on its oceans. Assume that the distance from the Earth to 
the Moon is 380 000 km. 

2 	 The Sun has a mass of 2 .0 x 1030 kg and a mean diameter of 
1.4 x 109 m. Calculate: 

a its gravitational field strength at 

its surface, 

ii the Earth's orbit, which is at a distance of 1.5 x 1011 m from the Sun. 

b The Earth has a mass of 6.0 x 1024 kg. Show that the gravitational 
field strength of the Earth is equal and opposite to the gravitational 
field strength of the Sun at a distance of 260 000 km from the centre 
of the Earth. 

3 The tip of the tallest mountain on the Earth, Mount Everest, is 9 km 
above sea level. The mean radius of the Earth to the nearest ki lometre 
is 6378 km. 

a Calculate the difference between the gravitational field strength of 
the Earth at sea level and the top of Mount Everest. 

b Discuss whether it is reasonable to assume that the Earth's 
gravitational field is uniform between the surface and a height of 
10 km above the surface. 

c Calculate the gain of potential energy of a mountaineer of mass 
80 kg who travels to the top of the mountain from sea level. 

4 Use the data in question 1 to calculate the gravitational potential at 
the surface of the Moon and hence calculate the work done to launch 
a 500 kg rocket from the surface so that it escapes from the Moon's 
gravitational field . 



- ---
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On any clear night you should be able LO sec satellites passing Learning objectives: 
overhead in the night sky. Ahhough they are pinpoints of light. they 

' State the condition needed 
arc noticeable because they move steadily through the constellations. 

for a satellite to be in a stable 
You can find information on the Internet lO help you identify some of 

orbit.
them from their directions. However, satellite motion is not confined to 
artificial satellites orbiting the Eanh. Any small mass that orbits a larger Describe what happens to the ' 

mass is a satellite. The Moon is the Earth's only natural satellite. Mars speed of a satellite if it moves 

has two moons. Pbobos and Deimos. Jupiter has at least 14 satellites closer to the Earth. 

including the four satellites Io, Callisto, Ganymede, and Europa, first ' Discuss why a geostationary 
observed by Galileo four centuries ago. satellite must be in an orbit 

above the Equator.Newton knew that the 1ime period T of a planet orbiting the Sun 
depends on the mean radius r of the orbi t in accordance with Kepler's Specification reference: 3.7.2.4 
third law, T2 oc r 3. 

Newton realised that the force ol' gravitational atLraction between each 
planet and the Sun is the centripetal force that keeps the planet on its 

b. B . h I . . I f . . b GMm hor 	it. y assuming t al L 1e gravnauona orce is given y ~· t e 

gravitational field strength G:: is therefore equal Lo the centripetal 

acceleration 112, where M is the mass of the Sun, m is the mass of the 
r 

planet. r is the radius of the orbit, and vis the speed of the planet. 

Therefore, the speed of the planet is given by v2 =GM_ 
r 

Because speed v = circumference of the orbit =2nr 
(27tr)2 GM time period T ' 

.A. Figure 1 Space s tarion in orbir then = - .
T2 r 

3 
Rearranging this equation gives .r_ = GM.

2 	 ,,. " - - - - -::velocity vT 41t2 
3	 ,,. ' 

Because GM is the same for all of the planets, then ' is the same for / 

2 	 1 planet of4it2 	 T 1 force F \mass mall of the planets. 
/ ~ 11 
1 sun So, by assuming that the force of attraction F varies with distance 	 1 

<mass Ml r /according to the inverse-square law (i.e., F oc 1i). Newton was able to 
prove Kepler's third law. r 

/ 
I 

/' 

Newton's theory not only explains Kepler's laws, but it also allows the mass 
Mto be calculated if the value of Gis known. The Earth orbits the Sun once 
per year on a circular orbit of radius 1.5 x 1011 m. So you can prove for 

r3 	
1018 3 2yourself that the value of ff for any planet is 3.4 x m s- . 

O: 	 Given G=6.67 x 10-11 N m2kg-2, demonstrate that the mass of the Sun 
is 2.0 x 1030 kg. 

A Figure 2 Explanation ofplanetaryThe mass of the Sun 
motion 

• 




21 .5 Satellite motion 

Vehicles on the road in the UK 
are tracked by a network of 
thousands of cameras that 
automatically read and record 
vehicle number plates. Millions of 
number plates are recorded on a 
central database every day. GPS 
satellites pinpoint the location of 
each camera as well as the time 
and date of each record. 

The benefits of nationwide vehicle 
tracking include the following. 

• 	 it ensures that vehicle 
registration and MOT test 
certificates and motor 
insurance policies are up 
to date 

• 	 it eliminates the need for paper 
tax discs on windscreens 

• 	 it identifies stolen vehicles 
and vehicles suspected to 
have been used in criminal 
activities. 

Concerns expressed by MPs and 
the public include the following. 

• 	 the movements of millions of 
people may be stored on the 
database for many years 

• 	 The data might be misused, 
so that innocent people suffer 
further direct surveillance. 

The benefits are clear, but the 
concerns raise issues about 
the way we use science. The 
concerns need to be addressed 
to ensure people have confidence 
in the system of vehicle tracking. 

Geostationary satellites 
A geostationary satellite orbits the Earth directly above the equator 
and has a time period of exactly 24 h. IL therefore remains in a fixed 
position above the equator because it has exactly the same time period 
as the Earth's rotation. The radius of orbit of a geostationary satellite 

can be calculated using the equation r : = GM. 
T 41t2 

So, T= 24h = 24 x 3600s = 86400s 

, 3 = GMT2 = 6.67 x io-11 x6.0 x 1024 x (86 400) 2 = 7.6 x 1022 m 3 
47t2 47t2 

r =4.2 x I 07 m =42 000 km. 

The radius of the Earth is 6400km. Therefore. the height of a 
geostationary satellite above the Earth is 36000km (= 42000 - 6400km). 

Note that a geosynchronous orbit is a 24 hour orbit inclined to theequator. 

Vehicle satellite navigation 
(SATNAV) units receive time 
signals from a system of global 
positioning satellites (GPS) that 
orbit the Earth at a height of just 
over 22 ODO km. The signals are 
synchronised, and the receiver 
in each unit is programmed to 
measure the t ime differences 
between the signals and use .A Figure 3 SATNAV at work 
the differences to pinpoint its 
position. The software in the unit is designed to display the local road map 
showing the vehicle's position and route ahead to the destination supplied 
by the driver. But beware - SATNAVs have been known to send heavy goods 
vehicles down unsuitable narrow roads ! 

10: Estimate how far avehicle moving at 30 m s- could travel in the time it 
takes for a radio signal to travel 44 ODO km. 

·wplnoqv :v 

By assuming that the satellite is in 
uniform circular motion, you can 

mv2 h . . Iequate - tot e grav1tat1ona 
r 

force on the satellite. See

I Topic 17.2, Centripetal acceleration . 

• 
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The energy of an orbiting satellite 1.5 

Consider a satelli te of mass m in a circula r orbit of radius r, about 
a spherical planet or sta r of mass M. The speed of the satellite v is 0.5 ""

- -
/ ~ ~ 
/

I 	

rgiven by v2 = GM, as explained earlier in th is tOpic. 	 ~~ 0 Rr 	 ~ 

So the kinetic energy EK of the satelli te = l m v2 = l m x GM = GMm. ~ -0.5 
2 2 r 2r w 

-1
The satelli te is at distance r from the centre of the planet. At this 

distance, the gravitational potential V = - GM. So the sate lli te's - 1.5 

r -2 
. 	 . 1 . 1 E V GMmgrav1tauona potent1a energy, P = m = - - 

r 
Therefore the total energy of the satelli te E = Ep + EK A Figure 4 Satellite energy 

GMm GMm GMm=---+--=-- 
r 2r 2r 

For a satelli te in a circular orbit of radius r, its total energy 

E =- GMm 
2r 

Figure 4 shows how E, Er and EK vary with r . Notice that all three 

curves are l curves and that the total energy is always negative. 
r 

Summary questions 
11 Nm2 kg- 2G:;: 6.67 x 10- b 	 A satellite orbits the Earth in a circular orbit at a 

height of 100 km. Calculate: The radius of the Earth:;: 6400 km, and g:;: 9.8 N kg- 1 

at the Earth's surface. the gravitational field st rength of the Earth at 
this distance, 1 a 	 Two satellites X and Yare seen from the ground 


crossing the night sky at the same time. Satellite ii the speed of the satellite, 

X crosses the sky faster than Y. State with a 
 iii the time period of the satellite. 
reason which satellite is higher. 

4 a Demonstrate that the speed v of a satellite in a 
b Explain why satellite TV dishes must be aligned circular orbit of radius rabout a planet of mass M 

carefully so they always point to t he same is given by the equation v2 = GM. 
position above the equator. r 

b A weather satellite is in a polar orbit above the 
2 Aspace probe moving at a speed of 3.2 km s- 1 is in a Earth at a height of 1600 km. 

circular orbit about a spherical planet. The time period 
Demonstrate that its speed is 7.1 km s- 1.of the satellite is 110 min. Calculate: 


ii Calculate its time period.
a the radius of t he orbit, 
iii Explain why such a satellite can survey global b the centripetal acceleration of the satellite, 


weather patterns every day. 

c 	 the mass of the planet. 

3 a 	 Asatellite moves at speed v in a circular orbit of 

radiusr. 


Write down an expression forthe centripetal 

acceleration of the satellite. 


ii 	 Demonstrate that the speed of the satellite is 

given by the equation v2 =gr, where g is the 

gravitational field strength at the orbit. 


• 




Practice questions: Chapter 21 
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Black holes 
A black hole is an astronomical body that is so 

massive that nothing can escape from it. Anything 

that falls into a black hole would never be seen 

again. The radius of a black hole is defined by 

its eve111 horizon, an imaginary spherical surface 

surrounding the body. Nothing inside the event 

hori1on can escape, not even light. Radiation can be 

detected from matter drawn into a black hole before 

it is trapped inside the event horizon. Astronomers A Figure 1 The Milky Way 

reckon there might be a black hole at the centre or 

our own galaxy, the Milky Way. 


The idea of a black hole was first thought up by John Michell in 1783, although the term 
itseH was flrs1 used much later by the American physicist John Wheeler. Michell's idea 
was not tested until after Einstein published h is General Theory of Relativity in 1916 in 
wh ich he predicted mathematically that a strong gravi tat iona l field dist0rts space and time 
and bends ligh1. He calculated that light grazing the Su n rrom a star wou ld be deOected by 
0.0005° due 10 the Sun's gravity. The pred iction was confirmed by Sir Artl1l1r Eddington 
in 1919, who led a scientific expedition to South America to test the prediction by 
photographing stars close to the Sun during a total solar eclipse. The eclipse photographs 
revealed that the star images were displaced relative to each other, just as Einstein had 
predicted. 

apparent position of star 
0.. -	 

star 

.A Figure 2 Bending starlight 

The modern theory of black holes was started by Karl Schwarzschild, who used 
Einstein's theory to prove light could not escape from an object with a sufficiently strong 
gravitational field. He showed that such an object is surrounded by an event horizon, and 

that the radius, R, of the event horizon is given by R = ic;w, where Mis rhe mass of the 
c 

black hole and c is the speed of light in free space. 

Evidence for black holes has been obtained by astronomers. The centra l region of the M87 
galaxy is rotating so fast that there must be a massive black hole at its centre. The X-ray 
source Cygnus XI is a binary system consisting of a supergiant star accompanied by a very 
dense invisible star thought to be a black hole pulling matter from its companion. 

c = 3.0 x 108 ms-1, G = 6.7 x io-u Nm2 kg-2 

1 (a) (i) 	 The mass of the Earth is 6.0 x l 0 24 kg. Show that the radius of rhe event horizon 
of a black hole that has the same mass as the Earth would be 8.9 mm. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the density of an object with the same mass as the Earth 
and a radius of 9.0mm. The mass of the Earth= 6.0 x 1024 kg. (5 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Use the scientific examples described above to explain what is 

meant by a scientific hypothesis. 


(ii) 	 What key discovery was made by Eddington in 1919 and what 
was rhe significance of this discovery? (5 marks) 



Chapter 21 Gravitational fields 
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(c) 	 The llubble Space Telescope has led LO many new astronomical 
discoveries. Suppose your Government commits itself to establishing 
a manned 5pacc observatory on the Moon by 2025. Some people take 
the view this project could lead to many new discoveries. Other people 
take the view that the money for the project would be beuer spent helping 
10 improve living conditions in poorer countries. Discuss one argument in 
support of each of these views and use your arguments to decide 
whether or no1 you would welcome such a project. (5 marks) 

2 (a) (i) 	 Explain what is meant by the gravitational field strength at a point in a 
gravitational field. 

(ii) 	 State the ST unit of gravitational field strength. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 Planet P has mass Mand radius R. Planet Q has a radfos 3R. 

The values of the gravi tational field strengths at the surfaces 

or P and Q arc the same. 

(i) 	 Determine the mass of Qin terms ofM. 
(li) 	 Figure 3 shows how the gravi tational field strength above the 


s urface or planet P varies with distance from its centre. 


gravitational 
field 
strength 

distance from 
centre of planet 

.A. Figure3 

Copy the diagram and draw the variation of the gravitational 

field ~trcngth above the ~urfacc of Q over the range shown. (6 marks) 


AQA, 2006 

3 (a) 	 Artificial satellites are used to monitor weather conditions on Earth, 
for surveillance and for communications. Such satellites may be 
placed in a geo-s1a1io11ary orbit or in a low polar orbit. 
Describe the properties of the geo-stationary orbit and the advantages it 
oilers when a sa te ll ite is used for communications. ( 3 marks) 

(b) 	 A satell ile o f mass /11 t ravels ar. angular speed win a circu lar orbit a t a 

heigh t h above the surface o f a planet of mass Mand radius R. 

(i) 	 Using these symbols, give an equation that relates the gravita tional 

force on the satell ite to the centripetal force. 
(ii) 	 Use your equation from part (b)(i) tO show tha t the orbital 

period, T, of the satellite is given by 

Tl= 4n2(R + h)3 


GM 
(iii) 	Explain why the period of a satellite in orbit around the Earth 

cannot be less than 85 minutes. Your answer should include a 
calculation to justify this value. (6 marks) 

(c) 	 Describe and explain what happens to the speed of a satellite when it 
moves to an orbit that is closer tO the Earth. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2006 
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Practice questions: Chapter 21 

4 (a) (i) 	 Show that the gravitational field strength of the Earth at height 
h above the surface is given by 

9 = gs (R ~ 1S 
where g is the gravitational field strength at the surface and R is the

5 

radius of the Earth. 
(ii ) 	 Calculate the gravitational field strength of the Farth at a height 

of 200 km above its surface. (5 marks) 
(b) 	 An astronaut floats in a spacecraft which is in a circular orbit around the Earth. 

Discuss whether or not the astronaut is weightless in this situation. (J marks) 
AQA, 2007 

5 	 NASA wishes to recover a satellite, at present stranded on the Moon's 
surface, and to place it in orbit around the Moon. 
(a) 	 (i) Figure 4 shows a graph of how gravitational field strength due to 

the Moon varies with distance from the centre of the Moon. Mark 
on the figure the area that corresponds to the energy needed to move 
I kg from the surface of the Moon to a vertical height of 4000 km 
above the surface. 
radius of the Moon= 1700km 

• 
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(ii) 	 The satellite has a mass of 450 kg. Estimate the change in gravitational 
potential energy of the satelli te when it is moved from rhe surface of 
the Moon to a venical height of 4000 km above the surface. (6 marks) 

(b) 	 NASA now decides to bring the satellite back to Earth. Explain why 
the amount of fue l required to return the satell ite to Earth will be 
much less than the amount required to send it to the Moon originally. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

6 (a) 	 Explain what is meant by the gravitational potential at a point in a 
gravitational field. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 Use the following data to calculate the gravitational potential at 
the surface of the Moon. 
mass of Earth= 81 x mass of Moon 
radius of Earth= 3.7 x radius of Moon 
gravitational potential at surface of the Earth= -63 MJ kg 1 (3 marks) 

(c) 	 Sketch a graph using axes as in Figure 5 to indicate how the gravitational 
potential due to the Moon varies with distance along a line outwards from 
the surface of the Earth to the surface of the Moon. (3 marks) 

AQA, 2005 
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gravitational 
surface 	 surfacepotential I MJ kg-1 

ol Earth 	 of Moon 
o-+~+-~~~~~~~~~~~~._~~~~-

distance 

.A Figure 5 

7 (a) 	 Sta te the law tha t governs the magnitude of the force 
between two point masses. (2 111arks) 

(b) 	Table l shows how rhe gravitational potential varies for three poin ts 

above the centre of the Sun . 


'YTable 1 

distance from centre of 

Sun / 108 rn 

7.0 (surface of Sun] 

gravitational 
potential I 1010 J kg~ 1 

- 19 

16 - 8.3 

35 - 3.8 

(i) 	 Show that the data suggest that the potential is in versely proportional 
to the distance from rhe centre of the Sun. (2 111arks) 

(ii) 	 Use the data to determine the gravitational field strength near 
the surface or the Sun. (3 marks) 

(iii) Calculate the change in gravitational potential energy needed for 
the Earth to escape from rhe gravitational attradion of the Sun. 
mass of the Eanh =6.0 x l024 kg 
distance of Earth from centre of Sun= 1.5 x 1011 m (3 marks) 

(iv) Calculate the kinetic energy of the Earth due to its orbital speed 
around the Sun and hence find the m inimum energy that would be 
needed for the Earth to escape from its orbit. Assume that the Earth 
moves in a circular orbit. (3 marks) 

/\QA, 2005 

For an object, such as a space rocket, to escape from th e gravita tional a1traction 
o f the Ea n h it m ust be given an a mou nt of energy equa l to the gravita tional 
potent ial e nergy that it has on the Earth's surfa ce. The m inimum in it ial vertica l 
velocity a t the surface o f the Earth that it requ ires to achieve this is known as 
the escape velocity. 
(a) 	 (i) Write down the equation for the gravirational potential energy of a 


rocket when it is on the Earth's surface. Take the mass of the Earth to be 

M, that of the rocket to be m and rhe radius of the Eanh Lo be R. 


(ii) Show that the escape velocity, u, of the rocket is given by the equation 

u = 	 (3 marks))2a; 
(b) 	 The nominal escape velocity from the Earth isl l.2kms- 1• Calculate a 

value for the escape velocity from a planet of mass four times that of the 
Earth and radius twice that of the Earth. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Explain why the actual escape velocity from the Earth would be greater 
than the nominal value calculated from the equation given in part (a)(ii). (2 marks) 

AQA, 2004 



m Electric fields 
22.1 Field patterns 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain how to charge a metal 

object. 

-+ 	 Describe what the direction 

of an electric field line shows 

concerning a test charge. 

-+ 	 Illustrate the strength of an 

electric field by using field 

lines. 

Specification reference:3.?.3.2 

negatively charged 

- --u_nylon 
thread~y:·~ 

~-

.A. Figure 1 Electrostaticforces 

'earthing' by touching _ 

(electrons pass 

along arms) 


isolated 
pos1t1vely 
charged can 

insulator 

.A. Figure 2 Discharge to Earth 
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Static electricity 
Most plastic materials can be charged quite easily by rubbing with a 
dry cloth. When charged, they can usually pick up small bits of paper. 
The bits of paper are attracted to the charged piece of plastic. Do 
charged pieces of plastic material attract each other? Figure 1 shows an 
arrangement to test for attraction . A charged perspex ruler will attract 
a charged polythene comb. but two charged rods of the same material 
always repel one another. 

Lik e charges re pel; u nlik e ch a rges attract. 

Electrons are responsible for charging in mosr situations. An 
uncharged atom contains equal n umbers of protons and electrons. 
Add one or more electrons to an uncha rged atom and it becomes 
negatively charged. Remove one or more electrons from an uncharged 
atom and it becomes positively charged. An uncharged solid contains 
equal numbers of electrons and protons. To make it negatively 
charged, electrons must be added to it. To make it positively charged, 
electrons must be removed from it. When an uncharged perspex rod 
is nibbed with an uncharged dry cloth, electrons transfer from the 
rod to the cloth. So the rod becomes positively charged, and the cloth 
becomes negatively charged. 

• 	 Electrical conductors such as metals contain lots of free 
electrons. These are electrons which move about inside the metal 
and are not attached to any one atom. To charge a metal, it must 
be first isolated from the Earth. Otherwise, any charge given to it 
is neutralised by electrons transferring between the conductor and 
the Earth. Then the isolated conductor can be charged by direct 
contact with any charged object. If an isola ted conducror is charged 
positively and then earthed, electrons transfer from the Earth to 
the conductor to neutralise or discharge it (see Figure 2) . 

• 	 Electrically insulating materials do not contain free electrons. 
All the electrons in an insulator are a ttached to individual atoms. 
Some insulators, such as perspex or polythene, are easy to charge 
beca use their surface atoms easily ga in or lose electrons. 

The shuttling ball experiment shows that an electric curren t is a flow 
of charge. A conducting ball is suspended by an insula ting thread 
between two vertical pla tes, as in Figure 3. When a high voltage is 
applied across the two plates, the ball bounces back and forth between 
rhe two plates. Ead1 time it touches the negative plate, the ball gains 
some electrons and becomes negatively charged. It is then repelled 
by the negative plate and pulled across to the positive plate. When 
contact is made, electrons on the ball transfer to the positive plate so 
the ball now becomes positively charged and is repelled back to the 
negative plate to repeat the cycle. Therefore, the electrons from the 
high-voltage supply pass along the wire to the negative plate. There, 
they are ferried across to the other plate by the ball. Then they pass 
along the wire back to the supply. A microammcter in series with the 
plates shows that the shu ttling ball causes a current round the circuit. 



microchip on 

1nsulated threadIf the plates are brought closer together, the ball shuttles back metal paI t es 
and forth even more rapidly. As a result, the microammeter 

+ _ shuttling ballreading increases beca use charge is ferried across at a faster rate. 
+ 

Suppose the ball shuttles back and forth at frequency f The + 
insulator + .,._ -:-~ insulatorll

time taken for each cycle is therefore y· The amount and type L-----1 + 
+

of charge on the ball depends on the voltage of the plate it last 	 + 
+made contact with. Therefore, if the charge ferried across the 

gap each cycle is Q, the average current round the circuit is microammete 

1 =QJ (= charge Q )
time for l cycle 

high voltage + 
supply unit 

© .A Figure 3 The shuttling ball experiment 

Worked example 
e = 1.6 x 1.o- 19 c 

In a shuttling ball experiment, the microammeter reading was 
20 nA when Lhe frequency of the shuttling ball was 4.0 Hz. 
Calculate: 

a the charge carried by the ball, 
b the number of electrons needed for the charge calculated in a . 

Solution 
a Q=y=20 :.~ 0 ·

9 = io-9 C5.0 x 

Q 5.0 x 10-9 

b number of electrons= e= 1.6 x 10-19 =3.1x1010 

The gold leaf electroscope is used to detect charge. II a charged 
object is in contact with the metal cap of the electroscope, some of the 
charge on the object transfers to the electroscope. As a result. the gold 
leaf and the metal stem which is auached to the cap gain the same 
type of charge and the leaf rises because it is repelled by the stem. 

If another obj ect with the same type of charge is brought near the 
electroscope, the leaf rises further because the object forces some 
charge on the cap to transfer to the lea[ and stem. 

People handling microchips wear antistatic clothing and they work in rooms 
fitted with antistatic floors. This is because a t iny amount of charge on the 
pins of an electronic chip can be enough to destroy circuits inside the chip. 
This can happen if the pins are touched in the presence of a charged body. 
The pins are earthed when they are touched. As a result, electrons transfer 
between the pins and Earth. If the connection to Earth is removed, the pins 
remain charged when the charged body is removed. Microchips are stored in 
antistatic packets and handled with special tools. Antistatic materials allow 
charge to flow across the surface. 

.A Figure 4 The charged gold leaf 
electroscope 

.A Figure 5 Microchip damage 
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an insulated 
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microchip pins become charged if touched 
briefly in the presence of a charged object 



22.1 Field patterns 

Study tip 
Note that an earthed conductor 
will become charged ifa charged 
object is placed near it. 

The words field orforce field are 
usually used where objects exert 
forces on each other without being 
in direct contact with each other. 
• 	 Objects exert gravitational 

forces of attraction on each 
other because they interact due 
to their mass. See Topic 21.1, 
Gravitational field strength. 

• 	 Charged objects exert an 
electric force on each other 
because they interact due 
to their charge. The force 
between two charged objects 
is attractive if the objects are 
oppositely charged. The force is 
repulsive if both objects have 
the same type of charge [both 
positive or both negative). 

• 	 Charged particles in motion exert 
magnetic forces on each other 
depending on their direction of 
motion and their relative speed. 
You will learn much more about 
magnetic fields in Chapter 24, 
Magnetic fields. 

You can represent a field by lines 
of force and/or by vectors that 
represent the magnitude and 
direction of the force on a suitable 
small object in the field. 
Aline of force [or field line J of: 
• 	 a gravitational field is a line 

along which a free point mass 
would move, 

• 	 an electric field is a line along 
which a free positive charge 
would move. 

You will see a more detailed 
comparison of electric fields and 
gravitational fields in Topic 22.6, 
Comparing electric fields and 
gravitational fields. 

• 


Field lines and patterns 
Any two charged objects exert equa l and opposite forces on each other 
without being directly in contact. An electric field is said to su rround 
each charge. Suppose a small positive charge is placed as a test charge 
near a body with a much bigger charge which is also positive. If the 
test charge is free to move, it will follow a path away from the body 
with the bigger charge. The path a free positive test charge follows is 
called a line of force or a field line. 

The field lines of an electric field arc the lines which positive test 
charges follow. The direction of an electric field line is the direction a 
positive test charge would move along. Figure 6 shows the patterns 
of fields around different charged objects. Each pattern is produced 
by semolina grains sprinkled on oil. An electric field is set up across 
the surface of the oil by connecting two metal conductors in the oil to 
the output terminals of a high-voltage supply unit. The grains line up 
a long the field lines, like plotting compasses in a magnetic field. 

• 	 Oppositely charged objects create a field as shown in Figure 6a. The 
field lines become concentrated a t the points. A positive test charge 
released from an off-centre position would follow a curved path to 

the negative point charge. 

• 	 A point object near an oppositely charged flat plate produces a field 
as shown in Figure 6b. The field lines are concentrated at the point 
object, but they are at right angles to the plate where rhey meet. 
The field is strongest where the lines are most concentrated. 

• 	 Two oppositely charged plates create a field as shown in Figure 6c. 
The field lines run parallel from one plate to the other, meeting the 
plates at right angles, except near the edges or the field. The field 
is uniform between the plates because the field lines are parallel to 
each other. 

' , ' 

:i~j~t??i~~~~~~~!t~?l,,~:. 
a oppositely charged points 

b a point near a plate 

: 	 liiiii!llllllllll = + 	 - -- ----- - ------- 
+ 	~~~~~~EE~E~~~~~E!~ 

: UJ.UUUUUUW
c oppositely charged plates 

• Figure 6 Electric field patterns 



Summary questions 

e = 1.6x10- 19c 
1 Explain each of the following observations in terms of transfer of 

electrons: 

a An insulated metal can is given a positive charge by touching it with 
a positively charged rod. 

b A negatively charged metal sphere suspended on a thread is 
discharged by connecting it to the ground using a wire. 

2 a In the shuttling ball experiment, explain why the ball shuttles faster if: 

I the potential difference between the plates is increased, 

ii the plates are brought closer together. 

b 	 A ball shuttles between two oppositely charged metal plates at a 
frequency of 2.5 Hz. The ball carries a charge of 30 nC each time it 
shuttles from one plate to the other. Calculate: 

the average current in the circuit, 

ii the number of electrons transferred each time the ball makes 
contact with a metal plate. 

3 	 An insulated metal conductor is earthed before a negatively charged 
object is brought near to it. 

a Explain why the free electrons in the conductor move as far away 
from the charged object as they can. 

b The conductor is then brieny earthed. The charged object is then 
removed from the vicinity of the conductor. Explain why the 
conductor is left with an overall positive charge. 

4 a A positively charged point object is placed near an earthed metal 
plate, as shown in Figure 7. 

Explain why electrons gather at the surface of the metal plate 
near the object. 

ii Explain why there is a force of attraction between the object and 
the metal plate. 

b 	 Sketch the pattern of the field lines of the electric field: 

I between two oppositely charged parallel plates, 

ii between a positively charged point object and an earthed metal 
plate. 


free 

electrons positive 

at surface ~ point 


object 


f"GGWG9GG9991 
earthed metal plate 

• 

.A Figure 7 



I! Electric field strength 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how to measure, in 

principle, the strength of an 
electric field. 

-+ 	 Discuss whether electric 
field strength Eis a scalar or 
a vector, and describe how 
this affects the sign of a test 
charge that you should use. 

-+ 	 Explain why Eshould be 
described as the force 
per unit charge instead of 
the force that acts on one 
coulomb of charge. 

Specification reference: 3.?.3.2 

' Hint 
I 

1 	 Rearranging this equation 
gives F = OE for the force Fon 
a test charge 0 at a point in the 
electric field, where the electric 
field strength is E. 

2 	 Electric field strength is a 
vector in the same direction 

as the force on a positive test 
charge. In other words, the 
direction of a field line at any 
point is the direction of the 
electric field strength at that 

point. The force on a small 
charge in an electric field is: 

• 	 in the same direction as the 
electric field if the charge is 
positive, 

• 	 in the opposite direction 
to the electric field if the 
charge is negative. 

3 	 The charge of a test charge 
needs to be very much less 
than one coulomb because this 
amount of charge would affect 
the charges that cause the 
field, and so it would alter the 
electric field strength . 

• 


A charged objeCL in an elenric field experiences a force due to the 
field. Provided the object's size and charge are both sufficiently small, 
the object may be used as a 'test' charge to measure the strength of the 
field at any position in the field. 

The electric field s trength, E, at a point in the field is defined 
as the force per unit charge on a positive test charge placed at 

that point. 

The unit of Eis the newton per coulomb (N c-1). 

lf a positive test charge Q at a certain point in an electric field is acted 
on by force F due to the electric fie ld, the electric field strength Eat 
that point is given by the equation 

F
E= 

Q 

~ge x 
• ~ ·- Force F 


~ line of force 

y 

electric field strength, E=~ (at Q) 

.A Figure 1 Electric field strength .A Figure 2 A non·uniform field 

~ 
Worked example 	 ~ 

e = 1.6 x 10-19c 
Figure 2 shows the field lines of an electric field. 

a 	 Calculate rhe magnitude of electric field strength at X if a 

+3 .5 µC rest charge at X experiences a force of 70mN. 


b 	 At a second position Yin the field, the electric tield strength is 
15000Nc-1 in a direction downwards. Ca lcu late the force on 
an electron at Yand state the direction of the force. 

Solution 
a 	 F = 70 x 10-3 N, Q = 3.5 x 10-6 c, 

E = F = 70xIQ-3 =2.0xl04Nc- 1 

Q 3.5 x 10-6 


15 N
b 	 F = QE = 1.6 x 10-19 x 15 000 =2.4 x 10

The direction of the force on an electron at Y is directly 
upwards because the field line at Y is directly downwards and 
the charge on an electron is negative. 



The lightning conductor 

Air is an insulator provided it is not subjected to an electric field that is too 
strong. Such a field ionises the air molecules by pulling electrons out of 
the molecules. In a thunderstorm, a lightning strike to the ground occurs 
when a cloud becomes more and more charged and the electric field in the 
air becomes stronger and stronger. The insulating property of air suddenly 
breaks down and a massive discharge of electric charge occurs between 
the cloud and the ground. A lightning conductor is a metal rod at the top 
of a tall building. The rod is connected to the ground by means of a thick 
metal conductor. When a charged cloud is overhead, it creates a very 
strong electric field near the tip of the conductor. Air molecules near the tip 
are ionised by this very strong field. The ions discharge the thundercloud 
making a lightning strike less likely. 

0: 	 A lightning strike transfers 30 000 C through a pd of SO 000 V. 

Estimate how much energy is released. 


rw OOSl :v 

The electric field between two parallel plates 
Figure 6c in Topic 22. l shows chat the field lines between two 
oppositely charged flat conductors are parallel to each other and at 
right angles 10 the plates. The field pattern for two oppositely charged 
flat plates is similar, as shown in Figure 4. The field lines are: 

• 	 parallel to each other, 

• 	 at right angles to the plates, 

• 	 from the positive plate to the negative plate. 

The field between the plates is uniform. This is because the electric 
field strength has the same magnitude and direction everywhere 
between the plates. The electric field strength E can be calculated from 
the potential difference v between the plates and their separation d 
using the equation 

E =_!'._ 
d 

To prove this eq uation, consider a small charge Q between the plates. 
as in Figure 4. 

l 	 The force Fon a sma ll charge Qin the field is given by F =QE. 
where E is the electric field strength between the plates. 

2 	 II the charge is moved from the positive to the negative plate, the 
work done W by the field on Q is given by W = force F x distance 
moved d= QEd 

3 	 By definition, the potential difference between the plates, V, is the 
work done per unit charge when a small charge is moved through 
potential difference V. 

W QEd
Therefore, V =Q =Q =Ed 

Rearranging V = Ed gives E = ~ 

.A Figure 3 Lightning 
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.A Figure 4 The electric field strength 
between two poro//el plates 

Hint 

The unit of Ecan be written either 
as the newton per coulomb (N c-11 
or as the volt per metre (V m- 1). 

The link between the two can be 
seen by combining F=OE and 

V . F OVE=dto give =([· 

Rearranging this equation gives 

~=~ (=£] 

Therefore, the newton per coulomb 
and the volt per metre are both 
acceptable as the unit of£. 

• 




22.2 Electric fi e ld strength 

Eis the same everywhere in a 
uniform electric field, and g is the 
same everywhere in a uniform 

l
gravitational field. See Topic 21.2, 
Gravitational potential. 

.&. Figure 5 The electricfield near a 
metal tip 

Study tip 
Field lines should have arrows 

(+to - ) and, when not straight, 
they are smooth curves . 

• 


~ 
Worked example ~ 

A pair of parallel plates at a separaLion of 80 mm are connected 

to a high -voltage supply unit which maintains a constant pd of 

6000V between the plates. Calculate: 


a the electric field strength between the plates, 

b the magnitude and direction of the electrostatic force on an 


ion of charge 4.8 x 10-19 c when it is between the plates. 


Solution 
6000 	 1a 	 E = v = = 7.5 x 104 Vm ·

d 80 x 10-3 

19 104 14 Nb 	 F= QE =4.8 x 10- x 7.5 x = 3.6 x 10 

The force on the ion is directly towards the negative plate. 


Field factors 
An electric field exists near any charged body. The greater the charge 
on the body, the stron ger the electric field is. For a charged metal 
conductor, the charge on it is spread across its surface. The more 
concentrated the charge is on the surface, the greater the strength of 
the electric field is above the surface. 

• 	 Figure 5 shows the electric fie ld pauern between a V-shaped 
conductor opposite a flat plate when a constant pd is applied 
between the plate and the conducLOr. The field lines are 
concentrated at the tip of the V because that is where charge on the 
V-shaped conductor is most concentrated. 

• 	 The electric field between two oppositely charged parallel plates 
depends on the concentration of charge on the surface of the 
plates. The charge on each plate is spread evenly across the surface 
of the plate facing the other plaLe. Measurements show that the 
electric field strength between the plaLes is proportional to the 
charge per unit area on the facing surfaces. 

Therefore, for charge Q on a plate of su rface area A, the electric fi eld 

strength E between the plates is proport ional to ~ . 

In troducing a constant of proportiona li ty, to (called epsilon nought ), 

into this equa tion gives ~ =t 0 E. The va lue of to is 8.85 x I 0- 12 fa rads 
per metre (F m- 1), w here the fa rad (the un it of capacitance - see 

Topic 23.1 ) is J coulomb per volt. It is ca lled the permittivity of free 
space. It represents that charge per unit area on a surface in a vacuum 
that produces an electric field strength of one volt per metre between 

the plates. You don't need to know the equation ~ = t 0E, but you do 

need to know about t 0, which you will meet in Topic 22.4. 



Summary questions 

e = 1.6x10- 19c 
1 A +40 nC point charge O1 is placed in an electric field. 

a Calculate the magnitude of the force on 01 if the electric field 
1strength where 0 is placed is 3.5 x 104 Vm- .

1 

b 	 0 
1 

is moved to a different position in the electric field. The force on 

O at this position is 1.6 x 10-3 N. Calculate the magnitude of the1 
electric field strength at this position. 

2 	 Figure 6 shows the path of a charged dust particle in an electric field. 

a The electric field st rength at Xis 

1
65 kV m- . The force due to the field 

on the particle when it is at Xis 
metal 

8.2 x 10-3 N towards the metal surface x 

surface. 


Describe the type of charge 

carried by X. 	 I 

path of 
ii Calculate the charge carried by particle 

the particle. A Figure6 

b 	 Calculate the magnitude of the force on the particle when it is at 

Y where the electric field strength is 58 kV m-1. 

ii State the direction of the force on the particle when it is at Y. 

3 	 A high-voltage supply unit is connected across a pair of parallel plates 

which are at a separation of 50 mm. 

a 	 The voltage is adjusted to 4.5 kV. Calculate: 

the electric field strength between the plates, 

ii the electrostat ic force on a droplet in the field that carries a 

charge of 8.0 x 10 19 C. 

b 	 The separation between the plates is altered without changing the 

pd between the plates. The droplet in a is now acted on by a force of 

4.5 x 10- 14 N. Calculate the new separation between the plates. 

4 	 A certain gas in a tube is subjected to an electric f ield of increasing 

strength. The gas becomes conducting when the electric field reaches a 

strength of 35 kV m 1. eiectrodes I1 
a 	 The electrodes in the tube are at a 


spacing of 84 mm. Assuming the field 


between the electrodes is uniform 


before the gas conducts, calculate the 


potential difference between the 

high voltageelectrodes that is necessary to produce 
supply unit 

an electric field of strength 35 kV m-1 

A Figure 7in the tube. 

b 	 Calculate the force on an electron in the tube when the electric 

field strength is 35 kV m 1. 

ii 	 Explain why the gas becomes conducting only when the electric 

f ield st rength in the tube reaches a certain value. 

• 


gas 

+ 



Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain why potential is 

defined in terms ofthe work 
done per unit + charge. 

-+ 	 Calculate the electric 
potential difference between 
two points. 

-+ 	 Describe how to find the 
change in electric potential 
energy from pd. 

-+ 	 Explain why potential 
(and pd] is measured in V. 

Specification reference: 3.?.3.3 

metal 

dome 


Earth 
(in metal holder) 

+ 

+ 

felt pad 

A. Figure 1 The Van de Graaf! generator 

~-------.--· --............_ ~ --

A. Figure 2 
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The Van de Graaff generator 
A Van de Graaff generator can easily produce sparks in air several 
centimetres in length. Figure 1 shows how a Van de Graaff generator 
works. Charge created when the rubber belt rubs against a pad is 
carried by the belc up to the metal dome or the generator. As charge 
gathers on the dome, the potential difference between the dome and 
Earth increases until sparking occurs. 

A spark suddenly transfers energy from the dome. Work must be done 
ro charge the dome because a force is needed to move the charge on 
the belt up to the dome. So the electric potential energy or the dome 
increases as it charges up. Some or all of th is energy is transferred 
from the dome when a spark is created. 

In general. work must be done to move a charged object X towards 
another object Y that has the same type of charge. Their electric 
potential energy increases as X moves towards Y. 

The electric potential energy of X increases from zero if it is moved 
from infinity towards Y. The electric field of Y causes a force of 
repulsion to act on X. This force must be overcome to move 
X closer to Y. 

The electric potential at a certain position in any electric 
field is defined as the work done per unit positive charge on 
a positive test charge (i.e., a small positively charged object) 
when it is moved from infinity to that position. By definition, 
the position of zero potential energy is infinity. Thus the electric 
potential at a certain position is the potential energy per unit positive 
charge of a positive test charge at that position. 

The unit of electric potential is the volt (V), equal to 1 J c-1• 

For a positive test charge Q placed at a position in an electric field 
where its electric potential energy is ET' the electric potential vat this 
position is given by 

Ep 
V = 

Q 

Note that rearranging this equation gives Ep = QV. 

Suppose a + l µC test charge moves in LO an electric fie ld from 
infinity to reach a certain position P, where the electric potential 
is - l 000 V. The electric potential energy of the test charge at Pis 
therefore -1.0 x io-3J (= QV = 1.0 x IO""° C x - IOOOV). In other 
words, l.O x l o-3 J of work is done by the test charge when it moves 
from infinity tO P. 

Note: 
If a test charge +Q is moved in an electric field from one position 
where the electric potential is V1 to another where the electric 
potential is V2, then the work done ~Won it is given by 
~W = Q(V - V ).

2 1



Potential gradients 
Equipotential<, arc su r£aces of constant potential. A test charge 
moving along an equipotential has constant potential energy. No 
work is done by the electric field on the test charge because the force 
due to the field is at right angles to the equipotential. In other words, 
the lines of force of the electric field cross rhe equipotential lines at 
right angles. 

The cquipotentials for an electric field arc like equipotentials for a 
gravitational field. Both arc lines of constant potential energy for the 
appropriate test object, in one case a test charge, and in the other case 
a test mass. 

Figure 3 shows the equipotentials of the electric field due to two 
positively charged objects. 

Suppose a +2.0 µC test charge is moved from X to Y. 

The potential at X, Vx, is + l OOOV, so the test charge at X has potentia l 
energy eq ual to +2.0 x i o-3J (= QVx = + 2.0 x 10-6c x +lOOOV). 

The potential at Y, Vy, is +400 V, so the test charge at Y has potential 
energy equa l to +8.0 x l 0-4 J (= QVy = + 2.0 x 10-6 C x +400 V). 

Therefore, moving the test charge from X to Y Jowers its potential 
energy by 1.2 x 10 3 J. 

Note that if the test charge is moved from Y to Z along the +400 V 
equipotential. its potential energy stays constant at +8.0 x 10-4J. 

The potential gradient at any position in an electric field is the 
change of potential per unit change of distance in a given direction. 

I 	 If the field is non-uniform as in Figure 3, the potential gradient 
varies according to position and direction. The closer the 
equipotentials are, the greater the potential gradient is at right 
angles to the equipotcntials. 

2 	 Jf the field is uniform, such as the field between the two oppositely 
cha rged paralle l plates shown in Figure 4, the equipotentials 
between the plates are equa ll y spaced lines parallel to the plates. 
Figure 4 a lso shows how the potential rela tive to the nega tive plate 
changes with perpendicu lar distance x from the negative plate. 

The graph shows that the potenrial relative to the negative plate is 
proportional to distance x. In other words, the potential gradient is: 

• 	 constant, 

• 	 such that the potential increases in the opposite direction to the 
electric field, 

v 
• 	 equal to (i" 

As you learnt in Topic 22.2, the electric field strength E between 

' 

Synoptic link 
Equipotentials in an electric field 
are like map contours that are 
lines of constant height and are 
therefore also lines of gravitational 

equipotential. See Topic 21.2, j
Gravitational potential. 

_.... 

A Figure 3 Equipotentials 

Study tip 
Remember that Vis a scalar. 
Equipotentials always meet field 
lines at right angles. 

equipotential lines 
I 

~ -

...; 

.... 
\ 

~ 

._____0  +V 

negalive posilive 
Plate plat e 

V V 3V 
4 2 2 

potential 

the plates is equa l to ~and is directed from the+ to the - plate. 

In other words, 

t h e e lectric field st re n gth is equal t o the n egative of t h e ~V .,,ra~ · 
potent ial g radie nt. 

A Figure 4 Auniform potential gradient 
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22.3 Electric potential 
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If the field is non -unifo rm. this sta tement still holds. However, the 

potential gradient at any position in an e lectric fie ld is given by ~ 
(instead of ~), where .1V is the change of potential between two 

closely spaced points at distance apart 6.x. 

Because the potential gradient is in the opposite direction to the lines 
of fo rce of the electric field, then in general, 

. .1V 
electnc field strength E = - 

6.x 

Summary questions 

e =1.6 x 10-19 C 

1 An electron in a beam is accelerated from a potential of -50V to a 
potential of +450 V. Calculate: 

a the potential energy of the electron at 

i -50V, 

ii +450V, 

b the change of potential energy of the electron. 

2 In Figure 3, a test charge q is moved from X to Z. Calculate the change 
of potential energy of the test charge 

a ifq = +3.0µC, 

b ifq = - 2.0 µC. 

3 	 An oil droplet carrying a charge of+2e is in air between two parallel 

metal plates separated by a distance of 20 mm. The pd between the 

plates is 5.0 V. 


a Calculate: 

the potential gradient between the two plates, 

ii the force on the droplet. 

b Calculate the change of electric potential energy of the oil droplet 
if it moves from the midpoint of the plates to the negative plate. 

4 a Define electric potential and state its unit. 

b Two parallel horizontal metal plates are placed one above the other 
at a separation of 20 mm. A potential difference of +60 Vis applied 
between the plates with the top plate positive. 

Calculate the electric field strength between the plates. 

ii Sketch a graph to show how the electric potential Vbetween t he 
plates varies with height h above the lower plate . 



IP.I Coulomb's law 

Coulomb's experiment 

1 

,,.,~·· I -t. ,,., 

,-0 I 

r-, 1 '.._i, I 

~--.-<1,f"r.":. -11~-.1-:;.

.A. Figure 1 Coulomb's rorsion balance 

Like charges repe l, and unlike charges attract. The force between 
two charged objects de pends on how close they are to each other. 
The exact link was first e stablished by Charles Coulomb in France in 
1784. He devised a very sensitive torsion balance to measure the force 
between charged pith balls. Figure I shows the arrangement. A needle 
with a ball made of pith (a substance obtained from plants) at one end 
and a counterweight at rhe other end was suspended ho1izontally by a 
vertical wire. Another pith ball on the end of a thin vertical rod could 
be placed in contact with the first ball. 

The pith balls were small enough to be considered a s point objects. The 
ball on the rod was charged and then placed in contact with the other 
ball on the needle. The contact between them charged the second ball, 
which was then repelled by the ball fixed on the rod. This caused the 
wire to twist until the electrical repulsion was balanced by the twist 
built up in the wire. By turning rhe torsion head at the top of the wire, 
the distance between the two balls could be set at any required value. 
The amount of turning needed to achieve that distance gave the force. 
Some or Coulomb's many measurements are in Table 1. 

The measurements fit the link that the force Fis proportional 

to~- All or the other measurements made by Coulomb fitted the same 

link. Because the force is also proportional to the charge on each ball, 
Coulomb deduced the following equation, called Coulomb's law, for 
the force F between two point charges Q1and Q2 

kQIQ2F 
- ,:i. 

where r is their distance apart. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Describe how the force 

between two point charges 

depends on distance. 

-+ Calculate the force between 
two charged objects. 

-+ Explain what the sign of the 
force [ + or-) indicates. 

Specification reference: 3.1.3.1 

Note 
T Table 1 Same ofCoulomb's results 

36 18 

36 144 567 

Measurements for both variables 
were actua lly made in degrees, 
so the above values are in relative 
units. Can you make out a pattern 
for these measurements? Halving 
the distance from 36 to 18 makes 
the force increase by a factor of 4. 

Halving the distance from 18 to 8 ~ 
[near enough 9) increases the force 
again by a factor of about 4. 

• 




22.4 Coulomb's law 

~ 
F+ ~ 

- -- r--- · ' 

a unlike charges attract 

- --r----+; 
b like charges repel 

1 QI~ 
F =4n£o --;2 

A. Figure 2 Coulomb's low 

Synoptic link 

Coulomb's law of force between 
point charges and Newton's law of 
gravitation are both inverse-square 
laws. For example, doubling the 
separation of two point masses 

or two point charges causes 
the force to reduce to a quarter. 
See Topic 21.3, Newton's law of 
gravitation. 

Synoptic link 

You can use Newton's law of 
gravitation to compare the 
electrostatic force and the 
gravitational force between a 
proton (mass = 1.67 x 10-27 kg) 
and an electron (mass = 9.11 x 
10-31 kg) at the same distance. 
If you need to, see Topic 21.4, 
Planetary fields. You should find 
that the electrostatic force is 
almost 2.3 x 1039 times stronger 
than the gravitational force. 
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The constant of proportionali ty, k, can be shown to be equal to _ L_ ,
4rte0 

where e0 is the permittivity of free space. You first encountered this 
in Topic 22.2. 

Coulomb's law is therefore written as 

l QJQ2
F---

- 41teo r 
where r =distance between the two point charges Q1 and Q2 • 

12 Fm- 1As you saw in Topic 22.2, e
0 
=8.85 x Io

1 so - - = 9.0 x I09 mF-1 

4rte0 

Asalt crystal is an ionic crystal. The sodium ions and the chlorine ions in 
a salt crystal are oppositely charged and the electrostat ic forces between 
them hold them together. Salt crystals dissolve in water because the water 
weakens the electrostatic forces between the ions at the surface of the 
crystal. So the ions break free from the surface, and the crystal gradually 
dissolves. In fact, the force between two ions in water is about 80 times 
weaker than the force would be in air for the same distance apart. Note that 
Coulomb's law as stated above applies strictly to a vacuum. In terms of the 
force between two point charges in air, the force is effectively the same as it 
would be in a vacuum. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

e = 1.60 x 10- 19c, e = 8.85 x 10 12 Fm 1 
0 

Calculate the magnitude of the force between a proton and an 
electron at a separation of 3.00 x 10-10111. 

Solution 
Q Q I.60 x io- 19 x 1.60 x 10- 19 

1 1 2F - ---- - = 2.56 x 10-9 N 
r2 - 10) 2- 4rte0 - 47t x 8.85 x 10- 12 x (3.00 x 10

1
More on k = - 

4n.so 
In Topic 22.2, e0 was introduced as the constant of proportionality in the 

equation ~ =er/ linking the electric field strength Eat the surface of a flat 

conductor where the charge Ois evenly distributed over a surface area A. 

As you will see in Topic 22.5, ifCoulomb's law is applied to the force on a 
test charge q at distance r from a point charge 0, the force on the test 

charge F= k~q, so the electric field strength at distance r is given by 

F kO
E=o =7 



1. d . k h . E kO b · By intro ucing - - as , t e equation = - - may e written as
4nE0 r2 

0 0 
--= E0 Eor - = Ea E 
4rtr2 A 

where A= 4nrl = the surface area of a sphere of radius r. 

So, the general equation ~ = EcJ f gives the surface charge density ~ 
needed on the surface of a conducting sphere in air to produce an electric 
field of strength Eat the surface. 

0: 	 Estim~te. the charge p.er unit area ( ~ ] on a surface at which the 

electric field strength 1s 1 V m-1. 


a 

b at distance r 
from Q 

E =-Q
4nr2£o 

A Figure 3 Comparison ofsurface 
electricfie ld s trengths 

Summary questions 

e0 =8.85 x 10 12 Fm 1, 

e = 1.6 x 10- 19 c 
1 Calculate the force between an electron and 

a a proton at a distance of 2.5 x 10-9 m, 

b a nucleus of a nitrogen atom (charge +7e) at a distance 
of 2.5 x 10 ·9 m 

2 a Two point charges O1 = +6.3 nC and 02 = -2.7 nC exert a force of 
3.2 x 10- 5 Non each other when they are at a certain distance, d, 
apart. Calculate: 

the distanced between the two charges, 

ii the force between the two charges if they are moved to 
distance 3d apart. 

b A charge of +4.0 nC is added to each charge in part a. Calculate the 
force between 01 and 02 when they are at separation d. 

3 A +30 nC point charge is at a fixed distance of 6.2 mm from a point 
charge O. The charges attract each other with a force of 4.3 x 10-2 N. 

a Calculate the magnitude of charge Oand state whether Ois a 
positive or a negative charge. 

b The two charges are moved 2.5 mm further part. Calculate the force 
between them in this new position. 

4 	 Two point objects, X and Y, carry equal and opposite amounts of charge 
at a fixed separation of 3.6 x 10- 2 m. The two objects exert a force on 
each other of 5.1 x 10 5 N. 

a 	 Calculate the magnitude, 0, of each charge, and state whether the 
charges attract or repel each other. 

b 	 The charge of each object is increased by adding a positive charge of 
+20 to each object. Calculate the separation at which the two objects 
would exert a force of 5.1 x 10- s N on each other, and state whether 
the objects attract or repel each other. 

Study tip 

Remember to squarer when 

calculating F. 


When substituting charges, get the 

powers of 10 correct:µ= 10-6, 


n =10-9, p =10- 12. 


You can quickly check the solution 

given in the example opposite 

by approximating the calculation 


1.60 x 10- 19 x 1.60 x 10- 19 

47t x 8.85 x 10- 12 x (3.0 x 10- 10) 2 

2 x 10- 38 
to x _ to give 2 x 10-9 N.31 100 10

This shows that there are no 
errors to the power of 10 in 
the calculation. 

• 
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122.Si Point charges 
·~ . "~-~...o· ·~ {'! 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State the equation that gives 

the electric field strength near 

a point charge. 

-+ 	 State the equation that gives 

the potential associated with 

a point charge. 

-+ 	 Explain why Eis equal to zero 

inside a charged sphere. 

Specification reference: 3.?.3.1; 
3.?.3.3 

field lines 

point pos1t1ve force due to 

charge Q field on test 


charge +q 


.A. Figure 1 Force near a point charge 0 

-Q1 F2 
- 13  - .....-.o

F1 +q 
a forces in same direction 

+<J:? 
e 

+Qt F2 F1 
- • - --"-0---'-+  -

+q 
b forces in opposite direction 

+°-1 
$ 

+Q1,.,,.,,., 

- ED" - - - - - - - 

c forces at right angles 

.A. Figure 2 Combined electric fields 
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A point charge is a convenient expression for a charged object in a 
situation where distances under consideration arc much greater than 
the size of the object. The same idea applies to a distant star which is 
considered as a point object because its diameter is much smaller than 
the distance to it from the Earth. A test charge in an electric field is a 
point charge that does not alter the electric field in which it is placed. 
Such an alteration would happen if an object with a sufficiently 
large charge is placed in an electric field and it causes a change in the 
distribution of charge that creates the ricld. 

Consider the electric field due to a point charge +Q, as shown in 
Figure 1. The field lines radiate from Q because a test charge +q in the 
field would experience a force directly away from Q wherever the test 
charge was placed . Coulomb's law gives the force Fon the test charge 
q a t distance r from Q as 

F- _l_Sl!J. 
- 4rre r2 

0 

Therefore, because, by definition electric field strength E = .!:, the 
electric field strength at distance r from Q is given by q 

E- Q 
- 4rre r2

0 

Note that iI Q is negative, the above equation gives a negative value of 
E corresponding to the field lines pointing inwards towards Q. 

~ 
~Worked example 

1£	 = 8.85 x 10- 12pm- , e = 1.6 x IO 19 C0 

Calculate the electric field strength due to a nucleus of charge 
+82e at a distance of 0.35nm. 

Solution 

= +82xl.6x lQ- 19 =9.6x1011vm-1E= Q 
4rreor2 41t x 8.85 x 10-12 x (0.35 x 10-9 ) 2 

Electric field strength as a vector 
rf a test charge is in an electric field due to several point charges, each 
charge exerts a force on the test charge. The resultant force per unit 

charge£. on the test charge gives the resultant electric field strength at 
q 

the position of the test charge. Consider the following situations: 

• 	 Forces in the same direction : Figure 2a shows a test charge +q 
on the line between a negative point charge Q1and a positive point 
charge Q2. The test charge experiences a force F1 = qE1 where E1 
is the electric field strength due tO Q1, and a force F2 = qE2 , where 
E is the electric field strength due to Q2• The two forces act in2 
the same direction because Q1 attracts q and Q2 repels q. So the 
resultant force F = F1 + F2 = qE1 + qE2• 

Therefore, the resultant electric field strength 

£. - qE, + qE2 - E EE -- - - 1 + 2 q q 



• 	 Forces in opposite directions: Figure 2b shows a test charge 
+q on the line between two positive point charges Q1 and Qr The 
forces on the test charge are the same in magnitude as in Figure 2a 
but opposite in direction because Q1 repels q and Q2 repels q. So the 
resultant force F = F1 - = qE1 - qE2 •F2 

Therefore, the resultant electric field strength 

E _ £ _qE1- qE2 - E - E 
- q - q - 1 2 

• 	 Forces at right a ngles to each other: Figure 2c shows a test 
charge +q on perpendicular lines from two positive point charges 

and Q2. The forces on the test charge are smaller in magnitudeQ1 
than in Figures 2a and 2b (because the distances to Q1 and Q2 arc 
larger) and arc perpendicu lar to each other. The magnitude of the 
resultant force Fis given by Pythagoras' equation F2 = F1

2 + F/ . 

2As the resultant electric tield strength E = F, then £ =£ 1
2 + E/

q 
can be used to ca lcu lal'e the resultant electric field strength. 

In general. the resultant electric field strength is the vector sum of the 
individual electric field strengths. 

More about radial fields 
The electric field lines of force surrounding a point charge Qare radial. 
The equipotentials arc therefore concentric circles centred on Q. For 
a charged sphere, you can say that the charge is at the centre of the 
sphere. 

At distance r from Q, the electric field strength E =~ 
4n£0 r 

The equation was derived at the start of this topic. It shows that the 
electric field strength E is inversely proportional tO the square of the 
distance r. Figure 3 shows how E varies with distance r from Q from a 
position that is at distance r from Q. The curve is an inverse-square law0 

E . . 1 Icurve because is proport1ona tO ,.i· 

Notice that the equation is of the same form as the gravitationa l field 

strength equation g = c:: for the gravitational field strength at distance 

r from the centre of a spherical planet. See Topic 21.2 if you need to. 
The field strength equations arc both inverse-square relationships 
because both the force between two point charges (Coulomb's law) 
and the force between two point masses (Newton's law of gravitation) 
vary with distance according tO the inverse-square law. 

The electric pote ntial V = _ Q_ at distance r from Q.
4n£ r0 

Because both Coulomb's law F= - 1
- Q'-2Q2 and Newton's law

4ne
0 

, 

Gm ,m2 · I · h" h f · hF = r2 are inverse-square re auons 1ps, t e orces vary wit 

distance in the same way. Therefore, the equation for electric potential 

near a point charge V= _ Q_ is of the same form as the gravitational 
47tEor GM 

potential near a point mass (or spherical mass). That is, V = --, 
r 

which you derived in Topic 21.4. The equation shows that the 

electric potential Vis inversely proportional to the distance r. 

Synoptic link 

Remember how to calculate 
the resultant force of two 

perpendicular forces. See 
Topic 6.1, Vectors and scalars. 

lines of force 

equipotentials 

1.2 
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\ "~ v 1,,....VIVo 

' l?f:.Z 
-......._ 

0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

distance rlro 

~ Figure 3 The electricfield and 

potential near a point charge 

Study tip 
Anegative E indicates a field that 

acts towards a negative charge. 
But a negative Vindicates a value 
less than zero: Eis avector, whilst 

Vis a scalar. Note that £varies 
with distance more sharply than 
Vdoes. 

• 




22.5 Point charges 

Sparks and shocks 

When a spherical metal conductor 

insulated from the ground is 

charged, the charge spreads out 

across the surface with the greatest 

concentration where the surface 

is most curved. This is why charge 

gathers at the tip of a lightning 

conductor when a charged cloud is 

overhead. As you saw in Topic 22.2, 

the electric field at the tip then 

becomes so strong that air 

molecules near the tip become 

ionised and the air conducts. This 

effect also explains why a fata l 

accident can happen if a conducting 

rod is held near an overhead high· 

voltage cable. An angler walking 

along a footpath near a railway 

line was electrocuted because the 

end of his carbon fibre fishing rod 

was inadvertently too close to the 

overhead cable along the track. 

Summary questions 

£0 =8.85 x 10 12 Fm 1 

Figure 3 also shows how V varies with distance r from Q. The curve is 

not an inverse-square law curve, because Vis proportional to.!.. 
r 

However, the gravitational potential in a gravitational field i s 
always negative, because the force is always attractive. But the 
electric potential in the electric field near a point charge Q can 
be positive or negative according to whecher Q is a positive or a 
negative charge. 

The relationship between electric field strength 
and electric potential 
1 Electric field strength =-the gradient of a potential against 

distance graph. 
Tn Topic 22.3, you saw that at any position in an electric field, the 

electric field strength E = - t. v, where t. Vis the potential gradient 
. . t:.x t:.x 

at that pos1t1011. 

2 Change of potential = area under an electric field strength against 
distance graph. 

Because electric field strength is the force per unit charge on a small 
positive test charge, a graph of electric field strength against distance 
shows how the force per unit charge on a positive test charge varies 
with distance. So che area under any section or the graph gives 
the work done per unit charge (i.e., change of potential) when a 
positive test charge is moved through the distance represented by 

that section. 

3 A+15 µC point charge O is at a distance of 20 mm1 

1 a Calculate the electric field strength at a distance 

of 3.2 mm from a +6.0 nC point charge. a Calculate the resultant electric field strength: 

b Calculate the distance from the point charge at M, the midpoint between the two charges, 

2 

in a at which the electric field strength is 

5.4 x 105Vm 1 . 

A +25 µC point charge 01 is at a distance of 60 mm 

from a+100 µC charge Oz· 
b 

ii at the point P along the line between 01 and 

Oz which is 25 mm from 01 and 45 mm from 02. 

Explain why there is a point along the line 

between the two charges at which the electric 

0 1=+25 µC Q2;+100µC 
er - - - - - - -x-  - - - - - <> 

M 

A Figure4 

a A+ 15 pC charge q is placed at M, 25 mm from 0 1 

and 35 mm from Oz· Calculate: 

4 

field strength is zero. 

ii Calculate the distance from this point to 01 

and to Oz· 
A+15 µC point charge 01 is at a distance of 30 mm 

from a -30 µ C charge Oz· 
a Calculate electric potential at the midpoint of the 

the resultant electric field strength at M, two charges. 

b 

Ii the magnitude and direction of the force on q. 

Show that the electric field strength due to 0 1 and 

Oz is zero at the point which is 20 mm from 01 and 

40 mm from Oz· 

b 

ii 

Show that the electric potential is zero at 

a point between the two charges which is 

10 mm from 01 and 20 mm from Oz· 
Calculate the electric field strength at this 

position and state its direction . 

• 

from a + 10 µC charge Oz· 



22.6 Comparing electric fields and 
gravitational fields 

The similarities and differences between the two types of fields are 
listed in Table I. In the mid-19th century, James Clerk MaxweU 
showed that electric and magnetic forces are different manifestations 
of the electromagnetic force. About two decades ago, physicists proved 
that the electromagnetic force and the nuclear force responsible for 
radioactive decay arc different manifestations of a more fundamental 
force, the electroweak force. As yet, the gravitational force has still not 
been incorporated into this theoretical framework, despite repeated 
attempts by physicists to establish a unHied theory. The fundamental 
nature of the gravi tational force remains mysterious, even though we 
use it in everyday situations more than any other force. 

Table I summarises the conceptual links between electric and 
gravita tional fields. 

T Table 1 Similarities and differences between gravitational and electric fields 

Gravitational fields 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State which electrical 

quantity is analogous to 

mass. 

-+ 	 State the main similarities 

between electric and 

gravitational fields. 

-+ 	 State the principal 
differences between electric 

and gravitational fields. 

Specification reference: 3.?.1 

Electrostatic fields 

path of a free positive test charge in the field path of a free test mass in the field line of force or a field line 

Newton's law of gravitation Coulomb's law of force 

force 

inverse-square law of 

F= 0102 Gm 1m2F=--2 41t£ef2r 

. F force per unit+ charge, E= f_force per unit mass, g = field strength 
qm 

NC-1 orvm- 1unit of field strength 

E is the same everywhere, 

field lines parallel and equally spaced 

g is the same everywhere,uniform fields 
field lines are parallel and equally spaced 

potential gravitational potent ial energy per unit mass electric potential energy per unit + charge 

J kg I V (=JC 1)unit of potential 

potential energy of two -Gm 1m2EP =___._..... 
point mass or charges r 

due to a point mass or a uniform spherical due to a point charge 0, 
massM, 

radial fields 

E=-0 
GM 4neof2 g =-2
r 

- GM 
 V=-0

V=-47tEo' r 

Differences 

between any two charged objects between any two masses action at a distance 

unlike charges attract; like charges repel force attracts only 

1 

in force law 

constant of proportionality G 

41tfo 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 22 

• 


(a) 	 (i) Define the electric field strength, E, at a point in an electric field. 
(ii) 	 State whether Eis a scalar or a vector quantity. (J marks) 

(b) Point charges of +4.0nC and-8.0nC are placed 80mm apart, as shown in Figure l. 

'+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ...! 
80mm 	 I 

I 
I 

+4.0 nC • 	 • - 8.0nC 

•
p 

£Figure 1 

(i) 	 Calcu late the magnitude of the force exerted on the +4.0nC charge by the 
-8.0 nC charge. 

(ii) 	 Determine the distance from the +4.0nC charge to the point. a long the straight 
line between the charges, where the electric potentia l is zero. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 Poin t Pin the diagram is equidistant from the two charges. 
(i) 	 On a copy of the diagram, draw two arrows at P to represent the directions and 

relative magnitudes of the components of the electric field at P due to each of 
the charges. 

(ii) 	 Hence draw an arrow, labelled R, on your diagram at P to represent the direction 
of the resultant electric field at P. (J marks) 

AQA, 2006 

2 	 A small charged sphere of mass 2.1 x J0-4kg, suspended from a thread of insulating 
material, was placed between two vertical parallel plates 60 mm apart. When a potential 
difference of 4200 V was applied to the plates, the sphere moved until the thread made an 
angle of 6.0° to the vertical, as shown in Figure 2. 

60mm 

£Figure 2 

(a) 	 Show that the electrostatic force Fon the sphere is given by F = mg tan 6.0° 
where m is the mass of the sphere. (J marks) 

(b) 	 Calculate: 
(i) 	 the electric field strength between the plates, 
(ii) 	 the charge on the sphere. (J marks) 

AQA, 2003 



3 

4 

Figure 3 shows some of the equipotential lines that are associated with a point negative 
charge Q. 

Chapter 22 Electric fields 

• 


-lOV 

-20V 

-40V 

@ 

B 

A. Figure3 

(a) 	 (i) Explain why the potentials have a negative sign. 
(ii) 	 Draw on a copy of the diagram three electric field lines. Use arrows LO show the 

direction of the field. (4 marks) 
(b) 	 (i) Use data from the diagram, which is full size, to show that the charge Q is about 

-4.5 x 10- 11 c. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the electric field strength at B. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 (i) Calculate the energy, in J, transferred when an electron moves from A to B in 
the field. 

(ii) 	 Stale and explain 
• 	 why the kinetic energy of the electron increases as it moves from A LO B, 
• 	 how the de Broglie wavelength of the electron changes as it moves from A co B. 

(6 marks) 
AQA, 2003 

Figure 4 shows the parallel deOecting plates with some dimensions of the ink-jet 
cartridge. In order to land in the centre of the gutter the ink droplet must leave the plates 
at an angle of 35°. On entering the electric field the ink droplet carries a charge of 
-2 x 10- 10 c and travels with a horizontal velocity of 20ms- 1• 

I
• l 


I.Ox 10 3 m ~-------------------_, 

• 	 35° 

..
parallel/ 

deflecting 
plates 

5.0xlO 4 m 5.0xlO 4 m 5.0xlO 4 m 

gutter to collect and • 1 
paperrecycle unused ink 

A. Flgure4 

(a) 	 (i) Draw a vector diagram to show the components and the resultant of the velocity 
of the charged ink droplet as it leaves the deflecting field. Determine the size of 
the vertical component. 



Practice questions: Chapter 22 

(ii) 	 Find the time [or which the ink droplet is between the dcOccting plates and 
hence calculate its vertical acceleration during this time. 

(iii) For an ink droplet of mass 2.9 x 10- 10 kg, calculate the electric force acting on the 
ink droplet whilst it is between the deOecting plates. 

(iv) Calculate the electric field strength between the deOecting plates. 
(v) 	 Calculate the potential difference between the deOecting plates. (12 marks) 

(b) 	 The uncharged, undeflected ink droplets travel beyond the deflecting plates towards 
the paper. With the aid of a suitable calculation, discuss whether or not the printer 
manufacturer needs to take into consideration the droplet falling under gravity. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 2003 

5 	 Dry air ceases to be an insulator if it is subjected to an electric field strength of 3.3 kV nun-1 

or more. 
(a) 	 (i) Show that the electric field strength E and the potential Vat rhe surface of a 

charged sphere of radius R are related by 

E=~ 
R 

(ii) 	 The dome of a Van de Graaff generator has a radius of 0.20111. Calcu la te the 
maximum potential of this dome in dry air. (5 marks) 

(b) 	Two high-voltage conductors are joined together using a small sphere, 
as shown in Figure 5. 

• 


A Figure S 

The conductors are used to cransmit alternating current at an rms potential of l 00 kV. 
(i) 	 Calculate the peak potential of the conductor, 
(ii) 	 Calculate the minimum diameter of the sphere necessary to ensure the 

surrounding air does not conduct. (J marks) 
AQA, 2004 

6 (a) 	 Figure 6 shows a small charged metal sphere carrying a charge Q. The potential of 
the sphere is 8000 V. Copy Figure 6. 

A Figure6 

(i) 	 Draw on your diagram at least six lines to show the direction of the electric field 
in the region around the charged sphere. 

(ii) 	 Draw on your diagram the equipotential lines for potentials of 4000V and 
2000V. 

(iii) 	The equation for the field strength at a distance r from the sphere is~ 
State the name of the quantity represented by e0 . 41tEo 

(5 marks) 



7 

Chapter 22 Electric fields 

(b) Figure 7 shows an arrangement for determining the charge on a small sphere. 

I 
~ 

weak spring 

,, / 	 nylon thread suspension 
smallhole\T~ 	 r 

parallel/ © 30 ~m .1800)V 
plates ~ > / 	 [ _ ?supply 

small charged sphere 	 L_J 
.A Figure 7 

The sphere is suspended from a spring of spring constant O. I8Nm 1• 11 hangs between 
two parallel plates which can be connected to a high-voltage supply. 
(i) 	 Expla in why nylon thread is used for the suspension . 
(ii) 	 Calcu late the extension of the spring when a sphe re o f mass l .5g is suspended 

from i1. 
(ii i) Calcu late the magn itude of the electric field strength between Lhe pla tes when 

the 8000 V supply is swi tched on. 
(iv) 	When th.e 8000V supply is switched on, the sphere moves clown a further 

4.5 mm. Calculate the charge on the sphere. 	 (8 marks) 
(c) 	 One problem with this arrangement is the oscillations or the sphere thaL occur when 

the switch is closed. 
(i) 	 Show that the period of the oscillations produced is about 0.6s. 
(ii) 	 In practice the oscillations are damped . Sketch a graph showing how the 

amplitude or the oscillations changes with time for the damped oscillation. 
(5 marks) 
AQA. 2007 

The Earth has an electric charge. The electric field strength outside the Earth varies in the 
same way as if this charge were concentrated at the centre of the Earth. The axes in 
Figure 8 represent the electric field strength, £, and the distance from the centre of the 
Earth, r. The electric field strength at A has been plotted. 

100 

80 

£/ N C 160 

40 

20 

0 
0 2centre I 


of Earth • 


.A Figure 8 

(a) 	 (i) Determine the electric field strength at B and then complete the graph to show 
how the electric field strength varies with distance from the centre of the Earth 
for distances greater than 6400 km. 

(ii) 	 State how you would use the graph to find the electric potential difference 
between the points A and B . (4 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Calculate the total charge on the Earth. 
(ii) 	 The charge is distributed uniformly over the Earth's surface. Calculate the charge 

per square metre on the Earth's surface. (4 marks) 
AQA, 2002 

• 

614 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
6400km r/l0 3 km 
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learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe in terms of electron 

flow what is happening when 
a capacitor charges up. 

-+ 	 Relate the potential 
difference (pd) across the 
plates of a capacitor to the 
charge on its plate. 

-+ 	 Discuss what capacitors are 
used for. 

Specification reference:3.?.4.1 

+Q - Q 

~ •• ~ 


~ 
 ~ 

A Figure 1a Storing charge on a capacitor 

- H
A Figure 1b The capacitorcircuit symbol 

• 


variable 
resistor 

capacitor 

a Circuit diagram 

A capacitor is a device designed to store charge. Two parallel metal plates 
placed near each other form a capacitor. When the plates arc connected to a 
banery, electrons move through the battery and arc forced from its negative 
terminal of the banery omo one of the plates. An equal number of electrons 
leave the other plate to return to the battery via its positive terminal. So each 
plate gains an equal and opposite charge. 

A capacitor consists of two conductors insulated from each other. The 
symbol for a capacitor is shown in Figure I. As explained above, when 
a capacitor is connected tO a battery, one of the 1wo conduct0rs gains 
electrons from the battery, and the other conductor loses electrons to 
the battery. When we say that the charge stored by the capacitor is Q, 
we mean that one conductor stores charge +Q and the other conductor 
stores charge -Q. 

Charging a capacitor at constant current 
Figure 2 shows how this can be achieved using a variable resistor, a 
switch, a microanuneter, and a cell in series with the capacitor. When 
the switch is dosed, the variable resistor is continually adjusted to 
keep the microanuneter reading constant. At any given time t afcer the 
switch is closed, the charge Q on the capacitor can be calculated using 
the equation Q = It, where I is the current. 

By using a high-resistance voltmeter connected in parallel with the 
capacitor, you can measure the capacitor potential difference (pd). 
To investigate how the capacitor pd changes with time for a constant 
current, use the variable resistor to keep the current constant, and either 

• 	 use a stopwatch and measure the 
voltmeter reading at measured 
times, or 

• 	 use a data logger as shown in Figure 2. 

cswitch 

A 

high 
resistance 
voltmeter 

v 

data logger 

b Usmg a data logger 

A Figure 2 Investigating capacitors 

Typical readings for a current of 15 µA are shown in Table I. The 
charge Q has been calculated using Q= lt. 
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(.) 
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900 charge ' 
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ti; Pd 
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so C = 1480µC : 
1.4 v 

300 
= 1060µF I 

T 	Table 1 Current = 15µ A 

400 20 60 80 100 

0 0.29 0.62 0.90 1.22 1.50 

0 300 600 900 1200 1500 

The graph of charge stored, Q, against pd, V, for these measurements 
is shown in Figure 3. The measurements give a straight line passing 
through the origin. Therefore, the charge stored, Q, is proportional to 
the pd, V. In other words, the charge stored per volt is constant. 

1500 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

pd/volts 

.& Figure 3 Graph ofresults 

The capacitance C of a capacitor is defined as 
the charge stored p er unit pd. 

The unit of capacitance is the farad (F), which is equal to one coulomb 

per volt. Note that l.OµF = 1.0 x 10-6 F. 


For a capacitor that stores charge Q at pd V, its capacitance can be 

calculated using the equation 


Note: 

Rearranging this equation gives Q= CV or V = ~-

Capacitors are used in: 
• 	 smoothing circuits (i.e., circuits that smooth out unwanted variations in 

voltage) 

• 	 back-up power supplies (i.e., circuits that take over when the mains 

supply is interrupted) 

• 	 t iming circuits, (i.e., circuits that switch on or off automatically after a 
preset delay) 

• 	 pulse-producing circuits (i.e., circuits that switch on and off repeatedly) 

• 	 tuning circuits (i.e., circuits that are used to select radio stations and 
TV channels) 

• 	 fi lter circuits (i.e., circuits that remove unwanted frequencies). 

Study tip 
The farad is a very large unit. In 
practice, capacitance is measured 
in µ.F, nF, or pF. 

When you use C= ~,remember 
that charge in µC and pd in V gives 
capacitance in µF. 

Summary questions 

1 Complete the following table. 

2 	 A 22 µ F capacitor is charged 
by using a constant current of 

2.S µA to a pd of 12.0V. Calculate: 

a the charge stored on the 
capacitor at 12.0 V, 

b the time taken. 

3 A capacitor is charged by using a 
constant current ofO.S µA to a pd 
of S.O Vin SS s. Calculate: 

a the charge stored, 

b the capacitance of the 
capacitor. 

4 A capacitor is charged by using 
a constant current of 24 µA to a 
pd of 4.2 Vin 38 s. The capacitor 
is then charged from 4.2 V by 
using a current of 14 µA in SO s. 

Calculate: 


a charge stored at a pd of 4.2 V, 


b the capacitance of the 


capacitor, 

c the extra charge stored at a 
current of 14µA, 

d the pd after the extra charge 
was stored. 

• 
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Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain why a capacitor 

stores energy as it is being 
charged. 

-+ 	 Describe the form ofenergy 
that is stored by a capacitor. 

-+ 	 Describe what happens to the 
amount of energy stored if 
the charge stored is doubled. 

Specification reference: 3.?.4.3 

.A Figure 1 Releasing stored energy 

v 

R 
~ v 
Ci."' 

0 

-------------- 

""------ .~--.!---
q q~ t.q Q 

charge on plates 

.A Figure 2 Energy stored in a capacitor 

Study tip 
Don't forget that doubling the 

charge also doubles the voltage. 


You can see the effect of this on 

energy if you use the equation 


E=-} CV2 instead of E=-}ov. 


• 


When a capacitor is charged, energy is stored in it because electrons 
arc forced onto one of its plates and taken off the other plate. The 
energy is stored in the capacitor as electric potential energy. A charged 
capacitor discharged across a torch bulb will release its energy in a 
brief flash of light from the bulb, as long as the capacitor has first been 
charged to the operating pd of the bulb. Charge flow is rapid enough 
to give a large enough current to light the bulb, but only for a brief 
time. You could replace the bulb with a miniature electric mot0r. The 
mot0r would briefly spin when the capacitor is discharged through it. 

How much energy is stored in a charged capacitor? The charge is forced 
onto the plates by the battery. In the charging process, the pd across the 
plates increases in proportion LO the charge stored, as shown in Figure 2. 

Consider one step in the process of d1arging a capacit0r of capacitance C 
when the charge on the plates increases by a sma ll amount D.q from q to 
q + D.q. The energy stored D.E in the capacitor is equal to the work done to 
force the extra charge D.q on to the plates and is given by 6.E =vD.q, where 
v is the average pd during this step. In Figure 2, vD.q is represented by the 
area of the vertical strip of width 6.q and height v under the line. Therefore, 
the area of this strip represents the work done !if in this small step . 

Now consider all the small steps from zero pd to the final pd V. The 
total energy stored Eis obtained by adding up the energy stored in 
each small step. In other words, E is represented by the total area 
under the line from zero pd to pd v. Because this area is a triangle of 
height Vand base length Q (=CV), the total energy stored E =triangle 

area = ~ x height x base = ~ VQ. 

Energy stored by the capacitor E = ~QV 

Notes: 
1 	 Using Q = CV or V = ~· you can write the above equation as 

E = _!_cv2 or E = _!_ Q 
2 

2 2 c 
2 Tn the charging process, the battery forces charge Q through pd Vround 

the circuit and therefore transfers energy QV to the circuit. Thus, 50% 

of the energy supplied by the battery (= ~ QV) is stored in the 

capacitor. The other 50% is wasted due to resistance in the circuit as 
it is transferred to the surroundings when the charge nows in the circuit. 

Measuring the energy stored in a charged capacitor 
A joulemeter can measure the energy transfer from a charged 
capacitor co a light bulb when the capacitor discharges (Figure 3). 
Before the discharge starts, the capacitor pd Vis measured and the 
joulemeter reading recorded. When the capacitor has discharged, 
the joulemeter reading is recorded again. The difference between 
rhese two joulemeter readings is the energy transferred from the 
capacitor during the discharge process. This is the total energy stored 
in the capacitor before it discharged. You can compare this with the 

calculation of the energy stored by using the eq ua tion E = ~ CV2 • 



The energy stored in a thundercloud 
Imagine tha t a th undercloud and the Ea rth below it are like a pair of 
charged paralle l plates. Because the thundercloud is charged, a strong 
electric fi eld exists between the thundercloud and the ground. The 
potential difference between the thundercloud and th e ground is 
V =Ed, w here Eis the electric field strength and d is the height of the 
thundercloud above the ground. 

• 	 For a th undercloud carrying a constant charge Q, the energy 
l I 

stored = 2 QV = 2 QEd. 

• 	 If the thundercloud is forced by winds to rise up to a n ew height d', 
I

then the energy sto red= 2 QEd'. 

• 	 Beca use the e lectric fi eld strength is unchanged (because it depends .A. Figure 3 Measuring energy stored 

on the charge pe r unit a rea; sec Topic 22.2), then the increase in 
l 1 1the energy stored = l QEd' -	 2 QEd = 2 QE6.d, where 6.d = d' - d. 

The energy stored increases because work is done by the force of 
the wind. It has LO overcome the electrical attraction between the 
thundercloud and the ground to make the charged thundercloud 
move away from the ground. 

The insulating prope rty of a ir breaks down iI it is subjected to an 
electric fi eld stronger than about 300 kV m- 1• Prove for yourself that, 
for every metre rise of the thu ndercloud carrying a charge of 20 C, 
the energy stored would increase by 3Ml. At a h eight of 500 m, the 
energy stored would be 1500 MJ. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Calculate the charge and energy stored in a 10 µF 

capacitor charged to a pd of 


a 3.0V, b 6.0V. 


2 	 A 50 000 µF capacitor is charged from a 9 V battery 
then discharged through a light bulb in a flash of light 
lasting 0.2 s. Calculate: 

a the charge and energy stored in the capacitor 

before discharge, 


b the average power supplied to the light bulb. 


3 An uncharged 2.2 µF capacitor is connected to a 

3.0 V battery. Calculate: 

a the charge and energy 

stored in the capacitor, 

ii supplied by the battery. 

b Explain the difference between the energy 
supplied by the battery and the energy stored in 
the capacitor. 

4 	 In Figure 5, a 4.7 µF capacitor is charged from a 12.0V 
battery by connecting the switch to X. The switch is 

charged 

thundercloud 


1 1 1 1 

+ + ... + 

ground 

.A. Figure 4 Energy in a thundercloud 

then reconnected to Yto charge a 2.2 µF capacitor from 
the first capacitor, causing the charge to be shared in 
proportion to the capacitance of each capacitor. 

x y 

switch 

...,
! 12.0V 

____J_ 

T 

_...._4_.7 µF 2.2µF 

IT 
.A. Figure 5 

Calculate: 

a 	 the initial charge and energy stored in the 4.7 µF 
capacitor, 

b 	 i the final charge stored by each capacitor, 

ii the final pd across the two capacitors, 

c 	 the final energy stored in each capacitor. 

Explain the loss ofenergy stored. 

• 
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123.3: Charging and discharging a capacitor 
:, through a fixed resistor 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe and interpret the 

shape of the 0-tcharging 
curves and the shape ofthe 
0-t discharging curves. 

-+ 	 Explain which circuit 
components you would 
change to make the charge/ 
discharge slower. 

-+ 	 Define the time constant of a 
capacitor-resistor circuit. 

Specification reference: 3.?.4.4 

-
R 

a 

charge 

0.37~ 

0 

-

RCb 	 time 

current 

0.37 ~-

c 	 RC time 

.A Figure 1 Capacitor discharging 

Study tip 
An exponential decrease graph starts 
at an intercept with the vertical axis 
and is asymptotic with the time axis 
(i.e., the curve approaches but never 
cuts the time axis). 

• 


Capacitor discharge through a fixed resistor 
When a capaciror discharges through a fixed resistor, the discharge 
current decreases gradually to zero. Figure I a shows a circuit in which 
a capaciror is discharged through a resist0r when the switch is changed 
over. The reason why the current decreases gradua lly is that the pd 
across the capacitor decreases as it loses cha rge. Because the resistor is 

connected directly to the capacitor, the resistor current (= .pd )
resistance

decreases as the pd decreases. 

The situation is a bit like water emptying through a pipe at the botcom 
of a container. When the container is full, the flow rate out of the pipe 
is high because the water pressure at the pipe is high. As the container 
empties, the water level falls, so the water pressure at the pipe falls, 
and the flow rate decreases. 

The graphs in Figure 1 show how the current and the charge decrease 
with time. Both curves have the same shape because both the current 
and the charge (and pd) decrease exponentia lly. This means that any 
of these quantities decreases by the same factor in equal intervals of 
time. For example, for initial charge Q0, if the charge is 0.9Q0 after a 
particular time t 1, the charge will be 

• 0.9 x 0.9Q0 aher time 2t1, 

• 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9Q0 after time 3t1 ... 

• 0.9"Q0 after time nt1 

To understand why the decrease is exponential. consider one small 
step in the discharge process of a capacit0r C through a resisror 'R when 
the charge decreases from Q to Q - 6Q in the time interval 6t. 

. 	 pd across the plates v Q
At this stage. the current 1 = . R ' C'R' because

resistance, 
V = ~·The current is proportional to rhe charge, which is proportional 

ro the pd. So the curves all have the same shape. Assuming that 6t 

is small enough, the decrease of charge t::.Q = -16t (with a minus sign 
because Q decreases). 

Therefore, 6Q =~~6t, which g~~s M 

Q=-CR 
The equation tells you that the fractional drop of charge 6 Q is the

0
same in any short interval of time 6t during the discharge process. 

For example, suppose 6t = 10s and CR= 100. Therefore, 6
Q =- 0. l 

(=- ~~)·So the charge decreases to 0.9 of its initial value 
0
at the 

start of the 10s interval. So if the initial charge is Q0, then the charge 
remaining on the plates will be 

• 0.9Q0 after 10 s, 

• 0. 9 x 0. 9Q0 after a further l 0 s, 

• 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9Q
0 

after a further !O s, and so on. 

In theory, the charge on the p lates never becomes zero . 

0 



Exponential changes occur whenever the rate of change of a quantity 
is proportional to the quantity itself. 

. I . t:,.Q M .Rearrangmg t 1e equation Q = - CR gives 

6.Q Q 
= 

6.t CR 

For very short intervals of time (i.e., 6t ~ 0), ~Q represents the rate of 

change of charge and is writ.ten ~~. l 

dQ Q
Therefore, dt = - CR. 

The graphical solution to this equation is shown in Figure 1 b. 
The mathematical solution is 

-I 

Q = Qoe RC 

where Q
0 

is the initial charge, and e is the exponential function 
(sometimes written 'exp' ). 

The quantity RC is called the time constant for the circuit. At time 
l = RC after the start of the discharge, the charge falls to 0.37 (= e-1) 

of its initial value. 

Time constant =RC 

where R is the circuit resistance, and C is the capacitance. 

The unit of RC is the second. This is because one ohm = one volt 
one ampere 

and one farad = one coul~mb, so 
one vo t 


't f RC volts coulo. mbs coulombs d
urn o = x = = secon s 
amperes volts amperes 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A 2200 µF capacitor is charged to a pd of 9 .0 V then discharged 
through a lOOkQ resistor using a circuit as shown in Figure 1. 

a Calculate: 

the initial charge st0red by the capacitor, 


ii the time constant of the circuit. 

b Calculate the pd after a time: 


equal to the time constant, 

ii 300s. 


Solution 
a Q

0 
= CV0 = 2200x10-6 x 9.0 = 2.0x10-2 c. 


ii Time constant = RC = 100 x 103 x 2.2 x 10-3 = 220 s. 

b When t = RC, v = Voe-1 = 0.37 x 9.0 = 3.3 v. 


t 300

ii When t = 300s, RC= = 1.36 220 

-I 

Therefore, V = V0e'RC = 9.oe-1.36 = 2.3 V. 

Study tip 
You do not need to explain why 

- t 

0 =Oiffi is the solution of the 
equation 

Notes 

1 	The current, the pd, and the 
charge are all proportional to 
each other. Al l three quantit ies 
decrease exponentially 
during capacitor discharge in 

accordance with the equation 
-t 

x =x
0
ern, where x represents 

either the current, or the charge, 

or the pd. 

2 	The inverse function of ex is 

lnx, where In is the natural 
logarithm. To calculate t, given 
x, x

0
, R, and C, using the inverse 

function of ex gives 

lnx =lnx0 -[;c). 
3 The exponential function 

z2 z3 
ez = 1 + z + 2 x 1 + 3 x 2 x 1 + 

. .. , and so on. 

It can be shown mathematically 
that the rate of change of this 
function in relation to z is the 

same function. This is why the 
function appears whenever the 
rate of change of a quantity is 
proportional to the quantity itself. 

Note that z =1 gives 


1 1 1 

e =1 + 1 + 2 + 6 + , etc 

24 =2.718. 

You can check this on your 
calculator by keying in 'ex• then 

pressing 1 to give 2.?18. Keying 
in - 1 instead of 1gives0.3? 
for e-1 . 

• 


http:9.oe-1.36
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23.3 Charging and discharging a capacitor through a fixed resistor 

The significance of 
the time constant 

The time constant RC is the 
time taken, in seconds, for the 
capacitor to discharge to 37% of 
its initial charge. Given values of 
Rand C, the time constant can 
be quickly calculated and used 
as an approximate measure 
of how quickly the capacitor 
discharges. However, as SRC 
is the time taken to discharge 
by over 99%, SRC is a better 
rule of thumb estimate of the 
time taken for the capacitor to 
effectively discharge. 

0: Demonstrate that r = SRC 
gives a value that is less 
than 1% of the init ial value. 

(
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Wherever a quantity decreases 
at a rate that is proportional 

to the quantity, the decrease 
is exponential. You will meet 
exponential decrease again in 
radioactive decay in Topic 26.6, 
The theory of radioactive decay, 
where you will study what is 
meant by the half-l ife T1 of a 

radioactive isotope. Thi~is the time 
taken for the number of atoms of 
a radioactive isotope to decrease 
to 50% of its initial value. It can 
be shown that the half-life of a 
capacitor discharge [i.e., the t ime 
taken for the charge [or voltage) 
to decrease to 50% of the initial 
value] is equal to 0.69[3) RC. 
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oscilloscope 

.A Figure 2 Measuring capacitor 
discharge 

Investigating capacitor discharge 
Figure 2 shows how to measure the pd across a capacitor as it 
discharges through a tixed resistor. An oscilloscope is used because 
it has a very high resistance so that the discharge current from the 
capacitor passes only through the fixed resistor. The oscilloscope is 
used to measure the capacitor pd at regu lar in terva ls. You could use a 
data logger or a digital voltmeter instead oft he oscilloscope. 

You can then use the measurements to plot a graph of voltage against 

time. The rime taken for the voltage to decrease to 37% (=! } of the 

initial value can be measured from the graph and compared with the 
calculated value of RC. 

Charging a capacitor through a fixed resistor 
When a capacitor is charged by connecting it to a source of constant 
pd, the charging current decreases as the capacitor charge and pd 
increase. When the capacitor is fully charged, its pd is equal to the 
sou rce pd, and the current is zero because no more charge flows in 
the circuit. The graphs in Figure 3 show how the capacitor charge and 
current change with time. 

• 	 The capacitor charge builds up until the capacitor pd V is equal 
to the source pd V0 , as shown in Figure 3b. The charge Q0 on the 
capacitor is then equal to CV0 . The charge curve is an inverted 
exponential decrease curve, which flattens out at Q0 = CV0 . 

• 	 The time constant for the circuit, RC, is the time taken for the 
charge to reach 63% of the final charge (i.e., 37% more charge 
needed to be fully charged). A graph of the capacitor pd Vagainst 
time has exactly the same shape as the charge curve because 
V = Q

c· 
• 	 The capacitor current I decreases exponentially to zero from its 

initial value Try as shown in Figure 3c. The current is always equal 
to the rate of change of charge. Therefore, the current is given 
by the gradient of the charge-time graph, and so it decreases 
exponentially. 

l 	 At any instant during the charging process, the source pd 
V0 = the resistor pd + the capacitor pd. 

Therefore, V0 =TR+ ~ at any instant. 

2 	 The initial current 10 =~, assuming that the capacitor is initially 
uncharged . 

Y-ga1n time-base 



-............ Oo= CV0 

RC 

- I 

3 At time t after cha rging sta rrs, I= 10 eRc. 

4 If you combi_:,ie the three equations above tO eliminate I and 10, you 

get V0 = v0 cRC + ~. 
Q -I ( -I)

So, C v0 eRc = l - eRc .= V0 - v0 

Beca use V = ~, then V =V0 (I - e;~) and Q =CV0 (I - e;~) . 
Figure 4b shows how Q (and V) vary with time. For example, 

-I 

• 	 at time t =0, eRC =I, so Q = 0 and v = 0. 
·I 

• 	 as time I ~ co, eRC ~ 0 so Q ~ and V ~Q0 V0 

Summary questions 

1 A50 µF capacitor is charged by connecting it to a 6.0 V battery then 

discharged through a 100 kO resistor. 


Calculate: 


a i the charge stored in the capacitor immediately after it has 

been charged, 


ii the time constant of the circuit. 


b Estimate how long the capacitor would take to discharge to 

about 2V. 


ii 	 Estimate the resistance of the resistor that you would use 
in place of the 100 kO resistor if the discharge is to be 99% 
completed within about 5 s. 

2 A 68 µF capacitor is charged to a pd of 9.0 V then discharged through a 
20 kO resistor. 

a Calculate: 

the charge stored by the capacitor at a pd of 9.0 V, 

ii the initial discharge current. 

b Calculate the pd and the discharge current 5.0 s after the discharge 
started. 

3 A 2.2 µF capacitor is charged to a pd of 6.0 V and then discharged 
through a 100 kO resistor. Calculate: 

a the charge and energy stored in this capacitor at 6.0 V, 

b the pd across the capacitor 0.5 s after the discharge started, 

c the energy stored at this time. 

4 An uncharged4.7µF capacitor is charged to a pd of 12.0Vthrough a 2000 
resistor and then discharged through a 220 kO resistor. Calculate: 

a i initial charging current, 

Ii the energy stored in the capacitor at 12.0 V, 

b the time taken for the pd to fall from 12.0 V to 3.0 V, 

c the energy lost by the capacitor in this time. 

charge 

0.63 Oo" 

b lime 

current 

0.37 10 

0 RCc time 

.A. Figure 3 Capacitor charging 

You can find out how to model 
ates of flow of charge in 
preadsheets on a computer 

Topic 30.6, Graphical and 
omputational modelling. W 

• 
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Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain how a dielectric 

affects a capacitor. 

-+ 	 Define relative permittivity 

and dielectric constant. 

-+ 	 Describe the action of a 

simple polar molecule 
rotating in an electric field. 

Specification reference: 3.?.4.2 

polarised 
molecules 

:.J.
!••• 

voltage unit 

..._ Figure 1 Dielectric action 
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Dielectric action 
A capacitor is a device designed to store charge. The simplest type of 
capacitor is made of two parallel metal plates opposite each other as 
shown in Figure la in Topic 23. l. When a banery is connected to the 
plates, electrons from the negative terminal of the battery move onto 
the plate connected to that terminal. At the same time, electrons move 
from the other plate to the positive terminal of the battery, leaving this 
plate with a positive charge. The two plates store equal and opposite 
amounts of charge. 

The charge stored on the plates can be increased by inserting a 
dielectric between the plates. Dielectrics are electrically insulating 
materials that increase the ability of a parallel-plate capacitor to store 
charge when a dielectric is placed between the plates of the capacitor. 
Polythene and waxed paper are examples of dielectrics. 

Consider what happens when a dieleccric is placed between two 
oppositely charged parallel plates connected to a battery. Each 
molecule of the dielectric becomes polarised . This means that its 
electrons are pulled slighcly towards the positive plate as shown in 
Figure l. So the surface of the dielectric facing the positive plate 
gains negative charge at the expense of the other side of the dielectric 
that faces the negative plate. The other surface of the dielectric loses 
negative charge, so some positive charge is left on its surface. 

In some dielectric substances, the molecules are already polarised but they 
lie in random directions. These molecules, called polar molecules, tum 
when the dielectric is placed between the charged plates because their 
electrons are attracted slightly to the positive plate. The effect is the same 
as with non-polar molecules - the surface of the dielectric near the positive 
plate gains negative charge, and the other surface gains positive charge. 

As a result, more charge is stored on the plates because 

• 	 the positive side of the dielectric attracts more electrons from the 
battery onto the negative plate. 

• 	 the negative side of the dielectric pushes electrons back LO the 
bauery from the positive plate. 

The effect of a dielectric is to increase the charge stored in a capacitor 
for any given pd across the capacitor terminals. In other words, its 
effect is to increase the capacitance of' the capacitor. 

Relative permittivity 
For a fixed pd across a parallel-plate capacitor with an empty space 
between its plates, the charge stored is increased by inserting a 
dielectric substance between the plates. The ratio of the charge st0red 
with the dielectric to the charge stored without the dielectric may be 
defined as the relative permittivity, E" of the dielectric substance. 

relative permittivity Er= ~ 
where Q =charge stored by a parallel-plate capacitor when the space 
between the plates of the capacitor is completely filled with the 



dielectric subscance, and Q0 =charge stored at the same pd when the 
space is completely empty. 

For a fixed pd V between the plates, Q =CVand Q = C V, where C0 0 
is the capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor with the dielectric 
completely between the plates and C0 is the capacitance when 

the space is completely empty. Therefore. QQ = ~ , so the relative 
0 0 

permittivity may be defined by the equation 

c 
e,=C 

0 
The relative permittivity er of a substance is also called its dielectric 
constant. Typical values for erare 2.3 for polythene, 2.5 for waxed 
paper, 7 for mica and 81 for water! The large value of er for water is 
the reason why ionic crystals such as sodium chloride (common sa lt) 
dissolve in water. Sec Topic 22.4. 

Capacitor design 

For a parallel-plate ca pacitor with dielectric filling the space between 

the plates. its capacitance C=A~tr. where A is the surface area of 

each plate and dis the spacing between the plates. 

This equation shows that a large capacitance can be achieved by 

• making the area A as large as possible, 

• making the plate spacing d as small as possible. 

• filling the space between the plates with a dielectric which has a 
relative permittivity as large as possible. 

Most capacitors consist of two strips of aluminium foil separated by a 
layer of dielectric, all rolled up as shown in Figure 2. This arrangement 
makes the capacitance as large as possible because the area A is as 
large as possible and the spacing dis as small as possible. 

Capacitor factors 

In Topic 22.2, you saw that for an 
'empty' parallel-plate capacitor, 
the charge stored per unit surface 

area~= Eof, where Eis the 

electric field strength and GI is 
the absolute permittivity of free 
space. This equation may be 

written as ~o = GI ~ because 

E= ~,where Vis the pd between 

the plates and dis the spacing 
between the plates. Rearranging 
this equation gives the 'empty' 
capacitor's capacitance 

C0 =2f =~.whereA is the 

surface area of each plate. If the 
space between the plates had been 
filled completely with a dielectric, 
the capacitance would have been 
increased from C0 to C= e,C0. 

sheets of 
dielectric 

metal foil 

Capacitor design 

In this investigation, a capacitor is formed by placing 
a dielectric sheet of uniform thickness between two 
parallel metal plates insulated from each other by small 
pieces of suitable insulation. Apotential divider is used 
to apply a constant pd between the two plates. The 
capacitor is repeatedly charged and discharged through 
a microammeter using a reed switch operating at a 
constant frequency. Figure 3 shows the circuit. 

potential divider coil 

high 
voltage 
unit ,_____._..._..__ \ 


microammeter 

.& Figure 3 Measuring relative permittivity 

The microammeter current reading is proportional to 
the charge gained by the capacitor each time the switch 
charges it. The current is measured with the dielectric in 
place and with the dielectric replaced by small insulating 
spacers of the same thickness as the dielectric sheet. 

The relative permittivity of the dielectric= T, where I is 
0 

the current with the dielectric present and 10 is the current 
without the dielectric present. 

Note that a capacitance meter may be used to measure 
the capacitance of the arrangement directly with and 

without the dielectric between the plates. The ratio i 
gives the relative permittivity. o 

• 




23.4 Dielectrics 
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Polarisation mechanisms 

The relative permittivity of a dielectric in a constant electric field is due to 
three different polarisation mechanisms. 

1 	 Orientation polarisation occurs in substances which contain molecules 
where covalent bonds are formed between atoms of different elements. 
The electrons in each covalent bond are shared unequally between 
the two atoms joined by the bond. The two atoms form a permanent 
electric dipole in which one atom is positively charged and the other 
is negatively charged. When the electric field is applied, the two atoms 
in each bond are displaced in opposite direction so the dipole tends to 
align with the field by turning slightly. However, when the field is absent, 
the dipoles lie in random directions. 

2 	 Ionic polarisation occurs in substances where ions are held together by 
ionic bonds. The oppositely-charged ions of each ionic bond are displaced 
in opposite directions when an electric field is applied. As a result, the 
ions of each bond form a dipole that tends to align with the field. 

3 	 Electronic polarisation occurs where the electrons of each atom are 
displaced relative to the nucleus of the atom when an electric field 
is applied. The centre of the electron distribution therefore no longer 
coincides with the nucleus. As a result, the electron distribution and the 
nucleus form a dipole that tends to align with the field. 

In an alternating electric field, the polar dipoles rotate and the non-polar 
dipoles oscillate one way then the opposite way as the field strength 
increases and decreases. At low frequencies, the three polarisation 
mechanisms alternate in phase with the fi eld at low frequency. 
However, as the frequency increases. each mechanism ceases to work 
due to the inertia of the partides involved and the resistive forces that 
oppose the motion of the dipoles. Figure 4 shows how the relative 
permittivity changes as the frequency of the applied field increases. 

The mass of the partides being moved by the field determines which 
mechanism ceases first as the frequency increases. The greater the mass 
of each partide, rhe greater its inertia is, and so the frequency at whid1 
it ceases ro contribute is lower. Orientation polarisation therefore 
ceases first as the frequency increases, then ionic polarisa tion, then 
electronic polarisation. 

1 'orientation· 
/ decrease 

2 'ionic' 
decrease 

I 3 'electronic' 
decrease 

1012 10•s 
frequency/Hz 

£ Figure 4 Relative permittivity againstfrequency for a dielectric 



1 	 Any electronic timing circuit or t ime-delay circuit makes use of capacitor 
discharge through a fixed resistor. 

Figure 5 shows an alarm circuit. In this circuit, the alarm rings if the 
input voltage to the circuit drops below a particular value after the 
switch is reset The time delay between resett ing the switch and the 
alarm ringing can be increased by increasingthe resistance Ror 
the capacitance C. This type of change to the circuit would make the 
discharge of Cthrough Rslower. This would then increase the t ime for 
the capacitor voltage to decrease enough to make the alarm ring. 

2 	 Capacitor smoothing is used in applications where suddenvoltage 
va riations or glitches can have undesirable effects. For example, mains 
appliances being switched on or off in a building could affect computers 
connected to the mains supply in the building. Inside a computer there is 
a large capacitor that will supply current if the mains supply is interrupted. 
In this way, the computer circuits wi ll continue to function normally. 

0: 	Explain how the time delay would be affected if the resistance Rand 

the capacitance C in Figure 5 were both doubled. 
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.A Figure 5 A rime-delayed alarm circuit 

Summary questions 

1 	 A parallel-plate capacitor consists of two insulated 
metal plates separated by an air gap. Abattery in 
series with a switch is connected to the plates.The 
capacitor is charged by closing the switch to charge 
the capacitor to a constant pd. Asheet of dielectric is 
then inserted between the plates. 

a When the sheet of dielectric is inserted, state the 
change that takes place to: 

the capacitance Cof the capacitor, 

ii the charge Ostored by the capacitor. 

b State and explain the change that takes place to 
the energy stored by the capacitor. 

2 	 In the test in O1, the switch remains open and the 
sheet of dielectric is then removed. State and explain 
how the energy stored by t he capacitor changes 
when the dielectric is removed. 

3 	 An air-fi lled parallel-plate capacitor has a capacitance 
of 1.4 pF. 

a 	 The space between the plates is completely 
fi lled with a sheet of dielectric that has a relative 
permitt ivity of ?.O. Calculate the capacitance of the 
capacitor with the dielectric present. 

b 	 Calculate the energy stored by the capacitor in 
(a) when the pd across it is 15.0V. 

4 An electrolytic capacitor contains a very thin layer of 
dielectric formedwhen the capacitor is f irst charged. The 
insulating property of the dielectric in a certain 100 mF 
electrolytic capacitor breaks down if the electric f ield 

1strength across it exceeds 700 Mvm- . The maximum 
pd that can beapplied to thecapacitor is 100V. 

a Calculate the thickness of the dielectric layer, 

b 	 The effective surface area of each capacitor plate 
is 1.6 m2. Estimate the energy stored per unit 
volume in the capacitor at 100 V. 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 23 
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Jn an experiment to measure the capacitance C of a capacitor, the circui t in Figure l was 
used to charge the capaciLor Lhen discharge it through a resistor or known resistance R. 

.A Figure 1 

(a) 	 The capacitor pd Val time 1 afLer the discharge commenced is given by V =V0eCR. 

Show that this equation can be rearranged into an equation or the fo rm In V =a - bt, 
where a and bare constants, and determine expressions for a and b. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 As the capacitor discharged, its pd was measured every 30 seconds using a digital 
voltmeter. The measurements were taken three times as shown in Table l. 

'llf Table 1 

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 

4.50 3.82 3.26 2.78 2.33 2.00 1.70 1.43 1.23 1.04 

4.51 3.81 3.25 2.77 2.35 2.10 1.72 1.43 1.25 1.02 

4.50 3.83 3.25 2.76 2.34 1.98 1.69 1.42 1.22 1.04 

4.503 3.820 3.253 2.760 2.340 2.027 1.703 

1.505 1.340 1.180 1.017 0.850 0.707 0.532 

300 

0.89 

0.90 

0.87 

(i) 	 Complete the missing entries in Table l. 
(ii) 	 Use the measurements to plot a graph of In Von the y-axis against r on 

the x-axis. 
(iii) Use your graph to determine the time constant of the discharge circuit. 
(iv) 	The resistance R of the resistor was 68kQ. Determine the capacitance C 

of the capacitor. (JO marks) 
(c) 	 (i) Discuss the reliability of the measurements. 

(ii) Estimate the accuracy of your value of capacitance, given the resistor 
value is accurate to within l %. (4 marks) 

2 Figure 2 shows a 2.0µF capacitor connected to 150V supply. 

_[ 	 l. 
lSOV2.0µFT 
r 

.A Figure2 

(a) 	 Calculate the charge on the capacitor. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 (i) Suggest a graph that could be drawn in order to calculate the energy 

stored in Lhe capacitor by finding the area under the graph. 
(ii) 	 CalculaLe the energy stored by the capacitor when it has a pd or 150v 

across it. (J marks) 

-1 



Chapter 23 Capacitors 

(c) 	 The charged capacitor is removed [rom the power supply and discharged by 

connecting a 220 kn resistor across iL. 

(i) 	 Calculate the maximum discharge current. 
(ii) 	 Show that the current will have fallen to 10% of its maximum value 


in a time of approximately ls. (5 marks) 


AQA. 2002 

3 	 A capacitor of capacitance 330µF is charged to a potential difference of 9.0V. 
It is then discharged through a resistor of resistance 470kQ. 
(a) 	 Calculate: 

(i) the energy stored by rhe capacitor when it is fully charged. (2 marks) 

(il) the time constant of the discharging circuit, (I mark) 

(iii) 	 the pd across the capacitor 60 s after the discharge has begun. (3 marks) 

(b) 	The capacitor is charged using a 9.0V battery and negligible internal resistance 

in series with a 1.0 kQ resistor. Calculate: 

(i) 	 the time constant for this circuit, and sketd1 graphs to show how the 


capacitor pd and the current changed with time during charging, (5 marks) 

(ii} the energy supplied by the battery and the energy supplied to the 


capacitor during the charging process, and expla in the difference. (3 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

4 	 A student used a voltage sensor connected to a data logger Lo plot the discharge 
curve for a 4.7 µF capacitor. Figure 3 shows the graph she obtained. 

potential

d1fference/V 
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A Figure 3 

Use data from the graph to calculate: 

(a) the initia l charge stored, 	 (2 marks) 
(b) the energy s tored when the capacitor had been discharging for 35ms, (J marks} 
(c) 	 the time constan1 for the circuit, (3 marks) 
(d) 	 the resistance of 1he circuit through which the capacitor was discharging. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2002 



Practice questions: Chapter 23 

5 Figure 4 shows a circuit that may be used LO investigate the capacitance of a capacitor. 
The switch moves rapidly between X and Y, making contact with each terminal 400 times 
per second. When it makes contact with X the capacitor C charges, and when it makes 
contact with Y the capacitor discharges through the resistor R. 

X Y H 
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+ 
12V 

switch 

_ _ _ c 

.A. Figure4 

(a) 	 R has a value of 2200. The time constant for the circuit is 2.2 x 10-4 s. 
Ca lculate the value of capacitor C. (I mark) 

(b) 	 Ca lculate the periodic time, T, for the oscilla tion of the switch. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 The swi tch makes contact with Y for time ~.The capacitor discharges 

from 12 v during this time. T 

(i) 	 Ca lculate the voltage across the charged caJ)aci tor after a time 2 . 
(ii) 	 Explain whether or not it is reasonabk to assume that thc capacitor 

has completely discharged in the time ~. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

6 	 (a) Explain what is meant by a capacitance of I farad (F). (I mark) 
(b) 	The capacitance of a capacitor is 2. 3 x io-11 F. When the potential difference 


across it is 6.0 V, calculate: 

(i) 	 the charge it stores, (ii ) the energy it stores. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 A student charged the capacitor and then tried to measure the potential difference 
between the plates using an oscilloscope. The student observed the trace shown in 
Figure 5 and concluded that the capacitor was discharging through the oscilloscope. 
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.A. Figure 5 

Calculate the resistance of the oscilloscope. (J marks) 
AQA, 2003 
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A torch bulb produces a flash of light when a 270µF capacitor is discharged across it. 

A B 

Chapter 23 Capacitors 
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.A. Figure 6 

(a) 	 The capacitor is charged to a pd of 3.0 V from the battery, as shown in Figure 6 . 
Calculate: 
(i) 	 the energy stored in the capacitor, 
(ii) 	 the work done by the battery. (J marks) 

(b) 	The capacitor is discharged by moving switch S in the diagram from A to 8 . 

The discharge circuit has a total resistance of 1.5 Q. 

(i) 	 Show that almost a ll of the energy stored in the capacitor is released when the 

capacitor rd has decreased from 3.0 v to 0.3 v. 
(ii) 	 Emission of light From the torch bulb ceases when the pd falls below 2.0 V. 

Calculate the duration of the light flash. 
(iii) 	 Assuming that the torch bulb produces photons of average wavelength 500 nm, 

estimate the number of photons released during the light flash. (8 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

A student uses a system shown in Figure 7 LO measure the contact time of a 

metal ball when it bounces on a metal block. 


680!2 

- fine copper wire 
v 

5.0V 2.2µF 
• metal ball 

metal block 

.A. Figure 7 

The studen t charges !he capacitor by dosing the switch, records the voll metcr reading and 

Lhen opens the swiLch. The s!llden r then releases the ball and measures rhe voltage after 

Lhe ball has rebounded from the metal block. 

In one test the studen t records an initial voltage of 5.0V and a final vollage of 2.2V. 


(a) Ca lculate the time for which the ball is in contact with the block. (3 marks) 
(b) (i) Ca lculate the energy lost by the capacitor during the discharge. 

(ii) State where this energy is dissipated and the form it will take. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2002 



learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Measure the strength of a 

magnetic field. 

-+ 	 State the factors that the 
magnitude of the force 
on a current-carrying wire 
depends on. 

-+ 	 Determine the direction of the 
force on a current-carrying 
wire in a magnetic fie ld. 

Specification reference: 3.?.5.1 

0 plotting compass 

.A Figure 1 The magneticfield near a 
barmagnet 

field lines 

.A Figure 2 The Earth's magneticfield 

N 

----Y curren"'t----' 
field lines 1n wire 

.A Figure 3 The motor effect 
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Magnetic field patterns 
Magnetism is a topic with a long scientific history stretching back 
thousands of years when lodestone was used by explorers as a 
navigational aid. Scientific research over the past 50 years or so has led 
to many applications such as particle accelerators, powerful microwave 
transmiuers, magnetic discs and tape, superconducting magnets, 
and magnetic resonance scanners. Magnetism is a valuable scientific 
tool used by archaeologists, astronomers, and geologists. In short. 
magnetism has always been a fascina ting topic and continues to be so. 

A magnetic field is a force field surround ing a magnet or currenl
carrying wire which acts on any other magnet or current-carrying 
wire placed in the field. The magnetic field of a bar magnet is strongest 
at its ends which are referred to as north-seeking and south
seeking 'poles' according to which direction, north or south, each 
end points when the magnet is free to align itself with the horizontal 
component of the Earth's magnetic field. A line of force (or magnetic 
field line) of a magnetic field is a line along which a north pole would 
move in the field. 

The Earth's magnetism 

The Earth's magnetic field is not unlike the field of a giant bar magnet inside 
the Earth. It is caused by circulation currents in the molten iron in the 
Earth's core. The Earth's magnetic poles are known to drift gradually and a 
magnetic compass points to the Earth's magnetic north pole. At the present 
time, the Earth's north magnetic pole is in Northern Canada. As a result of 
studying the magnetism of rocks, scientists discovered that the continents 
are drifting across the Earth's surface on giant 'tectonic plates' and that the 
Earth's magnetic field can reverse quite suddenly! 

0: Describe the direct ion of the Earth's magnetic field at the magnetic 

north pole. 
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The force on a current-carrying wire in a 
magnetic field 
A current-carrying wire placed at a non-zero angle to the lines of force 
of an external magnetic field experiences a force due to the field. This 
effect is known as the motor effect. The force is perpendicular to the 
wire and to the lines of force. 

The motor effect can be tested using the simple arrangement shown 
in Figure 3. The wire is placed between opposite poles of a U-shaped 
magnet so it is at right angles to the lines of force of the magnetic field . 



.A. Figure 4 Fleming's left-hand rule 
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When a current nows, the section of the wire in the magnetic field 
experiences a force that pushes it out of the field. The magnitude of 
the force depends on the current, the strength of the magnetic field, 
the length of the wire, and the angle between the lines of force of the 
field and the currenc direccion. 

The force is: 

• greatest when the wire is at right angles to the magnetic field, 

• zero when the wire is parallel to the magnetic field. 

The direction of the force can be related to the direction of rhe field 
and to the direction of the current using Fleming's left-hand rule 
shown in Figure 4. If the current is reversed or if the magnetic field is 
reversed, the direction of the force is reversed . 

The magnitude of the force on a current-carrying wire in a magnetic 
field can be investigated using the arrangem ent shown in Figure 5. 
The stiff wire frame is connected in series with a switch, a n ammeter, a 
variable resist0r, and a battery. When the switch is closed, the magnet 
exerts a force on the wire which can be measured from the change of 
the top pan balance reading. 

The tests above show that the force Fon the wire is proportional to: 

1 the current/, 2 the length I of the wire. 

The magnetic flux density B of the magnetic field, sometimes 
referred to as the strength of the magnetic field, is defined as the torce 
per unit length per unit current on a current-carrying conductor at by standtop pan balance 
right angles to the magnetic field lines. 

.A. Figure 5 Measuring the force on a 
Therefore, for a wire of length I carrying a currenc I in a uniform magnetic current-carrying wire in a magnetic field 
field B at 90° to the field lines, the force Fon the wire is given by 

F = Bfl Study tip 
l The unit of Bis the resla (T), equal to 1 Nm-1A-1. F =BT/ applies only when Band T 
2 The direction of rhe force is given by Fleming's left-hand rule. are at right angles. 

See figure 4. 

~ 
~Worked example 

A straight horizontal wire XY of length 5.0 m is in a uniform horizontal magnetic field of magnetic flux 
density l20mT. The wire is at an angle of 90° to the field lines which arc due north in direction. The 
wire conducts a currenL of l4A from east to West. Calculate the magnitude of the force on the wire and 
state its direction. 

Solution 
B= l20mT =0. 12T 

F=Bll=0.12x 14x5.0=8.4N 

The force on the wire is vertically downwards. 

Note, for a straight wire at angle fJ to the magnetic field lines, the force 
on the wire is due to the component of che magnetic field perpendicular 
to the wire, Bsin B. Therefore the magnitude of the force on the wire 
F =BJ/sin B. This extension of F =BT! is not required for this specification. 
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24.1 Current-carrying conductors in a magnetic field 

The couple on a coil in a magnetic field 
Consider a rectangular current-carrying coil in a uniform horizontal 
magnetic field, as shown in Figure 6. The coi l has n turns of wire and 
can rotate about a vertical axis. 

• 	 The long sides of the coil arc vertical. Each wire down each long 
side experiences a force Bii where I is the length of each long side. 
Each long side therefore experiences a horizontal force F = (Bil)n in 
opposite directions al right angles to the fie ld lines. 

• 	 The pair of forces acting on the long sides form a couple as the 
forces are not directed along th e sa me line. The rorque of the 
couple = Fd, where dis the perpendicular distance between the line 
of action of the forces on each side. See Topic 24.4. lf the plane of 
the coil is at angle a to the field lines, then d = wcosa where w is 
the width of the coil. 

• 	 Therefore, the torque= Fwcos a = Bl/nwcos ex = BIAn cos a, where 
the coil a rea A= /w. II ex= O (i.e., the coil is para llel to the fi eld), the 
torque= B!An as cos O = 1. 

• 	 If ex = 90° (i.e., the coil is perpendicular to the fie ld), the torque = 0 

a top view of coil 
parallel to field 

b top view of coil at 
angle ex to field 

.A. Figure 6 Couple on a coil 

graphite 
brush 
contacts 

.A. Figure 7 In an electric motor 

as cos 90° = 0. 

The simple electric motor consists of a coil of insulated wire which spins 

between the poles of a U-shaped magnet. 


When a direct current passes round the coil, 


• 	 the wires at opposite edges of the coil are acted on by forces in opposite 
direct ions, 

• the force on each edge makes the coil spin about its axis. 

Current is supplied to the coil via a split-ring commutator. The direction of 
the current round the coil is reversed by the split-ring commutator each time 
the coil rotates through half a turn. This ensures the current along an edge 
changes direction when it moves from one pole face to the other. As shown 
in Figure 7, the result is that the force on each edge continues to turn the coil 
in the same direction. 

In a practical electric motor, several evenly spaced 'armature' coils are 
wound on an iron core. Each coil is connected to its own section of the 
commutator. The result is that each coi l in sequence experiences a torque 
when it is connected to the voltage supply so the armature is repeatedly 
pushed round. Because the iron core makes the field radial, each coi l is in 
the plane of the field (i.e., a = 0Jfor most of the time. As a result, the torque 
is steady and the motor runs more smoothly. In addition, the iron core 
makes the field much stronger so the torque of the motor is much greater. 

By using an electromagnet connected to the same voltage supply as the 
coils, an electric motor can operate with alternating current or with direct 
current. This is because the magnetic field reverses each time the armature 
current reverses when an ac supply is used.So the turning effect on the 
armature is unchanged in direction . 

.A. Figure B A practical electric motor 

• 




Summary questions 

1 	 The table below relates the force on a current-carrying wire which is 
at right angles to the lines of force ofa magnetic field and the current. 
Complete the table below by working out the missing data in each 
column. 

TTable 1 

vertically down down due? 

3.0 Ahorizontal ? 3.0 Ahorizontal 2.0A 
due north vertically up 

0.040m 0.040m 0.040m 

0.036 N 0.024 N ? horizontal 
horizontal due horizontal due due east 
south west 

2 a 	 A straight vertical wire of length 0.10 m carries a downward current 
of 4.0 A in a uniform horizontal magnetic field of flux density SS m T 
that acts due north. Determine the magnitude and direction of the 
force on the wire. 

b 	 A straight horizontal wire of length SO mm carrying a constant 
current is in a uniform magnetic field of flux density 140 m T which 
acts vertically downwards. The wire experiences a force of 28 mN 
in a direction which is due north. Determine the magnitude and the 
direction of the current in the wire. 

3 	 A rectangular coil of width 60 mm and of length 80 mm has SO turns. 
The coil was placed horizontally in a uniform horizontal magnetic field 
of flux density 8S m T with its shorter side parallel to the field lines. A 
current of 8.0 A was passed through the coil. Sketch the arrangement 
and determine t he force on each side of the coi l. 

4 	 The Earth's magnetic field at a certain position on the Earth's surface 
has a horizontal component of 18 µT due north and a downwards 
vertical component of SS µT. Calculate: 

a the magnitude of the Earth's magnetic field at this position, 

b the magnitude and direction of the force on a vertical wire of length 
0.80 m carrying a current of 4.SA downwards. 

• 
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Learning objectives: Electron beams 
-+ 	 Describe what happens Figure 1 shows a vacuum tube designed to show the effect of a 

to charged particles in a magnetic field on an electron beam. The production of the electron 
magnetic field. beam is explained in Topic 24.3. The path of the beam can be seen 

-+ Explain why a force acts on a where it passes over the Huorescent screen in the tube. The beam 
is deflected downwards when a magnetic field is directed into thewire in a magnetic field when 
plane of the screen. Each electron in the beam experiences a force a current flows along the wire. 
due to the magnetic field. The beam fo llows a circular path because-+ 	 State the equation used to find the direction of the force on each electron is perpendicular to the 

the force on a moving charge. direction of motion of the electron (and to th e fi e ld direction). 
Specification reference: 3.?.5.2 The direction of the force on an electron in the beam can also be 

worked out using Fleming's lel't -hand rule, provided 
we remem ber the convention that the current 
direction is opposite to the direction in which the 

vacuum tube electrons move . 

electron path The reason why a currenc-carrying wire in a magnetic 
visible on screen field experiences a force is that the electrons moving along 

the wire are pushed to one side by the force of the field.magnetic field into 
plane of screen If the electrons in Figure I had been confined to a wire, 

+ (magnet not shown) the whole wire would have been pushed downwards. 
high voltage 

A. Figure 1 An electron deflection tube 

Synoptic link 

The positron was the first 
antimatter particle to be 

discovered when a ~particle t rack 
in a magnetic field was found that 
curved in the opposite direction 
to the ~- tracks. See Topic 1.4, 
Part icles and ant iparticles. 

A high-energy collision 

Magnetic fields are used in particle 
physics detectors to separate different 
charged particles out and, as explained in 
Topic 24.3, to measure their momentum 
from the curvature of the tracks they 
create. All charged particles moving 
across the lines of a magnetic field are 

A. Figure 2 Charged particles in a 
acted on by a force due to the field. 

magnetic field 
Positively charged particles such as 
protons are pushed in the opposite direction to negatively charged particles 
such as electrons. Figure 2 shows charged particles curving across a 
magnetic field. The positively charged particles curve in the opposite direction 
to the negatively charged particles. The particles were created by a collision 
between a fast-moving incoming particle and the nucleus of an atom. 

0: 	What type of event created the two oppositely-curved tracks near the 
top of the picture? 

Force on a moving charge in a magnetic field 
vi 	 chargeQ A beam of charged particles crossing a vacuum tube is an electric 

movmgat current across the tube. Suppose each charged particle has a charge Q:c~:::::::::::: :~• :: 
speed v Q and moves at speed v. In a time interval t, each particle travels a distance 

A. Figure 3 Force on a moving charge vt. Its passage is equivalent tO current I= g_ along a wire of length I= vt. 

• 	
t 



If the particles pass ch rough a uniform magnetic field in a direction at 
right angles to the field lines, each particle experiences a force F due 
to the field. If the particles were confined to a wire, the force would be 
given by F = 811. For moving charges, the same equation applies where 

l =Q and I =vt. 
t 

Therefore, for a charged particle moving across a uniform magnetic 

field in a direction at right angles to the field, F =Bii =B{ ~) (vt) =BQv 

For a particle of charge Q moving through a uniform magnetic field 
at speed v in a perpendicular direction to the field, the force on the 
particle is given by 

F = BQv 

Tf the direction of motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field 
is at angle (}to the lines of the field, then the component of 8 
perpendicu lar to the direction of motion of the charged pa rticle, 
Bsin (},is used to give F= BQvsin e. 
• 	 If the velocity of the charged particle is perpendicular to the 

direction of the magnetic field, (} = 90°, so the equation becomes 
F = BQv because sin 90° = I. 

• 	 lf the velocity of the charged particle is parallel to the direction of 
the magnetic field, 8 =0, so F =0 because sin 0 =0. 

Note: 

The equation F = BQvsin 8 is not required for this specification. 


Study tip 

Stationary charges in a magnetic 
field experience no magnetic force. 
Also when applying Fleming's 
left-hand rule to charged particles, 
the current direction for negative 
particles is in the opposite 
direction to the direction of motion 
of the particles. 

Note 

The Hall probe is not on the 
specification and is presented here 
as an application of the equations 
for the electric and magnetic force 
on a charged particle. 

Hall probes are used to measure 
magnetic flux density [Figure 4). A Hall 
probe contains a slice of semiconducting ._· I.. JImaterial. Figure 5 shows the slice in LI - ... __... 
a magnetic field with the field lines - ......• . . er -.. ' perpendicular to the flat side of the 
slice. A constant current passes through 
the slice as shown. The charge carriers -(which are electrons in an n·type .A. Figure 4 Using a Hall probe 
semiconductor) are deflected by the 
field. As a result, a potential difference is created between the top and bottom 
edges of the slice. This effect is known as the Hall effect after its discoverer. 

The pd, referred to as the Hall voltage, is proportional to the magnetic flux 
density, provided the current is constant. This is because each charge carrier 
passing through the slice is subjected to a magnetic force Fmag = BOv, where 
vis the speed of the charge carrier. Once the Hall voltage has been created, 
the magnetic deflection of a charge carrier entering the slice is opposed 
by the force on it due to the electric field created by the Hall voltage. The 

electric field force Feiec =o:h. where Vh represents the Hall voltage and dis 

the distance between the top and bottom sides of the slice. See Topic 22.2. 

Therefore, o:h =BOv gives Vh = Bvd. For constant current, v is constant so 

vh is proportional to 8. 

.A. Figure 5 The Hall voltage 

• 



24.2 Moving charges in a magnetic field 

Summary questions 

e = 1.6x10- 19 c 
1 a In Figure 1, how would the force on the electrons 

in the magnetic field differ if: 

the magnetic field was reversed in direction, 

ii the magnetic field was reduced in strength, 

iii the speed of the electrons was increased. 

b 	 Calculate the force on an electron that enters a 
uniform magnetic field of flux density 150 m Tat a 
velocity of 8.0 x 106 ms 1 at an angle of 

90°, ii 0° to the field. 

2 Electrons in a vertical wire move upwards at a speed 
of 2.5 x 10 3 ms 1 into a uniform horizontal magnetic 
field of magnetic flux density 9 5 m T. The field is 
directed along a line from south to north as shown 
in Figure 6. Calculate the force on each electron and 
determine its direction. 

W
N 

•+ E 
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electron 
in wire 
moving 

upwards 

magnetic field 

A. Figures 

3 	 Abeam of protons and n • mesons moving at the 
same speed is directed into a uniform magnetic field 
in the same direction as the field. 

a 	 Explain why the beam is not deflected by the 
field. 

b 	 If the particles had been directed into the field in 
a direction at right angles to the field lines at the 
same speed, state and explain what effect this 
would have had on the beam. 

4 	 In a Hall probe, electrons passing through the 
semiconductor experience a force due to a magnetic 
field. 

a 	 Explain why a potential difference is created 
across the semiconductor as a result of the 
application of the magnetic field. 

b 	 When the magnetic flux density was 90 m T, each 
electron moving through the slice experiences a 
force of 6.4 x 10-20 N due to the magnetic field. 
Calculate: 

the mean speed of the electrons passing 
through the slice, 

ii 	 the magnetic force on each electron if 
the magnetic flux density is increased to 
120 ml 



of diagram (at 90° 
to the plane of the 
diagram) 

Magnetic fields arc used LO control beams of charged particles in many 
devices, from television tubes to high-energy accelerators. The force 
of the magnetic field on a moving charged particle is at right angles to 
the direction o f motion of the particle. 

• 	 No work is done by the magnetic field on the particle as the 
force always acts at right angles to the velocity of the particle. Its 
direction of motion is changed by the force but not its speed. The 
kinetic energy of the particle is unchanged by the magnetic field. 

• 	 Jn accordance with Fleming's left-hand rule, the magnetic force is 
always perpendicular 10 the velocity at any point along the path. 
The particle thererore moves on a circular path with the force 
always acting towards the centre of curvature of th e circular path. 
See Topic 17.2 . 

• 	 The force causes a centripe ta l accele ra tion because it is 
perpendicular to th e velocity. Fig ure 1 sh ows the deflection of 
a beam of electrons in a un iform magnetic field. The path is a 
complete circle because the magnetic field is uniform and the 
particle remains in the field. 

The radius, r, of the circular orbit in Figure l depends on the speed v 

of the particles and the magnetic flux density B. 

At any point on the orbit, che particle is acted on by a magnetic force 

F = BQv and it experiences a centripetal acceleration a = v2 towards the 
centre of the circle. r 

Applying Newton's second law in the form F= ma gives 

BQv= mv2 
r 

Rearranging this equation gives 

r = 	mv 
BQ 

This eq uation shows tha t rdecreases (so the path is more curved): 


l if Bis increased or if v is decreased, 

2 if particles w ith a larger specific charge, Q, are used . 


m 

Learning objectives: 
' Describe what happens to 

the direction of the magnetic 
force when electrons are 
deflected by a magnetic field. 

' Explain why the moving 
charges move in a path that is 
circular. 

' State the factors that affect 
the radius of the circular path. 

Specification reference: 3.7.5.1 

magnetic field out 

.A. Figure 1 Acircular orbit in a 
magnetic field 

Synoptic link 
We can apply the centripetal 

2 

acceleration formula a = ~ 


r 
because the part icle is in uniform 
circular motion. See Topic 17.2, 
Centripetal acceleration. 

In Figure 1, the beam of electrons is produced by an 'electron gun'. This 
consists of an electrically heated filament wire near a posit ively charged 
metal anode which anracts electrons emitted by the hot filament wire. This 
emission process is called thermionic emission. The electrons pass through a 
small hole in the anode to form the beam. The greater the potential difference 
between the anode and the filament wire, the higher the speed of the 
electrons when they reach the anode so the faster they are in the beam. The 
oscilloscope, the cathode ray television tube and the magnetron valve used 
in microwave cookers and radar systems al l rely on thermionic emission. 

I 

Study tip 
Check whether a question refers to 
radius or diameter. Remember that 
equipment must be evacuated to 
prevent loss of speed. 

• 




24.3 Charged particles in circular orbits 

uniform magnetic field 

ac supply 
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protons 

protons 
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.A. Figure 2 The cyclotron 

The cyclotron is used in hospitals to produce high-energy beams for 
radiation therapy. It consists of two hollow 0-shaped electrodes (referred 
to as 'dees') in a vacuum chamber.With a uniform magnetic field applied 
perpendicular to the plane of the dees, a high-frequency alternating voltage 
is applied between the dees. 

Charged particles are directed into the one of the dees near the centre of 
the cyclotron. The charged particles are forced on a circular path by the 
magnetic field, causing them to emerge from the dee they were directed 
into. As they cross into the other dee, the alternating voltage reverses so 
they are accelerated into the other dee where they are once again forced 
on a circular path by the magnetic field. On emerging from this dee, the 
voltage reverses again and accelerates the particles into the first dee where 
the process is repeated. This occurs because the t ime taken by a particle 
to move round its semi-circular path in each dee does not depend on the 
part icle speed [provided the speed stays much less than the speed of 

light c). This is because r = ;; so the time taken to complete the 

semi-circle = :' =;;,which is independent of the particle's speed. 

1 	 Each time a particle crosses from one dee to the other it gains speed 
and its radius of orbit increases. The particles emerge from the 
cyclotron when the radius of orbit is equal to the dee radius R. 

Using the equation r = ;;, it follows that the speed v of the 

particles on exit from the cyclotron is given by v = BOR . 
m 

2 The time Tfor one full cycle of the alternating voltage must be equal to 
the time taken by a particle to complete one full circle. 

Hence T= 2;n. Therefore the frequency/ of the alternating 

voltage must be set at a value given by the equation f = _!_ = 80 .
T 	 2nm 

The mass spectrometer 

The mass spectrometer is used to analyse the type of 
atoms present in a sample. The atoms of the sample are 
ionised and directed in a narrow beam at the same velocity 
into a uniform magnetic field. Each ion is deflected in a 
semi-circle by the magnetic field onto a detector, as shown 
in Figure 3. The radius of curvature of the path of each ion 

depends on the specific charge 2- of the ion in accordance 
m 

with the equation r= ;;. Each type of ion is deflected by a 

different amount onto the detector. The detector is linked 

to a computer which is programmed to show the relative 
abundance of each type of ion in the sample. 

The ions in the beam enter the magnetic field at the same 
velocity because they pass through a velocity selector, 

• 


as shown in Figure 3. The velocity selector consists of 
a magnet and a pair of parallel plates at spacing d and 
voltage VP due to a high voltage supply. The magnet and 
the plates are aligned so each ion passing through the 
velocity selector is acted on by an electric field force, 

Felec = o:P. in the opposite direction to a magnetic field 

force Fmag= B50v where 85 is the magnetic flux density 

of the magnet in the velocity selector. Ions moving at a 

certain velocity such that B 0v = o:Pexperience equal5

and opposite forces so pass through undeflected. All 

other ions are deflected and do not pass through the 
collimator slit. So although the beam emerging from the 
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.A Figure 3 The mass spectrometer 

collimator consists of different types of ions, they all 
have the same speed v = J'.f_

Bsd. 

detector 

Synoptic link 

The magnetic field force is cancelled out by the 
electric field force. See Topic 22.2, Electric field 
strength, for the force on a charged particle in a 
uniform electric field. 

0: State whether a proton or a singly charged helium 
ion is deflected more easily in a mass spectrometer. 

UOlOJd e 'V 

Summary questions 

e = 1.6 x 10- 19 C, ~for the electron = 1.76 x 1011 Ckg -1 

1 Abeam of electrons at a speed of 3.2 x 101m s- 1 is 
directed into a uniform magnetic field of flux density 
8.5 mT in a direction perpendicular to the field lines. 
The electrons move on a circular orbit in the field. 

a i Explain why the electrons move on a circular 
orbit. 

ii Calculate the radius of the orbit. 

b 	 The flux density is adjusted until the radius of 
orbit is 65 mm. Calculate the flux density for this 
new radius. 

2 	 A narrow beam of electrons was directed at a speed 
of 2.9 x 107 m s-1into a uniform magnetic field. 

a 	 The beam followed a circular path of radius 35 mm 
in the magnetic field. Calculate the flux density of 
the magnetic field. 

b 	 The speed of the electrons in the beam was halved 
by reducing the anode voltage. Calculate the new 
radius of curvature of the beam in the field. 

3 	 The first cyclotron, used to accelerate protons, was 
0.28 min diameter and was in a magnetic field of flux 
density 1.1T. 

a Show that protons emerged from this cyclotron at 
a maximum speed of 1. 5 x 107 m s-1. 

b Calculate the maximum kinetic energy, in MeV, of 
a proton from this accelerator. 

The mass of a proton = 1.67 x 10-21 kg, 
1 MeV = 1.6 x 10- 13 J 

4 	 In a mass spectrometer, a beam of ions at a speed of 
7.6 x 104 m s- 1was directed into a uniform magnetic 
field of flux density 680 mT. 

a 	 An ion was deflected in a semi-circular path of 
diameter 28 mm on to the detector. Calculate the 
specific charge of the ion. 

b 	 A different type of ion was deflected onto the 
same detector when the magnetic flux density 
was changed to 400 mT. Calculate the specific 
charge of this ion. 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 24 
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1 (a) 	 The equation F =Bii, where the symbols have their usual meanings, gives the 
magnetic force that acts on a conductor in a magnetic field. 
Give the unit of each of the quantities in the equation: F, B, 1, I. 
Scace the condition under which the equation applies. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 Figure 1 shows a horizontal copper bar of 25 mm x 25 mm square cross-section and 
length I carrying a current of 65 A. 

•Figure 1 

(i) 	 Calculate the minimum value of the flux density or the magnetic field in which 
it should be placed if its weight is to be supported by the magnetic force that acts 
on it. 

density of copper = 8. 9 x l 03 kg m- 3 

(ii) 	 Copy the diagram and draw an arrow to show the direction in which the 
magnetic field should be applied iI your calculation in part (i) is to be valid. 
Label this arrow M. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

2 	 A 'bus bar' is a metal bar which can be used to conduct a large e lectric current. In a test, 
two bus bars, X and Y, of length 0.83 mare clamped at either end parallel co each other, 
as shown in Figure 2. 

12kA 
0.83m 

x 

12kA >o•m"' d•mos< 
y 

base board 

•Figure 2 

(a) 	 When a constant current of 12 kA is carried by each bus bar, they exert a force of 
180 N on each other. This force is due to the magnetic fie ld created by the current 
carried by each bus bar. 
(i) 	 Calculate the magnetic flux density due to the current in one bus bar at the 

position of the other bus bar. 
(ii) 	 The magnetic flux density at any given distance from a straight conductor is 

proportional to the current through the conductor. Calculate the force on each 
bus bar if X carried a current of 6 kA and Y carried a current of l 2 kA in the same 
direction. (6 marks) 
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Chapter 24 Magnetic fields 
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(b) 	 When the same alternating current is passed through the two bus bar!>, both vibrate 
strongly. 
(i) 	 Explain why the bars vibrate. 
(ii) 	 State one way the amplitude of the vibrations could be reduced without 

reducing the current. (4 marks) 
AQA. 2007 

3 	 (a) 
uniform magnetic field 

doubly charged positive 
copper ion 

~ ---------------

A Figure 3 

Figure 3 shows a doubly charged positive ion of the copper isotope ~ 3 Cu that 
is projected into a vertical magnetic field o f fl ux density 0.28 T, wi th 1f1e fie ld 
d irected upwards. The ion enters the field at a speed of 7 .8 x I 05 m s- 1• 

(i) 	 Sta te the initia l direction of rhe magnetic force that acts on the ion. 
(ii) 	 Describe the subsequem path of the ion as fully as you can. Your answer should 

include both a qualirative description and a calculation. 

mass of ~!Cu ion = 1.05 x I 0-25 kg 	 (5 marks) 

(b) State the effecc on the path in part (a) if the following changes are made separately. 
(i) 	 The strength of the magnetic field is doubled. 
(ii) 	 A singly charged positive Cu ion replaces the original one. (3 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

Figure 4 show~ a diagram of a mass spectrometer. 
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Practice questions: Chapter 24 

(a) 	 The magnetic field strength in the velocity selector is 0.14T and the electric field 
strength is 2oooovm-1• 

(i) 	 Define the unit for magnetic flux density, the tesla. 
(ii) 	 Show that the velocity selected is independent or the charge on an ion. 
(iii) 	Show that the velocity selected is about 140 km s 1• (5 marks) 

(b) 	 A sample of nickel is analysed in the spectrometer. The two most abundanr isotopes 
of nickel are ~:Ni and ~~Ni. Ead1 ion carries a single charge of+ 1.6 x I 0-19 C. 

The ~!Ni ion strikes the photographic plate 0.28 m rrom the point P at which the ion 
beam enters the ion separator. 
Calculate: 
(i) 	 the magnetic flux density of the field in the ion separator, 

(ii ) 	 the separation of the positions where the two isotopes hit the 
photographic plate. 	 (5 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

5 	 The protons in an accelerator were directed at a solid target, causing antiprotons and 
negative pions, as well as other particles and antiparticles, to emerge at high speed from 
the targel. A uniform magnetic field was used Lo separa te the nega tive particles from the 
uncharged and positive particles, as shown in Figure 5. 

collimator to absorb 

scattered particles --u 
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target 

A Figure S 

(a) 	 Show that the speed, v, of a charged partide moving in a circular path of radius r in a 
uniform magnetic field Bis given by 


V = BQr 

m 

where /11 is the mass of the particle and Q is its charge. 	 (1 mark) 

(b) 	 An a ntiproton and a negative pion follow the same path in Lhe magnetic fie ld. 
Explain why they have the same momentum but different speeds. (3 marks} 

(c) 	 State, in terms of quarks and antiquarks, the composition of each of the following: 
an tiproton, negative pion. (J marks) 

AQA, 2004 

6 Figure 6 shows the arrangement of an apparatus for determining the masses of ions. In 
an evacuated chamber, positive ions from an ion source pass through the slit at P with the 
same velocity v. Afler passing P , the ions enter a region over which a uniform magnetic 
field is applied. The ions travel in a semi-circular path or diameter d and are detected at 
points such as R. 
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(a) 	 (i) State the direction of the applied magnetic field. 
(ii) 	 Explain why the ions travel in a semi-circular path whilst in the magnetic field. 
(iii) 	 By considering the force that acts on an ion of mass m and charge Q, having 

velocity v, show that the diameter d of the path of the ions is given by 

d= 2mv 
BQ 

where Bis the Oux density of the magnetic field. 	 ( 7 marks) 

(b) In an experiment using singly ionised magnesium ions travelling at a velocity of 
7.5 x I 04 m s-1, d was 11 Omm when B was 0.34T. Use this result to calculate the 
charge 10 mass ratio of these ions. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 (i) Some ions of the same element, whilst travelling al the same velocity as each 
other at P, may arrive at a point that is close to, but slightly different from, R. 
Explain why this might happen. 

(ii) 	 Other ions of the same element, also travelling at the same velocity at P as all of 
the others. may travel in a path whose diameter is half that of the others. 
Explain why this might happen. (3 marks) 

AQA, 2007 

Figure 7 shows the path of protons in a proton synchrotron. 

view from above 

horizontal channel of the 
synchrotron containing gas 
at low pressure 

shown dotted 

A Figure 7 

The protons are injected at a speed of 1.2 x 105 m s-1 and a magnetic field is applied to 

make them move in a circular path. 
(a) 	 Calculate the magnetic flux density of the field required for protons 10 move in the 

circular path when their speed is 1.2 x I05 m s-1• 

(b) 	 Explain how the magnetic flux density required to maintain the circular path has to 
change as the kinetic energy of the protons increases. (5 marks) 

AQA. 2007 



2~1S.. Electromagnetic induction 
25.1 Generating electricity 

learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe what must happen 

to a conductor (or to the 

magnetic field in which it's 

placed) for electricity to be 

generated. 

-+ 	 State the factors that would 

cause the induced emfto be 

greater. 

-+ 	 Discuss whether an induced 

emf always causes a current 

to flow. 

Specification reference: 3.?. 5.4 

A. Figure 1 Generating on electric 
current 

motor 

A. Figure 2 A motor as a generator 
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lamp 

A. Figure 3 A simple dynamo 
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Investigating electromagnetic induction 
To generate electricity, all you need is a magnet and some wire, 
preferably connected to a sensitive meter. as shown in Figure 1. When 
the magnet is moved near the wire. a small current passes through the 
meter. This happens because an electromotive force (emf) is induced 
in the wire. This effect, known as electromagnetic induction. 
occurs whenever a wire cuts across the lines of a magnetic field. If the 
wire is part of a complete circuit, the induced emf forces electrons 
round the circuit. The induced emf can be increased by: 

• 	 moving the wire faster, 

• 	 using a stronger magnet, 

• 	 making the wire into a coil. as in Figure 3, and pushing the magnet 
in or out of the coil. 

No emf is induced in the wire if the wire is parallel to the magnetic 
field lines as it moves through the field. The wire must cut across the 
lines of the magnetic field for an emf to be induced in the wire. 

Other methods of generating an induced emf include: 

1 	 Using an electric motor in reverse, as in Figure 2. The falling 
weight makes the motor coil turn between the poles of the magnet 
in the moror. The emf induced in the coil forces a current round 
the circuit and so causes the lamp to light. The faster the coil turns, 
the brighter the lamp is. 

2 Using a cycle dynamo, as in Figure 3. When the magnet in the 
dynamo spins. an emf is induced in the coil. If the coil is connected 
ro a lamp, the lamp lights because the emf forces a current round 
the circuit. 

rn both examples above, an emf is induced because there is relative 
motion between coil and the magnet. In the electric motor in reverse, 
the coil spins and the magnet is fixed. In the dynamo, the magn et 
spins and the coil is fixed. 

Energy changes 
When a magnet is moved relative to a conductor (e.g., a wire or a 
coil), an emf is induced in the conductor. If the conductor is part of a 
complete circuit which has no other sources of emf, a current passes 
round the circuit just as if the circuit included a battery. However, 
unlike the emf of a battery which is constant, the induced emf 
becomes zero when the relative motion between the magnet and the 
wires ceases. 

An electric current transfers energy from the source of the emf in a 
circuit to the other components in the circuit. For example, when a 
dynamo is used to light a lamp, energy is transferred from the dynamo 
to the lamp. The current through the dynamo coil causes a reaction 
force on the coil due t0 the magnet. Work must. therefore be done to 
keep the magnet spinning. The energy transferred from the coil tO 



the lamp is equal to the work done on the coil to keep it spinning, 
assuming no energy is wasted as sound or due to friction or internal 
resistance. 

The rate of transfer of energy from the source of emf to the other 
components of the ci rcuit is equal to the product of the induced emf 
and the current. This is because: 

• 	 the induced emf is the energy transferred from the source per unit 
charge that passes through the source, 

• the current is the charge flow per second. 


So the induced emf x the current= energy transferred per unit charge 

from the source x the charge flow per second= energy transferred per 

second from the source. 


The discovery of electromagnetic induction 
Electromagnetic induction was discovered by Michael Faraday in 
183 1 at the Royal Institution, London. Faraday kn ew tha t a current 
passing along a wire produces a magnetic field near the wire and he 
wanted to know if a magnet cou ld be used to produce a current. Using 
a magnetic compass near a loop of wire as a detector of current, he 
showed that the compass deflected whenever the magnet was moved 
in or out of the wire. He used the term 'electromotive force' (emf) to 
describe the voltage induced in a wire. 

Understanding electromagnetic induction 

electron magnetic field ,_____ v 
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.A Figure S Deflection ofelectrons in o magnetic field 

When a beam of electrons is directed across a magnetic field, each 
electron experiences a force at right angles co its direction of motion 
and to the field direction. A meta l rod is a tube containing lots of free 
electrons. If the rod is moved across a magnetic field, as shown in 
Figure 5, the magnetic fie ld forces the free electrons in the rod to one 
end away from the other end. So one end of the rod becomes negative 
and the other end positive. In this way, an emf is induced in the rod. 
The same effect happens if the magnetic field is moved and the rod 
is stationary. As long as there is relative motion between the rod and 
the magnetic field, an emf is induced in che rod. II the relative motion 
ceases, the induced emf becomes zero because the magnetic field no 
longer exerts a force on the electrons in the rod. Note that when the 
rod is part of a complete circuic, the electrons are forced round the 
circuit. In other words, the induced emf drives a current round 
the circuit. 

.A Figure 4 Michael Forodoy holding 
o bor magnet - when he demonstrated 
his discoveries at the Royal Institution, 
he was asked 'What use is electricity?' 
He replied, 'What use is a new baby?' 
No one can tell what can grow from a 
new discovery 

• 




25.1 Generating electricity 

Study tip 
Think carefully about which 
of Fleming's rules applies to 
generators - the riGht·hand rule is 
for Generators. 

Current 

• Figure 6 Fleming's right-hand rule 

First finger 
Field 

second finger 

right 
hand 

• 

The dynamo rule 
In Figure 5, the magnetic field is into the plane of the diagram and 
the motion of the conduct0r relative to the rod is rightwards. The 
electrons in the rod arc forced downwards. The direction of the 
induced current can also be worked out using Fleming's right-hand 
rule, also referred to as the dynamo rule, as shown in Figure 6. The 
direction of the induced current is, in accorda nce with the current 
convention, opposite to the direction of the now of electrons in the 
conductor. 

Summary questions 

1 Acoil of wire is connected to a sensitive meter. 

a Explain why the meter shows a brief reading when a magnet is 
pushed into the coi l. 

b State two ways in which the meter reading could be made larger. 

2 An electric motor consists of a coil of wire between the poles of a 
magnet. The motor is connected to a lamp. A thread wrapped round the 
motor spindle is used to support a weight, as shown in Figure 2 earlier in 

this topic. 


a Explain why the lamp lights when the weight descends. 


b What difference would have been made if the magnet had been 

much stronger? 

c Explain why a lamp connected to a dynamo lights when the dynamo 
turns. 

d Why is the dynamo easier to turn when the lamp is disconnected? 

3 A horizontal rod aligned along a line from east to west is dropped 
through a horizontal magnetic field which is directed from south to 

north. 


a i What is the direction of the velocity of the rod? 


ii Determine which end of the rod is positive. Explain your answer. 

b Explain why no emf is induced in the rod if it is aligned from north to 
south then dropped in the field . 



Coils, currents, and fields 
A magnetic field is produced in and around a coil when it is connected 
ro a battery and a current is passed through ic. A magneric compass 
near the coil is dellccted when currenr passes through ic. For a 
long coil or solenoid, the pattern of the magnetic field lines is like 
the pattern for a bar magnet - except rhe magnetic field lines near 
a bar magnet loop round from the norrh pole to rhe south pole of 
the magnet. Figure I shows the magnetic field partern of a current
carrying solenoid. The lield lines pass rhrough the solenoid and loop 
round outside the solenoid from one end (the north pole) to the other 
end (rhe south pole) . rr each end in turn is viewed from outside the 
solenoid: 

• 	 current passes aNticlockwise (or couNrerclockwise) round the 
'North pole' end, 

• 	 current passes clockwise round the 'south pole' end. 

Lenz's law 
When a bar magnet is pushed into a coil connected to a meter, the 
meter deflects. If the bar magnet is pulled out of the coil, the meter 
deflects in the opposite direction. What detem1ines the direction 
of the induced current? Consider the north pole of a bar magnet 
approaching end X of a coil, as shown in Figure 2. 

The induced current passing round the circuit creates a magnetic field 
due to the coil. The coil field must act against the incoming north 
pole, otherwise it would pull the N-pole in faster, making the induced 
current bigger, pulling rhe N-pole in even faster still, etc. Clearly, 
conservation of energy forbids chis creation of kinetic and electrical 
energy from nowhere. So the induced current creates a magnetic field 
in the coil which opposes the incoming N-pole. The ind uced polarity 
of end X must therefore be a N-pole so as to repel the incoming 
N-pole. Therefore, the currcnr must go round end X of the coil in an 
anticlockwise direction, as shown. 

If the magnet is removed l'rom inside the coil, the indu ced cu rrent 
passes round end X of the coil in a clockwise direction. This 
corresponds to an induced $-pole at end X which therefore opposes 
the magnet moving away. 

Lenz'c; law states that the direction of the induced 
curre n t is always such a s to oppose the change that 

causes the current. 

The explanation of Lenz's law is that energy is never creared or 
desrroyed. The induced current could never be in a direction ro help 
rhe change that causes it; that would mean producing elecrrical energy 
from nowhere, which is forbidden! 

Learning objectives: 
' 	 Define the magnetic flux and 

the magnetic flux linkage. 

' 	 Relate the induced emf in 
a coil to the magnetic flux 

linkage through it. 

' 	 State Lenz's law and the 
conservation law that 

explains it. 

Specification reference: 3.1.5.3; 
3.1.5.4 

.& Figure 1 The magnetic field near a 
solenoid 

a N-pole pushed in 

b N-pale pulled away 

.& Figure 2 Lenz's law 

• 




25.2 The laws of electromagnetic induction 

Regenerative braking 

A battery-powered or hybrid 
electric vehicle contains an 
alternator that can be used as an 
electric motor or as agenerator. 
When the alternator is used as an 
electric motor, it is driven by the 
batteries. When the brakes are 
applied, the alternator is used to 
generate electricity which is used 
to recharge the battery. Some of 
the kinetic energy is transferred 
to electrical energy in the battery. 
The induced current through the 
alternator coil creates a magnetic 
field that acts against the 
magnetic field of the alternator. 
So the alternator experiences a 
braking force which helps to slow 
the vehicle down. 

The fuel consumption of a hybrid 
vehicle (i.e., a vehicle with a 
petrol engine and an electric 
motor] is significantly less than 
that of a petrol·only vehicle. 
This is because some of the 
hybrid vehicle's kinetic energy 
is converted to chemical energy 
in its battery when the vehicle 
brakes. The battery supplies 
this energy to the electric motor 
when it takes over from the 
petrol engine at low speeds. 

..6. Figure 3 An electric car 
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Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction 
Consider a conductor of length I which is pan or a complete circuit 
cutting through the lines of a magnetic field or flux density B. 

conductor 
of length I 

electron l 
flow 

magnetic field -4-- - _,,_ 
into diagram 

rail 

rail 

..6. Figure 4 Induced emfin a conductor 

An emf e is induced in the conductor and an induced current 1 passes 
round the circuit. 

The conductor experiences a force F =811 due to carrying a current in 
a magnetic field. The force opposes rhe motion of rhe conductor and so 
an equal and opposite force must be applied to the conductor to keep 
it moving in the field. Jf the conductor moves a distance 6.s in time flt, 

• 	 the work done W by the applied force is given by W = F& =Bil&. 

• 	 the charge transfer along the conductor in this time is Q =Iflt. 

Therefore, the induced emf is e =QW =Bll& = Bl& 
lilt flt 

As 16.s is the area A 'swept out' by the conductor in time flt, 

the induced emf is e = BA 
flt 

Note 

Think carefully about the energy changes here. The energy transferred by the 
applied force (i.e., the work done) is transformed to electric energy. The circuit 
needs to be complete otherwise no induced current flows, no electrical energy 
is transferred, and the applied force would make the rod move faster and faster. 

The product of the magnetic flux demily, 8, and the area. A, swept 
out (=BA), is called rhe magnelic flux. The concept of magnetic 
flux is very useful for calculating induced emfs. The example of the 
conductor cuning across the field lines shows that the induced emf is 
equal to the magneric flux swept out by the conductor each second. 
Michael Faraday was the first person to show how induced emfs could 
be calculated from magnetic flux changes. 

• 	 Magnetic flux 4> = BA. 

• 	 Magnetic flux linkage through a coil of N turns = N4> =NBA 
where Bis the magnetic flux density perpendicular to area A. 

• 	 The unit of magnetic flux is the weber (Wb), equal to I Tm2. 

Note that flux density B (in teslas) is the flux per unit area passing at 
right angles (i.e., normally) through the area. 

Therefore I tesla = I weber per square metre. 



More about flux linkage 
l 	 When the magnetic field is along the normal (i.e., perpendicular) 

to the coil face. the flux linkage= Nif> =BAN. 
2 When the coil is turned through 180°, the flux linkage= -BAN. 
3 When the magnetic field is parallel to the coil area, the flux 

linkage = O as no field lines pass through the coil area. 
In general. when the magnetic field is at angle eto the normal at the 
coil face, the flux linkage through the coil is Nif> =BAN cos 8 

Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction states that t he 
induced e mf in a circuit is equal to the rate o f change of flux 

linkage t hrough the circuit. 

Induced e mf e=-NM_ 
M 

where N Af is the change of flu x linkage per second. 
M 

The minus sign represents the fact tha t the induced emf acts in such a 
direction as to opposite the change tha t causes it (as per Lenz's law ). 

Examples 
1 A moving conductor in a magnetic field 

An emf is induced in the conductor provided the conductor cuts 
across the lines of the magnetic field. The direction of motion of the 
conductor in Figure 4 is at right angles to the field lines. 

As explained earlier. the magnitude of the induced emf e = Bl6.s,
6t 

where I is the length of the conductor and 6.s is the distance it moves 
in time 6t. Note that the change of flux in this time, 6if> =Bl6.s so 

the change of flux per second, Af, is equal to the magnitude of the 
61induced emf. 

Because the speed of the conductor, v = ~. the induced emf 
6 t 

e=Bl 65 =Blv 
t::..t 

Induced emf e= Blv 

2 A fixed coil in a changing magnetic field 

Figure 6 shows a sma ll coil on the axis of a current-ca rrying solenoid. 
The magnetic fie ld of the solenoid passes through the small coil. If the 
current in the solenoid cha nges. an emf is induced in the small coil. 
This is because the magnetic field through the coil changes so the fl ux 
linkage through it changes, causing an induced emf. 

The flux linkage through the coil, Nq> =BAN, where A is the coil 
area and N is the number or turns of the coil. Suppose the magnetic 
flux density changes from B to B + 6B in time M so the flux linkage 
changes by an amount N!::..if> (= t::..B AN). 

The magnitude of the induced emf = N6 P = AN6B 
6t 6t 

Because Bis proportional to the current I in the solenoid, the 
magniLUdc of the induced emf is therefore proportional to the rate of 
change of current in the solenoid . 

I 

Note 

1 	 The unit of flux change per 
second, the weber per second, 
is the same as the volt. 
Therefore, the weber is equal to 
1 volt second. 

2 	 Whenever the flux linkage 
through a circuit changes, an 
emf is induced in the circuit. 
The flux can be due to a 
permanent magnet or due to a 
current-carrying wire. 

~ coil 

~:~~s~~~turns, area A) 

~mol..~---~ 
~:.~ 

flux linkage= BANcose 

.A Figure S Flux linkage 

ac supply 

.A Figure 6 A changing magnetic field 
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25.2 The laws of electromagnetic induction 

3 A rectangular coil moving into a uniform magnetic field 

Consider a rectangular coil of N turns, length I and width w moving into 
a uniform magnetic field of flux density Bat constant speed v. Figure 8 
shows a similar situation. Suppose the coil enters the field at time t = 0. 

• 	 The time taken by the coil to enter the field completely 
o ~-------~ coil width wtime iv

0 	 = = v 	 speed vflux linkage against hme 
During this time, the flux linkage N<P increases steadily from O to 

induced emf BN!w. Therefore, the change of flux linkage per second, 
BN/v~-------~ N t:.cp =BN!w =BN/v 

61 w/v 
• 	 When the coil is completely in the field, the Oux linkage through it 

(=BNlw) does not change so the induced emf is zero. In other words, 
0-+--------~ the emf induced in the leading side is cancelled by the emf induced in 

0 time the trailing side once the trailing side has entered the field. Figure 7 w 
i i induced emf against time v 

shows how the flux linkage and the indu ced emf change with time. 
A Figure 7 Flux changes 

Summary questions 

1 	 A uniform magnetic field of flux density 72 m Tis II the flux linkage through the coil. 
confined to a region of width 60 mm, as shown in b The coil was reversed in a time of 95 ms. Calculate: 
Figure 8. A rectangular coil of length SO mm and i the change of flux linkage through the coil, 
width 20 mm has 15 turns. The coil is moved into the ii 	 the magnitude of the induced emf. 
magnetic field at a speed of 10 mm s- 1 with its longer 

4 	 A small circular coil of diameter 15 mm and 25 turns 
edge parallel to the edge of the magnetic field. 

is placed in a fixed position on the axis of a solenoid, 
a Calculate: as shown in Figure ?. The magnetic flux density of the 

the flux linkage through the coil when it is solenoid at this position varies with current according 
completely in the field, 1to the equation B= kl, where k =1.2 x 10-3 T A- . 

ii the time taken for the flux linkage to increase a Calculate the flux linkage through the coil when 
from zero to its maximum value, the current in the solenoid is 1.5 A. 

Ill the induced emf in the coil as it enters the field. b The current in the solenoid was reduced from 
b Sketch a graph to show how the flux linkage 1.5 Ato zero in 0.20 s. Calculate the magnitude of 

through the coil changes with time from the the induced emf in the small coil. 
instant the coil enters the field to when it 
leaves the field completely. 

ii Sketch a graph to show how the induced emf coil 

in the coil varies with time. 

2 A rectangular coil of length 40 mm and width 25 mm 
has 20 turns. The coil is in a uniform magnetic field of ~m:o 
flux density 68 ml 


a Calculate the flux linkage through the coil when 

speedthe coil is at right angles to the field lines. 	 1lOmms

b 	 The coil is removed from the field in 60 ms. 

Calculate the mean value of the induced emf. 


3 	 A circular coil of diameter 24 mm has 40 turns. The coil 
is placed in a uniform magnetic field of flux density 
85 m T with its plane perpendicular to the field lines. A Figure 8 

a 	 Calculate: 

• 	
2the area of the coil in m , 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

60mm 
magnetic held 
into diagram 



The alternating current generator 
The simple ac generator consists of a rectangular coil that spins in a 
uniform magnetic field, as shown in Figure 1. When the coil spins at a 
steady rate, the flux linkage changes continuously. At an instant when 
the normal to the plane of the coil is ac angle fJ to the field lines, the 
Oux linkage through the coil is Np= BANcos fJ, where Bis the magnetic 
flux density, A is the coil area, and N is the number of turns on the coil. 

For a coil spinning at a steady frequency, f, fJ =2nft at time t after 8 =0. 
So the Hux linkage Ntp (=BAN cos2nft) changes with time as shown in 
Figure 2. 

• 	 The gradient of the graph is the change of flux linkage per 

second, N6.¢, so it represents the induced emf. It can be shown 
61 

mathematica lly that the induced emf alternates according to the 

Learning objectives: 
' State the two features of the 

output voltage waveform that 
change ifthe coil is turned 
faster. 

' Explain why the output 
alternates. 

' Explain why it is preferable 
for practical generators to 
have fixed coils and a rotating 
(electro) magnet. 

Specification reference: 3.7.5.4 

equation 
c. = c.0 sin 2rtft 


where /is the frequency of rotation of the coil and c.0 is the peak 

emf. The above equation may be written as e = c.0 sin wt as the 

angular frequency of the coil is w= 2rtf 


• 	 The induced emf is zero when the sides of the coil move parallel 
to the field lines. At this position, the rate of change of flux is zero 
and the sides of the coi l do nm cut the field lines. 

• 	 The induced emf is a maximum when the sides of the coil cut the 
field lines at right angles. At this position, the emf induced in each 
wire of each side is Blv, where v is the speed of each wire and I is its 
length. So for N turns and two sides, the induced emf a 
at this position is c.0 = 2NB/v. This shows the peak emf can be 

increased by increasing the speed (i.e., the frequency of rotation) or 

using a stronger magnet, a bigger coil. or a coil with more turns. 


Note that v = w~. where dis the width of the coil. So c.0 = 2NB/v = BAN w 

where the coil area A = Id. Soc.= BANw sin wt. 

b 
flux linkage 

+BAN 

0'E 
"' BAN 

.A. Figure 2 Flux linkage in a spinning 
coil 

Synoptic link 

Remember that the peak value of 
an alternating pd is .J2 x therms 
value. See Topic 25.4.

.A. Figure 3 Emfagainst time for on oc generator 
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25.3 The alternating current generator 

Note 

Ade generator can be made by 
replacing the two slip rings of the 
ac generator with a split-ring, as 

shown in Figure 4. The emf does 
not reverse its polarity because 
the connections between the split· 
ring and the brushes reverse every 

half cycle. 

Study tip 

For a rotating coil, the rate of 
change of flux is greatest when the 
flux through it is zero; the rate of 
change of flux is zero when the flux 
through it is greatest. 
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1 cycle 
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A Figure 4 The de generator a The split-ring commutator b emfagainst time 

Back emf 
An emf is induced in the spinning coil of an electric motor because the 
flux linkage through the coil changes. The induced emf e is referred to 

as a back emf because it acts against the pd V applied to the motor in 
accordance with Lenz's Jaw. At any instant, V - e = TR, where I is the 
current through the motor coil and R is th e circu ir resistance. 

Because the induced emf is proportional to the speed of 
rotation of the motor, the current changes as the motor 
speed changes. 

• 	 At low speed, the current is high because the induced 
emf is small. 

• 	 AL high speed, the current is low because the induced emf 
is high. 

Note: 
Multiplying the equation v - £=JR by 1 throughout gives JV -1£ = I2R 

Rearranging this equation gives: 

electrical power electrical power electrical power 

supplied by the = transferred to + wasted due to circuit 

source IV med1anical resistance I2R 


power 1£ 

The efficiency of an electric motor 

When the motor spins without driving a load, it spins at high speed so the 
current is very small because the back emf is large. Its speed is limited by 
friction in the bearings and by air resistance. So it uses very little power. 

When the motor is used to drive a load, its speed is much less than when 
off-load so the back emf is smaller and the current is larger. The power it uses 
from the voltage source that is not transferred as mechanical power to the 
load is wasted due to the resistance heating effect of the electrical current. 

The efficiency of an electric motor mechanical power output ( x 100%]
electrical power supplied 

0 	An electric car is powered by an electric motor connected to a 
battery. Describe how the back emf changes when the car speed up. 

·paads a4l 01 uo!11odo1d u! sasea1Ju! l! :y 



electromagnet 

Power station alternators 

Apower station alternator has three sets of coils at 120° to one another 
[Figure 5). Each set of coils produces an alternating emf 120° out of 
phase with each of the other two emfs. The coils are called the 'stators' 
because they are stationary, so they don't need slip ring connectors and an 
electromagnet called the 'rotor' spins between them. 

The electromagnet is supplied with current from a de generator. So the turning 
of the rotor induces an alternating emf in each set of stator coi ls. The three 
phases are distributed via transformers and power lines to factories and local 
sub-stations. A local sub-station supplies mains electricity to local premises, 
a third on each of the three phases. This is why your home can sometimes 
suffer a blackout when other homes nearby still have electricity. This happens 
when a fault in the local sub-station cuts out one phase but not the others. 

Summary questions 

1 	 a An ac generator produces an alternating emf with a peak value of 
8.0 Vanda frequency of 20 Hz. Sketch a graph to show how the emf 
varies with t ime. 

b 	 The frequency of rotation of the ac generator in a is increased to 
30 Hz. On the same axes, sketch a graph to show how the emf varies 
with time at 30 Hz. 

2 	 A rectangular coil of N turns and area Aspins at a constant frequency f 
in a uniform magnetic field of flux density 8. Complete the table to show 
how the flux linkage and induced emf relate to the orientation of the coil 

during one cycle of rotation. 

time orientation of coil flux linkage induced emf 
' 

0 parallel to field ? +£0 

0.25 perpendicular to field +BAN ? 

f 
0.50 parallel to field ? ? 
f 

0.75 perpendicular to field ? ? 

f 
3 The coil of an ac generator has 80 turns, a length of 65 mm and a width 

of 38 mm. It spins in a uniform magnetic field of flux density 130 m Tat a 
constant frequency of SO Hz. 

a Calculate the maximum flux linkage through the coil. 

b Show each side of the coil moves at a speed of 6.0 ms 1
, 

ii Show that the peak voltage is 8.1 V. 

4 	 An electric motor is to be used to move a variable load. The motor is 
connected in series with a battery and an ammeter. 

a Explain why the motor current is very small when the load is zero. 

b Explain why the motor current increases when the load is increased. 

l c cle 

x y z 

windings 

• 

A. Figure 5 Three-phase alternator 



!P.!I Alternating current and power 


Learning objectives: 
-+ Define an alternating current. 

-+ Explain what is meant b!:J the 
rms value of an alternating 
current. 

-+ Calculate the power supplied 
b!:J an alternating current. 

Specification reference:3.?.5. 5 

+400 


+200

>-.. 
<1J 
tlD 0"' ~ 
> 

- 200 


·325V

~00 

£. Figure 1 The variation of mains pd 
with time 

• 


Alternating current measurements 
An alternating current (ac) is a current that repeatedly reverses its 
direction. In one cyde of an alternating current, the charge carriers move 
one way in the circuit, then reverse direction, then re-reverse direction. 

The frequency f of an alternating current is the number of cycles it 
passes through each second. The unit of frequency is the hertz (Hz), 
equal to one cycle per second. Mains electrici1 y has a frequency of 

50Hz. In a mains circuit, each cycle therefore 1akes 0.020s (= ; s).
0 

Note that the time for one full cycle. 1he 1ime period T, is given by 
1

T=f" 
The peak value of an alternating current (or pd) is rhe maximum 
current (or pd) in either direction. The peak current in a circuit 
depends on the peak pd of the alternating current source and on the 
components in the circuit. For example, the peak pd in a mains circuit 
is 325 Y. If this pd is applied to a 100.Q heating element, the peak 

current through the heating element would be 3.25 A(= 325 V ). 
100.Q 

Note that the peak-to-peak value is the dirference between the peak 
value one way and the peak value in the opposite direction (i.e., twice 
the peak value). 

Figure 1 shows how the mains pd varies with time. This type of 
variation is described as sinusoidal because its shape is that of a 
sine wave. Using transformers, we can change rhe peak pd of an 
alternating current but not its frequency. 

Observing alternating current 
l 	 Use an oscilloscope to display the waveform (i.e .. variation with 

time) of the alternating pd from a signal generator. 
• 	 Increasing the output pd from the signal generator makes 

the oscilloscope trace taller. This shows the peak value of the 
alternating pd has been made larger. 

• 	 Increasing the frequency of the signal generator increases the 
number of cycles on the screen. This is because the number of 
cycles per second of the alternating pd has increased. 

centimetre grid 
signal generator 

£. Figure 2 Using an oscilloscope 



2 Connect the signal generator to an LED and make the frequency low 
enough so you can see the brighmess of the lamp vary. 

• 	 At very low frequency, you can see the LED light up and then 
fade out repeatedly. The LED is at its brightest each time the 
current is at its peak value. This happens twice each cycle 
corresponding co rhe current at its peak value in each direction. 

• 	 If the frequency is raised gradually, the L flickers faster and 
faster until the variation or brightness is coo fasr to notice. The 
mains frequency is too high to cause flickering. 

The heating effect of an alternating current 
Imagine an electric heater supplied with alternating current at a very 
low frequency. The heater would heat up, then cool down, then heat 
up, and so on. The heater would repeatedly heat up then go cold. 

Reca ll that the heating effect of an electric current varies according to 
the square of the current (sec Topic 13.2, More about resistance) . This 
is because the electrica l power P supplied to the h eater for a current l 
is given by 

P=TV=f2R 

where R is the resistance of the hearer element. 

Figure 3b shows how the power (=PR) varies with time. 

• 	 At peak current /0, maximum power is supplied equal to I/R. 

• 	 At zero current, zero power is supplied. 

a 

+ 
mean 

power 


o ic-~-+-~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~-

' time---\ 
current 

b 

A Figure 3 Variation ofpower with time for on alternating current 

For a sinusoidal cu rrclll, the mean power over a full cycle is half the peak 
power. You can sec this from the symmetrical shape of the power curve 

in Figure 3b about the mean power. The mean power is therefore l1 2R.02 
The direct current that would give the sa me power as the mean power 
is called the root mean square value of the alternating current, / rms · 

The root m ean square value of an alternating current is the 
value of direct current that would give the same heating effect 

as the alternating current in the same resistor. 

Therefore, 

(lrmYR = 0.5Io2R 

Cancelli ng R from this equation and rearranging the equation gives 

•

(lrms)2 =0.5102 



25.4 Alternating current and power 

Study tip 
peak

Remember rms =- 
J2 

• 


Therefore, 

l
1rms =J2 IO 

Also, the root mean square value of an alternating pd is given by 

1 
Vrrns = J2 Vo 

Th e root m ean square value of an a lternating current or pd 

= J2I x th e peak va lue. 

Note that for any resistor of known resistance in an alternating circu it, 
if you know therms pd or current for the resistor, you can calculate 
the mean power supplied to it using the rms value. 

P- (T )2R - ( Vems>2 - I V 
- ems - R - rms ems 

For example, if an alternating current o f rms value 4 A is passed 
through a 5Q resistor, the m ean power supplied to the resistor is 
42 x 5 = BOW. 

Summary questions 

1 	 An alternating current has a frequency of 200 Hz and a peak value of 


O.lOA. Calculate: 


a the time for one cycle, 


b 	 therms current. 

2 	 An alternating current ofpeak value 3.0 A is passed through a 4.0 Q 


resistor. Calculate 


a i the rms current, ii the rms pd across the resistor, 


b the peak power, ii the mean power supplied to the resistor. 

3 	 A mains electric heater gives a mean output power of 1.0 kW when the 

rms pd across it is 230 V. Calculate: 

a i therms current, ii the peak current, and 

iii the peak power. 

b The heater plug is fitted with a 5A fuse. Explain wh\:J the fuse does 

not blow even though the peak current through it is more than SA. 

4 	 A 12 V, 48 W lamp lights at its normal brightness when it is connected to 

a source of alternating pd. 

a Calculate: 

the rms current through it, 

ii 	 the peak current through it, and 

iii the peak pd across it. 

b The cable connecting the lamp to the source has a resistance of 

o.sn. 
Show that the rms pd across the cable is 2.0 V when the lamp 

is on. 

ii Calculate the peak pd of the source when the lamp is on . 



The transformer rule 
A transformer changes an alternating pd to a different peak value. Any 
transformer consists of two coils: the primary coil and the secondary 
coil. The two coils have the same iron core. When the primary coil is 
connected 10 a source of alternating pd, an alternating magnetic field 
is produced in the core. The field passes through the secondary coil. So 
an alternating emf is induced in the secondary coil by the changing 
magnetic field. The symbol for the transformer is shown in Figure 1. 

a practical arrangement b transformer symbol 

.A Figure 1 The transformer 

A transformer is designed so that all the magnetic flux produced by 
the primary coil passes through the secondary coil. 

Let cp = the flux in the core passing through each turn at an instant 
when an alternating pd VP is applied to the primary coil. 

• 	 The flux linkage in the secondary coil = Nscp, where Ns is the 
number of turns on the secondary coil. From Faraday's law. the 

induced emf in the secondary coil, Vs = NsM.. 
6.t 

• 	 The flux linkage in the primary coil= N cp, where NP is the number 
of turns on the primary coil. From Faraday's law, the induced emf 

in the primary coil = NPM 
6.1 

The induced emf in the primary coil opposes the pd applied to the 
primary coil, VP. Assuming the resistance of the primary coil is 
negligible, so all the applied pd acts against the induced emf in the 

primary coil, the applied pd is V) = NPM. 
I M 

Dividing the equation for V5 by the equation for VP gives 

~=NM/NM v s 6.t p 6.t 
p 

Cancelling M rrom this equation gives the transformer rule: 
D.t 


v, =NS 

VI' N1) 

• 	 A step-up transformer has more turns on the secondary coil 
than on the primary coil. So the secondary voltage is stepped up 
compared with the primary voltage (i.e., Ns >NP so Vs > VP). 

• 	 A step-down transformer has fewer turns on the secondary coil 
than on the primary coil. So the secondary voltage is stepped down 
compared with the primary voltage (i.e., N 5 <NP so Vs < VP). 

Learning objectives: 
' Explain the purpose of 

transformers. 

' Describe the energy 
changes that take place in a 
transformer. 

' Discuss how the efficiency of 
transformers is improved by 
better design. 

Specification reference: 3.1.5.6 

Inside a phone 
charger 

Aphone charger contains a step
down transformer that steps 
the mains pd down to a much 
lower pd (still alternating) then 
a diode circuit is used to convert 
the alternating pd to a direct pd. 
Figure 2 shows how this is done. 

ac 

de 
output + 

.A Figure 2 Inside a phone charger 

O Identify the diodes in 
Figure 2 that conduct when 
the transformer output 
pd is positive at the right 
of the diode circuit and 
negative at the left. 

·E pue l sapo!Q :y 
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25.S Transformers 

Note 

The changing magnetic flux in the 
core induces a back emf in the 
primary coil as well as an emf in the 
secondary coil. The back emf acts 
against the primary voltage, making 
the primary current very small 
when the secondary current is 'off. 

When the secondary current is on, 
the magnetic field it creates is in the 
opposite direction to the magnetic 
field of the primary current. In 
this situation, the back emf in 
the primary coi l is reduced so the 
primary current is larger than when 
the secondary current is off. 

Study tip 

Transformers only work if the 
magnetic flux through them is 
changing; they won't work with 

steady de. 

Astep-down transformer steps 
down the voltage but increases the 
current. 

• 


Transformer efficiency 
Transformers arc almost 100% efficient because they arc designed with: 

1 	 low-resistance windings to reduce power wasted due to the 
heating effect of the current. 

2 	 a laminated core which consists of layers of iron separated by 
layers of insulator. Induced currents in the core itself, referred to 
as eddy currents, are reduced in this way so the magnetic flux is 
as high as possible. Also. the heating effect of the induced currents 
in the core is reduced. 

3 	 a core of 'soft iron' which is easily magnetised and demagnetised. 
This reduces power wasted through repeated magnetisation and 
demagnetisation of the core. 

pow er d e livered by 

The efficiency of a transformer = t h e seconda ry coil 
power supplie d to the 

prima ry coil 

=~ x 100% 
f P VP 

When a device (e.g., a lamp) is connected to the secondary coil, 
because the efficiency of a transformer is almost equal to 100%, 

the electrical power supplied_ the electrica l power supplied 
to the primary coil - by the secondary coil 

l V N 
Therefore, the current ratio is i = ~ = .:...£ 

JP v, N~ 

• 	 In a step-up transformer, the voltage is stepped up and the current 
is stepped down. 

• 	 In a step-down transformer. the voltage is srepped down and the 
current is stepped up. 

~ 
~ 

Worked example 

A transformer is used to step down 230V mains to 12V. When a 

12 V 48 W lamp is connected to the transformer's secondary coil, 

the lamp lights normally. 


a The transformer has 11 50 turns on its primary coil. Calculate 

the number of turns on its secondary coi l. 


b When the lamp is on, the primary current in the transformer 

is 0.22 A. Calcula te: 


the current in the secondary coi l, 


ii 	 the efficiency of the transformer. 

Solution 
V N V 1150 x 12 

a Rearranging -2. = -2. gives N, =NP V\ = 60 turns 
VP NP P 230 

b The power supplied to the lamp = 15 V\ = 48 W 
48 48therefore I = - = - = 4.0 A 

s 	 v~ 12 

l.V 48
i i 	 Efficiency= _s_s = = 0.95 (= 95%)

IPV 230 x 0.22 
11 



The grid system 
Electricity from power stations in the United Kingdom is fed into The 
National Grid System which supplies electricity w most pans of the 
country. The National Grid is a network of transformers and cables, 
underground and on pylons, which covers all regions of the UK Each 
power station generates alternating current at a precise frequency of 
50Hz at about 25 kV. 

Step-up transformers at the power station increase the alternating voltage 
to 400kV or more for long-distance transmission via the grid system. 
Step-down transformers operate in stages, as shown in Figure 3. Factories 
are supplied with a ll th ree phases at either 33 kV or 11 kV. Homes are 
supplied via a local transformer sub-sta tion with single-phase ac at 230 V. 

275kv or 400kV 

super grid 

power station transformer 

132kV 

275 kV 
or400 kV 

transformer 

homes etc. 
heavy industry light industry 

A Figure 3 The grid system 

Tra nsmission of e lectrica l power over long dis tances is much 
more efficient at high vo ltage than at low voltage. The reason 
is that the current needed LO del iver a certain amount of power is 
reduced if the voltage is increased. So power wasted due to the heating 
effect of the current through the cables is reduced. To deliver power 

Pat voltage V, the current required is I=!.. If the resistance of the v 
cables is R. the power wasted through heating the cables is I2R = ~~R. 
Therefore, the higher the voltage is, the smaller the ratio of the wasted 
power to the power transmiued is. 

For example, for transmission of l MW of power through cables of 

resistance 5000 at 25 kV, the cu rrent necessary would be 40 A {= ~~k~) 
so the power wasted would be 0.8 MW (= I2R = 402 x 500W). Prove for 
yourself tha t a t 400 kV, the power wasted would be about 3 kW. Check 
your answer using the equa tion derived above. 

132kV 
33kV llkV 

transformer 

33kV 

11 k 230V 

Summary questions 

1 a Explain why an alternating emf 
is induced in the secondary 
coil of a transformer when the 
primary coil is connected to an 
alternating voltage supply. 

b In terms of electrical power, 
explain why the current through 
the primary coil ofa transformer 
increases when a device is 
connected to the secondary coi l. 

2 a Explain why a transformer is 
designed so that as much of 
the magnetic flux produced 
by the primary coil of a 
transformer passes through 
the secondary coi l. 

b Explain why a transformer 
works using alternating current 
but not using direct current. 

3 	 Atransformer has a primary coil with 
120 turns and a secondary coil with 
2400 turns. 

a 	 Calculate the primary voltage 
needed for a secondary voltage 
of 230 V. 

b 	 A 230 V 60 W lamp is connected 
to its secondary coil. Calculate 
the current through 

I 	 the secondary coil, 

ii 	 the primary coi l. 

State any assumptions made in 
this calculation. 

4 a Explain why transmission of 
electrical power over a long 
distance is more efficient at high 
voltage than at low voltage. 

b A power cable of resistance 
200 n is to be used to deliver 
2.0 MW of electrical power at 
120 kV from a power station to 
an industrial estate. Calculate: 

the current through the cable, 

ii the power wasted in the cable. 

• 




Practice questions: Chapter 25 


A coil is connected to a centre zero ammeter, as shown in Figure l. A student 
drops a magnet so that it falls vertically and completely through the coil. 

~ magnet----~ 


coi l 

2 

magnet "" 

s 

A Figure 1 

(a) 

(b) 

Describe what the student would observe on the ammeter as rhe magnet 
falls through the coil. 
H the coil were not present the magnet wou ld accelerate downwards at 
the acceleration due to gravity. State and explain how its acceleration in 
the student's experimen t would be affected, if at all, 
(i) as it entered the coil, 
(ii) as it left the coil. 

(2 marks) 

(4 marks) 
(c) 	 Suppose the student forgot to connect the ammeter to the coil, therefore leaving 

the circuit incomplete, before carrying out the experiment. Describe and explain 
what difference this would make to your conclusions in part (b). (3 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction predicts that the induced emf, £. 
in a coil is given by 

~ 
I 

(i) 	 What quantity does the symbol cf> repre~ent? 

(ii ) State the SI unit for If>. (2 marks) 

rnFigure 2 the magnet forms the bob of a ~imple pendulum. The magnet 

oscillates with a small amplitude along the axis of a 240 turn coil that has 

a cross-sectional area of 2.5 x 10-4 m 2 . 


magnetic flux 
-

• 

(a) 

(b) 

direction of 
oscil lation 

A Figure 2 
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Chapte r 25 Electromagnetic induction 

Figu re 3 shows how the magnetic flux density, B, through the coi l varies with 

time, 1, for one complete oscillation of the magnet. The magnetic flux density 

through the coil can be assumed to be uniform. 

(i) 	 Calculate the maximum emf induced in the coil. 
(ii) 	 Sketch a graph to show how the induced emf in the coil varies during 


the same time interval. 

(iii ) Explain how the pendulum may be modified to double the freque ncy 


or oscillation of the magnet. 

(iv) The frequency of oscillation of the magnet is increased without 


changing the amplitude. 

Explain why this increases the maximum induced emf. 


(v) 	 State two other ways of increasing the maximum induced emf. (I/ marks) 

AQA, 2003 


Figure 4 shows a system used by an engineer to determine the ra te of 

revolution of a rota ling axle. 


/ rotating axle 

oscillosope Nrr 
 \	 direction of 
revolution 

s 
350 turn coi 

N os 

D 
s 

N 

Four small bar magnets are embedded in the axJe as shown. The N-pole of each 

magnet is towards the outside of the axle. A voltage is produced between the 

terminals of a coil placed close to the rotating axle. The voltage produced is 

monitored using an oscilloscope. The waveform produced is shown in Figure 5. 


• 


(c=LJ 
~ 
0 0 

resistor 

.A. Figure4 
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Oscilloscope grid marked in cm 
The Y amplifier setting = 5 mVcm- 1 

The time-base setting = lOmscm- 1 

.A. Figure S 



Practice questions: Chapter 25 

• 


(a) Determine the number of revolutions made by the axle in one minute. (J marks) 
(b) (i) Use Faraday's law LO explain how the voltage pulses are produced. 

(ii) The coil has 350 LUrns. Determine the maximum rate of change of 
Oux through the coil. (6 marks) 

(c) Use Lenz's law LO explain the production of positive and negative voltage 
pulses. (3 marks) 

(d) Draw on a copy of Figure 5 the waveform that shows the changes you 
would expect to see when the rate of revolution of the axle increases. (J marks) 

AQA, 2007 

4 (a) Copy and complete the diagram in Fig ure 6 to show a current balance, 
which may be used to measure the magnetic flux density between the 
poles of the ceramic magnets. Clearly label the directions of the current 
and the magnetic force acting on the conductor in the field. (3 marks) 

ceramic 
magnet 

steel 
yoke 

•Figure 6 

(b) 	 (i) The armature of a simple motor consists of a square coil of 20 turns and 
carries a current of 0.55 A just before it !>tans 10 move. The lengths of the 
sides of the coil are 0.15 m and they are positioned perpendicular to a 
magnetic field of flux density 40 mT. Calculate the force on each side of 
the coil. 

(ii) 	 Explain why the current falls below 0.55A once the coil of the motor is 
rotating. 

(iii) 	The resistance of the coil is 0.50Q. When the coil is rotating at a constant 
rate the minimum current in the coil is found to be 0.14 A. Calculate 
the maximum rate at which the flux is cut by the coil. (8 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

5 	 (a) Explain what is meant by the term magneticfli~x linkage. State it~ unit. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Explain, in tenns of electromagnetic induction. how a transrormer may 

be used to step down voltage. (4 marks) 
(c) 	 A minidisc player is provided with a mains adapter. The adapter uses a 

transfom1er with a turns ratio of 15 : I to step down the mains voltage 
from 230V. 
(i) 	 Ca lcu late the output voltage of the transformer. 
(ii) 	 Stare two reasons why the transformer may be less than 

l 00% efficient. (4 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

6 (a) 	 A transformer, operating from 230V, supplies a 12 V garden lighting system 
consisting of 8 lamps. Each lamp is rated at 30W and they arc connected 
in parallel. 
(i) 	 The primary coil of the transformer has 3000 turns. Calculate the 

number of turns on the secondary coil. 
(ii) 	 Show that the total resistance of the lamps when they arc working at 

normal brightness is 0.60Q. 
(iii) Calculate the power input to the transformer, assuming that the 

transformer is perfectly efficient. (8 marks) 



(b) Figure 7 shows a brass pendulum bob swinging through the magnetic field 
above a strong magnet. Its oscillations are observed to be quite heavily damped . 

Chapter 25 Electromagnetic induction 

• 


.lo. Figure 7 

Explain, using the principles of electromagnetic induction, why thi<; 
pendulum is heavily damped. (4 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

7 (a) 	 Electrical power is transmitted through cables of total resistance 1.80, 
operated with alternating current at an rms voltage of 11 kV. The power 
supplied LO the input o( the cables is 960 kW. Calculate 
(i) 	 the peak value or the current in the cables, 
(ii) 	 the percentage or the input power that is available at the output end of 

the cables. (7 marks) 
(b) 	 When public electricity supplies were first introduced, many of the power 

statiom generated direct current. This meant that premises that were a large 
distance from the power station could not be supplied economically with 
electricity. 
Discuss this by reference to the physical principles involved, stating why 
ac is now preferred ror distributing electrical power. (5 marks) 

I\ I' (\ (1 
I I 1 

I 

\ ' I 

u v u v 
centimetre grid 

.lo. Figures 

An alternating current source is connected to a 470Q resistor to form a complete 
circuit. Figure 8 shows the waveform of the alternating pd across the resistor. 
(a) 	 The time base setting of the oscilloscope was 20 ms an- 1• Calculate the 

the frequency of the alternating pd. 
(b) 	The Y-gain of 1he oscilloscope is 0.IOVcm- 1• 

(i) 	 Calculate 1he peak value and the nns value of the alternating pd. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the mean power dissipated in the resistor. 

8 
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Section 7 Summary 


J For a point charge QFor a spherical mass M, Field strength 
= - potential gradient V= GM V=_Q_ 

r 411'£0 f 

GMg--rr E=-Q212.223 
411'£or2

Graphs of Vand gagainst r: 
Graphs of Vand g against rEscape speed ve.. (2gRJl12 i 22.3t 21.4 

Potential 
w w Coulomb's lawNewton's law of gravitation Vgrav = m V"""' = Cl 

F= G m;;nz Field strength F _1_ Q1~
F F 411'£a ,2g= m E=-q(attraction only) 

(attraction and repulsion) 

~__2_1_.3------r---~r 21.1. 22.3. 21.1. 22.2 

j 
22.41

I 
Circular orbits lGravitational J- Fields r----- Electric fields ,_JI . .Parallel pla1ts 

fields J rT2- 4n',J 
GM 

21.S 

Force on a moving charge 
f= BQv 

Hall probe 8« Hall voltage VH 

Circular orbits BQv mv', 
24.2 

Force on a current-carrying 
conductor 

F= 811 
Lefl hand rule 
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Section 7 Fields 

Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 

• 	 use ofan electroscope or an electrometer 
to detect electric charge 

• 	 use of a data logger or a microammeter, and 
a high-resistance voltmeter or oscilloscope, 

as appropriate, to measure the pd across a 
capacitor when it is charged or discharged. 

• 	 use of a top pan balance or a current 
balance to measure the force on a 

current-carrying conductor in a uniform 

magnetic field 

• use ofa Hall probe to measure magnetic 
flux density 

• use of a parallel plate capacitor to measure 
the relative permittivity of a substance 

• use of a data logger to measure an 
induced emf 

• use ofan oscilloscope to measure the peak 
value and the frequency of an alternating pd. 

and on a moving charged particle in a 
magnetic field 

calculate the emf induced in acoil from a 
graph of magnetic flux or flux linkage, or from 
an appropriate equation [e.g.,£= £ sin rot)

0 

relate the rms value of an alternating 
current or pd to the peak value 

carry out transformer calculations using 
appropriate equations 

plot a graph from data provided or found 
experimentally (e.g., In Vagainst t for 
capacitor discharge) 

relate y = mx + c to a linear graph with 
physics variables to find what the gradient 
and intercept of the graph represent 
[e.g., finding the time constant of a capacitor 
discharge in the above point). 

Extension task • what materials shield metals from being 

Metal detectors work by inducing a current 
in a piece of metal. Use other books and the 
internet to find out 

• why a metal detector bleeps when it is 

• 

detected 

what the range of a metal detector is. 
Present your findings as a presentation 

suitable for your class. 

near a piece of metal 

----• 




Practice questions: Fields 

• 


(a) 	 (i) State one similarity of electric and gravitational fields. 
(ii) 	 State one difference between electric and gravitational fields. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 A satellite of mass 165 kg has the radius of its orbit reduced from 
4.24 x 107 m to 8.08 x 106 m. 

Calculate the change in potential energy of the satellite and state 

whether it is an increase or a decrease. (3 marks) 


(c) 	 The orbital change mentioned in pan (b) reduces the period of the orbit 
from 24 hours LO 2 hours. State and explain why each of these orbits is 
useful for information coUection or transfer. (3 marks) 

AQA 2005 

2 (a) 	 State the factors that affect the gravitational field strength at the surface 
or a planet. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 Fig ure l shows the variation, called an anomaly. of gravitationa l field 

strength at the Earth's surface in a region where there is a large spherical 

granite rock buried in the Earth's crust. 


gravitational 
field strength 1----:-------=-""""- l·--t--1----1 

normal 
gravitational 
field strength 
9.81 Nkg-1 ._ 

'; ,,.' 
'.· 	 ' / 

0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 

· distance from A/ km 

o ~....,...._.20_____~__80~1~----1~__ ~6~_.80~o o~_ 0.40 0.60 0.~ .oo .20 1_.4~0 l.~0 1~~
A 	 : B : Earth's surface : 

• Figure 1 

The density of the granite rock is 3700kgm 3 and the mean density of 
the surrounding material is 2200kgm-3• 

(i) 	 Show that the rufference between the mas!> of the grani te rock and the 
mass of an equivalent volume of the surrounding material i!> 5.0 x 1010 kg. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the difference between the gravitational field strength at Band 
tha t at point A on the Earth's surface that is a long way from the granite rock. 

(iii) 	 Describe how the graph of gravitational field strength would change if the 
granite rock were buried deeper in the Earth's crust. (9 marks) 

AQA 2003 

3 The hydrogen atom may be represented as a central 	 orbit 
proton with an electron moving in a circular orbit around 
it as shown in Figure 2. When the atom is in the ground 
state, the radius of che electron's orbit is 5.3 x 10- 11 m. proton 
(a) 	 By applying this model co the hydrogen atom in the 

ground state, calculate: 
....__ 	 _......-../ electron(i) 	 the force of electrostatic attraction between the 


electron and the proton, •Figure 2 

(ii) 	 the speed of the electron, 
(iii) 	 the ratio of the de Broglie wavelength of the electron to the 

circumference of the orbit. (6 marks) 



4 
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Practice questions: Fields 

(b) 	The total energy of the electron in a hydrogen atom may be shown to 

have discrete values given, in J, by 


E =2.2 x 10- 18 

n 2 

where 11 = I for the ground state, n = 2 for the first excited state, and so on. 
(i) 	 Calculate the wavelength of the light emitted when the electron returns to 


the ground state from the first excited state. 

(ii ) 	 Explain why visible light will not be produced by any transition in which 

the electron returns to the ground state. (5 marks) 
AQA 2005 

Two capacitors A and B are separately charged to a pd of 40.0 V before being 
discharged through the same resistor of value 10.0 kQ. The discharge curves arc 
shown in Figure 3. 
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(a) 	 Show that the time for the pd across capacitor A to halve is always 

approximately 4.5 s. 


(b) Ca lcula te the capacitance of A. 
(c) 	 Ca lculate the energy dissipated in the resistor in the in terval between 

1 = 0 and 1 =4.0 s as capacitor B discharges. (8 marks) 
AQA 2007 

A steel wire of diameter 0.24mm is stretched between two fixed points 
0.71 m apart. A U-shaped magnet is placed at the centre of the wire so that 

the wire passes between its poles, as shown in Figure 4. 


• 
~-----0\.f'n------' 

ac supply 

.A. Figure 4 



Practice questions: Fields 

(a) 	 (i) Explain why the wire vibrates when an alternating current is passed 
through it. 

(ii) 	 Explain why the wire vibrates strongly in its fundamental mode 
when the frequency of the alternating current is 290H1. 

(iii) Show that the speed of the waves on the wire is 410 m s- 1• 	 (6 marks) 
(b) 	The speed, c, of waves on a wire of mass per unit length, µ, is related 

10 the tension, T, in the wire by 

C= ~ 
(i) 	 The wire in Figure 4 is at a tension of 60N. Calculate its mass per 

unit length. 
(ii) 	 Hence calculate the density of the metal. (5 marks) 

AQA 2005 

6 	 Figure 5 shows a particle P with charge +6.4 x 10 19 C about to en ter a region 
where there is a uniform electric field of strength 2.0 x 104 Nc-1• Figure 6 
shows the same charged particle about to enter a region where there is a 
un iform magnetic field of llux density 0.17 T directed in to the paper. 

region of uniform magnetic 
field into the paper 

+ 	 region of 
uni form I 
electric field 

PO--

PO--

• 


.A Figure 5 	 .A Figure 6 

(a) 	 Sketch the paths taken by the particle when in each field. (2 marks) 
(b) (i) 	 State what is meant by unifonn electricfield strength. 

(ii) 	 The separation of the plates in Figure 5 is 0.045 m. Calculate the 
potemial difference between the plates. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 (i) Calculate the magnitude of the force on the particle when it is in 

the electric field. 


(ii) Calculate the initial velocity of the charged particle for which rhe 
magn itude of the force on the particle is the same in each field. (4 marks) 

(d) 	Explain why the speed of the particle changes in one of the above 
silllations but remains constant in the other. (6 marks) 

AQA 2005 

7 (a) 	 A satell ite moves in a circular orbit at constant speed. Explain why its 
speed docs not change even though it is acted on by a force. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 At a certa in point along the orbit of a satcUitc in un i[orm circular motion, 

the Earth's magnetic flux density has a component of 56 µ T towards the 

centre of the Earth and a component of 17µTin a direction perpendicular 

to the plane of the orbit. 


satellite orbit 

' 

Earth 
... ... ... 17µT 

56µT~,- ' -- ' - - - -	 satellite 

.A Figure 7 



Practice questions: Fields 

• 


(i) 	 Ca lculate the magnitude of the resultant magnetic flux density at this point. 
(ii) 	 The satellite has an external metal rod pointing towards the centre of 

the Earth. Calculate the angle between the direction of the resultant 
magnetic field and the rod. 

(iii) Explain why an emf is induced in the rod in this position. (4 marks) 
AQA 2002 

8 	 ln a television cathode ray tube, electrons are accelerated through a potential 
difference of 12 kV in a vacuum before striking the screen. 
(a) 	 (i) Calculate the speed of an electron accelerated through this potential 


difference. 

(ii) 	 The beam current is 25 mA. Ca lculate the number of electrons that 

strike the screen in one second. (4 marks) 
(b) 	The electron beam is deflected in the television tube by a d1anging 


magnetic fie ld produced by currents in coils placed around the tube. 

(i) 	 Expla in how this changi ng magnetic field can lead to induction 


effects in other electrical circuits in the television. 

(ii) 	 Expla in how this changing magnetic field could lead to fau lts in 

these o ther electrical television circuits. 
(ii i) The electron beam is moved from the left-hand side of the screen LO 

the right- hand side by uniformly varying the field from -3.5 x 10 ·~T 
to +3.5 x 10 ·4 T in a time of 50µs. Each tum of a 250-turn coil of wire 
in this changing field has an area of 4.0 x 10-3 1112 

Ca lculate the maximum emf that can appear in the 250-turn coil. 
(iv) Explain why the answer to part (b){ili) is a maximum value. (8 marks) 

AQA 2004 

9 (a) 	 Eddy currents in the cores of transformers are one cause of inefficiency in 
transformers. 
(i) 	 Explain what is meant by an eddy current, how eddy currents are 

produced in transformer cores and why they lead to inefficient 
operation of the transformer. 

(ii) 	 Explain how the design of a transformer minimises the inefficiency 
due to eddy currents. (6 marks) 

(b) 	 Figure 8 shows a laboratory arrangement for demonstrating the 

operation of a transformer . 


.A. Figures 

The supply voltage was adjusted until the three 12 V, 36 W lamps 
opcraLed norma lly. The voltmeter readings are shown on Figure 8 . 
The efficiency of the transformer was 100%. 
Calculate: 
(i) 	 the reading of the ammeter in the secondary circuit, 
(ii) 	 the reading of the ammeter in the primary circuit, 
(iii) the number of mms on the secondary coil of the transformer. (5 marks) 

AQA 2005 
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Chapters in this 
section: 
26 Radioactivity 

27 Nuclear energy 
~ ~ 

Introduction 
This section extends your A Level Physics Year I studies on the 
structure of the atom and mechanics. You will develop your 
understanding of the nucleus by looking at Rutherford's landmark 
a-scattering experiment, which established the nuclear model of the 
atom. You will then consider che properties or ex, p, and y radiation, 
including ionisation, absorption, and range in a ir, as well as the 
experimental verification of the inverse-sq uare law for y radiation. You 
will discuss the relative hazards to humans ol' exposure and the safe 
handling and storage of radioactive sources. You will look in depth at 
the random nature of radioactive decay. This includes the theory of 
radioactive decay and half-life ca lculations such as those involved in 
radioactive dating and the safe srorage of radioactive material. You will 
study nuclear instability by using equations to represent the changes 
that take place when ex, p-, p+, and electron capture occur in relation 
to stable nuclei plotted on an N-Z graph. You will also consider the 
evidence from y radiation studies for nuclear excited states, and study 
the use of y radiation from these stares. You will then move on to 
calculate the density of the nucleus from experimental measurements. 
In the last part of this section, you will consider why energy is released 
in nuclear fission and fusion, how to calculate the energy released 
in such changes, how the release of fission energy is controlled in a 
thermal nuclear reactor, and how safety is ensured in the operation of 
nuclear reactors and in the storage of nuclear waste. 

Working scientifically 
In this final part of the course, you w ill bring together a ll of the maths 
skills and physics knowledge that you learn t from previous parts of 
the course on topics such as radioactive decay and particle physics. 
You will gain a deeper understanding of the applications of nuclear 
ph ysics, including the use of radioactive isotopes and the principles 
and operation of nuclear reactors. By studying radioactivity, you will 
further develop and broaden your pract ical ski lls. This might include 
measuring radioactivity by using Geiger counters. Through such 
practical work, you will also develop your awareness of the necessary 
safety regulations when studying and working with radioactivity. 
The study of nuclear physics will give you insight into the historical 
importance of experimental work in how our present knowledge of 
the structure of the atom was developed. 

The maths skills you will develop in this section include further 
arithmetical, graphical, and algebraic skills involving inverse, inverse
square, and exponential functions, as well as logarithms. By using the 
maths skills you have learnt from earlier parts of the A Level Physics 
cou rse, you will develop your undcr~tanding of concepts such as 



half-life, and you will meet new concepts in nudear physics. such as 
binding energy. You will develop further awareness beyond dynamics 
and fields by studying rates of change in radioactive decay. These 
maths skills will give you further confidence in your abilities that will 
help you beyond A level. 

What you already know 

From your A Level Physics Year I sLUd ies on part icle physics. you should know that: 

0 	 Every aLOm has a positively charged nucleus surrounded by electrons. The 
nucleus is composed of protons and neutrons, except for the :11 nucleus. which 
is a single proton. 

0 	 An unstable nucleus becomes stable or less unstable by em ining an ex particle or 
a p- particle or a p+ particle or a yphoton or by capturing an inner-shell electron. 

0 	 ex emission occurs from nuclei with too many neutrons and protons, p- emission 
occurs from nuclei with too many neutrons, and p+ emission or electron ca pture 
occurs from nuclei with too many protons. 

0 	 An ex particle consists or two neutrons and two protons, a p- particle is an 
electron created and emitted by a nucleus, and a p+ particle is a positron created 
and emiued by a nucleus. 

0 	 Ionisation is the process of creating ions (i.e., charged atoms) from uncharged 
atoms - the radia tion from unstable nuclei is ionising radiation and is the refore 
harmful. 

0 	 Energy can be changed into mass and mass can be changed into e nergy as given 
by E =111C2 . 

From your A Level Physics Year I studies on m echanics a nd mate rials, you should 
know that: 

0 	 Por an object of mass m moving at speed v, its k inetic energy= 1-mv2 

2
(if v « c, the speed or light in free space). 

0 Momentum is conserved in any interaction where no external forces act. 

0 Energy cannot be created or destroyed. 

Density= mass .0 
volume 



fluorescent 

A Figure 1 Rutherford's a-scattering opporatus from the foil - in his own words 'as incredible as if you fired a 

learning objectives: 
-+ State how big the nucleus is. 

-+ 	 Describe how the nucleus 
was discovered. 

-+ 	 Explain why it was not 
discovered earlier. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.1 

a source 

narrow beam 
of incident 
a particles 

screen 

Ernest Rutherford 1871- 1937 

Ernest Rutherford arrived in Britain 
from New Zealand in 1895. By the 
age of 28, he was a professor. He 
made important discoveries about 
radioactivity and was awarded the 
Nobel prize for Chemistry in 1908 
for his investigations into the 
disintegration of radioactive 
substances. He worked in the 
universities of Montreal, Manchester 
and Cambridge. When at Manchester, 
he put forward the nuclear model of 
the atom and proved it experimentally 
using ex-scattering experiments. He 
was knighted in 1914 and made Lord 
Rutherford of Nelson in 1931. His 
co-worker Otto Hahn described him as 
a 'very jolly man'. In 1915, he expressed 
the hope that 'no one discovers how to 
release the intrinsic energy of radium 
until man has learned to live at peace 
with his neighbour'. After his death in 
1937, his ashes were placed close to 
Newton's tomb in Westminster Abbey. 

• 


The nuclear model of the atom was proposed by Ernest Rutherford 
in 	191 l. He knew from the work of J.J. Thomson that every atom 
contains one or more electrons. Thomson had c;hown that the electron 
is a negatively charged particle inside every atom but no-one knew 
until Rutherford's theory was confirmed experimentally in 1913 how 
the positive charge in the at0m was distributed. Thomson thought 
the atom could be like a 'currant bun' - with electrons dotted in the 
at0m like currants in a bun. ln this model, the positive charge was 
supposedly spread throughout the atom like the dough of the bun. 

Rutherford knew that the atoms or certain clements were /evacuated 
metal unstable and emitted rad iation. It had been shown that there 
container were three types of such radiation, referred lO as alpha 

radiation (symbol a), beta radiation (symbol~), and gamma 
radiation (symbol y) . Rutherrord knew that a radia tion 
consisted of fast-moving posiLively charged particles. He and his 
co-workers used this type of radiation LO probe the atom. He 
reckoned that a beam of a particles directed at a thin metal foil 
might be scattered slightly by the atoms of the foil if the positive 
charge was spread throughout each atom. He was astonished 
when he discovered that some or the particles bounced back 

15 inch naval shell at tissue paper and it came back'. 

Let's consider Rutherford's experiment in more detail. Rutherford 
used a narrow beam of a particles, all or the same kinetic energy, in 
an evacuated container to probe the structure of the atom. Figure 1 
shows an outline of the arrangement he used. A thin metal foil was 
placed in the path of the beam. a particles scattered by the metal fo il 
were detected by a detector which cou ld be moved round a t a constant 
distance from the point of impact of the beam on the metal foil. 

What made Rutherford originate the nuclear model 
of the atom? 

Rutherford had previously investigated the scattering of alpha particles 
by gas atoms and noted on rare occasions an o. particle was scattered 
through a very large angle when most particles were hardly scattered, if 
at all. He realised there could be a 'nucleus' of positively charged matter 
inside the atom which could explain these rare events. 

1 The a. particles must have the same speed otherwise slow ex particles 
would be deflected more than faster a particles on the same initial path. 

2 The container must be evacuated or else the a. particles would be 
stopped by air molecules. 

3 	 The source of the a. particles must have a long half-life otherwise later 
readings would be lower than earlier readings due to radioactive decay 
of the source nuclei. 

O: Describe the type of force that Rutherford believed would scatter an 
a. particle. 
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Rutherford used a microscope to observe the pinpoints of light 
emitted when ex. particles hit the atoms of a fluorescent screen. 
He measured the number of ex. particles reaching the detector per 
minute for different angles of deflection from zero to almost l80°. His 
measurements showed that: 

most a. particles passed straight through the foil with little or no 
deflection; about I in 2000 were deflected, 

a small percentage of a. particles (about I in I0 000) were deflected 
through angles of more than 90°. 

Imagine throwing tennis balls at a row of vertical posts separated 
by wide gaps. Most of the balls would pass between the posts and 
therefore would not be deflected much. However, some would 
rebound as a result of hitting a post. Rutherford realised the 
a -scattering measurements could be explained in a similar way by 
assuming every at0m has a 'hard centre' much smaller than the atom. 
His interpretation of each result was that 

• 	 most of the at0m's mass is concentrated in a small region, the 
nucleus, at the centre of the atom, 

• 	 the nucleus is positively charged because it repels ex. particles 
(which carry positive charge) that approach it too closely. 

Figure 3 shows the paths of some ex. particles which pass near a 
fixed nucleus. 

• 	 ex. particle C collides 'head-on' with the nucleus and rebounds back 
so its angle of deflection is 180°. 

• 	 a. particles A, B, and D are deflected through different angles. 
The closer the initial direction of an ex. particle is to the 'head -on' 
direction, 

• 	 the greater its deflection is because the electrostatic force of 
repulsion between the ex. particle and the nucleus increases with 
decreased separation between them, 

• 	 the smaller the least distance of approach of the ex. particle to the 
nucleus is. 

• 	 ex. particle E does not approach the nucleus closely enough to be 
significant.ly deflected. 

Using Coulomb's law of force (i.e., the law of force between charged 
objects) and Newton's laws of motion, Rutherford used his nuclear 
model to explain the exact pattern of the results. By testing foils of 
different metal elements, he also showed that the magnitude of the 
charge of a nucleus is +le, where e is the charge of the electron and Z 
is the atomic number of the element. 

Estimate of the size of the nucleus 
About l in l 0 000 ex. particles are deflected by more than 90° when 
they pass through a metal foil. The foil must be very thin otherwise ex. 
particles are scattered more than once. 

For such single scattering by a foil that has n layers of atoms, the 
probability of an ex. particle being deflected by a given atom is therefore 
about I in I 0 OOOn. This probability depends on the effective area 

\._ 


A Figure 2 Ernest Rutherford 
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A Figure 3 a -scattering paths 

Study tip 
Nuclear diameter is of the order 

of 10- 15 m. 
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A Figure 4 Estimating nuclear size 
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26.1 The discovery of t he nucleus 

Notes 

In a head-on impact, the ex particle 
stops momentarily at the least 
distance of approach, d. At this 
point, the potential energy of the 
ex particle in the electric field of the 
nucleus is equal to the initial kinetic 
energy, EK,of the ex particle. So, 
using the formula in Topic 22.5 
for potential energy gives 

EK= Oa.ON•where oa is the charge
4ne d

0
ofthe ex particle ( +2e) and ON is the 
charge ofthe nucleus [=+le Jand 
dis the least distance of approach. 
Prove for yourself that the least 
distance of approach ofan ex particle 
with kinetic energy of 8 x 10 13 J to 
an aluminium nucleus (Z =13J is 
about 7 x 10 ·15 m which is about 
105 times smaller than the diameter 
of a typical atom. A more accurate 
method of determiningthe radius of 
anucleus is explained in Topic 26.9. 

• 


of cross-section of the n ucleus to cha t of the atom. Therefore, for a 
nucle us of diameter d in an atom of d iameter D. the area ratio is equal 
~nd2 2 

ro -4 
-. So d2 = D 

~nD2 lOOOOn 
4 

A typical value of n = I 04 gives d =_D_.
10000 

In o ther words. the size of a n ucleus rela tive to an atom is about the 
same as a foo tball to a football scadiuml 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 In the Rutherford a. particle scattering experiment, most of the a. 
particles passed straight through the metal foil. What did Rutherford 
deduce about the atom from this discover\:J? 

b 	 A small fraction of the ex particles were deflected through large angles. 
What did Rutherford deduce about the atom from this discovery? 

2 	 In Rutherford's ex particle scattering experiment, why was it essential that: 

a 	 the apparatus was in an evacuated chamber, 

b 	 the foil was very thin, 

c 	 the a particles in the beam all had the same speed, 

d 	 the beam was narrow? 

3 An a particle collided with a nucleus and was deflected by it, as shown 
in Figure 5. 

e nucleus 
path of 
a particle x 

A Figure 5 

a Copy the diagram and show on it 

the direction of motion of the a. particle, 

ii the direction of the force on the a particle when it was at the 
position marked X. 

b 	 Describe how 

i the kinetic energy of the a particle, 

ii the potential energy of the a particle changed during this interaction. 

4 	 In the a particle scattering experiment, about 1 in 10 000 a particles 
are deflected by more than 90° . 

a 	 For a metal foil which has n layers of atoms, explain why the 

probability of an a particle being deflected by a given atom is 

therefore about 1 in 10 000 n. 


b 	 Assuming this probability is equal to the ratio of the cross-sectional 
area of the nucleus to that of the atom, estimate the diameter of a 
nucleus for atoms of diameter 0.5 nm in a metal foil of thickness 10 µm. 

c Calculate the least distance of approach of an a particle to a gold nucleus 
(Z = 79) ifthe initial kinetic energy of the a particle is 8.0 x 10 13 J. 

£ = 8.85 x 10-12 Fm-1• e = 1.6 x 10-19 C
0 



The discovery of radioactivity 
Marie Curie established the nature of radioactive materials. She 
showed how radioactive compounds could be separated and identified. 
She and her husband, Pierre, and Henri Becquerel won the 1903 
Nobel prize for physics for their discovery of radioactivity. After 
Pierre's death in 1906, she continued her painstaking research and was 
awarded a second Nobel Prize in 1911 - an unprecedented honour. 

In 1896, Henri Becquerel was investigating materials that glow when 
placed in an X-ray beam. He wanted Lo find out if strong sunlight could 
make uranium salts glow. He prepared a sample and placed it in a 
drawer on a wrapped photographic pla te, ready ro Lest the salts on the 
next sunny day. When he developed the film, he was amazed Lo see the 
image of a key. He had pul the key on the plate in the drawer and then 
pul the uranium salts on top of the key. He realised that uranium salts 
emit radiation which can penetrate paper and blacken a photographic 
film. The uranium salts were described as being radioactive. The task 
of investigating radioactivity was passed on by Becquerel to one of his 
students. Marie Curie. Within a few years, Marie Curie discovered other 
elements which are radioactive. One of these elements, radium, was 
found Lo be over a million times more radioactive chan uranium. 

Rutherford's investigations on radioactivity 
Rutherford wanted to find out whac the radiation emined by radioactive 
substances was and what caused it. He found that the radiation: 

• 	 ionised air, making it conduct electricity. He made a detector which 
could measure the radiacion from its ionising effect. 

• 	 was of two types. One type which he called alpha (a) radiation was 
easily absorbed. The other type which he called beta (~) radiation 
was more penetrating. A third type of radia tion, called gamma (y) 
radia tion, even more penetrating than ~ radiation, was discovered 
a year later. 

Further tests showed that a magnetic (ield deflects a and ~ radiation in 
opposite directions and has no effect on y radiation. From the deflection 
direction, it was concluded that a radiation consists of positively charged 
particles and ~ radia tion consists of negatively charged particles. r 
radiation was later shown LO consist of high energy photons. 

magnetic field 
into diagram 

ex (+ charged) 

beam of 
radioactive ---+-""'!!!:==~C---H~ y (uncharged) 
particles 

A Figure 2 Deflection by o magnetic jield 

Learning objectives: 
' Define a, ~.and y radiation. 

' Explain why it is dangerous. 

' Describe the properties ofa, 
~. and y radiation. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.2 

A Figure 1 Marie Curie (1867- 1934) 

Study tip 
Don't confuse the radiation 


with the source; the source is 


radioactive not the radiation. 


• 




26.2 1 he propert1e.s of ci, jl, and f radiation 

source--8 

/Ill\ grid 

··f!lr· wall 
ionisation electrode 
chamber 

insulator 

central electrode ' l 

picoammeter 

• Figure 3 Investigating ionisation 

Synoptic link 

a particles from a given source 
have the same range in air as each 
other, whereas Pparticles do not. 
The a particles from a given isotope 
are always emitted with the same 
kinetic energy.This is because each 
a particle and the nucleus that 
emits it move apart with equal and 
opposite amounts of momentum. 
This isn't the case with Pparticles 
because a neutrino or antineutrino 
is emitted as well. In pemission, 
the nucleus, the pparticle and 
a neutrino or antineutrino share 

the energy released in variable 
proportions. See Topic 1.2, Stable 
and unstable nuclei. 

• 


Radioactivity experiments 
Ionisation 
The ionising effect of each type of radiation can be investigated using 
an ionisation chamber and a picoammcter, as shown in Figure 3. The 
chamber contains air at atmospheric pressure. Ions created in the 
chamber are attracted to the oppositely charged electrode where they 
are discharged. Electrons pass through the picoammeter as a result of 
ionisation in the chamber. The current is proportional to the number 
of ions per second created in the chamber. 

• 	 a radiation causes strong ionisation. However, if the source is 
moved away from the top of the chamber, ionisation ceases beyond 
a certain distance. This is because a rad iation has a range in air of 
no more than a few centimetres. 

• Pradiation has a much weaker ionising effect than a radiation. 
lls range in air varies up to a metre or more. A Pparticle 
therefore produces fewer ions per millimetre along its path than 
an a particle does. 

• 	 y radiation has a much weaker ionising effect than either a or p 
radiation. This is because photons carry no charge so they have less 
effect than a or pparticles do. 

Cloud chamber observations 
A cloud chamber contains air saturated with a vapou r a t a very low 
temperature. Due to ionisation of the air, an a or a pparticle passing 
through the cloud chamber leaves a visible track of minute condensed 
vapour droplets. This is because the air space is supcrsawrated. When 
an ionising particle passes through the supersaturated vapour, the ions 
produced trigger the formation of droplets. 

• 	 a particles produce straight tracks that radiate from the source and 
are easily visible. The tracks from a given isotope are all of the same 
length, indicating that the a particles have the same range. 

• Pparticles produce wispy tracks that arc easily deflected as a result 
of collisions with air molecules. The tracks are not as easy to see as 
ex. particle tracks because Pparticles are less ionising than a particles. 

a a particle tracks b pparticle tracks 

• 	 Figure 4 Cloud chamber phatagraphs 



Radioactivity 

Absorption tests 
Figure 5 shows how a Geiger tube and a counter may be used to 
investigate absorption by different materials. Each partide of radiation 
that enters the tube is registered by the counter as a single count. 

radioactive absorber 
emissions Geiger tube _n_\ 	 ~ to scalersource in sealed I ----+ countercontainer f3 :w II 0II 

A Figure S Investigating absorption 

The number of counts in a given rime is measured and used to work out 
the count rate which is rhe number of counts divided by the time taken. 
Before the source is tested, the count rate due to background radioactivity 
must be measured. This is rhe counc rate without the source present. 

• 	 The count rate is then measured with the source at a fixed distance 
from the tube w it hout any absorber present.. The background count 
rate is then subtracted from the count rate with the source present 
to give the corrected (i.e., true) count rate from the source. 

• 	 The count rate is then measured with the absorber in a fixed 
position between the source and the tube. The corrected count 
rates with and without the absorber present can then be compared. 

By using absorbers of different thickness of the same material. the effect 
of the absorber thickness can be investigated. Figure 6 shows a typical 
set of measurements for the absorption of~ radiation by aluminium. 
Note that the count rate scale is a logarithmic scale (sec Topic 30.3). 

curve evens out to this level due to J} particles 
being absorbed and producing y photons 
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A 	Figure 6 Count rote agoinst absorber thickness 

The Geiger tube 
The Geiger wbe is a sealed meral cube char conrains argon gas at low 
pressure. The thin mica window ar the end of rhe cube allows a and 
~particles to ente r the tube. yphorons can enrer the rube through 
the tube wall as well. A meral rod down the middle of the tube is at a 
positive potential as shown in Figure 7. The rube wall is connected to 
the negative terminal of the power supply and is earthed. 

Absorption summary 

• 	 ex. radiation is absorbed 

completely by paper and thin 

metal foil. 

• 	 ~radiation is absorbed 

completely by about 5 mm 

of metal. 

• 	 y radiation is absorbed 

completely by several 

centimetres of lead. 

• 




26.2 1 he propert1e.s of ci, jl, and f radiation 

Notes 

The dead time of the tube, the time 
taken to regain its non-conducting 
state after an ionising particle 
enters it, is typically of the order 
of 0.2 ms. Another particle that 
enters the tube in this time will not 
cause a voltage pulse. Therefore, 
the count rate should be no greater 

1than about 5000 s [ = 0~2 ms]. 

• 


rod insulator high voltage 

thin mica window 
unit 

......... 

incoming---l---~.;~~-t-1---~rt---. 
particle I 

tube wall to 
pulse 

counter 

R 

ov 
A Figure 7 A Geiger tube 

When a particle of ionising radiation enters the tube, the particle 
ionises the gas atoms along its track. The nega tive ions are attracted 
to the rod and the positive ions to the wall. The ions accelerate and 
collide with other gas a toms, producing more ions. These ions produce 
further ions in the same way so that within a very short time, many 
ions are created and discharged at the electrodes. A pulse of charge 
passes round the circuit through resistor R, causing a voltage pulse 
across R which is recorded as a single count by the pulse counter. 

Range in air 
The arrangement in Figure 5 without the absorbers may be used to 

investigate the range of each type of radiation in air. The count rate 
is measured for djfferent distances between the source and the tube, 
starting with the source close to the tube. The background count rate 
must also be measured in the absence of the source so the corrected 
count rate caJ1 be calculated for each distance. 

• 	 a radiation has a range of only a few cemimetres in air. The count 
rate decreases sharply once the tube is beyond the range of the a 
particles. This can be seen in Figure 4 as the cracks from che source 
are the same length indicating that the particles from a given 
source have the same range and therefore the same initial kinetic 
energy. The range d iffe rs from one source to another ind icating 
that the in itial kinetic e nergy differs from one source to a nother. 

• 	 ~ radiation has a range in air of up to about a metre. The coun t rate 
gradually decreases with increasing distance until it is the same as 
the background count rate at a distance of about Im. The reason for 
the gradual decrease of count rate as the distance increases is that 
the~ particles from any given source have a range of initial kinetic 
energies up to a maximum. Faster ~ particles travel further in air 
than slower pparticles as they have greater initial kinetic energy. 

• 	r radiation has an unlimited range in air. The count rate gradually 
decreases with increasing distance because the radiation spreads 
out in all directions, as shown in Figure 2. The proportion of they 
photons from the source entering the tube decreases according the 
inverse square law. See Topic 26.3 for more on the properties of a, ~ 
and y radiation. 



\._ -
T 	Table 1 Nature and properties ofa, ~and y radiation 

photon of energy of the order 
of MeV 

fixed range, depends on energy, ra nge up to about 1 m follows the inverse square law 
can be up to 100 mm 

opposite direction to a particles, not deflected 

and more easily deflected 

stopped by paper or thin metal stopped by approx 5mm of stopped or significantly reduced 
foil aluminium by several centimetres of lead 

produces about 104 ions per produces about 100 ions per mm very weak ionising effect 
mm in air at standard pressure in air at standard pressure 

constant for a given source varies up to a maximum for a constant for a given source 
given source 

Summary questions 

1 	 Abeam of radiation from a radioactive substance 
passes through paper and is then stopped by an 
aluminium plate of thickness 5 mm. 

a What type of particles are in this beam? 

b Describe a further test you could do to check your 
answer in a. 

2 What type of radioactivity was responsible for the 
image of the key seen by Becquerel in the effect 
described at the beginning of this topic? 

a Explain why an image of the key was produced on 
the photographic plate. 


b Which type of radiation from a radioactive 

source is 


• 	 least ionising, 

• most ionising? 

c When an a-emitting source above an ionisation 
chamber grid was moved gradually away from the 
grid, the ionisation current suddenly dropped to 
zero. Explain why the current suddenly dropped 
to zero. 

3 	 In an absorption test as shown in Figure 5 using a 
P-emitting source and a Geiger counter, a count rate 
of 8.2 counts per second was obtained without the 
absorber present and a count rate of 3.7 counts per 
second was obtained with the absorber present. The 
background count rate was 0.4 counts per second. 
What percentage of the pparticles hitting the absorber 

a pass through it, 


b are stopped by the absorber? 


4 	 In an investigation to find out the type of radiation 
emitted by a radioactive source, a Geiger tube 
was placed near the source and its count rate was 
significantly more than the background count rate. When 
an aluminium plate was placed between the source 
and the tube, the count rate was reduced but it was still 
significantly more than the background count rate. 

a What can be concluded from these observations? 

b When the distance from the source to the tube was 
doubled with the aluminium plate still present, the 
corrected count rate decreased to about 25%. What 
conclusion can be drawn from this observation? 



Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe what happens to 

the nucleus in a radioactive 
change. 

' 	 Describe how the intensity 
ofyradiation changes as it 
spreads out. 

' 	 Explain how to represent the 
change in a nucleus when it 
emits a,~. oryradiation. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.2 
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.A Figure 1 /denrijying a particles 

Synoptic link 
yphotons are emitted from 'excited' 
nuclei with energies of the order of 
MeV (where 1MeV = 1.6 x 10-13 J). 
which means their wavelength is 

of the order of 10 11 m or less. See j 
Topic 1.3, Photons. . 

• 


The nature of a, ~, and y radiation 
a radiation consists of positively charged particles. Each a 
particle is composed of two protons and two neutrons, the same 
as the nudeus of a helium atom. Rutherford devised an experiment 
in which a parcides were collected as a gas in a glass tube fined with 
two electrodes. When a voltage was applied to the electrodes, the 
gas conducted electricity and emitted light. Using a spectrometer, he 
proved that the spectrum of Light from the tube was the same as from 
a tube filled with helium gas. 

Rutherford made the discovery that neutralised a particles are the 
same as helium some years before his discovery chat every atom 
contains a nucleus. After he established the nuclear model of the 
atom, it was realised that the nucleus of the hydrogen atom, the 
lightest known atom, was a single positively charged particle which 
became known as the proton. Rutherford rea lised thar other 
nuclei contain protons and he predicted the existence of neutral 
particles of similar mass, neutrons, in the nucleus. For example, 
the helium nucleus carries twice the charge of the hydrogen nucleus 
and therefore contains two protons. However, its mass is four times 
the mass of the hydrogen nucleus so Rutherford predicted that it 
contained two neutrons as well as two protons. The existence of 
the neutron was established in 1932 by James Chadwick, one of 
Rutherford's former students. 

~ radiation from naturally occurring radioactive substances 
consists of fast-moving electrons. This was proved by measuring 
the deflection of a beam of~ particles using electric and magnetic 
fields. The measurements were used to work ouc the specific charge 
(which is the charge/mass) of the particles. This was shown to be 
the same as the specific charge of the electron. An electron is created 
and emitted from a nucleus with too many neutrons as a result of a 
neutron suddenly changing into a proton. 

A nucleus with too many protons is also unstable and emits a 
positron, the antiparticle of the electron, when a proton changes to a 
neutron. Such unstable nuclei are not present in naturally occurring 
radioactive substances. They are created when high-energy protons 
collide with nuclei. As outlined in Chapter 1, the theory that for every 
type of particle there is a corresponding antiparticle was put forward 
by Paul Dirac in 1928. The first antiparticle to be discovered, the 
positron, was discovered by Carl Anderson four years later. 

y radiation consists of photons with a wavelength of the order of 
io- 11 m or less. This discovery was made by using a crystal to diffract 
a beam of y radiation in a sin1ilar way to the diffraction of light by a 
diffraction grating. 

The inverse square law for y radiation 
The intensity 1 of the radiation is the radiation energy per second 
passing normally through unit area . 



Radioactivity 

I• 	 For a point source that emits n y photons per second, each of 
energy hf the radiation energy per second from the source = nhf 

• 	 At distance r Crom the source, all che phocons emicced from the 
source pass through a total area of 4nr2 (the surface area of a 
sphere of radius r). 

So the intensity I of the radiation at chis distance 

_ radiation energy per second _ ..!!!![ 
- total area - 4nr 

Therefore I= ~, where the conscam k = nhJ. 
r 41t 

Thus I varies with the inverse square of distance r. 

. yphotonsGeiger 
_~emitted intubed - /-s_!~ ''"''"""'"' 

__.....__~~~1~-11-~.1.1--m - .~.~ 
scaler 

y photons r photons counter 
emitted entering \~l'\9---- sp~ere of 
in all tube 	 ~ / / _ _ _\ radius r 
directions 	 ysource 

•	 Figure 2 Verifying the inverse square law for y radiation 

The equations for radioactive change 
A nuclide ~X contains Z prorons and A - Z neutrons. 

• 	 lls charge = +Ze, where e is the charge of the proton 

• 	 Its mass in atomic mass units ==A 

a emission 
An a particle consists of 2 neutrons and 2 protons so is represemed 
by the symbol ~a. As explained in Topic 1.2, the equation below 
represents the change that takes place when a nuclide ~X emits an 
a particle to form a new nuclide ~=~Y. 

AX~ 40.. + A-4y 
Z 2 Z-2 

~- emission 

A negative~ particle (i.e., e lectron) is represented by the symbol -~~ 

(or ~-) as its charge= -e and it is not a neu tron or a proton . 


The equation below represents the changes that take place when a 

nucleus ~X emits a ~- pa rticle. In effect. a neutron in a neutron-rich 

nucleus changes into a proton and an (electron) antineutrino vc is 

emitted at the same time as the ~-particle is creaced. 


AX~ OR+ A y + V 
Z -11-' Z+l e 

~+ emission 

A positive~ particle (i.e., positron) is represented by the symbol +~~ 

(or~+) as its charge= +e and it is not a neutron or a proton. 


The equation below represents the changes that take place when 

a nucleus ~X emits a positron. In effect, a proton in a proton -rich 

nucleus changes inro a neutron and an electron neutrino ve is emitted 

at the same time as the~+ particle is created . 


~X ~ +~~ + z~1 Y + ve 

Notes 

1 	 If the intensity at distance 

r0 is /0, then: 

• 	 at distance Zr0, the 

. . . lo

intensity 1s 4 

• 	 at distance 3r0, the 

. . . lo

intensity 1s g' etc. 

Radiation workers use remote 
handling devices (and lead 
screens) to keep as fa r as 
possible from ysources to 
reduce their exposure to 
the radiation. 

2 	 To verify the inverse square 
law for a y source, use a Geiger 
counter to measure the count 
rate Cat different measured 
distances, d, from the tube and 
the background count rate, C

0
, 

without the source present. 
The corrected count rate C- C0 
is proportional to the intensity 
of the radiation. 

As shown in Figure 2 the 
source is at unknown distance, 
d0, inside its sealed container. 
Using the inverse square 
law for y radiation gives the 
corrected count rate 

C_ C = constant 
o (d + doJ2 

Therefore, a graph of d (on 
1the y-axis ) against 1 

(C - C) ~ 
0 

should give a s traight line with 
a negative intercept -d0 . 

• 




26.3 More about •(, p, and '\' radicttion 

Study tip 

Remember for the inverse square 

law, doubling the distance reduces 

the intensity to a quarter and 

trebling the distance reduces it to 

a ninth! 

Hint 

1 atomic mass unit Iabbreviated 

'u') = f x the mass of a ~C atom. 
2 

The mass of a proton is 1.00728 u 

and the mass of a neutron is 

1.00867 u. 

The difference between A and the 

mass of a nucleus in atomic mass 

units, although very small for most 

atoms, is important in nuclear 

energy calculations which you will 

meet in Topic 27.1. 

• 


Electron capture 
Some proton-rich nuclides can capture an inner-shell electron. This 
causes a proton in the nucleus to change into a neutron with the 

emission of an electron neutrino ve at the same time. 

A X 0 A yz + - 1e ~ z- 1 + ve 

The inner-shell vacancy is filled by an outer-shell electron, as a result 
causing an X-ray photon to be emitted by the atom. 

y emission 
No change occurs in the number of protons or neutrons of a nucleus 
when it emits a y photon. 

A y photon is emitted if a nucleus has excess energy after it has 
emiued an a or a ~- particle. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Copy and complete each of the fo llowing equations representing 


ex emission. 


2	 2a ~~u ~ 90Th+ b 90Th ~ ~~ Ra + 

2 	 Copy and complete each of the following equations representing 


p-emission. 


a 64 Cu -7 Zn + OA + b P -7 325 + OA + 
~ m P ~ P 

3 	 The bismuth isotope~Bi decays by emitting a p particle to form an 

unstable isotope of polonium (Po) which then decays by emitting an 

a particle to form an unstable isotope of lead (Pb). This isotope then 

decays by emitting a p-particle to form a stable isotope of bismuth. 

a Write down the symbol for each of the three product nuclides in this 

sequence. 

b Write down the number of protons and the number of neutrons in a 

nucleus of 

i the bismuth isotope 2~~Bi, 


II the stable bismuth isotope. 


4 	 Apoint source of 'Y radiation is placed 200 mm from the end of a Geiger 
tube. The corrected count rate was measured at 12.7 counts per second. 

Calculate: 

a the corrected count rate ifthe source was moved to a distance of 

400 mm from the tube, 

b the distance between the source and the tube for a corrected count 

rate of 20 counts per second . 



ZB.~ liliie darngens ofi nadioactiMity 


The hazards of ionising radiation 
Ionising radiation is hazardous because it damages living cells. Such 
radiation indudes X-rays, protons and neutrons as well as ex, ~. and y 
radiation. Ionising radiation affects living cells because: 

• 	 it can destroy cell membranes which causes cells to die. or 

• 	 it can damage vital molecules such as DNA directly or indirectly by 
creating 'free radical' ions which react with vital molecules. Normal 
cell division is aHected and nuclei become damaged. Damaged 
DNA may cause cells ro divide and grow uncontrollably, causing a 
tumour which may be cancerous. Damaged DNA in a sex cell (i.e., 
an egg or a sperm) may cause a mutation which may be passed on 
to future generations. 

As a result of exposure to ion ising radiation, living cells die or g row 
uncontrollably or mutate, affecting the health of the affected person 
(somatic effects) and possibly affecting future generations (genetic 
effects). High doses of ionising radiation kill living cells. Cell mutation 
and cancerous growth occurs at low doses as well as at high doses. 
There is no evidence of the existence of a threshold level of ionising 
radiation below which living cells would not be damaged. 

Radiation monitoring 
Anyone using equipment that produces ionising radiation must wear 
a film badge to monitor his or her exposure to ionising radiation. The 
badge contains a strip of photographic film in a light-proof wrapper. 
Different areas of the film are covered by absorbers of different 
materials and different thicknesses. When the film is developed, 
the amount of exposure to each form of ionising radiation can be 
estimated from the blackening of the film. If the badge is overexposed. 
the wearer is not allowed to continue working with the equipment. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain why ionising radiation 

is harmful. 

-+ 	 State the factors that 
determine whether ex,~. or y 
are the most dangerous. 

-+ 	 Discuss how exposure to 
ionising radiation can be 
reduced. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.2 

A Figure 1 Aradioactive warning sign 
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26.4 The dangers of radioac.tivity 

The biological effect of ionising radiation depends on the dose received 
and the type of radiation. The dose is measured in terms of the energy 
absorbed per unit mass of matter from the radiation. The same dose of 
different types of ionising radiation has different effects. For example, 
a radiation produces far more ions per millimetre than y radiation in the 
same substance so it is far more damaging. However, a radiation from a 
source outside the body cannot penetrate the skin's outer layer of dead 
cells so is much less damaging than if the source were inside the body. 

Radiation dose limits 


For any dose of ionising radiation, its dose equivalent, 

measured in sieverts (Sv], is the dose due to 250 kV 

X-rays that would have the same effect. For example, 

1 millisievert of a radiation has the same biological effect 

as 10 millisieverts of 250 kV X-rays. 


Maximum permissible exposure limits are recommended 
safety limits for the annual dose equivalent which a 
radiation worker should not exceed. The recommended 
limit is 15 mSv per year, although the average dose due 
to occupation is much lower at 2 mSv per year. This is 
based on the death rates of survivors of the atomic bombs 
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki which is estimated 
at 3 deaths per 100 000 survivors for each millisievert of 
radiation. Thus the risk to a radiation worker exposed to 
2 mSv per year for 5 years would be 3 in 10 000. 

Scientists think there is no lower limit below which 
ionising radiation is harmless. They recommend that 
exposure to ionising radiation should be as low as 
reasonably practical or achievable (abbreviated as ALARP 
in the UK or ALARA in the USA). It would be unethical to 
carry out tests that expose people or animals to ionising 
radiation to find out how they react to it. So the evidence 
for 'no lower limit' comes from the study of groups of 
people such as Chernobyl survivors who have been 
exposed to ionising radiation. 

O: 	Look at Figure 3. State two sources of background 
radiation that affect everyone all the time. 

Study tip 

ALARA stands for 'as low as 
reasonably achievable'. Risks are 
always reduced by increasing 
the distance from sources and 
shortening the time exposure. 

• 


Background radiation 
We are all subject to background radiation which occurs naturally 
due to cosmic radiation and from radioactive materials in rocks, soil and 
in the air. Background radiation does vary with location due lO local 
geological features. For example, radon gas which is radioactive can 
accumulate in poorly ventilated areas of buildings in certain locations. 
Figure 3 shows the sources of background radiation in the UK. 

Safe use of radioactive materials 

air (e.g. radon gas) 

medical 

• ground and buildings 

800 • food and drink 

• cosmic rays 

• nuclear weapons 

• air travel 

• nuclear power 

.A. Figure 3 Sources ofbackground radiation in the UK in terms of the 
overage radiation dose per person per year in µSv 
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Because radioactive materials produce ionising radiation, they must 
be stored and used with care. In addition, disposal of a radioactive 
substance must be carried out in accordance with specific regulations. 
Only approved institutions are allowed to use radioactive materials. 
Approval is subject co regular checks and approved institutions are 
categorised according to purpose. 

Storage o f radioactive materials should be in lead-lined containers. 
Most radioactive sources produce y radiation as well as o: or Pradiation 
so the lead lining of a container must be thick enough to reduce the 
y radiation from the sources in the container to about the background 
level. ln addition, re&1t1lations require that the containers are under 
'lock and key' and a record of the sources is kept. 

2 	 When using radioactive materials, established rules and 
regulations must be followed. No source should be allowed to come 
into contact with the skin. 

• 	 Solid sources should be transfened using handling tools such as 
tongs or a glove-box or using robots. The handling tools ensure 
the material is as far from the user as practicable so the intensity or 
they radiation from the source at the user is as low as possible and 
the user is beyond the range of o: or Pradiation from the source. 

• 	 Liquid and gas sources and solids in powder form should be in 
sealed containers. This is to ensure radioactive gas cannot be 
breathed in and radioactive liquid cannot be splashed on the 
skin or drunk. 

• 	 Radioactive sources should not be used for longer than is 
necessary. The longer a person is exposed to ionising radiation, 
the greater is the dose of radiation received. 

Summary questions 

1 	 What is meant by ionisation? Explain why a source of a-radiation is 

not as dangerous as a source of~ radiation provided the sources are 

outside the body. 


2 a Discuss the reasons why ionising radiation is hazardous to a person 
exposed to the radiation. 

b What is the purpose of a film badge worn by a radiation worker? 

Ii With the aid of a diagram, describe what is in a fi lm badge and 

how the fi lm badge is tested. 

3 a Explain why a radioactive source should be 

I kept in a lead-lined storage box when not in use, 

ii transferred using a pair of tongs with long handles. 

b Discuss the precautions you would take when carrying out an 

experiment using a source ofy radiation. 

4 a State four sources of ionising radiation which we are all exposed to. 

b State two sources of ionising radiation which are likely to affect 
people in certain occupations more than the general public. 

c Radon gas is a source of a radiation that can seep into buildings 
from the ground. Explain why the presence of this gas in the air in a 
building is a serious health hazard. 

Radioactivity 

Synoptic link 

The intensity of a y beam that 
passes through an absorber 
decreases exponentially with the 
thickness of the absorber. If a 
certain thickness of a material cuts 
the intensity of a y beam to half, 
twice the thickness will cut the 
intensity to a quarter, and so on. 
See Topic 26.5, Radioactive decay. 

Hint 

Atypical radioactive source used 
in a school might produce of the 
order of 105 radioactive particles 
per second, each typically of 
energy of the order of MeV 
(1MeV=1.6 x 10-13 J). Show for 
yourself that the energy transfer 
per second from such a source 
is of the order of 10-8 J s-1 . In 
15 minutes or so, the source would 
transfer 10-sJ to its surroundings. 
If this amount of energy were to be 
absorbed by about 10 kg of living 
tissue, the dose would be about 
10 6 Sv ( = 1 µSv) which is not 
insignificant. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' State what is meant by the 

activity of a radioactive 
isotope. 

' Define the half-life of a 
radioactive isotope. 

' Discuss whether anything 
affects radioactive decay. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.3 

Synoptic link 

Although in theory a radioactive 
decay curve never falls to zero, in 
practice it eventually falls to a level 
which is indistinguishable from 
background radiation. See Topic 
26.4, The dangers of radioactivity. 

Study tip 

Know how to use a calculator to 
raise 0.5 to a power. 

Note 

Reminder about molar mass and 

the Avogadro constant. 

For an element with a mass 
number A, 

• 	 its molar mass Mis its mass 
number in grams, 

• 	 one mole of the element 
contains NA atoms where NA is 
the Avogadro constant, 

• 	 mass m of the element 

contains [~)NA atoms. 

See Topic 20.2 for more information. 
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.A. Figure 1 A radioactive decay curve 

Half-life 
When a nucleus of a radioactive isotope emits an a or a ~particle, it 
becomes a nucleus of a different element because its proton number 
changes. The number of nuclei of the initial radioactive isocope therefore 
decreases. The mass of the initial isotope decreases gradually as the 
number of nuclei of the isotope decreases. Figure I shows how the 
mass decreases with time. The curve is referred to as a decay curve. 
The mass of the isocope decreases with time at a slower and slower rate. 
Measurements show that the mass decreases exponentially which means 
that the mass drops by a constant factor (e.g., x0.8) in equal intervals of 
time. For example, if the initial mass of the radioactive isorope is lOOg 
and the mass decreases to a factor of x0.8 every 1000s, then 

• 	 afrer 1000s, the mass remaining= 80g (= 0.8 x lOOg), 

• 	 after 2000s, the mass remaining = 64g (= 0.8 x 0.8 x IOOg), 

• 	 after 3000s, the mass remaining= 5lg (= 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8 x lOOg) 

A convenient measure for the rate of decrease is th e rime taken for a 
decrease by half. This is the half-life of the process. 

Th e half-life, T,;, , of a radioactive isotope is the t ime taken for 

the mass of th e isotope to d ecrease to ha lf t he in i t ial m ass. This 

is rhe same as rhe time taken for the number ol' nuclei of the isorope 
to decrease to half the initial number. 

Consider a sample of a radioactive isotope X which initially contains 
lOOg of the isotope. 

• 	 Airer 1 half-life, the mass of X remaining= 0.5 x 100 = 50g 

• 	 After 2 half-Jives from the start, the mass of X remaining = 
0.52 x 100 = 25g 

• 	 After 3 half-lives from the start, the mass of X remaining = 
0.5 3 x 100 = 12.5g 

• 	 After n half-lives from the start. the mass of X remaining = 
0.511 m0, where m0 =the initial mass 



Radioactivity 

The mass or X decreases exponentially. This is because radioactive 
decay is a random process and the number of nuclei that decay in a 
certain time is in proportion to the number of nuclei of X remaining. 
To understand this idea, consider a game of dice where there are I 000 
dice, each representing a nucleus of X. The throw of a dice is a random 
process in which each face has an equal chance of being uppermost. 

• I st throw; when the dice are all thrown, you would expect.!. of the 
6 

dice to show the same figure on the upper surface. Let all the dice 
that show ' I ' uppermost represent nuclei that have disintegrated, 

an expected t0tal or 167 (= 10°0). If these are removed, then
6
 

833 dice remain. 


• 2nd throw; the remaining dice are thrown to give.!. of 833 as the 
6 


expected number or Ts. So 694 dice(= 833 - 8!3} remain. 


• 3rd throw; the remaining dice are thrown to give.!. of 694 as the 
6 

6 4expected number or' I 's. So 578 dice(= 694 - : } remain. 

• 4th throw; the remaining dice are thrown to give.!. of 578 as the 
6 


expected number of ' l's. So 482 dice(= 578 - 5 ~8) remain. 


The analysis shows that 4 throws are needed to reduce the number 
of dice to less than half the initial number. Prove for yourself that 
a further 4 throws would reduce the number of dice to 25% of the 
initial number. Figure 2 shows how the number of <lice remaining 
decreases with time. The curve has the same shape as Figure I. The 
half-life of the process is 3.8 'throws'. 

Activity 
The activity A of a radioactive isotope is the number of nuclei of 
the isotope that dis integrate per second. In other words, it is the 
rate of change of the number of nuclei of the isotope. The unit of activity 
is the becquerel (Bq), where l Bq = 1 disintegration per second. 

The activity of a radioactive isotope is proporlional to the mass of the 
isotope. Because the mass of a rad ioactive isotope decreases with time 
due to radioactive decay, the activity decreases with time. Figure 3 
shows an experiment in which the activity of a radioactive isotope of 
protactinium 2!~ Pa is measured and recorded using a Geiger tube and 
a counter. This isotope is a ~-emitter produced by the decay of the 
radioactive isotope of thorium 2!~Th. In this experiment, an organic 
solvent in a sealed bottle is used to separate protactinium from thorium 
to enable the activity of the protactinium LO be monitored. 

Before the experiment is carried out. the background count rate is 
measured without the boLLle present. The bottle is then shaken to mix 
the aqueous and solvent layers and then placed near the end of the 
Geiger tube. The layers are allowed to separate as shown in Figure 3. 
The protactinium is collected by the solvent and the thorium by the 
aqueous layer. The Geiger tube detects~ particles emitted by the decay 
of the protactinium nuclei in the solvem layer. 

number of dice 
remaining 
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.A. Figure 2 Exponential decrease 

Synoptic link 
To see how to model the dice 
model in a computer spreadsheet, 
see Topic 30.6, Graphical and 
computational modelling. 

Study tip 

Don't confuse the activity A with 
the mass number. This context 
will tell you which quantity A 
represents. 

scaler counter ---~0 t 

··~· :: fl ' ...So 

:;::,.. ~-""' .,,,.. .. ,.,J U 

! 

.A. Figure 3 Measuring the activity of 
protactinium 

• 




26.5 Radioa<.tive de<.ay 

corrected 	 The counter is used to measure the number of counts every I Os. The 
count rate/s- 1 

count rate is the number of counts in each ten second interval divided by 
12.0 

~ 

rt 

~ 

~I-

H

I Os. The background count rate is subtracted to give the corrected count 
rate. Since the activity is proportional to the corrected count rate, a graph 

10.0 
of the corrected count rate aga inst time, as in Figure 4, shows how the 
activity of the protactinium decreases with time. 8.0 

6.0 Activity and power 
For a radioactive source of activity A tha t emits pa rt icles (or photans) of 4.0 
the same ene rgy E, the energy per second released by radioactive decay 

2.0 in the source by the radia tion is the product or its activity and the 
energy of each particle. In other words, the power of the source = AE. 

50 100 150 The energy transfer per second from a radioactive source= AB
time/s 

.6. Figure 4 A radioactive decay cuNe 	 If the source is in a sealed container and emits only ex, particles which 
are all absorbed by the container, the container gains thermal energy 
from the absorbed radiation equal to the energy transferred from the 
source. For example, for a source tha t has an activity of 30MBq and 
emits particles of energy 2.5 MeV, the ene rgy transfer per second from 

1 1the source= 30 xl06 Bq x 2.5 MeV = 7. 5 x 107 MeV s- = 1.2 x 10-5 J s-	 . 

Summary questions 

NA= 6.02 x 1023 mol 1, 1MeV = 1.6 x 10 	13 J 

1 	 Figure 5 shows how the mass of a certain radioactive isotope decreases mass/mg 

with time. Use the graph to work out 


a 	 the half-life of this isotope, 60--~950 	.w. 
b 	 the mass of the isotope remaining after 120 s. 


1015
2 	 Afreshly prepared sample ofa radioactive isotope Xcontains 1.8 x 


atoms of the isotope. The half-life of the isotope is 8.0 hours. Calculate: 


a 	 the number of atoms of this isotope remaining after 

I 8 h, II 24 h. 	 20•• 
10b 	 the number of atoms of Xthat would have decayed after 

I 	 8 h, II 24 h. 
20 40 60 80 100 

c 	 the energy transfer from the sample in 24 h if the isotope emits llme/s 

a particles of energy 5 MeV. .6. Figure 5 

3 	 1~~ I is a radioactive isotope of iodine which has a half-life of 8.0 days. A 

sample of this isotope has an initial activity of 38 kBq. Calculate the activity 

of this sample 


a 	 8.0 days later, b 32 days later. 

4 ~~Cs is a radioactive isotope of caesium which has a half-life of 35 years. Asample of this isotope has a mass of 
1.0 x 10 3 kg. 

a 	 Calculate the number of atoms in 1.0 x 10-3 kg of this isotope. 

b 	 Calculate the number of atoms of the isotope remaining in the sample after 70 years . 

• 




~6.B liliie t tfieon~ ofi r.adioaettiMe decay 


The random nature of radioactive decay 
An unstable nucleus becomes stable by emirting an a or a ppartide or a 

y photon. This is an unpredictable event. Every nucleus of a radioactive 

isotope has an equal probabiliry of undergoing radioactive decay in 

any given time interval. Therefore, for a large number of nuclei of a 

radioactive isotope, the number of nuclei char disintegrate in a certain 

time interval depends only on the total number of nuclei present. 


Consider a sample of a radioactive isotope X that initially contains 

N0 nuclei of the isotope. Let N represent the number of nuclei of X 

remaining at time t after the srart. Suppose in time D.l, the number of 

nuclei that disintegra te is D.N. 


Because radioactive disin tegration is a random process, /:::,.N is 

proportional to: 


l N, the number or nuclei of X remaining at time t, 


2 the duration of the time interva l M. 


Therefore /:::,.N =-A.N tll, where A. is a constant referred to as the decay 

constant. The minus sign is necessary because /:::,.N is a decrease. 

So the rate of disintegration /:::,.N =-AN. 
M 

For a given radioactive isotope, irs activiry, A, is the rate of 

disintegration /:::,.N.
/::,.( 

Therefore, the activity A of N atoms of a radioactive isotope is given by 

A =t•N 

The solution of the equation 6.N = - A.N is N =N0e-A1, where ex is the 
/::,.( 

exponential function. See below. 

Figure 1 shows that a graph of N against t gives a decay curve. The 
number of nuclei N decreases exponentially with time. In other words, 

• in one half-life, rhc remaining number of nuclei N 1 = 0.5 N0 

• in two half-l ives, the rema ining number of nuclei N 2 =0.25 N0 

• inn half-lives, the remaining number of nuclei N = 0.511 N 0 

The graph of the number of nuclei N against time t as 
represented by the equation N = N0e-A1 is shown in Figure l. It is a 
curve with exactly the same shape as Figure l in Topic 26.5. 

The mass, m, of a radioactive isotope decreases from initial mass 
m0 in accordance with the equation m = m0e-AI because the mass m is 
proportional to the number of nuclei. N, of the isotope. 

The activity A of a sample of N nuclei of an isotope decays in 
accordance with the equation 

A = A oe-A' 

This is because the activity A= the number of disintegrations per 
second= A.N. So A =A.N0c - A1 =A0e-A1 where A0 = A.N0. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Discuss whether a radioactive 

source can decay completely. 

-+ Define exponential decrease. 

-+ Explain why a radioactive 

decay is a random process. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.3 

Study tip 

The unit of decay constant is s-1. A 
large value of A. means fast decay 
and short half-life. 

decay in a computer spreadsheet, 
see Topic 30.6, Graphical and 
computational modelling. 

number of 
nuclei N 

0 
2 3 

0.5 No 

0.25 No 

0.125 No 

time t /half lifet~ 

A Figure 1 N - N
0
e Ar 
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26.6 The thE:ory of radioactive dec.ay 

Notes 

You do not need to know the following 
points. But they might help you improve 
your understanding of this topic. 

1 	 The exponential function appears 
in any situation where the rate of 
change of a quantity is in proportion 
to the quantity itself. This is because 
the rate ofchange of each term in 
the functionsequence is equal to 
the previous term in the sequence. 

2 The exponential function, 
x2 x3 

eic = 1 + x + ! + ! + ...
2 3


Differentiating eic with respect 


tox gives ex (i.e.• ~= eK)
dx 

because differentiating each term 
in the expression for eK gives the 
previous term. 
The exponential function is 
indicated on a calculator as 
'eK' or 'inv In'. See Topic 30.3. 

3 The natural logarithm function, 
lnx, is the inverse exponential 
function. In other words, if 

y = eK, then lny = x. 
Therefore, N = N e->..r may be

0

written In N = In N - A.t.


0 
The graph of In Nagainst tis 
therefore a straight line with: 
• 	 a gradient = - A., and 
• 	 a y-intercept = In N0 

0+--'-~~~~~~~~~ 

0 
gradient =-}. 

y-mtercept = In N0 


.A. Figure 2 In N against t 

4 	 The exponential decrease formula 
is also used in the theory of 
capacitor discharge. See Topic 23.3. 
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The corrected count rate C due to a sample or a radioactive isotope at a 
fixed distance from a Geiger tube is proportional to the activity of the 
source. Therefore, the count rate decreases with time in accordance 
with the equation C = c e-A.1, where C is the count rate at time t = 0.

0 0 

The above equations for the number of nucle i N, the activity A, and 
the count rate Care all of the same general form, namely x = x0e-A.1, 

where x represents N or A or C and x0 represents the initial value. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

A sample of a radioactive material initially con tains l.2 x 1020 

atoms of the isotope. The decay constant for the isotope is 
3.6 x lo-3 s- 1• Calculate: 

a the number of a toms of the isotope remaining aher 1000s, 
b the activity of rhe sample afler 1000 s. 

Solution 
a N0 = l.2 x 1020 , A.= 3.6 x 10- 3s- 1• t = 

A.t = 3.6 x io-3 x iooo = 3.6 
1000s, 

:. N = Noe-Al = 1.2 x 1020 e- 3·6 = 1.2 x I020 x 2.7 x 10-2 

= 3.2 x 1018 

b Activiry A = A.N = 3.6 x 10- 3 x 3.2 x 1018 = 1.2 x 1016Bq 

The decay constant 
The decay constant A. is t h e p robability of a n individ ua l nucleu s 
d ecaying per second. If there are 10000 nucle i present and 300 

decay in 20s, the decay constant is O.OOl Ss- 1 (= (~) s- 1). 

In general, if the change of the number of nuclei l:lN in time Mis given 

by l:lN = - A.NM, then the probabili ty of decay = l:lN = A.l:lt (the minus 
N 

sign is not needed here as reference is made to decay). 

So the probability per unit time = l:lNIM = A.. 
N 

As explained in Topic 26.5, the half-li[e, Ty, of a radioactive isotope 
is the time taken for half the initial number of nuclei to decay. The 
longer the half-life. the smaller the decay constant because the 
probability of decay per second is small er. 

The half-life Ty, is related to the decay constant A. according to the 
equation 

T 	 _ ln2 
v. - A. 

As In 2 =0.693, this equation may be written as T 'lz = 0 .~93 



ln2 	 I 

Proof of Ty, =T 
You do not need to know this proof. But it might help you improve 
your understanding of this topic. And you do need to know how to 
rearrange an exponential equation using natural logs. 

Let the number of nuclei N =N0 at time t = 0 

Therefore at time t =T,1> , N =0.5 N0 

1Inserting I= T.,.,, N =0.5N0 inro N =N0e- " gives 0.5N0 =N0e -l..Ty, 

Cancelling N
0 

the re fore gives 0.5 = e-l..r1,4 

Taking the natural logarithm (In) of each side gives ln0. 5 = -A.T,1> 

Because ln0.5 =- ln 2, then ln2 =A.T'h 

. 1. . . T ln2Rearrangmg t 11s equation gives \II = T 

Summary questions 

NA= 6.02 x 1023 mo1-1, 1MeV=1.6 x 10-13 J 


1 1~~ I is a radioactive isotope of iodine which has a half-life of 8.0 days. A 

fresh sample of this isotope contains 4.2 x 1016 atoms of this isotope. 

Calculate: 


a the decay constant of this isotope, 


b the number of atoms of this isotope remaining after 24 h. 


2 Aradioactive isotope has a half-life of 35 years. A fresh sample of this 

isotope has an activity of 25 kBq. Calculate: 


a the decay constant ins 1, 


b the activity of the sample after 10 years. 


3 a Calculate the number of atoms present in 1.0 kg of 2~~Ra. 


b The isotope 2~~Ra has a half-life of 1620 years. For an initial mass of 

1.0 kg of this isotope, calculate: 


I the mass of this isotope remaining after 1000 years, 


ii how many atoms of the isotope will remain after 1000 years. 


4 	 A fresh sample of a radioactive isotope has an initial activity of 40 kBq. 

After 48 h, its activity has decreased to 32 kBq. Calculate: 


a the decay constant of this isotope, 


b its half-life. 


Radioactivity 

Hint 

To calculate Nat time t, given 
values of N0 and T,". 

• 	 either calculate A. using A.= lnZ 
. T., 

then use the equation .,, 
N=N0e-"'-1• 

• 	 or calculate the number of half. 

lives, n, usingn =- t- then use 
N =0.5" N0. T," 

Synoptic link 

Radioactive waste from a nuclear 
reactor contains a range of 
unstable isotopes with different 
half-lives. The waste products 
must be stored for many years 
until their activity is no more than 
background. See Topic 27.4, The 

therma______reactor. ____..)I nuciear _____

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe how to do 

radioactive dating. 

' 	 Define radioactive tracers. 

' 	 Discuss what radioactivity is 
used for in hospitals. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.213 

Hint 

Auseful check is to estimate the 
number of half-lives needed for the 
activity to decrease from 1.30 Bq 
to 0.28 Bq. You should find that 
just over 2 half-lives are needed, 
corresponding to about 11000 
years. 
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Radioactive isot0pes arc used for many purposes. The choice of an 
isotope for a particular purpose depends on its half-life and on the 
type of radiation it emits. For some use~. the choice also depends on 
how the isotope is obtained and on whether or not it produces a stable 
decay product. In addition, the toxicity and biochemical suitability 
of the pharmaceuticals to which it is auachcd need 10 be considered 
in medical and related applications. The following examples are 
intended to provide a wider awareness of important uses of radioactive 
substances and to set contexts in which knowledge and understanding 
of radioactivity is developed further. 

Radioactive dating 
Carbon dating 
Living plants and trees contain a small percentage of the radioactive 
isotope of carbon, '!C. which is formed in the atmosphere as a result 
of cosmic rays knocking out neutrons from nuclei. These neutrons 
then collide with nitrogen nuclei to form ca rbon-14 nuclei. 

1n + 14N ~ 14C + 1p
0 7 6 1 

Carbon dioxide from the acmosphere is taken up by living planes as a 
result of photosynchesis. So a small percentage of the carbon contenc 
of any plant is carbon- 14. This isotope has a half-life of 5570 years so 
rhere is negligible decay during the lifetime of a plane. Once a rree has 
died. no further carbon is caken in so the proporrion of carbon-14 in 
rhe dead tree decreases as the carbon- 14 nuclei decay. Because activicy 
is proportional to the munber of atoms still co decay, measuring the 
accivity of the dead sample enables its age to be calculared, provided 
the activity of the same mass of living wood is known. 

P4
\3Worked example 

A certain sample of dead wood is found to have an acrivity of 

0.280Bq. An equal mass of living wood is found to have an 

acrivity of l.30 Bq. Calculate the age of the sample. Give your 

answer in years to 3 significant figures. 


The half-life of carbon-1 4 is 5570 years. 

Solution 
The hail-life, Twin seconds= 5570 x 365 x 24 x 3600s =l.76 x 1011 s 

693So. the decay constant of carbon-14 A.= 0· = 0.693 
11T'h 1.76 x IO 

= 3.95 x 10- 12 s- 1 

Using activity A= A e-AI where A= 0.280Bq and A0 =l.30Bq gives0

0.280 = l.30e-:v so e-AI = (0·280) = 0.215 
1.30 


:. 'At= 1.535 


t = 1.535 = l.535 s = 3.88 x 1011 s = 12 300 years
A. 3.95 x 10- 12 



Radioactivity 

Argon dating 
Ancient rocks contain trariped argon gas as a result of the decay of the 
radioactive isotope of potassium, ~~K, into the argon isotope ~~Ar. This 
happens when its nucleus captures an inner shell electron. As a result, a 
proton in the nucleus changes into a neutron and a neutrino is emitted. 

The equation for the change is ~~K + -~e ~~~Ar + ve 

The potassium isotope ~~ K also decays by~- emission to form the 
calcium isotope ~~Ca. This process is 8 times more probable than 
electron capture. 

40K ~ or.t + 40ca + 11
19 -11-' 20 e 

The effective half-life of the decay of ~~K is 1250 million years. The 
age of the rock (i.e., the time from when it solidified) can be calculated 
by measuring the proportion of argon-40 to potassium-40. 

For every N potassium-40 atoms now present, if there is l argon-40 
atom present, there must have originally been N + 9 potassium atoms. 
(i.e., I that decayed into argon-40 + 8 that decayed into calcium-40 + 
N remain ing). The radioactive decay equation N = N0e- 'A1 can then be 
used to find the age of the sample. 

For example, suppose for every 4 potassium-40 atoms now present, a 
certain rock now has I argon-40 atom. Therefore, N =4 and N0 =13. 
Substituting these values into the equation N =N0 e- i.i gives 4 = I 3e-i.J. 

Therefore e-i.J = .±. = 0.308 which gives t = - lno.3oB. 
13 A. 

Substituting 0-693 for A. into this equation gives t = (- lno.308) T,_,, = 
T'h 	 0.693 

I.70 Tw The age of the sample is therefore 2120 million years. 

Radioactive tracers 
A radioactive tracer is used to follow the path of a substance through 
a system. Table l, overleaf, gives some examples. ln general. the 
radioactive isotope(s) in the tracer should: 

• 	 have a half-li fe which is stable enough for the necessary 
measurements robe made and short enough to decay quickly 
after use, 

• 	 emit ~radiation or 'Y radiation so it can be detected outside the 
flow path. 

Industrial uses of radioactivity 
The examples below arc just three of a wide range of applications of 
radioactivity in industry and technology. 

Engine wear 
The rate of wear of a piston ring in an engine can be measured by 
fitting a ring that is radioactive. As the ring slides along the piston 
compartment, radioactive atoms transfer from the ring to the engine 
oil. By measuring the radioactivity of the oil, the mass of radioactive 
metal transferred from the ring can be determined and the rate of 
wear calculated. A metal ring can be made radioactive by exposing it 
to neutron radiation in a nuclear reactor. Each nucleus that absorbs a 
neutron becomes unstable and disintegrates by~- emission. 

Hint 

A useful check is to estimate the 
number of half-lives needed for n to 

decrease from 13 to 4. You should 
find that between 1 and 2 half· 
lives are needed, corresponding to 
an age of between 1250 and 2500 
million years. 

Synoptic link 

The metastable isotope of 
technetium ~~ Tcm is widely used 
in medical diagnosis because it 
is a y emitter with a half-life of 
6 hours and it can be prepared 'on 
site'. See Topic 26.B, More about 
decay modes. 

A Figure 1 Using tracers 

A Figure 2 Measuring engine wear 
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26.7 Radioactive isotopes in use 

'Y Table 1 Examples ofradioactive tracers 

detector on the surface above the pipeline is 
used to detect leakage 

injected fluid contains a P-emitter 
or ay- emitter (depending 
on factors such as depth, soil 
density) as ex-radiation would be 
absorbed by the pipes 

water containing a radioactive tracer is injected 
into an oil reservoir at high pressure, forcing some 
of the oil out. Detectors at the production wells 

monitor breakthrough ofthe radioactive isotope 

'tritiated' water ~HO, a P-emitter 
with a half-life of 12 years 

plant watered with a solution containing a fertiliser contains phosphorus, 

ferti liser. By measuring the rad ioactivity of the ~~ P, a P-emitter with a half-l ife of 
leaves, the amount of fertiliser reaching them can 14 days 
be determined 

patient is given a solution containing sodium 
iodide which contains a small quantity of 
radioact ive iodine, 1~~ I. The activity of the patient's 
thyroid and the activity of an identical sample 
prepared at the same time is measured 24h later 

solution of sodium iodide contains 

iodine 1~~ I, a P-emitter with a 
half-life of 8 days 

Study tip 
The choice of a radioactive isotope 

for a particular application is 
determined by: 

• 	 the half-life and the type of 
radiation needed, 

• 	 the toxicity and biochemical 
suitability of the pharmaceuticals 
to which it is attached, 

• 	 whether or not a stable product 

is needed. 
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Thickness monitoring 
Metal foil is manufactured by using ro lle rs to squee7e plate metal on 
a continuous production Line. A detecto r measures the amount of 
radiation passing through the foil. If the fo il is 100 thick, the detector 
reading drops. A signal from the detecto r is fed back to the control 
system to make the rollers move closer togethe r and so make the 
foil thinner. The source used is a p- emitter with a long half-life. O'. 

radiation would be absorbed completely by the foil and y radiation 
would pass straight through without absorption. 

rollers 	 radioactive source 
( ~ emitter) 

metal 
thin sheet of metal 

D detector 

if the radiation reaching the detector changes the detector 

makes the rollers move further apart or closer together 


.&. Figure 3 The manufacture of metal foil 

Power sources for remote devices 
Satellites, weather sensors, and other remote devices can be 
powered using a radioactive isotope in a the rma lly insulated sealed 
container which absorbs all the radiation emitted by the isotope. A 
thermocouple attached 10 the containe r produces electricity as a result 
of the concainer becoming warm through absorbing radiation . 



1 

-
 \._ 

For mass m of the isotope, its activi ty A = 'AN, w here N is the number 
of radioacti ve atom s present in m ass m. If each disin tegrati on of a 
nucleus rel eases energy E, th e energy transfer per second from the 
sou rce = /..NE. The source needs to have a reasonably long half-li fe, 
so it does not n eed to be replaced frequently, but a very long h alf-li fe 
may require too much m ass to generate the necessary p ower. 

Summary questions 

NA =6.02 x 1023 mo1- 1, 1MeV = 1.6 x 10- 13 J 

The half-life of radioactive carbon 1:c is 5570 years. 

a Explain why living wood is slightly radioactive. 

b A sample of ancient wood of mass 0.50 g is found 

to have an activity of 0.11 Bq. A sample of living 

wood of the same mass has an activity of 0.13 Bq. 

Calculate the age of the sample of wood. 

2 	 The radioactive isotope of iodine, 1~j I, is used for 

medical diagnosis of the kidneys. The isotope has 

a half-life of 8 days. A sample of the isotope is to be 

given to a patient in a glass of water. The passage of 

the isotope through each kidney is then monitored 

using two detectors outside the body. The isotope is 

required to have an activity of 800 kBq at the time it 

is given to the patient. 

a Calculate: 

the activity of the sample 24 hours after it was 

given to the patient, 

ii the act ivity of the sample when it was 

prepared 24 hours before it was given to the 

patient, 

iii 	 the mass of 1~j I in the sample when it was 

prepared. 

b 	 The reading from t he detector near one of the 

patient's kidneys rises then falls. The reading from 

the other detector which is near the ot her kidney 

rises and does not fa ll. Discuss the conclusions 

that can be drawn from these observations. 

3 a In the manufacture ofmetal foi l, describe how 

the thickness of the foi l is monitored using a 

radioact ive source and a detector. 

b Explain why the source needs to: 

i be a ~-emitter, not an a -emitter or a y -emitter, 

ii have a long half-life. 

4 	 Acardiac pacemaker is a device used to ensu re that 

a faulty heart beats at a suitable rate. The required 

electrical energy in one type ofpacemaker is 

obtained from the energy released by a radioact ive 
isotope. The radiation is absorbed inside the 

pacemaker. As a result, the absorbing material gains 

thermal energy and heats a thermocouple attached 

to the absorbing material. The voltage from the 

thermocouple provides the source of electrical energy 

for the pacemaker. 

a i 	 Discuss whether the radioactive source should 

be an ex-emitter or a ~-em itter or a y -emitter. 

ii The radioactive source needs to have a 

reasonably long half-life, otherwise it would 

need to be replaced frequently. Discuss the 

disadvantages of using a radioactive sou rce 

with a very long half-li fe. 

b 	 The energy source for a remote weather station is 

the radioactive isotope of strontium, ~~Sr which 

has a half-l ife of 28 years. It emits~ particles 

of energy 0.40 MeV. For a mass of 10 g of this 

isotope, calculate: 

its activity, 

ii the energy released per second. 

.. 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 Discuss what you can tell 

about radioactive isotopes 

from an N-Z chart. 

' 	 Explain why naturally 
occurring isotopes don't emit 

Wradiation. 

' 	 Describe what happens to an 

unstable nucleus that emits 

y radiation. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.4 

Study tip 

Neutron- proton ratio is high for 

~- and low for~· emitters. 

There are no ex-emitters for 

Z<about 60. 

The largest stable nuclide is 2~Bi. 

Most ex-emitting nuclides are 

larger than 2~Bi and therefore lie 

above the top of the stability belt of 

the N-Z plot. 

Those ex-emitting nuclides that are 

smaller than 2~ Bi generally lie 

below the N-Z stability belt. 
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The N-Zgraph 
A useful way to survey nuclear stability is to plot a graph of the 
neurron number N against the proton number Z for all known 
isoropes, as shown in Figure l. Each isotope is plotted on rhe graph 
according co irs values of N and Z. The graph shows thar stable nuclei 
lie along a belt curving upwards with an increasing neurron-proton 
ratio from the origin co N = 120, Z = 80 approximately. 

~ 

.2l 
E 
E 
c 
g 
::> 
Cl> z 

80 +---'· 

20 40 60 80 100 
Proton number Z 

.A Figure 1 The N-l graph 

• 	 For light isotopes (Z from 0 to no more than 20), the stable 
nuclei follow the straight line N =Z. Such nuclei have equal 
numbers of protons and neutrons. 

• 	 As Z increases beyond about 20, stable nuclei have more 
nelllrons than protons. The neutron/proton ratio increases. The 
extra nelltrons help to bind the nucleons together without 
introducing repulsive electrostatic forces as more protons would do. 

• 	 ex emitters occur beyond about Z =60. mosr of chem with more 
than 80 protons and 120 neutrons. These nuclei have more neutrons 
than protons but they are too large to be stable. This is because the 
strong nuclear force between the nucleons is unable to overcome 
the electrostatic force of repulsion between rhe protons. 



Radioactivity 

• 	p- emitters occur to the lert of the stability belt where the isotopes 
are neutron-rich compared to stable isotopes. As explained 
previously, neutron-rich isotopes become stable or less unstable by 
'converting' a neutron into a proton and emitting a p- particle (and 
an electron antineutrino) at the same time. 

• 	Wemitters occur to the right of the stability belt where the 
isotopes are proton-rich compared to stable isotopes. As explained 
previously, pro t0n-rich isotopes become stable or less unstable by 
'convening' a proton into a neutron and emitting a Wparticle (and 
an electron neutrino) at the same time. Electron capture also takes 
place in this region. 

The change that takes place when an unstable nucleus becomes stable 
or less unstable can be represented on the N-Z graph as shown in 
general in Figure l and in detail in Figure 2. 

• 	 A nucleus that emits an a particle loses two protons and two 
neutrons so iL moves diagona lly downwards to the left across two 
grid squares. 

• 	 A nucleus that emits a p- particle loses a neutron and gains a 
proton so it moves diagonally downwards tO the right across one 
grid square. 

• 	 A nucleus that em its a p+ particle (or captures an electron) loses a 
proton and gains a neutron so it moves diagonally upwards to the 
left across one grid square. 

Radioactive series 
Many radioactive isotopes decay tO form another isotope which might 
itself be unstable. When an unstable nucleus emits an a particle, its 
position on the N-Z plot moves downwards parallel to the N =Z line to 
a new position with a greater neutron- proton ratio. If the 'daughter' 
nucleus is also unstable, it will decay to form a nucleus of a different 
isotope (which may itself be stable or unstable) by either emitting: 

• 	 a further a particle, or: 

• 	 a p- particle if its posi tion is to the left of the stability belt, or: 

• 	 a p+ part icle or by undergoing electron captu re if, in both cases, its 
position is l.O the right of the stabil ity belt . 

Thus an unstable nucleus, before it becomes stable, may undergo a 
series of isotopic changes in which each change involves an emission 
of an a particle or a Pparticle. Naturally occurring radioactive isotopes 
decay through a series of such changes with one or more of the 
changes having a very long half- life - hence the reason why such 
isotopes have not decayed completely. 

For example, the uranium isotope 2!~U has a half-life of 4500 million 
years and decays through a series of changes outlined below. 

a _,. 221. Ra 
AA 

Any radioactive series may be represented on the N- Z graph by a 
sequence of 'decay arrows' as shown in Figure 3, which represents 
the first five changes above. Notice there are no p+ emissions in 
the sequence because such an emission after an a emission would 

l 

N 

z
• 	 Figure 2 N-lchanges 
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• Figure 3 Part of a radioactive decay 
series 

Synoptic link 

~ emitters can also be 
manufactured by bombarding 
stable isotopes with neutrons. 
p• emitters can only be produced 
by bombarding stable isotopes 
with protons. The protons need to 
have sufficient kinetic energy to 
overcome coulomb repulsion from 
the nucleus. See Topic 26.1, The 
discovery of the nucleus. 
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-+ -+ ~Pb 
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26.8 More about dec.ay modes 

Notes 

1 	 In Figure 4 the presence of two 
excited states is indicated by 
the fact that the two smaller y 
energies add up to the largest 
yenergy. 

2 	 In this example, the parent 
nucleus can also decay by 
p-emission to the excited 

state of ~~ Al at 0.83 MeV then 
by emission of a y photon of 
energy 0.83 MeV to the ground 
state. The p-emission for this 
change is shown on Figure 4 
by the dashed arrow. 

~c 
~.......- metastable state 


r photon emitted 

--'-- ground state 

A Figure S The metastable state of 

technetium ~~Tc 

sodium chloride 
solution 

ammonium 
molybdenate 
absorbed 
on ammonia 

4 -... 

t 
eluted solution 

contains~Tcm 
in pertechnate ions 

A Figure 6 The technetium generator 
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make the nucleus more neutron-rich, so moving it away from the 
stability belt. A p- emission after an a emission makes the nucleus less 
neutron-rich causing it to be more stable and nearer the stability belt. 

Nuclear energy levels 
After an unstable nucleus emits an a or a Pparricle or undergoes 
electron capture, it might emit a y photon. Emission of a y photon does 
not change the number of protons or the number of neutrons in the 
nucleus but it does allow the nucleus to lose energy. This happens if 
the 'daughter' nucleus is formed in an excited state after it emits an 
a or a Pparticle or undergoes electron capture. The excited state is 
usually short-lived and the nucleus moves to its lowest energy state, 
its ground state, either directly or via one or more lower-energy 
excited states. We can represent such changes by means of an energy 
level diagram, as shown by the example in Figure 4 in which: 

• 	 a magnesium 7~Mg nucleus decays by p- emission (shown as a 
blue arrow) to form an aluminium 7~ A l nucleus in an excited state 
1.02 MeV above the ground state at zero energy, 

• 	 the aluminium nucleus de-excites by cmiuing (as shown by the 
green arrows) either a 1.02 MeV y photon (I), or a 0.19 MeV y 
photon (2) followed by a 0.83 MeV y ph oton (3). 

l.02 MeV 
0.83MeV 

__,__....._ 0 

A Figure 4 Nuclear energy states 

The t echnetium generator 
The technetium generator is used in hospitals to produce a source 
which emits y radiation only. Some radioactive isotopes such as the 
technetium isotope :~Tc form in an excited state after an a emission or 
a ~emission and stay in the excited state long enough to be separated 
from the parent isotope. Such a long-lived excited state is said to be 
a metastable s tate. Nuclei of the techn etium isotope !~Tc form in 
a metastable state (indicated by the symbol :~Tern ) after p- emission 
from nuclei of the molybdenum isotope :~Mo which has a half-life of 
67 h. !~Tcm has a half-life of 6 h and decays to the ground state by y 
emission. 

Technetium ~Tc in the ground state is a P -eminer with a half-life of 
500000 years and it forms a stable product. Therefore, a sample of 
!~Tcm with no molybdenum present effectively emits only y photons. 
Such samples of technetium :~Tcm arc used in medical diagnosis 
applications, as outlined below . 



-
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The technetium generator consists of an ion exchange column containfag 
ammonium molybdenate exposed t.o neutron radiation several days 
earlier to make a significant number oft.he molybdenum nuclei unstable. 
When a solution of sodium chloride is passed through the column, 
some of the chlorine ions exchange with penechnate ions but not with 
molybdenate ions so the solution that emerges contains !~Tc111 nuclei. 

Examples of diagnostic uses of ~~Tern 
• 	 Monitoring blood flow through the brain using 

external detectors after a small quantity of sodium lead 

pertechnate solution is administered intravenously. shield
' 

• 	 The y camera is designed to 'image' internal organs 

and bones by detect ing y radiat ion from sites in the 

body where a y -emitting isotope such as !~Tc111 

nuclei is located. For example, bone deposits can be 
crystal 

located using a phosphate tracer labelled with !~Tc111 • 


Theycamera itself consists of detectors cal led 

lead 

photomultiplier tubes in a lead shield behind a lead collima 
collimator grid which ensures each tube only detects grid 

yphotons emitted from nuclei located at a wel l

defined spot direct ly in front of the tube. .A Figure 7 The ycamera 
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Summary questions 

1 a Sketch an N-Z graph to show how Nvaries with Z for the known stable isotopes. 

b Show on your diagram possible locations of an isotope that is 

I an a-emitter, ii a p- -emitter, iii a p+.emitter. 

2 	 A nucleus of the polonium isotope 2~:Po decays to form a stable nucleus X by emit ting in succession an ex. partic le, 

a p- particle, a further p- particle, then another ex. particle. 

a Determine the number of protons and the number of neutrons in X. 

b Show the changes on the grid of an N- Z chart. 

3 	 a Explain what is meant by electron capture. 

b State one similarity and one difference between electron capture and positron emission. 

4 The germanium isotope ~~Ge has a metastable state which decays to the 

ground state by emission of a 0.16 MeVyphoton. The isotope decays by 
77G e
32 

- metastable state 
r 
~ground state 

p- emission to form the arsenic isotope ~~As in an excited state 0.48 MeV 
above the ground state of ~~As . 

/3 -~ 
-  0.48MeV 

excited state 
a Copy and complete the energy level diagram to show these changes. 

b The excited state of ~~As also decays to the ground state via an excited 

state which is 0.2? MeV above the ground state. Calculate the energies 

of the"{ photons emitted in this decay. 
ground state 



Learning objectives: 
' Discuss whether more 

massive nuclei are wider. 

' Describe how the radius ofa 
nucleus depends on its mass 
numberA. 

' Describe how dense the 
nucleus is. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.5 

Notes 

You do not need to know points 2 and 
3 below. But they might help you to 
improve your understanding of this topic. 

1 	 The wavelength of high· energy 
electrons is calculated using the 

equation A. =h:, where Eis the 

energy of the electrons. The speed 
of a high-energy electron is very 
close to c, the speed of light in 

a vacuum. Therefore, A.=...!!.._ = 
mv

h he 	 . 
-	 = -,as E=me . 2 In practice, 
me E 
electrons need to be accelerated 
through pds greater than about 
100 million volts to be diffracted 
significantly by the nucleus. 

2 	 The angle 8 mm depends on 
the radius Rof the nucleus in 
accordance with the equation 

Rsin 8min= 0.611.., where A. is 
the de Broglie wavelength of the 
electrons. The equation is derived 
by applying wave theory to plane 
waves passing at normal incidence 
through a circular gap. 

3 	 Prove for yourself that values of 

f=420MeVand 8mon= 44° 
obtained for oxygen nuclei give a 
de Broglie wavelength of 3.0 fm 
and a nuclear radius for the oxygen 
nucleus of 2.6 fm. See Reference 
data at the end of the book for 
values of hand c. Note that 1 MeV = 
1.6 x 10-13 J. 
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High-energy electron diffraction 
ln Topic 26.1, we estimated the diameter of the nucleus to be about a 
fenuometre ( 1 fin= 10-15 m) using two methods. In chis topic we will 
look at a much more accurate method to measure che diameter of 
different nuclides using high-energy electrons. When a beam of high
energy electrons is directed at a thin solid sample of an element, rhe 
incident electrons are diffracted by the nuclei of the atoms in che foil. 
The beam is produced by accelerating electrons through a potenrial 
difference of the order of a hundred million volts. The electrons are 
diffracted by the nudei because the de Broglie wavelength of such 
high-energy electrons is of the order of I 0- 15 m which is about the 
same as the diameter of the nucleus. A detector is used ro measure the 
number of electrons per second diffracted through different angles. 

electron beam 
-------1fk-·- - - - - - - - - ~ - 

thin metal sample 

in a vacuum 


amplifier 

and meter 


a outline ofexperiment 

• 	 Figure 1 High·energy electron diffraction 

The measurements show that as the angle e of che detector to the 
'zero order' beam is increased, the number of electrons per second 
(i.e., the intensity of the beam) diffracted into the detector decreases 
then increases slightly then decreases again. 

• 	 Scattering of the beam electrons by the nuclei occurs due to 
their charge. This is the same as a-scattering by nuclei except the 
electrons are attracted not repelled by the nuclei. This effect causes 
the intensity tO decrease as angle e increases. 

• 	 Diffraction of the beam electrons by each nucleus causes intensity 
maxima and minima to be superimposed on rhe effect above. This 
happens provided the de Broglie wavelength o[ the electrons in 
the beam is no greater than the dimensions of the nucleus. These 
superimposed intensity variations are, on a much smaller scale, 
similar to the concentric bright and dark fringes seen when a 
parallel beam of monochromatic light is directed at a circular gap 
or obstacle. The angle of the first minimum from the centre, 8min' 
is measured and used to calculate the diameter of the nucleus, 
provided the wavelength of the incident electrons is known. See 
the notes in the margin. 

&min 
angle of diffraction 

b typical results 
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Dependence of nuclear radius on nucleon number 
Using samples of diHcrent clements, the radius R of different nudidcs 
can be measured. By plotting a suitable graph as explained below, 
it can be shown that R depends on mass number A according to 

R = roA''•, where the constant r0 = I.OS fm. 

• 	 A graph of In R against In A gives a straight line with a gradient of_!_ 
3 

and a y-intercept equal to In r0. This is because lnR = lnA"' + lnr0 

=..Lin A+ In r0. See Topic 30.3. Plotting this graph as shown in 

Figure 2a therefore confirms the power of A in the equation is_!_ 
3 

and it also gives a value for r0 as they-intercept is equal to lnr0. 

• 	 A graph or/? against A01
' gives a straight line through the origin with 

a gradient equal to r0 as shown in Figure 2b. Plotting this graph 
gives an accurate value or ro

• 	 A graph of R3 against A gives a straight line through the origin 
with a gradient equal to r0

3. Plotting this graph would also give an 
accurate value or r0. 

RIn R 

! 
' 

: gradient 

= 'oy-intercept 
=In r0 

Q-IC-------- 
A1130In A 


a In R against In A b R against A113 


.&. Figure 2 Nuclear radius graphs 

Nuclear density 
Assuming the nucleus is spherical. 

its volume V= ± nR3 = ..in(r A'h)3 = ±nr 3A
0 03 3 3 

This means that the nuclear volume Vis proportional to the mass of 
the nucleus. In other words, the density of the nucleus is constant, 
independ ent or its radius. and is the same throughout a nucleus. 
From this, we can conclude that nucleons are separated by the same 
distance regardless or the size of the nucleus and are therefore even ly 
separated inside the nucleus. 

We can calcu late the density of a nucleus using the volume formula 

above (V= ±7tr0
3A) and the knowledge that its mass m =Au where 

3 
I u = I atomic mass unit= 1.661 x 10-21 kg. 

27 · 	 Au 1 u 1.661 x l0
So the density of a nucleus= -,--

3
- = 43 = 4 _ 15) 3 

37tr A '}1tr 37t(l.OS x 10
0 0 

3= 3.4 x 1017 kgm

• 	 A cubic millimetre of nuclear matter would have a mass of about 
340 million kilograms, about the same as the total body mass of 
about 4 million adults. 

• 	 A neutron star is almost as dense as the nucleus of an atom. For 
example, a neutron star of diameter 25 km and a mass of about 

34 x I o30 kg (about 2 solar masses) has a density of 6 x I 0 16 kg m . 

Radioactivity 

Log- log graphs are used to find 
the power n in a relationship of 

the form y =k>t>. If a graph of logy 
against logx is not straight, the 
relationship is not of this form. See 

Topic 30.3, Logarithms. ) 

Summary questions 

r0 = 1.0Sfm 

1 a Explain why a beam of 
high-energy electrons 
directed at a target is 
diffracted by the nuclei in 
the target. 

b Sketch a graph to show 
how the intensity of the 
electrons varies with the 
angle of diffraction. 

c The radius of a nucleus can 
be determined from high
energy electron diffraction 
experiments. Explain why 
it is important that the 
electrons in the beam have 
the same kinetic energy. 

2 The volume of a ~~Si nucleus is 
1.4 x 10-43 m3. Use this value 
to calculate: 

a the radius of the nucleus, 

b the radius of a 1~~Sn 
nucleus. 

3 a 	 State the relationship 
between the radius Rof 
a nucleus and its mass 
number A. 

b 	 Calculate the radius and the 

volume of a 2~~U nucleus. 

4 a 	 Compare, without 
calculations, the scattering 
by nuclei of a particles 
and high-energy electrons. 

b 	 Calculate the radius and 

density of a 1~ N nucleus. 

• 
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I The neutron-proton model of the nucleus was first put forward by Rutherford 

10 explain the general composition of the nucleus. The existence or the neutron 

was not proved experimentally umil some years later. 

(a) 	 Give two reasons why Rutherford's neutron-proton model was considered 

more than an umested hypothesis when it was first put forward. (J marks) 
(b) 	 The a panicles from any a-emining isotope have the same initial kinetic 


energy and a well-defined range in air at atmospheric pressure. The 

table below shows the range R in air and the initial kinetic energy E 

or a particles from several a-emitting isotopes. 


II :.; I :.~ I :.~ I :.~ I ;.~ I :.~ I 
Plot a suitable graph to find out if the relationship between Rand Eis or the 

rorm R =kE", where k and n are constants, and determine a value ror 11. 


Explain your choice of graph. (JO marks) 


2 	 Figure l shows the apparatus in which a particles are directed at a meta l foil 
in order to investigate the structure of the atom. 

-----evacua ted chamber 

collimator 

metal foil 


11a parbcle source 

11 

A Figure 1 

(a) 	 (i) Give two reasons why the meta l foil should be thin. 
(ii) 	 Explain why the incident beam of a particles should be narrow. (J marks) 

(b) 	 Describe and explain one feature of the distribution of the scattered 
a particles that suggests the nucleus contains most of the mass of an atom . (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Figure 2 shows three a. particles with the same constan t velocity incident 
on an arom in the metal foil. They a ll approach the nucleus close enough 
to be deflected by at least 10° . 

• 

a particles 

• 	 • nucleus of metal atom 

A Figure 2 

• 
Draw the paths followed by the three a particles whose initial directions 
are shown by the arrows. (J marks) 

AQA, 2007 



3 	 A radioactive nucleus decays with the emission of an alpha particle and a 
gamma-ray photon. 
(a) 	 Describe the changes that occur in the prown number and the nucleon 

number or the nucleus. 
(b) 	 Comment on the relative penetrating powers of the two types of 

ionising radiation. 
(c) 	 Gamma rays from a point source are travelling wwards a detector. The 

distance rrom the source to the detector is changed from 1.0 m to 3.0 m. 
Calculate: 

intensity of radiation at 3.0 m 
intensity of radiation at 1.0 m 

4 (a) 	 A radioactive source gives an initial count rate of l l 0 counts per second. 
After 10 minutes the count rate is 84 counts per second. 
background radia tion= 3 counts per second 
(i) 	 Give three origins or the radiation that contributes to this 

background rad ia tion. 
(ii) 	 Calcu late the decay constant of the radjoaclive source in s- 1

• 

(iii) Calcu late the number of radioactive nuclei in the initial sample 
assuming that the detector counts all the radiation emitted from 
the source. 

(b) 	 Discuss the dangers or exposing the human body to a source of ex 
radiation. In particular compare the dangers when the ex source is 
held out~ide. but in contact with the body, with those when the 
source is placed inside the body. 

5 	 The radioactive isowpe or sodium ;;Na has a half-life of 2.6 years. 
A particular sample of this isotope has an initial activity of 5.5 x 105Bq. 
(a) 	 Explain what is meant by the random nature of radioactive decay. 
(b) 	 Sketch a graph of the activity of the sample of sodium over a period 

of 6 years. 
(c) 	 Calculate: 

(i) 	 the decay constant, in s- 1• of ;~Na, 

1year = 3.15 x J07 s 


(ii) 	 the number of atoms of;~Na in the sample initially, 
(iii) 	 the time taken, ins, for the activity of the sample to fall from 

1.0 x J05 Bq to0.75 x J05 Bq. 

6 	 Iodin e-123 is a radioisotope used medica lly as at.racer to monitor thyroid 
and kidney funct ions. The decay of an iodine-123 nucleus produces a gamma 
ray which. when emitted from inside the body of a patient. can be detected 
externally. 
(a) 	 Why are gamma rays the most suitable type of nuclear radiation for 

this arplication? 
(b) 	 ln a laboratory experiment on a sample of iodine-123 the following 

data were collected. 

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

401 338 279 217 191 143 119 91 

Why was it unnecessary to correct these values for background radiation? 
(c) 	 Draw a graph of count rate against time. 
(d) 	 Use your graph IO find an accurate value for the half-life of iodine-123. 

Show clearly the method you use. 
(e) 	 Give two reasons why radioisotopes with short half-lives arc particularly 

suitable for use as a medical tracer. 

C.hapter 26 R.~dio.;sct 1v1ty 

(2 marks) 

(I mark) 

(2 marks) 

AQA, 2006 
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(7 marks) 

(J marks) 
AQA, 2004 

(2 marks) 

(2 marks) 

(6 marks) 
/\QA, 2003 

(2 marks) 

(2 marks) 
(2 marks) 

(J marks) 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2004 



7 (a) 	 Sodium-21 (~: Na ) decays to neon-21 (~~Ne). A nucleus of neon-21 
is stable. 
(i) 	 State the names of the particles emitted when a sodium-21 

nucleus decays. 
(ii) 	 How many neutrons are there in a nucleus of neon-2 I? 

(b) 	 Figure 3 shows how the activity A of a freshly prepared sample of 
sodium-2 I varies as it decays. Figure 4 shows how N, the number of 
sodium-2 I nuclei, varies with time t during the same time interval. 
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(i) 	 Use the graphs to find the number of active sodium nuclei and 
the corresponding activity one half-life after t = 0. Hence find the 
probability of decay of a sodium-21 nucleus. 

(ii) 	 The total energy produced when a sodium-2 I nucleus decays is 
5.7 x 10-13 J. Calculate the number of radioactive atoms in a sample 
that is producing 2.6 mJ of energy each second. 

8 (a) 	 Calculate the radius of the 2~~U nucleus. 
r = 1.3 x 10- 15 m

0 
(b) 	 At a distance of 30mm from a point source of 'Y rays the corrected count 

rate is C. 
Calculate the distance from the source at which the corrected count rate 
is 0.10 C, assuming that there is no absorption. 

(c) 	 The activity of a source of~ particles falls to 85% of its initial value in 
52 s. Calculate the decay constant of the source. 

(d) 	 Explain why the isotope of technetium, 99Tc , is often chosen as a suitable 
111

source of radiation for use in medical diagnosis. 
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9 The high-energy electron diffraction apparatus represented in Figure 5 can 
be used to determine nuclear radii. The intensity of the electron beam received 
by the detector is measured at various diffraction angles, e. 

C.hapter 26 R.~dio.;sct 1v1ty 
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.A. Figure 5 

(a) 	 Sketch a graph to show how, in such an electron diffraaion experiment. 
the electron intensity varies with the angle of diffraction, e. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Use the data in the table to plot a straight line graph that confirms 
the relationship 

element radius of nucleus, nucleon number, A 
R/ 10-15 m 

lead 6.66 208 

tin 5.49 120 

iron 4.35 56 

silicon 3.43 28 

carbon 2.66 12 

(ii) 	 Estimate the va lue 0£ r0 from the graph. (5 marks) 
(c) 	 Discuss the merits of using high-energy electrons to determine nuclear 

radii rather than using a particles. (J marks) 
AQA, 2005 



learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain E=mc2• 

-+ 	 Describe what happens to 
the mass of an object when it 
gains or loses energy. 

-+ 	 Calculate the energy released 
in a nuclear reaction. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.6 
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In 1905, Einstein published his theory of special relativity. He showed 
that moving clocks run slower than stationary clocks, fast-moving 
objects appear shorter than when stationary, the mass of a moving 
object changes with its speed and no material object can travel as fast as 
light. He also showed that the mass of an object increases (or decreases) 
when it gains (or loses) energy. E, in accordance with the equation 

E =mc2 

where m is the change of its mass and c is the speed of light in free 
space which is 3.0 x iosms-1• 

For example, 

• 	 a sealed torch that radiates LOW of light for lOh (= 36000s) 
would lose 0.36MJ of energy(= LOW x 36000s). Tts mass would 
therefore decrease by 4.0 x 10- 12 kg (= 0.36 MJ/c2), an insignificant 
amount compared with the mass of the torch, 

• 	 a car of IOOOkg mass that speeds up from a standstill to 30ms-1 

would gain 450kJ of kinetic energy so its mass when moving at 
30ms-1 would be 5.0 x io-12 kg (= 450kJ/c2) more than when it is 
at rest, 

• 	 an unstable nucleus that releases a 5 MeV y phocon would lose 
8.0 x 10-13 J of energy. Its mass would therefore decrease by 
8.9 x 10-30kg (= 8.0 x 10- n11c2) which is not an insignificant 
amount compared with the mass of a nucleus. 

The equation applies to all energy changes of any object. These three 
examples show that such changes arc important in nuclear reactions 
but are not usually significant otherwise. A century after Einstein 
published his theory, the reason why the mass of an object changes 
when energy is transferred to or from it is still not clearly understood. 
However, as explained in the AS/Year l course, we know that for 
every type of particle, there is a corresponding antipa rticle with the 
same mass and opposite charge (if charged) and we know that 

• 	 when a particle and its corresponding antiparticle meet, they 
annihilate each other and 2 gamma (y) photons a rc produced, each 
of energy mc2 where mis the mass of the particle or antiparticle. 

• 	 a single y photon of energy in excess of 2 mc2 can produce a particle 
and an antiparticle, each of mass m, in a process known as pair 
production. 

Energy changes in reactions 
Reactions on a nuclear or sub-nuclear scale do involve significant 
changes of mass. For example, in radioactive decay, if we know the 
exact rest mass of each particle involved, we can calculate the energy 
released Q from the difference Mn in the total mass before and after 
the reaction. In general, for a spontaneous reaction in which no 
energy is supplied, 

the energy released Q= !lmi1



-

In any change where energy is released, such as radioactive decay, the 
total mass after the change is always less than the total mass before the 
change. This is because, in the change, some of the mass is converted 
to energy which is released. 

l 	 In o: decay, the nucleus recoils when the o: particle is emitted 
so the energy released is shared between the o: particle and the 
nucleus. Applying conservation of momentum to the recoil, you 
should be able to show that the energy released is shared between 
the O'. particle and the nucleus in inverse proportion to their masses. 

2 	 In Bdecay, the energy released is shared in va1iable proportions 
between the~ particle, the nucleus and the neutiino or 
antineutrino released in the decay. When the~ particle has 
maximum kinetic energy, the neutrino or antineutrino has 
negligible kinetic energy in comparison . The maximum kinetic 
energy of the~ particle is very slightly less than the e nergy 
released in the decay because of recoil of the nucleus. 

3 	 In electron capture, the nucleus emits a neutrino which carries 
away the energy released in the decay. The atom also emits an 
X-ray phot0n when the inner-shell vacancy due to the electron 
capture is filled. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

The polonium isotope 2!~Po emits o: particles and decays to form 

the stable isotope of lead 2~~Pb. Write down an equation to 

represent. this process and calculate the energy released when a 
2~Po nucleus emits an o: particle. 

mass of 2!~Po nucleus= 209.93667u 

mass of 2~~Pb nucleus = 205.929 36 u 

mass of a pa rticlc = 4 .00 l 50 u 

I u is equivalent to 93 l.3 MeV 

Solution 
206pb ~ 4 o: + 206Pb (+energy released Q)

82 2 82 

mass difference = total initia l mass - total final mass 

= 209.93667- (205 .92936 + 4.00150) 

=5.8 1 x 10-3 u 


energy released Q =mass difference in u x 931.3 = 5.41MeV 

More about the strong nuclear force 
As explained in your AS/ A level year l course, the fact that most 
nuclei are stable tells us there must be an attractive force, the strong 
nuclear force, between any two protons or neutrons in the nucleus. 

• 	 The strength of the strong nuclear force can be estimated by working 
out the force of repulsion between two protons at a separation of I fm 
(= 10- 15m), the approximate size of the nucleus. The strong nuclear 
force must be about the same magnitude as this force of repulsion. 
Prove for yourself. using Coulomb's law of force, that the force of 

\._ 


Notes 

1 	 To calculate the energy 
corresponding to a mass 
difference of 1 atomic mass 
unit ( 1 u =1.661 x 10-27 kg], 

using E=mc2 gives 
E= 1.661 x 10-27 kg x 

(3.0 x l08 ms-1]2 

10 J
= 1.49 x 10

= 931.3 MeV. 

2 	 When calculating Oin beta 
decay, assume the mass of the 
neutrino is negligible. 

3 	 If the mass of each atom is 

given instead of the mass of 
its nucleus, calculate the mass 

of each nucleus by subtracting 
the mass of the electrons 

( = Zme) in the atom from the 
mass of each atom. 

Study tip 

If you are given the masses of the 
nuclei and particles involved in 
atomic mass units ( u J. calculate 
the difference between the total 
initial mass and the total final 
mass in u then multiply by 931.3 
to give the energy released in MeV. 

Synoptic link 

Coulomb's law of force was coveredj 
in Topic 22.4, Coulomb's law. 

• 




27.1 Energy and mass 

--:;-	 Proton repelled repulsion between two protons at a separation of 10- 15 m is of the 
~ 	by other protons order of 200N. So the strong nuclear fo rce is at least 200N. 

but unable to• 0 •...;\ break out • 	 The range of the strong nuclear force is no more than about 3 to 

4 x 10- 1s m. The diameter of a nucleus can be measured from highOe cJ- Neutron energy electron scattering experiments (see Topic 26.9). The resulrs 
~The strong show that nucleons are evenly spaced at about io-15 m in the 

~0 o nuclear force nucleus and therefore the strong nuclear force acts only between• holds protons 
nearest neighbour nucleons.- and neutrons 


together 
 • 	 The energy needed to pull a nucleon out of the nucleus is of the 
• 	 Figure 1 The strong nuclearforce order of millions of electron volts (MeY). This can be deduced 

because the strong nuclear force is at least about 200 N and it 
acts over a distance of about 2 to 3 x I 0-15 m. The work done by 
the strong nuclear force over this distance is therefore about 
7 x io-13 J (= 200N x 3.5 x 10- 15 m) which is about 4MeV, as 
I MeV = l.6 x 10-n J. 

• 	 The strong nuclear force between two nucleons must become 
repulsive at separations of about 0.5 fm or less, otherwise nucleons 
would pull each other closer and closer together and the nucleus 
would be much smaller than it is. 

Summary questions 

rest mass ofan electron = 9.11 x 10 31 kg 3 	 The strontium isotope ~~Sr emits ~- particles and 

1 u = 931.3 MeV 	 decays to form the stable isotope of yttrium ~Y. 

g =9.81ms 2 a 	 Write down an equation to represent this process 

and calculate the energy released. 1 	 Calculate the mass increase of: 

a 	 a 10 kg object when it is raised through a height of mass of ~Sr nucleus = 89.886 40 u 


2.0m, 
 mass of :v nucleus = 89.885 25 u 

b an electron when it is accelerated from rest 
 mass of~- particle = 0.000 55 u 


through a pd of 

b Explain without calculation why the kinetic 

I 5000V, ii 5 MV energy of the ~ particle released when the 

2 The bismuth isotope 2~~ Bi emits a. particles and strontium nucleus decays varies from zero up to a 

decays to form the stable isotope of thallium 2~~TI . 	 maximum. 

a 	 Write down an equation to represent this process 4 The copper isotope ~Cu decays through electron 
and calculate the energy released. capture to form the stable isotope of nickel ~Ni. 

mass of 2~;si nucleus = 211.945 62 u a 	 Write down an equation to represent this process 

and calculate the energy released. mass of 2~~TI nucleus = 207.937 46 u 

mass of a. particle = 4.001 50 u 	 mass of ~Cu nucleus = 63.913 81 u 

b 	 Explain without calculation why the thallium mass of raNi nucleus = 63.912 56 u 

nucleus in the above decay gains a small 
 mass of electron = 0.000 55 u 
proportion of the energy released. 

b State the name of the particle that takes away 

the energy released by the nucleus in electron 

capture . 

• 




Suppose all the nucleons in a nucleus were separated from one 
another, removing each one from the nucleus in turn. Work must be 
done to overcome the strong nuclear force and separate each nucleon 
from the others. The potential energy of each nucleon is therefore 
increased when it is removed from the nucleus. 

The binding energy of the nucleus is the work that 
must be done to separate a nucleus into its constituent 

neutrons and protons. 

When a nucleus forms from separate neu trons and protons, energy is 
released as the strong nuclear force does work pulling the nucleons 
together. The energy released is equal to the binding energy of the 
nucleus. Because energy is released when a nucleus forms from 
separate neutrons and protons, the mass of a nucleus is Jess than the 
mass of lhe separated nucleons. 

The mass defect M n of a nucleus is defined as the 
difference between the mass of the separated nucleons and 

the mass of the nucleus. 

• 	 Calculation of the mass defect of a nucleus of known mass: a 
nucleus of an isotope ~X is composed of Z protons and (A - Z) 
neutrons. Thererore, for a nucleus ~X of mass M~'UC' 

its mass defect 11m = ZmP + (A - Z)m
0 

- M Nuc 

where mp and m N represent the masses of the proton and the 
neutron respectively. 

• 	 Calculation of the binding energy of a nucleus: the mass 
defect 11111 is due to energy released when che nucleus formed from 
separate neutrons and protons. The energy released in this process 
is equal to the bind ing energy of the nucleus. Therefore, 

the binding energy of a nucJeus = 11mc2 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

The mass of a nucleus of the bismuth isotope 2~; Bi is 
2 11 .800 12 u. Ca lculate the binding energy of this nucleus in MeV. 

mass of a proton, mp= 1.007 28 u 

mass of a neutron, m,, = 1.008 67 Lt. 


1 u is equiva lent to 93 1. 3 MeV 


Solution 
Mass defect t.m = 83 m + (2 12 - 83) m

0 
- MNuc = l.922 55 u 

Therefore, binding energy= l.922 55 u x 93 l.3 MeV /u = l 790MeV 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Define binding energy. 

-+ State which nuclei are the 
most stable. 

-+ Explain why energy is 
released when a 2~~U nucleus 
undergoes fission. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.6 

13 JRemember 1MeV = 1.6 x 10
(and 1eV=1.6 x 10- 19 J]. 


l
See Topic 1.4, Particles and 
antiparticles. 

• 




27.2 Binding energy 

@) a particle tunnels through 
the coulomb barrier 

-+-• a particle gains 
kinetic energy 
from release of 
binding energy 

nucleons in the 
nucleus form an 
a particle 

.A. Figure 1 Quantum tunnelling from 
the nucleus 

Notes 
I 

1 	 The mass of an atom of an 

isotope ~X is measured using 
a mass spectrometer. The 
mass of a nucleus can then be 
calculated by subtracting the 
mass of Zelectrons from the 
atomic mass. 

2 	 The atomic mass unit, 
1 u =1.661 x 10 27 kg, is 

1
defined as th of the mass

12 

of an atom of the carbon 


isotope ~C. 

3 	 The energy corresponding to a 
mass of 1u is1.661 x 10-27 x 

(3.00 x 108) 2J =931.5 MeV. 
If you are given the mass of the 
nucleus in kilograms, you can 
convert this to atomic mass 
units and use the method 
above to calculate the mass 
defect. The values of the mass 
of the proton and the neutron 
are given in atomic mass units 
in the data sheet. 
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a particle tunnelling 

If two protons and two neutrons inside a sufficiently large nucleus bind 
together as a 'cluster', they may be emitted from the nucleus as an 
ex. particle. This is because the binding energy of an ex. particle is very 
large at about 7 MeV per nucleon compared with other neutron and proton 
clusters that may form. The ex. particle therefore gains sufficient kinetic 
energy (equal to the binding energy of the cluster) to give it a small 
probability of'quantum tunnelling' from the nucleus. 

Figure 1 shows how the potential energy of an ex. particle varies with its 
distance from outside the nucleus to inside. The 'coulomb' barrier is due 
to the electrostatic force on the ex. particle. The 'well' is due to the strong 
nuclear force. The gain of kinetic energy of the a particle when it forms in 
the nucleus is sufficient for it to reach the coulomb barrier but not for it to 
surmount the barrier directly. However, the wave nature of the ex. particle 
gives it a small probability of tunnelling through the barrier. 

0: Explain why the probability of a decay increases the higher the kinetic 
energy of the a particle. 

Nuclear stability 
The binding energy of each nuclide is dHfcrent. The binding energy 
per nucleon of a nucleus is the average work done per nucleon 
to remove all the nucleons (protons and neutrons) from a nucleus; 
it is therefore a measure of the stability of a nucleus. For example, 

the binding energy per nucleon of the 2!iBi nucleus is 8.4 MeV per 

nucleon (= 1790MeV/ 212 nucleons). 

fusion 	 fission 

••• ..• • • • •. 	 •• '• .' 
'• 
' ' 	

\ 
points for' ' ' 	 1ndiv1dual' ' isotopes' ' 

0 50 100 150 200 250 
mass number A 

.A. Figure 2 Binding energy per nucleon for of/ known nuclides 

If the binding energies per nucleon of two different nuclides are 
compared, the nucleus with more binding e ne rgy per nucleon is the 
more stable of the two nuclei. Figure 2 shows a graph of the binding 
energy per nucleon against mass numbe r A fo r all the known nudides. 
This graph is a curve which has a maximum va lue of 8.7 MeV per 
nucleon between A = 50 and A= 60. Nuclei with mass numbers in 
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this range are the most st.able nuclei. As explained below, energy is 
released in: 

• 	 nuclear fission, the process in which a large unstable nucleus 
splits into two fragments which are more stable than the original 
nucleus. The binding energy per nucleon increases in this process, 
as shown in Figure 2. 

• 	 nuclear fusion, the p rocess of making small nucle i fuse together 
to form a larger nucleus. The p roduct n ucleus has m ore b ind ing 
e nergy per n ucleon than the sma ller n uclei. So t he binding energy 
per nucleon also increases in this p rocess, p rovided the nucleon 
number of the p roduct nucleus is no grea ter than about 50. 

Note: 
The change of binding energy per n ucleon is about 0. 5 MeV in a fission 
reaction and can be m ore than l 0 times as much in a fusion reaction. 

Summary questions 

mass of a proton, m P = 1.00? 28 u; 3 a 	 Calculate the binding energy per nucleon, in MeV 

per nucleon, ofmass of a neutron, mn = 1.008 6? u 
an a particle, ii a ~ He nucleus. 

1 	 1 u is equivalent to 931.S MeV. 
Mass of an a particle= 4.001SO u; mass of a ~ He 

a 	 Explain what is meant by the binding energy of 
nucleus= 3.014 93 u

a nucleus. 
b 	 Use the results of your calculations in a to explain 

b 	 Sketch a curve to show how t he binding energy 
why an a particle rather than a ~He nucleus is 

per nucleon of a nucleus varies with its mass 
emitted by a large unstable nucleus. 

number A, showing the approximate scale on 
4 	 a Complete the equation below to show the fusion each axis. 

reaction that occurs when two protons fuse 
2 	 Calculate the binding energy per nucleon, in MeV per 

together to form a iH nucleus. 
nucleon, of 

p + p ~2H + p+
1a 	 a 1~C nucleus (mass = 12 u by defin ition}, 

b 	 Calculate the binding energy per nucleon, in MeV,
b 	 a ~~ Fe nucleus (mass= SS.920 6? u}. of the ~H nucleus. 

mass of ~ H nucleus = 2.013 SS u 



Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how much energy 

is released in a fission or a 
fusion reaction. 

-+ 	 Explain why small nuclei can't 
be split. 

-+ 	 Explain why large nuclei can't 
be fused. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.?IB 
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Induced fission 
Fission of a nudeus occurs when a nucleus splits into two 
approximately equal fragments. This happens when the uranium 
isotope 2!;u is bombarded with neutrons, a discovery made by Hahn 
and Scrassmann in 1938. The process is known as induced fission. 
The plutonium isotope, 2!:Pu, is the only other isotope that is 
fissionable. This isotope is an artificial isotope formed by bombarding 
nuclei of the uranium isotope 2!~U with neutrons. 

Hahn and Strassman knew that bombarding different elements with 
neutrons produces radioactive isotopes. Uranium is the heaviest of 
all the naturally occurring elements; scientiscs thought char neutron 
bombardment could turn uranium nuclei into even heavier nuclei. Hahn 
and Strassmann undertook the difficult work of analysing chemically the 
products of uranium after neutron bombardment to try to discover any 
new elements heavier than uranium. Instead, they discovered that many 
lighter elements such as barium were presenc after bombardment, even 
rhough the uranimn was pure before. The conclusion could only be thar 
uranium nuclei were split into two approximarely equal fragment nuclei 
as a result of neutron bombardment. 

Further investigations showed that each fission evenr releases energy 
and two or three neutrons. 

• 	 Fission neutrons, the neutrons released in a fission evenr, are each 
capable of causing a further fission event as a result of a collision 
with another 2!~U nucleus. A chain reaction is therefore possible 
in which fission neutrons produce further fission events which 
release fission neutrons and cause further fission events and so 
on. lf each fission event releases two neutrons on average, after n 
'generations' of fission events. the number of fission neutrons would 
be 2". Prove for yourself that fission of 6 x I 023 2:;u nuclei (i.e. 
235 g of the isotope) would happen in 79 generations. Each fission 
event releases abour 200 MeV of energy. Because each event takes 
no more than a fraction of a second. a huge amount of energy is 
released in a very short time. Using rhe above figures, complete 
fission of 235 g of 2;~ u would release about 10 13 J (= 6 x 1023 x 
200 MeV). This is about a million times more than rhe energy 
released as a result of burning a similar mass of fossil fuel. 

• 	 Energy is released when a fission event occurs because the 
fragments repel each other (as they arc both positively charged) 
with sufficient force to overcome the strong nuclear force trying to 
hold them together. The fragment nuclei and the fission neutrons 
therefore gain kinetic energy. The two fragment nuclei arc smaller 
and therefore more tightly bound than the original 2;~u nucleus. 
In other words, they have more binding energy so they are more 
stable than the original nucleus. The energy released is equal to 
the change of binding energy. The binding energy or each nudeon 
increases from about 7.5 MeV to about 8.5 McV as a result of 
the fission event. As there are about 240 nucleons in the original 
nucleus, the energy released in a fission event is of the order of 
200 MeV (= 240 x about 1 MeV). 



• 	 Many fission products are possible when a fission event occurs. 
For example, the following equation shows a fission event in which 
a 2~~U nucleus is split into a barium 1 ~:Ba nucleus and a 
krypton ~~Kr nucleus and two neutrons are released. 

235u + 1n ~ 144 Ba + 9°Kr + 2 1n +energy released Q
92 0 56 36 0 	 ' 

• 	 The energy released, Q, can be calculated using E =mCZ in the form 
Q= 6.mCZ, where 6.m is the difference between the total mass before 
and after the event. 

• 	 In the above equation, the mass difference is 

6m =MU-238 - Msa-144 - MKr·90 - 117n• 

where M represents the appropriate nuclear mass and m
11 

is the 
mass of the neutron. 

Nuclear fusion 
Fusion takes place when two nuclei combine to form a bigger nucleus. 
The binding energy curve (see Topic 27.2, Figure 2) shows that if two 
light nuclei are combined. the individual nucleons become more tightly 
bound together. The binding energy per nucleon of the product nucleus 
is greater than or the initial nuclei. In other words, the nucleons 
become even more trapped in the nucleus when fusion occurs. As a 
result, energy is released equal to the increase of binding energy. 

Nuclear fusion can only take place if the two nuclei that are to be 
combined collide at high speed. This is necessary to overcome the 
electrostatic repulsion between the two nuclei so they can become 
close enough to interact through the strong nuclear force. Some 
examples of nuclear fusion reactions are given below. 

I 	 The fusion of two protons produces a nucleus of deuterium (the 
hydrogen isotope 7H ), a~+ particle, a neutrino and 0.4 MeV of 
energy. 

lp+ lp~2H+ OA+v 
I I I +If.I 

2 	 The fusion of a proton and a deuterium nucleus 7H produces 
a nucleus of the helium isotope ~He and 5.5 MeV of energy. 

2H + 1p ~ 3Hc
I I 2 

3 The fusion of two nuclei of helium isotope. ~He, produces a nucleus 
of the helium isotope ~He, two protons and 12.9 MeV of energy. 

3He + 3He ~ 4 He + 2 1p
2 2 2 I 

In each case, the energy released in the reaction may be calcu lated 
using E =mCZ in the form Q = 6.mCZ. where 6m is the difference 
between the total mass before and after the event. 

Solar en ergy is produced as a result of fusion reactions inside the 
Sun. The temperature at the centre of the Sun is thought to be J08 K 
or more. At such temperatures, atoms are stripped of their electrons. 
Matter in this state is referred to as 'plasma'. The nuclei of the plasma 
move at very high speeds because of the enormous temperature. 
When two nuclei collide, they fuse together because they overcome 
the electrostatic repulsion due to their charge and approach each other 
closely enough to interact through the strong nuclear force. Protons 
(i.e., hydrogen nuclei) inside the Sun's core fuse together in stages 

Nuclear energy 

Study tip 

Energy released in nuclear 
fission= change of binding energy. 
Fission of a given nuclide doesn't 

have a unique outcome. 

nuclear force electrostatic 
(attractive) repulsion 

~ i / /+~/. , ""•/ 
/ ' 
t t 

high speed impact 

A Figure 3 Fusion of two protons 

() Proton 


0 Neutron 


0 

I 
0 

A Figure 4 Fusion reactions inside the 
Sun 
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27,3 Fission and fusion 

(corresponding Lo equations L 2 and 3 above) LO fo rm helium ~He 
nuclei. For each helium nucleus formed, 25 MeV of energy is released. 
This corresponds to 6 MeV per proton, considerably more than the 
energy released per nucleon in a fission event. 

Fusion power 
Fusion reactors are still at the prototype stage even though scien tific 
teams in several countries have been working on fusion research 
for more than 50 years. ProtOtype fusion reactors such as JET, the 
Joint European Torus, in the United Kingdom have produced large 

.A. Figure 3 The JETfusion reactor. amounts of power but only fo r short periods of time. JET produces less 
The plasma is contained in a doughnut· power than it uses but the less powerful International Thermonuclear 
shaped steel container and is heated by Experimental Reactor (ITER) due to start up in 20 16 is designed tO 
passing a very large current through it. produce several times more power than it uses. 
Amagneticfield is used to confine the 

Energy is released in JET by fusing nuclei of deuterium ~ H 	and tritiwn plasma so it does not touch the sides 
~H to produce nuclei of the helium isotope ~ H e and neutrons, as below. ofits steel container, otherwise it would 

lose its energy ~H + ~H ~ ~He + ~ n + 17.6 MeV 

The neutrons are absorbed by a 'blanket' of lithium surrounding the 
reactor vessel. The reaction between the neutrons and the lithium 
nuclei, as shown below, produces tritium which is then used in the 
main reaction. Deuterium occu rs naturall y in wa ter as it forms 0.01 % 
of natu rally occurring hydrogen. 

6 Li + 1n ~ 4 He + 3 H + 4 8 MeV3 0 2 I . 

Summary questions 

1 u is equivalent to 931 MeV. b 	 Hydrogen nuclei fuse together to form helium 
nuclei in the Sun. Two stages in this process are 1 a Explain why the protons in a nucleus do not leave 
represented b!:J the following equations:the nucleus even though they repel each other. 

lp + lp ~ 2H + OA
b Explain wh!:J the mass of a nucleus is less than 	 l 1 1 +t i-' 

zH + tp ~ 3Hethe mass of the separated protons and neutrons 1 1 2 

from which the nucleus is composed. 	 Describe the reactions that these equations 
represent.2 a What is meant b!:J nuclear fission? 

II Calculate the energ!:J released in each reaction. b I The incomplete equation below represents 
masses: ~particle 0.000 55 u, proton 1.007 28 u,a reaction that takes place when a neutron 

collides with a nucleus of the uranium isotope iH nucleus 2.013 55 u, ~He nucleus 3.014 93 u, 
2~~ U. Determine the values of a and bin this 4 a Explain wh!:J light nuclei do not fuse when the!:J 
equation. collide unless the!:J are moving at a sufficientl!:J 
235U + 1n ~ 
92 0 

released, 0 

136Xe + 
0 

bKr + 2 ln + energy 
36 0 

b 

high speed. 

Calculate the energy released in the following 

II Calculate the energ!:J, in MeV, released in this 
fission reaction. 

fusion reaction: 
3 He + 3He ~ 2 2 

4 He + 2 1p2 1 

masses: ~~U nucleus 234.9 93 u, masses: proton 1.007 28 u, 

3 a 

136Xe nucleus 135.8 77 u,
0 

3 
: Kr nucleus 97.8 86 u, neutron 1.008 67 u 

What is meant b!:J nuclear fusion? 
c 

~ He nucleus 3.014 93 u, 

Cl particle 4.00 1 50 
Show that about 25 MeV of energ!:J is released 
when a ~He nucleus is formed from 4 protons . 

• 




Inside a nuclear reactor 
A thermal nuclear reactor in a nuclear power scacion contains fuel 
rods spaced evenly in a steel vessel known as che reactor core, as 
shown in Figure l. The reactor core also contains control rods and 
a coolant (water at high pressure in the pressurised water reaccor 
(PWR) shown in Figure l) as well as the fuel rods and is connected by 
means of steel pipes to a heat exchanger. A pump is used to force the 
coolant through the reactor core (where ic is heated) and through the 
heat exchanger where it is used to raise steam to drive the turbines 
that turn the electricity generators in the power station . 

. . 	. .. . 

reactor 
core 

control rods 

steel vessels----

water as moderator 
and coolant 

heat 

'-----------'... 

concrete 
shield 

\ 
A Figure 1 Inside a nuclear reactor 

• 	 The fue l rods contain enriched uranium which consists mostly 
of U-238, the non-fissionable uranium isotope 2~~U, and about 
2-3% U-235, the uranium isotope 2~;u which is fissionable. In 
comparison, natural uranium contains 99% U-238. 

• 	 The function of the control rods is to absorb neutrons. The depth 
of the control rods in the core is automatically adjusted to keep the 
number of neutrons in the core constant so that exactly one fission 
neutron per fission evem on average goes on to produce further 
fission. This condition keeps the rate of release of fission energy 
constant. If the control rods are pushed in further, they absorb 
more neutrons so that the number of fission events per second and 
the rate of release of fission energy is reduced. 

• 	 The fission neutrons need to be slowed down significantly to cause 
further fission of U-235 nuclei otherwise they would be travelling 
too fast to cause further fission. For this reason, the fuel rods need to 
be surrounded by a moderator so the neutrons are slowed down by 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain how a nuclear reactor 

works. 

-+ 	 Describe a thermal nuclear 

reactor. 

-+ 	 Explain how a nuclear reactor 

is controlled. 

Specification reference: 3.8.1.?18 

steam 

to 


turbines 


water 
from 


turbines 


• 




27.4 lhe thermcJI nuclear reac.tor 

Neutron loss depends on the 
surface area; neutron production 
depends on the mass of material. 
Below the critical mass, 
loss/production is too high. The 
same idea explains why a small 
object cools faster than a large 
object. Energy loss depends on the 
surface area, so temperature loss 
depends on surface area/mass:.~ee I 
Topic 19.2, Specific heat capaci~ 

Moderators at work 

The atoms ofa moderator in a nuclear 
reactor gain kinetic energy from fission 
neutrons colliding with them. The 
transfer of kinetic energy in such a 
collision is most effective if the mass 
of the moderator atom is as close as 
possible to the mass of the neutron. 
For this reason and taking account 
of practical considerations such as 
chemical stability, graphite (which 
consists ofcarbon-12 atoms) and water 
are commonly used as moderators. 

Consider an elastic head-on collision 
between a fission neutron and a 
carbon-12 nucleus. Let the neutron's 
speed before and afterthe coll ision be u 
and v respectively,and let Vbe the recoil 
velocity ofthe nucleus. Conservation of 
momentum gives u =12V+ v. 

Conservation of kinetic energy gives 
u2 = 12V2 + v2• 

Prove for yourself that combining 
these equations to find v in terms of 

. 11u H h ' u gives v = ence t e neutrons13. 
kinetic energy after the collision is 

about 0.72 x its initial kinetic energy 
2 

(because v2 =0.72).
u 

0: Estimate howmany such 
collisions would reduce the 
neutron's kinetic energy from 
1MeVto1 eV. 

• 


repeated collisions with the moderator atoms. The reactor is described 
as a thermal nuclear reactor because the fission neutrons are 
slowed down to kinetic energies comparable to the kinetic energies of 
the moderator molecules. In the PWR, the water in the reactor core 
acts as the moderator as well as acting as a coolant. 

• 	 For a chain reaction to occur, the mass of the fissile material (e.g., 
U-235) must be greater than a minimum mass, referred ro as the 
critical mass. This is because some fission neutrons escape from 
the fissile material without causing fission and some are absorbed 
by other nuclei without fission. If the mass of fissile material is less 
than the critical mass needed, too many of the fission neutrons 
escape because the surface area to mass ratio or the material is 
too high. 

• 	 Diffe rent types of thermal reactors are in operation throughout 
the world. Table 1 shows somt: or the features of the PWR reactor 
which opera tes in many countries incl uding the UK and the 
Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AG R) which operates only in 
the UK. 

T Table 1 Comparison ofthermal reactors 

graphite water 

C02 gas water 

900 600 

1300 700 

Safety features 
A nuclear reactor needs to have a range of safety features ro protect its 
workforce, the wider community and the environment. 

1 	 The reactor core is a thick steel vessel designed to withstand the 
high pressure and temperature in the core. The ch ick steel vessel 
absorbs ~ radia tion and some of the y rad iation an d neu trons 
from rhe core. 

2 	 The core is in a building with very thick concrete wa lls which 
absorb the neutrons and y radia tion that escape from the 
reactor vessel. 

3 	 Every reactor has an emergency shut-down system designed to 
insert the control rods fully into the core to srop fission completely. 

4 	 The sealed fuel rods are inserted and removed from the reactor 
by means of remote handling devices. The rods are much more 
radioactive after removal than before. This is because the fuel cans 

a before use contain U-235 and U-238 which emit only 
a radiation and this is absorbed by the fuel cans, 

b after use emit~ and y radiation due LO the many neutron-rich 
fission products that form. 

In addition, the spent fuel rods contain the plutonium isorope 2~!Pu as 
a result of the absorption of neutrons by U-238 n uclei. This plutonium 
isotope is a very activt: a emitter and if inha led causes lung cancer. 



Nuclear energy 

Anuclear future 

To combat climate change, the UK government has 

legislated to reduce carbon emissions to 50% of 1990 

levels by 2027 by introducing measures such as more 

non-carbon generating capacity. The new nuclear 

power stations will be built by the private sector. The 

negotiations to build the first such power station at 

Hinckley Point in Somerset by 2025 took five years to 

complete. At present, the UK's nuclear reactors provide 

about 10 GW of electricity, which is about 20% of total 

UK electricity production. Most of the present reactors 

will have been retired by 2023. The new nuclear power 

stat ions will provide about 16 GW by 2030, and so will 

make a significant contribution to the 2027 carbon 

emission target. However, other measures such as more 
wind farms are also likely to be needed. 

Nuclear power continues to cause concern to many 

people. The safety features described in this topic are 
extremely important. Accidents at any nuclear power 

stations, although rare, alarm people across the world. 

Two such events are described below. 

Chernobyl, 1986 

The Chernobyl disaster in Ukraine in 1986 released 
radioactive materials into the atmosphere and led 

to the permanent evacuation of al l the people in the 

surrounding area. The disaster was caused when the 

operators were testing reactor no. 4 to find out if the 

coolant pumps would keep operating in the event of a 

loss of power until the emergency diesel generators took 

over. To carry out the test, the safety systems to shut the 

reactor down in an emergency were switched off. When 

the reactor was powered down by pushing the control 

rods further into the core, the power fell much more 

than expected, so the movement of the contro l rods was 

reversed. This caused an unexpected surge in the rate of 

fission events, which produced a massive explosion in 

the reactor core. The fuel rods melted, the reactor cap was 

blown off, and radioactive fission products were thrown 

up into the atmosphere. A subsequent inquiry concluded 

that the main causes of the explosion were design 

faults in the reactor (e.g., graphite in the cap ignited in 

the explosion], which are not features of AGR or PWR 

reactors, and human error (too many control rods being 

moved at once J. 

A Figure 2 Fukushima 

Fukushima, 2011 

On 11 March 2011, a tsunami created by a powerful 

earthquake in Japan ki l led over 20 000 people and 

caused a meltdown at the Fukushima nuclear power 

station. As a resu lt of lessons learned from Chernobyl, 

over 100 000 people liv ing near the Fukushima power 

station were evacuated. Public areas and buildings 

in nearby towns had to be decontaminated and food 

controls imposed. When the earthquake struck, 

planned safety procedures were put into effect. All 11 

reactors at the site were shut down without stopping 

their cooling pumps, which prevent the reactors from 

overheating. However, an hour later, the tsunami hit the 

site and flooded the generators, causing the reactor 

pumps to stop. The result was that three older reactors 

overheated, and hydrogen gas (created by chemical 

reactions] and radioact ive material leaked from broken 

fuel rods. In addition, the water supply to cooling ponds 

containing spent fuel rods was damaged, causing the 

rods in the ponds to overheat until alternative water 

supplies were provided. Contaminated water leaked 

into the sea, and traces of plutonium have been 

found in soi l nearby. Such leakage continues to cause 

problems, and many evacuees are sti l l not allowed to 
return home. 

The new nuclear power stations in the UK are intended to 

help secure our future electricity supply and to reduce 

carbon emissions. Hundreds of nuclear reactors are 

operating satisfactorily in many countries. The risk of 

another disaster like Chernobyl and Fukushima is small, 

but the consequences of such a disaster could be severe. 

0: Discuss why Chernobyl is still a dangerous 


area today. 




27.4 lhe thermcJI nuclear reac.tor 

.A Figure 3 Spent fuel rods in o cooling 
pond 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 What is meant by induced 
fi ssion? 

b 	 What is the function 
of the control rods in a 
nuclear reactor? 

II 	 Name a suitable 
material from which 
control rods are made. 

iii 	Describe how the 
control rods are used 
to maintain a nuclear 
reactor so its power 
output is constant. 

2 	 State the function of the 
following parts of a thermal 
nuclear reactor and give an 
example of a material used for 
each part: 

a the moderator, 

b the coolant. 

3 Explain why the mass of fiss ile 
fuel in a nuclear reactor must 
exceed a critical value in order 
for fission to be sustained in 
the reactor. 

4 a Explain why the spent fuel 
rods from a nuclear reactor 
are more radioactive after 
removal from the reactor 
than they were before they 
were used in the reactor. 

b Explain why radioactive 
waste must be s tored in 
secure and safe conditions . 

• 


Radioactive waste 
Radioactive waste is categorised as high-, intermediate-, or low-level 
waste according to its activity. Most high-level radioactive waste is 
from nuclear power stations o r from specialist users in universities and 
industry, or from hospitals that use radioactive isot0pes for diagnosis 
or therapy. 

Disposal of any form of radioactive waste must be in accordance 
with legal regulations and by approved disposal companies to ensure 
that the radioactive waste is stored safely in secure containers until 
its activity is insignificant. Disposal by dilution. for example diluting 
radioactive water from nuclear power station cool ing systems with 
large quantities of water and then dispersing it into the sea, is no 
longer acceptable and has been banned. 

• 	 High-level radioactive waste such as spent l'uel rods from a 
nuclear power station contains many different radioactive isotopes, 
including fission fragments as well as unused uranium-235 and 
uranium-238 and plutonium-239. The spent fuel rods must be 
removed by remote control and stored underwater in cooling 
ponds for up to a year because they conti nue LO re lease heat due to 
radioactive decay. In Britain, the rods arc then transferred in large 
steel casks to the THORP reprocessing plant at Sellafield in Cumbria 
where the unused uranium and plutonium is then removed and 
stored in sealed containers for further possible use. The rest of the 
material (i.e., the fission products and the fuel cans) is radioactive 
waste and is stored in sealed containers in deep trenches at 
Sellafield. Such waste must be stored safely for centuries as it 
contains long-lived radioactive isotopes which must be prevented 
from contaminating food and water supplies. 

In other countries. high-level radioactive waste is stored in the same 
way or in underground caverns which are geologically stable. In some 
countries, the waste is vitrified by mixing it w ith molten glass and 
then stored as glass blocks in underground caverns. 

The long-term safe storage of high-level radioactive waste remains a 
major issue in Britain because no one wants such storage in their own 
locality, nor do people want radioactive waste LObe carried through 
their own locality Lo swrage facili ties e lsewhere. 

• 	 Intermediate-level was te such as radioactive materials with low 
activity and containers of radioactive materials are sealed in drums 
that are encased in concrete and stored in specially constructed 
buildings with walls of reinforced concrete. 

• 	 Low-level waste such as laboratory equipmen t and protective 
clothing is sealed in metal drums and buried in large trenches. 



Practice questions: Chapter 27 

1 (a) 	 In a nuclear reactor, some of che 2!~U nuclei absorb neutrons to become uranium 
2!~U nuclei. These nuclei decay in cwo stages to become nuclei of the plutonium 
isotope 2!~Pu. 
(i) 	 Write down an equacion to represent the formation of a 2!~U nucleus from a 

21su Inuc eus.
92 

(ii) 	 What types of particles are emitted when a 2!~U nucleus decays to form a 2!:u 
nucleus? (3 marks) 

(b) 	The THORP reprocessing plant at Sellafield is used to recover uranium and plutonium 
from spent fuel rods. In addition to reprocessing nuclear waste from the UK, it 
also reprocesses waste from nuclear reactors in other countries. Uranium-238 and 
plutonium-239 can both be used in a type of nuclear reactor called a fast breeder 
reactor, although this type of reactor has not yet been fu lly appraised in terms 
of reliabi lity and safety. By using such reactors in the future, the lifetime of the 
world's reserves of uran ium wou ld be extended from a few hundred years to several 
thousand years. Plutoniu m can also be used to m ake nuclear bombs. Discuss the 
arguments for and against reprocessing nuclear waste . (5 marks) 

2 (a) 	 In the context of an a comic nucleus, 
(i) 	 state what is meant by binding energy, and explain how it arises, 
(ii) 	 state what is meant by mass difference, 
(iii) state the relationship between binding energy and mass difference. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 Calculate the average binding energy per nucleon, in MeV nucleon- •, of the zinc 
nucleus ~~Zn. 

mass or ~~Zn atom= 63.929 l 5 u 	 (5 marks) 

(c) 	 Why would you expect the zinc nucleus to be very stable? (I mark) 
AQA, 2004 

3 (a) 	 (i) Describe the physical process of nuclear fusion. 
(ii) 	 Describe the physical process of nuclearfission. 
(iii) Explain why each of these processes releases energy. 	 (6 marks) 

(b) 	 Energy is also released by radioactive decay, such as the decay of radon-220 as 
represented by the equation 

Calcu late the energy released, in J, by the decay of one nucleus of radon-220. 

mass of 220Rn nucleus= 2 19.964 lO u 

mass of 2 16Po nucleus=2 15.95572u 

mass of a particle = 4.00 I SO u (3 marks) 


AQA, 2007 

4 (a) 	 A solar panel of area 2.5 m 2 is fit ted to a satellite in orbit above the Earth. The panel 
produce~ a curren t of 2.4A at a potential difference of 20 V when solar radiation is 
incident normally on it. 
(i) 	 Calcu late the electrical power output of the panel. 
(ii) 	 Solar radiation on the satellite has an intensity of 1.4 kW m-2. Calculate 

the efficiency of the panel. (4 marks) 

• 




(b) 	The back-up power sysLem in the satellite is provided by a radioactive isotope 

enclosed in a sealed container which absorbs the radiation rrom the isotope. 

Energy rrom the radiation is convened LO electrical energy by means or a 

thermoelectric module. 

(i) The isotope has an activity of l.l x 1014 Bq and produces a particles of energy 

5.l MeV. 

Show that the container absorbs energy from the a particles at a rate or 90 J s- 1• 


(ii) 	 The isotope has a half-liie of 90 years. Calculate the decay constant Aof this 
isotope. 

(iii) 	The mass number of the isotope is 239. 
Calculate the mass of isotope needed ror an activity or l. l x l 0 14 Bq. (7 marks) 

AQA. 2003 

5 	 Figure 1 shows the general relationship between the nuclear binding energy 
per nucleon (B) and nucleon number (A). 
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• Figure 1 

(a) 	 (i) Copy Figure 1 and mark with the letter S to show the nucleon number and the 
nuclear binding energy per nucleon for the nucl ide with the most stable nuclear 
structure. 

(ii) 	 Write down the nucleon number and the nuclear bind ing energy per nucleon for 
this nuclide. 

(iii) Calculate the total binding energy of this nuclide. 	 (3 marks) 

(b) 	 A rusion reaction in which two proLOns combine to form a deuterium nucleus is 
summarised by the equation: 

:H+ :H~iH+~e +v+l.44MeV 

(i) 	 What do the symbols 0 e and v represent? 
(ii) 	 By considering charge~ baryon number and lepton number for each side of 

the equation, show that this reaction satisfies the conservation laws for these 
quantities. 

(iii) Subsequently two y-ray photons are released. each with an energy 
of0.51 MeV. 
Calculate the wavelength of these photons. (18 marks) 



Chapter 27 Nuclear enei gy 
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(c) 	 With reference to Figure I explain why the fission of a heavy nucleus is likely to 
release more energy than when a pair of light nuclei undergo nuclear fusion. 
You may wish to sketch the general shape of Figure l in order to aid 
your explanation. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

6 (a) 	 With reference to the process of nuclear fusion, explain why energy is released 
when two small nuclei join together, and why it is difficult to make two nuclei 
come together. (J marks) 

(b) A fusion reaction takes place when two deuterium nuclei join. as represented by 

2H + 2H ~ 3He + 0 n
I I 2 I 

mass or 211 nucleus= 2.013 55 u 

mass or 3He nucleus= 3.0 14 93 u 


Calculate: 

(i) 	 the mass difference produced when two deuterium nuclei undergo fusion, 
(ii) 	 the energy released, in J, when this reaction takes place. (J marks} 

AQA, 2003 

7 (a) 	 In the context of the processes that occur in a nuclear power reactor, explain wha t is 
meant by: 
(i) 	 thermal neutrons, 
(ii) 	 induced fission, 
(iii) 	a self-sus1aining chain reaction. (5 marks) 

(b) (i) Describe 1he process of moderation that takes place in an operational reactor. 
(ii) 	 How is the fission rate controlled in a power reactor? (7 marks) 

8 (a) 	 When a fuel rod has been in use in a nuclear reactor for several years, ii produces less 
ou1put power and presents a greater hazard than it did when first installed. Explain 
why this is so. (J marks) 

(b) 	 Describe how the spent fuel rods are handled and processed after they have been 
removed from a nuclear reactor. Indicate how the active wastes are dealt with in 
order to reduce the hazards 1hey could present to future generations. (5 marks) 
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Rutherford scattering 
Conclusion: atom contains a very small 
posrt1vely charged nucleus where most 
of its mass is concentrated 
'Closest approach' estimate of nuclear 
size. 2ze2 
a parttcle E. = - 1 -4 Tf£o r 

High-energy electron diffraction 
A. "' 10-15m - l rm 

so Ek"' l OOMeV 


I r= ro Al/3 

L where r0 = l.05fm 

24.2! 
!Nuclear density 

p =!!l_=...!L 
V 1R£ I 

"'1017kgm-3 

26.9 

Binding energy 
Binding energy - work done 
to separate nucleons 
completely 
Mass defect t.m 
= Zmp + (A - Z) mn - MNuc 
Binding energy =t:im x c2 
Binding energy I nucleon 
curve peaks at about A= 55 
and 8.5 MeV 

Nuclear reactions 
Energy released Q 

=mass difference t.m x c2 
Fusion 
Ught nuclet collide at high speed 

26.1 

Nuclear stabi lity
A

Isotope symbol 
1 

X The stron11 nuclear force keeps the 
Z = no of protons in the nucleons together against the 
nucleus electrostahc repulsion of the protons 
A = number of protons and N·Z plot of stable nuclei 
neutrons in the nucleus For Z <20, N " Z 

AsZ-480+, N -41.5Z 26.3 
Unstable nuclei: compared with stable 
nuclei on the N-Z plot, 
a emitters mostly above Z =80 
fJ emitters are nearer the N axis than 

'--------- · stable nuclei 

The nuclear model of 
the atom nuclear properties 

t 

J 
j 

Nuclear Physics 

! 

nuclear energy 

I 

Nuclear energy levels 
After a or r emission, 
some nuclei de-excite 
again by emitting a 
r photon 

l 

unstable nuclei 

>-- ----• with a suitable half·hfe and activity 

p• emitters are nearer the Z-axis than 
stable nuclei 

! 

Properties a, {J and r radiation 

Range in air, absorption, 
inverse-square law for r rays 
Ionisation 
Deflection in a magnetic field 

Applications 
Radioactive dating, 
e.g. carbon dating, argon dating 
Tracers - a {J-or a r-emitter used with 
a half·hfe not too short or long, e.g. 
technetium generator 
lndustnal - e.g. thickness monitoring 
usmg aJ.l-emitter with a long half-hfe 
Remote power source - a -emitter 

] 
Radioactive decay 

Activity A= ~7 Unit= Becquerel (Bq) 
Radioactive decay is a random process 

For N nuclei at time I, 

~~ = - A.N where A. = probability of decay 
per unit time 

26.8 N= Noe-M In 2 
Half-life t 112 = -- -- 

decay constant;. 

26.6 

Thermal nuclear reactor 
Chain reaction of fission events occurs in fuel rods 

I26.2. 26.3. 26.6 

A X 4~ + A-4y
7 -4 2..,. Z-2 

Ax On+ A y 
Z -4_1,., Z+I 

A X -4 0{3 + A y 
l +I Z-1 

Electron capture: 
Ax oe A Y 
l + - 1 -4 Z-1 

Fission neutrons slowed down by collisions with moderator atoms to cause further 
fission 
Coolant heated by the moderator transfer energy to heat exchanger 
Control rods absorb surplus neutrons 

and fuse together, releasing energy Safety: 
Fission • Reactor in steel vessel surrounded by thick concrete 
Large nuclei Ce.g. U-235) can split • Control rods pushed into core to shut reactor down m emergency 
when hit by a neutron. releasing • Radioactive waste disposal: spent fuel rods put in cooling ponds then reprocessed 
energy and 2 or 3 neutrons Radioactive waste stored in sealed containers underground 

•. 
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Sect ion 8 Nuclear physics 

Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 

• 	 use of a cloud chamber or a spark counter 

to observe the range of a. particle tracks 

• 	 use of a micrometer to measure the 

thickness of different absorbers 

• 	 use of a Geiger tube with a counter 

to measure 

• 	 background radioactivity 

• 	 the corrected count rate from a 

radioactive source 

• 	 use of a Geiger tube with a counter or 

a ratemeter to investigate a., ~.and y 

radiation, including 

• 	 absorption of a., ~. oryradiation 

by different materials, or different 

thicknesses of the same material 

• 	 the inverse square for y radiation . 

, 
Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following skills: 

• 	 use appropriate equations to estimate the 

size of the nucleus of an atom from the 

least distance of approach of an a. particle 

• 	 calculate the mean value of a set of 

Geiger counter readings and obtain the 

corrected count rate 

• 	 use measured data to plot a straight line 

graph to verify the inverse square law for 

yradiation 

• 	 interpret a radioactive decay curve of a 

radioactive isotope in terms of activity 

and half-life 

• 	 use count rate or activity data to find the 

decay constant Aof a radioactive isotope, 

or to plot a log - linear graph, and so 

determine the half-life of the isotope 

• 	 carry out calculations 

• 	 relating the mass m of a radioactive 

isotope to the number of nuclei N and 

the activity Aof the isotope 

• 	 using the radioactive decay equation 

X =X e- A.t where X =A, N, or m, and 
0 

solve problems [e.g., radioactive dating) 

• 	 calculate the energy of a yphoton from an 

energy level diagram 

• 	 plot a log-log graph to demonstrate the 

relationship between the radius ofa 

nucleus and its mass number and hence 

calculate the density of nuclear matter. 

• 	 use given data to calculate 

• 	 the mass defect and the binding 

energy per nucleon of a nucleus 

• 	 the energy released in a nuclear 

change [e.g., in a fission event) 

Extension task 
Thorium-232 is a radioactive isotope that can 

be used to produce nuclear fuel in a nuclear 

reactor. Use the internet to find out more 

about thorium-based nuclear reactors and 

create a presentation for your class. In the 

presentation, you could include 

• how abundantthorium-232 is and how it 

is used to produce nuclear fuel 

• the advantages and disadvantages of 

using thorium-232 to produce nuclear fuel 

• the current extent of the usage of 

thorium-based nuclear reactors 
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l The equation 

p ~ n +~+ +Vt: 

represents the emission of a positron from a proton. 
(a) 	 Energy and momentum are conserved in this emissio n. 

What othe r quantities are conserved in this emission? (3 marks) 
(b) 	 Copy a nd complete the following table using ticks ./ and crosses X. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

2 (a) 

(b) 

(i) Alpha and beta emissions are known as ionising radiations. Sta te and explain why 
such radiations can be described as ionising. 

(ii) Explain why beta particles have a greater range in air than a lpha particles. 
(4 marks) 

Figure 1 shows the variation with time of the number of radon (220Ra) atoms in a 
radioactive sample. 
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.A. Figure 1 

(i) 	 Use the graph to show that the half-life of the decay is approximately 53 s. Show 
your reasoning clearly. 

(ii ) The decay constant of 2~~Ra is l.3 x 10-2 s-1• Use data from the graph to tind the 
activity of the sample at a time L= 72 s. (6 marks) 

(c) (i) Stace two origins of background radfation. 
(ii) Suggest why it should be unnecessary to allow for background radiation 

when measuring the activity of the sample described in part (b)(ii). (J marks) 
AQA, 2005 
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3 	 A nucleus of plutonium ( 2:~Po) decays to form uranium (U) and an alpha particle (a). 
(a) 	 Copy and complc1e the equation that describes this decay: 

24op0 ~ 
94 

(2 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Show 1hat about I pJ of energy is released when one nucleus decays. 
mass of plutonium nucleus= 3.98626 x 10-25kg 
mass of uranium nucleus= 3.91970 x 10-25kg 
mass of alpha particle= 6.642 51 x 10-25 kg (J marks) 

(ii) 	 The plutonium isotope has a half-life of 2.1x10-11 s. Show that the decay 
constant of the plutonium is about 3 x 10-12s-1• 

(iii) A radioactive source in a school laboratory contains 3.2 x 1021 atoms of 
plutonium. 
Calculate the energy that will be released in one second by the decay of the 
plutonium described in part (b)(i). 

(iv) 	Comment on whether the energy release due to the plutonium decay is likely 
to change by more than 5% during 100 years. Support your answer wi th a 
calcu lation. (12 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

4 	 The table shows data for some nuclei. 

element z A nuclear radius rl binding energy per emission 
10 tSm nucleon/MeV [half-life) 

beryllium 4 9 2.5 6.46 stable 
-

sodium 11 23 3.4 8.11 stable 
-

manganese 25 56 4.6 8.74 ~- [2.6h) 

(a) (i) Show that these data support the rule that 

where r	 is a constant.0 
(ii) 	 The mass of a nucleon is about 1.7 x 10-21kg. Calculate the density of 

nuclear matter. (6 marks) 
(b) (i) 	 Expla in what is meant by the binding energy of a nuckus. 

(ii) 	 Show that the total binding energy of a sodium-23 nucleus is about 3 x lO 11 J. 
(iii) Calcu late the mass-equivalent of this binding energy. 	 (5 marks) 

(c) 	 Nuclear structure can be explored by bombarding the nuclei with alpha particles. The 
de Broglie wavelength of the alpha particle must be similar to the nuclear diameter. 
Calcula te the energy of an alpha particle that could be used Lo explore the structure 
of ma ngancse-56. 

mass o f an alpha particle= 6.8 x 10-27 kg 	 (4 rnarks) 
(d) 	 (i) Stale the proton number and nucleon number of the nucleus fornied by the 

decay or manganese-56. 
(ii) 	 The activity or a sample of manganese-56 varies with lime according LO the 

equation 

A = A
0
e-l..1 

What value should be used for A. in calculations involving manganese-56 when r 
is in seconds? (4 marks) 

AQA, 2007 



5 (a) 	 When an a particle is emitted from a nucleus of the isotope 2~iBi . a nucleus of 
thallium, Tl. is formed. Copy and complete the equation below. 

212Bi --+a+ Tl
83 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 The a particle in part (a) is emitted with 6.1 MeV of kinetic energy. 

(i) 	 The mass of the a particle is 4.0 u. Show that the speed or the a particle 
immediately after it has been emitted is l.7 x J07 m s-1• Ignore relativistic effects. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the speed of recoil of the daughter nucleus immediately after the 
a particle has been emitted. Assume the parent nucleus is initially at rest. 

(6 marks) 
AQA, 2002 

6 (a) 	 A solar panel of area 3.8 m 2 is fitted to a sa1ellite in orbit above the Earth. The panel 
produces a current of 2.8 A at a pd of 25 V when solar radiation is incident normally 
on it. 
(i) 	 Calcu late the electrical power output of the panel. 
(ii ) Solar radiation on the panel has an in tensity of I .4kwm-2. Calculate the 

efficiency of the panel. (4 marks) 
(b) 	The back-up power system of the satellite is provided by a radioactive isotope 

enclosed in a sealed container w hich absorbs the radiat ion from the isotope. Energy 
from the radiation is converted to electrica l energy by means of a thermoelectric 
module. 
(i) 	 The isotope produces a particles of energy 4.1 MeV and the container absorbs 

energy from the a particles at a rate or 85Js- 1• Show that the isotope has an 
activity or 1.3 xl014 Bq. 

(ii) 	 The hair-lire of the isotope is 200 years. Calculate the decay constant, A., of this 
isotope. 


I year = 3.1 5 x 107 s. 

(iii) 	The nucleon number of the isotope is 209. Calculate the mass of isotope needed 

for an activity of 1.3 x I014 Bq. (7marks) 
AQA, 2006 

7 	 The radioactive isotope ~~K decays by ~- emission to form a stable isotope of 
calcium (Ca) or by electron capture to form a stable isotope of argon (Ar). 
(a) Copy and complete the following equation which represents the ~ decay of ~~K. 

• 

(l mark) 

(b) 	Copy and complete the following equation which represents electron capture by~~K . 
4
19 
°K + e- --+ Ar + v c 

(1 mark) 

(c) 	 The isowpe o r argon formed as a result of electron capture by ~~ I< is found as a 
trapped gas in ancient rocks. The age of an ancient rock can be de1ermined by 
measuring the proportion of this isotope of argon 10 i~K. 
An ancient rock is found to contain 1 argon atom ror every 4 awms of ~~K. 
(i) 	 The decay of i~K by~- emission is 8 times more likely than electron capture. 

Show that for every argon atom in this rock, there mus1 have originally been 
1 3 atoms of i~K. 

(ii) 	 i~K has a hatr-life of 1250 million years. Calculate the age or this rock. (6 marks) 
AQA, 2004 
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8 	 The isotope or uranium, 2;~u, decays into a stable isotope of lead, 2~~Pb, by means or 
a series of a and ~- decays. 
(a) 	 ln this series of decays, a decay occurs 8 times and ~-decay occurs n times. 

Calculate n. (/mark) 
(b) 	 (i) Explain what is meant by the binding energy of a nucleus. (2 marks) 

(ii) Figure 2 shows the binding energy per nucleon for some stable nuclides. 
bmd1ng 8 .0 ~---------~ 


energy per 
7.9 ' x x 
nucleon x7.8/ MeV 

7.7 x 
x 

7.6 	 x x 

7.5 
200 210 220 230 240 

nucleon number 
.A Figure 2 

Use Figure 2 Lo eslimate Lhe binding energy, in MeV, or 1he 2~~Pl) nucleus. 
(I mark) 

(c) 	 The ha lr-IHe or 2!~U is 4.5 x 109 years, which is much larger 1han a ll the other 
ha lf-l ives or the decays in the series. 
A rock sample when formed origina lly contained 3.0 x 1022 atoms of 2!~U and 
no 2~~Pb atoms. 
At any given time most or the atoms are either 2;~u or 2~~Pb with a negligible 
number or at0ms in other forms in the decay series. 
(i) 	 Sketch graphs on a copy of Figure 3 to show how the numbers or 2;~ u atoms 

and the number of 2~~Pb atoms in the rock sample vary over a period of 
1.0 x I 0 10 years from its formation. Label your graphs U and Pb. 

number 

of atoms/1022 


3.0 

0-1-~~-~~~~-~~~--1 

0 2 4 6 8 10 
time/109 years 

.A Figure 3 

(ii) 	 A certain rime. t, after its formation the sample contained twice as many 2!~U 
206pbatoms as atoms. 

82 
Show rhat rhe number of 2;~u atoms in the rock sample at time twas 2.0 x 1022. 

(I mark) 
(iii) Calculate tin years. (3 marks) 

AQA, 2012 

9 (a) 	 Describe the changes made inside a nuclear reactor to reduce its power output 
and explain the process involved. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 State the main source of the highly radioactive waste from a nuclear reactor. (/ mark) 
(c) 	 {i) ln a nuclear reactor, neutrons are released with high energies. The first few 

collisions of a neutron with the moderator transfer sufficient energy to 
excite nuclei of the moderator. Describe and explain the nature of the radiation 
that may be emitted from an excited nucleus of the moderator. (2 marks) 

(ii) 	 The subsequent collisions of a neutron with the moderator are elastic. 
Describe what happens to the neutrons as a result of these subsequent 
colli!>ions wi1h the moderator. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2013 



Further practice questions 

Multiple choice questions 
1 	 State which one or the following alternatives A - 0 gives the ratio 

specific charge of a carbon 1~C nucleus 

specific charge of the proton 
IA 	 I B 	 c D3 	 2 

2 State how many baryons and mesons there are in an atom of ! Be. 

baryons m esons 

A 5 0 

B 9 0 

c 5 4 

D 9 4 

3 	 State which one of the fol lowing statements is true about p+ em ission. 
A An up quark changes to a down quark and emits a w- boson. 
B A w- boson decays into an electron and an antineutrino. 
C A down quark changes to an up quark and emits a w+ boson. 
D A w+ boson decays into a positron and a neutrino 

4 	 A conduction electron at the surface of a metal escapes [rom the surface alter absorbing a 
photon. The work function of the metal is <fJ and the metal is at zero potential. State which 
one or the following equations about wavelength A. of the photon is true. 

.!!.£ h¢ 	 c<P 
A 	 A.> ¢ B A. > ~ C A.> hc D A.< '11/J 

5 	 State which one or the following statements about polarisation is true. 
A Sound waves can be polarised. 
B Some electromagnetic waves cannot be polarised. 
C The vibrations of a polarised wave are always in the same plane. 
D Light waves are always polarised. 

6 	 A wire of length Land diameter dis fixed at each end and placed under tension T. At this 
tension, the frequency of its first harmonic (i.e., its fundamental frequency) is f State 
which one of the following alternatives A - D gives the density ol the material of the wire. 

T 4T 	 T 4T 
A -- B-- C 	 D

ndfL ndfL 	 ndip L2 nd2f2 L2 

7 	 A parallel beam of monochromatic light is directed at norma l incidence at two narrow 
parallel slits spaced 0.7mm apart. Interference fringes arc formed on n screen which is 
perpendicu lar to the direction of the incidence beam at n distance of 0 .900 m from the 
slits. The distance across five hinge spaces is measured at 4.2 mm. 
State which one of the following alternatives A - D gives the wavelength of the light. 

A 	 130nm B 450nrn C 550nm D 650nm 

8 A parallel beam of monochromatic light is directed normally at a diffraction grating. The 
angle of diffraction of the first order beam was found to be 22°. 
State which one of the following alternatives A - D gives the number of transmitted 
beams including the zero order beam. 

A3 B5 C7 09 

9 1\vo particles X and Y at the same initial position accelerate uniformly from rest along 
a straight line. After l .Os, X is 0.20 m ahead of Y. Stale the separation of X and Y after 
2.0s from the start: 

A 	 0.40m B 0.80m C l.20m D l.60m 

• 




Further practice questions 

• 


10 	Two trolleys P and Q travelling in opposite directions at the same speed collide and move 
together after the collision in the direction in which P was originally travelling. 
State which one of the following statements about the collision is true. 

A The collision is elastic. 

B The mass or P is greater than the mass of Q. 

C The force exened by P on Q is greater than the force exerted by Q on P. 

O The change or momentum of Pis greater than the change of momentum of Q. 


11 	 A box of mass 111 slides down a slope at constant N 

velocity as shown in Figure 1. The slope is inclined at 
angle 8 to the horizontal. The diagram shows the frictional 
force F and the norma l reaction force N of the surface on 
the block. 
State which one or the following statements about forces A Figure 1 
F and N is true. 

A F = mg cos 0 B F =N sin 8 C F =N + mg D p2 =(1119)2 - N2 

12 	Two wires P and Q o f the same material have lengths Land 2L respectively and different 
diameters dr> and dq respectively. 
When the same force is applied to each wire, the extension of Pis 4 x the extension of Q. 

State which one of the following alternatives A-0 gives the ratio 3/-.

1 l 'I 


A 	 2J2 B J2 C J2 D 2J2 

13 	 Four re~istors or resistances 1.00, 2.0n, 3.0n, 2.on 
and 4.on are connected together as shown in 
figure 2 and a ba11ery is connected across the 

4.0nl.On 

If /

0 
is the ba11ery current and / 1 is the current in 


i.on resistor. 

3.onthe l .on resistor, state which one of the following 
T 

alternatives A- D gives the ra tio T. 	 A Figure2 
I 

A 	 0.1 B 0.5 c 1.5 D 10 

14 State which one of the following alternatives A-0 in figure 2 gives the ratio 

the power dissipated in the 1.0n resist.Or 
the power dissipated in the 3.0Q resistor 

A 	 3 B 9 c 27 0 81Q 

15 Two iden tical resiswrs X and Y arc connected in series with each o ther and a 3.0 V cell of 
negligible in ternal resis tance to form a potential divider. A third identica l resistor is then 
connected in parallel with X. 
State which one or the rollowing alternatives A-0 gives the pd acro~s Y. 

A 0.5 V B 1.0 V c 2.0 v 0 2.5 V 

16 A digital voltmeter connected across the terminals of a battery reads 4.50 V. When a 
21.0 Q resistor is connected across the battery terminals, the voltmeter reading decreases 

to 4.20V. 

State which one or the £ollowing alternatives A-0 gives the internal resistance or the cell. 


A 	 1.2 Q B 1.3 Q c 1.4 Q D 1.5 Q 

17 	A spherical planet P has a radius Rand uniform density p. The gravitational potential at 
the surface of P is v,. 
Another spherical planet Q has a radius 2R and uniform density 0.5p. State which one of 
the following alternatives A- 0 gives the gravitational potential at the surface of Q. 

A 	 2
1 

Vs B Vs C 2Vs 0 4V~ 

http:resist.Or


Further practice questions 

18 	A satellite of mass mis in a circular orbit at height 2R above the Earth's surface, where R is 
the radius of the Earth. 
State which one or the following alternatives A - 0 give' the ratio 

weight of the satellite in its orbit 

• 


weight of the satellite at the surface of the Earth 

I l 	 I IB 	 - c A 	 9 D 24 3 
19 Two small spheres carry equal and opposite charge~ +Q 

+Q M -Q
and -Q. The force between the spheres is F when the centres (±)------·------€)
of the spheres are at distanced apart. 	 I 

d 
State which one of the following alternatives A - 0 give:. 

the magnitude or the elenric field strength at the midpoint A Figure 3 

of their cent res. 


fl 	 2F 4F O BFA 	 - B cQ 	 Q Q Q 
20 	 A data logger was used to measure the potential difference across the terminals of a 

capacitor as it discharges through a 5.0 M.Q resistor. The measurements showed that the 
potentia l difference across the capacitor decreased from 5.00 V ro 2.75 Vin 300 s. 
State which of the following alternatives A - 0 gives the capacitance of rhe capacitor. 

A IOOµF B 135µF c 165µF 0 300µF 

21 Figure 4 shows a square coil ABCD that has been 
placed in a uniform horizontal magnetic field 

magnetic field coil 

D c 

A B 

such that the magnetic field lines are parallel 
to the plane of the coil and the sides AD and BC 
of the coil are vertical. The coil is then connected 
in series with a battery, a resistor, and an open switch. 

State which of the following alternatives A - 0 

describes correctly the effect on the coil when the 


current currentswitch is closed. in out
A Each side experiences a force. 

B Only <;ides AB and CD experience a force. .A Figure 4 

C Only the sides AD and BC experience a force. 

0 Opposite sides experience forces in opposite directions. 


22 	 An ac generator turns at a steady frequency or 25 Hz in a uniform 80mT magnetic field. 
This produces a sinusoidal pd wi th a peak output or 4.0 v. If the frequency is reduced tO 

20 Hz and the magnetic fl ux density is increased to I 00 mT, state the peak output pd. 

A 3.2 V B 4 .0V c 5.0 v D 6.3 V 

23 A radioactive nucleus ~X emits alpha, beta, and gamma part icles in the following 
sequence: 

alpha beta gamma 

State which of the following alternatives A - 0 represents the nucleus a1 the end or this 
sequence. 
A A-4x B A-4x c A-2x o A-ix 

Z-2 Z-1 	 Z-2 Z-1 

24 	Two radioactive isotopes X and Y have half-lives of 8.0 years and 16.0 years respectively 
and form stable products. Samples of X and Y are initially pure and contain equal numbers 

of nuclei. I · · r x 
h . h f I f II . I . A D . h . t 1e ac11v11y o fState w 1c o t 1e o owmg a ternauves - gives 1 e ratio . . f a ter

116 years. 	 11e ac11v11y o Y 

1 
B 	 c D 2A 	 4 2 
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25 	 When a ~II nucleus fuses with a ~H nucleus, a ~He is nucleus formed and a neutron is 
ejected. 
Masscs/ u: neutron 1.00867; ~H 2.01355; ~H 3.01550; ~He 4.00150 
1 u = 931.5MeV 
State which of the following alternatives A- D gives the binding energy released in this event. 

A 6.3 1\.kV B 17.6 MeV C 21.1 MeV 0 960 MeV 

In each of Questions 26 to 30, select from the list, A- 0 , state which relationship correctly 
describes the connection between y and x. 

A y is proportional to x2• 


B y is proportional ro JX. 

I 

C 	 y is proportional to - . x 
. . I Io 	 y is proporuona to xi . 

the speed of an object fal ling freely from rest distance fal len by the object26 
maximum kinetic energy of a freely oscillating object amplitude of the oscillations27 

perpendicular distance between28 energy stored by an parallel-plate capacitor 
the platesconnected to a battery 

distance from the sourceintensity of gamma radiation from a point source29 
distance between the protonselectric potential energy of two protons30 

Longer questions 
l Figure 5 shows a way to measure the mass of 

a lorry. The vehicle and its contents are driven 
onto a platform mounted on a spring. The 
platform is then made to oscillate vertically, 
and the mass is found from a measurement of 
the natural frequency of oscillation. 

platform 

spring 

(a) (i) State whether the period of oscillation 
increa~es, decreases, or remains 

unchanged when the amplitude of A Figure S 

oscillation of rhe platform is reduced. 


(ii) 	 The spring constant k of the supporting spring is increased to four times its 
original value. . . d.11State the value of the ration~; osc~l ation perw 

o osa at1on period 

(iii) The time period of oscillation is Twhen a lorry is on the platform. The spring 
constant of the spring is k. Show that the total mass M of lorry and platform is 

kT2 

given by M = 47t2 

(iv) 	A lorry and its contents have a total mass of 5300 kg. The spring constant of 
the supporting spring k is 1.9 x 105 Nm- 1• The frequency of oscillation of the 
platform with the lorry resting oo it is 0.91 Hz. 

Calculate the mass of the platform. 	 (7 marks) 

(b) 	 The driver is required to turn off the vehicle engine whilst the measurement 
is taking place. The driver of the lorry in part (a)(iv) fails to do this and slowly 
increases the frequency of vibration of his vehicle from 0.5 Hz to about 4 Hz whilst 
the measurement is in progress and the platform is free to move. Describe and 
explain how the amplitude and frequency of the platform vary as this frequency 
increa~e occurs. You should use a sketch graph to support your answer. (4 marks) 

AQA 2003 



Further practice questions 

2 A dish on a communications satellite is 

used to transmit a beam of microwaves of 

wavelength A.. The beam spreads with an 


A. 
angular width d' in radians. where dis 

the diameter of the dish. 

(a) 	 (i) Calculate the angular width, in 
A Figure 6degrees, of a beam of frequency 


1200 MHz transmitted using a dish of diameter 1.8 m. 

(ii) 	 Show that the beam has a width of 2100 km at a distance of 15 000 km from the 

sarellite. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Show that the speed. v, of a satellite in a circular orbit at height h above the 
Earth is given by 

{GM 
V= fR~ 

where R is the radius of the Earth and M is the mass of the Earth. 

(ii) 	 Calculate the speed and the time period of a sa1ell ite a t a height of l 5 000 km in a 
circular orbit about th e Earth. 

(iii) 	The satellite passes directly over a stationary receiver at the North Pole. Show 
that the beam moves at a speed of l .3 km s-1 across the Earth's surface and that 
the receiver can remain in contact with the satell ite for no more than 27 minures 
each orbit. (9 marks) 

AQA 2005 

3 	 Figure 7 shows a motor lifting a small mass. The energy required comes from 
a charged capacitor. 

motor on a base 
ftxed to bench 20000µF~ / 

- motor 
terminals 

bench 

A Figure 7 

The capacitor was charged to a potential difference of 4.5 V and then discharged 
through the motor. 

(a) 	 (i) The motor only operates when tbe voltage at its terminals is at least 2.5 V. 
Calcu late the energy delivered to the motor when the potentia l difference across 
the capacitor falls from 4.5 V to 2.5 V. 

(ii) 	 The motor lifted the mass through a distance of 0.35 m. Ca lculate the efficiency 
of the transfer of energy from the capacitor to gravitational potential energy of 
the mass. Give your answer as a percentage. 

(iii) Give two reasons why the transfer is inefficient. 	 (7 marks) 

(b) 	The motor operated for 1.3 s as the capacitor discharged [rom 4.5 V to 2.5 V. 
Calculate: 
(i) 	 the average useful power developed in lifting the mass, 
(ii) 	 the effective resistance or the mowr, assuming that it remained constant. (5 marks) 

AQA 2004 

4 (a) (i) 	 Explain why, despite the electrostatic repulsion between prorons, the nuclei of 
most atoms of low nucleon number arc stable. 

(ii) 	 Suggest why stable nuclei of higher nucleon number have greater numbers of 
neutrons than protons. 

• 
(iii) All nuclei have approximately the same density. State and explain what this 

suggests about the nature of the strong nuclear force. (6 marks) 

angular width 
of beam 

,,. axle 

0.015kgmass 
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(b) 	 (i) Compare 1he electrostatic repulsion and the gravitational auraction between a 
pair of protons the cemres of which are separated by 1.2 x I 0 1~ m. 

(ii) Comment on the relative roles of gravitational auraction and electrostatic 
repulsion in nuclear s1ructure. (5 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

5 	 (a) Figure 8 shows an arrangement used to investigate the energy stored by a capacitor. 

thermometer
S1 S2 

_rr~ 
9.0V : 0.25 F bundle of insulated 

- constantan wire 
with resista nce 8.5!2 

£.Figures 
The bund le ol constantan wire has a resistance of 8.5 Q. The capacitor is initia lly charged 
to a potential di ffercncc of 9 .0 v by dosing S1• 

(i) 	 Calcu late the charge stored by the 0.25 F capacitor. 
(ii) 	 Calcu la te the energy stored by the capacitor. 
(iii) 	 Switch S 1 is now opened and S2 is closed so that the capacitor discharges 

through the constantan wire. 
Calculate the time taken for the potential difference across the capacitor 
to fall to 0.1 O V. ( 7 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

(b) 	The volume of constantan wire in the bundle in Figure 8 is 2.2 x 10 7 m 3• 


density of comtantan = 8900 kgm-3 


specific heat capacity of constantan = 420Jkg- 1K- 1 


(i) 	 Assume that all the energy stored by the capacitor is used to raise the 
temperature of the wire. Use your answer to part (a)(ii) to calculate the expected 
temperature rise when the capacitor is discharged through the constantan wire. 

(ii) 	 Give two reasons why, in practice, the final temperawre will be lower than that 
calculated in pan (b)(i). (5 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

6 (a) 	 A 3.0 kW electric kettle hears 2.4 kg of water from 16 °C ro l 00 °C in 320s. 
(i) 	 Calculate the e lectrica l energy supplied to the kett le. 
(ii) 	 Calcu late the heat energy supplied to the water. 


specific heat capacity of water= 4200 J kg-1K- 1 


(iii) 	Give one reason why not all the electrical energy supplied to the keltlc is 
translerred 10 the wa1er. (4 marks) 

(b) 	 The pote n1ial difference supplied to the kettle in part (a) is 230 V. 
(i) 	 Calcu la te the resistance of the heating element of the kettle. 
(ii) 	 The hea ting clement consists or an insulated conductor of length 0.25 m and 

diameter 0.65 mm. Calculate the resistivity of the conductor. (5 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

7 (a) 	 (i) Stale three assumptions concerning the motion of the molecules in an idea l gas. 
(ii) 	 For an ideal gas at a temperature of 300K, show that the mean kinetic energy of 

a molecule is 6.2 x io-21 J. (5 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) When no current passes along a metal wire, conduction electrons move about in 
the wire like molecules in an ideal gas. 
Calculate the speed of an electron which has 6.2 x IO 21 J of kinetic energy. 

(ii) Describe the motion of conduction electrons in a wire when a pd is applied 
across the ends of the wire. (6 marks) 

AQA, 2007 
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8 (a) (i) 	 At the surface of a spherical planet of radius R, show that the gravitational 
potential, Vs, is related to the gravitational field of s trength, g~, by 

Vs =-BsR. 

(ii) 	 The gravitational field strength of the Moon at its surface is 1.6 Nkg 1• Show 
that the gravitational pote111ial energy of an oxygen molecule at the surface 
is-l.4x 10- 19 J. 
radius of the Moon = l 700km molar mass of oxygen= 0.032 kgmoJ - 1 

(5 marks) 

(b) 	 Oxygen gas at 400K is released on the surface of the Moon. 
(i) 	 Calculate the mean kinetic energy of an oxygen gas molecule at this temperature. 
(ii) 	 The maximum temperature of the surface of the Moon is about 400K. Use the 

data lrom part (a)(ii) and the results of your ca lculations to explain wh y some of 
the oxygen gas released at the Moon's surface wou ld escape in to space. 

(4 marks} 
AQA, 2005 

Dat a analysis questions 
Jn an impact investigation by 

two students, a mass hanger A 

suspended on a thread was displaced 

from its equilibrium position by a 

certain distance and released so it 

collided with a ball B suspended 

on a thread. A horizontal metre 

ruler fixed in a clamp (not shown) 

was used to measure the horizontal 

displacements xA and x8 of each 

thread from its equilibrium position 

at the level of the metre ruler, as A 

shown in the diagram. The vertical 

distance, d, of the ruler below 
 B 

xA 

' 
dl 

' ' ' ' ' ' 

fixed support 

horizontal 
metre rule 

- ... 

the upper end of the threads was A Figure g 
measured. 
The measurement of x8 was repeated wi thout 
changing xA and d for differem additional masses added 
to 1he mass hanger. 

(a) 	 The measurements shown in Table l were made 
in preliminary tests using a total mass m for the 
mass of the hanger and the additional mass. 
The students decided to make fu rther measuremen ts 
between 0.100 and 0.200kg and above 0.300kg. 
Why do you think they made this decision? 

(b) 	 Table 2 shows all their measurements. 

...- rable2 

T Table 1 

m/kg x
8
/mm 

0.100 60 62 

0.200 77 75 

0.300 80 78 

(4 marks) 

m/kg x8/mm x/ mm 

0.100 60 62 58 58 60 

0.120 67 68 68 65 62 

0.150 68 73 70 68 70 

0.200 77 75 78 71 76 

0.300 80 78 79 80 80 

0.600 86 85 88 85 88 

<x8>/mm 

59.6 

66.0 

69.8 

75.4 

79.4 

81" 

8.47 

9.37 

9.90 

10.67 

11.22 



Further practice questions 

• 


d = 400 mm, x" = 60 mm 
The maximum angular displacement 8 of the thread Crom equilibrium can be 
calculated using the equation tan 8 = <.x >/d, where <.x > is the mean value or x8 .8 8 
This has been done in Table 2 for all the rows except the last one. 

Copy and complete Table 2 by calculating <.x8> and 8 form= 0.600 kg. (2 marks) 

(c) (i) By considering the energy changes of B after the impact, show its velocity V 
immediately after the impact is given by V = ..j(2gh) where h is B's maximum 
height gain from its equilibrium position. (2 marks) 

(ii) The height gain h can be calculated using the trigonometry formula 
h =/( I - cos 8) where I is the distance along the thread from the point of 
suspension of the ball to its centre. This distance was measured to be 575 mm. 
For each mass 111, Table 3 shows the results of these calculations except for 
the last row. Copy the table and complete this last row. The last 2 columns 
are for the next question. 

YTable 3 

0.100 8.47 6.27 0.351 

0.120 9.37 7.67 0.388 

0.150 9.90 8.56 0.410 

0.200 10.67 9.95 0.442 

0.300 11.22 11.00 0.465 

0.600 (2 marks) 

(d) 	The SLUdelllS round a theoretical analysis or the impact which gave the following 
equation relating V and m: 

I 	 kM
-=-+kv 111 


where Mis the mass of the ball and k is a constant. 


(i) 	 Plot a suitable graph to sec if this relationship is correct. Show the results of any 
further calculations you carry out in the last two columns of your own Table 3. 

(ii) 	 Using your graph or otherwise, determine values fork and M. (9 marks) 

(e) 	 (i) What conclusions do you draw from the graph? 
(ii) 	 Use your results to evaluate your conclusions. (3 marks) 

Extension question 
The theoretical analysis is based on the diagram below in wh ich an object (A ) o f mass m 
moving a t velocity vcollicles with a stationary object (B ) of mass M. After the impact, the 
two objects move apart at velocities v and Vin the same direction as A's initial direction. 

i) before 	 ii) after 
m M 	 m M ______.. 	 ______..0 

ob1ect A moving object B object A moving ob1ect Bmoving 
at velocity u at rest at velocity v at velocity V 

.t. Figure 10 

The theoretical analysis assumed that the velocity of B relative to A after the collision 
( V - v) = eu, where e is a constant that depends on the two objects. 

(f) 	 Combine the equation above with the equation representing conservation 
of momentum to derive the theoretical equation given in question 3 

I 
where k = ( 1 + e)u (5 marks) 



Section 9, Chapter 28.1 

Option A-Astrophysics 

Chapters in this 
section: 
1 Telescopes 

2 Surveying the stars 

3 Cosmology 

Introduction 
This option is one of the five optional sections in the AQA A Level 
Physics specification. Full course notes and lurther resources can be 
found online on Kerboodle. 

In this option, you will apply fundamental physical principles to 

astronomical observations and measurements of objects in space. The 
option starts by considering the optica l principles of telescopes used 
by astronomers and how they arc designed. 111 Chapter I, you will 
learn how refracting and reflecting telescopes arc designed and what 
is meant by terms such as magnifying power and resolving power. 
In addition, you will gain an awareness of how telescope design has 
developed from the first simple rcfrat1ing tcle~copes invented centuries 
ago, to modem telescopes, such a~ the Hubble telescope, that have 
extended our knowledge and understanding of the Universe enormously. 

In chapter 2, you will discover how accurate observations and 
measurements have been used to develop our current astronomical 
knowledge about stars and galaxies. You will learn what is meant by 
the absolute magnitude of a star and how the temperature, radius and 
ocher properties of stars have been decermined. You will discover how 
astronomers classify stars according to their absolute magnitude and 
temperature, and how different classes of stars form, evolve, and die. 

In the final chapter. you will learn about how astronomers such 
as Edwin Hubble in the early 20th century deduced from their 
observations that the distant galaxies arc moving away from each 
other, and why astronomers now believe the expansion of the 
Universe is accelerating. The cause of this accelera tion remains unclear 
at present and astronomers think a mysterious form of energy, known 
as 'dark energy', is at work . You will also learn about the search for 
'exoplanets'-planets in orbit around stars beyond the Sun, and the 
use of telescopes designed to detect infrn-red radiation. 

Working scientifically 
Astrophysics is about how astronomical mcac;urcmcnts arc made 
and used to develop our knowledge of astronomical objects. In this 
option, you will develop your awareness of how ac;tronomcrs use 
physics to learn about the Universe. For example, how astronomers 
u~e measurements of very small angles in working out the distance 
to a star, or how they use wavelength and intensity mca'>urcmcnts of 
starlight to deduce the properties of stars, -.uch as '>urfacc temperature 
and power output. You will abo learn how astronomers have built 
on such knowledge to classify stars, and how the study of Cepheid 
variables led to the discovery that stars arc concentrated in galaxies 



vast distances apart. New and better telescopes enabled astronomers 
to study the light from individual stars in galaxies. Applying the 
laws of physics to these observations, astronomers have made 
many discoveries about galaxies, including galactic collisions and 
supermassive black holes. 

, 
What you already know 

Prom your A Level studies on electromagnetic radiation, yo u shou ld know that: 

0 for a photon of frequency f, its energy E =hf 

0 an atom emi1s a photon of light when an electron in the atom moves to a lower 
energy level 

0 the electromagnetic spectrum has a continuous range of wavelengths, from less 
than JO 15m (gamma radiation) to more than IOOOm (radio waves). 

0 for dilfraction to occur when waves pass through a gap, the gap width needs to 
be comparable with the wavelength of the waves. 

From your A Level studies on energy and matter, you should know that: 

0 the density p of a substance is its mass per unit volume 

0 temperawre (K) = temperature (°C) + 273 

0 the mean kinetic energy of an atom in a gas is proportional to the temperature 
of the gas in kelvins 

0 the higher the 1emperature of an object, the more energy per second it emits as 
infrared rad iation and light 

0 the spectrum of light. 

• from a hot object is a continuous spectrum 

• from a glowing gas is a line emission spectrum 

• from a star is a line absorption spectrum. 



1.1 

Section 9 Summary 

Reflecting telescope ---i CCD v Eye 
Converging lensesCassegrain telescope 	 I • quantum efficiency 

• objective is a parabolic concave mirror 
• ray diagram 
Comparison with refractors 
• spherical aberrahon less, as parabolic 
• no chromahc aberration by objective 
• shorter and easier to turn for same angular 

magnification 
• ob1ec1tve can be made much wider so greater 

collecting power and resolution 
BUT support frames and secondary mirrors 
block light 

1.3 

Star measurements 
paralla)( angle= \.?angular shift over 6 months 
distance di parsecs l/parallax angle in arc 
seconds 
1 parsec= 3.26 light years = 206000 A.U. 
apparent magnitude m= measure of received 
light intensity 
absolute magnitude M - apparent mag 
at 10 pc M = m - 5 log (d/ 10) 

! 	 2.1 

Classification 
Spectra class OBAFGKM 
• according to temperature T 
• ). max T= 0.0029 m K gives T 
• Balmer hnes due to H aloms in 0, B, A stars 
Energy/sec emitted P= uAT4 

• P/PsuN - (M/MsuNl115 

• 


I• Star surface area A - 4"R2 

RIRsuN can be deduced from above eq"5 

l 2.3 

Star evolution 
Protostar ~main seq star~ red giant 
• 1f low mass, white dwarf ~ invisible 
• 1f high mass, supergiant ~supernova -+ 

neutron star -+ black hole 1r M > 3MsuN 

~~:~~l=s~~e~:a~~r~~l~sR> 2~2M 
2.4 

,____ _ focal length 
- CCD"' 70%, Eye .. 1-2% ray diagrams

• wavelength sens1bv1ty 

CCD 100 l lOOnm, 

Eye 350-650 nm 


• CCD images stored and 

processed 
 Refracting telescope 

norma ad1ustment 
1.5 	 ray diagram 

angular magnification
Resolving power

..._______J 	 --- ~ICL=~lfe
wide objective diameter length in na =lo + fa~ D= less diffraction collecting power°" diam2 
min ang resolu tion 

8/rad ::)./ D 
211: rad = 360° 

Non-optical telescopes 
1.4 Atmosphere 

I, absorption vs wavelength J 
L Telescopes • optical and radio window1----....... 


Radio telescopes - Sun, 
Jupiter, galaxies, quasars. 
pulsars

jAstrophysics l 	 Satellite-based telescopes 
IR: cool stars, space dust 
UV: hot gas, hot comets, 
supernovae, quasars 
X-ray and gamma:r=c-i supernovae, gamma bursts 

Stars Cosmology l 	 1.5/2 4 

H·R diagram 
y = M from+15 up to -10 
x = TIK, 50k to 2.5k 

OBAFGKM 
I (x, y) location of ;· 

For 2 stars, P1/P2 =R1'2T1
4tRlT2

4 !......-+! Sun = {+5, G) 
red giants = (.,0 to -5, G·Ml 
white dwarfs 

= (+15 to +10, B Fl 
main sequence band 

= (-10, Bl to (+15, Ml 

2.3 

Quasars 
• discovery as bnghl sources 

with large red shifts 
• active gala)(ies with a 

supermassive black hole 
at the centre 

3.3 

v Doppler shift 
i:l.A = c .l for v << c 
radio and optical shifts 
• spectroscopic binary stars 
• galaxies 

Galaxies 
Red sh1fls from distant galaxies 
indicate they are all receding at 
speeds vgiven by 
Hubble's Law: v = H d 
Unit or H kms-1Mpc-1 

----~ 

Expansion of Universe 
Big Bang theory explanation or Hubble's Law supported 
by CMBR and H/He raho. 
Acceleration of expansion discovered from type 1 
supernova m distant galaxies 
Dark energy hypothesised 

1.2 

3.1 

3.2 

3.2 



Section 9 Astrophysics 

, 
In this option, you can reinforce skills that you developed in the compulsory topics in your 

A Level Physics course. By studying this option, you will strengthen your competence in the 

practical and mathematical skills listed below. In addition, you will develop your data analysis 

skills by interpreting and analysing astronomical data presented in tables and graphs. The 

extension task is intended to boost your skills ofwritten communication, and also lets you work 

within a group by creating presentations on different topics. 

, 
Practical skills 
In this option you meet the following skills: 

• 	 use of distance scales to measure 

distances (e.g. measurement of 

focal length) 

• 	 safe and correct use of electrical 

equipment in experiments (e.g. light 

sources) 

• 	 Use of optical equipment safely and 

correctly in experiments [e.g. estimates 

of magnifying power) . 

r 

Maths skills 
In this option you meetthe following skills: 

• 	 use of the radian and its conversion to 

and from degrees (e.g. angular resolution 

calculations) 

• 	 use of the small angle approximation in 

calculations of astronomical distances 

• 	 calculation of a mean from a set of 

repeat readings (e.g. measurement of 

focal length) 

• 	 interpret graphs in terms of relevant 

physics variables (e.g. the Hertzsprung

Russell diagram) 

• 	 use of a calculator or a spreadsheet to 

carry out calculations using data and 

appropriate formu lae, expressing answers 

to an appropriate number of significant 

figures and with appropriate units. 

• 	 use of base 10 logarithms in magnitude

distance ca lculations 

• 	 use of the inverse square law in relation 

to intensity variation with distance. 

, 
observed, its limitations and what it may be Extension task 
used for in astronomy. Make a presentation of 

Make a chart of the key features of one type 
your findings to present to the class. 

of astronomical telescope, including its 


basic design, how it works, how the image is 


----• 




Section 9, Chapter 28.2 

Option B-Medical physics 

Chapters in this 
section: 
1 Physics of the eye 

2 Physics of the ear 

3 Biological measurement 

4 Non-ionising imaging 

5 X-ray imaging 

6 Radionuclide imaging 
and therapy 

... ~ 

Introduction 
This option is one of the five optional sections in the AQA A Level 
Physics specification. Full course notes and further resources can be 
[ound online on Kerboodle. 

Tn this option, you will extend your physics knowledge to human 
health by smdying some or the applications of physical plinciplcs and 
techniques used in diagnos ing and correcting disorders. In Chapter l, 
you will learn about the optics or the eye and how common sight 
disorders such as short sight and long sight arc corrected using suitable 
lenses. Jn the next chapter, you will learn how the vibrations caused 
by sound waves entering the ear arc detected by the inner car, and 
how the human ear responds to sound waves of dirferent frequencies. 
Tn addition, you will learn about the decibel scale, used to measure 
the intensity of sound waves, and how it applies to hearing loss. 

Chaprer 3 provides background information about nerve cells before 
moving on ro study how electrocardiogram (ECG) devices work 
and what causes rhe ECG signals they detecr. In chaprers 4 and 5, you 
will learn how medical physicists use radiation ro obrain images of 
organs inside the body. Chapter 4 considers imaging rechniques using 
non-ionising radiation - namely ultrasound imaging, endoscope 
imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging. 

In chapter 5, you will learn in depth about how X-rays arc used to 
produce images of organs and structures inside the body. You will also 
learn about the devices used and measures taken to produce clear 
X-ray images without unnecessary exposure or ionising radiation to 
patients and radiographers. In the final chapter, you will extend your 
knowledge of X-rays and radioactive isotopes to ga in an understanding 
of how high-energy ionising radiation is used 10 treat disorders. 

Working Scientifically 
Advances in medical physics often l'ollow from new discoveries and 
developments. The first medical X-ray images were made soon after 
the discovery of X-rays in the late 19th century by Wilhelm Rontgen. 
Improvements in photography enabled docwrs to c;cc clear images of 
broken bones and other disorders in the human body. 

Since the discovery of X-rays, medical docrors and medical physicists 
have always worked together to improve the devices they use and to 
develop new devices and materials. Improvements in optical materials 
have led ro contact lenses and thinner spectacle lenses used for sight 
corrections. Advances in electronics have led 10 smaller devices used 
to remedy hearing and heart defects. Be11cr imaging techniques 
have become possible following the discovery of materials - such 



as piezoelectric materials used in ultrasound imaging, flexible and 
transpare nt materials used in endoscopes, and superconducting coils 
used in magnetic resonance imaging. 

Combined with adva nces in electronics and the use of computers 
to process and display signals, these and other imaging techniques 
can give medica l doctors vita l information necessary to diagnose and 
treat internal disorders. Where treatment using ionising radiation is 
necessary, detailed images enable a narrow beam of radia tion to be 
focused on at the site of the disorder. 

What you already know 

Prom your A Level swdies on light, you should know that: 

0 a real image is an image that can be formed on a screen 

0 a virtual image is an image formed where light appears to originate from 

0 for a light ray 

• reflected at a mirror, the angle of incidence = the angle of reflection 

• refracted al a plane boundary between two substances. 11, sin e, = "2 sin 82 
11 

• refracted along a plane boundary, sin c = i. 
111 

From your A Level studies on sound, you should know that: 

0 intensity is energy per second per unit area incident on a surface 

Q ultrasound is sound of frequency greater than 20 kHz. 

Frorn your A Level studies on e lectromagnetic radiation, you should know tha r: 

0 for a photon of frequency f, its energy E = hf 

0 an atom em its a photon of light when an elecrron in the atom moves 10 a lower 
energy level 

0 the electromagnetic spectrum has a continuous range of wavelengths from less 
than 10 15 m (gamma radiation) to more than IOOOm (rad io waves) 

0 for diffraction to occur when waves pass through a gap, the gap width needs to 

be comparable with rhe wavelength. 

From your A level studies on magneric fields, you should know that: 

0 a uniform magnetic field exists in a solenoid when there is a currelll in the 
solenoid 

Q the unit of magnetic flux density is the tesla (T). 



Section 9 Summary 


Defects of vision Inside the eye 

near point and far point of a normal eye Cornea. eye lens, ciliary muscles. ins 

uncorrected and corrected diagrams for retina: rods and cones, location on retina 


sensitivity to 1ntens1ty and wavelength• myopia (short-sight) 
• hypermetrop1a (long-sight) 
calculations using the lens formula 
astigmatism 

lenses 
converging and diverging 
focal length f 
lens power in dioptres 

= ! /focal length 1n m 
ray diagrams 
real and virtual images 

1.2 

The MR scanner 
Strong magnetic field 
makes H nuclei precess 
Radio waves 
• exci te nuclei 
• detected when nuclei 
de-excite 

Second magnetic held 
systematically alters 
location of excitation 
Tissue d1scnm1nation 
due to de-excitation rate 
of signal decay 

4.3 

Ultrasound 
Ultrasonic probe 
• transducer structure 
• pulse production 
• frequency range 
Scans 

A-scan + CRO 
B-scan + 20 display 

j 
4.1 

Ultrasonic waves 
acoustic impedance 

l=pC 
reflection coefficient 

!!_ =(Z2-Z1) 
lo Z2+Z1 

• probe/skin: use of gel 
• internal boundaries 

4.1 

• 


1.3 

-- Physics of the eye 

lens formula 

l-l+ l
f - u v 

Real is positive 
1.2 

Endoscopy 
optical fibres: 

Tl R, critical angle, 
n1sin 8 1 =~sin82 
core-cladding n1> ~ 

endoscope structure 
and use 

4.2 

CT scanner 

X-ray lube moved 


round patient 

Signals from ring 


of detectors 

processed 


to give 20 image 

3D oblained by 

moving patient 

lhrough ring 


5.3 

1.1 

Inside the ear 
• structure 
• how v1brat1ons due to sound 

wavesreachthe1nnerear 

2.1 

Physics of the ear 

INon-ionising I . f"Medical ECG 
radiation j~sics signals 

r 


Radioactive 
isotopes 

X-ray tubes 
Contmuous spectrum with max 
photon energy = eV; lines at spec1hc 
wavelengths 
Imaging: 30-l OOkV. rotating anode 
tungsten target: lead beam 
definers: aluminium filter to remove 
low energy photons 
Therapy: 
X-ray tubes to 300kV to treat 
disorders at or near surface 
MeV X-rays from electron 
accelerators 

5.1. 6.2 

X-ray imaging detectors 

Frequency response 
Norma1 range 20Hz-18kHz 
Equal loudness curves 
Hearing loss curves 
• Ageing 
• Industrial 

l 2.3 

Decibel scale 
dB= 10 log (f) 
Threshold intensity = 
10 12 wm-2 at 1 kHz 

2.2 

ECG machine 
amplifier characteristics 
• voltage gain ~ 1000 
• high input impedance 
• even frequency response 

(to .. 20 Hz) 
• low noise 

ECG signals 
81opotent1als 
Surface detection of 
changes of heart potential 
Voltage/ltme trace 
• PQRST features 
• hnk to action of the heart 

LProduction and uses 
Production 
Neutron irradiation 
Technetium generator 
Uses 
Radioactive tracers 
a and J3-em1tting implants 
Gamma therapy 
Theory 
Biological half-hie 
Cffective half-hie 

Intensifying screen, Image intensifiers, FTP detectors 

Image enhancement 
• lead collimator grid 
• contrast medium 
• aluminium filter to remove 

low energy photons 

5.3 

5.3 

X-rays and matter 
attenuation I= /0e 11x 

mass attenuation coefrtc1ent 11 m =*. 
half-value thickness X112 =(In 2)/µ 
bone/tissue absorb photons < 30 keV 
same: 30-100 keV bone absorbs 
more than tissue 

3.2 

3.1/3.2 



Section 9 Medical physics 

, "I 

In this option, you can reinforce skills that you developed in the compulsory topics in your 
ALevel Physics course. By studying this option, you will strengthen your competence in the practical 
and mathematical skills listed below. In addition, you will use measurement data and evaluate 
results in medical and health contexts. The extension task is intended to boost your skills of written 
communication, and also lets you work within a group by creating presentations on differenttopics. 

~ 

, 
Practical skills 
In this option you meet the following skills: 

• 	 use of distance scales to measure 
distances (e.g. measurement of focal 
length) 

• 	 use of optical and electrical equipment 
safely and correctly in experiments (e.g. 
light sources, total internal reflection) 

~ 

• 	 use of a signal generator and a 
loudspeaker to produce sound waves 

• 	 use of an oscilloscope to display and 
measure waveforms (e.g. sound waves). 

~ 

Maths skills 
In this option you meet the following skills: 

• 	 use of the radian and its conversion to 
and from degrees (e.g. angular resolution) 

• 	 calculation of a mean from a set of repeat 

readings (e.g. lens measurements) 

• 	 interpret graphs in terms of relevant 

physics variables (e.g. frequency 
response of the ear) or relevant changes 

(e.g. ECG traces) 
"" 

~ 

• 	 use of sines and cosines (e.g. in refraction 
calculations) 

• 	 use of base 10 logarithms (e.g. the 
decibel scale) and natural logarithms 
(e.g. in the absorption of X-rays) 

• 	 use of a calculator or a spreadsheet to 
carry out calculations using data and 
appropriate formulae, expressing answers 
to an appropriate number of significant 
figures and with appropriate units. 

~ 

, "' 

outline of the main features of the system, Extension task 
including radiation hazards and how they

Make a chart of a medical imaging system 
are minimised. Make a presentation of your 

you have studied. In your chart, include the 
findings for your class. 

type of radiation used in the system and an 
"" 	 ~ 

• 




Section 9, Chapter 28.3 

Option C-Engineering physics 

Chapters in this 
section: 
1 Rotational dynamics 

2 Thermodynamics 

Introduction 
This option is one of the five opcional sections in the AQA A Level 
Physics specification. Full course notes and lunher resources can be 
found online on Kerboodle. 

In this option, you will apply fundamental physical principles to two 
important areas of engineering-rota ting machinery and engines. 
In chapter 1, you will learn about 1he dynamics of rotating objects, 
including calcu lations of angular acceleration and moment of 
inertia. In addition, you will learn how 1ltc kinetic energy of a 
rotating object depends on its axb of rota1ion and its moment of 
inertia about that axis. Also, you will gain an understanding of why 
moment of inertia is a key consideration in 1hc design of rotating 
objects such as flywheels, gear wheels, washing machines, and many 
other everyday objects. In the final part of this charter, you will learn 
through practical example~ what i~ meant by angular momemum, and 
what is meant by conservation of angular momentum. 

ln chapter 2, the focus of the option moves on to an in-depth study 
of thermodynamics, before applying 1he laws of thermodynamics to 
energy transfer by heat engines and by heat pumps. ln studying the 
first law of thermodynamics, you will gain a deeper awareness of the 
principle of conservation of energy, and how it applies to devices 
designed to do work or to transfer energy by heating. In addition, 
you will develop your understanding of ideal gases, in particular how 
the internal energy of an ideal gas changes when it does work or when 
it is heated. Such understanding is important when you move on 
to study the thermodynamics ol heat engines such as petrol engines 
and diesel engines. Jn these srudi es, you wi ll learn about the second 
law of thermodynamics and apply it 10 heat engines to understand 
why the efficiency of a heat engine is much less than 100%. The final 
part of this chapter looks at the genera l principles of heat pumps and 
refrigerators and what is meant by the coefficient of performance of 
these devices. 

Working Scientifically 
In this option, you will gain an appreciation of how physicists and 
engineers apply physics principles and 1-nowledge of rotational 
dynamics and thermodynamics to machines, engines, heat pumps, and 
refrigerators. The principles and knowledge developed here build on 
mechanics and gases studied earlier in this course. Design engineers 
use the principles of physics to understand how their designs will work 
out in practice. For example, they might rest how engine efficiency is 
affected by the temperature of the surroundings. 



Physicists often make discoveries that wrn out to have unexpected 
applications in e ngineering and other areas. For example, the 
discovery of materials that are superconductors at temperatures below 
77 K, the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, led to the very powerful 
electromagnets used in brain scanners. Physicists and engineers often 
apply scientific developments in diverse contexts to invent new 
devices or improve exist ing ones. 

Much of the work in this option builds on and develops your 
mathematical skills. In addition, in this option you will develop 
additional skills that engineers and physicists need, such as the ability 
to explain praclical contexts in terms of relevant physical principles, 
and to interpret the results of calculations in terms of the context from 
which the data is derived. 

What you already know 

From you r A Level studies on mecha nics and circular motion, you should 
know that: 

0 fo r a n object moving in a circular path, its angular speed is its angula r 
displacement per second 

0 the moment of a fo rce F about a point = Fd where d is the perpendicula r 
d ista nce from the point to the line of action of F 

0 for a n object of mass /11 moving at ve locity v, its kinetic energy= ~ mv2 a nd 
its momentum = mv 

0 the work done by a force F = Fd where dis the distance moved by the fo rce in 
the direction of the force. 

work done0 power = . .
time taken 

From your A Level studies on thermal physics, you should know that: 

0 the inte rna l energy of a n object is the sum of the random distribution of the 
kinetic and pote ntial ene rgies of the particles 

0 tempera ture (kelvins) = temperawre (°C) + 273 

0 e nergy tra nsfe r due to heating is given by Q = mct1T 

0 the pressure on a surface = force per unit area acting norm ally on the surface 

0 for a n ideal gas pV = nRT 
useful energy transferred 0 the efficiency or a machine = x 100%. 

energy supplied 



Section 9 Summary 

Angular motion 
angular speed w= 2nf 

.-----------------.angulardisplacement 68 - wilt 

Equations for constant 
an11ular acceleration 

w= Wo +at 
8 =Y.! (w +Wolf 
8 =w.,t + Y.! at~ 
w2=wl+ 2a8 

l 1.1 

Graphs 
fJ against I: gradient - w 
ai against I: gradient = a 

area = AO 
torque Tagainst t: area = A (Iw) 

torque against () : area= work done 
torque against w: area = power

t 1.1 

Energy and power 
work done = T8 
rotational k.e. = Y.! Jw2 
pcwer =Tw 

1.3 

i 
1st law of thermodynamics 

Q= AU+ W 
Q= heat transfer 111to the system 
AU= change of internal energy 
w= work done by the system 

For an Adiabatic change Q 0

! 


angular acceleration a= ~f 

1.1 

Rotational 
dynamics 

Chl 

Moment of Inertia I 
I = r.mr2 

________ where m1 is the mass 
of each point and r1 1s 
its perpendicular distance 
from the axis of rotation 

Conservation of I 
angular momentum 

When two or more objects 
interact and there is no 
resultant torque 

' initial angular momentum 

=final angular momentum 

1.2 

I 

Units 
angular displacement AO/rad 
angular speed wfrad s-1 

angular acceleration/rad s-2 

torque/Nm 
moment of inertia/kg m2 
angular momentum/kg m2 s 1 

(or N m s) 

i Ch 1 

Torque T 

T- Fr 


where r is the 

perpendicular distance 
from the axis to the line 
of action of the force. 

Angular momentum 


angular momentum = lw 

+-- t T- t f h f I t - 6(/w) orque - ra e o c ange o angu ar momen um - M 

angular impulse Tti.I= change of angular momentum 

1.2 1.2 

Thermodynamics 

I Ch2 

l 
2nd law of thermodynamics 

Heat transfer from a high temperature source can never produce 
an equal amount of work. 

2.3 

Heat engines 
A heat engine does work as a result of energy transfer from a 

2.1, 2.2 
Net work done per cycle W= O.. - Oc = area of pV loop 

Thermodynamics of ideal 11ases Indicated power= Wx no. of cycles per sec x no. of cylinders 
Internal energy - ~ nRT Input power= fuel calorific value x fuel flow ra le 
workdone = PAV Thermal efficiency = QW = indicated powerfinpul power (x 100%)
For an adiabatic change, pVY =constant H 

i 
Mechanical efficiency= brake power/indicated power (x 100%) 
Overall efficiency= brake power/input power (x 100%) 

For an isothermal change, AT= 0 

2.2 =thermal efficiency x mechanical efficiency (x 100%) 
p-V diagrams ! 2.3

For a change between two points. 
work done W =area under line Reversible heat en11ine 

3 has the maximum possible efficiencyAU= nR AT
2 0i.-t THFor a closed cycle, 

ac=Tc T, - T.net work done = area of loop 

• 


6U-O 

2.2 

high-temperature source to a low-tempera ture sink. 

Efficiency=T 

2.4 

_f t 
Refrigerators 

Work done to transfer energy from 
the cold space 

Oc Oc
C.0.P=w=~ 

Heat pumps 
Work done to transfer energy to the hot space 

0.. QH 
C.O.P = W =QH-Oc 
Coetlicient of performance 

1.2 



Section 9 Engineering physics 

, 
In this option, you can reinforce skills that you developed in the compulsory topics in your 

A Level Physics course. By studying this option, you will strengthen your competence in the 

practical and mathematical skills listed below. In addition, you will develop a deep insight into 

the application of mathematical knowledge gained in this option to a range of engineering 

contexts associated with rotational dynamics and thermodynamics. The extension task is 

intended to boost your skills ofwritten communication, and also lets you work within a group 

by creating presentations on different topics. 

, 
Practical skills 
In this option you meet the following ski lls: 

• 	 use ofa stopwatch or stopclock to measure 

the period of rotation ofa rotating object 

• 	 use of metre rules and vernier callipers 

to measure distances [e.g. diameters of 

shafts and wheels) 

• 	 use of thermometers or temperature 

sensors connected safely and accurately 

to a data logger, in demonstrations and 

experiments involving heating or cooling 

[e.g. work done on a gas) 

• 	 use of equipment safely and correctly 

[e.g. in the measurement of the moment 

of inertia of a flywheel) 

• 	 use of a manometer and a pressure gauge 

to measure the pressure of a gas [e.g. in 

an adiabatic change). 

Maths skills 
In this option you meet the following skills: 

• 	 use of the radian and its conversion 

to and from degrees [e.g. angular 

displacement ca lcu lations) 

• 	 calculation of a mean from a set of repeat 

readings [e.g. time period of a rotat ing 

object) 

• 	 interpret graphs in terms of relevant 

physics variables [e.g. pressure-volume 

changes for an ideal gas) 

• 	 interpret diagrams such as heat engines 

in terms ofwork done and energy 

transfers 

• 	 use a calculator or a spreadsheet to 

carry out calcu lations using data and 

appropriate formulae, expressing answers 

to an appropriate number of significant 

figures and with appropriate units 

• 	 use appropriate formulae and 

experimental data from experiments 

[e.g. moment of inertia of a flywheel). 

, 
Extension task 
Use the internet to find out more about an 

application ofa device you have studied 

in this option. For example, you cou ld find 

out more about flywheels used for energy 

storage. Or you could find out about the 

principles of operation of a heat pump or heat 

engine, such as a diesel engine or a petrol 

engine. Make a presentation of your findings 

to give to your class. 

--• 




Section 9, Chapter 28.4 

Option D-Turning points in physics 

Chapters in this 
section: 
1 The discovery of the 

electron 

2 Wave particle duality 

3 Special relativity 

Introduction 
In this option you will study some of 1he key developments in physics 
in order to gain a deeper understanding of important concepts, and a 
greater awareness of the role of experiments in the development of 
the subject. 

In the first chapter, you will learn how 1he e lectron was discovered 
and how its properties, such as cha rge and mass, were determined. 
The experiments studied in this pan of 1hc course wil l build on your 
knowledge of the motion of charged panicles in electric and magnetic 
fields . You will learn how physici~ts measured the specific charge of 
the electron and the value of e, and how they determined that charge 
only exists in integral multiples of e. 

The second chapter develops wave-p a rticle duality over several 
centuries, starting with conflicting 1heories of light from Newton 
and Huygens. Ir explains how experiments, further theories, and 
conceptual shifts led to the photon theory of light. The dual wave
parcicle nature of matter parricles is 1hen ex1ended into de Broglie's 
hypothesis and a study of how electron microscopes work. 

In the final chapter, you will learn abou1 Einstein's theory of special 
relativity and its implications in relation w our understanding of the 
link between space and time, and the link between mass and energy. You 
will learn about time dilation, length contraction, and relativistic mass, as 
well as experimental evidence for the theory of special relativity. 

Jn this option you will learn about the importance of these discoveries 
in the development of technology. The e lectron ics in dustry was born 
from the discovery of the electron. Quantum theory underpins 
modern optoelectronic devices such as the CCD camera and 
photodiodes as well as electron microscopes. The equation E = mc2 
from the theory of special relativity provides I he key to understanding 
nuclear energy and how nuclear reactors work. By studying this 
option, you will gain a deeper understanding of physics and a real 
insight into how physics underpins technology. 

Working scientifically 
In this option. each chapter tells a different story about the link 
between experiments and theory in physics. In the first chapter, the 
in1portanr experimemal disco\'eries made about electrons and other 
charged particles Jed to dilferent models ol the atom and on to the 
establishment of the nuclear model of the atom. 

The second chapter shows how experiments were vital in confirming, 
rejecting, or developing important theories. Young's double slits 
experiment and Fizeau's measurement of the ~peed of light established 



the wave theory of light, which was later called into question by 
che discoveries on photoelectricity, and then replaced by Einstein's 
revolutionary photon theory of light. Einstein's idea that a photon 
is a wave packel of energy F. = hf led de Broglie to put forward the 
hypothesis, subsequently verified by experiment that matter particles 

have a wave-like nawrc and a wavelength = ..!!._.
' mv 

In the third chapter, an imponant physical concept, the idea of 
absolute motion, was cha llenged by experimenters in a different way 
when the Michelson-Morley experiment was unable to detect absolute 
motion. In establishing his theory of special relativity, Einstein 
assumed that all mo1ion is relative and he developed equations that 
predicted effects -;uch as relativistic mass and time dilation, since 
con finned by experiment. 

What you already know 

From your previous A Level srudies, you should know that: 

0 the force on an electron in an electric field of strength E =eE 

0 the force on an electron moving at speed v in a magnetic field of flux density B 
is given by F = Bev 

0 the direction of the force on an electron moving in a magnetic field is a1 right 
angles to the motion 

0 the kinetic energy of an electron accelerated from rest through a pd V = eV 

0 s~n i = constant for a light ray refracted at a boundary 
s in r 

0 Young's fringes are due interference of light waves from the two slits, which 
causes reinforcement at the bright fringes and cancellation at the da rk fringes 

0 the electromagnetic spectrum has a continuous range of wavelengths, from less 
than 10- 15 rn (gamma radiation) to more than lOOOm (radio waves) 

0 wave speed =frequency x wavelength 

0 for a photon of frequency f, its energy E = hf 

0 the maximum kinetic energy of an emitted phoroelecrron = hf- ~ 

0 the de Broglie wavelength of a matter particle =...!!.._. 
mv 



1.2 

Section 9 Summary 
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Discharge tube 
• ionisation by 

electric field 
• positive ions and 

electrons recombine 
• emissiOn of light 

1.1 t 
Matter waves 

De Broglie's hypothesis h 
• particle wavelength = mv 
• lsl direct evidence: low energy 

electron d1ttrachon by crystals 
• Applications: TEM, STM 

i 2.4 

Wave-particle duality 1

! Ch 2 

Theories of Light 

Newton's corpuscular theory 

versus Huygen's wave theory 

• DiFferent predictions about 


speed or light in a substance 

• Young's interference fringes 

supports wave theory 
• Fizeau's measurement of 


speed of light supports wave 

theory 


I 2.1/ 2 

Electromagnetic waves 
• Maxwell's prediction of 

electromagnetic waves 
• Hertz's discovery and 

investigal ions of radio 
waves experiments 

2.2 

Thermionic emission 
Electrons emitted 
from heated filament 
attracted to + anode -

eV= tmv2 

t 1.1 

I Discovery
Cathode of the rays - electron 

1.1 

~~! 
-------, points in 

Physics 

Photoelectricity 
Failure of wave theory to explain 
photoelectricity 
Observations 
• threshold frequency 
• instantaneous emission 
Einstein's photon theory of light 
• photon energy =hf 

2.3 

Energy and mass 
£ = mc2 

2EK = mc2 - m0c

3.2 


Electrons in Eand BFields 
mv2

• magnetic field F =Bev=-
Vp r 

• electric field F =e Ci 
• perpendicular Eand B fields arranged to give 

Vp VpBev= edso v= Bd 

Specific charge ~ of the electron 
• measurement based on 


2 of above equations 


• significance 	~ 1s much 


greater than largest known ~ 


1.3 

Millikan's measurement of e J 
• droplet stationary: ~ = mg 

• droplet falling with E=0: mg= 6m1vr 
• significance: charge 1s quantised 1n 

integral multiples of 1.6 x 10 19 C 

1.4 

Special theory of relativity 

Ch 3 

Michelson-Morley experiment 
No evidence for absolute motion 

3.1 

Postulates 

l Laws same in all inertial frames 

2 Speed of light constant, regardless 


of motion of observer and source 


Equations 

t= fo 

'1(1 ~~) 
I= lo-"1(1 ~~) 

mo 

m= '1(1- ~~ ) 
Direct evidence Bertozzi's experiment 

3.2 



Section 9 Turning points in physics 

r 

In this option, you can reinforce skills that you developed in the compulsory topics in your 
ALevel Physics course. By studying this option, you will strengthen your competence in the 
practical and mathematical skills listed below. In addition, you will develop adeep awareness of 
the way in which experimental methods and mathematical skills are used in the determination 
of fundamental constants. The extension task is intended to boost your skills of written 
communication, and also lets you work within a group by creating presentations on different topics. 

, 
Practical skills 
In this option you meet the following skills: 

• 	 use of a stopwatch or stopclock to 
measure the time of descent of a falling 
oil droplet 

• 	 use of distance scales to measure 
distances (e.g. electron deflection 
demonstrations) 

~ 

Maths skills 
In this option you meet the following skills: 

• 	 use of a calculator or a spreadsheet to 
carry out calculations using data and 
appropriate formulae, expressing answers 
to an appropriate number of significant 
figures and with appropriate units 

• 	 use of appropriate formulae and 
experimental data from experiments 
(e.g. to determine the specific charge of 
the electron and fundamental constants 

including e, h, and c) 

• 	 use of electrical equipment safely 
and correctly in experiments (e.g. in 
investigations of photoelectricity) 

• 	 use of optical equipment safely and 
correctly in experiments (e.g. refraction 
and interference of light). 

~ 

• 	 interpret graphs in terms of relevant 
physics variables (e.g. relativistic mass 
against speed) 

• 	 plot straight line graphs using 
experimental data given an equation 
of the form y = mx + c or y = kx'1, where 
n is known, and relate the graph to the 
physics variables in order to find the 
gradient and intercept, and understand 
what the gradient and intercept represent 
in physics (e.g. in the determination of h 

from photoelectricty investigations). 

, 
Extension task 
In this option, you have found out how some 
of the fundamental constants have been 
determined, namely c, e, and h. Choose one 
of these constants and make a presentation 

----• 


summarising the key points in the 
determination of your chosen constant, and 
discuss whether or not the three constants 
could have been determined in a different 
time sequence. 



Section 9, Chapter 28.5 

Option E-Electronics 


r " 
Chapters in this 
section: 
1 Discrete semiconductor 

devices 

2 Signals and sensors 

3 Analogue signal 
processing 

4 Digital signal 
processing 

5 Data communication 

systems 
~lo. 

Introduction 
In this option. you will learn about ana logue and digital circuits and 
conveners, and how signals are produced, processed, transmitted, 
and detected. You will also learn about some important electronic 
components and circuits and what they arc used for. The circuits you 
will study are used with other circuits to make the building blocks of 
e lectronic systems. 

These electronic systems may use analogue and digital circuits at 
different stages, and the links may dill er in each part or a system. The 
voltage at any point in a digital circuit can only ever be at one or two 
voltage levels referred to as 'high' and low'. In comparison, the voltage at 
any point in an analogue circuit can be at any value in the voltage range 
of the power supply. Examples of analogue circuits include sensor circuits 
used to monitor physical variables, such as temperature, and amplifier 
circuits used with microphone~ and loud~peakers to amplHy sounds. 

The 5 chapters in this option are organised to introduce you to electronics 
by considering important electronic devices in chapter l, before moving 
to consider analogue and digital circuits and signals in chapcer 2. In 
chapcers 3 and 4, you will learn in detail how analogue signals such 
as radio signals can be filtered and processed , and how digical signals 
can be processed using logic circuits and counters. The final chapter 
brings together the knowledge and understanding gained in the previous 
chapters by considering the general principles ol d ata communication, 
including how signals carry information and how the different 
characteristics of each link are matched to the signal characteristics. 

Working scientifically 
The study of electronics has been at the forefront of our lives ever 
since radio waves were discovered in 1887. The e lectronic devices we 
now rely on have drastically changed the way people communicate, 
just as the invention of radio transmitters and receivers did many 
years ago. The electronic chip or incegrated circuit was invenced over 
50 years ago when physicists found out how 10 make more than one 
transistor on a single piece of semiconducting macerial. Since then, 
successive generations of incegrated circuits have been developed, 
wich more and more cransistors per chip, to such an extent chac the 
lacesc everyday computers each have far more compucing power chan 
che world's most advanced computers of 50 years ago. Ac che same 
cime as chip capacicy has increased, optical electronic devices such as 
photodiodes and CCD camera have been developed. These devices 
became possible as a result of the discovery of new materials, followed 
by recognition of their potemial and intensive development work. 



The development of electronics is a story about the potential of 
scientific discoveries being recognised and exploited to improve 
our lives. In addition, the story is also about the use by scientists 
of specialised electronic devices and computers to advance their 
understanding of complex systems or to make further discoveries. 
From brain scanners to telescopes that see into the furthest depths 
of the Universe, electronics have served scientists well. 

,. 

What you already know 

From your previous A Level studies, you should know rhar: 

0 resistors are used to limit the current through electronic components such 
as diodes 

0 the total pd across two components in series is equal to the sum of the pds 
across the individual components 

0 thermistors and LDRs in potential dividers are used to detect changes of 
temperawre and light intensity 

0 electrons moving across a magnetic field are pushed t0 one side by the field 

0 no electric current passes through a fully charged capacitor 

0 an induced emf opposes the change that causes it 

0 copper wire and cables can be used to send electrical signals 

0 light and infrared radiation arc used to send signals along optical fibres 

0 radio waves and microwaves are used to send signals through rhe atmosphere 
and rh rough space. 



---
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astable digital circuits 
oscillator 
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Counters [ DIA converter ] logic gates 

Binary counter 
4.1BCD counter 

Johnson counter 
4.2 

Circuits i-- 

_L 

Electronics 

1 
Signals 

=i 
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Bandwidth 

l 
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circuits 
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i 
Open-loop 
op-amps 

3.2 

4.2 Ch4 

PCM 
time division 
multiplexing - Sampling frequency

Parallel·to-senal 
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Modulation 

transmission 
links 

Data 

Communication 


Systems 


sensor 
circuits 

2.2 

I 
i 

AID 
converter 

analogue 
signals 

i 
Op-amps with 1 

feedback 
• Negative feedback 
• Inverting and non


inverting amplifiers 

• Sum and difference 


amplifiers 

• Frequency response 

3.3 

analogue 
processing 

Ch 3 3.U213 

AM and FM - Parallel LC 
filter 
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"" 
Chapters in this 
section: 
29 Practical work in 

Year 2 Physics 

30 Mathematical skills 

in Year 2 Physics 
.... ~ 

TTable 1 

Moving on from A Level Year 1 
Practical work is just as integral a feature of your A Level Physics 
Year 2 course as it was in Year L. Practical activities help you to develop 
your understanding of important concepts and applications. They also 
help you to learn how scientists work in practice and to find out how 
important discoveries have been made and con tinue to be made. Your 
Year 2 practical skills embrace the practica l ski lls you have developed in 
your course in Year 1. You will develop them funher in the context of 
the more demanding knowledge and understanding of the Year 2 part 
of the course. For example. in your stud ies on radioactivity, you will 
learn how to use a Geiger counter when you study how to measure the 
effect of absorbers on various forms of ionising radiation. In Year l, 
you learnt new analytica l skills such as using measured data to plot 
a straight-line graph to confirm a theoretica l relationship (e.g., load 
against extension graph for a spring). In Year 2, you will develop these 
skills further by using them in the context of more complex theoretical 
relationships (e.g., measuring capacitor discharge and plotting In V 

against time t to confim1 that the decay is exponential). 

Assessment of practical skills 
• 	 Indirect practical skills will be tested at the end of your course. To 

be able tO answer written questions on these, you should have 
successfully completed the set of required practical experiments 
du ring your course. The list of practical activities required in A 
Level Physics Year 2 is shown in Table I . 

• 	 Direct practical skills are assessed direct ly during your course. 
These skills are the practical, tech nica l, and manipulative skills 
that are essential at A level, such as l'o llowing instructions, 
working safely, making measurernen ts, and record ing results. 

Activity Topic 

A Level Physics Year 2 practical experiments 

Invest igation ofthe oscillations of a mass-spring system 18.4 

Investigation of the oscillations of a simple pendulum 18.4 

Invest igation of Boyle's law 20.1 

Invest igation of Charles' law 20.2 

Invest igating the charge and discharge of a capacitor 21.3 

Invest igating the force on a current-carrying wire in a magnetic field 24.1 

Using an oscilloscope and a search coil to investigate magnetic flux density 25.2 

Invest igation of the inverse-square law for gamma radiation 26.3 



I29 Practical work in Year 2 Physics 

29.1 Comparison of practical work in 
Year 1 and Year 2 

• 


In any practical assessment at Year I or at Year 2 A Level, you are 
assessed on your ability to: 

• 	 plan an investiga tion, 

• 	 ca rry out p ractical work. 

• 	 analyse data from practical experiments and investigations. 

• 	 evalua te the resu lts or practical experiments and investigations. 

Planning 
• 	 Jn assessmen t terms. th is might be part of the practical task or 

activit ies that you have to carry out or it might be part of the 
written test in which you have to write about how you would 
improve an investigation or how you would carry out a diCferent 
investigation in the same topic area. At Year 2, the topics are more 
complex than ar Year l , so you can expect assessment questions on 
planning to be more demanding than at Year l. for example, 

• 	 at Year 1, after carrying out a practical task on how you would 
investigate the rebound height of a ball released from a certain 
height, you might be asked to say how you would investigate 
successive rebound heights to find out if there is a pattern. 

• 	 at Year 2, your practical task might involve timing the oscillations 
of a mass-spring system for different masses. You might then be 
asked in the written paper to describe how you would investigate 
the effect of damping on the oscillations of a mass- spring system. 
Thus the context or the Year 2 'planning' question is more complex 
than at Year I as you have to describe how you would apply 
damping to a mass-spring system, how you would vary the degree 
of damping and how you measure the effect of the damping. 

Carrying out practical work 
At Year 1 and al Year 2, you arc required to set up apparatus, use it 
safely, and possibly rearrange it as pan o[ the procedures you have to 
follow. You also have LO make reliable and accurate measurements and 
record them, selecting and using the appropriate measuring instruments 
in the process. The diHerence between what you have done at Year 1 
level and what you have to do at Year 2 lies once again in the more 
advanced topics in the Year 2 course and in the level of complexity of 
some of the instruments and procedures you have to use. For example, 

• 	 At Year l , you might be asked to investigate the electrical 
drnracteristics of a circuit in a sealed box by setting up a circuit, 
given the circuit diagram, and making a set of measurements of 
current and pd in the forward and reverse directions through the 
box. In addition. you would be asked to record your measurements 
in a table and. in this case. to plot a graph of your results. 



29.1 Comparison of practical work in Year 1 and Year 2 

• 


• 	 At Year 2, you might be asked to seL up a circuit to charge 
a capacitor and discharge it through a resistor and then make 
measurements of the capacitor pd at measured times as it charges 
or discharges. You would have to decide on Lhe number of 
measurements to be made, the time interval between successive 
measurements and the exact procedure of how co make the 
measurements. The timing element in this investigation adds a 
funher level of complexity beyond Year I A Level. 

Analysing data 
At Year l and at Year 2, you generally need 10 process the data (e.g., 
calculation of mean values) and plot a graph. In many investigations, 
the graph has to be related to an equation to check a theoretical 
relationship or to measure a physica l properry. 

• 	 At Year l, the theoretical equations you meet in the Year l part of 
the course are generally linear equations (e.g., s =vt for a distance
time graph of an object fa lling in a viscous fluid at terminal speed) 

or sometimes simple non-linear equaLions (e.g. s =lgt2 for a 
2distance- time graph of an object falling in air). 

• 	 Al Year 2, there may be more variables than at Year l, and the 
processing of the daLa might be more complicated, for example the 
calculation of Jog values. The graph plouing exercise requires the 
same skills as at Year 1, but the analysis might be more complicated. 
For example, you would probably be expeeted to plot a log graph in 
a capacitor discharge experiment and use it to determine the time 
constant RC of the discharge circuit or you might be expected to 
plot a log-log graph as explained in 30.3 (sec Figure 2 in 30.3 and 
the related text) to establish if two variables x and y relate to each 
other according to an equation of the form y =kx". 

Evaluating your results 
At Year 1 and Year 2 this involves discussing the strength of your 
conclusions. From your work at Year I, you should now know how to: 

• 	 distinguish between sysLcmalic errors (including zero errors) and 
random errors, 

• 	 understand in respect of measurements what is meant by accuracy, 
uncertainty, sensitivity, lin earity, reliabili ty, precision. and validity, 

• 	 estimate experimental uncertainties for each measured quantity 
and use them as outlined on the next page to estimate the overall 
percentage uncertainty of a rcsulL determined l'rom the measured 
quantities. 

1f you are unsure about the meaning of any of the above tem1s, look 
them up in the glossary of practical terms at the end of this book. 

Using experimental uncertainties 
As explained in Topic 14.4 

• 	 if two measurements are added or subtracted, the uncertainty of 
the result is the sum of the uncertainties of the two measurements, 

• 	 if a quantity in a calculation is raised to a power n, rhe percentage 
uncertainty is increased n times . 



IIn addition, H two or more quantities are multiplied or divided by 
each other in a calculation, the overall percentage uncertainty in the 
result is the sum of the uncertainties of each quantity. For example, 
ir the % uncertainty in a resistance R is 5% and in a capacitance 
C is 4 %, the % uncertainty in RC is 9% . 

Clearly, the more demanding nature of the Year 2 topics compared 
with Year I makes the evaluation of a practical investigation more 
demanding. but the same general features as outlined above still apply. 
For example. 

• 	 at Year I, you might be asked to investigate the motion of an object 
sliding down a slope by measuring the time taken by the object 
to slide diHerent measured distances down the slope and plotting 
a distance-time2 graph. In your evaluation, you might be asked 
to use a certain measurement (e.g.. the smallest) to estimate the 
percentage uncertainty in the measurement of the dependent and 
ind ependent variables so you could compare them and discuss how 
to improve the investigation. 

• 	 at Year 2, you might be asked to investigate the oscillations of a 
mass- spring system and to use rhe measurements to plot a graph 
of time period2 against mass and show the uncertainty in each 
measurement on the graph, as outlined in Topic 14.4. This would 
enable you LO draw best-fit straight lines with a maximum and 
minimum gradient 10 enable you to determine the uncertainty in 
the gradient as well as its mean value. In this case, there is clearly 
more to discuss in te rms of the closeness of the best-fit lines to the 
data than at Year l , where only one best-fit line is drawn. 

Further practical activities 
Below is a list of optional practical activities that will promote your 
appreciation and understanding of A Level Physics. 

Activity Topic 

Investigating the variation of centripetal force with frequency 17.2 

Investigating how displacement varies with t ime for an oscillating object 18.1 

Investigating damped oscillations 18.5 

Observing forced oscillations and resonance 18.6 
Measuring the specific heat capacity of a liquid 19.2 

Measuring the specific latent heat of fusion of water 19.3 

Observing the path of a beam of electrons in a uniform electric field 22.2 

Measuring the capacitance of a capacitor 21.1 

Investigating the parallel-plate capacitor 21.4 
Measuring the relative permittivity of a dielectric 21.4 

Observing the path of a beam of electrons in a uniform magnetic field 24.2 

Using an oscilloscope to measure ac waveforms 25.4 

Using a cloud chamber to observe alpha and beta radiation 26.2 

Investigating the characteristics of a Geiger tube 26.2 
Measuring background radioactivity using a Geiger counter 26.2 

Investigating the absorption of beta radiation by aluminium 26.2 

Study tip 

These examples serve to illustrate 
the point that at Year 2, your 
practical skills build on your Year 1 

skills so you need to continue to 
practise all the practical skills 
you met at Year 1. You need to be 

aware as you study each Year 2 
topic that the topics are generally 
harder than at Year 1 and that 
consequently the practical work is 
more demanding, as outlined here. 

• 




At Year l A Level Physics, you should have learnt how to: 

If you are unsure about how to 
use any of the listed instruments, 
see Topic 14.3, Everyday physics 
instruments, and consult your 
teacher. 

Synoptic link 
The spectrometer was covered in 
Topic 5.?, The diffraction grating. 

.A. Figure 1 The oscilloscope 

• 


• 	 use vernier callipers and micrometers to measure small distances, 

• 	 use appropriate analogue apparatus to measure angles, length and 
distance, volume, force, temperature, and pressure, 

• 	 use appropriate digital instruments to measure mass, time, current, 
resistance, and voltage, 

• 	 use a stopwatch or light gates for timing, 

• 	 use methods to increase accuracy o[ measurements, such as 
repeating and averaging timjngs or using a fiduciary marker, set 
square, or plumb line, 

• 	 correctly construct circuits from own or given circuit diagrams 
using de power supplies, cells, and a range of circuit components, 
including those where polarity is imponant, 

• 	 generate and measure waves, using a microphone and loudspeaker, or 
ripple tank, or vibration transducer, or microwave I radio wave source, 

• 	 use a suitable light source to investigate characteristics of light, 
including interference and dirfraction, 

• 	 use a data logger with a variety or sensors to collect data, or use 
software to process data. 

During A Level Year 2, as outlined in Topic 29. l, in addition to 
being able to use instruments and techniques that you used in A 
Level Year 1, you are also expected to be able to use instruments as 
described below that are more complex. Such instruments include the 
oscilloscope, the Geiger-Muller tube with a scaler counter or ratemeter, 
and data loggers and/or light gates in some Year 2 investigations (e.g., 
oscillations, capacitor discharge). You should also know how 10 time 
multiple oscillations and how to avoid parallax errors when reading 
a scale. Two further instruments, the travelling microscope (see later) 
and the spectrometer, are also described in this book - a lthough you do 
not need to know how to use these in your A Level Physics course, they 
give more experience or using very accurate instrumen ts. 

An oscilloscope 
An oscilloscope is used to display waveforms and LO measure pds and 
time intervals. You will have probably used an oscilloscope in the 
Year l part of your A Level course when you studied sound waves. In 
Year 2 topics such as capacitor discharge, you will use an oscilloscope 
to measure the pd across a discharging capacitor. When you use an 
oscilloscope, you should assume that the control dials for its time base 
and voltage gain are calibrated accurately. However, 

• 	 always check if the oscilloscope has a variable control for either the 
time base or the voltage gain in addition 10 the fixed settings of each 
control dial. If so, you need to ensure that the variable control is at 
the correct setting (e.g., fully dockwise) for the calibration figure 
for each of the fixed settings to apply. Sec Using an oscilloscope in 
Topic 4.6 if you need to revise the use or an oscilloscope . 



• 	 make sure if you are measuring direct pds that the oscilloscope input 
is set for direct pd measurements rather than for ac measurements. 
Likewise, if you arc measuring an ac waveform, you should check 
the input is set for ac measurements rather than de measurements. 

In addition, when measuring 

• 	 an ac waveform, ensure the y-gain is adjusted so the vertical height 
of the waveform is as large as possible with the full waveform from 
top tO bottom on the screen. When measuring a time period, ensure 
several cycles are displayed across the screen and that you measure 
across as many cycles as possible to reduce experimental uncertainty. 

• 	 de potentials, for example in a capacitor discharge experiment. 
ensure the zero reading is correct for zero input pd and check it has 
not drifted during the investigation. 

A data logger 
A data logger enables routine or remote measurements to be made as 
well as measurements over very long or short time scales. Electronic 
sensors co1mected LO a data logger are necessary to record the variation 
of a physical property such as temperature. Ammeter and voltage 
sensors are necessary to measure currents and potential differences. 

Data loggers vary considerably in complexity and ease of use. 
Assuming the data logger and sensors are set up, before using a data 
logger, you may need to choose: 

• 	 the most appropriate time scale for the recording, 

• 	 the time interval between successive recordings (or the number of 
recordings per second/minute/hour), 

• 	 the most appropriate range of each sensor. 

If a recording is too fast or too long or the sensors are out of range, the 
recording should be repeated if possible. 

Most data loggers will be li nked to computers which are loaded with 
appropriate software for recording, processing and/or plotting graphs 
of the results. You may need to print a graph out if you intend to use 
it to measure, for example, the gradient if it is a straight-line graph. 
However, the compu ter software may do such measurements for you. 

Light gates 
Light gates are used with a computer or a data logger or timer to remove 
some of the random errors associated with personal judgements when a 
moving object passes a certain position, for example, if you have to time 
an object to move from rest through a certain distance. 

The effect of using light gates should be to reduce the range of the 
readings for a given measurement. However, light gates may not 
be suitable for every experiment in which a moving object has to 
be timed. For example, the time period of an oscillating object that 
repeatedly moves backwards and forwards through a light gate could 
only be timed for one half-cycle of the object's motion, corresponding 
to the object moving through the light gate in one direction to 
start the timing and then in the opposite direction to stop the light 

.A. Figure 2 Using a data logger 

light 
detector timer 

light 

of motion 
of the trolleyto 

battery 

.A. Figure 3 Using a light gate 
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29.2 More about measurements 

Study tip 
After starting the counter and the 
timer simultaneously, observe 
the timer and stop the counter 
exactly when the time interval has 
elapsed. Don't try to stop the timer 
at the same time as stopping the 
counter and watching the timer. 

Atravelling 
microscope 

This is a microscope on an 
adjustable platform that can be 
moved vertically or horizontally by 
turning an adjustment screw. The 
platform is fitted with a horizontal 
and a vertical vernier scale, so 
its horizontal or vertical position 
can be measured to within 
±0.1 mm. A travelling microscope 
would be used, for example, to 
measure the internal diameter 
of a glass tube (e.g., 1mm 
bore]. because a micrometer 
or aconventional vernier 
could not access the internal 
surface ofthe tube. Before 
use, a travelling microscope 
should be levelled using a 
spirit level in two perpendicular 
directions so that its platform 
is horizontal. Otherwise, there 
could be a systematic error in the 
measurements. 
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gate. The ligh t gate would need to be exactly at the centre of the 
oscillations, otherwise the timing would not be exactly one half-cycle. 
Repeated measurements of one half-cycle could be made to give a 
more reliable mean value, and this might give better results than using 
a stopwatch if the oscillations are too fast to time manually. 

An ionising radiation detector 
The ionising radiation deteaor that you use will probably be a Geiger
Mi.ilJcr tube. This may be used with a scaler counter, whid1 counts the 
number of ionising particles that enter the tube or it may be used with a 
ratemeter which gives a read-out of the count rate (i.e., number of counts 
per unit time) of the particles entering the tube. The tube pd must be set 
at its operating pd which is nom1a1Jy in excess of 300V. The number of 
counts in a certain time interval is measured by setting the cow1ter to 
zero, then starting the counter and stopping it after a ccnain time. 

Figure 4b shows how the count rate varies with the tube pd. The 
operating pd corresponds to the plateau of the graph sufficiently far 
from the minimum pd necessary for the tube to operate (i.e., the 
threshold pd) as to be unaffected by random fluctuations in the tube pd. 

When using the tube with a scaler counter, the number of counts 
in a given time (e.g., lOOs) should be measured several times to 
give a mean value of the count rate (i.e., counts per second) . The 
bigger the total number of counts, the smaller the uncertainty in 
the measurement. II the time interval is too short, random errors 
that may occur in starting and stopping the counter could be more 
significant than if a longer time interval were used. H the time interval 
is too long, it would be difficult to tell if the activity of the source is 
decreasing or if an error in starting or stopping the timer has occurred. 

When using the tube with a ratemeter, ensure the ratemeter is set on 
the range which gives the largest reading. For example, if the range 
dial has three positions, 1, 10, and 100 counts per second, the range 
may need 10 be set at l count per second if the reading is very small 
on the '10' and '100' positions. 

When using either a scaler counter or a ratemeter, remember 
to measure the background count rate and subtract it from the 
measurements made when the source is present. 

working voltage 
1n this range 

threshold voltage 
tube pd/V 

b a graph ofcount rate against tube pd 
a a Geiger- Muller tube connected to 
a scaler counter 

.A. Figure 4 Using a Geiger- Muller tube 



In this chapter, you will consider only what you need to know at 
A Level Physics Year 2. If you need co check any of the mathematical 
skills that you need for your Year 1 course, you can use Chapter 16 
More on mathema tical skills, and/or use the Kerboodle exercises online. 

Angles and arcs 
The radian 
The radian (rad) is a unit used to express or measure angles. lt is 
de fined such tha t 2n radians= 360°. 

Whe n using a ca lcu lator to work out sines, cosines, tangents, or the 
corresponding inverse functions, always check that the ca lculator is 
in th e correct 'angle' mode. This is usually indicated on the display by 
'deg' for degrees or 'rad' for radians. Your calculations will be incorrect 
if you work in one mode when you should be working in the other 
mode. For example, check for yourself that sin 30° = 0.5, whereas sin 
(30 rad)= -0.988. You also need to know how to change from one 
mode to the other; read your calculator manual or ask you teacher if 
you can't do this. 

Arcs and segments 
Consider an arc of lengths on the circumference of a circle of radius r, 
as shown in Figure I. The angle 0, in degrees, subtended by the arc to 
the centre of the circle is given by the equation 

e1 degrees = 2s x 360 
nr 

Because 2n radians= 360°, applying this conversion factor to the 
above equation fore gives 

et radians=.£ 
r 

Rearranging this equation gives 

arc le ngth s =re 
where e is the angle subtended in radians. 

The small angle approximation 
For angle e less than about 10°, 

s in e = tan e = e in radians, and 

cos e= 1 

To explain these approximations, consider Figure I again. If angle e is 
sufficiently small, then the segment OAC will be almost the same as 
triangle OAB, as shown in Figure 2. 

• AB= arc length s so sine = OAB = .£ = e in radians, and therefore, 
. e e. d. A rsm = 111 ra 1ans. 

A 

~='' 
o·"---'--_....._B----1 c 

.A Figure 1 Arcs and segments 

Note 

Note that for s =r, (} =1 rad 

(- 32~ -57.30) 

B 

.A Figure 2 The small angle 
approximation 

• 



• 	 OB= radius r. so tan e =~: = !.. =e in radians, and therefore, 
tan e=e in radians. r 


OB r
• 	 Also, cos e =--= - = 1, and therefore, cos e = l
OA r 

Use a calculator to prove for yourself that for sin l 0° = 0.1736, 
tan 10° = 0. 1763 and 10° = 0.1745 rad. Also, cos I 0° = 0.9848. 
So the small angle approxin1ation is almost 99% accurate up to 10°. 

The small angle approximation is used to show that the time period 

of a simple pendulum of length Lis given by the formula T =2n~, 
provided the maximum angular displacement of the pendulum from 
equilibrium is less than abou t 10°. See Topic 18.4 for more about this 
equation. 

Sine and cosine curves 
Figure 3 shows bow sin 9 and cos 9 change as 9 in creases. Notice that 
sin 9 "" 9 and cos 9 = l up to about I 0°. The genera l shape of a cosine 
wave is the same that as that of a sine wave so we refer to them both 
as 'sinusoidal' waveforms. Jn addition, notice that: 

• 	 the sine wave starts at zero and rises 10 a maximum from e=Oto 
e = +n rad (= 90°) whereas the cosine wave starts at+ I and falls to 
zero from e = o to e = 2n rad (= 90°) . 

• 	 the gradient of the sine wave is zero where the cosine wave is zero 
(i.e. where it crosses the horizontal axis) and the gradient of the 
cosine wave is zero where the sine wave is 1ero. 

Y = 8 	 y 

.A Figure 3 Sine and cosine curves 

Equations that describe sine waves and cosine waves arc often used to 
calculate, for example, the displacement of an oscillating particle at a 
certain time or of a wave at a particular position along the wave. 

For example, consider the displacement x of a particle on a spring 
oscillating vertically in simple harmonic motion, as shown in Figure 4a. 
Let/represent its frequency and A its amplitude. Its displacement varies 
sinusoidally between a maximum value +A and a minimum value -A. 
Also, suppose x =+A at tin1e t =O. ln other words. the object is held above 
the equilibrium position at displacement x = +A and released at Lime I= 0. 

• 	 Jts displacement-time curve will therefore be a cosine wave, as 

shown in Figure 4b where its time period T = } 

• 




l_____. 


• 	 At time t la ter, the pa rticle will have gone through ft cycles 
o f oscillatio n, corresponding to e = 2rcft radians. Hence its 
dis acem ent at time tis given by x =A cos 2rcft 

-

-
·-----.

amplitude 
A 

ba 

.& Figure 4 a An object oscillating on a spring b Displacement- time curve for x =A cos 2rtft 

Summary questions 

1 a Convert the following angles from degrees into 
radians and express your answer to one further 
significant figure than in each question: 

30°, 

ii S0°, 

iii 120°, 

iv 230°, 

v 300°. 

b Convert the following angles from radians into 
degrees and express your answer to one further 
significant figure than in each question: 

0.10 rad, 

ii O.SO rad, 

iii 1.20 rad, 

Iv 2.SO rad, 

v 6.00 rad. 

2 a Measure the diameter of a lp coin to the nearest 
millimetre. Calculate the angle subtended at your 
eye, in degrees, by a lp coin held at a distance of 
SO cm from your eye. 

b Estimate the angular width of the Moon, in 
degrees, at your eye by holding a millimetre 
scale at SO cm from your eye and measuring the 
distance on the scale covered by the lunar disc. 

ii 	 The diameter of the Moon is 3SOO km. The 
average distance to the Moon from the Earth 
is 380 000 km. Calculate the angular width of 
the Moon as seen from the Earth and compare 
the calculated value with your estimate in b i. 

3 a Use the small angle approximation to calculate 
sin 8for e= 

2.0°, 

ii 8.0°. 

b Show that the small angle approximation for sin 8 
is more than 99% accurate for e= 10°. 

4 Use your calculator to find 

sine, 

II cos 8 for the following values of 8: 

a 0.1 rad, 

b 10°, 

c 4S0 
, 

d 	 0.257t rad. 

• 




t 
y 

x 

-2 

.A Figure 1 A graphical solution 

Hint 

You can check this using the 

equations [e.g. x =2, y =2 is also 
a solution for x+ y - 4). 
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Linear simultaneous equations 
Two linear equations with two variable quantities, x and y, in each can 
be solved to find the values of x and y. Such a pair of equations are 
referred co as simultaneous equations because they have the same 
solurion. They are described as linear because they contain terms in x 
and y and do not contain any higher order terms such as x2 or y1. 

The general equation for a straight-line graph is y =mx + c, as 
explained in Topic 16.4. 1\.vo straight lines on a graph can be 
represented by two such equations. Provided the two lines are not 
parallel to one another. they cross each other at a single point. 
The coordinates of this point are the values of x and y that fit both 
equations. In other words, these coordinates are the solution of a pair 
of simultaneous equations representing the two straight lines .. 

The graph approach to finding the solution or a pair of simultaneous 
equations is shown in Figure l and is described in Topic 16.4. 
However, plotting graphs takes time and is not as accurate as a 
systematic algebraic method. This method can best be explained by 
considering an example. as follows 

2x - y = 2 (equation 1) 

x+y =4 (equation 2) 

Make the coefficient of x the same in both equations by multiplying 
one or both equations by a suitable number. In the above equation. 
this is most easily achieved by multiplying equation 2 throughout by 2 
to give 2x + 2y = 8. 

The two equations to be solved are now 

2x - y = 2 (equation 1) 

2x+ 2y = 8 (modified equation 2) 

Subtracting modified equation 2 from equation 1 gives 

(2x - y) - (2x + 2y) =2 - 8 

therefore, -y - 2y =-6 

-3y =-6 

-6
y=-=3=2 

Substituting this value into equation l or equation 2 enables the value 
of x to be determined. Using equation 2 for chis purpose gives x + 2 = 4, 
hencex = 4 - 2 = 2. 

The solution of the two equations is therefore x = 2, y = 2 . 

Linear simultaneous equations with two unknown quantities can arise 
in several parts of the A level physics course, for example 

• v = u +at in kinematics (see Topic 7.3). 

• V =e -Ir in electricity (see Topic 13.3), 

• Ekmax = hf- </> (see Topic 3.2) . 



-

The quadratic equation 
Any quadratic equation can be written in th e form ax2 +bx+ c = 0, 
where a, band carc constants. The general solution of the quadratic 

10
equation ax2 + bx+ c = 0 is 

-b ± J(b2 
- 4ac) 	 5 

x - ----''----- 
2a 

0 
Note that every quadratic equation has two solutions, one given by 
the + sign before the square root sign in the above expression, and the -5 
other given by the - sign. For example, consider the solu tion of the 
eq uation 2x2 + 5x- 3 = 0. -10 

l_____. 


y = 2l + 5x - 3 

x 

-4 -2 0 2 4 
As a= 2, b = 5 a nd c = -3, then the solution is 

.A. Figure 2 y =2x2 + Sx - 3 

-5± J(s2 
- (4 x 2 x -3)) - 5±.J49 -5±7 

x ~ 	 = = --=+ 0 5 or - 3
2 x 2 4 4 · 

A gra ph of y = 2x2 + 5x - 3 is shown in Figure 2. Note tha t the two 
solutions above are the values o f the x-incercepts, which is where y = 0. 

Quadratic equations occur in A leve l physics wh ere a formula contains 
the square of a variable. The equa tions = ul + +at2 for displacement 
a t constant acceleration is a direct example . Other examples can 
arise indirectly. For example, suppose the pd across a certain type of 
component varies with current I according to the equation V = ki2. In 
a circuit with a bauery of negligible internal resistance and a resistor 
of resistance R, the ba u ery pd, V0 = JR+ kl2. Given values of R, k and 
V0, the current could be calculated using the solution for the quad ratic 
equation with a= k, b =Rand c = -V0. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Solve each of the following pairs of simultaneous 3 Solve each of the following quadratic equations. 


equations . 
 a 2x2 + Sx - 3 = 0 


a 3x + y = 6; 2y = Sx + 1 b x2 - ?x + 8 =0 

b 	 3a - 2b = 8; a+ b = 2 c 3x2 + 2x - 5 =0 

c Sp + 2q = 18; q = 2p 
 4 	 Use the data and the given equation to write down a 

2 	 Use the data and the given equation to write down a quadratic equation and s o determine the unknown 

pair of simultaneous equations and so determine the quantity in each case: 

unknown quantities in each case: 
 a s=ut +iat2,wheres = 20m,u = 4ms-1 and 
a For v = u + at, when t = 3.0 s , v = 8.0 m s -1 and a= 6 m s 2; find t . 

when t = 6.0 s, v = 2.0 m s- 1. Determine the R 
b P= V2 (R +r)Z' where P = 16 W, V= 12V, r= 2.0 Q;values of u and a. 


find R.
b 	 For E- IR+ Ir, when R=5.0 Q , / =1.5 A and when 

R = 9.0 Q , / - 0.9 A. Determine the values of€ 

and r. 


• 




Logarithms and powers 
Any number can be expressed as any other number raised to a 
particular power. You can use the yx key on a calculator to show, for 

17 example that 8 =23 and 9 = 23· . In these examples, 2 is referred to 


as the base number and is raised LO a different power in each case to 

generate 8 or 9. The power is defined as the logarithm of the number 

generated. 


In general. for a number n = bP where bis the base number, then 

p = logb n where logb means a logarithm using b as the base number. 


Note: 

logt,(bP) = p as bP = n and logl> n = p. 


Applying the general definition above gives the fo.llowing rules to 

remember when working with logs: 


1 For any two numbers m and n, 

logb (nm) = logb n + logb m 

Let p = logb n and let q = logb m so n = bP and m = bq 

therefore. nm = bl'bq = ()P+q so logb(nm) = p + q = logb m + logb n 

2 For any two numbers m and n, 

logb -
n =logb n - logb m 
m 


Let p =logb n and let q = logb m so n =bl' and /11 =b<I. 


Therefore _!_ = _!_ = b--<I 

n m Iii ( 11 )so, - =bPb--<I = bP--<I so logb - = p - q = logh 11 - logb m 
m 	 m 

3 For any number 111 raised to a powe r p, 

logb (mP) =p logb m 

This is because mP = m multiplied by itself primes. 

'---- p terms ---
Therefore logb mP = llogh m + logh m + ... + log1) ml = p logb m 

Base 10 logarithms and natural logarithms arc used extensively in 
physics and are explained below. 

Base 10 logarithms 
Base 10 logs are written as log 10 or lg (or sometimes incorrectly as log). 

For example, 

• 	 100 = 102 SO log10 100 = 2 

l 01.699 SO log10 50 =• 50 = 	 1.699 

• 	 10 = 101 solog10 10 = l 
0• 5 =1o ·

699 so log10 5 =o.699 

• 




Mathematical skills in Year 2 Physics 

The base 10 examples illustrate the product rule for logs 

(i.e. logb nm = logb n + logb m) 

since log 50 = log 5 + log 10 = 0.699 + 1 = 1.699.10 10 10 

Uses of base 10 logs 
In graphs where a logarithmic scale is necessary to show the full 
range of a variable that covers a very wide range, as shown in Figure 2. 
Notice in Figure 2 that the frequency increases by x I 0 in equal intervals 
along the horizomal axis. 

Jn data a nalysis where a relationship between two variables is of the 
form y =kx" and k and n are unknown constants. As explained on the 
previous page, for an equation of the form y = kx'', then 

x11log y = log k + log = log k + n log x10 10 10 10 10 

The graph of log10 y (on the vertical axis) against log 10 xis therefore a 
straight line of grad ien t n with an inte rcept equal tO log 10 k. Hence n 
and k ca n be determined. 

In certain fo rmu lae where a x I 0 scale is used . For example, the gain 
of an amplifier in decibels (dB) is a xlO scale defined by the formula 

v out
voltage gain I dB =I 0 log10 v 

tn 

where V u and Vin are the output and input voltages, respectively. 
0 1 

II V OUI = 50Vtt1, the gain or the amplifier is 17 dB (= 10 loglO 50) . 

amplifier 

gain/dB 


40~~~~~~~~~~ 

0+-~-+-~-+-~-+-~-+-~~ 
10 102 103 10" 105 106 

frequency/Hz 

A Figure 2 Logarithmic scales 

Natural logarithms 
Natural logs are wriuen as loge or In, where e is the exponential 
number used as the base or natural logarithms and is equal to 2.718. 

For example, 

• 2.718 = e 1 so In 2.718 = I 

• 7.389 =e2 so In 7.389 =2 

• 20.009 =e3 so ln 20.009 =3 

• In general, for any number n, if p is such that n =eP, then In n =p 

Uses of natural logarithms 
Natural logs are used in the equations for radioactive decay (Topic 26.5) 

and capacitor discharge (Topic 23.3) or any other process where the rate 

A Figure 1 Using logs to testy = kx" 

Hint 

Note that natural logs could be 

used in Figure 1 instead of base 10 
logs; the gradient would still be n 
but they-intercept would be Ink. 

Hint 

The Richter scale for earthquakes 

is another example. A'Richter 

scale 8' earthquake is ten times 

as powerful as a 'Richter scale?' 

earthquake. 

• 




In .I() 

of change of a quantity is proportional to the quantity itself. For example, 
the rate of decrease of pd across a capacitor discharging through a resistorIn x 
is proportional to the pd across the capacitor. This type of change is 
described as an exponential decrease because the quantity decreases by 
the same faaor in equal intervals of time. 

Applying the general rule (that if pis such that n = eP, then p =Inn) to 
the equa tion x = x e-AI gives In x = In x0 - A.t.0

Therefore, a graph of In x (on the vertical axis) against t (on the 
horizontal axis) is a straight line with a gradient equal to -A. and a 
y-intercept equal to ln x0 . 

x e i.r 	 - I.&. Figure 3 Using logs to test x 0 
Comparing the equation fo r capacitor discharge Q = Q eRCwith the0

radioactive decay equation N = N0e-;.1, 
• for capacitor discharge, In Q = ln Q0 - ;C so a graph ol' In Q (on the 

vertical axis) against tis a straight line which has a gradient ~~and 
In Q as its y-imercept, 

0 

• for radioactive decay, In N = In N - A.t so a graph of In N (on the0 
vertical axis) against tis a straight line which has a grad ient - A. and 
In N0 as its y-intercept. 

Summary questions 

1 a Use your calculator to work out 3 	 Write down the gradient and they-intercept 

of a line on a graph representing the equation
log10 3 
log y =n log x + log10 k for

10 10ii log
10 

15 
a y =3x5 

b Use your answers in a to work out 
b y =~x3 

log
10 

45 
2c y =x

ii log10 5 
4 a Use your calculator to work out 

2 The gain of an amplifier, in decibels, is given by the 
In 3 


formula 10 log10 ~ . 
 ii In 15... 
a Calculate the gain, in decibels (dB], for b Use your answers in a to work out 

Vout = 12Vin In 45 


ii vout =5Vin 
 ii In 5 


b Show that the gain, in decibels, of an amplifier for 

which Vout =60V,n is equal to the sum of the gain 

in a i and the gain in a ii above. 


• 




Rates of change 
Consider a variable quantity y that changes with respect to a second 
quantity x as shown in Figure 1. The gradient of the curve at any point 
is the rate of change of y with respect to x at that point. This can be 
worked out from the graph by drawing a tangent to the curve at that 
point and measuring the gradiem of the tangent. The rate of change of 
y with respect to x at point P is equal to the gradient of the tangent to 

the curve at P which is~-

5 
y 

4 

~ illy
3 - - - - - _L, 

6X 

2 

O+-~..-~.--~....-----.~---.~---.-~---r~~~ 

0 2 4 6 8 
x 

A Figure 1 Tangen ts and curves 

The rate of change of y with respect to x can be worked out 
algebraically if the equation relating y and xis known. This process is 
known as differentiation. For example. 

• 	 for y =x2, then increasing x to x + llx increases y toy+ 6y 
where y + 6y =(x + t:..x) 2 

Multiplying out (x + 6x) 2 gives y + 6y =x2 + 2xt:..x + t:..x2 

Subtracting y =x2 l'rom th is equation gives l\y =2x6x + t:..x2 

. 'd' b A ., h f . ~ 2xllx + l\x2D1v1 mg y L.l.A t ere ore gives x = t:..x = 2x + 6x
6

Therefore, as l\x - 0, ~ - 2x which is therefore the form ula 
for the gradient at x. 

This is written *=2x, where ~~ is the mathematical expression 
for the rate of change of y with respect to x. 

=nx11 1• 	 for the general expression y =x". it can be shown that ~ 

For example, if y =3x5, then ~ = l 5x4 

Exponential change 
Exponential change happens when the change of a quantity is 
proportional to the quantity itself. Such a change can be an increase 
(i.e. exponential growth) or a decrease {i.e. exponential decay). 

In both cases. the quantity changes by a fixed proportion in equal 
intervals of time. The Year 2 specification requ ires knowledge and 

Hint 

Note that differentiation of 
functions is not required in the 

AS or the A2 specification. The 
information on differentiation is 

provided to help you develop your 
understanding of exponential 
change in the next section. But 
from your studies of simple 
harmonic motion (Chapter 3). you 
should know that the gradient of 
sin x is cos x and the gradient of 
cos xis -sin x. In other words, 
differentiating sin x gives cos x and 
differentiating cos x gives - sin x. 

• 




30.4 Exponential decrease 

Note 

The value of e, the exponential 

number, can be worked out 

by substituting t = 1 in the 

above expression for e1
, giving 

1 1
e = 1 + 1 + Z+ G+etc. = 2.718 to 

four significant figures. 
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understanding of the equations and graphs for exponential decrease 
in radioactive decay and capacitor discharging and for exponential 
growth in capacitor charging. The notes below concentrate on 
the mathematical basis of exponential decrease as the equations 
for capacitor charging are developed on p383 from the preceding 
exponential decrease equations for capacitor discharge. 

In your studies of capacitor discharge (Topic 22.3) and of radioactive 

decay (Topic 26.5 ), you will have met and used the equation : = - A.x 

and the solution of this equation x = x0e-A1. 

Let's consider why the equation : = -A.x represents an exponential 

decrease which is a change where the variable quantity x decreases 
with time at a rate in proportion to the quantity. 

If x decreases by .1x in time M, the rate of change is ~x. This is written 
Adx. h l' . 0 Ias dt Jn t e 11111 t uf~ . 

For an exponential decrease, the rate of change is negative and 

is proportional tO x, therefore : = - A.x, where A. is referred to as the 
decay constant. 

Now consider why the solution of this equation is x = x e-A1, where x0 0 

is a constant. 

Look at the function: 
t2 t 3 (4 

x=xo [1 +t+2XT+3x2x I+ 4x3x2x 

+ similar higher order terms) ... 

Applying the rules of differentiation to it gives: 
dx [ ,2 /} 
dt = Xo Q + l + t + 2XT + 3 X 2 X ] 

+ similar higher order terms] ... which is the same as x. 

So : = x if xis the above function. 

It can be shown that the function in brackets above may be written as 
111, where n is a specific number wh ich is referred to as the exponential 
number e. 

t2 t 3 14 
Therefore, e1 = 1 + t + - -- + + l

2 xl 3 x 2 x 1 4x 3 x 2 x 
+ similar higher order terms 

To show that the solution of the equation : =-A.xis x = x0e-At. divide 

both sides of the equation by -A. to give -~t = x 

Substituting z for -A.t therefore gives dxd = x which has the solution . z 
x =x ez =x e-M

0 0

The half-life Tv. of an exponential decrease is the time taken for x 
I 

to decrease from x0 to 2x0 . 



I 

Substituting x = Ixo and t = T'h into x = x0e-"1 gives ~ = x0e-"T'h 

Applying logs to both sides gives In x0 - In 2 = In x0 -1..T'h which 
simpli fies to A. T,,., = In 2 

ln2 0.693 
therefore. Tl/, = T = - A.

The time constan t 't of an e xponen tial decrease is the time taken for 

x to decrease from x0 to -
Xo 

(= 0.368 x0 as -
l 

= 0.368). 
e e 

x x 
Substituting x = i and t = 't into x = x e-"1 gives i = x e-"'0 0e e 
Applying na tura l logs to both sides gives In x0 - ln e = In x0 - A't 

which simplifies to 't = ~ as ln e = I 

For capacit o r discharge, A, = ~R therefore 't = ~ = CR (see Topic 22. 3). 

Testing exponential decrease 
As explained on page 248, In (c-"n = -A.t 

Therefore, In x = In (x0c-"') = In x0 + In (c-"') = lnx0 - /...t 

Suppose two physica l va ria bles x and tare thought to relate to each 
other through a n equa tio n o f the form x = x e-"'· If so. a graph or0
In x on the y-a xis against ton the x-axis would be a straight line in 
accorda nce w ith the equatio n ln x = lnx0 - A.t where the gradien t 
is - A. a nd they-in te rcept is In x0. 

Summary questions 

Note 

Note that knowledge of the 
equation for the exponential

r2 
function e1 =1 + t + x +etc.,

2 1 
is not required in the AS or the A2 
specification.The information is 
provided to help you develop your 
understanding of the exponential 
number e and the exponential 
function e x. 

1 a For each exponential decrease equation, write 3 A capacitor of capacitance 22 µF discharged from a 
down the initial value at t =0 and the decay pd of 12.0 V through a 100 kQ resistor. 
constant: a Calculate: 

x = 2e31 
the time constant of the discharge circuit, 

ii X =12e r/S ii the half-life of the exponential decrease. 
iii x = 4e-0·021 

b Calculate the capacitor pd 
b For each exponential decrease equation above, 2.0 s, and 

work out the half- life. 

2 A radioactive isotope has a half-life of 720 s and 
it decays to form a stable product. A sample of 
the isotope is prepared with an initial activity of 
12.0 kBq. Calculate the activity of the sample after: 

4 

ii 5.0 s after the discharge started. 

A certain exponential decrease process is 
represented by the equation 

X = 1000e- 51 

a 1 min, a i Calculate the half-life of the process. 

b 5 min, ii Calculate x when t =0.5 s. 

c 1 h. b Show that the above equation can be rearranged 
as an equation of the form In x = a + bt and 
determine the values of a and b . 

• 



From the Year 1 course, you should recall that the area under a line 
on a graph can give usefu l information i£ the product of they-variable 
and the x-variable represents another physical variable. For example, 
the tension against extension graph for a spring is a straight line 
through the origin and the area under the line represents the work 
done to stretch the spring. See Topic l 0. 1. 

Table 1 gives some further examples where the area under a graph has 
physical significance 

T Table 1 Areas in graphs 

y 

0+--+--
0 XJ l)x 

.A. Figure 1 Integration 

Note 

Note that integration of functions 
is not required in the specification. 
The information on integration is 

provided to help you develop your 
understanding of how areas under 

graphs can be found precisely if 
the equation of the line in known. 
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examples 
(y-variable first) 

area between 
the line and 
the x-axis 

equation units 

power against energ\j energy transferred 1W = 1 J s-1 

time transferred = power x time 

potential electrical electrical energ!:J transferred 1 V= 1 J c-1 

difference energy = pd x charge 

against charge transferred 

(or stored) 

force against change of change of momentum 1 kg m s- 1 

time momentum = force x time =1 Ns 

(or impulse) 

force against work done work done = force x distance 1J = 1Nm 
distance 

To find the area under the line. we can either: 

• 	 count the squares of the grid under the line and multiply the number 
of squares by the amou nt of the physical variable that I square of 
area represents, or 

• 	 u se the mathema tical process known as integration as o utlined 
below. The notes below are intended to give a deeper u nderstanding 
of how areas u nder curves can be ca lcula ted . They a re no t par t of 
the A2 Physics specifi cation. 

Consider Figure 1 which shows a y-variable that changes as the x-variable 
changes. A small increase of the x-variable, Ox (O for sma ll) gives little or 
no change of they-variable. The area under that section of the curve, 
oA =y Ox as it is a strip of width Ox and height y. N0te that rearranging 

i;, i;, • oA 
uA =y ux gives y =Tx· 
Hence the total area under the line from x 1 to x2 in Figure 1 is equal to 
the area of all the strips, each of width Ox, from x 1 to x2. The process of 
adding the individual strip areas together to give the total area is called 
integration. 

In mathematical terms, 
X2 Xl 

~Ota! ar~a A = JoA = Jylix whereJis the mathematical symbol for 
mtegranon. x, x, 



As y = ~~, then differen tiating A in terms of x gives y. If we know the 

formula for y in terms of x, we can find the formula for A in ierms of x 
by using the differentiation formula in Topic 30.4 in reverse. 

For example. if y = 2x, then using the process of reverse differenriarion 
gives A =x2 

Force-field curves, such as the inverse square law of force between 
two point charges, give areas that represent potential energy. We 
can use the ideas outlined above to obtain an exact formula for the 
potential energy of two point charges at a certain distance apart. 

Consider the two point charges q1 and q2 at distance apart r. The force 
F between the charges is given by Coulomb's law 

F=q1q2x .l_ 
r24n£0 

If the charges move so their distance apart changes by or, the work 
they do in rhis movement =For. This is represented on Figure 2 by the 
narrow strip of width Or. 

Since the work they do reduces their potential energy, their change of 
potential energy oEp =-For 

When the distance apart decreases to r1 from infinite separation, rhe 
potential energy changes from zero at infinite separation to Epat 
distance apart r1• Since Ep is represented by the total area under the 
line from r =infinity tor= r1 

'•J -n,r 
infinity in Iinit) 

Because the force is given by the inverse square law above, 

inlinity 

where k = q 1q2 

4ne0 

Therefore, E" = !5... beca use diffe ren tia ting.!. gives ~; . 
r r r-

If you need to, look aga in a t Topic 30.4. 


Hence their poten tial energy at distance r apart, BP=~

1 4m::Orl 

as the potential energy at infinity is zero. 

F 

O -r---1~~~~~~~~--

0 ' 1 or 
.A. Figure 2 The inverse square law 
offarce 

Note 

The inverse square law also applies 

. . If F GMm to thegrav1tat1ona orce =----;z
between two point masses M and 

m. The constant k is written 
as-GMm. 

(The minus sign represents the 
attractive nature of the force.) 

Therefore, for a small mass mat 
distance r from the centre of a 
spherical planet of mass M at or 
beyond its surface, the gravitat ional 

. I E GMmpotent1a energy P = -- 
r 

• 




30.S Areas and integration 
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Summary questions 

1 	 For a velocity- time graph, what physical variable is represented by: 

a the gradient, b the area under the line? 

2 	 What physical variable is represented by: 

a the area under a graph of acceleration against time, 

b the area under a graph of current against time, 

c What physical variable is represented by the area under a graph 
of pressure against volume for a gas? 


d State the unit of 


pressure, 


ii volume, 


Iii pressure x volume. 


3 For the electric field near a point charge, what ph!:JSical variable is 
represented by 

a the area under the graph of electric field strength Eagainst distance 
r in Figure 3a? 

b the gradient of the graph of electric potential Vagainst distance r in 
Figure 3b? 

E 

oL--======
o 

A 	Figure 3a 

4 a For the gravitational field strength near a spherical object, what 
physical variable is represented by 

I the area under the graph of gravitational field strength g against 
distance r in Figure 4a, 

ii the gradient of the graph of gravitational potential vgrav against 
distance r in Figure 4b? 

b Which of the graphs shown in Figures 3 and 4 are inverse square curves? 

0 

A Figure 3b 

g 

o -+--~~~~~~~-

o 

+ 
Vgra., 

0-1--~~~~~~~____. 

A Figure 4a 	 A Figure4b 
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Graphical methods 
Useful physical quantities in equacions can be worked out directly 
and indirectly by measuring races of change from graph gradients. 
For example, the acceleration of an objecc can be decermined from its 
displacement-time graph by 

• 	 measuring the gradient at two different points on the graph to give 
the velocity at each point, 

• 	 dividing the change of velocity between the rwo points by the time 
between them. 

Figure 1 is a graph or height (h) againsc time (1) graph for a projectile. 
The graph can be used 10 !ind g, the acceleration of free fall, by 
measuring the gradien t of the curve ac two different times. The 
gradient at A is zero so in this example, only the gradient at a second 
point B needs tO be found. 

25~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

IO 

0 	 2 3 4 

tis 

• Figure 1 Projectile motion 

• 	 The velocity al A = 0. 

• 	 The velocity l.Os later al B =gradient of the blue triangle= - l l.~ m 
= -9.6ms- 1 to two sign ificant Hgurcs. 1. 5 

19.6ms- - 2
Therefore, the vertical acceleration = g = I.Os = -9.6 ms . 

Modelling a physical system 
Physicists orten try to understand the equations for a physical system 
by modelling the system. For example, consider the 'dice' model of 
radioactive decay, which you studied in Topic 26.5. In this model, a 
large number of dice ( I 000 co start with) are considered, each one 
representing a radioactive nucleus. Each time the dice are thrown, all 
the dice that show 'I' uppermost are removed before the remaining 
dice are thrown. Each throw should result in a sixth of the dice being 
removed (because each of che six numbers on a dice are equally 
probable as the uppermost number). Table 2 shows how the number 
of dice decreases after each of nine throws. 



30.6 Graphical and computational modelling 
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•Table 1 

1st throw 

2nd throw 

3rd throw 

4th throw 

5th throw 

6th throw 

7th throw 

8th throw 

9th throw 

number of dice at the number of dice 

start of each throw, N removed 

1000 

number of dice 

remaining 

694 

694 116 578 

578 96 482 

482 80 402 

402 67 335 

335 56 279 

279 47 232 
>------------1---~ 

232 39 193 

Nl200~-------~-~ 

1000 -l---li<--1--l--1--1---1--1- 
,_800 +--l--+--l--.!-1

600 .1.--1---1---1--L---l--l---l---l.--J 

400+--l--1--l--1--1---i<--I--+·~ 

200 .1.--1--1-- i---1--.!-1-
0 +---1---1---1--1--1---1--1---l.--J 

0123456789 
number of throws 

.._Figure 2 Number ofdice, N, against number ofthrows 

Figure 2 shows how the number or dice, N, decreases with the number 
or throws. A curve drawn through the point s would be similar lO a 
radioactive decay curve. 

• 	 After about four throws, the number of dice remaining is about 
half the initial number. 

• 	 After about seven to eight throws. the number of dice remaining is 
about a quarter the initial number. 

The curve is like a radioactive decay curve, so the dice model seems to 
work - but it isn't good enough to tell us with confidence. 

To improve the dice model. you could use a spreadsheet ro carry out 
the calculations and to display the results. The use or a spreadsheet 
also has the advantage that we can change the half-life and use much 
bigger numbers. 

Before setting up the spreadsheet, you need LO recall that the rate of 
change of the number of nuclei N of a radioactive isotope decreases 
with rime t according to the equation 

6.N = -A.N 
6.t 

where A. is the decay constant, which is the probability per second of a 
nucleus decaying. See Topic 26.6. 

Rearranging this equation gives the change of the number of nuclei of 
the isotope: 

6.N =-A. N6.t 



Comparing this wirh the dice model, you can see that the product 
A.b.t tells us the fraction of the nuclei that decay in time b.t. So A.b.t is 

like the fracrion 7; in the dice model because this tells us that 7;th of 

the dice are removed after each throw. 

By choosing suitable values for A., b.t, and the initial number of nuclei 
N

0
, you can use a spreadsheer co calculate the number of nuclei 

remaining after any number of time intervals. 

You can set up your own radioactive decay spreadsheet by following 
the instructions below. 

Step I Choose values of A., N0 , and b.t. To compare the results with the 

dice experiment, choose A. and b.t such that A. M =?; (= 0.1667 ro four 
significant figures). 

• 	 Insert A.= in cell AL b.t = in cell Cl and N = in cell El.0 

• 	 lnserr a value of 16.67 (s- 1) for A. in cell B 1, a value of 0.0 I s for M 
in cell DI, and a value of l 000 for N0 in cell Fl. 

• 	 Insert column headings for time /, the initial number of nuclei N;, 
b.N, and the final number of nuclei N into cells A3 to D3. 

Step 2 Calculate b.N and N after rhe first time interval. 

• 	 Insert O into cell A4, +FI into cell 84 and the expression 
+(B4)*($DS I )*($BS I ) for b.N into cell C4. 

• 	 Insert the expression +B4 - C4 into cell D4 to calculate the final 
number of nuclei N. 

The values of l, Ni, b.N and N after the first interval should now be in 
cells A4 and D4. 

Step 3 Repeat the calculation for the second time interval 0.01 s to 0.02s. 

• 	 Insert +A4+$0$ I into cell A5 to calculate t. 

• 	 Insert +D4 into cell B5, and copy cells C4 and D4 into cells C5 and D5. 

The values of r, N;, b.N, and N after the second interval should now be 
in in cells C5 and 05. 

Step 4 Copy cells A5 to D5 into the rows below down to row 49. 

• 	 The values oft, Ni, b.N, and N for successive intervals should now 
appear in cells C6 10 C49 and D6 to D49. 

To display the results as a graph, select the block of cells from A4 to 
824 at the same time. and select a graph option from the Insert menu 
across the top of the spreadsheet. A graph showing N against t should 
then appear on the screen as shown in Figure 3. 

Note 

Don't include the unit symbol 
when you enter a value into a cell 

• 




30.6 Graphical and computational modelling 

Study tip 

You don't need to know how to 
design your own spreadsheets in 
your A Level Physics course. 

N 1000 

900 

800 

700 

600 

500 

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 

time Vs 

& Figure 3 A radioactive decay spreadsheet graph 

About spreadsheets 

A spreadsheet consists of a matrix of cells labelled alphabetically across the 
top and numerically down the left-hand side. Data entered in a cell can be 
processed mathematically and displayed in another cell. 

The basic rules for designing a spreadsheet are: 
A B C 

• 	 A number entered into a cell can be processed mathematically and 
displayed in another cell. For example, if a number is entered into cell 1 ...... 

Al, the square of the number in cell Al can be displayed in cell Bl by z 1.S Z.2S 1 

entering +Al'"Al (or +Al" Z) into cel l B 1. 3 z.s 6.ZS z 
4 3.5 1Z.Z5 3• 	 The contents of a cel l can be copied into other cells. For example, 

suppose the content of cel l Bl is copied into cells BZ, B3, B4, and BS. 4.5 ZO.Z5 4 

Cells BZ to BS will then display the square of the numbers entered into A Figure 4 Asimple spreadsheet 
cells AZ to AS. See Figure 4. 

• 	 Data from a specific cell (e.g., AS) can be copied into other cells by 
prefixing the cell address with the dollar symbol $. For example, if 
+((Al) - ($A$1)) is entered into cel l Cl and copied into cells CZ to CS, 
cell Cl will display 0, and cells CZ to CS will display the number in cells 
AZ to AS minus the number in cel l Al, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Summary questions 

1 	 Determine a value of g from Figure 1 by using the gradient given at B 

and measuring the gradient at 0.6 s. 

2 a Estimate from Figure 3 the half-life T1 of the isotope. 
z 

b Describe and explain what difference it makes to the graph in 
Figure 3 ifthe decay constant is halved . 



Data 
Fundamental constants and values 

quantity symbol value units 

speed of light in vacuo c 3.00 x 108 ms 1 

permeability of free space µo 41t x 10-7 H m- 1 

permittivity of free space Eo 8.85 x 10- 12 F m- 1 

magnitude of charge of electron e 1.60 x 10-19 c 
Planck constant h 6.63 x 10-34 Js 

gravitational constant G 6.67 x 10-11 N m2 kg- 2 

Avogadro constant NA 6.02 x 1023 mo1 1 

· 
molar gas constant R 8.31 J K- 1 mo1 1 

Boltzmann constant k 1.38 x 10-23 J K- 1 

Stefan constant a 5.67 x 10-8 W m-2 K- 4 

Wien constant a 2.90 x 10-3 mK 

electron rest mass 

(equivalent to 5.5 x 10 4 uJ 
me 9.11x10-31 kg 

electron charge/mass ratio e - 1.76 x 1011 ckg-1 

m. 

proton rest mass 

[equivalent to 1.007 28 uJ 
mp 1.67 ( 3) x 10-27 kg 

proton charge/mass ratio e - 9.58 x 107 ckg- 1 

mp 

neutron rest mass 

[equivalent to 1.008 67 u) 
mn 1.67 ( 5) x 10-27 kg 

gravitational field strength g 9.81 N kg- 1 

acceleration due to gravity g 9.81 m s- 2 

atomic mass unit u 1.661 x 10-27 kg 

[ 1 u is equivalent to 931.3 MeV) 

Astronomical data 

body mass/kg mean radius/m 

Sun 1.99 x 1030 6.96 x 108 

Earth 5.98 x 1024 6.37 x 106 

Geometrical equations 
arc length = r e 
circumference of circle = 2nr 

area of circle = nr2 

surface area of cylinder= 2nrh 

volume of cylinder= nr2h 

area of sphere = 4m.2 

volume or sphere = t nr3 

Momentum 
F = ~(mv)force 

~t 

impulse FM= ~(mv) 

Circular motion 
magnitude of angular speed co=.!'.'.. 

r 
co= 21tf 

vi 
centripecal acceleration a= - =urr 

r 
2 mv ..1centripetal force F = -- = murr 

r 

Simple harmonic motion 
acceleration a =-urx 
displacement x =A cos (wt) 

• 




Useful data for A Level Physics 

speed v = ± wJA2 
- x 2 	 Q

electric potential 	 V=-
4ne0r 

maximum speed 

maximum acceleration 

for a mass-spring system 

for a simple pendulum 

Gases and thermal physics 
gas Jaw 

kinetic theory model 

kinetic energy of a gas molecule 

energy to change remperature 

energy to change sta te 

Gravitational fields 
force between two masses 

magnitude of gravitational 
field strength 

gravitational potential 

Electric fields and capacitors 
force between two point charges 

force on a charge 

field strength for a uniform field 

field strength for a radial field 

work done 
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Vmax =WA 


amax = w2A 


T= 2nJ¥ 

T= 2nJf 

pV= nRT 

pV= NkT 

1 ( 2pV = 3Nm cnns) 

.!.m(c )2 =2kT
2 rms 2 

3RT 

2NA 
Q=mc6T 

Q=ml 

F= Gm,m2 


r i 


F 
g= 111 

GM 
9= - 2 r 
6W= m6V 

V=-GM 
r 
v 

g=- 
r 

F- Q,Q2 

r 2- 4rr£ 
0 

F= EQ 

E = ~ 

6W = Q6V 

capacitance 	 C= Q 
v 

C =A€ o € r 

d _, 
decay of charge Q= OoeRC 

_, 
capacitor charge 

time constant 

time to halve 	 T'h = 0.69RC 

capacitor energy swred E = .!.ov =.!.cv2 

2 2 
1 Q2 

=2-c 

Magnetic fields 
force on a current F= Bii 

force on a moving charge F= BQv 

magnetic flux cp =BA 

magnetic flux linkage Ncp =BAN cos fJ 

induced emf E =N 6 1/!
6t 

emf induced in a rotating coil Ne/>= BAN cos fJ 

E =BAN w sin wt 
Io lfo 

alternating current 	 /nm = Ji vnns = Ji 

transformer equations 

efficiency 

Nuclear physics 
k

the inverse-square law for'( variation I=2 
x 

radioactive decay 
6

N =-A.N N= N0e- 'At 
6t 

activity 	 A= AN 

T =ln2half-life 'n A. 

nudcar radius 

energy-mass equation 



Particle physics 
Rest energy values 

class name symbol rest energy I MeV 

photon photon y 0 

lepton neutrino Ve 0 

vµ 0 

electron e: 0.5109 99 

muon µx 105.659 

mesons pion n± 139.575 

7to 134.972 

kaon K± 493.821 

K° 497.762 

baryons proton p 938.257 

neutron n 939.551 

Properties ofquarks 
Antiparticles have opposite signs 

type charge baryon number strangeness 

u +fe +t 0 

d -te +t 0 

s -te +t -1 

Properties ofleptons 

lepton lepton number 

+1 

-1 

particles: e , Ve;µ , vµ 

Photons and energy levels 
he

photon energy E = hf= ~ 

photoelectric effect hf= if>+ EK(max) 

energy levels hf= E, - E2 

h h
de Broglie wavelength A. = - = 

p mv 

Waves 
wave speed c =fA. 

period f = ]__
T 

first harmonic f = ..!_ [
21 v 

;.,o
fringe spacing w=

s 
diffraction grating d sin 0 =nJ.. 

refractive index of a substances ns = ~ 
c, 

For two different substances of refractive indices 
n

1 
and11

2
, 

Useful data for A Level Physics 

law of refraction 11, sin e, = n2 sin e2 
critical angle sin e = n1 for nl > n2 

c n, 

Mechanics 
Moments moment= Fd 

6.s 6.v
velocity and acceleration v = /:it; a = t:i 
equations of motion v = u +at 

_ (u+ v}t
S - --

2 

v2 = u2 + 2as 

S = UI + .!.at2 

2 
force P= ma 

work. energy, and power W =Fs cos f) 

I 
EK= 2mv2 

6.E1> =mg6.h 

P=~ P=Fv 
t 

. usefu l ourput power 
effioency = .

111pul power 

Materials 
m

density p= v 
Hooke's law F= k6.L 

tensile stress 
Young modulus = ----

tensile strain 
F

tensile stress =
A 

6.ltensile strain =
l 

energy stored E = ]_F 6.L 
2 

Electricity 
I = 6.Qcurrent and pd 

6.t 

V= W 
Q 

R= V 
I 

E
emf £= Q 

E = l(R + r) 

resistors in series R=R +R +R + . .. 1 2 3 

I I I 1resistors in parallel - =- +- +- +
R R1 R2 R3 

RA
resistivity p=

L i 

power P = Vl = 12 R = Y._ 

• 
R 



A glossary of practical terms follows this glossary. 

A 
absolute scale: temperature scale in kelvins (K) 

defined in terms of absolute zero, 0 K, and the triple 
point ol' water, 273 .1 6 K, which is the temperature 
at which ice, water and water vapour are in 
thermal equilbrium. 

absolute :tero: the lowest possible temperature, the 
temperature at which an object has minimum 
imernal energy. 

ab~olute temperature T: in kelvin= temperature in 
°C+273( .15). 

acceleration: change of velocity per uni1 time. 

acceleration of free fall: acceleration of an object 
acted on only by the force of gravity. 

activity A: of a radioactive isotope, the number of 
nuclei of the isotope that disintegrate per second. 
The unit of activity is the becquerel (Bq), equal to 
I disintegration per second. 

alpha (u) decay: change in an unstable nucleus 
when it emits an a particle which is a particle 
consisting of two protons and two neu trons. 

al1>ha radiation: particles 1hat are each composed 
of two protons and two neutrons. An alpha (a) 
particle is em iLLed by a heavy unstable nucleus 
which is then less unstable as a result. Alpha 
radiation is easily absorbed by paper, has a range in 
air of no more than a few centimetres and is more 
ionising than beta (~) or gamma (y) radiation. 

amplitude: the maximum displacement from 
equilibrium of an oscillating object. For a 
transverse wave, it is the distance from the middle 
to the peak of the wave. 

angular di-;placement: the angle an object in 
circular motion turns through. If its time period is 
Tand its frequency isf, its angular displacement in 
Lime t, in radians = 2rcft = 2nt!T 

angular speed ro: the rate of change of angu lar 
displacement of an object in circular (or orbital or 
spinning) motion. 

angular frequency ro: [or an object oscillating at 
frequency f in simple harmonic motion, its angular 
frequency= 2n.r 

annihilation: when a particle and its antiparticle 
meet. they destroy each other and become 
radiation. 

antibaryon: a hadron consisting of three antiquarks. 

antimatter: antipanic/es that each have the same 
rest mass and, if charged, have equal and 

• 


opposite charge to the corresponding particle. See 
annihilation and pair production. 

antimuon: antiparticle of the muon. See 11111011. 

antineutrino: the antiparticle of the neutrino. 

antinode: fixed point in a stationary wave pattern 
where the amplitude is a maximum. 

antiparticle: There is an antiparticle [or every 
type of particle. A particle and its corresponding 
antiparticle have equal rest mass and, if charged, 
equal and opposite charge. 

antiquark: antiparticle of a quark. 

atomic mass unit u : correctly referred to as the 
unified aromic mass constant; 721h of the mass 

of an atom of the carbon isotope 1 ~C, eq ua l to 
I .661 x I 0-27 kg. 

atomic numl>er Z: of an atom of an clement is the 
number of protons in the nucleus of the atom. 
lt is also the order number of the element in the 
Periodic Table. 

Avogadro constant NA: thenumberofawmsin 12g 

or the carbon isotope 
1!c. NA is used ro define the 

mole. Its value is 6.02 x I 023 0101- 1• 

B 
back emf: eml' induced in th e spinning coil of an 

electric motor or in any coil in which the current is 
changing (e.g., the primary coil ol a transformer). 
A back emf acts against the change of applied pd. 

background radiation: radiation due to naturally 
occurring radioactive substances in the 
environmem (e.g., in the ground or in building 
materials or elsewhere in the environment). 
Background radiation is also caused by cosmic 
radiation. 

baryon: a hadron consisting of three quarks. 

base units: the units that define the SI system (e.g., 
the metre, the kilogram, the second, the ampere) . 

beta <P> decay: change in a nucleus when a neutron 
changes into a proton and a ~-particle and an 
amineutrino are emitted if the nucleus is neurron
rich or a proton changes to a neutron and a W 
particle and a neutrino are emitted if the nucleus is 
proton-rich. 

beta-minus (p-) radiation: electrons (p ) emitted 
by unstable neutron-rich nuclei (i.e., nuclei with 
a neutron/prown ratio greater than for stable 
nuclei). p radiation is slopped by about 5 mm of 
aluminium, has a range in air of up to a metre and 
is less ionising than alpha (a) radiation and more 
ionising than gamma (y) radiation . 

http:C+273(.15


beta-plus (~+) radiation: positrons (~+) emitted by 
unstable proton-rich nuclei (i.e .. nuclei with a 
neutron/proton ratio smaller than for stable nuclei). 
Positrons emitted in solids or liquids travel no funher 
than about 2 mm before they are annihilated. 

binding energy of a nucleus: the work that must 
be done to separate a nucleus into its constituent 
neutrons and protons. Binding energy = mass 
defect x c2. Binding energy in MeV =mass defect 
in u x 931.3. 

binding energy per nucleon: the average work 
done per nucleon to separate a nucleus into its 
constituent pans. The binding energy per nucleon 
of a nucleus = the binding energy of a nucleus/ 
mass number A. The binding energy per nucleon is 
greatest for iron nuclei of mass number about 56. 
The binding energy curve is a graph of binding 
energy per nucleon against mass number A. 

boiling point: the temperature at which a pure 
liquid at am1ospheric pressure boils. 

Boyle's law: for a fixed mass of gas at constant 
temperature, its pressure x its volume is constant. A 
gas that obeys Boyle's law is said to be an ideal gas. 

Boltzmann constant k: the molar gas constant 

divided by the Avogadro number (i.e.. :J See 

kinetic energy ofthe molecules ofan ideal gas. 

braking distance: the distance travelled by a vehicle 
in the time taken to st.op it. 

breaking stress: see ultimate tensile stress. 

brittle: snaps without stretching or bend.ing when 
subject to stress. 

Brownian motion: the random and unpredictable 
motion of a particle such as a smoke particle 
caused by molecules of the surrounding substance 
colliding at random with the particle. Its discovery 
provided evidence for the existence of atoms. 

c 
capacitance: the charge stored per unit pd of a 

capacitor. The unit of capacitance is the farad (F), 
equal to l coulomb per volt. For a capacitor of 
capacitance Cat pd V, the charge stored, Q =CV. 

capacitor energy: energy stored by the capacitor, 
2 

E = .!_Qv = .!_cv2 = 1- Qc 
2 2 2 

capacitor discharge: through a fixed resistor of 
resistance R; time constant = RC; exponential 
decrease equation for current or charge or pd; 

-I 

x = XoeRC 

Celsius scale: temperature, in degrees Celsius 
or 0 C. is defined as absolute temperature in 
kelvins -273.15 . This definition means that the 
temperature of pure melting ice (ice point) is 0 °C, 

and the temperature of steam at standard 
atmospheric pressure (steam point) is l 00 °C. 

centre of mass: the centre of mass of a body is the 
point through which a single force on the body has 
no turning effect. 

centripetal acceleration: l. For an object moving 
at speed v (or angular speed ro) in uniform circular 

2 
motion, its centripetal acceleration a=~= ro2 r 
towards the centre of the circle. 2. For 1satellite in 

a circular orbit, its centripetal acceleration ~ = g 

centripetal force: the resultant force on an object 
that moves along a circular path. For an object of 
mass m moving at speed v a long a circu lar path of 

radius r, the centripetal force = m;' towards the 
centre of the circle. 

chain reaction: a series of reactions in which each 
reaction causes a further reaction. In a nuclear 
reactor. each fission event is due to a neutron 
colliding with a 2~;u nucleus which splits and 
releases two or three further neutrons that can 
go on to produce further fission. A steady chain 
reaction occurs when one fission neutron on 
average from each fission event produces a further 
fission event. 

charge carriers: charged particles that move through 
a substance when a pd is applied across it. 

Charles' law: for a fixed mass of an ideal gas 
at constant pressure. its volume is directly 
proportional to its absolute temperature. 

circuit rule for current (Kirchhoff's 1st Law): 

l. 	The current passing through two or more 
components in series is the same through each 
component. 

2. At a junction, the total current in =the total 
current out. 

circuit rules for pd (Kirchhoff's 2nd Law): 

1. 	 For two or more components in series. the rotal 
pd across all the components is equal to the sum 
of the pd's across each component. 

2. The sum of the emf's round a complete loop in a 
circuit = the sum of the pd's round the loop. 

coherent: two sources of waves are coherent if they 
emit waves with a constant phase difference. 

collisions: see elastic collision. 

conservation of momentum: for a system of 
interacting objects is the total momentum of the 
objects remains constant provided no external 
resu ltant force acts on the system. 

conservation rules: conservation of energy, charge. 
baryon number, and lepton numbers applies to all 
particle interactions. Conservation of strangeness 
applies to strong interactions only. 
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control rods: rods made of a neutron-absorbing 
substance such as cadmium or boron that are 
moved in or out of the core of a nuclear reactor to 
control the rate of fission events in the reactor. 

coolant: a fluid that is used to prevent a machine 
or device from becoming dangerously hot. The 
roolant of a nuclear reactor is pumped through the 
core of the reactor to transfer therma l energy from 
the core to a heat exchanger. 

Coulomb's law o f force: for two point charges Q1 

and Q2 at distance apart r, the force F between 

the two charges is given by the equation 


F = Q1Q=>· where e
0 

is the permittivity of free space.
47tt0r 

count rate: the number of counts per unit time 

detected by a Geiger Muller tube. Count rates 

should always be corrected by measuring and 

subtracting the background coun t rate (i.e., the 

count rate with no radioactive source present). 


couple: pair of equal and opposite forces acting on a 

body but not along the same line. 


critical angle: the angle of incidence of a light ray 

must exceed the critical angle for total internal 

reflection to occur. 


critical mass: the minimum mass of the fissile isotope 
(e..g., the uranium isotope 2~iU ) in a nuclear reactor 
necessary to produce a chain reaction. If the mass 
of the fissile isotope in the reactor is less than 
the critical mass, a chain reaction docs not occur 
because too many fission neutrons escape from the 
reactor or are absorbed without fission. 

critical temperature of a superconducting 

material: temperature at and below which its 

resistivity is zero. 


cycle: interval for a vibrating particle (or a wave) 
from a certain displacement and velocity to the 
next time the particle (or wave) that has the same 
displacement and velocity. 

D 
damped oscillations: oscillations that reduce in 


amplitude due to the presence of resistive forces 

such as friction and drag. 


l. 	 For a lightly damped system, the amplitude of 
oscillations decreases gradually. 

2. 	 For a heavily damped system displaced from 
equilibrium then released, the system slowly 
rcwrns to equilibrium without oscillating. 

3. 	 For a cri tically damped system, the sysLem 
re1urns to equilibrium in the least possible time 
withouL oscillating. 

de Broglie wavelength: a particle of matter has a 
wave-like namre which means that it can behave 
as a wave. For example, electrons directed at a thin 
crystal are diffracted by the crystal. The de Broglie 

wavelength, A., of a matter particle depends on its 
momentum, p, in accordance with de Broglie's 

equation A.=!!..= l!_, where his the Planck constant. 
p 	 mv 

decay constant /...: the probability of an individual 
nucleus decaying per second. 

decay curve: an exponential decrease curve showing 
how the mass or activity of a radioactive isotope 
decreases with time. 

de-excitation: process in which an atom loses energy 
by photon emission, as a result of an electron 
inside an atom moving from an outer shell to an 
inner shell or in which an excited nucleus emits a 
gamma photon. 

den'iity of a c;ubstance: mass per unit volume of the 
substa nee. 

dielectric: material that increases the capaci ty of a 
paral lel-plate capacitor to store charge when placed 
between the plates of the capacitor. Polythene and 
waxed paper arc examples of dielectrics. 

dielectric conc;tant: See relative permittivity. 

differentiation: mathematical process of finding the 
gradient of a line from its equation. 

diffraction : the spreading of waves when they 
pass through a gap or round an obstacle. X-ray 
diffraction is used to determine the strucwre of 
crysta ls, meLals and long molecules. Electron 
di ffraction is used to probe the structure of 
materials. High-energy electron scauering is used 
to determine the diameter of the nucleus. 

diffraction grating: a plate with many closely ruled 
para llcl slits on it. 

disperc;ion: splining of a beam of white light by a 
glass prism imo colours. 

displacement: distance in a given direction. 

dissi1>ative forces : forces that transfer energy which 
is wasted. 

dose equivalent: a comparative measure of the effect 
of each type of ionising radiation, defined as the 
energy that would need to be absorbed per unit 
mass of mailer from 250 k of X-radiation to have the 
same effect as a certain 'dose' of the ionising radiation. 
The unit of dose equivalent is the sieven (Sv). 

drag force: the force of fluid resistance on an object 
moving through che fluid. 

ductile: stretches easily without breaking. 

dynamo rule: See Fleming's right-ha11d rule. 

E 
eddy currents: induced currents in the metal pans of 

ac machines. 

e fficiency: the ratio of useful energy transferred (or 
the useful work done) by a machine or device to 

the energy supplied to it. 



e ffort: the rorcc applied to a machine to make it move. 

e lastic collision: an elastic collision is one in which 
the total kinetic energy after the collision is equal 
co the total kinetic energy before the collision. 

e lasticity: propen y or a solid that enables it to regain 
its shape after it has been deformed or distorted. 

elastic limit: point beyond which a wire is 
permanemly stretched. 

electrical conductor: an object that can conduct 
electricity. 

e lectrically insulating material<;: an electrica l 
insulator is a materia l that cannot conduct 
electricity; a therma l insulator is a material that is a 
poor conductor or heat. 

e lectric field strength c: at a point in an electric 
field, is the force per unit charge on a small 
positively charged object a t that point in the field. 

electric potential V: at a point in an electric field is 
the work done per unit charge on a small positively 
charged object to move it from infinity to that 
point in rhe field. 

e lectrolysis: process of electrical conduction in a 
solution or mollen compound due to ions moving 
to the oppositely charged electrode. 

e lectrolyte: a solution or molten compound that 
conducts electricity. 

electromagnetic induction: the generation of an emf 
when the magnetic/ha linkage through a coil changes 
or a conductor cuts across magnetic field lines. 

e lectromagnetic radiation: see electromagnetic wave. 

e lectromagnetic wave: an electric and magnetic 
wavepacket or photon that can travel through free 
space. 

e lectromotive force (emf) : the amount of electrical 
energy per unit charge produced inside a source or 
electrica l energy. 

e lectron: a lepton of res t mass 9.11 x 10-31 kg and 
e lectric charge - 1.60 x 10- 19 c (lo 3 significant 
figures). 

electron capture: a proton-rich nucleus captures an 
inner-shell electron to cause a proton in the nucleus 
to change into a neutron. An electron neutrino 
is emitted by the nucleus. An X-ray photon is 
subsequently emitted by the atom when the inner 
shell vacancy is filled. 

e lectron volt: amount of energy equal to 1.6 x 10-19 J 
defined as the work done when an electron is 
moved through a pd of I v. 

e ndoscope: optical fi bre device used to see inside 
cavities. 

e nergy: the capacity to do work; see work. 

energy levels: the energy of an electron in an electron 
shell of an atom or the allowed energies of a nucleus. 

equilibrium: state of an object when at resr or in 
uniform motion. 

equipotential: a line or surface in a field along 
which the electric or gravitational potential is 
constant. 

escape velocity: the minimum velocity an object 
must be given to escape from the planet when 
projected vertically from the surface. 

excitation: process in which an atom absorbs energy 
without becoming ionized as a result of an electron 
inside an atom moving £rorn an inner shell to an 
outer shell. 

excited state: an atom which is not in its ground 
state (i.e., irs lowes1 energy sta te). 

explosion: when two objects fly apart, the two 
objects carry away equal and opposite momentum. 

exponential change: exponential change happens 
when the change of a quantity is proportiona l to 
the quantity itself. For an exponential decrease of 

a quantity x, dx = -/...x, where A. is referred to as the 
dt 

decay constant. The solution of this equation is 
x = x0e-AI where x0 is an initial value of x. 

F 
Faraday's Jaw of e lectromagnetic induction: the 

induced emf in a circuit is equal to the rate of 
change of magneticflux linkage through the circuit. 
For a changing magnetic field in a fixed coil of area 

A and N turns, the induced emf= -NAtlB 
flt 

field line: see line offorce. 

first harmonic: pattern of stationary waves on 
a string when it vibrates at its lowest possible 
frequency. 

fission : the spli ui ng o r a 2~~U nucleus or a 2;!Pu 
nucleus into two approximately equal fragments. 
Induced fission is fission caused by an incoming 
neutron colliding wit h a 2~;u nucleus or a 2~~Pu 
nucleus. 

fission neutrons: neutrons released when a n ucleus 
undergoes fission and which may collide with 
nuclei to cause further fission. 

Fleming's left-hand rule: rule that relates the 
directions of the rorce, magnetic field and current 
on a currem-carrying conductor in a magnetic field. 

Fleming's right-hand rule: rule that relates the 
directions of the induced current, magnetic field and 
velocity of the conductor when the conductor cuts 
across magnetic field lines and an emf is induced in it. 

fluorescence: glow of light from a substance exposed 
lO ultraviolet radiation; the atoms de-excite in 
stages and emit visible photons in the process. 
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force: = rate of change of 1110111e11111111 

= change of momentum 
time taken 

(=mass x acceleration ror fixed mass). 

forced vibrations: vibrations (oscillations) of a 
system subjected to an externa l periodic force . 

free-body force diagram: a diagram or an object 
showing only the forces act ing on 1he object. 

free electrons: electrons in a conductor that move 
about freely inside the metal because they arc not 
a11ached to a particular atom. 

free vibrations: vibrations (oscillations) where there 
is no damping and no periodic force acting on 
1he system, so the amplicude of the oscillations is 
cons1ant. 

frequency: of an oscillating object is the number of 
cycles of oscillation per second. 

friction : rorce opposing the morion of a surface that 
moves or tries to move across ano1her surface. 

fundamental mode of vibration: Sec first harmonic. 

fusion (nuclear): the fusing together of light nuclei 
10 form a heavier nucleus. 

fusion (thermal): the fusing together of metals by 
melting them together. 

G 
gamma (y) radiation: electromagnetic radia tion 

emitted by an unstable nucleus when it becomes 
more stable. See pair production. 

geostationary satellite: a satellite 1ha1 stays above 
the same point on the Earth's equator as it orbits 
the Earth because ics orbic is in the same plane as the 
equator, its period is exactly 24 hand it orbits in the 
same direction as the Eanh's direction of rotation. 

gold leaf electroscope: a device used to detect 
electric charge. 

gravitational constant G: the constant of 
proportionality in Newton's law ofgravitation. 

gravitational field : the region surrounding an object 
in which it exerts a gravitational force on any other 
object. 

gravitational field strength g: the force per unit 
mass on a small mass placed in the lield. 

I. g = F, where Fis the gravitational force on a 
m 


small mass m. 


2. Al distance r from a poim mass M, g = G~\1 
3. A l or beyond the surfa ce of a sphere of mass M, 

g =~where r is the distance 10 I he centre. 

4. At the surface of a sphere of mass Mand radius 
GM 

R, g\ = R'l 

• 


gravitational force: an attractive force that acts 
equally on any two objects due to their mass. 

gravitational potential V: ac a point in a 
gravitationa l field is the work done per unit mass 
to move a small object from infinity to that point. 
Ar distance r from the centre of a spherica l object 
or mass M, 

V =-GM 
r 

gravitational potential energy: at a point in a 
gravitational field is the work done to move a 
small object from infinity to that point. The change 
of gravitational potential energy of a mass m 
moved through height h near the Earth's surface, 
llEP =mg llh 

grid <;ystem: the network of transformers and cables 
that is used to distribute e lectrica l power from 
power stations to users. 

ground stale: the lowest energy state of an atom. 

H 
hadron: particles and antiparticles that can interact 

through the strong interaction. 

half-life T, : the time taken [or the mass of a 
radioactive isotope to decrease to half the initial 
mass or for its activity to halve. This is the same 
as the time taken for the number of nuclei of the 
isotope to decrease to half the ini1ial number. 

Hall probe: a device used to measure magnetic flux 
density. 

heat Q: energy trans[er due to a difference of 
temperature. 

heat capacity: the energy needed to raise the 
temperature of an object by l K 

heat exchanger: a steel vessel containing pipes 
through which hot coolant in a sea led circuit is 
pumped, causing water passing through the steel 
vessel in separate pipes to turn to steam which is 
used to drive turbines. 

Hooke'~ law: the extension of a spring is 
proportional to the force needed to extend it up to 
a limit referred to as its limit of proportionality. 

ideal gac;: a gas under condicions such that it obeys 
Boyle's law. 

ideal gas equation: pV = nRT, where pis the gas 
pressure, Vis the gas volume, n is the number of 
moles of gas, Tis the absolute temperature and R is 
the molar gas constant. 

impulse: of a force acting on an object, force x time 
for which the force acts. 

induced emf: see electromagnetic induction. 

induced fic;<;ion: see fission. 

inertia: resistance of an object to change of its motion. 
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integration: mathematical process of finding the area 
under a curve from its mathematical equation. 

intensity of radiation: at a surface is the radiation 
energy per second per unit area at normal 
incidence LO the surface. The unit of intensity is 
J s- 1 m-2 or w m-2• 

interference: formation of points of cancdlation and 
reinforcement where two coherent waves pass 
through each other. 

internal energy: of an object is the sum of the 
random distribution of the kinetic and potential 
energies of its molecules. 

internal resistance: resistance imide a source of 
electrical energy; the loss of pd per unit current in 
the source when current passes through it. 

ion: a charged atom. 

ionisation: process of creating ions. 

ionising radiation: radiation that produces ions in 
the substances it passes through. It destroys cell 
membranes and damages vital molecules such as 
DNA directly or indirectly by creating 'free radical' 
ions which react with vital molecules. 

isotopes: of an element arc atoms which have the 
same number of protons in each nucleus but 
different numbers of neutrons. 

inverse-square laws: I. Force: Newto11 'slaw of 
gravitation and Coulomb's law of force between 
electric charges are inverse-square laws because 
the force between two point objects (masses in 
the case of gravitation and charge in the case of 
charges) is inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance between the two objects. Because 
these two laws are inverse-square laws, the field 
strength due to a point mass or a point charge 
varies with distance according to the inverse of 
the square of the distance LO the point object. 

2. 	 lntcnsity: the intensity of y radiation from a point 
sourcc varies with the invcrsc of the square of the 
distance from the source. The same rule applies 
to radiation from any point source that spreads 
out equally in all dircaions and is not absorbed. 

K 
kaon : a meson that consists of a strange quark or 

antiquark and another quark or antiquark. 

Kepler's third law: for any planet, thc cube of its 
mean radius of orbit r is directly proportional to the 
squarc of its time period T. Using Newton's law of 

. . . b h I r J GMgrav1tat1on, 1t can e s own t 1at ~ = 
4

1t2 

kinetic energy: the energy of a moving object due 
to its motion. For an object of mass /11 moving at 
speed v, its kinetic energy 

EK =1mv2, provided v « c (the speed of light in 
free space). 

kinetic energy of the molecules of an ideal gas: 
l. Mean kinetic energy of a molecule of an ideal gas= 

t kT, where the Boltzmann con!>tant k =Ji. 
NA 

2. 	Total kinetic energy of n moles of an ideal 

gas = tnRT 


kinetic theory of a gas: 
I. Assumptions; a gas consists of identical point 

molecules which do not attract one another. 
The molecules are in continual random motion 
colliding elastically with each other and with 
the container. 

2. The pressure p of N molecules of such a gas in a 
container of volume Vis given by the equation 

pV = fNm(cnns) 2, where mis the mass of each 
molecule and (crn1s)

2 is the mean square speed of 
the gas molecules. 

3. Assuming that the mean kinetic energy of a gas 

molecule ..!..m(cnn
5

) 2 =2. kT, where k =Ji.. it can 
2 2 N 

I A 
be shown from pV = 3Nm(cnn,)2 that pV = nRT. 

which is the ideal gas law. 

kinelic theory of gases equation: pV =+Nm(cnns)2 

L 
la-;er: device that produces a parallel coherent beam 

of monochromatic light. 

latent heat of fusion: the energy needed to change 
the state of a solid to a liquid without change of 
temperature. See specific latent heat of fusion. 

latent heat of vaporisation: the energy needed to 
change the state of a liquid t0 a vapour without 
change of temperature. See specific latent heat of 
vaporisation. 

Len1's law: when a current is induced by 
electromagnetic induction, the direction of the 
induced current is always such as to oppose the 
changc that causes the current. 

lepton: electrons, muons, neutrinos, and their 
antiparticles are classified as leptons because they 
cannot interact chrough the strong interaction. 
They interact through che weak interaction and, 
in the case of electrons and positrons, through che 
electromagnetic interaction. 

lepton number: a lepton number is assigned to 
every lepton and antilepton, on the basis that the 
tota l lepton number for each branch of the lepton 
family is always conserved. 

light-dependent resistor: resistor which is designed 
to have a resistance chat changes with light intensity. 

limit of proportionality: the limit beyond which, 
when a wire or a spring is stretched, its extension is 
no longer proportional to the force that stretches it. 
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linear: two quantities are said to have a linear 
relationship if the change of one quantity is 
proportional to the change of the other. 

line of force or a field line: the direction of a line 
of force or a field line indicates the direction of the 
force. An electric field line is the path followed by 
a free positive test charge. The gravitational field 
lines of a single mass point towards that mass. 

load: the force to be overcome by a machine when it 
shifts or raises an object. 

logarithms: for a number n =bP where bis the base 
number, then p = logb n 
log (nm) = log /1 + log m, 

log(~) =log n - log 111. 
m 


log (mP) = p log m 

natural logs: for n = eP. then Inn= p 

base 10 logs: for /1 = I OP, then log 10 n = p 


logarithmic scale: a scale such that equal intervals 
correspond to a change by a constant factor or 
multiple (e.g., x I 0). 

log graphs: I. For y = lo:". log 10 y = log 10 k + n log10 x; 
the graph of log 10 y (on the vertical axis) against 
logJO xis therefore a straight line of gradient n 
with an intercept equal to log 10 k; 

2. 	For x = x0e 1" , In x =In x0 - A.t; the graph of ln x 
(on the vertical axis) against tis a straight line 
with a gradient equal to - A. and a y-intercept 
equal to In x0 

longitudinal waves: waves with a direction of 
vibration parallel co the direction of propagation of 
the waves. 

M 
magnetic nux ¢: ¢ = BA for a uniform magnetic field 

of flux density B that is perpendicular to an area A. 
The unit of magnetic flux is the weber (Wb) 

magnetic nux density 8 : the magnetic force per 
un it length per un it curren t on a current carrying 
conductor at right angles t.o the field li nes. The 
unit of magnetic flux density is the Lesia (T). 
B is sometimes referred to as the magnetic field 
strength. 

magnetic nux linkage N¢: through a coil of N turns, 
= Nq> =NBA where Bis the magnetic flux density 
perpendicular to area A. The unit of magnetic flux 
and of flux linkage is the weber (Wb). equal to 1 T 
m2 or l Vs. 

magnetic force: I. F = Bl/ sin 8 gives the force Fon 
a current-carrying wire of length I in a uniform 
magnetic field Bat angle e to the field lines, 
where I is the current. The direction of the 
force is given by Fleming's left-hand nile where 
the field direction is the direction of che field 
component perpendicular to the wire . 
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2. 	F = BQv sin 8 gives the force Fon a particle of 
charge Q moving through a uniform magnetic 
field Bat speed v in a direction at angle 8 to the 
field. If the velocity of the charged particle is 
perpendicular to the field, F = BQv. The direction 
of the force is given by Fleming's left-hand rule, 
provided the current is in the direction that 
positive charge would move in. 

3. 	 BQv = mv2 gives the radius of the orbit of a 
charge rhoving in a direction at right angles to 
the lines of a magnetic field. 

mass: measure of the inertia or resistance LO change 
of motion of an object. 

mass defect: of a nucleus is the difference between 
the mass of the separated nucleons (i.e .. protons 
and neutrons from wh ich the nucleus is composed) 
and the nucleus. 

mass number: sec 11ucleo1111u111ber 

matter waves: the wave-like behaviour of particles 
of matter. 

mean kinetic energy: for a molecule in a gas at 
absolute temperature T, its mean kinetic energy = 

fkT, where k is the Bolt1mann constant(= :J 
melting point: the temperature at which a pure 

substance melts. 

meson: a hadron consisting of a quark and an 
antiquark. 

metastable state: an excited state of the nuclei of an 
isotope that lasts long enough after a or~ emission 
for the isotope to be separated from the parent 
isotope (e.g., technetium :~Tc). 

modal disperc;ion : the lengthening of a light pulse 
as it travels along an optical fibre, due to rays that 
undergo less total interna l reflection. 

moderator: substance in a thermal n uclear reactor 
tha t slows the fission neutrons down so they can 
go on to prod uce furt her fission. 

mole: one mole of a substance consisting of identical 
particles is the quantity of substance that contains 
NA particles of the substance. 

molar gas constant: R See the ideal gas equation. 

molarity: the number of moles in a certain quantity 
of a substance. The unit of molarity is the mo!. 

molar mass: the mass of one mole of a substance. 

moment of a force about a point: force x 
perpendicular distance from the line of action of 
the force to the point. 

momentum: mass x velocity. The unit of momentum 
is kg ms-1 

motive force: che force that drives a vehicle. 
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motor effect: the force on a current-carrying 
conductor due to a magnetic field. 

muon: a lepton which is negatively charged and has a 
greater rest mass than the electron. 

N 
natural frequency: Lhe frequency of free oscillaLions 

or an oscillating system. 

negative temperature coefficient: the resistance of 
a semiconductor decreases when its temperature is 
increased. 

neutron: an uncharged particle that has a rest mass 
of .1.674 x I 0-21 kg. Neutrons are in every atomic 
nucleus except that of hydrogen :H. 

neutrino: uncharged lepton with a very low rest mass 
compared with the electron. 

neutrino ty1>es (or ' branches'): there are 3 types 
or neULrinos, Lhe electron neutrino, the muon 
neutrino and the tau neutrino. 

Newton's law of gravitation: the gravitational force 
F between two point masses m 1 and m2 at distance 

. . b Gm1m2r apan 1s given y F = ,.2 
Newton's laws of motion: 

First law: an object continues at rest or in uniform 
motion unless it is acted on by a resultant force. 
Second law: the rate of change or momentum of an 
object is proportional to the resullant force on it.. 
Third law: when two objects in teract, they 
exert equal and opposite forces on one another. 

b.p
Newton's second law may be written as F = 

/).( 

where pis the momentum (= mv) of the object and 
Fis the force in newtons. For constant mass, 

mb.v6p =mAv so F=--= ma. 
At 

node: fixed point in a stationary wave pattern where 
the amplitude is zero. 

nuclear fission: see fission. 


nuclear fusion: see fusion (nuclear). 


nucleon: a neutron or a proton in the nucleus. 


nucleon number A: the number of neutrons and 
protons in a nucleus; also referred to as mass number. 

nucleus: the relatively small pan of an atom where 
all the acom's positive charge and most of its mass 
is concentrated. 

nuclide of an isotope ~X : a nucleus composed of Z 
protons and (A - Z) neutrons, where Z is the proton 
number (and also the atom ic number of element X) 
and A is the mass number (or n ucleon number, i.e., 
the number of protons and neutrons in a nucleus). 

Ohm's law: The pd across a metallic conductor is 
proportional to the current, as long as the physical 
conditions do not change. 

optical fibre: a thin flexible transparen1 fibre used to 
carry light pulses from one end to the other. 

p 
1>air production: when a gamma photon changes into 

a particle and an antiparticle. 

pascal: unit of pressu re or stress equal to I N m-2 . 

path difference: the difference in dis tances from two 
coherent sources LO an interference fringe. 

period of a wave: time for one complete cycle of a 
wave to pass a point. 

periodic force: a force that varies regularly in 
magnitude with a definite time period. 

permittivity of free space r 0: the charge per unit 
area in coulombs per square metre on oppositely 
charged parallel plates in a vacuum when the 
electric field strength between the plates is I volt per 
metre. See Coulomb's law offorce. 

pha'ie difference: in radians, (or two objects 
oscillating with the same time period, TP, the phase 

d .ff in At h . h . b1 erence =--, w ere b.t 1st e ume etween 
TP 

successive instants when the two objects are at 
maximum displacement in the same direction. 

photoelectric effect: emission of electrons from a 
metal surface when the surface is illuminated by 
light or frequency grea ter than a mi nimum value 
known as the threshold frequency. 

photon: electromagnetic radiation consists of 
photons. Each photon is a wave packet of 
electromagnetic radiation. The energy of a photon, 
E =hf, where f is the frequency of the radiation and 
II is the Planck constant. 

pion: a meson that consists of an up or down quark 
and an up or down antiquark. 

J>lane-polarised waves: transverse waves that 
vibrate in one plane only. 

plastic deformation: deformation of a solid beyond 
its elastic limit. 

polari<;ecl: the positive charge and the negative 
charge of a polarised molecule are displaced in 
opposite directions. 

positive temperature coefficient: the resistance of 
a metal increases when its temperature is increased. 

positron: a panicle of antimatter that is the 

an tiparticle of the electron. 


potential difference: work done or energy transfer 
per un it charge between two points when charge 
moves from one point to the other. 

potential divider: two or more resistors in series 

connected to a source of pd. 


potential energy: the energy of an object due to its 

position. 


• 

0 
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potential gradient: at a point in a field is the change 
of potential per unit change or distance along the 
field line at that point. The potential gradient= 
the field strength at any point. 

power: rate or transfer of energy = cner?y transferred 
nme taken 

pressure: the force per unit area that a gas or a liquid 
or a solid at rest exerts normally on ( i.e., at right 
angles to) a surface. Pressure is measured in pascals 
(Pa), where l Pa = I N m-2 

pressure law: for a fixed mass of an ideal gas 
at constant volume, its pressure is directly 
proportional to its absolute temperature. 

principle of conservation of momentum: when 
two or more bodies interact, the total momentum is 
unchanged. provided no ex ternal forces act on the 
bodies. 

principle of conservation of energy: in any 
change, the total amount ol' energy after the 
change is always equa l to the total amount of 
energy before the change. 

principle of moments: ror an object in equilibrium, 
the sum of the clockwise moments about any 
point= the sum of the anticlockwise moments 
about that point. 

progressive waves: waves which travel through a 
substance or through space if electromagnetic. 

projectile: a projected object in motion acted on only 
by the force of gravity. 

proton: a particle that has equal and opposite charge to 
the electron and has a rest mass of 1.673 x I 0-27 kg 
which is about 1836 times that of the electron. 
Protons are in every atomic nucleus. The nucleus 
of hydrogen : H is a single proton. The proton is the 
only stable baryon. 

Q 
quark: protons and neutrons and other hadrons 

consist of quarks. There arc six types of quarks: 
the up quark. the down quark, the strange quark, 
the charmed quark, the top quark, and the bottom 
quark. 

quark model (or standard model) : a quark can 
join with an antiquark LO form a meson or with 
two other quarks to form a baryon. An antiquark 
can join with two other antiquarks co form an 
antibaryon. 

R 
radial field : a field in which the field lines are straight 

and converge or diverge as if from a single point. 
360 

radian: 1 radian = - degrees. 27t radians= 360°.
27t 

reactor core: the fuel rods and the control rods 
together with the moderator substance arc in a steel 
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vessel through which the coolant (which is also the 
moderator in 'pressurised water reactor') is pumped. 

refraction: change of direction of a wave when it 
crosses a boundary where its speed changes. 

refractive index: speed or light in free space 
speed of light in the substance 

relative permittivity: ratio of the charge stored 
by a parallel-plate capacitor with dielectric filling 
the space between its plates to the charge stored 
without the dielectric ror the same pd. 

renewable energy: energy from a source that 
is continually renewed. Examples include 
hydroelectricity, tidal power, geothermal power. 
solar power, wave power, and wind power. 

resistance: pd 
current 

resistivity: resistance per unit length x area of cross 
section. 

resonance: the ampli tude or vibration of an 
oscillating system subjected to a periodic force 
is largest when the periodic force has the same 
frequency as the resonant frequency of the system. 
For a lightly damped system, the frequency of the 
periodic force = natural rrcqucncy of the oscillating 
system. At resonance, the system vibrates such that 
its velocity is in phase with the periodic force. 

resonant frequency: the frequency of an oscillating 
system in resonance. 

rest energy: energy due to rest mass 1110' equal to 
m c2, where c i~ the ~peed of light in free space. 0

root mean square '>peed, cnn,: square root of the 
mean value of the square of the molecular speeds 
of the molecules or a gas. 

= (cf + ~ + ... + cJ )2 I 

'rms N 
where c1, c2, c •.. cN represent the speeds of the3 
individual molecules and N is the number of 
molecules in the gas. 

Rutherford's ex-particle scattering 
experiment: demonstra ted chat every acom 
contains a positively charged nucleus which is much 
smaller than the atom and where al l the positive 
charge and most o r the mass of the atom is located. 

s 
satellite: a small object in orbit round a larger object. 

satellite motion: for a satellite moving at speed v 
in a circular orbit or radius r round a planet, its 
centripetal acceleration. 

2v2 = g. Substituting v = nr. where Tis its time 
r T 

period, and g = G::. where Mis the mass of the 

3planet, T2 = ( ~~) r • Sec geostationary satellite. 

See Kepler's 3rd law. 



scalar: a physical quantity with magnitude only. 

semiconductor: a substance in which the number of 
charge carriers increases when the temperature is 
raised. 

SJ system: the scientific system of units. 

simple electric motor: an electric motor with an 
armarure consisting of a single coil of insulated wire. 

simple harmonic motion: motion of an object if its 
acceleration is proportional to the displacement of 
the object from equilibrium and is always directed 
towards the equilibrium position. 

I. The acceleration. a, of an object oscillating 
in simple harmonic motion is given by 
a= -(2nf)2x = -w2x, where x =displacement 
from equi librium, and f =frequency of 
oscillations and w= the angular frequency= 2nf 

2. 	The solution or this equa tion depends on the 
initial conditions. 1f x = 0 and the object is moving 
in the+ direction at time t = O. then x = Asin (2nff). 
lJ the object is at maximum displacement, +A, at 
time t = 0, then x = Acos (2nft) 

simple harmonic motion applications: I. For a 
simple pendulum of length L. its time period 

I 

T= 2rr (~)2 

2. 	For an oscillating mass m on the end of a 
I 

vertical spring, its time period T = 2n {I}2· 
where k is the spring constant. 

sinusoidal curveJ.: Any curve with the same shape 
as a sine wave (e.g., a cosine curve). 

specific heat capacity c: of a substance is the energy 
needed ro raise the temperature of l kg of the 
substance by 1 I< without change of state. To raise 
the temperature of mass m of a substance from T1 
to T2, the energy needed, Q =me (T2 - T

1
), where c 

is the specific heat capacity of the substance. 

specific charge: charge/mass value of a charged 
part icle. 

specific latent heat of fusion: of a substance is the 
energy needed to change the state of unit mass of a 
solid to a liquid without change of temperature. 

specific latent heat or vaporisation: for a 
substance is the energy needed to change the state 
of unit mass of a liquid to a vapour without change 
of temperature. 
To change the state of mass 111 of a substance 
without change of temperature, the energy needed 
Q =ml, where I is the specific latent heat of fusion 
or vaporisation of the substance. 

spectrometer: instrument used to measure light 
wavelengths very accurately. 

speed: change or distance per unit time. 

stationary waves: wave pattern with nodes and 
antinodes formed when two or more progressive 
waves of the same frequency and amplitude pass 
through each other. 

stiffness constant: the force per unit extension 
needed to extend a wire or a spring. 

stopping distance: thinking distance+ braking 
distance. 

strain: extension per unit length of a solid when 
deformed. 

strangeness number: A strangeness number is 
assigned to every particle and antiparticle on the 
basis that strangeness is always conserved in the 
strong interaction, but not necessarily in a weak 
interaction or a decay involving a strange quark or 
antiquark. 

stress: force per unit area of cross section in a solid 
perpendicu lar to the cross section. 

strong interaction: interaction belween two 
hadrons. 

strong nuclear force: force that holds the nucleons 
together. It has a range of about 2-3 fm and is 
attractive down to distances of about 0.5 fm. Below 
this distance, it is a repulsive force. 

sublimation: the change of state when a solid 
changes to a vapour directly. 

superconductor: a material that has zero electrical 
resistance. 

superposition: the effect of two waves adding 
together when they meet. 

T 
temperature: the degree or hotness of an object. 

Defined in Lerms of 'fixed points' (e.g., the triple 
point of water= 273. 16 K). 

terminal ~peed: the maximum speed reached by 
an object when the drag force on it is equal and 
opposi te 10 lhe force causing the motion of the 
object. 

thermal energy: the in ternal energy of an object due 
LO temperature. 

thermal equilibrium: when no overa!J heat 
transfer occurs between two objects at the same 
temperature. 

thermal nuclear reactor: nuclear reactor which has 
a moderator in the core. 

thermistor: resistor which is designed to have a 
resistance that changes with temperature. 

thinking distance: the distance travelled by a 
vehicle in the time it takes the driver to react. 

threshold frequency: minimum frequency of light 
that can cause photoelectric emission. 
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time constant: the time taken ror a quantity that 

decreases exponentially to decrease to 0.37 ( = ;) 

of its initial value. For the discharge or a capacitor 
through a fixed resistor, the time constant= 
resistance x capacitance. 

time period or period: time caken £or one complete 
cycle of oscillacions. 

total internal reflection: A light ray travelling 
in a substance i~ totally internally reflected at a 
boundary with a substance of lower refractive 
index, if the angle of incidence is greater than a 
certain value known as the critical angle. 

transformer: converts the amplitude of an 
alternating pd to a different value. It consists of two 
insu lated coils, the primary coil and the secondary 
coil, wound round a soft iron laminated core; 
s t e p -down t ra nsforme r : a transrormer in which 
the rms pd across the secondary coil is less than 
the rms pd applied to the primary coil; s t e p -up 
tra nsforme r : a transl'ormer in w hich the rms pd 
across the secondary coil is grea ter than the rms pd 
applied to the primary coil. 

transformer rule: the ratio or the secondary voltage 
to the primary voltage is equal ro the ratio of 
the number or secondary turns 10 the number of 
primary turns. 

transformer efficiency: for an ideal transformer 
(i.e., one that is I 00% erficienc), the output power 
(=secondary voltage x secondary current) =the 
input power (= primary vohage x primary current). 
Transrormer inerficiency is due to: resistance heating 
or the current in each coil; the heating effect of eddy 
currems (i.e., unwamed induced currents) in the 
core; and heating ca used by repeated magnetisation 
and demagnetisation or the core. 

transverse waves: waves with a direction of 
vibration perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation of the waves. 

types of light spectra: 
continuous spectrum - continuous range of 
colours corresponding 10 a continuous range of 
wavelengths. 

line emission spectrum - characteristic coloured 
vertical lines, each corresponding to a certain 
wavelength, 

line absorption spectrum - dark vertical lines 
against a cominuous range or colours, each line 
corresponding LO a certain wavelength. 

u 
ultimate tensile stre!>s: tensile stress needed to 

break a solid material. 

uniform circular motion: motion of an object 
moving at constant speed along a circular path. 
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uniform field : a region where the field strength is 
the same in magnitude and direction at every point 
in the field. 

l. 	The electric field between two oppositely 
charged parallel plates is unifonn. The electric 

field strength E = l' where Vis the pd berween 

the plates and dis the perpendicular distance 
between the plates. 

2. 	The gravitatio n a l fie ld of the Earth is uniform 
over a region which is small compared to the 
scale of the Earth. 

3. 	The m agn etic field inside a solenoid carrying 
a constant current is uniform along and near 
the axis. 

universal constant of gravitation: sec gravitational 
constant. 

useful energy: energy transferred to w here it is 
wanted when it is wanted. 

v 
vector: a physical quanti ty with magnitude and 

direction. 

velocity: change of displacement per unit time. 

virtual photon: carrier of the electromagnetic force; 
a photon exchanged between two charged partides 
when they interact. 

w 
W boson: carrier of the weak nuclear force; W bosons 

have non-zero rest ma~s and may be positive or 
negative. 

wave-particle duality: I. Mauer particles have 
a wave-like nature, for example, electrons 
directed at a thin crystal are diHracted by the 
crystal, and particle-like behaviour, such as 
electrons in a beam deflected by a magnetic 
field. See de Broglie wavelength. 

2. 	Photons have a particle-like nature, as shown in 
the photoelcclric effect, as well as a wave-like 
nature as shown in diffraction experiments. 

wavefronts: lines of constant phase (e.g., wavecrests). 

wavelength: the least distance between two adjacent 
vibrating particles with the same displacement and 
velocity at the same time (e.g., distance between 
two adjacent wave peaks). 

weak interaction: interaction between rwo leptons. 

weak nuclear force : force responsible for beta decay. 

weight: the force of gravity acting on an object. 

work done: work is energy transferred by means 
of a force. Work= force x distance moved in the 
direction of the force. The work done W by a force 
F when its point of application moves through 
displacements at angle eto the direction of the 
force is given by W= Fs cos 8 . 
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work function of a metal: minimum amowu of 
energy needed by an electron to escape from a 
metal surface. 

X-rays: elec1romagne1ic radia1ion of wavelength less 
than abou1 I nm. X-rays are emitted from an X-ray 
tube as a result of fas1-moving electrons from a 
hea1ed filament as 1he ca1hode being slopped on 
impac1 wi1h 1hc me1al anode. X-rays are ionising 
and they penetrate mauer. Thick lead plates are 
needed LO absorb a beam of X-rays. 

y 
yield point: point at which the stress in a wire 

suddenly drops when the wire is subjected to 

increasing stra in. 

Young's fringes: parallel bright and dark fringes 
observed when light from a narrow slit passes 
through two closely spaced sli ts. 

Young modulus: tensile s1ressfstra in (assuming the 
limit of proportionali1y has not been exceeded). 
The unit of 1he Young modulus is the pascal (Pa) 
which is equa l to I Nm-i. 

Glossary of practical terms 
accepted value: value of the most accurate 

measurement available. sometimes referred to as 
the 'true value'. 

accuracy: The closeness of a measurement to the true 
value (if known). 

dependent variable: the variable of which the value 
is measured for each and every change in the 
independent variable. 

error bar: representa tion of an uncertainty on a 
graph. 

errors: I . Random errors cause readings to be 
spread abou t the true va lue. due to the results 
varying in an unpredictable way from one result 
to the next. 

2. System atic errors cause readings to differ from 
the true va lue by a consistent amount each time 
a measurement is made. 

independent variable: physical quantities 
whose values are selected or controlled by the 
experimenter. 

linearity: an instrument that gives readings that 
are directly proportional to the magnitude of the 
quantity being measured. 

mean value of a '>et of readings: sum of the 
readings divided by the number of readings. 

percentage uncertainty: =uncertainty x J00% 
mean value 

precision of a measurement: precise measurements 
are ones in which there is very little spread about 
Lhe mean value. Precision depends only on the 
extent of random error and gives no indication of 
how close the results are to the true value. 

precision of an instrument: the smallest non
zero reading that can be measured using the 
instrument. also sometimes referred to as the 
instrument sensitivity or resolution. 

range of a <;et of readings: the maximum and 
minimum val ues or a set of readings. 

range of an instrument: the minimum and the 
maximum reading that can be obtained using the 
instrument. 

random error: See errors. 

reliability: an experiment or measurement is 
reliable if a consistent value is obtained each time 
it is repeated under identical conditions. The 
reliability of an experiment is increased if random 
and systematic errors have been considered and 
eliminated and. where approriate, a more precise 
best fit line has been obtained. 

repeatable: an experiment or measurement that 
gives the same results when it is repeated by the 
original experimenter using the same method 
and equipment. 

reproducible: an experiment or measurement 
that gives the same results when it is repeated by 
another person or by using different equipment or 
techniques. 

sensitivity of an instrument: output response per 
unit input quanti ty. 

systematic error: Sec errors. 

uncertainty of a measurement: the interval within 
wh ich the true value can be expected to lie, with a 
given level of confidence or probability. 

valid measurement: measurements that give the 
required information by an acceptable method. 

zero error: any indication that a measuring system 
gives a false reading when the true vaJue of a 
measured quantity is zero. A 1ero error may result 
in a systematic uncertainty. 



1.1 1.5 
I a 6p, 6n ii 8p,8n iii 92p, 143n I See 1.5 Fig l 

iv I Ip, 13n v 29p, 34n 2 See 1.5 Fig 4 

nsu
b i ii 12C and 160 	 3 a See l.5 Fig 3 b 0.00ICm, 10-21s 

92 6 8 
2 a neutron b electron c neutron 4 a The W boson is charged and the photon is 

3 a +3.2 x 10- 19 c b 63 c 3.04 x 106Ckg-1 uncharged; the W boson has a non-zero rest 
mass and the phoLOn has zero rest mass; the

4 a 	 2.67 x I 0 ·26 kg b 8 neutrons and I 0 electrons 
W boson is the exchange particle of the weak 
nuclear force whereas the virtual photon is the

1.2 exchange particle of the electromagnetic fo rce. 
I a electrostatic force b strong nuclear force b In Fig 4b, a w + boson interacts with a 

c strong nuclear force d electrostatic force neutrino, which tu rns into a p- particle. In 

2 a 225 0 Ra 4o. b 65Cu Ori. Fig 5, thew+ boson decays into a p- particle
88 	 ' 2 29 • _ ,., 

and a neu trino. 
3 a 	 Each beta em ission increases the proton 

number by l and the alpha emission 
2.1decreases it by 2, so the number of protons at 

the end is unchanged, which means the final I a the electron, the muon, then+ meson ,the 
nuclide is a bismuth nucleus. K0 meson, the proton, the neutron 

b i 	 209 ii 82p, 127n b the K0 meson, the neutron 

4 a 	 A hypothesis is an untested idea or theory. 2 a weak b weak c strong 

b 	 It is uncharged; it hardly interacts with 3 a A muon b They both decay; the 11 meson 
macter. has a greater rest mass than a muon. 

ii The Sun, a nuclear reactor, a beta-emitting 4 a They decay into n mesons. muons 
isotope and antincutrinos and antimuons and 

neutrinos. 

1.3 	 ii They decay in LO muons and antineutrinos 

1014 Hz and antimuons and neutrinos.I b 5.1 x ii 1.5 x I06Hz 

l0 14 Hz b electrons, neutrinos and antineutrinos3 a 	 7.0 x b 4.6 x 10- 19 J 

4 a 	 4.7 x 1014 Hz, 3.1x 10- 19 J b 4.8 x 1015 
2.2 
I a A particle that experiences the strong1.4 

imeraction
I a 939 MeV (5 sf va lu es for c, e and h give 

ii A particle 1ha1 does not experience the938.26 McV) 

strong interaction 


2 The rest energy of a n electron and a positron is 
b a lepton ii a baryon iii a mesonless than 2 MeV but not for a proton-antiproton 

pair, so pair production can happen for an 2 a Both carry negative charge; the muon does 
electron and positron. not interact through 1he strong nuclear force, 

then- meson does (or they have different3 a 0.51 l MeV b i 1.180 MeV 
rest masses). 

4 a A proton in the nucleus changes into a 
b Both carry positive charge; the K meson hasneutron, and a positron and a neutrino are 


more rest mass (or is strange).
creared and emitted from the nucleus. 
c Both are uncharged; a neutron is a baryonb No photon is involved in positron emission; 

no neutrino is emiucd in pair production. whereas a K 0 meson is a meson (or they have 
di£ferent rest masses and strangeness). 

3 a 	 lepton b baryons, mesons c mesons 

4 a 	 n- n+ n+ b 74 MeV 

• 




Answers to summary questions 

2.3 3.1 
1 a 

b 

Both are negatively charged and do not 
interact through the strong nuclear force; 
they have different rest masses. 

Both are uncharged and do not interact 
through the strong nuclear force; the electron 
neutrino does not interact with the muon 
and the muon neutrino does not interact 

2 a 

3 a 

4 a 

3 .2 

i 6.7 x 1014 Hz, 4.4 x 10- 19 J 

ii 2.0 x 1014 Hz, 1.3 x io-19 J 

1.7 x 1014 Hz b 2.7 x 10- 19J 

3.I x 10- 19 J b 1.6 x 10 19 J c 2.5 x 1014Hz 

with the electron. 2 a l.6 x 1012 

2 a i A strong interaction 

iii a weak interaction 

ii a weak interaction 3 

4 

a 

a 

3.4 x 10 19 J b 

i 4.0 x 1014 Hz 

1.5 x 1015 c 2.5 x 1012 

ii 2.7 x io-19 J, 

3 

4 

b 

a 

b 

a 
c 

µ e-+ve+v
11 

ii 105.5 MeV 

0 ii +l iii +I iv 0 

+ I ii - 1 iii - 1 iv - I 

No, charge is not conserved. b Yes 

No, the (electron) lepton number is nor 
conserved. 

b 2.7 x 10 19J 

3.3 
I Simi larity; energy is absorbed by the atom; 

Difference; an electron stays in the atom when 
exci tation occurs but leaves the atom when 
ionisation occurs. 

d No, neither the electron lepton number nor 
the muon lepton number is conserved. 

2 

3 

a 

a 

1.66 x 10-181, b 1.6 eV 

less b more, increases, decreases 

2.4 
l a 

b 

meson = quark+ antiquark, baryon = 3 quarks 

proton = uud, neutron = udd 

4 a 

b 

An electron inside the atom moves to an 
outer shell. 

The electron has insuffi cien t kinetic energy 
ro excite or ionise the atom and so cannot be 

2 a 

3 a 

b 

2.5 
l a 

c 

See Figure 3 b a u quark in a proton 
changes toad quark and emirs a w+ boson, 
which decays into a positron and a neutrino. 

I
dds has a charge of  1 (= 3 x -3) and a 
strangeness of  I due to the s quark 

du + uud --> us+ sdd; an up antiquark and an 
up quark annihilate each other and create 
a strange quark and a strange antiquark, which 
form a meson, consisting of an up quark and a 
strange antiquark. and a baryon, consisting of 
a strange quark and two down quarks. 

ii baryon number 

ii proton = uud, neutron = udd 

absorbed. 

3.4 
I a 9.0 eV 

b There arc 3 energy levels below the 5.7 eV level. 
There arc 3 possible transitions to the ground 
state, 2 to the first excited state and I to the 
second excited state. The energy changes for 
these transitions are all different. 
Hence there are 6 possible photon energies. 

2 a The energy of an electron in the atom increases 
in excitation and decreases in de-excitation. 
Excitation can occur through photon 
absorption or eledron collision. De-excitation 
only occurs through photon emission. 

2 

3 

a 

a 

ii uud + uud--> uud + udd + ud 

SSS 

+.!. ii - I iii 0 b i +I ii 
3 

- I iii 0 

b There are two excited levels at 1.8 eV and 
4.6 eV above the ground state; 

ii photon energies I .8 eV, 2.8 eV and 4.6 eV. 

b i 

i i 

charge = 0, strangeness = - 2 

the weak interaction 

46eV 2.8eV 
photon 

iii sss--> ssu +du; ans quark changes to a 
u quark, and ad quark and a u antiquark 
are created. 

l.8eV 

ground state O 

l.8eV 
photon 

• 



3.8eV ~ 
photon 

0.6eV 
photon 

Answers to .1.ummcuy questions 

3 a 	 The intermediate level could be at 0.6 eV or 
at 3.2 eV. The diagram shows one of these 
alternatives. 

3.Sev ..... - 

b 	 An electron in the atom absorbs the 3.8 eV 
photon and moves to an outer shell. lt moves 
to an inner shell and emits a 3.2 eV photon. 
An electron moves from this shell to the 
ground state, em itting a 0.6 eV photon. 

4 	 When the electricity supply is switched off. 
excitation by collision of the gas atoms in the 
tube ceases because the supply of electrons to 
the tube is cul off. Therefore the mercury atoms 
no longer emit ultraviolet radiation and so the 
coating atoms can no longer emit light. 

3.5 
l 	 A line spectrum consists of discrete coloured 

lines whereas a continuous spectrum has a 
continuous spread of colours. A line spectrum is 
due to photons of certain energies only, whereas 
a continuous spectrum is due to a continuous 
spread of photon energies. 

2 a 1.28 x 10 	19J b 1.55 x 10-6 m 
19J3 a 3.2 1 x 10- b 2.0 CV 

4 The energy levels of the atoms of an element 
are unique to those a toms. The photons emitted 
by them have energies equa l to the energy 
differences between rhe levels. Therefore the 
photon energies arc characteristic of the atoms 
and can be used to iden tify the e lement. 

3.6 
3 a 3.6 x 10- 11 m b 2.0 x 10- 14 m 

4 a 1.3 x 10-21 kgms- 1, 1.5 x l 03 ms- 1 

b l.3x 10-27 kgms 1,0.78ms-1 

4.2 
l a O.lOm b 1.9 x 10-2 m 

2 a lOGHz b 5.0 x 1014 Hz 

3 1.0 V, 1.0 kHz 

4 a i amplitude= 8 mm, wavelength = 47 mm 

ii 180° iii 270° 


b +8mm 


• 


4.5 
l b 8.0m 

2 a 2.0m b 180° ii 225° iii 0 

4 b 30mm 

4.6 
I a l.6m b 410ms- 1 

2 a 0.4 m b 0.53m 
13 	 a 2.4 x IO 4 kg m 

b 0.20 mm 

4.7 
l a i 5.0 Vcm- 1 ii 2.4cm bi l.63V ii l.15V 

2 a 22ms b 45.5 Hz 

3 a 12.5 V, 8.8 V b lOms, IOOHz 

4 A stra ight horizontal line 2.0 cm above the 
centre line would be seen. 


The waveform seen on the screen has a peak 

height above the centre of 2.83cm and 1.5 cycles 

would appear on the screen. 


5.1 
l 	 a i 14.9° i i 28.9° iii 40.6° 

b 58.7° ii See diagram below 

I 
140° 
I 
I 
I 

2 a 19.5° ii 35.2° b 59.4° ii 74.6° 


3 a l.53 b 34.5° 


4 b ii 72.6° 


5.2 
l a 0.040m jj 0.030m, b 18.5° 

2 a 1.97 x I08 ms 1 ii 2.26 x I08 ms- 1 

3 a 25.4° ii 35° 

4 a red 49.5° ii blue 50.8° 

5.3 
I b 41 ° ii 49° 

2 b 34° ii 34° 

3 a 65° b 30° ii 45° 



Answers to summary questions 

5.4 	 6.5 
2 550nm I The centre of mass is higher if the upper shelves 
3 0.9mm arc fi lled instead of the lower shelves. If tilted, 

it wi ll topple over at a smaller angle with the4 0.75m 
upper shelves full, than if they were empty. 

2 89N5.5 
3 a 48°3 l.l mm 

b Yes, they will raise the overall centre of mass 
5.6 so it will topple on a less steep slope. 

2 a 6mm 
6.6 

5.7 1 a 50N b 250N 

1 a 10.9°, 22.2° b 5 2 a 1800Nm b 1800N 

2 a 2 b 0.58 (= 35') 3 a 6.0kN b 10.8kN 

3 	 a 1090 b 69.9° 4 1.5 Nin the cord at 40° to the vertical, I .9N in 
the other cord4 a 599111 111- I b 3 

6.76.1 
I a 15N b 3.0N c I0.8NI a 3.7Nat33°to3. 1N b 17.1Nat21°tol6N 

2 7N
c l.4N at 45° to 3N and IN 

3 a 6.8N b 52° 
2 a 14.0N in the same direction 
4 18.0Nb 6.0N in the direction of rhe ION force 

5 a l 6 .9kN b 16.9kN
c I0.8 N at 22° to the I 0 N force 

6 a 6.2N b 12.2N
3 	 6. 1 kN vertically up, 2.2 kN horizontal 
7 Move it furthe r 50mm away from the pivot.4 a 268 N b 225 N 
8 a 6 .8N b 9.8N 

6.2 9 a 2200N b 3100N 

I a 7.3 N b 7.3 Nat 31.5° to the vertical 10 b 950N at X, 750N at Y 

2 b i 2.7 N ii 4.7 N 11 a 2820kN b 1660kN and l 540kN (to 3sf) 

3 a 139 N b 95 N 12a 8.0Nandl6.0N b 38Nand76N 

4 a 73° b 6.8 N 13 b I I kN, 1 l kN 

14 b 28.4N 
6.3 

300N 7.1 
2 b 6.2N a 80kmh- I b 22ms 1 

3 0.27m 2 a 2.5 m s- 1 b 3.0 ms- 1 

4 6.75N 3 a 2.5 X IQ4 kmh- I b 7.0 x IQ3ms- 1 

4 a 45000m b 28.3 m s- 1 

6.4 
5 b 4.0 km 

1 0.51N at lOOmmmark, 0.69N at the 800mmmark ii 30ms-1 then25m s- 1 in the opposite 
2 a 122N at I.Om end and 108 N at the other direction 


end, both vertically upwards 


b 122N at I.Om end and 108N a t the other 7.2 

end, both vertically downwards 
 1 a l.5ms-2 b -2.5 ms-2 

3 620kN, 640kN 2 12 a 0.45ms- b 7.9ms
4 a IOON, 50N b 150N 

3 b 0.60ms-2, 0, -0.40ms- 2 

http:8.0Nandl6.0N
http:3.7Nat33�to3.1N
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7.3 	 7.8 
1 a 2.0ms- 2 b 221 m I a 470mm b 3.0ms- 2 c 2.7ms- 1 

2 a 43s b -0.93ms- 2 2 a 2.02s b 50.5m 

3 a i 0.2 m s-2 ii 90 m 3 a 3.5ms- 1, 3.0ms- 1 b i 150m ii 20m 

b 	 i -0.75ms-2 ii 8.0 s 
1 	 8.1

d 	 3.0ms
I 	 a 0.24ms-2 b 190N c 0.024

4 	 a 5.0ms-2 b 7.5m c 18m d 6.4ms- 1 

2 	 a 2.4 m s- 2 b 12000N 

7.4 3 a 360N b 23s 

1 a 4.0m b 8.8m s 1 4 a -1.3 x l05 ms-2 b 260N 

2 a 3.2s b 31 ms- 1 

8.23 a i 3.9s ii 38ms- 1 

1 1 a 5400N b 7700N4 a l.6ms-2 b 3.6ms- c 0.64m 
2 a 60 N b 270N 

7.5 3 a l 1.8kN b l l.8kN c 12.3kN d L2.3k.N 
I a i 83 s ii 127 s -24 a 1.0 m s b 12.5N 
2 a 600 s 

3 a velocity I m s-1 8.3 
1 a i 0.04ms- 1 ii l.5N 

3 a 0.14 ms- 2 b 520m 

8.4 
l a i 7.2m ii 33.7m b 4.lm 

2 a 6.75ms- 2 b 6750N 
0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

4 	 b 76 mtime Is 

4 a 0.61 s ii 5.9 ms- 1 iii 0.43 s iv 4.2 ms- 1 	 8.5 
I a 2.09 b 24kN

7.6 
2 	 a 80ms b 375kN 

1 	 a i 52s ii 0.49ms- 2 

3 	 a 7.5ms· 2 b 6750N 
b 	 i 406m ii -l.04m s- 2 

4 	 b i 6.49 ii 4250N 
2 	 a 15 m b -O.l3ms- 2 

c 0.67ms- 1 downwards, 13.4m from the start 9.1 
13 a 80m ii 8.0ms- 1 

1 a i 1.2 x Io-18 kgms- I ii 0.050kgms
2b i 65s ii -0.12ms iii 14kgms-1 

4 a i 180ms- 1 ii 2.7 km b i 6.0kg ii 20ms 1 

b 4.4km c 290ms- 1 	 2 a 3.6 x 105 kgms- 1 b 60s 


3 a 5.4 x J06 kgms-1 b 45 s
7.7 
4 	 a 9.0 x l 0 3 kgms-1 

1 	 a 32ms- 1 b 2.8s c 39m 
1b 	 i - 8.4 x I03kg ms- ii I.Om s- 1 

2 	 a 3.0s b 49m 

c 34ms- 1 (at 62° to the horizonta l} 9.2 
3 	 a 0.20s b ll.7ms- 1 

I a 1600kgms-1 b 3200N 

4 a 354m b i 1020m ii 1020m 1
2 	 a 3000kgms- b 7.5kN 

1c 	 146ms
3 a - 4.2 x 10-23kgms- 1 b - 1.9 x 10-13N 

4 a -2.1 x io-23 kgms- 1 b -9.5 x 10-14 N 

• 




3 	 a 570MJs- b 6.2 x t05kg9.3 	
1 

4 	 a 600 b 3.7MJ c 8%I 0.72 m s- 1 

2 0.7ms- • in the same direction Renewable energy 

3 	 0.05 m s- 1 in the direction the 1.0 kg trolley was l 1.0 x 107 m 2 

moving in 2 4MW 
4 -0.63 m s- 1 in the opposite direction to its initial 3 	 125 m 3 s-1 

direction 
4 	 a 6.3 x 10 11 kg b 430MW 

9.4 11.1 
2 a 9.0ms- 1 in the same direction b 24kJ l a 8.0 x 10-4 m 3 b 3.1 x 103 kgm-3 

3 a l.l ms- 1 in the reverse direction b 20J 2 a 6.3kg b 2.0x 10 3m3 c 3. 1 x103kg m-3 
4 a i l.Oms- 1 b Thedriverofthe250kg 3 a 9.6 x 10-6 m 3 b 7.5 x io-2 kg 

car experiences a force from his/her car 
4 	 a 0.29kg ii 0. 12kg b 2.3 x t03kg m-3 

which slows him/her down; the other driver 
experiences a force from his/her car that 11.2 
accelera tes him/her. 

l 	 a 0.40m b 12.5N 

9.5 2 a 20N b I OOmm c 200Nm- 1 

I 0.35 ms- 1 3 a 40N b 200mm 

4 a l2.3Nm b 8.8 x 10-2J c 2.2 N 2 a 	 0.25ms 1;themassofAandXwasgreater 
1 

than the mass of B. so B moved away faster. 
11.3 3 a i O.IOm s- 1 ii 15 mJ b 0.19ms-• 
l I.Ox I09 Pa 4 	 a 9.0ms· 1 b i l.IJ i i 8IJ 
2 	 1.3 x 1011 Pa 

10.1 3 a 9.4 x 108 Pa b 1.1x10-2 m 

1 a 200J b 4.5J 
11.42 	 a 48 J b 24J c 0 
l 	 a 3.3 x I 0 6 Pa b 2.8 x l o-4 m c 0.2113 	 a l OOOJ b 600J c 400J 
2 	 a 2.3mm b 1.7 x I 0-2 14 	 a 2.4N b 0.12] 
3 	 a 470kN b 47] 

10.2 4 a 10.0J b 4.2J 

I a 9.0J b 9.0J c l.8m 
12.12 a 15.7 kJ b 5.8 kJ 

c 9.9kJ d 20N l a i 3.5 c ii 210 c b i 3.0A i i 0. 15 A 

3 a 590kJ b 2.4kJ c 470kJ 2 a 3.8x 10 15 b 1.9 x l 0 22 

d 122 kJ e l.6kN 3 a 72 me b 4.5 x 1017 

4 a 1600 s b 8000 s 
10.3 
1 a 1.1 kJ b 62.5Js-• 12.2 
2 500MW l a 29kJ b 720J 

3 a 156MJ b 140MJ c 12MW 2 a 2.0A b 22kJ 

4 122m 3 48kJ i i 3.5A 

4 a 12 kJ b 4.5W c 2700s 
10.4 
l a 450Js • b 1800Js-I 12.3 
2 a 480J b 50J c 10% I a 6.0.0, I OV, 0.125 mA, 160.0, 2.5 mA 

b 7.5.0 



Answers to .1.ummcuy questions 

2 	 310 13.5 
3 	 o.11mo l The brightness of the light bulb increases 
4 a 1.8 x I o-6 nm b 33mm gradually from zero to maximum brightness. 

12.4 
l a 0.25A, l2D 

b The filament would become brighter and 
hotter until it melts and breaks as a result. 

2 a 0.03mA b 0.38mA 

3 a 

2 	 a 0.5A ii 8.0n: 4.0V; 4.0o: 2.ov 

b 3.0V, ii 4.0V 

3 a 2.8V iii 6.4kn 

16.1 
b 	 The diode would then be 'reverse-biased' so l a 0.500m ii 320cm iii 95.6m 

the current in the circuit would be negligible. b 450g ii l. 997kg iii 5.4x l07 g 
4 a 30.4 n b 46°C 3 m 2c 	 i 2.0 x 10- ii 5.5 x 10-s m 2 

iii 5.0x 10 6 m 2 

13.1 
2 	 a i 1.50 x 10 11 m ii 3.15xl07 s 

l a 1.0 A, 4.0A b 5.0A c 30W 
iii 6.3 x I 0 7 m iv 2.57 x 10-s kg

2 b i 2.0V ii 0.20A 
v 1.50 x 105 mm vi 1.245 x 10-6 m 

3 b i 4.0V ii 2.0 v iii 100 
b 35km ii 650nm iii 3.4 x I03 kg

4 a 3.6V b 3on 
iv 870MW (= 0.87GW) 

3 	 a i 20ms 1 ii 20ms- 1 iii 1.5 x I08 ms- 113.2 
iv 3.0 x 104 ms- 1 

l a 16D b 3.on c 4D 
b i 6.o x 103n ii 5.00 iii 1.7 x 106 02 a 20 b 6n c LOA d 4.0W 

iv 4.9 x 108 0 v 3.on3 a 3.6n b 0.83A 
4 a i 301 ii 2.8 x 109 iii 1.9 x 10- 23 

c 20: 0.5 W, 4D: I.OW, 90: I.OW d 2.SW 
iv 1.2 x 10- v 2.0 x 104 vi 7.9 x 10-2

4 a 14.4W b 2.4n 
3 

b I . 6 x l 0 3 ii 5.8 x 10- 6 

13.3 iii 1.7 iv 3. l x 10-2 

l a 6.0fl b 2.0A c 3.0V d 9.0V 
16.22 a 0.5A b 1. 25 v c 0.63W d 0.13W 
1 a l.57m b i l.57m ii l.05m iii 0.26m

3 a 2.on b l.5V 
2 a 68° ii 41° iii 22° iv 6 1° 

4 a 12V, 2D 
b i 17cm ii 16m (l 5.6m to 3sf) iii 4.8mm 

13.4 iv 101 cm 


I a 12.00 b 0.25A 3 a 49mm b i 35km ii 31° 


c 	 40: 0.25A, l.OV, 24D: 0.08A, 2.0V; 12!1: 4 a i 3.9N, 4.6N ii 3.4N, 9.4N iii 4.8N, 5.7N 
0.17A,2.0V b 4.0 N, 30° to 3.5 N 

2 a 20.0!1 b l.05A c l.OSA, 15.8V 

3 2.0W ii 2.0W 16.3 
1 a 0.2 b 0.1, 0.25 c < 0.1 

. l
2 	 b i 2 ii - 1 iii 4.25 JV J 

• 
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3 b i 0.25 ii ± 2.8 iii ± 0.5 iv 4 2 a 0.53 rn s- 1, 0.66 m s-2 

4 a 3.1x10-1 m 3 b 9.9 x 10-2 N 
1b 6.2 x io-3m 3 a 3.0 x 104 m s-


c 2.5s ii 6.0 x 10-3m s-2 


1 1
d 17ms- b 7.9xl03 ms-


ii 5.1 x 103 s 

16.4 4 a 8.4 m s- 1 
l a 3 ii -3 iii l b 88 m s-2 


b - 4 ii 8 iii 2 
 c L75 N 
c i -1 ii 5 iii 5 

d -1.5 ii 3 iii 2 17.3 
2 a y =2x-8 ii -8 l a 6.7ms-2 

1b 3ms-2 ii 5ms- b 3.8 kN 

3 a (1, 4) b y= 4x 2 a 4.1 m s-2 

4 a x =2, y =0 b x = 3, y = 5 c x =2, y =0 b 3.0 kN 

3 a 40 m s- 1 

16.5 
d" A .. d" VA3 b use gra 1ent =pL 11 use gra 1ent =p 17.4 

.. . 1 d" l a 30 m s- 1 
4 b u u = y-mtercept, 2 a = gra 1ent 

b i 11.3 m s-2 

16.6 ii 690 N 

1 b gradient ii area under line 2 a 25 m s- 1 

J. b 20 m s-22 b Resistance = gra ient 
2000 N 3 b The power is constant and is represented by c 

the gractient of the line. 3 a 13 m s- 1 

4 b i acceleration ii distance fallen c velocity b 13 m s- 2 

c 240 N 
17.1 4 - 0.04 N 
1 a l.75 x io-3 rad 

b 0.105 rad 18.1 
c 6.28 rad 1 a 0.48 s 

2 a 20 ms b 2.1 Hz 

b i 0.31 rad 2 a 2
n; rad"1an 

ii 310 rad b n; radian 
3 a 465 m s- 1 

b i 0.0042° 18.2 
ii 7.3 x 10- 5 rad l a +25 mm, changing ctirection from up to down 

4 a 7.0 km s- 1 b 0, moving down 

b 0.050° c -25 mm, changing direction from down to up 

ii 8. 7 x 10-4 rad d 0, moving up 

2 a 0.5Hz 
17.2 b i - 0.25ms-2 

1 a 0.23 m s- 1 
ii 0 

b 7.9 x 10-4 Ill s-2 2iii 0.25ms
ii 5 .1 x 10-2 N 
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3 a 0.5Hz 

b - 0.32ms-2 

4 a - 32mm 0.32ms-2 

b 0, 0 

18.3 
I a 0.33Hz 

b 0.25ms-2 

2 a i 12 mm 

ii 0.63 s 

b 6.5mm 

3 a 2.1 Hz 

b 0.057m 

4 a 3.7Hz 

b - 8.2 mm t0wards maximum negative 
displacement 

ii - 0.7 mm towards maximum positive 
displacement. 

18.4 
I a 0.33 s 

ii 3.1 Hz 

b 0 


ii -3 .7 ms-2 


iii - 7.5ms-2 


2 a i 3.0Hz 

ii 0.33 s 

b f2<f1 :.m2 >m, 

3 a 70mm 

ii 21 Nm- 1 

b ii 0.53s 

4 a l.25N 

ii 2.5ms- 2 

b ii 1. I Hz, +47 mm 

5 a 2.0s 

ii I.Os 

b 5.0s 

18.5 
I a 	 i 1.50 s 

ii 0.56 m 

iii 0.029J 

b See Figure 2 

2 a 60 N m- 1 

ii 0.54s 

b i 	 75mJ 

ii 	75mJ 

iii 0.50ms- 1 

3 a i light 

ii heavy 

4 b 82mm 

d 44mm 

18.6 
I a 27 Nm- 1 


b l.7Hz 


4 b 2.8 ms- 1 


19.1 
4 a i 273K 

ii 293K 

iii 77 K 

b 328K 

ii 137 kPa 

19.2 
I a 23kJ 

b 535kJ 

2 a 280s 

b 10.3MJ 

3 a 320J 

b 130Jkg- I K- 1 

4 3.2kW (3.15kW to 3 sig. figs) 

19.3 
2 0.16 kg 

3 a 4.2 J s- 1 

b 6400 s 
4 	 a 22 J s- 1 

b 6.5 kJ 

20.1 
I 126 kPa 

2 79 kPa 

3 0.097 m3 

4 b 2.3 x i o-5 m 3, 1600 kg m-3 

20.2 
I 	 a l.l moles 

b 109 kPa 



Answers to summary 9uestions 

2 	 a 9 .3 x 10-4 moles 

b 2.1 x lo-5 m3 21.4 
3 b l.3 kg rn- 3 1 a 7.35 x l 022 kg 

4 a 1.2 kg m-3 2 a i 272 N kg- 1 

b 2.5 x 1022 ii 5.9 x 10-3 Nkg- 1 


3 a 0.028 N kg- 1 


20.3 c 	 7.1 x 106 J 
l 	 b 0.97 mol 4 2.8 MJ kg-I , 1410 MJ 

ii 4.5 kJ 

2 c 5.7 x io-2 1 J 21.5 
d 1.8 x 103 m s- 1 2 a 3.4 x I 06 m 

4 	 a l.48mol b 3.0 m s-2 

b 4.2 x 10-2 kg c 5.2 x 1023 kg 
1c 5.2 x 102 ms- 3 b 	 i 9.5 N kg- 1 


ii 7.9kms- 1 


21.1 iii 5200 s 
2 a i 33 N 4 b ii 7100 s 


ii 160 N 


b i 16 N kg- I 22.1 

ii 4.0 N kg- I 2 b 75nA 


ii 1.9 x lOll 


21.2 
I a 235 J 22.2 
2 a 2.0 MJ kg-1 I a 1.4 x 10-3 N 

1b - 61 MJkg- b 4.0xl04 vm- 1 


ii 2.2 x 109 J 2 a i negative 


ii 1.3 x 10-1 c
3 a - 250 J 

ii - 200 J b 7.3 x 10- 3 N 

ii towards the metal surface 


b i 50 J 3 a 9.0 x 104 v m-1 


ii 7.2 x 10-14 N 


iii - 200 J 

ii 0 

4 b 5 N kg-I b 80mm 

4 a 2.9 kVc 	 25 MJ 
15 Nb 5.6 x l0

21.3 
22.3l a 1.3 x 10-6 N 
I a i -8.0 x l 0- 18 Jb 5.4mm 


ii +7.2 x 10-17 J
2 a 780 N 
b +8.0 x 10-17 Jb 6.0 x 1024 kg 


2 a - 1.8 x lo-3 J 
3 a 54 N 
b +1.2 x 10-3 Jb 0.24 N 


3 a i 250 V m-1

4 a i 16.6 N 

ii 8.0 x 10-17 N (towards the negative plate) ii 0.2 N 

b - 8.0 x 10-19 J
b 	 16.4 N towards the centre of the Earth 

4 b i 3000 V m- 1 
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4 a 	 56 µC, 338 µJ22.4 
b i 	 2.2 µF; 18 µC, 4.7 µF; 38 ~tC11 N1 a 	 3.7 x I0

ii 	8.2 v
b 	 2.6 x io-10 N 

c 	 2.2 µF; 73 µJ, 4.7 µ F; l 57 µJ 
2 a 	 i 69 mm 

ii 3.6xl0-6 N 23.3 
b 	 2.5 x 10- 5 N repulsion 

1 	 a 300 µC 
3 a 	 6.1 nC, negative ii 	5.0 s 

b 	 2.2x l o- 2 N b 	 5 s approx 
4 a 	 2.7 nC, attract ii 	20 kQ 

b 	 6.2 x I0- 2 m, repel 
2 a 	 i 0.6 1 me 

i i 0.45 mA22.5 
1 	 b 0.23 V, 11 µ A 

1 a 	 5.3 x I 06 V m 
3 a 	 13 µC, 40 µJ 

b 	 lOmm 
1 	 b 0.62 V, 0.42 µJ

2 	 a 3.7 x I os V m 
4 a 	 j 60 mA

ii 	5.6 x 10- 3 N towards Q1 
ii 	0.34 mJ

3 	 a 4.5 x 10s V m 1 towards Q2 
b 	 l.4 s

ii 	2.6 x 108 V m- 1 away from Q1 
c 	 0.32 mJ

b ii 11 mm from Q1, 9 mm from Q2 

4 a - 9.0xl06 V 23.4 
b ii 	2.0 x I 09 V m- 1 directly towards Q2 1 a C increases 

ii Q increases23.1 
I

b 	 The energy stored = 2QV, so the energyI a 	 5.0 µF 
stored increases because Q increases and Visb 	 2.2 v 
unchanged.

c 	 9.9 mC 
2 	 The capacitor is isolated from rhe battery, so the

d 	 1.4 µF charge stored does not change. The capacitance 
2 a 264 µ C decreases when the dielectric is removed. The 

2 
b 106 s energy stored= t ~ , so it increases because C 

3 a 27.5 µC decreases and Q is unchanged. The increase of 
energy is due to the work done to overcome theb 	 5.5 µ F 
electrostatic attraction between the charge on

4 a 	 0.91 µ C 
each dielectric su rface and the opposite type of 

b 	 0.22 µF charge on the adjacen t plate. 

c 700 µ C 
 3 a 9.8 pf 

d 7.4 v 
 b 1100 pJ 

4 a 0. 14µm
23.2 

b 	 2.2 MJ m- 3 

1 	 a 30 µC, 45 µJ 

b 60 µC, 180 µJ 24.1 
2 a 	 0.45 C, 2.0 J 1 a 2.4 x io-2 N; west 


b 10 w 
 b 4.5 A; cast to west 
3 a 6.6 µ C. 9.9 µJ c 0.20 T; vertically down 


ii 6.6 µC, 19.8 µJ 
 d 	 8.0 x I 0 3 N; due south 

• 




Answers to summary 9uestions 

2 a 22 mN due east b 36W 

b 4.0 A west ro east ii 18 w 
3 Short sides; zero, long sides; 2.72 N ven.ically up 3 a i 4.35 A 

on one side and vertically down on the other side ii 6. 15 A 

4 a 58 µT iii 2.0 kW 

b 6.5 x I 0- 5 N' due east b The fuse melts only if therms current 
exceeds 5 A. The rms current in this case is 

24.2 	 less than 5 A, so the fuse does not melt. 

l 	 b i 1.9 x 10-13 N 4 a i 4.0 A 

ii 5.66 A ii 0 

iiil7.0Y
2 	 3.8 x 10-23 N horizontal due East 

4 	 b 4.4ms- 1 b Vrms =Inns R = 4.0 x 0.5 = 2.0 V 

ii 19.8 vii 	8.5 x io-20 N 

25.524.3 
I 	 a ll.5Vl 	 a ii 21 mm 

b 0.26 A b 	 2.8 mT 
ii 	5.2 A2 	 a 4.7mT 

2 	 b 17A(l6.7At03sig.fig.)b 	 17.5 mm 
ii 	56 kW 

3 b 1.2 MeV 

4 a 8.0 x 106 c kg- l 26.1 
b 	 1.4 x 107 c kg-1 

14 m4 	 b 3 x 10

c 4 .5 x 10-14 m25.2 
l 	 a i 1.1 mWb 26.2 

ii 	2.0 s I 	 a 42 % 
iii 0.54 mV b 	 58 % 

2 	 a 1.4 mWb 

b 23 mV 26.3 
235U __. 234Th 43 a 4.5 x 10-4 m2 I a 92 90 + z<X 

ii 1.5(4) mWb 228Th __. 224R 4b 90 ss a + 2<X 
b 3.1 mWb 

64 64 OA -)2 	 a Cu __. Zn + _
1
.., (+ v

ii 33 mV 29 30

4 a 8.0 µWb b ~;P--. ~~s + -~~ (+ v) 

b 40µV 2 13 290 209 .
3 	 a Po, Pb, B184 82 83

b 	 i 83 p + 130 n 25.3 
ii 	83 p + 126 n 2 	 flux linkage 0, 0, -BAN; induced emf 0, -e

0
, 0 

4 	 a 3.2 counts per second
3 	 a 26mWb 

b 	 160 mm 

25.4 
26.5 

I 	 a 5 ms 
I 	 a 40 s 

b 	 0.0707 A 
b 	 6 mg

2 	 a 2.12 A 
2 	 a 9.0 x I 0 14 

ii 	8.49 v 
1014ii 	2.2(5) x 

http:iiil7.0Y


Answers to .s.ummary questions 

b 	 i 9.0 x 1014 

27.1 

ii 15.8xl014 


I a 2.L8x 10- 15 kg 

c 1.3 x L03 J 
 b i 8.89 X 10-33 kg 

3 a 19 kBq u 8.89 x l 0-30 kg 
b 2.4 kBq 2 6.2 MeV 

4 a 4.4 x 1021 
3 0.56 MeV 


b 1.1 x 1021 atoms 
 4 	 1.68 MeV 

26.6 27.2 
1 	 a I.Ox l0-6 s-1 

I a 7.4 MeV 

b 3.9 x 1016 


b 8.8 MeV 
2 a 6.3 x l 0-10 s- 1 2 a i 7.1 MeV 

b 20.5 kBq ii 2.6 MeV 

1024 2 Ori.3 	 a 2.7 x 3 a p + p _.. 1H+ +i i-' + v 
b i 0.65 kg b 1.12 MeV 

ii 	l.7 x 1024 

4 a 1.3 x 10-6 s-1 	 27.3 
2 b i a = 56, b = 98b 149 hours 


ii 206 MeY 


26.7 3 b ii 0.43 MeV, 5.5 MeV 

I b 1340 years 4 b 12.9 MeY 

2 	 a i 730 kBq 
30.1ii 870 kBq 

iii 1.9 x 10- 13 kg I a i 0.524 rad 

ii 	0.873 rad4 b i 5.2 x 1013 Bq 

-1 iii 2.094 radii 3.3 J s
iv 4.014 rad 

26.8 	 v 5.236 rad 

2 a 82 p, 126 n b 	 i 5.73° 

ii 28.7°4 	 a 
metastable state iii 68.8° 
ground state iv 143.2° 

v 343.8° 

0.48MeV 2 a 20 mm, 2.3° 
excited state 

b ii 0.5° 

3 a 0.035 
--ground state 
j~As 	 ii 0.140 

4 a 0.0998 
b 0.21 MeV, 0.27 MeV ii 	0.995 

b 0.173626.9 
ii 	0.9848

2 a 3.2 fm 
c 0.7071 

b 5.2 fm 

ii 0.7071
42 m 33 	 b 6.5 fm, J .2 x LQ-

d 	 i 0.7071 
4 	 b 2.5 fm, 3.4 x 1017 kg m-3 

ii 	0.7071 



Answers to summary questions 

30.2 	 30.5 
1 	 a x=1,y=3 2 d Pa or N m-2 

b 	 a = 2.4, b = -0.4 ii m 3 

c p = 2, q = 4 iii J 
2 a u= 14ms- 1,a=-2.0ms-2 

b r = 1.0 .Q, E = 9.0 V 30.6 
3 a 0.5or-3 1 The grad ient at 0.6 s = 14.4 m s 1 • This gives a 

value of g equal to I 0.0 m s- 2•b 1.4 or 5.6 

1 2 a 0.038 s-1 


c 	 - °= -1.67 (to 3 sig. figs) or I
6 b 	 N decreases at a slower rate, and the half-life 2

4 	 a / = - °= -3.33 (to 3 sig. figs) or 2 s is doubled.6
 
b R = I or 4 .Q 


19.1 The coldest places in the world 
30.3 The thermometer would not respond at 
1 a 0.477 such low temperatures, because the liquid 

would be frozen. ii 1.176 


b 1.653 

20.3 Making assumptions 

ii 0.699 
It would be greater than if the molecules

2 	 a 10.8 dB 
were point molecules. 


ii 7.0 dB 


b 	 17.8 dB 21.3 Cavendish's measurement of G 
3 	 a 11 = 5, k = 3 The forces on each small ball from the nearest 

I
b 	 n=3 k = - massive ball act in opposite directions, but not 

' 2 along the same line, so they act as a couple, 
c 	 n = 2, k = l which causes the balance to turn. 

4 a I. I 0 

ii 2.71 26.1 What made Rutherford originate 
b 3.81 the nuclear model of the atom? 

ii 	1.61 The electrostatic force of repulsion between 
an ex particle and a nucleus. 

30.4 
1 a 2, 3 26.4 Radiation dose Limits 

ii 	12, 0.2 Any two from the ground, cosmic rays, 
nuclear weapons, food and drink.iii 4, 0.02 


b i 0.23 s 

27.2 a particle tunnelling ii 3.5 s 

Tunnelling is more likely higher up theiii 35 s 
barrier as it gets narrower with height.

2 	 a 11.3 kBq 

b 9.0 kBq 27.4 Moderators at work 
c 	 0.38 kBq 42. Note that 0.72" = io-6 gives /1 = 41.4, 

3 a 2.2 s so 42 collisions arc necessary (because 4 1 
ii 1.52 s collisions reduces the energy to l.4 eV). 

b 4.83 v 
27.4 A nuclear future? ii 1.24 v 

4 a 0.14 s Many of the radioactive isotopes from the 
reactor that fell on the surrounding areaii 	 82 
have long half-lives and arc still active. 

b 	 a= 6.9, b = - 5 

• 



186 

absolute temperawre scale 308 

absolute zero 308 

absorption 


photons 30-33, 37 

radioactivity 442-443, 445, 


449-451,454,459-461 

ac see alternating currents 

acceleration 96, 120-J 27, 144-150, 


centripetal 276-281, 35 1-353 

contact/impact times I 50 

dynamics 122-124 

gravitational fi elds 338-339, 


351-353 

gravity 125-127 

non-uniform 121, 123 

oscillations 288-295 

performance tests 120 

simple harmonic motion 


288-295 

stopping distances 146-148 

terminal speed 144-145 

two-stage problems I 30-1 3 I 

uniform I 20-127 

variation with time 288-289 


acceleration-time graphs 288 

accuracy 245-246 

activity, radioactivity 453-454 

addition 


potential differences 215 

vectors 96-98, 261 


airbags 151 

air resistance 134-135 

ALARA ('as low as reasonably 


achievable') 450 

algebra 263-264 

alpha decay 447, 462-463, 473 

alpha particle tunnelling 476 

alpha radiation 6-7, 166, 438-467 

alpha-scattering 438-439, 466 

alternating currents (ac) 417-425 


generators 417-419 

measurements 420-422 


ammeters 209-210 

amplitude 54, 60-61, 286-293, 


296-301 

analysis 249-251 

angular displacement 274-275 

angular frequency 286-296 

angularspeed 274-275 

annihilation, ma lier I 0-11 

anodes. photocells 32-33 


• 


anomalies 250- 25 l 

antibaryons 25 

antimatter l 0-12 

antimuons 19, 26 

antincutrino-proton 


interactions 14 

antineutrinos 7, 14, 23 

antinodes 60-63 

antiparticles 10-12, 19, 26-27 

antiquarks 21, 22, 24-25 

applied frequency 299-301 

area rule, triangles 260 

area under the curve 270-27L 


540-542 

argon 


dating 459 

starter switches 38 


as low as reasonably achievable' 

(ALARA) 450 


assessment 254-259 

atomic masses 321, 447-448 

atomic mass units 447-448 

atomic numbers 4-5, 439 

atoms 


excitation energies 35-40, 43 

fluorescence 3 7- 38 

nuclear model 438 

radioactive decay 6- 7 


spectra 39-40 

structure 4 


attraction 358-361, 369 

average speed 118-119 

Avogadro constant 320-321. 324 


back emf 418-419, 424 

background radiation 450-45 1 

ba lanced forces 100- 102 

balances 248 

banked tracks 279 

Barton's pendulums 300 

baryons 21 , 25-27 

batteries 209 

beam power, lasers 9 

Becquerel, Henri 441 

best-th tests 250-25 l 

beta decay 447, 462-464, 473 

beta radiation 7, 14-15, 25, 166, 


438,441-455,459-465 

Big Dippers 280 

Big Wheel motion 280-281 

binding energy 475-479 

Bohr atom 40 


boiling points 313-314 

Boltzmann constant 322, 326 

bosons 14-1 5 

boundaries 71-72, 74 

Boyle's law 318, 32 L 323 

braking distances 146-148 

breaking stress 191 

bridge oscillations 300-30 l 

bright rringes 77-8 1 

brightness control 227 

bri11 le materials 191 

de Broglie wavelengths 42-43, 466 

Brownian motion 320, 324 

bumpers 15 1 


cable tension 142 

calcu lators 258, 260 

calipers 247-248 

calorimeters 311 -3 12 

cancellation, double slits 78 

capacitors 380-395 


capacitance 380-383, 385, 

388-389, 391 


charging 384-387 

dielectrics 388-39 1 

discharging 384-387 

energy storage 382-383 

parallel plates 380, 381-384, 


388-391 

potential difference 380-391 

relative permittivity 388-390 

resistor circuits 384-387 

time constants 384-387 

uses 381, 39 1 


captu re, electrons 15, 448, 473 

carbon dat ing 458 

cars 


circu lar motion 278-279 

suspension 298 


cathode ray oscilloscopes (CRO) 

54, 64-65 


cathodes, photocells 32-33 

Cavendish, Henry 345 

cells 209, 223-225 

Celsius scale 308 

centre or mass I04 

centripetal acceleration 276-281, 


351-353 

centripetal force 276-277 

chain reactions 478-479, 482 

change of state 313-315 

changing velocity 118- 119 




charge 

capacitors 380-391 

carriers 202-203 

conservation 26 

magnetic fields 400-405 


charged particles 403-405 

Charles' law 318-3 I 9 

Chernobyl disaster 483 

circuit diagrams, symbols 209, 


226- 227 

ci rcular motion 274-285 


angular displacement 274-275 

angular speed 274-275 

banked tracks 279 

cars 278-279 

centripetal acceleration 276- 281 

charged particles 403-405 

fairgrounds 280-281 

forces 276-28 1 

friction 278-279 

roundabouts 278 

simple harmonic motion 290-291 

uniformity 274-275 


circular track variable resistors 226 

circular waves 58-59 

classical physics 324 

cloud chambers 442 

coherence, interference 79 

coherent bundles 74 

coherent sources 58-59, 76-86 

coils 398, 4 13, 415-416 

coldest places in the world 309 

collapsible steering wheels 1 51 

collisions 


elastic/inelastic 164-165 

head-on 163 

ionisation 34-35 

particles 26-27 

rebounding 159-160 


colour 79-81 

combinations of quarks 25 

communication, optical fibres 


73- 74 

complete waves 54 

components 


electrical 209-21 I, 224, 

226- 227 


vectors 98-99 

compression 52, 318-319 

conduction. electricity 32-33, 


202- 203, 208 

conductors 203, 208 


electric fields 3 58, 360, 

363-364, 374 


electromagnetic induction 

410-431 


magnetic fields 396-399 

conservation 23, 24, 26-27, 


161-163, 170 

constant acceleration 120. 122-137, 


265- 266 

constant of proportionality 364, 


370 

constant velocity I I 9 


con tact time, impacts 150 

con tinuous flow heating 312 

continuous spectra 87 

control rods 481-484 

control variables 243 

coolants 481-484 

cooling 310- 312, 314-315 

cosine waves 290-29 1 

cosmic rays 18 

Coulomb's law 369-373, 375, 473 

count rates 443-445, 447, 


453-454,456 

couples 106 

cri tical angles 73 

critical damping 295 

critical mass 482 

critical temperatures 208 

CRO see cathode ray oscilloscopes 

crumple zones l 5 I 

Curie, Marie 441 

current 


alternating currents 4 17-425 

conductors in a magnetic 


field 396-399 

direct current circuits 214, 


223-225 

electrical 202-203 

electromagnetic induction 4 13, 


417-425 

photoeleetric 32-33 

power 205 


curves, graphs 267-270 

cycle dynamos 410-412 

cyclotrons 404 

damping 297-301 

dangers, radioactivity 449-45 1 

dark fringes 77-8 l 

data loggers 255 

data processing 249 

dating, radioactive 458-459 

de see direct current 

dead time 444 

de Broglie wavelength 42-43. 466 

decay 


constant 455-457 

curves 452 

particles and an tiparticles 26-27 

radioactivity 386, 452465, 


472-473,476,484 

deceleration 146- 148, I 50 


see also acceleration 

deep sea diving 3 19 

de-excitation 36-40 

deformation of solids 189-193 

density 184-185 


magnetic flux 397-399, 401, 

403-405.414-419,423-424 


nuclear density 467 

dependent variables 243 

diagnostic uses, technetium 465 

diamonds 73 

dielectric constant 399 

dielectrics 388-39 I. 399 

differentiation 270, 547, 548 

diffraction 41-43, 57, 82-87, 


466-467 

diodes 209, 210, 224-225 

direct assessmen t 254-255 

direct currenL (de) 


cells 223- 225 

circuits 214-229 

current mies 214 

internal resistance 220-222, 


266 

parallel 215 

potential difference 214-216 

potential dividers 226-227 

resistors 217-219 

series 214-215 


discharge tubes 80 

discharging capacitors 384-387 

discovery 


electromagnetic induction 41 1 

nucleus 438-440 

radioactivity 438-444 


dispersion 72, 74 

displacement 54, 96, I 18, 286- 300 


forces 172-173 

longitudinal waves 52 

motion graphs 128-129 

phase 55 

superpositions 58-63 

transverse waves 53 

two-stage problems 130-131 

velocity- time graphs 123 


displacement-time graphs 119, 

123, 288 


dissolving salt crystals 370 




distance, planetary fields 347-350 

distance-time graphs 118- 11 9 

dose equivalent/limits 450-451 

double slit interference 76-81 

drag 134-135, 144-145 

duality, quantum phenomena 


41-43 

ductile materials 191 


DVDs 80 

dynamics, constant 


acceleration 122- 124 

dynamo rule 412 

dynamos 410-412 


Earth's gravitationa l field 339 

Earth's magnetism 396 

eddy currents 424 

efficiency 


energy 177-178 

transformers 423, 424 


Einstein, A. 30-33 

elastic collisions 164-165 

elastic energy I 93 

elasticity 


materials 186-193 

solids 189- 193 

springs 186-188 


elastic Limits 186, 190-191 

elastic potential 188 

electrical circuits 


capacitor-resist0r circuits 

384-387 


cells 223-225 

components 209-21 1, 224, 


226-227 

diodes 209, 210. 224-225 

intem a l resistance 220-222, 


266 

Kirchhoff's laws 224-225 

loop rule 216 

paralle l 2 1 5, 2 17-218 

potential dividers 226-227 

resistors 206-208, 2 I I, 


217-219 

sensing 227 

series 214-215, 217 

specific heat capacity 3 11-3 12 


electrical conductors 358, 360, 

363- 364, 370-371 


electrical insulators 358-359, 

363 


electric fields 358-379 

Coulomb's law 369-373. 375 

electromagnetic i nduc1 ion 


4 10-431 


• 


electrons 358-359, 363 

equipotentials 367, 373 

forces 358- 362 

gravitational fields 


comparison 375 

parallel plates 363-364 

point charges 369- 375 

potential 366-368. 372-375 

potential gradients 367-368, 


374 

radial fields 373-375 

static electricity 358-36 1 

strength 358, 360, 362- 365, 


367-368. 370-371, 372-375 

see also electromagnetic 


induction 

electricity 200- 229 


conduclion 202- 203 

current and d1arge 202-203 

direct current circuits 214-229 

efficiency 178 

potential difference 204-205 

potential dividers 226- 227 

power 175, 205 

renewable energy 179-181 

resistance 206-208, 211, 


217- 222 

superconductivity 208 


electricity generation 410-431 

electric mot0rs 398, 41 o. 418 

electric potential 366-367, 


373-375 

electromagnetic force 13. 20-21 

electromagnetic induction 410-431 


al ternating current 417-425 

discovery 41 1 

laws 413- 416 

power 418-425 

transformers 423-425 


electromagnetic radiation 

double slit interference 76-78 

dua lity 41 

optics 68-91 

photons 30-33, 36-41 

refraction 68-73 


electromagnetic waves 8 

electromotive force (emf) 204-205. 


216,220-222, 266,410-423 

electronic polarisation 390 

electron neutrinos 22 

electrons 20 


antiparticles 10, 12 

de Broglie wavelengths 42-43 

capacitors 380 

capture 15, 448, 473 


conduction 32-33 

decay 26 

de-excitation 36--40 

diffraction 42-43. 466-467 

electric fields 358-359, 363 

emission 30-35, 41--43 

excitation 35--40, 43 

free electrons 3 58, 41 I 

hydrogen atoms 40 

magnetic fields 400-405 

photon interactions 30-33, 36 

shells 34-40, 43 

as waves 41-43 

work functions 3 1 


electron volts 34-35 

electroscopes 30. 359 

elect ros1a1ics 358-361, 370. 375 

elemen ts 4-7, 39-40 

eml' see elcctromOLive force 

emission 


electrons 30-35. 41--43 

photoelectrons 30- 3 3 

photons 36-40 


energy 

binding energy 475--479 

capacitors 382-383 

conservation 26, 172 

efficiency 177-178 

elastic 193 

electromagnetic induction 


410-411 

gravitational potential 340- 342, 


350, 353 

internal energy 306-309, 


325-326 

ionisation 34-35 

kinetic 173- 174 

levels (a lomic) 35--40 

levels (nuclear) 464-465 

mass 472-480, 482 

nuclear fission 476-484 

nuclear fusion 476--480 

nuclear physics 464-465, 


472--489 

orbiting satellites 353 

o~cillations 296-301 

photons 9, 30-33 

potential 175-176 

po1ential difference 204-205 

power 175-176 

renewable 179-181 

simple harmonic motion 


296-301 

stored in springs 188 

strain 192- 193 




thunderclouds 383 

work 170-172 


energy changes 173- 174 

energy- displacement graphs 297 

energy levels 35-40, 43 

engines, power 176 

engine wear 459 

equations 


ideal gas 321- 322 

kinetic theory 323- 325 

radioactivity 447-448 

rearrangement 263- 264 

simple harmonic moLion 


296- 297 

simultaneous 266 


equilibria 

conditions 111 

couples 106 

[orces 96- 117 

rules 110- 113 

Stability ) 07- l 09 

supports 105 

three forces 101- 102 

two-support problems l 05 


equipotentials 341-342, 367, 373 

errors 245-246, 249-250 

escape velocity 348-349 

evaluation 249-251 

excitation energies 35-40, 43 


ionisation 35-36 

photons 36 

spectra 39-40 


experimental gas laws 318-319 

experiments, radioactivity 442-445 

explosions 166-167 

exponential change 547 


fairground rides 174, 280- 281 

Faraday, Michael 411, 4 14-416 

Faraday's law 414-416 

field factors 364 

field lines 


electric 360- 364, 367, 372- 373, 

375 


gravitational 338- 342, 346 

magnetic 396-402, 410, 


413-415, 417, 419 

fields 


electric 358- 379, 401-405 

electromagnetic induction 


410-431 

gravitational 338- 357, 375 

magnetic 396-429, 441- 442 


filament lamps 80 


film badges 449-450 

filters, polarising 5 3 

first harmonics 62 

first law of thermodynamics 307 

fission 476-484 

fixed resistors 226, 384-387 

Fleming's left hand rule 397, 


400-401, 403,412 

Fleming's right hand ru le 412 

fluids, drag 144 

fluorescence 37-38, 178 

force carriers 13- 15 

force- distance graphs 171- 172 

forced oscilla lions 2 99- 30 l 

forced vibrations 299- 301 

forces 


acceleration 120- 127, 144-150, 

186 


air resistance 134-135 

balanced 100- 102 

centripetal force 276- 277 

circular motion 276- 281 

conservation of 


momentum 161- 163 

couples 106 

displacement 171- 172 

drag 134-135, 144-145 

electric fields 358- 375 

electromotive 204-206, 216, 


220- 222 

in equilibrium 96-117 

free body diagrams 110 

friction 138, 146-147, 177 

gravitational fields 338-357 

gravity 140 

impacts 158-160 

impulse 156-157 

lifting 112 

magnetic fields 396-414 

moments 103-104 

momentum 154-169 

moving charges 400-405 

nuclear 6- 7, 14, 20- 21. 23 

opposing 141-142 

periodic forces 299- 301 

pulleys 143 

rebounding impacts 159- 160 

sca lars/vectors 96- 99 

slopes 108- 111, 143 

springs 186- 188 

stable/unstable equilibria 


107- 109 

statics calculations 114- 115 

supports 105 


two-support problems 105 

vectors 96 

weight 140 

work 170-172, 175-181 


force-time graphs 156-160 

free body force diagrams 11 O 

free electrons 358, 411 

free fall 125-127, 338-339 

free oscillations 296-298 

free vibrations 286-287, 299 

frequency 54 


harmonics 62-63 

oscillations 286- 301 

stationary waves 60- 63 

threshold 30- 33 


friction 138, 146- 147, 177, 

278- 279 


fringe separation 77- 81, 82- 84 

fuel rods 481-484 

Fukushima, Japan 483 

fundamental particles 10- 15 

fusion (nuclear) 476- 480 

fusion (thermal) 313- 315 

future of reactors 483 


Galileo 126 

gamma decay 464, 473 

gamma radiation 7, 438, 441-448, 


450-453,459-462,464-465 

gases 318-329 


experimental laws 318- 319 

internal energy 325- 326 

kinetic theory 323- 326 

laws 318-323 

molecules 320-32 1, 323- 326 

pressure 318-326 

speeds 323-326 

temperature 318-326 

thermal physics 306 

volume 318-326 


Geiger tubes 443-444, 447, 

453, 456 


generating electricity 410-431 

generators 


alternating current 417-419 

technetium 464-465 

Van de Graaff 366 


geostationary satellites 352 

glass, ligh t refraction 68-69 

global positioning satellites 


(GPS) 352 

gold leaf electroscopes 30, 359 

GPS see global positioning satellites 

gradients, graphs 271- 272 




graphs 

analysis 250-251 

area 270-271 

curves 267-270 

energy-displacement graphs 297 

force-distance 171 - 172 

force-time 156-157 

gradients 269-270 

motion 118- l 19, 123, 128-129 

N-Z graphs 462-465 

straight line 265- 266 

temperature-time graphs 


314-315 

oscillation-time graphs 288 


gravitational f1elds 338-357, 375 

acceleration 338-339, 351-353 

electric f1elds comparison 375 

equipotentials 341-342 

forces 338-357 

free fall 338-339 

line of force 338-342, 346 

patterns 339-342, 346 

planetary f1eld s 346-350 

potc:ntiaJ 340-342, 348-350, 353 

potelllial gradiems 341-342, 


349-350 

satellite motion 351-353 

spherical planets 347-350 

stars 347-350 

strength 338-342, 346-353 

uniformity 338-339, 341-342 


gravitational potential 340-342, 

348-350, 353 


energy 340-342, 350. 353 

gravitation law 343-346. 351-352 

gravity 125- 127, 140 

grid system 425 

ground states 36, 464 


hadrons 20-23 

ha ll'-lives 386, 452-46 1, 463-464 

Hall probes 40 l 

harmonics 62-63 

hazards, radioactivity 449-451 

head-on collisions 163 

heat 


alternating currents 421-422 

capacity 310-312, 314-315 

exchangers 481 

gases 3 I 8-3 I 9 

rate of transfer 218-219 

resistance 218-219 

specific capacity 3 l 0-312, 


314-315 


• 


heavy damping 297 

helium 40 

high-energy electron diffraction 


466-467 

Hooke's law 172, 186 

horizontal projection 132-133 

hydroelectric power 180-181 

hydrofoils 145 

hydrogen atoms 40 


ideal gas law 320-322 

identical cells 224 

impacts 


forces 149-150, 158-160 

head-on collisions 163 

rebounds 159-160 

times 150 


impulse, momentum 156- 157 

inclined plane tests 125 

indicators 209 

indirect assessment 256-257 

induced emf 410-423 

induced fission 478-479 

induction, electromagnetic 410-431 

industry, radioactivity 459-461 

inelastic collisions 164-165 

inertia 140 

instruments for measurement 


65-66, 140, 209-210.245-248 

insulators 203, 358-359, 363, 374 

integration 550 

intensity 


photoelectric effects 32-33 

radioactivity 446-448, 451, 


466-467 

Young's fringes 83-84 


interactions, particles 13-15 

interference 58-59, 76-86 


coherence 79 

colour 79-81 

diHraction gratings 85-86 

double slits 76-8 l 

single slits 82-84 

superposition 58-59 

wavelengths 79-81 


internal energy 306-309, 325-326 

internal resistance 220-222, 266 

inverse curves 268 

inverse-square laws 343, 370, 


372- 375, 446-447 

inversion tube experiments 


310- 311 

ionic polarisation 390 

ionisation 442 


ionisation energies 34-35 

ionising radiation 438-471 

irregular solids 184 

isobaric processes 3 18, 3 19 

isothermal changes 318 

isotopes 4-7, 442, 448, 452-465, 


473-484 


joules 170-17 l 

juggernauts 176 

junctions, current 214 


kaons 18-20,24-25 

kelvin scale 308 

Kepler's third law 343, 351 

kinetic energy 173-174 


de Broglie wavelengths 42 

conduction electrons 32- 33 

defin ition 173 

molecu les 325-326 

photoelectrons 31. 33, 266 

potential 173 

simple harmonic motion 


296-298 

kinetic theory 323-326 

Kirchhoff's laws 224-225 


laboratory practice 243- 244 

lamps 37-38. 80. I 78 

lasers 9, 80 

latent heat 313-315 

laws 


Boyle's law 318, 321, 323 

Charles' law 318-319 

Coulomb's law 369-373. 375, 


473 

electromagnet ic induction 


4 13-416, 418 

Faraday's law 4 14-416 

first law of 


thermodynamics 307 

gases 318-323 

gravitation law 343-346, 


351-352 

Hooke~law 172, 186 

ideal gases 318, 320-322 

inverse-square laws 343, 370, 


372-375,446-447 

Kepler's third law 343, 351 

Kirchhoff's laws 224-225 

Lenz~law 413,418 

Newton's gravitation law 


343-346, 351-352 

Newton's laws of motion 


138-156, 161-167 




Ohm's law 206 

pressure law 319, 323 

Snell's law 68 


LDR see light-dependent resistors 

LED see light-emitting diodes 

left hand rule 397, 400-401, 403 

Lenz~~w 413,418 

leptons 18-29 


classification 20-21 

collisions 22-2 3 

conservation 26 

rules 23 


lift, air 134 

lifting 112 

lifts 142 

ligh t 


coherent sources 76, 80 

diffraction 4 1-43, 57, 82- 87 

double slits 76-81 

photons 30-33 

refraction 68-73 

sensor circuits 227 

single slits 82-84 

sources 37-38, 76, 80, 209, 227 

speed 72, 74 

total internal refl ection 73-75 

wave-particle duality 41-43 


light bulbs 37-38, I 78, 227 

light damping 297 

light-dependent resistors 


(LOR) 209, 227 

light-em ilting diodes (LED) 209 

light isotopes 462 

lightning conductors 363 

limiting forces 278 

limit or proporiional ity 190-193 

line absorptio n spectra 87 

linear track variable resistors 226 

line emission spectra 87 

line of force 


electric fields 358-364, 367, 

372-373, 375 


gravitational fields 338-342, 346 

magnetic fields 396-402, 410, 


413-415, 417, 419 

line spectra 39-40 

liquids 


density measurement 184 

specific heat capacity 311-312 

state changes 31 3-31 5 

thermal physics 307, 311-312, 


313-315 

loaded springs 290-292 

loading materials 192-193 


logarithms 544 

logarithm scale 545 

London eye 274, 276 

longitudinal waves 52 

loop rule 218 

Loschmidt, Josef 324 

low-energy light bulbs 38 


magnetic fields 396-429, 441-442 

charge 400-405 

charged particles 403-405 

coils 398 

conductors 396-399 

current-carrying conductors 


396-399 

electric motors 398 

electron beams 400-405 

field lines 396- 402, 4 10, 


413-419 

fluxes 397- 399, 401, 403-405, 


414-419,423-424 

forces 396-414 

line of force 396-402, 4 I 0, 


413-419 

moving charges 400-405 

panems 396-402, 410, 413-415, 


417,419 

radiation deflection 441-442 

uniformity 397-405, 4 I 6-4 I 9 

see also electromagnetic 


induction 

magnetic flux 


density 397-399, 401, 403-405, 

414-419,423-424 


linkage 414-41 7 

magnetic resonance 43 

maps of locality 96 

mass 


centre of l 04 

defects 475-476 

energy 472-480, 482 

numbers 5 

Sun 35 1 

see also point masses 


mass spectrometers 404-405 

mass-spring systems 292-295 

material dispersion 74 

materials 184-197 


conduction 203 

deformation 189-193 

density 184-185 

elasticity 186-193 

insulation 203 

loading/unloading 192- 193 


resistivity 207-208 

semiconductors 203, 210-211 

springs 186-188 


mathematical skills (AS/Year l) 

260-273 


mathematical skills (Year 2) 

529-546 


matter 4-47 

annihilation 10-11 

force carriers 13-1 5 

leptons 18-29 

pair production 10-1l 


part ides 4-1 7 

quantum phenomena 30-47 

quark combinations 24-25 

strong n uclear force 6- 7, 20- 21 

waves 4 1- 42 

weak n uclear force 14, 20, 23 


max imum nega tive 

displacement 58 


Maxwell, James Clerk 325 

mean kinetic energy 326 

measurement 


alternating currents 420-422 

capacitors 380-383 

conservation of momentum 


162- 163 

density 184-185 

error 245-246, 249-250 

friction 147 

gravitation I 27, 345 

impact forces 149-150 

instruments 65-66, 140, 


209-210, 245-248 

ionisa tion energies 34-35 

oscillations 284-285 

power I 75-176 

rela tive permittivity 389 

resis ta nce 207, 22 1- 222, 266 

ultrasound speed 65 

waves 54-55 


mechanics 94-193 

acceleration l I 8-127 

balanced forces 100-102 

collisions l 58-165 

constant acceleration 120, 


122-137 

displacements 171-172, 


186-193 

efficiency 177-178 

energy 170-183 

energy changes 173-174 

equilibria 96- 117 

explosions 166- 167 




fluids 144-145 

freefall 125-127 

li fting 112 

momems 103-106 

momentum 154-169 

motion I 18-167 

Newton's laws of motion 


138-156, 161-167 

non-uniform acceleration 121. 


123 

power 175-181 

projectiles 132-135, 267- 268 

stability 107-109 

statics calculations 114-115 

stopping distances 146- 148 

triangle of forces I I 0-111 

uniform accelera tion I 20-127 

vectors 96-99, I IO 

vehiclesafety 149- 151 

velocity 118-137 

work 170-172, 175- 181, 


186-193 

medica l endoscopes 74 

melting points 3 13-3 I5 

mercury 35, 36-38 

mesons 18, 2L 25-27 

metals 31-33, 191, 208, 31 l 

micrometers 247-248 

microscopes 43, 83 

microwaves 59, 6 1 

Millennium Bridge, London 


300-301 

moda l dispersion 74 

model explosions 167 

moderator rods 481-484 

molar gas constant 32 L- 322 

molarity 321-322 

molar masses 321-322 

molecu lar mass 32 I, 322 

molecules 


gases 320- 321, 323-326 

kinetic energy 325-326 

speed 323- 326 

thermal physics 307 


moles 321-322 

momen ts 103-106 

momentum 13, 154-169 


de Broglie wavelengths 42 

conservation 161-163 

definition 154 

force-time graphs I 56-157 

head-on collisions 163 

impulse 156-157 

rad ioactive decay I66 


• 


monitoring radiation 449-451 

monochromatic light 74, 80 

motion 


acceleration 139-140, 142-148 

at changing speeds I 18-1 19 

at constant speed I 18 

Brownian 320, 324 

circular 274-285 

collisions 158-1 65 

drag 134, 144-145 

elastic/inelastic collisions 


164-165 

explosions 166-167 

nuids 144 

graphs 128- 129, 265-271 

gravity 125-127 

Ii ft forces 134 

magnetic fields 400-405 

momentum 154-1 69 

Newton's laws 138- 156, 


161-1 67 

oscillations 286-305 

parabolic paths 134-135 

pendu lums 176 

projectiles 132-1 35, 267-268 

sa telli te motion 351 - 353 

simple harmonic 286-305 

in straight lines 122- 1 3 I 

two-stage problems 130-131 

velocity a nd speed 11 8-137 

velocity-time graphs 123 

without force 138 


motor effect 396, 398 

moving charges 400-405 

MR (magnetic resonance) 43 

mu ltistage rockets 348 

muon neutrinos 22 

muons 18, 20, 23, 26 

muscles, power l 77 


National grid systems 425 

natural frequency 299, 301 


nature of a. 13 & y radiation 445, 

446 


negat ive temperature 

coefficients 211 


neu trinos 7, 14, 20-23, 459, 463, 

473,479 


neutrons 20, 446-448, 458-459, 

462-465,467,473-482 


the newton 155 

newtonmeters 140 

Newton's law of gravitat ion 


343-346, 351-352 


Newton's laws of motion 138-156, 

161-167 


firs t law 138-139, 154-155 

second law 139, 141 - 156 

third law 161-167 


nodes, waves 58, 60-63 

non-uniform acceleration 121, 123 

normal 68- 69 

nuclear density 467 

nuclear fo rce 375, 462-463. 


473-476,479 

nuclear model 438 

nuclear physics 436-493 


binding energy 475-479 

energy 464-465,472-489 

fission 476- 484 

fusion 476-480 

isotopes 442, 448, 452-465, 


473-484 

neutrons 446-448, 458-459, 


462-465, 467,473-482 

nuclides 447-448, 462, 466-467, 


476-478 

photons 441- 448, 454-455, 


464-465,472-473 

radiation 438-471 

radioactive decay 386, 452-465. 


472-473,476,484 

radioactivity 386, 438-473, 


476,484 

stabil ity 438-471, 476-482 

thermal reactors 481-484 


nuclear radius 466-467 

nuclear reactors 48 1-485 

nuclear stability 476-482 

nucleon number 5, 467 

nucleons 2, 4 

nucleus 438-440 

nuclides 447-448. 462, 466-467, 


476-478 

N-Z graphs 462-465 


Ohm's law 206 

opposite forces 141-142 

optical fibres 73-74 

optics 68-91 


diflraction 82-86 

double slit interference 76-81 

polarisation 53 

refraction 68-73 

single-slit diffraction 82-84 

spectra 87 

total internal reflection 73-75 


orbits 351-353, 403-405 

orientation polarisation 390 




oscillations 286-305 

acceleration 288-295 

angular frequency 286-296 

damping 297-30 I 

energy 296-301 

energy-displacement 


graphs 297 

forced vibrations 299-301 

free vibraLions 286-287, 299 

frequency 286-30 J 


loaded springs 292-294 

mass- spring systems 292- 295 

measurements 286-287 

periodic forces 299-30 l 

phase difference 287-29L 


299- 301 


resonance 299-301 

resonant frequency 299- 301 

simple harmonic motion 


286- 305 

oscilloscopes 54, 65-66, 42Q-42 I 


pair production I0-1I 

parabolic curves/paths 134-135, 


267-268 

parallel cells 224 

parallel circuits 21 5, 217-218, 224 

parallel plates 363-364, 380, 


381-384, 389 

parallel springs 187 

partial reflection 68 

particle accelerators 19 

particle-like nature 41 

particles 2-49 


annihilation I0-1 I 

antimatter 10-12 

atoms 4, 6-7, 35-40, 43 

circular orbits 403-405 

collisions 26-27 

conservation 24, 26-27 

counters 443-445, 447, 453-454, 


456 

force carriers 13-15 

fundamental I0-12 

interactions 10- 1 l, 13-15 

ionisation 34, 36 

light 8- 9, 30-41 

matter 4-17 

pair production l 0-11 

photoelectric effect 30-33 

quantum phenomena 30-47 

radiaLion 6- 9, 25 

radioactivity 438-471 

sorting 20-21 

specific d1arge 5 


strangeness 24-25 

thermal physics 307 

tunnelling 476 

virtual photons 13-14 


pascals 189-1 93 

path differences 77-78 

patterns 


electric fields 358-364, 367, 

372- 373, 375 


gravitational fields 339-342, 

346 


magnetic fields 396-402, 410, 

413-415, 417, 419 


pendulums 174, 290-291, 292, 

294, 300 


percentage efficiency 178 

performance tests 120 

period 


definition 54 

oscillations 286-298, 300 


periodic forces 299-301 

permanem exLension 192- 193 

permittivity 388-390 

perpendicular components, 


vectors 98-99 

phase 55, 60-63, 76-78 

phase difference 287-29 L 299- 301 

phone chargers 423 

photoelectric currents 32-33 

photoelectric effect 8, 30-33 

photoelectrons 30-33, 268 

photons 8-9 


emission 36-40 

energy 9, 30-33 

excitation 36 

nuclear physics 441-448, 


464-465,472-473 

pair production 11 

spectra 39-40 

virtual 13-14 


photovoltaic cells 180- 181 

pions 18, 20, 24-25 

pipes 61 

pitch 63 

pivots 103-104 

plane-polarisation 5 3 

planetary fields 346-350 

plastic deformation 190-193 

point charges 369-375 

point masses 100-101, 108-111 , 


143, 343-346 

polarisation 


dielecLrics 388, 390 

transverse waves 53 


polonium isotopes 473 


polymers 192-193 

polythene 192-193 

positive tempcraturl' 


coefficients 213 

positrons 10, 12, 26, 446-448 

potential 


electrical 366-368, 372-375 

gravitational 340-342, 348-350, 


353 

poLential difference 34-35, 64- 65, 


204-205, 214-216, 220-222, 

266 


alternating current 417-423 

capacitors 380-391 

electric fields 363-364 

gravitational fields 341-342 


potential dividers 209-210, 

226- 227 


potential energy 173- J 74, 296-298 

potential gradiems 341-342, 


349-350, 367-368, 374 

power 175-176, 179-181, 220-221, 


266 

electromagnetic induction 


417-425 

nuclear fusion 480 

nuclear reactors 481-484 

radioactive decay 454 

remote devices 460-461 


powered vehicles, drag 145 

power stations 419, 425 

practical assessments 252-257 

practical work 243-257 

precision 246 

pressure 318-326 

pressure law 319, 323 

principle or conservation or 


energy 170 

principle of conservation of 


momentum 161- 163 

principle of momems I03-104 

principle of simple harmonic 


motion 288-289 

progressive waves 58, 60-63 

projectile-like motion I 34 

projectiles 132-135, 267-268 

properties of o., 13 & y radiation 


441-448 

prown-antineutrino imeractions 14 

proton numbers 4-5 

protons 20 

pulleys 143, 177 

pLilse dispersion 74 

Pythagoras's theorem 260-261 




quantised, definition 32 

quantum phenomena 30-47 


de Broglie wavelengths 42-43 

de-excitation 36-40 

excitation energies 35-40 

fluorescence 37-38 

ionisation 34-35 

matter waves 41-42 

photoelectric effects 30-33 

photons 30-33 

spectra 39-40 

technology 43 

wave-particle duality 41-43 


quarks 18-29 

baryons and mesons 21 

combinations 25 

conservation 26-27 

hadron collisions 22 

properties 25 

strangeness 24-25 


radial fields 339, 373-375 

radians 274, 286-287, 291, 300, 


539 

radiation 6-9, 25, 30-33, 36-43, 


166 

deflection 441-442 

dose limits 450-451 

monitoring 449-451 


radioactive dating 458-459 

radioactive decay 386, 452-465, 


472-473,476,484 

activity 453-454 

half-lives 386, 452-461, 


463-464 

N-Z graphs 462-465 

randomness 455-457 

theory 455-457 


radioactive series 463-465 

radioactive wasLe 484 

radioactivity 386, 438-473, 476, 


484 

absorption 442-443, 445, 


449-451,454,459-461 

alpha radiation 438-467 

beta radiation 438, 441-455, 


459-465 

dangers 449-451 

dating 458-459 

decay 386,452-465,472-473, 


476,484 

discovery 438-440 

equations 447-448 


gamma radiation 438, 441-448, 

450-453,459-462,464-465 


hazards 449-451 

industry 459-461 

intensity 446-448, 45L 466-467 

ionising radiation 438-471 

isotopes 442, 448, 452-465 

neutrons 446-448, 458-459, 


462-465 

nuclear radius 466-467 

nucleus discovery 438-440 

positrons 446-448 

range in air 444-445 

sa re usage 450-451 

tracers 459-461 


radio waves 5 3 

ra ndomness, decay 455-457 

range 


measu rement 245-246 

radioactivity 444-445 


rarefaction 52 

rate of heat transfer 218-219 

ratio of potential differences 226 

reactions, energy changes 472-473 

reactor core 481 

reactors, nuclear 481-485 

rearranging equations 263-264 

rebounding impacts 159-160 

recoil 166- 167 

reflection 56, 68, 73-75 

refraction 56 


boundaries 71- 72 

glass 68- 69 

optics 68-73 

total internal reflection 73 

triangu la r prisms 69 


refractive index 68-69, 73 

regenerative braking 414 

regular solids, density 184 

rein forcement 77- 78 

rela tive permiuivity 388-390 

remote devices 460-461 

renewable energy 179-181 

repulsion 358-361, 369 

resistance 


direct current circuits 217-219 

electrical 206-208 

heat 211, 218-219 

internal 220-222, 266 

semiconducwrs 210- 21 1 

temperature 208, 211 


resistive forces 144-145 

see also drag; friction 


resisLOrs 207-21 I, 217-2 19, 226
227 


capacitor charging 384-387 

direct current circuits 217-219 

fixed 226 

heat 211, 2 18-219 

in parallel 217-218 

in series 217 

variable 226-227 


resonance 299-30 l 

resonant frequency 299-301 

rest energy I 0, 21 

resultant 97-99, 26 1 

righ t hand rule 412 

ripple tanks 56 

r.m.s see rooL mean square 

rockers 142, 348 

roor mean square (r.m.s) 


current 420-422 

speed 323-326 


rotat ion 103-104 

rubberbands 192-193 

ru les 247 

Rutherford, Ernest 438-441. 446 


safety 149-151, 243, 28L 482
483 


sail crystals 370 

satellite dish design 57 

satellite motion 351-353 

SATNAV 352 

scalars 96 

scale diagrams 96-99, 111 

scales 247 

scann ing tunneling microscopes 


(STM) 43 

scil:ntific un its 258 

Searle's apparatus 190 

sea t belts 15 l 

second harmonics 62 

semiconductors 203, 210-21 1 

sensor circu its 227 

series cells 22 3-224 

series circuits 214-21 5, 2 17 

series springs 187 

shells 34-40, 43 

SHM see simple harmonic morion 

sigma particles 24 

significant figures 259 

signs 262-263 

simple harmonic motion 


(SHM) 286-305 

acceleration 288-295 


experiments 442-44 5 resistivity 207- 208 
 applications 292-295 


• 




circular motion 290-291 

damping 297-30 1 

energy 296-30.1 

kinetic energy 296-298 

potential energy 296-298 

principles 288-289 

sine waves 288, 290-291 

speed equation 296-297 


simple pendulum 290-291, 292, 

294, 300 


simultaneous equations 266 

sine waves 288, 290-291 

single cells 223 

single slit diffraction 82-84 

sinusoidal curves 2 9 I 


Sl system 258, 262-263 

size, nucleus 439-440. 466-467 

skidding 146 

skills 242-271 


analysis/evaluation 249- 251 

assessments 252- 257 

mathematical 258-271 

practical work 243-257 


slopes 108- 111, 143 

Snell's law 68 

solar energy 479-480 

solar heating 180-18 1 

solar photovoltaic power 180-181 

solids 


deformation 189- 193 

regu lar/irregular 184 

specificheatcapacity 311 

state changes 313-31 5 

thermal physics 307, 311, 


313-315 

sorting, particles 20-21 

sound 52, 61, 63, 65 

sources 


coherent light 76. 80 

electromotive rorce 204 

light 37- 38, 76, 80, 209, 227 


special rela1ivi1y 472 


specific charge 5 

specific heat capacity 310-312, 


314- 315 


specific latent hea t 314-315 

spectra 39-40, 72, 87 

spectrometers 404-405 

spectrum analysers 63 

speed 118-137 


acceleration 120-137 

angular speed 274-275 

definition 118 

gases 323-326 


light 72, 74 


oscilloscope readout 64-65 

root mean square 323-326, 


ultrasound 65 

waves 54-55 


speed-time graphs 128-129 

spent fuel rods 482-484 

spherical planets 347-350 

spine. human 112 

springs 186-188, 292-294 


energy stored 188 

Hooke's law I 72 


series/parallel 187 

SQUIDs 43 

stable equilibria I 07-109 

starter switches 38 

state changes 313-315 

stat ic electricity 358-361 

static forces 114-1 I 5 

stationary waves 58, 60-63, 300 

steel wire 193 

steering wheels l 51 

step-down transformers 423-425 

step-up transformers 423-425 

stiffness 191 

STM (scanning tunneling 


microscopes) 43 

stopping distances l 46-148 

stopping potential 3 l-32 

stored energy 188, 382-383 

stored radioactive materials 451 

stra ight lines 


graphs 265-266 

motion 122-1 31 


strain 189-193 

strain energy 192- 193 

strangeness 19, 24-26 

strange particles 19 

strength 


electric fields 358, 360, 362- 365, 

367-368, 370-371, 372-375 


gravitational fields 338-342, 

346-353 


stress 189- 193 

strings 62-63 

strong nuclear force 6-7, 20- 21, 


462-463,473-476,479 

structure of atoms 4 


sublimation 314 

substances, densities 185 

Sun 351 

sunlight 80 

superconducting quantum 


interference devices 

(SQUIDS) 43 


superconductivity 43, 208 

su percrests 58 

supcrfluids 40 

superposition, waves 58-63 

supertroughs 58 

support forces I05 

symbols, electrical components 


209, 226-227 


Systeme international (SI system) 

258, 262- 263 


Tacoma Narrows Bridge 300- 301 

tape charts 144 

technetium generators 464-465 

temperature 208, 211, 227 


gases 318-326 

internal energy 306-309, 


325- 326 

scales 308 

specific heat capacity 310- 312 

state changes 313-315 

thennal physics 306-315 


temperature-time graphs 314-315 

TEM (transmission electron 


microscopes) 43 

tensile strain 142, 189-193 

tensi le stress 189-193 

tension, cables 142 

terminal speed 144-145 

test charges 360, 362, 366 

theory of radioactive decay 


455-457 

thermal energy 306-309 

thermal equilibrium 308 

thermal nuclear reactors 481-485 

thermal physics 306-317 


boiling points 31 3-315 

change of state 313-315 

heat capacity 3 1 0-3 12 

internal energy 306-309 

latent heat 313-31 5 

melting points 313-315 

molecules 307 

particles 307 

phase changes 31 3-31 5 

specific heat capacity 310-312, 


314- 315 

state changes 313-31 5 

temperature 306-31 5 


thermionic devices 403 

thermistors 209, 227 

thermodynamics 307 

thermometer tests 309 

thickness monitoring 460 




thinking distance 146 

third harmonics 62 

three forces in equilibrium 101-102 

three-phase alternators 4 19 

threshold frequencies 30-33 

thrust 142 

thunderclouds 383 

tidal power 180-181 

tilting 107- 109 

time base circuits 64 

time constants 384-387 

time period 286-298, 300 

timers 248 

toppling 107-109 

torque l 03- 1 04 

torsion balances 369 

total internal renection 73- 75 

total kinetic energy of a gas 326 

total resistance 2 17- 218 

towing trailers 141 

tracers 459-461 

transformer rule 423 

transformers 423-425 

transmission electron microscopes 


(TEM) 43 

transparent substances 68-72 

transverse waves 52-63 

triangle of forces 110-1 I I 

triangular prisms 69 

trigonometry 262-263 

tunnelling, particles 476 

turning forces l 0 3-104 

turning points, curves 270 

two-support problems, 


moments 105 


ultin1ate tensile stress ( UTS) 19 I 

ultrasound, speed 65 

uncertainty 245-246 

uniformity 


acceleration 120- J 27, 265-266 

circular motion 274-275 

gravitational fields 338, 339, 


341-342 

magnetic fields 397-405, 


416-419 

mass 104 


units 260 

universal constant or 


gravitation 344-345 

unJoading materials 192- 193 

unpolarised waves 53 

unstable equilibria I07- 109 

useful energy 178 


• 


uses 

capacitors 391 

isotopes 458-461 

radioactive materials 450-45 L 


458-461 

UTS (ultimate tensile stress) 191 


vacuum photocells 32-33 

Van de Graff generators 366 

vaporisation 313- 31 5 


vapour lamps 80 

variable resistors 209- 210, 


226-227 

vectors 96- 99, 110, 261, 362, 


372-373 

vehicles 


bumpers 151 

drag 145 

fairground 174 

safety 149- 151 


slopes 108-llL 143 

stopping distances 146-148 


vehicle tracking 352 

velocity 119 


acceleration 120-137 

de Broglie wavelengths 42 

circular motion 276-281 

definition 118 

escape velocity 348-349 

non-uniform acceleration 121. 


123 

terminal 144-145 

two-stage problems I 30-1 31 

uniform acceleration 120-127, 


267-268 

vectors 96 


velocity-time graphs 123, 128-129, 

286 


vernier calipers 247-248 

vertical projection 132 

vibrations 52-53, 58, 60-63, 299 

virtual photons 13- 14 

voltage see potential difference 

voltmeters 209-210 

volume, gases 318-326 

water 


power 180-1 81 

salt crystals 370 


wavefronts 56, 85- 86 

wavelengths 


colour 79- 81 

de Broglie 42-43, 466 

definition 54 

harmonics 62-63 


interference 79-81 

stationary waves 60-63 


wave-like nature 41 

wave-particle duality 41-43 

waves 50-91 


circular 58-59 

coherent sources 58-59 

diffraction 57, 82-87 

double slit interference 76-81 

electromagnetic 52-91 

harmonics 62-63 

interference 58-59 

key terms 54 

light 30-40 

longitudinal 52 

mall'er 41-42 

optics 68-91 

phase 55, 60-63 

plane-polarisation 53 

progressive 58, 60-63 

propen ies 56-59 

reflection 56 

refraction 56, 68-72 

speed 54-55, 65 

s1a1ionary 58, 60-63 

superposi1ion 58-63 

transverse 52-63 

vibrations 52-53, 58, 60- 63 


w bosons 14-15 

weak nuclear force 14, 20, 23 

weight 125, 140 

white light 72, 8 I 

wind power 179, 181 

wires 


elasLic energy 193 

magnetic fields 397-398 


work 170-172, 175- 181 

definition 170-171 

el'liciency 177- 178 

elasticity l 93 

electrical power 205 

energy 170-172 

isobaric processes 318, 319 

po1ential difference 204-205 


work functions, metals 31-33 


X-rays 448, 450, 473 


yield point I90 

Young modulus 190 

Young's fringes 76-81, 82-84 
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